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HUMAN EXCREMENT: ENGINEERING, LAW, AND ITS
SYMBOLIC AND POLITICAL CHARACTER
Dimitra Koumparou1,*, Spyros K Golfinopoulos2, Stelios A Samios3
1

Laboratory of Technology and Policy of Energy and Environment, Hellenic Open University, Parodos Aristotelous 18, 26335, Patra, Greece
2
University of the Aegean, Department of Financial and Management Engineering, 41, Kountourioti st., 82132 Chios, Greece
3
Athens Water Supply and Sewerage Company, Division of Planning and Development, 9 Ilission St., 15571, Ilissia, Athens, Greece

Unfortunately, the top down approaches to rural sanitation were not successful in the past, as the
Western countries carried the sophisticated and established European philosophy and belief, and
mainly European repugnance, about human excrement, to their colonies. Currently, new strategies like
Community-led Total Sanitation (CLTS) based on
cultural and social context, applied to rural and urban
environments endeavors to be a success story [4]. As
the former UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has
GHFODUHGµSanitation is a sensitive issue. It is an unpopular subject. Perhaps that is why the sanitation
crisis has not been met with the kind of response we
need, EXWWKDWPXVWFKDQJH¶ [5].
The characteristic of unpopularity of sanitation,
first met in Europe between the 15th and the 16th
century, is, therefore, deep rooted in the western
thought about human excrement. This dominant atWLWXGHWRZDUGVIDHFHVKDVOHGWRWKHDEVHQFHRIDµSKL
ORVRSK\¶RIVDQLWDWLRQDQGWRWKHXQVXFFHVVIXOGHDO
ing of human wastewaters throughout the globe.
Ugliness and dirt of excrement are rather political than aesthetic notions, identifying their intersections with discourses, practices, and institutions of
power as Przybylo and Rodrigues [6] mention and
'RXJODV>@QRWHV7KLVµKLGGHQ¶GLPHQVLRQLVPHWLQ
WKH (XURSHDQ 8QLRQ¶V SROLF\ DQG HVSHFLDOO\ LQ WKH
Directive 208/98/EC [8] in which waste is defined as
µany substance or object which the holder discards
or intends or is required to discard¶)RU2(&'LQ
Environmental Data CompendiXP>@µwaste is generated at various stages of human activities, and its
composition and amount largely depends on consumption patterns and on industrial and economic
structures. Its impact on the environment and on
quality of life is mainly related to air, water and soil
contamination, but also includes space consumption,
odours and aesthetic prejudice¶
These contemporary definitions spell out that
waste removal and management ± including human
excrement ± seems to be aligned to the social and
economic system and it is safe enough to make the
assumption that their organization is also a matter of
the social structure, economic prioritization, and political doctrine.
With reference to the engineering and to the
legislation that metabolize human excrement into a

ABSTRACT
Urban agglomeration launched the problem of
the disposal of human excrement. Mix of materials,
practices, technologies, legislation, attitudes and culture, religion and economy comprise what we call
management organization of human excrement. Institutional conditions, processes of governmentalization and political dynamics add complexity to its
multifaceted character. Social relations, political formulas, and the last years, environmental concern and
economic growth, are interwoven in the conceptualization, design, and management of human excrePHQWDQGLWVµSODFH¶LQWKHVRFLHW\7KLVDUWLFOHGLV
cusses and presents critically how engineering and
law, from ancient years till now, organize the relationship of the society with its excrement (its Nature), underlying its political and cultural character.
KEYWORDS:
Human excrement, sanitation, culture, law, attitudes, politics, engineering

INTRODUCTION
When humans began to cultivate and adopted
an early agricultural way of life, which created the
need for a permanent home, a new problem seemed
to arise, the disposal of the human excrement. Their
accumulation in confined spaces was a spawning
complication deriving from the newly introduced
state of immobility. These conditions led to the invention of the first (infra-) structures for the management of excrement [1].
Nowadays, the United Nations (UN) General
Assembly in 2010 [2], through the Resolution
64/292, recognized the human right to water and sanitation as the base for the fulfillment of all human
rights. In 2015 [3] only the 68% of the world had
improved sanitation facilities, which means that
there was no need for human contact for the removal
of human excreta. The above-mentioned procedure
did not include the subsequent management of faecal
waste, which consists of four stages: removal,
transport, treatment and reuse or disposal.
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SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL
SYSTEMS AND WASTE

policy issue, this work traces the social, cultural and
political character of human excrement. Its anticipation is to reconfigure and reimagine the relationship
between Nature and Society, beyond the nature/society dichotomy. This work, bearing this statement
in mind, looks backwards at the ancient years, when
we met, for the first time in human history, legislation about the management of human excrement, in
the Athenian democracy of the 5th century B.C.
Laporte [10] considers that the edict of Paris in the
16th century gives a political character to human excrement for the first time in human history. The writHUVDUJXHWKDWWKLVKDSSHQHGE\µ$JRUDQRPLF/DZ¶
in the ancient democracy.
Finally, the writers argue that the concept of
circular economy in the realm of wastewaters is not
a new one. A circle in the economy, based on physical and biological attributes of wastewaters, was
functioning in Athens of the 5th century B.C. and
was in function until the 19th century, which broke
by the introduction of chemical fertilizers. The circular economy of the past was not an economic project as it is introduced today.
This work endeavors to present an integrated
approach to human excrement. Until now, the studies related to human waste describe the diverse inspirations to hide the waste, (the hydraulic or the engineering accomplishments) in different geographical regions. Most of the surveys mainly review the
ancient infrastructures and fluid mechanics, deprived of the real people of the past, and of their social, political and economic framing that defined
their lives and their achievements. The paper debates
that the cultural assertions and the economic restructuring in the management policies of human excrement and sanitation could play a significant role in
the realization of the human right to sanitation in the
21st century, two centuries after the sanitary revolution.
This work describes that the current western attitude towards human excrement is the result of the
disconnection between Nature (and its biophysical
functions) and Society (the social structure). In the
next session through the history of wastewater engineering and the legislation, it is presented how the
society organizes its relationship with its excrement,
underlying the political and cultural character of the
human excrement. It is revealed that the ancient koprologoi may be the first entrepreneurs of human excrement and not a marginalized and isolated group
like contemporary night soils. The following session
describes the political DQGFXOWXUDOQXDQFHVRIERG\¶V
excrement. Finally, it is argued that sanitation like
other environmental challenges and threats- which in
their core are social - are not only a matter of technology and innovation, but it is ascribed to the social
structures, ethical and political systems.

Humans have always had the desire to keep distance from their wastes, whether they were products
of their own bodies or their economic activities.
$SDUWIURPWKLVGHVLUHKXPDQV¶passion to establish
their sovereignty on nature has led them to consider
themselves separated from Nature [11].
This desire to separate ourselves from nature
and its cycles, supported by modern technological
feats, make the western world believe, at least recently, that much of its problems have been partly
solved, including wastes.
The actual problem is that we cannot separate
ERG\¶VIXQFWLRQVDQGDFWLYLWLHVIURPQDWXUH0RGHUQ
science makes us believe that we can objectify and
manipulate things isolated from their surroundings.
Nature with its unknown and unpredictable power
JUDGXDOO\WUDQVIRUPHGLQWRµHQYLURQPHQW¶DQREMHF
tified and measurable network, which is charted,
monitored, studied, and therefore it is controlled and
manageable. Nature - transformed to environment is mostly conditioned by human activity, and it is not
anymore, a part of human life. Objectifying the natural world that surrounds humans, persuades them
not only to believe that nature exists in a separate domain, but that it is also easily subjected to its manipulation and domination [11].
$FFRUGLQJWR+DZNLQV>@µ:KDW PDNHVVKLW
so disturbing and disgusting, is that we can never
completely escape it, we can never get rid of it. It
comes back to haunt us, it sticks to us; it has that uncanny capacity to return. The desire for elimination
DVDEVROXWHVHSDUDWLRQLVDOZD\VWKZDUWHG¶:DVWHV
our shits and, industrial shit par excellence, have
contributed to the emergence of a new era, that of
Anthropocene. Anthropocene is defined by other evidence and criteria, above and beyond geophysical
and meteorological observations and records. It declares the dominant political economic, technological and moral priorities; it emphasizes on the missing
social element [13].
In the socio-ecological systems, the context of
the ecosystem (resources and its functions) is deeply
connected to the cultural and emotional variables of
the place. Ecosystems have a strong emotional gravity, rooted in the cultural motives [14, 15]. Berkes
and Folke [16] note that nature and society are codependent and constantly co-evolving systems. Socio-ecological systems are complex in their structural elements which they often interact in random
and unpredictable ways [17]. These interdependencies take on particular importance as they prescribe
their response and co-evolution patterns.
The socio-natural or natural-social highly complex system that has been established for centuries,
now demands essential renovations [18]. The juxtaposition of nature and human beings, society and
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single wastewater line. These sophisticated pipeline
systems could mainly be found in large cities like
Athens, Thasos and Pergamon, as well as archeological discoveries linked with this system have also
EHHQIRXQGLQ$WKHQV¶$FURSROLVDQGWKHKLOORIWKH
Pnyx [1]. Urban sewerage was considered to be an
important foundation for a city [25]. A particular
type of wastewater that the Greeks reused was
µamurca¶ZKLFKZDVDOLTXLGE\SURGXFWRIROLYHSUR
cessing, produced in olive mills. This substance was
reused as a fertilizer in several cultivations such as
fruit trees, wheat and olive trees [26].
According to Golfinopoulos et al. [27] there
were regions and cities of ancient Greece other than
Athens, Sparta and Katerini, where the citizens used
the wastewater for land irrigation. In this way, due to
evapotranspiration, they could reuse the wastewater
in open fields for watering trees and other crops, increasing the soil quality. Similar practices were observed in other regions of ancient Greece, like
Halieis in the southern Argolis in Peloponnesus region, where the construction of cesspits in many
houses of the 4th century B.C., proves the usefulness
of wastes as a fertilizer in the cultivation of olive
trees [28].
In the Roman period an innovative - at that time
- water supply system was established [1]. They designed and developed wastewater management systems, by scaling up already existing sanitation methods and utilizing them in larger constructions. This
fact, coupled with the advanced aqueduct technology
they possessed, further improved sanitary engineering [29]. The most renowned achievement of
wastewater management was the creation of the Cloaca Maxima, the largest ancient sewer that spread
throughout the city center of ancient Rome. By 100
A.D. the system was almost complete, and connections had been made even to some houses of rich
people only [30].
Regarding the wastewater recycling, one example of wastewater reuse implemented by Romans
was the recyclLQJ RI VSDV¶ ZDVWHZDWHU ZKLFK ZDV
used for flushing latrines before delivery to the sewer
system, and then to Tiber River [31]. They built public bathrooms including cesspits with water, and
their water was reused as a fertilizer in the fields
[32]. Moreover, there is evidence suggesting that
wastewater recycling was also practiced in North African cities that were part of the Roman Empire [33].
After WKH IDOO RI WKH 5RPDQ (PSLUH WKH µsanitary
dark ages¶ ODVWHG PRUH WKDQ D PLOOHQQLD VSDQQLQJ
from 476 to 1800 [1].
The wastewater recycling has been applied in
agriculture for a long period of time in Europe, and
especially in regions of Spain, London, Paris, Milan
and Berlin [34].
On the other side of the globe, Chinese people
used to collect and apply human excreta in agriculture before 500 B.C. The use of human waste as fertilizer made crop production sustainable for the

culture, introduced the cognitive framing of underVWDQGLQJWKHHQWLUHZRUOGDQGKXPDQV¶SRVLWLRQLQLW
[54]. And in this new epoch, as Kawa [11] commends we should start actively tackling our shit.

ENGINEERING OF WASTE
Lofrano and Brown [19] state that the historical
records show that the Mesopotamian Empire (3500±
2500 B.C.) was the first civilization to formally deal
with sanitation problems arising from community
living.
A developed wastewater management system
was met in the Indus Valley, too. A matured and
technologically advanced urban culture was developed in that region [20]. Excavations of the site revealed that a high level of life quality and an extensive knowledge and use of urban planning coupled
with efficient municipal governance existed, and an
elevated level of hygiene had been established. Avvannavar and Mani [21] indicated that all the above
derived from the fact that Indus civilization (2600±
1700 B.C.) was developed in a densely populated
YLOODJHDQGWKDWWKHFXVWRPRIµRSHQVTXDWWLQJ¶ZDV
frowned upon.
Herodotus (Histories II) demonstrated that elegant houses in the city of Herakopolis in Egypt (B.C.
2100) had bathrooms and toilets seats made of limestone. The bathroom would be equipped with a
slightly inclined stone-slab floor, and the walls were
usually lined to a certain height (about half a meter)
with battered stone slabs to protect against wetness
and splashing [22]. Drainage of wastewater was
achieved by setting a basin lower than the spout of
the floor slab in the bathroom, or occasionally by
drainage channels running through the outer wall
into a vessel or straight into the sand of the desert.
Concerning Greeks, several studies point out
that they set the modern water engineering [19].
More particularly, from 300 B.C. to 500 A.D., ancient Greeks gradually developed a complete system
of sewage network that included the potential of water reuse. A major application of water recycling was
that of irrigation. In this case, wastewater deriving
mainly from public lavatories and drained storm water was directed via pipes into a collection basin, located on the outskirts of the city. From there, channels made of brick were used to transfer the
wastewater to agricultural fields, where it was used
for the irrigation of cultivations, acting as a fertilizer
at the same time; an effect that Greeks were aware of
it [1, 23]. The design of the sewer system is described by Tolle-Kastenbein [24], based on archeological findings. The fundamental idea behind it was
the use of several levels of piping systems in a hierarchical structure so that all converged in one single
collector. The pipelines of the building merged with
others found in the road, which consecutively were
linked with even larger channels all ending up in a
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house clean and not necessarily the street. According
WRWKHODZWKHUHVLGHQWVFDOOµNRSURORJRL¶WRHPSW\
the pits, as this was their responsibility. This practice
was also presented in the play of Aristofanes,
µ(LULQL¶ a famous ancient comedy. In this play, the
servants of the house callHGIRUµNRSURORJRL¶WRFRO
lect the manure of a huge beetle.
Aristophanes in one of his comedies refers to
an Athenian who was obliged to go out of the house
at night to defecate, risking a fine if he was caught.
This first reference is not about the aforementioned
habit or the potential penalty, but about other social
behaviors or social divergences, as the Athenian is
dressed as a woman. This means that defecating in
the streets may be considered as a usual and a soFLDOO\DFFHSWHGDFWLRQZKLFKGLGQ¶WFDXse any appalling feelings or loathing for the filth.
The second reference is made by Aristotle in
KLVZRUNµ$WKHQLDQ3ROLWHLD¶>@LQZKLFKWKHJRY
ernance system of Athens of the 5th century B.C. is
GHVFULEHG,QWKHµ$WKHQLDQ3ROLWHLD¶WHQastynomoi
(policemen) are mentioned: five for the city of Athens and five for Piraeus. These astynomoi had the
GXW\ WR VXSHUYLVH WKH GXQJ FROOHFWRUV µNRSURORJRL¶
ZKRPXVWQ¶WGURSWKHLUGXQJLQDGLVWDQFHFORVHUWKDQ
ten stades from the city wall. Astynomoi prevented
the citizens from building or probably extending
their balconies over the streets. They also supervised
if the construction of overhead gutters discharging
water or windows opening into the streets. Finally,
the public slaves, who removed the dead bodies from
the streets, were under astynomoi¶VVXSHUYLVLRQ>@
7KHUHLVQRRWKHUUHIHUHQFHWRµNRSURORJRL¶DQG
it is not safe to conclude whether they were or not
SXEOLF VHUYDQWV ,Q WKH µ$WKHQLDQ 3ROLWHLD¶ SXEOLF
servants are mentioned sporadically and their duties
are not described in detail. In other ancient writings,
WKHUH LV QR IXUWKHU LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW µNRSURORJRL¶
DQGLQ0RGHUQ*UHHNWKHWHUPµNRSURORJRL¶LVLQWHU
preted as street cleaners.
If we attempt to detect linguistically their identity the world µNRSURORJRL¶LVDGHULYDWLYHRIWKHZRUG
µNRSURV¶ZKLFKPHDQVWKHH[FUHPHQWRIKXPDQERG\
and the manure of the animals, without distinction.
It is still a word in use in Modern Greek and in medicine science the world koprana țȩʌȡĮȞĮ LV XVHG
for faeces.
2ZHQV >@ VXJJHVWV WKDW µ.RSURORJRL¶ LQ DQ
cient Athens, was a private enterprise providing the
services of collection and disposal of the wastewater
outside the city limits. Ault [38] mentions that the
State oversaw the collection of garbage in collaboraWLRQ ZLWK SULYDWH HQWUHSUHQHXUV WKH µNRSURORJRL¶ 
who had a profit by recycling and selling waste as
fertilizers. It is not clear how this argument is corroborated by other evidence, but even so, the private
business in ancient years was endowed with other
merits rather than the maximization of private profit.

highly populated areas in China [35]. Japanese also
used to apply µnight soil¶on a ratio of 4 tonnes per
hectare. This kind of fertilizer was primarily product
of urbanized areas, such as Yokohama and Tokio.
Men used to carry it on their shoulders or on the
backs of animals, but most commonly on strong carts
drawn by them in order to transport it to other areas.
Nevertheless, the use of urine and faeces was not
limited to crop production. Celts used to dye and
wash clothes as they were aware of urine¶s cleaning
power. Ancient Romans used to install public toilets
(in fact, amphorae in the streets) so as the workers in
laundries to collect substantial volumes of urine.
This process continued to exist throughout the middle Ages all around Europe. It is shown, from the
DERYH H[FUHWD ZDVQ¶W VHHQ DV FRPSOHWHO\ XVHOHVV
garbage, but it was considered a valuable fertilizer,
and urine was used as a kind of washing liquid or a
dissolver. Furthermore, in the ancient Indian culture,
urine was regarded as a medicinal tool used in autourine therapy, according to ancient Sanskrit texts
[35].
/$:2):$67(µ$*25$120,&/$:¶
$1'7+(µ.2352/2*2,¶2)$7+(16IN
THE 4TH- 5TH CENTURY B.C. AND THE
EDICT OF PARIS IN THE 16TH CENTURY
:KDW PDNHV LQWHUHVWLQJ WKH FDVH RI µNRSUROR
goi¶LQDQFLHQW$WKHQVLVWKDWIRUWKHILUVWWLPHDQLQ
tegrated management of the human excrement is
met. Engineering, law, economy and culture are inWHUWZLQHGWRPDQDJHDQGWRRUJDQL]HWKHERG\¶VH[
crement.
In ancient Greece, we have enough information
about the way that the Athenians establish their relationship with their excrement, and organise their private and public life with implications to agricultural
FXOWLYDWLRQ µ.RSURORJRL¶ DFFUHGLW WR WKH HFRQRP\
DQGWKHODZWKHVRFLDORUGHUDQGWKHSROLF\µ.RprolRJRL¶LVDQLQWHJUDWHGVRFLRWHFKQLFDOVROXWLRQEDVHG
on local ecological conditions and knowledge. In
Athens, for the first time - in human history - a material order of cleanliness is established. On the one
hand the bodily functions have been organized by architectural and legal orders and on the other hand the
institutionalization, domestication and privatization
of bodily waste are met in an urban context.
In ancient Athens of the 4th century B.C. a law,
WKHµ$JRUDQRPLF/DZ¶SURKLELWHGSHRSOHWRGLVpose
waste - it seems the main problem came from rubble
or mortar - on streets. The offender was obliged to
remove it. According to Owens [36] the findings of
archaeological excavations bring to light that in this
era every house had a kopron, a pit, in front of the
doorway. It is safe enough to conclude that kopron
was the cesspit, which residents used, instead of getting out, to defecate on the streets, in public and at
night. The philosophy of the kopron was to keep the
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THE SANITARY REVOLUTION
AND SOCIAL, POLITICAL,
CULTURAL METABOLISM

Bitros and Karayiannis [39] mention that the
ancient Greek economy is not a case of modern capitalism. The Philosophy of Socrates had eliminated
the profit and wealth seeking activities. The level of
wealth and profit was subjectively and not objectively determined, as business activities were defined and organized by social and ethical considerations. Aristotle and Plato articulated that the accumulation of wealth and luxurious living caused injustice and ethical corruption. The enterprises were
owned by free citizens or freedmen and were run
with the help of slaves and the agriculture was considered to be the most honourable and productive enterprise.
Taking into account the actual life of the Athenian society and economy, and considering that
µNRSURORJRL¶ZHUHDSULYDWHHQWUHSUHQHXUVKLSQRWIRO
lowing the norms of the modern capitalist philosophy, though - it could be argued that the activity related to human excrement was not exercised by a
marginalized social group. If it was the case, then the
slaves should had been engaged with the waste collection and disposal, as this is, actually, the case in
other societies, in which the lowest social groups are
employed with human excrement. The abhorrence
and detestation towards body excrement, and people
engaged with them seems not to be the dominant attitude of the Athenian society.
In spite of the fact that in the restricted literaWXUH DERXW µNRSURORJRL¶ WKHUH LV D ZLGH GLVFXVVLRQ
about business dimensions of the excrement, there is
little analysis about the political meaning that the
State of Athens attributes to its environmental governance and policy, in general, and about human excrement, more specifically.
On the other hand Laporte [10] presenting an
edict issued in 1539, in Paris, that prohibited the dispose of excreta and urine onto the streets, considers
that this is the moment that the new relationship between a subject and its excrement is established. This
relationship is reconfigured not only as far as the totality of the body is concerned, but also and more
FUXFLDOO\ DV IDU DV WKH VXEMHFW¶V UHODWLRQVKLS LV
changed to the world and its attributes define its new
position into the society. Laporte [10] describes the
political metabolism of the State due to human excreta.
In this reconfiguration an institutionalization
takes place. He notes that this legislative instrument
is a turning point in history that symbolizes the transformation of the relationship between a subject and
its faeces, the totality of its body and its status in the
wider world. The representations of these transIRUPHGUHODWLRQVKLSVLOOXVWUDWHWKHVXEMHFW¶VSRVLWLRQ
in the social structure.
The political order of the both cities (Athens
and Paris) demands regulations for biophysical functions of their citizens and the State expressed its interesting in the governance of the biological praxis
of its citizens.

Harvey [40] indicates that the improvements in
sanitation in the 19th century in Europe were
launched primarily because of economic issues, rather than to improve the health of poor urban dwellers. Some practices of rural life proved lethal when
they moved into high-density urban aggregations
without any plan and organization. The space of urban life proved more dangerous than the space of the
work. The required political commitment became an
act, only when it was recognized that high morbidity
rates and the bad health of laborers were hindering
industrial progress and economic growth and the diseases among the urban poor might threaten the mass
production and consumption and the accumulation
RIWKHZHDOWK7KHGULYHUVEHKLQGWKH(XURSHDQµVDQ
LWDU\UHYROXWLRQ¶ZHUHHFRQRPLFUDWKHUWKDQDVKDUHG
need of the society [40]. Therefore, sanitation in the
Western countries, in the 19th century was not initiated as a medical advance for a better health and
quality of life as Van der Geest [41] points out.
Jorgensen [42] urges that the unpleasant smell and
its uncanny disgust ushered the revolution of sanitation, too.
Two centuries after the sanitary revolution,
sanitary practices are still not a desirable subject for
the society to engage - they are colored with negative
emotions and pictures of dirt, or shame, disturbing
SHRSOH¶VSULYDF\7KHLQVWLWXWLRQDOL]DWLRQRIWKHWRL
let, through the Millennium Development Goals,
with target the improvement of the living conditions
of billions of people, transformed it into the figurehead of sanitation.
According to the World Health Organization
[43] sanitation encompasses the provision of facilities and services for the safe disposal of human excrement. The sanitation has a significant beneficial
impact on health both in micro (individual and
household) and macro (society and economy) level.
The most common definition of sanitation refers to
the safe disposal and treatment of human excreta,
solid waste and waste water, the control of disease
vectors, and to the provision of washing facilities for
personal and domestic hygiene. Sanitation, also,
DLPVWRWKHLPSURYHPHQWRILQGLYLGXDOV¶OLIHTXDOLW\
and contributes to the social development, in general.
This description presents sanitation as a technical matter, par excellence, as the process of the removal of sewage and trash keeping the places, clean
and safe. It also reinforces the argument that the
State or other Municipal Authorities should provide
it. And because of this perception and obsession, the
poor urban dwellers all over the world lack in sanitation services, as a sewage system is a capital intensive investment and a heavily-constructed infrastructure. States of South cannot afford to offer sanitation
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historical source. Under this legislation each citizen
was made responsible for the disposal of their own
bodily waste.
Under these circumstances, space is re-organized. The findings of archaeological excavations
bring to light that in this era every house had a
µNRSURQ¶ D SLW LQ IURQW RI WKH GRRUZD\ ,W LV VDIH
HQRXJK WR FRQFOXGH WKDW µNRSURQ¶ LV WKH FHVVSLW
which residents used instead of going out in public
and at night. All the information provided lead to the
FRQFOXVLRQ WKDW WKH µ$JRUDQRPLF /DZ¶ RI WKH WK
century B.C. can truly be the turning point of the huPDQV¶QHZUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKWKHLUERG\WKHVRFLHW\
DQGWKHVRFLHW\¶VUHSUHVHQWDtions.
In contrast to the edict of 1539, it is under inYHVWLJDWLRQLIWKHµ$JRUDQRPLF/DZ¶LQWURGXFHVQHZ
schemes of interpersonal relationships, particularly
in the context of family relations, and in public
events, like symposiums, establishing privacy in defecation practice as Sennett [48] notices for the medieval Europe.
Dirt as a symbol [7] by which prohibitions and
borders are structured, for the establishment and
preservation of the social order is depicted clearly in
the medieval society [47]. From the 18th century onwards, certain groups developed higher levels of
self-control and restrains in their behaviors. Shame,
revulsion and embarrassment set boundaries and
guarded their privacy constructing thus, the new order. Even their defecatory practice, in private space
and alone, could differentiate them. The bodily propriety as a life style was used to identify their cleanliness and to stigmatize the dirt of other groups [47].
This is a signal moment, when the western civilization puts a veil of secrecy over bodily wastes.
The modes in which faecal policy is utilized
against the subordinate are embedded in the differing
routines regarding bodily excrement of the dominant. Recent works of social sciences about human
body and its products and its material and symbolic
function especially in colonial and post-colonial
contexts, brought to light the cultural and biological
inferiority of certain social groups and classes. The
way that the dominant group regards its own wastes,
what faecal management strategies, equipment and
tools it uses is a symbolism developed in a dynamic
and historic context, creating authorization of superiority of one group over another [44].
If this is the case, then the concept of cleanliness should have been studied with different cultural
glasses. Every culture categorizes objects, acts, attributes, EHKDYLRUVDVµFOHDQDQGSXUH¶µGLUW\DQGLP
SXUH¶ µVDFUHG DQG SURIDQH¶ DV ZHOO DV GHWHUPLQHV
which practices and schemes of knowledge are associated with these categories that contribute to their
maintenance, classification and even to their extinction. The delineations about what can be categorized
as clean and dirty vary.
It is argued that the dichotomy between cleanness and dirtiness ± impurity is a universal cultural

services to their citizens, according to the western
VWDQGDUGV7KXVWKHHQRUPRXVFRVWVFDXVHµLQHUWLD¶
in the motivation of providers, engineers and to people who need sanitation services [44]. Another interesting dimension is the linear picturing of sanitation
which has been established in the recent history of
the West. It was introduced by the use of sewer systemVDVWKHURDGWRVWDYHRIIµGLUW¶DQGE\UHSODFLQJ
organic fertilizers by chemical, circa two centuries
ago. Before this, sanitation was a process of removal
and transformation of human excrement to something valuable and it was a closed loop and not an
µHQGRISLSH¶V\VWHP
Picturing sanitation as the sovereignty of the
sewer system, the first political metabolism took
place in ancient Athens and more intensively in ancient Rome. The citizens were dependent upon civic
mechanisms and state systems for moving away their
waste. And in modern times, according to Freud's
[45] triad of civilization - cleanliness, order and
beauty - the State serves the civilization and maintains its power through the provision of an infrastructure for the waste removal.
µWhere there is dirt there is system¶ 'RXJODV
[7] claims. In a social and cultural context, dirt is a
matter of social order and cleaning restores this order. Dirt is not an isolated, secluded fact, and sewage
network could be seen as a system of imposing order.
Baumann [46] by studying the urban utility lines in
the region of Israel Palestine not only as a strategic
aspect but also as geopolitics and military strategy
reveals the infrastructural violence.
Law imposes or preserves the social order, by
organizing the bodily wastes. Edicts like the one of
1539 were bound to lead to institutionalization, domestication and privatisation of bodily waste on one
hand, and on the other hand to the transformation of
interpersonal relationships within family, regarding
intimacy [10, 47, 48]. This new form of order is represented in the construction of cesspools in every
house which resulted in the construction of large
centralized sewer systems by the State [47]. This architectural intervention on buildings and through the
infrastructure re-organizes urban space according to
the concepts of cleanliness and disgust.
But the first attempt of institutionalization of
bodily functions, imposing constraints upon them is
the µAgoranomic Law¶ of ancient Athens in the 5th
century B.&&RQVWUDLQWVFRQFHUQWKHµSXEOLFH\H¶DV
Laporte [10] mentions, without affecting the domesWLFVSKHUH8QGRXEWHGO\WKH µ$JRUDQRPLF/DZ¶RI
the 4th century B.C in Athens is the first known law
that organizes the disposal of human excrement and
their treatment. For the first time, the institution of
the State takes action, prohibits people to dispose
waste on streets, and oblige the offender to remove
it or imposes a penalty on them. The intention of the
law was to keep the streets passable and safe for the
pedestrians, as well as to eliminate open defecation,
if we acknowledge the writings of Aristophanes as a
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phenomenon, and at the same time a diverse but a
specific concept [50] or a relative concept [50]. What
is revealed by the wide variety of the concept of dirt
and its function is that this concept and its treatment
are deep rooted in the social structures. Every social
system has its own structures of beliefs, thoughts and
practices concerning dirt and cleanliness and develops its system of dealing with them.
Knowles [52] points out that dirt can be both a
PDWWHUµRXWRISODFH¶DV'RXJODV>@FRQVLGHUVLWDQG
DOVR D µPDWWHU PDNLQJ SODFH¶ .QRZOHV >@ GHYHO
oped another dimension of dirt. She argues that dirt
is intertwined with the social system function, able
to make even new social spaces, in order to keep the
social order. This can explain why in many societies, those who handle waste, tend to be stigmatized
and marginalized. People who exercise livelihood
SUDFWLFHVLQYROYHGZLWKGLUWRUZLWKµVXEMHFWVRXWRI
SODFH¶WKHGRPLQDQWVRFLDODQGSROLWLFDOHGLILFHFRQ
siders them as anomalous and dangerous and pushes
them in a tight corner.
India is the most representative case, where the
sweHSHUVDUHWKHµXQWRXFKDEOHV¶EHFDXVHRIWKHLP
purity that they bear. In Europe, the nightsoil men in
medieval years developed their own communities
and had their own space. Eriksen [53] gives a contemporary example of nightsoils, in Europe in Oslo,
who have developed an endogamous community,
not by choice. Roma, in the same vein, are characterized as rubbish people, because they do not apt to
the social order and the narratives of contemporaneousness.
The case of India brings to light another dimension of the faecal policy, coupled with the subordination, this of gender. Although the access to sanitation services is free, people prefer not to use them
due to gender perceptions. Studies revealed that a
main advantage of open defecation is that it offers
chances for social interactions between females.
Open defecation gives them the opportunity to meet
each other and to develop their relations. The toilet,
in privacy, blocks social interactions and social control. In specific regions of India, the females are not
allowed to gather in public places, to exchange ideas
or to spend their time together. Older women often
disapprove of the free discussion among youths.
Open defecation offers young females a safe context
to interact, to develop social networks, and to break
WKH VRFLDO FRQVWUDLQWV >@ ,W¶V D SROLWLFDO praxis
against to social and cultural constraints.
The western culture of sanitation based on a
sewage system and clean water supply, inspired by
engineers and health workers, is not the solution to
the problems of the developed world and does not
work for all the western countries, too. The linear
system of sanitation cannot be anymore sustained by
modern societies and it is heavily costly for fast
growing urban aggregations of developed world. In
the relative literature, the involvement in various
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forms of private participation in sanitation service
provision gains ground.
The lessons learned from the realm of the water
sector have taught us that the financialization
brought incompatibility between the needs of the society and the priority of the private sector to maximize profits and gains [55]. Corruption, environmental
pressures, poverty and inequality are some of the
symptoms when private sector interferes with vital
constituents and priorities of societal character.
Financialization transforms state municipalities
and its sewage companies into profit-oriented companies according to free market standards, ignoring
the local context, cultures and concerns. Sanitation
service consists of different perceptions about allocation, political power, and groups with different orientations, theories, priorities and interests that exercise the management.
Because of the tendency of financialization and
the involvement of private sector in sanitation right,
LW¶s impossible not to bring to mind the Marxist approach about the capitalistic system and its ability to
transform previously not commercial goods - or not
respected products - in our case the body excrement
- LQWR VDOHDEOH JRRGV RU YDOXDEOH RQHV µ+owever
dreadful they may look, or however badly they may
VPHOODUHLQIDLWKDQGLQWUXWKPRQH\¶ [56]. The perpetual need of the capitalism to expand, push for the
revealing and enclosure through the commodification, and shit is not excluded.
In water service provision, the municipalities or
states which have been providing water services for
decades, gradually abdicate and offer space to various forms of private participation, leading to hydroschizophrenia, the separation between water and
society, and the ignorance of their intense nexus
[55]. Private participation in sanitation services varies from multi-national utility companies to small local firms, just like the water sector. The path is
known.

DISCUSSION
Climate change, intense urbanization, and economic restructuring enforce new configurations in
sanitation. The hydraulic systems for protecting cities from their own wastewaters seem to be inadequate. A complex system of multifunctional sanitation services and multiscale networks is necessary
for facing the climate change and organizing the sanitation services. In the Anthropocene era, sanitation
plays an important but hidden role in everyday life
practices, in the consumption as lifestyle and in the
modern social-political system.
Human excrement is forced to disappear by being brought and kept underground following secret
paths and allowing the State to be established
WKURXJKWKHµFORDFDPD[LPD¶3XEOLF¶VDWWHQWLRQIRU
centuries was driven away from human excrement,
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nificantly raise yields but, usually, led to heavy environmental pollution and decreased the competitiveness in the world food market [65]. A wasteful
application of fertilisers containing phosphorus results in phosphorus losses, however, and in the eutrophication and pollution of surface waters. Excessive use of phosphorus causes algal or cyanobacterial blooming in surface water and in extreme cases
fish deaths, and fish or shellfishes may contain algae
toxins that are fatal when consumed by humans [66].
In addition, the cost of commercial fertilizers cannot
be afforded by the majority of poor population, forcing them to work without applying any kind of fertilizers.
However, it should not be ignored that the use
of untreated wastewater in the crops can cause a significant number of undesired results related to human health and to ecosystems. The social ± ecological system is intertwined and in the realm of the
health. Wastewater recovery refers to the response or
the solution to water pollution, water scarcity, ecosystems protection and the searching of alternative
water resources. The recycled water can be used in
various fields including industrial, agriculture, aquaculture and domestic reuse. The recharge of aquifers
constitutes an alternative, and an indirect use. The
social acceptability of recycled water is still low and
underlines the fact that technical solutions are not the
panacea of any environmental challenge, without the
social acceptance and recognition of its significance.
Coping with the system of sanitation, as a socio-technological system, in a sustainable way, involves dealing effectively with complexities made
up of many parts ± technology, users, service providers, state, private sectors, third sector organizations interacting and adapting in time. All of these shape
economy, policy, justice, cultural and social practices, norms, values, institutions that define sanitaWLRQVHUYLFH6ROXWLRQVDUHQRORQJHUµRQHIRUDOO¶EXW
are prescribed by the social context and are locally
customized.
Considering sanitation as a social challenge and
not only as an engineering accomplishment, on the
one hand, unveiled it, making it visible to its users,
and motivates them to adapt sustainable practices,
and on the other hand it contributes WRWKHµJUHHQLQJ
RIWKHVRFLHWLHV¶GHPDQGLQJDWUDQVIRUPDWLRQRIEH
haviors, values and priorities of the contemporary
society.
0DNLQJVDQLWDWLRQµYLVLEOH¶FDQUHVXOWLQDOWHU
LQJWKHOLIHVW\OHVDQGPDNLQJWKHFRQVXPHUV¶EHKDvior more eco-rationalist by urging them to use green
utility products and technologies performing their
green choices.
A new way of thinking and acting brings a new
cosmopolitan view and a transformation of values
and priorities of the contemporary society with emphasis on social dynamics combined with the prevailing technological rationality in the field of sanitation.

its route and its stemming, showing reluctance and
deliberate neglect on it. Today, in the Anthropocene
era, as dirt (human excrement) is more threatening
than ever, another attempt is being exercised with the
ambition to transform it through the production and
consumption processes of the zero waste and the circular economy [57, 58]. This new modern configuration considers wastewater a worthy of interest, and
value for money - in spite of their ugliness and bad
odor - for the endless production in our culture of
consumption [59].
In the hands of technocrats and engineers only,
sanitation becomes a narrowly defined problem for
which technology offers solutions. This narrowminded perception of sanitation is based on the completely one-dimensional perspective of the dangerous and obsolete matter of human excrement. Over
and above environmental and health risks, human
excrement stands for a danger to social order.
µWhere there is dirt there is system¶DV'RXJODV>@
QRWLFHG DQG GLUW µmakes place¶ DFFRUGLQJ WR
Knowles [52]. Wastelands are being characterized as
µhavens of rebellious, marginal, illegal people¶>@
The failures of such an approach are obvious everywhere, and especially in urban poor settlements
globally [44].
There are new approaches, initiatives, policies
and social discourses about social justice and democracy for water allocation and access, for energy democracy and the combat against energy poverty
through energy communities, but the sanitation remains sealed-off even though it is coupled with the
human right to water.
Projects around the world are looking to reforPXODWH KXPDQLW\¶V UHODWLRQVKLS WR LWV H[FUHPHQW
with implications to agricultural fertilization [60],
energy production [61] water conservation [62], and
urban life [63]. Furthermore, they try to deal with the
water supply and the management of wastewaters in
urban areas through the wastewater reclamation via
the water recycling; so, the reduced discharge of it
into the environment is a fact. A significant advantage of this practice is the enrichment of irrigation water with nutrients and organic matter improving the quality of soil and the agricultural productivity. Wastewater reuse constitutes an effective tool for
managing water resources, saving the costs of fertilizers. The irrigation with the use of wastewater has
a long history getting started from the prehistoric era,
and after in ancient Greece and Egypt. This practice
vanished as the introduction of chemical fertilizers
became essential to crops, delivering the doubling or
even tripling of yields striving for profit without limits.
The practice of chemical fertilizers has caused
negative environmental changes such as acidification of aquatic and soil systems, depletion of groundwater and pollution of aquatic systems [64]. Longterm excessive use of chemical fertilizers did not sig-
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The UN-guided process of Millennium Development Goals requires a diverse portfolio of policies, institutions, and technologies as well as
changes in human behavior and consumption pattern; and for sanitation services that can be developed from social scientists and engineers promoting
interdisciplinary collaboration, transforming the
fecophobic society to a sustainable one.
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Soil quality assessments are a crucial component to understand the functioning capability of the
ecosystem and to ensure the sustainable use of soil
resources [1]. The most important functions of soils
include nutrient cycling, water relations, physical
stability and support, resilience and resistance,
filtering and buffering, biodiversity and conservation of habitats [2]. Direct measurement of soil
quality is not possible due to the various sources
contributing the quality of soils; therefore, the use
of indicators is the most preferred method in the
evaluation of soil quality [3]. Definition of the
indicators that are effective in the realization of soil
functions is extremely important to accurately assess of the relevant function. Indicators should have
high correlations with the function desired to be
assessed [4].
The most important management goal in agricultural practices is the productivity that evaluates
the impact of soil characteristics on crop yield [5].
Productivity of soils is defined to increase or maintain the quantity and quality of production, but to
ensure the sustainability of growing the economically important crops [2]. Different methods have
been used in the assessment of soil quality and
various indicators have been used in each of the soil
quality assessment methods. Score cards [6], soil
quality test kits [7], soil conditioning index (SCI)
[8], agricultural ecosystem performance assessment
tool (AEPAT) [9], agro-ecological decision support
system (MicroLEIS DSS) [10], soil management
assessment framework (SMAF) [2] and Cornell soil
health test are some of the tools used to assess soil
quality. The SMAF method developed by Andrews
et al. (2004) [2] has been widely used and tested for
soil quality assessments conducted in USA [11-13],
Brasil [14, 15], Spain [16], Turkey [17,18], South
Africa [19], Nepal [20], Ethiopia [21], and so on.
The SMAF reflects the dynamic soil quality, which
is influenced by the management decisions, rather
than genetic quality, that is resulted from soil formation factors such as climate, topography and
parent material
The researchers assessing the quality of soils
under different climatic, vegetation and topography
conditions have developed different approaches
depending on the management objectives [11, 22-

The ability of a soil to provide the productivity
service depends on the fulfillment of the functions
that enable the realization of productivity service
(PS). This study was conducted to determine and
map the PS capacity of surface and subsurface soils
in a 195-ha farmland located at Amasya province of
Turkey. Functions that contribute to the provision
of PS have been identified, and effective indicators
ensuring the realization of functions have been
identified. Indicator values were converted to unitless scores using non-linear scoring functions defined in soil management assessment framework.
Simple additive (SA) and weighted additive (WA)
methods were used to calculate soil functions scores
and PS index values. The weights representing the
contribution ratio of each indicator to soil functions
as well as each function to PS index were obtained
by employing the Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP). Soil functions scores were calculated by
summing of the weighted indicator scores, and the
PS index value was obtained by summing the
weighted function scores. Ordinary kriging, inverse
distance weighting and radial basis function methods were used to produce maps for functions and
PS index values. Root mean squared error and mean
absolute error values were used as criteria to determine the most accurate interpolation method. The
AHP technique revealed that nutrient cycle function
had the highest (34%) contribution to the provision
of PS, while the durability and resistance function
(15%) had the lowest contribution. The PS index
value was calculated as 0.57 and 0.59 by SA and
WA methods, respectively. The PS index values
and soil functions, except the resistance and resilience, calculated both by SA and WA were slightly
different for surface and sub-surface soils. The
results revealed that organic carbon is the most
influential indicator affecting the soil functions and
consequently the PS of soils.
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Ordinary Kriging, Productivity service, SMAF, Soil
functions, Soil quality
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ties which have the maximum effect on soil functions. Merril et al. (2013) [44] recommended to use
the properties of subsurface horizons which are
important for soil classification in soil quality assessments. In this study, soil quality assessments
have been carried out both for surface and subsurface soil layers. Assessing the quality of soils and
figuring out capacity of each soil function will
contribute to the general review of the agricultural
practices applied by the users. However, soil properties can vary within a few meters of a field [45].
Therefore, the spatial distributions rather than the
mean values of functions and overall soil quality
will provide more useful information to the land
users. The information obtained on soil quality can
be more useful by determining the spatial distribution of soil quality and functions. Soil characteristics and functions determined to evaluate the sustainability of soil management practices are site
specific which only provide information about the
quality of the sampling point. However, various
interpolation methods have been used to predict the
values in non-sampled locations using the sampling
points [46, 47].
The main aim of this study was to evaluate the
various functions of surface and subsoil soils located in a large farm where intensive agricultural activities have been carried out. The contribution
(weight) of individual indicators and functions have
been determine by using expert opinion and AHP.
Simple additive and weighted additive methods
were used to obtain final function and quality
scores. Three different interpolation methods were
compared to obtain most accurate predictions for
unsampled locations. Spatial distribution maps of
soil productivity index were produced by using the
values obtained with the most accurate prediction
method.

26]. The strategies can be grouped under two main
titles as simple additive [4, 14]and weighted additive [23, 27, 28]. The easiest method to combine the
scored indicators within the soil quality index (SQI)
is the simple additive method, which is obtained by
summing the indicator scores and dividing them by
the total number of indicators [2, 11, 23]. The simple additive method considers equal contribution of
each characteristic in the data sets to the soil quality. Soil quality should reflect the combined effects
of physical, chemical and biological soil properties.
However, the overall SQI cannot adequately be
representative in this method when the numbers of
indicators for physical, chemical and biological
characteristics in the data set are not equal [24].
Therefore, the weighted additive method was recommended to determine the contribution of individual indicators to the overall SQI [14, 26, 28-32].
The most commonly used methods to attain weights
for individual indicators in weighted additive method are the principal component analysis (PCA) [23,
26, 33-35], expert opinion [23, 36] and Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [37-41]. The AHP, developed by Saaty (1980) [42], is a multi-faceted
decision-making mathematical method that evaluates qualitative and quantitative variables considering the experts opinions for the sensitive assessment
of soil quality [43]. The AHP also reduces the bias
in decision-making by controlling the consistency
of decision-makers' assessments [39].
The surface properties of soils can be easy to
measure and evaluate, however some soil functions
are strongly related to pedogenic processes which
may not be explained only by using the characteristics of the surface layer [28]. Therefore, the assessment of soil quality using both surface and subsurface soil properties can provide sufficient information help to more accurately describe soil proper-
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#;<,@ 9-) The study area located in
Amasya province between Gözlek and Kutu villages and is bounded to Çekerek River (UTM 724,800726,800 E-W longitude and 4,489,100-4,490,800
N-S latitude). The coverage area of study area is
182 ha. Long-term average total rainfall of the
region is 473.7 mm and the average temperature is
13.7 ºC. Soil moisture regime of the study area is
Ustic and the temperature regime is Mesic [48].
Soil samples were collected from alfalfa (51 samples), corn (15 samples), tomato (1) and apple orchard (2) fields.

#613 #)47315/ )5, )*69);69@ 5)3@:1:
The study area was divided into 100 m X 100 m
square grids and the soil samples were taken at the
corner points of the grids at 0-20 and 20-40 cm
depths. The texture was determined by hydrometer
method using sodium hexametaphosphate [49].
Aggregate stability was determined according to
wet sieving method in soil particles between 2.0
and 1.0 mm [50]. The organic matter was analyzed
according to the "modified Walkey-black" method
described by Nelson and Sommers (1982) [51].
Plant available phosphorus was determined by
sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) method of Olsen
(1954) [52]. Extractable potassium was analyzed
using 1 N ammonium acetate solution [53]. Lime
content was calculated according to the volume of
carbon dioxide released in Scheibler Calcimeter
[54]. Total organic carbon is calculated on the basis
of carbon in organic matter [55]. Soil reaction (pH)
and electrical conductivity (EC) were measured in 1
soil: 2.5 pure water mixture by using a pH and EC
meter [56]. Field capacity, wilting point, available
water content and bulk density were determined
according to Saxton et al. (1986)[57].

#613 !<)31;@ ::-::4-5; #613 )5)/-4-5;
::-::4-5; 9)4->692 #This study was
carried out to determine the productivity potential
of soils under intensive agricultural production.
Nutrient cycle, water relations, physical stability
and support and resilience and resistance functions
were determined to define status of productivity
management in the study area. Organic carbon,
aggregate stability, pH, electrical conductivity,
useful water content, bulk density, plant available
phosphorus and extractable potassium were chosen
as the indicators to determine the capability of
above stated functions.
The SMAF which is a three-step soil quality
assessment tool [2] has been used to assess the
quality of soils in the study area. The first step in
SMAF is to determine the soil indicators which are
selected from the physical, chemical and biological
characteristics of the soil and sensitive to the
changes in management [58, 59]. The second step

of the SAMF is interpretation of indicators by using
non-linear scoring functions. The algorithms of
scoring curves for the indicators were developed
under the SMAF approach. Three different scoring
curves have been developed based on “more is
better”, “less is better” and “optimum is better”
algorithms. Scoring curves take specific conditions
of the field or the crop to be grown into account and
scores change accordingly. For example, the score
of available water content indicator significantly
changes depending on climate, texture and organic
matter content. The third step of SMAF is to integrate the scored values of indicators and soil functions into a soil quality index [2]. Simple additive
(Eq. 1) and weighted additive (Eq. 2) methods were
used in the integration step.



where,  is the indicator score,  the number
of indicators integrated in the index and  the
weighted value of the indicators. The weights of
indicators and soil functions were determined by
expert opinion and AHP technique.

5)3@;1+)3 1-9)9+0@ 96+-::   The
weights of indicators and functions in AHP technique were assigned in 3 steps. In the first stage,
dual comparisons are performed and matrices are
created by considering the impact of indicator or
function on the specific function or the management
goal. In the second step, the priority is calculated
for each of the indicators or functions that are compared. The final step of AHP is to control the accuracy of the weights obtained by comparing each
parameter with the generated comparison matrix.
The most important factor to test the reliability of
the final decision is the consistency of the expert
decisions in the comparison matrix. The consistency ratio should be less than 10% to accept the
weight obtained for each indicator or function [60].

-6:;);1:;1+)3 5)3@:-: Three different interpolation methods such as ordinary kriging (OK),
inverse distance weighting (IDW) and radial basic
functions (RBF) were compared in the accuracy of
predictions for the values at non-sampled locations.
The root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean
absolute error (MAE) values were used as the criterion to decide the most appropriate interpolation
method [61, 62]. The OK is based on the principle
of estimating a value of variable at any unknown
location by using the value of known locations,
assuming that the variables are stationary and the
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the soils formed in semi-arid climate varied between 0.72 and 0.68 dS m-1 which indicates a safe
soil environment for salinity. Mean lime content in
0-20 cm depth was 9.54% and 9.72% in 20-40 cm
depth (Table 1). The average pH value (8.54) was
strong alkaline which significantly affects the availability plant nutrients and therefore, may reduce the
agricultural production [66]. High lime content and
relatively high soil pH may negatively affect the
availability of plant nutrients in root zone. However, plant available phosphorus and exchangeable
potassium concentrations of most soil samples were
adequate due to the continuous use of phosphorus
fertilizers and high potassium content of parent
materials of soils. The soils of study area generally
had low organic matter content. Organic matter
content in some places of the study area was very
low and insufficient as 0.32% and organic matter
content was relatively high as 3.53% in some part
of the study area.
The variation coefficient (CV) is often used to
express the variability of soil properties in a data
set. If the coefficient of variation is less than 15%,
the parameter is considered as less variable, between 15% and 35% as moderately variable and
>35% as highly variable [67]. The soils in study
area had less variable in pH, CaCO3, bulk density,
field capacity and available water content (Table 1).

mean is constant [63]. The IDW method uses the
inverse distance functions of the distances in calculating the value of unknown location using the
value of known location. The IDW method is based
on the assumption that the similarity decreases as
the distance from the known location to the targeted
point decreases [64]. The RBF method is used to
interpolate the multidimensional data. The RBF is
generally used in prediction with a limited number
of data or locations. The most important advantage
which makes RBF different from other methods is
being easily used in any dimension without a general restriction [65].

#;);1:;1+)3 5)3@:-: The lowest, the highest,
mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation,
skewness and kurtosis values of the parameters, soil
quality indicators, functions and productivity management goal were calculated by using SPSS (SPSS
21) software. The values of soil functions and management goal quality scores obtained by simple
additive and weighted additive methods were compared with paired t-test.


"#%$##%##

-:+917;1=- :;);1:;1+: 6. :613 8<)31;@ 15,1+)
;69:Descriptive statistics of physical and chemical
properties were given in Table 1. The EC values of

$
-:+917;1=-:;);1:;1+:6.:6137967-9;1-:
0-20

Unit

Depth (cm)
0-20
Clay
20-40
0-20
%
Silt
20-40
0-20
Sand
20-40
0-20
pH
20-40
Electrical
0-20
dS m-1
Conductivity
20-40
0-20
CaCO3
20-40
%
Organic
0-20
Matter
20-40
0-20
Phosphorus
mg kg20-40
1
0-20
Potassium
20-40
0-20
Bulk Density
g cm-3
20-40
Aggregate
0-20
Stability
20-40
Permanent
0-20
Wilting Point
20-40
%
Field
0-20
Capacity
20-40
0-20
Available
Water Content
20-40
*CV: Coefficient of Variation

Minimum
22.48
20.00
19.55
14.82
11.98
12.70
8.08
8.16
0.20
0.19
7.69
7.69
0.32
0.34
10.35
5.74
63.70
86.70
1.18
1.18
24.67
19.52
13.59
12.48
26.53
26.59
12.03
10.99

Maximum
65.00
65.00
48.13
47.50
42.70
42.70
8.85
8.84
0.72
0.68
12.56
12.56
3.53
2.29
124.18
91.22
901.89
677.32
1.40
1.40
88.70
86.81
38.54
38.54
51.76
51.76
16.53
16.38
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Mean
49.54
49.60
26.74
25.95
23.72
24.45
8.54
8.54
0.34
0.36
9.54
9.72
1.54
1.28
23.72
21.35
338.31
290.80
1.25
1.25
68.81
66.93
28.43
28.38
42.03
41.88
13.60
13.50

Std. Devistion
10.26
9.66
6.86
6.34
6.75
6.51
0.13
0.13
0.10
0.10
1.21
1.11
0.45
0.39
14.83
12.87
149.70
123.65
0.05
0.04
14.64
14.21
6.13
5.83
5.95
5.69
0.81
0.76

CV*
20.71
19.49
25.65
24.44
28.46
26.64
1.49
1.49
29.84
28.22
12.65
11.46
29.23
30.60
62.50
60.28
44.25
42.52
3.79
3.55
21.27
21.24
21.58
20.54
14.16
13.57
5.96
5.61

Skewness
-1.20
-1.16
1.51
1.79
0.86
0.79
-0.89
-0.45
1.65
1.01
0.63
0.53
1.14
-0.03
4.87
3.75
1.40
0.88
1.51
1.42
-1.44
-1.34
-0.99
-0.86
-1.01
-0.78
1.39
0.49
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surface soils. The algorithm developed for scoring
the organic carbon indicator takes the total organic
matter content, soil texture and climate into account
for scoring. The climate is a constant parameter for
the study area, therefore the most influential variables affecting the variability of the organic carbon
indicator were organic matter content and soil texture. High variability in soil texture within the study
area, which is located adjacent to the Cekerek River, is the major cause for the variability of the organic carbon indicator. Organic carbon has a significant effect on functioning capability of soils due to
the impact on formation of aggregates, higher water
retention, drainage and resistance to compaction
[70]. The average AS, phosphorus, EC and potassium scores of surface soils were 0.99, 0.99, 1.00 and
0.98, respectively. The AS, which helps improving
water and nutrient retention and soil resistance to
water and wind erosion, was very high in the majority of the study area, however, AS was 0.73 where
organic carbon content was very low and sand content was high.
High soil pH values, which is scored using
“optimum point is better” algorithm, caused the pH
scores range between 0.48 and 0.77. The results
revealed that pH controlling the availability of plant
nutrients in agricultural production limits the functioning capabilities of soil to a certain extent. Bulk
density of soils is widely used as an indicator of soil
functioning due to the great impact on aeration,
available water content, infiltration and hydraulic
conductivity and resistance to erosion [71]. Bulk
density score, which is an indicator of soil compaction, ranged from 0.58 to 0.90 and the average value was 0.74. The areas with bulk density scores
(0.58) are located adjacent to the river and had high
sand and insufficient organic carbon contents. The
average available water content functions 60% of
the capacity and is closely related to the relatively

Clay, sand and silt contents in both soil depths
had moderate variability. The surface and subsurface clay contents were 49.54 and 49.60%, respectively and the majority of soils had clayey textures
(Table 1). The soils with high clay content (>52%)
extend, in the form of a spring, from the south-west
corner of the farm to the north-east corner. The
average sand content in 0-20 and 20-40 cm depths
was 23.72 and 24.45%, respectively. Sand content
of soils close to the Kelkit river were around 42%
which indicates the effects of sedimentation deposited by the river on the textures of soils. Bulk density values at both soil depths ranged from 1.18 to
1.40 g cm-3, with an average of 1.25 g cm-3. Pierce
et al. (1983) [68] reported that the root growth in
soils with >45% clay was adversely affected when
bulk density is greater than 1.39 g cm-3, and root
growth is significantly restricted at a bulk density
greater than 1.47 g cm-3. The researchers also stated
that bulk density up to 1.40 g cm-3 in sandy clayey
loam, loamy and sandy soils will not cause any
problem for crop production. Mean bulk density of
soils (1.25 g cm-3) clearly shows that bulk density is
not a limiting factor for root development in study
area. High aggregate stability ensures the improved
physical conditions and better water and nutrients
uptake [69]. The aggregate stability (AS) values
(68.8 and 66.9%, respectively) in surface and subsurface depths had moderate variability in study
area. Available water content of surface and subsurface soils varied between 13.60 and 13.50%
(Table 1).

-:+917;1=-#;);1:;1+:6.#613!<)31;@5,1+)
;69 #+69-: Descriptive statistics of soil quality
indicators and soil quality index values were presented in Table 2. Mean organic carbon score which
was determined by using “higher is better” algorithm was 0.16 and ranged from 0.03 to 0.73 in
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Organic
Carbon
Aggregate
Stability
pH
Phosphorus
Bulk Density
Electrical
Conductivity
Available Water
Content
Potassium
Soil Quality
Indices

Depth (cm)
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40
0-20
20-40

Minimum
0.03
0.03
0.73
0.65
0.48
0.50
0.95
0.74
0.58
0.57
1.00
1.00
0.45
0.40
0.62
0.60
0.65
0.66

Maximum
0.73
0.29
1.00
1.00
0.77
0.75
1.00
1.00
0.90
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.73
0.73
1.00
1.00
0.85
0.81

*CV: Coefficient of Variation
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Mean
0.16
0.12
0.99
0.98
0.58
0.58
0.99
0.98
0.74
0.74
1.00
1.00
0.60
0.60
0.98
0.97
0.76
0.75

Std. Deviation
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.07
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.03
0.03

CV*
59.63
47.79
5.16
6.20
8.58
8.50
1.28
3.36
8.97
9.36
0.00
0.00
10.24
10.34
6.20
7.76
3.66
3.88

Skewness
3.52
0.99
-4.13
-4.65
1.24
1.03
-2.03
-5.92
0.01
-0.18

-0.41
-0.22
-4.52
-3.90
-0.60
-1.14
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plant nutrients and which can be toxic to plants and
directs concentrations of excess nutrients that can
be harmful to air or water [2]. The mean NC value
calculated by the SA (0.79) and WA (0.72) was
significantly different from each other (Table 4).
The weights calculated by WA for phosphorus,
potassium and available water content indicators
were lower compared to the pH indicator in assessing the NC function of soils. The pH indicator
with the lowest mean score (0.58) is the most important indicator that limits the production in the
study area.
The scores of water relations (WR) and physical stability and support (PSS) functions calculated
by SA and WA were similar to that in the NC.
Mean scores for both functions were 0.70 and 0.62
in SA, whereas the scores calculated by using the
WA were 0.61 and 0.63, respectively (Table 4).
However, the WR and PSS function scores did not
significantly change with soil depth. The WA
method resulted in higher weight value of organic
carbon indicator defined under the WR function.
Providing available water is a major determinant of
the soil productivity in arid and semi-arid climates
[72]. The WR function enables the percolation of
water and movement of plant nutrients and beneficial soil organisms in solution and helps the soils to
resist against erosive forces [2]. Lower organic
carbon compared to other indicators defined under
the WR function limits the WR function and therefore caused to the low productivity. The PSS function supports physical structure of soils which increases the resistance to disruptive forces and provides a better environment for plant roots [73]. The
weights of aggregate stability and organic carbon
indicators under the PSS function were higher in
AHP compared to pH and bulk density indicators.

low bulk density and organic carbon content of
soils. The soil quality index calculated with the
arithmetic mean of individual soil quality indicators
ranged from 0.65 to 0.85 in surface, from 0.66 to
0.81 in subsurface soils and mean value for surface
and subsurface soils was 0.76 and 0.75, respectively. The indicators that cause soils in study area
functioning under the full capacity are organic
carbon, pH, available water content and bulk density, respectively.

#613!<)31;@<5+;165:)5,5,1+-:The nutrient cycle, water relations, physical stability and
support and resistance and resilience functions were
defined to determine the functioning capacity of
soils under intensive agricultural production. The
minimum data sets required to identify these functions were chosen by expert opinion and the
weights indicating the contribution of the indicators
to the functions were determined by the AHP and
expert opinion (Table 3).
Equal weights were assigned for the indicators
defining the functions and the functions. However,
different weights were assigned to the indicators
and functions in AHP method. The highest indicator weights for the nutrient cycle, water relations
and physical stability and support functions in AHP
were attained for pH (0.45), Organic carbon (0.30)
and aggregate stability (0.38), respectively (Table
3.). According to the AHP method, the highest
weight value of the functions that affect the productivity management target was occurred for the nutrient cycle (0.34) and the lowest weight value was
in the resistance and resilience (0.15) function (Table 3.).
Nutritional cycle (NC) function indicates the
capability of soil to provide optimum amounts of
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Management Goal

Soil Function

Weight
AHP
EO

Weight
AHP
EO
pH
0.45
0.25
Phosphorus
0.19
0.25
NC
0.34
0.25
Potassium
0.13
0.25
Available Water Capacity
0.23
0.25
Aggregate Stability
0.21
0.20
Organic Carbon
0.30
0.20
WR
0.21
0.25
Available Water Capacity
0.25
0.20
Productivity
Bulk Density
0.15
0.20
Electrical Conductivity
0.09
0.20
Aggregate Stability
0.38
0.25
Organic Carbon
0.31
0.25
PSS
0.31
0.25
pH
0.13
0.25
Bulk Density
0.18
0.25
RR
0.15
0.25
Organic Carbon
1.00
1.00
*AHP: Analytical hierarchy process, EO: Expert Opinion, NC: Nutrient cycle, WR: Water relations, PSS: Physical Stability
and support, RR: Resistance and resilience, SQI: Soil quality index
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Min.

Max.

SA
Mean

Skewness

NC
WR
PSS
RR
SQIProductivity

0.65
0.61
0.52
0.03
0.45

0.84
0.81
0.80
0.73
0.80

0.79
0.70
0.62
0.16
0.57

-1,664
0,383
1,289
3,517
2,093

NC
WR
PSS
RR

0.66
0.59
0.50
0.03
0.47

0.86
0.77
0.69
0.29
0.64

0.79
0.69
0.61
0.12
0.55

-1,584
-0,279
-0,206
0,986
0,110

SQIProductivity”

Min.
Max.
0-20 cm
0.61
0.81
0.50
0.78
0.52
0.83
0.03
0.73
0.48
0.80
20-40 cm
0.61
0.82
0.48
0.69
0.47
0.69
0.03
0.29
0.47
0.67

WA
Mean

Skewness

Paired Sample
t-test

0.72
0.61
0.63
0.16
0.59

-0,188
0,999
1,283
3,517
1,819

**
**
**
ns
**

0.71
0.59
0.62
0.12
0.58

-0,352
-0,166
-1,118
0,986
-0,216

**
**
**
ns
**

* SA: Simple Additive, WA: Weighted Additive, NC: Nutrient cycle, WR: Water relations, PSS: Physical Stability and support, RR: Resistance and resilience, SQI: Soil quality index, ** Correlation is significant at P˂0.01 level (2-tailed). ns: not
significant
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SQI-SAProductivity

SQI-WAProductivity
0-20

SQI-SAProductivity

SQI-WAProductivity
20-40

RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
OK
 
  
  


 


 


IDW
0.04409
0.02750
0.04120
0.02585
0.03389
0.02435
0.03420
0.02405
RBF
0.04570
0.02865
0.04273
0.02720
0.03447
0.02499
0.03476
0.02485
* SQI: Soil Quality Index; EO: Expert Opinion, AHP: Analytical Hierarchy Process; RMSE: Root Mean Square Error; MAE:
Mean Absolute Error; OK: Ordinary Kriging, IDW: Inverse Distance Weighting, RBF: Radial Basis Function

5;-9763);1656.#613!<)31;@<5+;165:)5,
5,1+-:Monitoring and quantification of soil variability are vital to evaluate the effects of management techniques and to plan more effective agricultural practices [77]. Geostatistical approaches have
been frequently used for spatial analysis of soil
properties [78,79]. In this study, productivity SQI
values of surface and subsurface soils at unsampled
locations were predicted by ordinary kriging (OK),
inverse distance weighting (IDW) and radial basic
functions (RBF) methods and the results were given
in Table 5.
Different comparison methods have been used
to assess the relationship between the measured
actual and the estimated values, and to choose the
best interpolation method provides closest values to
the measured values. The root-mean squared error
(RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) are the
most commonly used methods in comparison of the
estimated and actual values in soil data [47, 61-63].
The OK interpolation method provided the
lowest RMSE and MAE values in the prediction of
the productivity management goal scores at nonsampling points both for the simple additive and
weighted additive methods. Similarly, Bhunia et al.
(2018) [47] compared the efficiency of OK, IDW,
RBF, local polynomial interpolation (LPI) and
Empirical Bayes kriging (EBK)interpolation methods. Similar to the results of the current study, the

The mean SQI obtained by SA and WA were
significantly different from each other. According
to the SA, the SQI, which reflects the productivity
target, ranged from 0.45 to 0.80, and the mean SQI
value was 0.57. The SQI obtained by using the WA
was ranged between 0.48 and 0.80, and the mean
SQI for WA was 0.59 (Table 4). The main difference is the higher weights assigned to NC and PSS
functions by the WA method. Furthermore, the SQI
values obtained by SA and WA methods revealed
that soils in the study area are functioning almost at
half of their natural productivity functioning capacity. Low levels of total and organic carbon in soils
are considered a serious threat to the sustainability
of soil functions [74]. The most important reason
for the low functioning capacity of soils in study
area is the low value of RR function which was
defined only by a single indicator (organic C). The
organic C is a major source of nutrients and depletion of organic matter is associated with the loss of
soil productivity [75]. The low content of organic
carbon in the study area is the primary agent of the
low overall SQI scores. Accurate land use and management planning has an important role in improving the soil quality [76]. Therefore, adaptation of
agricultural practices (animal manure, green fertilization etc.) to increase the organic carbon content
of soils in the study area will enhance the ability of
soils to function.
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OK interpolation method performed better than the
other interpolation methods and considered as the
most appropriate interpolation method due to the
lower RMSE value. Zare-Mehrjardi et al. (2010)
[80] also showed that the OK interpolation method
yielded reliable results compared to the IDW method in predicting the spatial distributions of soil
properties. The maps of productivity SQI obtained
by OK interpolation method were presented in
Figure 2 and 3.
The lowest productivity goal SQI values ob-

tained by simple additive and weighted additive
methods are located in the fields adjacent to the
Çekerek River and the SQI values increase as moving away from the river. High sand and low organic
carbon contents near the river cause low productivity scores in these fields. Soil texture of alluvial
plains has a very high variability even at very short
distances [81]. The variation in the soil texture in an
alluvial plain significantly affects spatial variability
of water holding capacity, available water content
and the water movement in the profile [82].
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The productivity SQI of soils, which were
mostly formed over alluvium parent materials, were
scored using the nonlinear scoring curves of the
SMAF method, weighted by expert opinion and
AHP methods and calculated by simple additive
and weighted additive methods. The SQI values
obtained with the weighted additive and simple
additive methods were quite similar to each other.
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This study was carried out in Kurtalan (Siirt)
district. In the results of the floristic investigations;
59 taxa belonging to 25 family were determined as
new records for Siirt province. The numbers and
rates of taxa according to phytogeographical regions are as follows: 13 taxa (% 22) IranoTuranian, 8 taxa (%13,5) Mediterranean, 2 taxa
(%3,3) Euro-Siberian, 36 taxa couldn’t be determined.
According to red book, 2 of these taxa have
possibility to be harmed. Besides, although all taxa
mentioned in this study are new records for city of
Siirt, some of the taxa are detected to be new record
for C8 square, and one of them is detected as a
record for Southeastern Anatolian Region.
It is considered that it will be easier to determine species in the future studies that will be made
in light of these data. Besides it will be ensured that
the plants that are under threat will be taken under
special protection.



Turkey, with having about 9000 fern and
flowering plant species, is one of the countries
having a quite rich flora in the belt it belongs in the
world. The Turkish flora is interesting since it has
over 3000 endemic taxa in addition to its species
richness [1].
The flora of the west side of our country has
been examined more and better than the flora of the
east side. Studies done about the flora of the Southeastern Anatolia and Eastern Anatolia Regions are
very few. It can be said that the reasons for the lack
of studies are the difficulties of transportation and
economic difficulties as well as the fewness of
universities and researchers. Region’s plain terrains
have a homogeneous flora and did not attract much
attention from researchers. However, mountainous
terrains in the north and east of the region are richer
in terms of plant diversity and are known less [2].
Siirt is surrounded by Şırnak and Van in the
east, by Batman and Bitlis in the north, by Batman
in the east, by Mardin and Şırnak in the south. Most
of the lands of the province are covered with mountains. The South Muş Mountains in the north

&% !
Siirt, flora, new record, taxonomy.
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Davis’ piece called “Flora of Turkey and the East
Aegean Islands” was used [5,6]. The array of the
plants was done according to this piece. After the
plants’ names, the square number to which the plant
belongs (according to DAVIS’ square system), the
province, county, and site from which it was gathered, the growth site of the plant, height of the
plant, the date of gathering and the plant number
and to which phytogeographical region it belongs to
were given in the floristic list. Whether the taxons
determined were new for the province or not was
determined scanning the previous studies conducted
[7, 8, 9].
The used abbreviations are: Ir.-Tur. el.: IranTuran element, Med. el.: Mediterranean element,
Eu.-Sib. el.: Europe-Siberia element, End.: Endemic.


!

and the East Siirt Mountains in the east are the
mountains which form the natural borders of the
Siirt province. After the borders which changed in
1990, Siirt’s surface area reduced to 6.186 km². The
landforms of the province are mostly high mountains and plateaus. The north and east parts of Siirt
are high and steep parts. This mountain chain,
which is generally called the Southeast Taurus
Mountains, unites with the Hakkari Mountains with
a wide arc from east to southeast (Fig 1) [3].
This study was conducted between the years
2004-2006. A floristic study was not conducted
except a few plants stated in the “Flora of Turkey”.
The taxons given as new record were determined as
the result of the examination of the samples gathered for the postgraduate thesis “Floristic Researches at the South of the Kurtalan County” [4].
" !"!
The material of the study consists of the plant
samples belonging to the division Spermatophyta
which were gathered in the study site, the Kurtalan
County. In the identification of the samples, P. H.

SPERMATOPHYTA
ANGIOSPERMAE
DICOTYLEDONEAE


"
/673,40'276'140+6'2*)300+)7+*'5+'6

RANUNCULACEAE


 $$%'$L. subsp. $%'$

&&&$ #&%&$DC.
&&&$ &$Banks & Sol.
&&&$&%&$Boiss.
PAPAVERACEAE
CRUCIFERAE (BRASSICACEAE)

!'###&Bieb.
 #!# %(C.A.Mey.) Busch
)$$&)$$ $(L.) L.
)$$&$%#%&Willd.
)$$&$#% #&Stapf.
)!  %$!L.
#$'#(L.) DC.
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C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, roadside,
740 m., 17.04.2005 , Yapıcı 14.

"
   68(64  
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, roadside,
740 m., 17.04.2005, Yapıcı 12
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, roadside,
stony place, 900 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 13
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, roadside,
740 m., 17.04.2005, Yapıcı 15
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Aynzeruk
region, 1100 m., 20.05.2006Yapıcı 222
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, water edge,
900 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 181
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, around the
cemetery, stony place,1100 m, 02.04.2005,Yapıcı
8
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Üçpınar village, rocky slope,
1300-1400 m, 08.04.2006, Yapıcı 125.İr-Tur. el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, rocky
slope, 740 m., 09.04.2006, Yapıcı 132
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, field edge,
900 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 63. İr-Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,

#"

  $    



  !





#!% %(Bieb) Cavara & Grande
#)$&#!&L.
VIOLACEAE

  $%Fenzl

CARYOPHYLLACEAE

%&$ #&&$Boiss.
  L.
 % Ehrh. subsp.  % 

ILLECEBRACEAE

# )&#Boiss. subsp.&#

HYPERICACEAE (GUTTIFERAE)

)!#&#%&$& Aucher
)!#&)$ $ Boiss. & Noë
'% Wallr.
$%#% (DC.) Alef. subsp.$%#%

rocky slope, 1100-1200 m., 29.04.2006, Yapıcı
164.Akd.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Aynacure
region, 1150-1200 m, 08.05.2005, Yapıcı 268
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Barış Manço Park, 700-720
m, 10.04.2005, Yapıcı 11
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, around the
cemetery, stony place, 1100 m, 02.04.2005,
Yapıcı 6
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, east slope,
rocky, 1300 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 107. İr-Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret, wet
meadow, 1100-1200 m., 29.04.2006, Yapıcı 33
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,
rocky slope, 1100-1200 m., 29.04.2006, Yapıcı
208
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, North
slope, rocky, 1300 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 117
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Miricate
region, rocky, 1100 m., 26.05.2005, Yapıcı 61.
İr-Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Miricate
region, west slope, 1100 m., 26.05.2005, Yapıcı
62. İr-Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, cemetery
entrance, 1200 m., 27.05.2006, Yapıcı 258
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Ensuse
region, slope and rocky, 1200 m, 19.06.2005,
Yapıcı 84


LINACEAE

GERANIACEAE

&&# %& Bertol. subsp. #&
(Bordz..) Davis

#&%&# $&L. subsp.%&# $&
#&$%!! #&Davis

FABACEAE (LEGUMINOSAE)

$%#&$#&$$Banks & Soul
$# #!Fenzlvar. $# #!
$ #%$(Boiss.) Hand. – Mazz.
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C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope, 1200 m., 20.05.2006, Yapıcı
246.İr-Tur.el.


" 
  +573068(64
 35*;'9/6
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, rocky
slope,750 m., 17.04.2005, Yapıcı 21
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret, oak,
1100 m., 29.04.2006 Yapıcı 193. İr-Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,
rocky slope, 1200 m., 27.05.2006, Yapıcı 253. İrTur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, rocky
slope, 750 m., 17.04.2005, Yapıcı 152
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, field edge,

#"

  $    



  !




# &&%&Bieb.
# &#%&All.




 ! ) #!L.var. '&#$
)$#&&#Boiss.

" 
     3/66

ROSACEAE

&&$$%&$Schreb.

 $ %J. Herm.

APIACEAE (UMBELLIFERAE)

 &&%& L.

 #)&$$"&$% DC.

# $L.

VALERIANACEAE


# $ #$ Sibth & Sm

DIPSACACEAE

#'$#(L.) Moench

 $#%L
!#!# #Fisch & Lall
%# !&$$%#%&$ Boiss & Hohen.

COMPOSITAE (ASTERACEAE)

1100 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 157
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,
rocky slope,1300 m., 29.04.2006, Yapıcı 183
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope,1200 m., 20.05.2006, Yapıcı
217. Akd.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, field edge,
1100 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 154
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope, 1200 m., 20.05.2006,Yapıcı
228.İr.-Tur.el.. End.

%# !&$!& $&$ (L.) Coulter

%&# #% Fisch. & Mey. Ex
DC. subsp.#%
%&#%#&%% All.
%&#&#' DC. subsp. &#'


BORAGINACEAE

) $ %$ $%#% Link ex. Roemer &
Schultes

SCROPHULARIACEAE

#$&%&Boiss. & Hausskn.
# !$$ (L.) Miller var. 
!$$
#   L.

# $)#Roemer & Schultes
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C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, roadside,
750m., 11.06.2005, Yapıcı 73
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope, 1100 m., 20.05.2006, Yapıcı
213. İr.-Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,
rocky slope, 1100 m., 27.05.2006, Yapıcı 263
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,
rocky slope, 1100 m., 27.05.2006, Yapıcı 256.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret, wet
meadow, 1100 m., 29.04.2006, Yapıcı 195
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Ensuse
region, water edge, 1100-1200 m, 08.05.2005,
Yapıcı 41. D.Akd. el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, meadow,
1100 m., 14.04.2006, Yapıcı 147
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Ensuse
region, rocky, 1200 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 100.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, east slope,
rocky, 1300 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 102. İr.Tur.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, east slope,
rocky, 1300 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 101. İr.Tur.el..
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Ensuse
region, rocky, 1200 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 81
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Ensuse
zone, rocky, 1200 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 82
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Ensuse
zone, water edge, 1100-1200 m, 08.05.2005,
Yapıcı 46
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope,1200 m., 20.05.2006 Yapıcı
242. D.Akd.el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, rocky
slope, 800 m., 09.04.2006, Yapıcı 140. Avr.-Sib.
el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, North
slope, rocky, 1300 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 116.
İr.-Tur. el..
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, Ziyaret,
rocky slope, 1100 m., 29.04.2006, Yapıcı 192.
D.Akd. el..
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, water edge,
800 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 172
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, water edge,

#"

  $    
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# ! %Fries
ACANTHACEAE
LABIATAE (LAMIACEAE)

%&$ $ #$L.var. $ #$

!%%#L.


EUPHORBIACEAE

&! # $ !L.

RUBIACEAE

&%# #&%&L.

 &$%&$Miller


IRIDACEAE

ORCHIDACEAE

GRAMINEAE (POACEAE)

%) #*&# $(Kar.&Kir.) Nevski



#$!# (L.

!#!!!

800 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 174.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, roadside,
water edge, 800 m., 22.04.2006, Yapıcı 173
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Around the Beykent school,
1000 m.,19.06.2005, Yapıcı 91
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, North
slope, rocky, 1300 m, 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 113.
Av.-Sib. el..
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Ağaçlıpınar village, rocky
slope, 750 m.,17.04.2005, Yapıcı 20
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent village, meadow,
1100 m.,14.04.2006, Yapıcı 148. Akd. el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope,1200 m., 20.05.2006 Yapıcı
239
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Around the Beykent School,
meadow, 1000 m., 19.06.2005, Yapıcı 68. İr.Tur. el.
C8: Siirt: Kurtalan: Beykent mountain, Andika
region, rocky slope, 1200 m., 20.05.2006Yapıcı
250. Akd. el..
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Although many provinces of the Southeastern
Anatolia Region provided materials for various
floristic thesis and literature studies, not many studies regarding the Siirt province have been seen until
today [3, 4, 10].
Since this region is open to study, this study
was needed and as the result of this study, it was
determined that, by using other flora books, particularly the Turkish Flora, the plants gathered from
this site are new records for the Siirt province
[5, 6, 11].
All of the 59 taxons belonging to 25 families
mentioned here are new records for the Siirt province and have not been gathered from this site. The
distribution and ratio of the taxa according to phytogeographical regions are: 13 taxons (% 22) IranTuran element; 8 taxa (% 13.5) Mediterranean
element; 2 taxa (% 3.3) Europe-Siberia element; it
could not be determined that 36 taxa (% 62.2) belong to which phytogeographical region.
In this study, mentioned species, )$$&
)$$ $, $%#%&, #)$&#!&, 
  , #& %&# $& subsp. %&# $&,
#&$%!! #&, )$#&&#,  #)
& $$"&$%, # $,   $
 #$, !# !# #, %&# &#',
#   ,  $)#,  ! %, &! #
  $ !,  &$ %&$, %) #*
&# $ for square; #  $ #$ have
been identified as a new record for the Southeastern
Anatolia Region.
)$#&&# species is endemic and is
under threat just like %# !&$$%#%&$.
It is predicted that particularly the provinces
mountainous terrains and plains are rich in terms of
plant diversity and presence of endemic plants.
Therefore, new floristic studies are needed especially in these regions and it is thought that this study
will light the way for future flora studies.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Inland, in particular incity lake ecosystems
have long been affected by numerous types of human interventions that have a negative impact on
their water quality and ecological state. Thus, restoration of the lake ecosystems is a preliminary process. Integrated ecological engineering for restoration (IEER) was conducted in two gulfs (total 6.01
km2) of Lake Dianchi containing hypereutrophic
water of frequent cyanobacterial blooms for four
years. This technology consists of two main processes: (1) specially-designed equipment and filterfeeding fish to remove the cyanobacterial biomass,
(2) re-plantation of macrophytes to restore aquatic
ecological system. The biodiversity indices (Simpson-Wiener and Shannon) of the zooplankton and
zoobenthos and the trophic state index (TSI) were
used to assess the outcome of IEER. The results
showed that the biodiversity index of zooplankton
and zoobenthos have increased significantly in
response to the improved growth conditions. The
TSI values showed that the eutrophic level of the
gulfs was not reduced, indicating that the IEER did
not improve the water quality of the ecosystem.
Failure of the IEER in improving water quality may
partly resulted from the frequent cyanobacterial
blooms. In future efforts should be made to consider species distribution, community structure, species interactions in addition to the biodiversity
index and trophic state index.

Cyanobacterial blooms resulted from eutrophication can have a negative impact on the water
bodies [1]. In practice, biological measures such as
Integrated Ecological Engineering for Restoration
(IEER) have been widely applied to restore aquatic
ecosystems [2, 3]. For example, filter-feeding fish
has been successfully applied to control harmful
algal blooms in subtropical hypereutrophic lake [4].
Replanting of macrophytes is a technology that has
been used to i) decrease algal biomass in eutrophic
waters [5, 6], and ii) change composition of the
zoobenthos by altering environmental conditions [7,
8].
To assess the performance of IEER, many native flora and fauna can be used as a bio-indicator.
For instance, invertebrates play an integral role in
maintaining water quality within the sensitive estuarine ecosystem [9]. The constituent and abundance
of the zoobenthos is also widely used as a bioindicator to assess environmental conditions, such
as water quality and ecosystem health [10, 11].
Moreover, the characteristics of flora and fauna
such as biodiversity index are often used to assess
physicochemical conditions of the habitat such as
water quality [12, 13]. For example, aerobic heterotrophic bacteria and their luminescent species have
been used as a water quality indicator of coastal
waters [14] and lagoon [15]. Biodiversity indices
have been successfully used to evaluate the response of benthic communities to human-induced
changes in water quality [16-18]. The indicator
species-EDVHG PHWKRG NQRZQ DV ³PHDQ WURSKLF
UDQNLQJ´ 075  KDV EHHQ GHYHORSHG VXFFHVVIXOO\
for increasing nutrient concentration, principally at
sewage treatment works [19]. However, it is debated that whether these flora and fauna in aquatic
ecosystem are capable of assessing the performance
of IEER because some of these flora and fauna such
as oligochaete (Stylodrilus heringianus) [20] and
fish (Mullus surmuletus) [21] can adapt under

KEYWORDS:
Integrated ecological engineering for restoration (IEER),
cyanobacteria, biodiversity index, trophic state index,
Lake Dianchi.
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Experimental area. The experimental area
(6.01 km2   WR ¶ 1 DQG   WR
102º44.6' E) encompasses two bays within inland
side of the lake, the Haidong Gulf and the Macun
Gulf (Fig. 1). The gulfs were isolated with the help
of enclosures (made of mackintosh) to obstruct the
waves. The waves can be as high as 4 m during
spring [23], which often destroy young macrophytes. The sampling sites (S1 to S10) were located
within the experimental area (Fig. 1).
The wind usually moves from the southwest to
the northeast of the study area [23]. Therefore,
experimental site might receive huge amount of
floated cyanobacteria from the surrounding lake
areas. The maximum chlorophyll-a content was 690
ȝJ/GXULQJ$SULO>@

change in habitat. In addition, IEER is an activity
that initiates or accelerates the recovery of an ecosystem with respect to its health, integrity and sustainability [22]. Therefore, a holistic assessment
system, rather than bio-indicators, might need to be
considered to fully evaluate the outcome of the
IEER.
The objectives of this paper are to (1) restore
two gulfs of Lake Dianchi where aquatic ecosystem
have been suffered from cyanobacterial blooms
with excessive nutrient loads, (2) assess the performance of the IEER by monitoring the changes in
biodiversity indices and the trophic state index
(TSI), and (3) evaluate the possible relationship
between biodiversity index and TSI. The study will
provide us some preliminary information on the
restoration strategy of aquatic ecosystem dominated
by cyanobacteria. The results will offer an explicit
reply on the use of flora and fauna as a suitable
method for assessing the performance of IEER.
Finally, this study will gather valuable information
on the abiotic parameters required for the holistic
and objective evaluation of the performance of
ecological restoration engineering.

Sample collection and chemical analyses.
Water samples were collected from S1 to S10 at
monthly intervals from May 2000 to December
2003 for chemical analyses. Each water sample was
a mixture of three depth-integrated samples collected from the surface to the bottom at 0.5-m intervals.
The background sampling was carried out during
March-April 2000.
Chlorophyll-a (chl-a) concentration was
measured by the acetone extraction method [25].
Transparency (SD) of the water was determined
using the Secchi disk method. The biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD) was determined by the
dilution technique according to the standard methods of APHA [26]. The chemical oxygen demand
(COD) was determined using permanganate oxidation method. Total nitrogen (TN) was measured
using persulfate digestion method, while total
phosphorus (TP) was measured colorimetrically
using persulfate digestion and molybdophosphate
method [26].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study site. This study was conducted in a big
suburban lake, Lake Dianchi (Fig. 1), located in
Kunming, Southwestern China. The lake stretches
from 24o40' to 25o02' N and from 102o36' to 102o47'
E. The surface area of the lake is 306 km2, and it
lies 1,886 meters above the level of the Yellow Sea.
The maximum depth is 10.4 m (mean depth: 4.7 m)
and the annual average water temperature is ~17±
18 oC [23].

FIGURE 1
Location of the experimental area (Macun Gulf and Haidong Gulf) in Lake Dianchi;
S1 to S10 are the sampling stations.
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TABLE 1
Sources and amount of seedlings for the ecological restoration engineering.
Num.

Species

amount

Source of seedlings

An aquatic willow that was collected from a place near the experimental area; length ~3.0 m, diameter ~3.0 cm
Seedlings with silt were collected from ditches and wetlands near the
Phragmitis communis
6,000
2
experimental area
Trin.
140,000 were collected from Yilonghu Lake, Southeastern China, and
3
Typha orientalis Presl.
240,000
100,000 were cultured in a pond near the experimental area
Seedlings with silt were collected from a nursery place near Caohai
4
Typha angustifolia L.
110,000
Lake, Eastern China
5
T. latifolia L.
10,000
Collected from Yilong Lake, Eastern China.
6
Zizania latifolia
30,000
Collected from some ditches and wetlands near the experimental area
7
P. malaianus Miq.
70,000
Collected from Yangzong Lake, Kunming City, China
Collected from some ditches, ponds and wetlands near the experiOther
2,0000
8
mental area
macrophytes*
*
Other macrophytes including Alternanthera philoxeroides (Mart.) Griseb, Ipomoea aquatica, Hydrocharis dubia (BL.)
Backer, Salvinia nalans (L.) All., Elodea nuttallii, Potomogeton crispus L., Myriophyllum spicatum L., Trapa natans L., and
Lemna minor L.
1

Salix L.

16,800

pophthalmichthys molitrix), ii) 47.70 t of bighead
carp (Aristichthys nobilis), and iii) 17.00 t of aboriginal mussel (Anodonta woodiana elliptica).

Zoobenthos and zooplankton samples were
collected from the S2, S4, S6, S8 and S9 sampling
sites. A Peterson Dredger was used for the collection of zoobenthos samples. Each sample was a
mixture of 15 sub-samples that were synchronously
collected near the sampling sites (~1.5 m radius).
Upon retrieving the dredge, each zoobenthos sample was mixed fully and sieved onboard the boat
using a 1.0-mm mesh. The material retained on the
mesh was fixed in 8% formalin. In the laboratory,
the material has been sorted and identified the
macrofauna. Most of the benthic organisms were
identified to the species level. This process was
very similar to the one used by Bazaïri et al. [27].
The background sampling of zoobenthos was carried out during April 2000, followed by one-year
intervals until December 2003.
Zooplankton samples (three replicates) were
collected in a 1-L bottles from the surface water
after passing ten liters of water through a plankton
net (20-ȝP PHVK  (DFK VDPSOH ZDV LPPHGLDWHO\
preserved in a borate buffered with 4% formalin.

Replanting of macrophytes. Floating plants,
leaf-floating plants, and submerged plants (e.g.,
Phragmitis communis Trin., Typha orientalis Presl.,
Typha angustifolia L., T. latifolia L., Zizania latifolia, P. malaianus Miq.) were cultured and planted
in the littoral zone from April 2000 to June 2001.
The details of the established vegetation are summarized in Table 1.
Data analysis. The Shannon-Wiener diversity
index (H) was used to measure the effects of the
IEER on habitat quality, such as the effects of removal of effluent pollutants [28, 29]. When H < 1,
the effluent is extremely polluted; H between 1 and
2, the effluent is heavily polluted, when H between
2 and 3, the effluent is moderately polluted; and
when H > 3, the effluent is slightly polluted to clean
[30].
The Simpson's diversity index (D) was used as
a community descriptor that represents the probability that two randomly selected individuals in the
habitat belongs to the same species [31]. When D <
0.25, the habitat is H[WUHPHO\SROOXWHG'
WKHKDELWDWLVKHDYLO\SROOXWHGDQG'
0.75, the habitat is moderately polluted. When D is
between 0.75 and 1.00, the pollution level decreases
from slightly polluted to clean [32, 33].
Carlson's Trophic State Index (TSI) is used to
combine the measures of summer Secchi Disk
transparency (SD) and epilimnetic concentrations
of chlorophyll-a and total phosphorous [34].
Secchi disk (SD) TSI: TSIS = 60 - 14.41ln (SD)
Total phosphorus (TP) TSI: TSIP = 4.15 + 14.42ln
(TP)
Chlorophyll-a (chl-a) TSI: TSIC = 30.6 + 9.81ln
(chl-a)
TSI = [TSIS + TSIP + TSIC]/3

The integrated ecological engineering for
restoration (IEER). The main scheme for the
ecological engineering for restoration of the two
gulfs was as follows. The measures of the ecological engineering were conducted from April to June
2001.
Mechanically harvesting cyanobacterial biomass. Cyanobacterial biomass and their metabolites were mechanically harvested near the
lakeshore. A description of the collection and
treatment processes of cyanobacterial blooms can
be found in Shen et al. [23] and Liu et al. [24].
Filter-feeding fish and mussels. The following filter-feeding fish and zoobenthic animals were
added into the experimental gulfs from September
2000 to December 2003: i) 201.66 t of chub (Hy-
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icantly decreased from 2000 to 2003, e.g. from
11,089 individuals m-2 to 4,293 individuals m-2 (p <
0.05). Similarly, density of the Chironomid (larvae)
and Limnodrilus hoffmeisteri were also decreased
during this time (Table 3). The biomass of the zoobenthos were also decreased (i.e. 58.95 g m-2 to
21.33 g m-2, p < 0.05) which is consistent with the
density of the species. This is also true for the Chironomid (larvae) and Limnodrilus hoffmeisteri
species (Table 3).
The families and species of zoobenthos were
increased during 2000 to 2003. During this period,
the richness of mollusks was also increased, i.e.
from 5 families and 17 species to 8 families and 28
species. However, the families of both annelids and
arthropods did not change during this time, but
there is an increase in the number of arthropod
species (Fig. 2).

The TSI ranges from 0 to 100, with higher
values indicating higher eutrophic status.
The cyanobacterial biomass (chl-a), SD, BOD,
TN and TP values of the experimental gulfs were
compared before and after IEER. These variables
were not normally distributed; therefore, the medians were compared using the Mann-Whitney pairwise U-test [35]. The biodiversity indices and the
densities of the zooplankton and zoobenthos between 2000 and 2003 were tested by the nonparametric Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. The relationships between water quality parameters and chl-a
content were determined using the Pearson correlation. The differences between annual average TSIs
of the background and experimental periods were
tested by Paired-Samples T-test. The level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. Boxplots were
drawn using the SPSS (Version 12.0) software.
Yearly data of the variables refers to the data collected during May to December rather than January
to December because the cyanobacterial bloom
only occurred during May to December.

Diversity index of the zooplankton and zoobenthos. The Shannon-Wiener diversity index of
the zooplankton was increased from 2.14 to 3.26
during the experimental period (Table 2). The statistical analyses of the diversity indices shows that
the values were differ significantly (p < 0.05), suggesting that the water quality of the experimental
gulfs was transforming from a moderately polluted
level to a slightly polluted level. Similarly, Shannon-Wiener and Simpson diversity indices of the
zoobenthos were also increased after IEER, i.e.
from 1.03 to 2.03, and from 0.32 to 0.58, respectively (Table 4). This further suggests that the pollution levels of the experimental gulfs were improving, i.e. from heavily polluted water to moderately
polluted water.

RESULTS
Density and biomass of the zooplankton
and zoobenthos. The data shows that the species
richness of zooplankton was increased from 147
species in 2000 to 170 species in 2002, however
decreased to 158 species in 2003. The change in
species richness was consistent with the density of
the species with maximum density (average: 16,131
individuals/L) observed during 2002 (Table 2).
However, the density of the zoobenthos was signif-

FIGURE 2
Changes in zoobenthos populations over the time course of the experiment.
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TABLE 2
The average species richness and density of zooplankton, together with the average biodiversity index
(Shannon-Wiener) of zooplankton in the experimental gulfs
2000
2001
Species richness
147.0
157.0
Density (individuals/L)
9,325.0±746.0
13,655.0±1092.0
Biodiversity index
2.14±0.19
2.76±0.26
(density and biodiversity index: average ± standard error).

2002
170.0
16,131.0±1291.0
2.98±0.23

2003
158.0
13,590.0±1087.0
3.26±0.29

TABLE 3
Densities and biomasses of zoobenthos, including Chironomid larvae and Limnodrilus hoffmeisteri, at the
beginning and near the end of the performance of the ecological engineering for restoration.

Beginning
End

Zoobenthos
Density
Biomass
(individuals m±2)
(g m±2)
11,090.0
58.95
4,293.0
21.33

Chironomid larvae
Density
Biomass
(individuals m±2)
(g m±2)
33,339.0
32.27
84.0
7.50

40.00

300

SD cm

&KORURSK\OODȝJ/

19

50.00

400

L. hoffmeisteri
Density
Biomass
(individuals m±2)
(g m±2)
7,751.0
26.68
3,709.00
13.83

200

30.00

20.00

100

10.00

Bg

2000 2001 2002 2003

Bg

2000 2001 2002 2003

0.50

10.00

TN mg/L

TP mg/L

0.40

0.30

0.20

8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00

0.10
Bg

Bg

2000 2001 2002 2003

2000 2001 2002 2003

FIGURE 3
Water quality parameters: chlorophyll-a, secchi disk transparency, total phosphorus (TP), and total
nitrogen (TN). Water quality parameters of the gulfs are given for the background (Bg) values and from
May-December 2000 to May-December 2003.
bacteria. The data showed that the transparency of
the water was increased from 19 to 22 cm during
the experimental period with slight fluctuation (Fig.
3). The variation in the water transparency is consistent with the chl-a concentration, suggesting
variation in the cyanobacterial blooms as well as
other measured water quality parameters.

Water quality. The data showed that the chl-a
concentration of the experimental gulfs was inFUHDVHG IURP D EDFNJURXQG YDOXH RI  ȝJ /-1 to
 ȝJ /-1 (Fig. 3), suggesting cyanobacterial
blooms irrespective of the IEER. Total phosphorous
levels were slightly decreased during the experimental period (i.e. from 0.32 mg L-1 to 0.28 mg L1
), while TN concentration was significantly increased (2.5 mg L-1 to 5.3 mg L-1, p < 0.05) (Fig. 3).
The transparency of the lake water was also determined during the experimental period to investigate
the presence of suspended matters including cyano-

Trophic status index (TSI). The TSI values
were also calculated to fully understand the integrated trophic level. The data showed that the TSI
values during the experimental periods including
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ure 5a showed that the macrophytes were almost
disappeared before the start of IEER, while the
emergent and submersed macrophytes (Fig. 5b, c)
grew well during IEER. These macrophytes might
have provided a refuge for zooplankton and zoobenthos. Moreover, decomposed invertebrates are a
potential source of nutrient for macrophytes [41,
42]. Therefore, the whole ecosystem becomes suitable for inhabitation by zooplankton and zoobenthos after the IEER. The ecosystem of the two experimental gulfs (except for the littoral zone) was
dominated by cyanobacteria. In addition, TN:TP in
these two gulfs were in the range of 7.8 to 18.6
during the experimental period. According to the
µ7173 UXOH¶ EORRP-forming cyanobacteria tended
to dominate in the lakes when TN:TP (by weight)
ratios was less than 29 [43]. This suggests that the
cyanobacterium was the main species of phytoplankton during the experimental period.
On the definition of ecosystem health, it includes self-regulation, lack of illnesses, diversity,
resilience, vigor and balance between the components [44]. Among them, biodiversity indices and
TSI values can be used to assess the ecosystem
health [45, 46]. The TSI values show that the ecosystem health of the experimental gulfs was not
improved, while the Shannon-Wiener and Simpson
diversity index suggests improvement of the ecosystems health. This inconsistency has contributed
to the limitation of biodiversity index in assessing
ecological restoration engineering, which could be
due to four reasons. Firstly, zooplankton and zoobenthos were prone to live in the littoral zones
where macrophytes have been replanted [47]. During the calculation of diversity index, the difference
in the distribution of zooplankton and zoobenthos
in the littoral zone and deep-water areas have been
ignored. For example, the Shannon-Wiener and
Simpson diversity indices of zoobenthos at the 4th
sampling site were 2.2 and 3.2 times higher than
those at the 2nd sampling site, respectively (Table
4). Secondly, the dynamic changes of community
structure and species composition of the zooplankton and zoobenthos were not considered in the
diversity index calculations. During IEER, community structure and species composition of the zooplankton and zoobenthos can be affected by the
filter-feeding fishes [4]. Indeed, the diversity indices are the statistic consisting of a set of data of
various type of objects of certain time interval,
which reflects a static situation [48]. Thirdly, biodiversity is defined in terms of species richness and
population abundance, whilst maintaining other
components of biodiversity, such as genetic variability or species interaction and processes, are
equally important [36]. In this study, the diversity
index calculation overlooks the criteria species
changes or interactions. Apparently, the decrease in
density and biomass of Chironomid (larvae) and
Limnodrilus hoffmeisteri do not ascribe to the im-

background were above 80. The TSI values for the
different years were as follows: 83 (background),
81 (2000), 83 (2001), 82 (2002) and 82 (2003) (Fig.
4). In addition, statistical analysis reveals that the
values were not significantly different (p > 0.05).
These suggest that the trophic level of the experimental gulfs were not declined after IEER, which
was clearly reflected in the water quality variation
of the experimental gulf (Fig. 3).
90.00
88.00
86.00

TSI
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84.00
82.00
80.00
78.00
76.00
Background
2001
2003
2000
2002

FIGURE 4
Change in trophic state index (TSI) of the gulfs
before and after the ecological engineering for
restoration.
The data used for calculating TSI were from the year
2000 to 2003 (especially during the period of frequent
cyanobacterial bloom, i.e. May to December).

DISCUSSION
Measuring diversity has been of historical significance and due to the obvious declines in habitat
diversity bio-indicators are still accessible. Many
habitats are assessed by diversity index alone because the bio-indicators are sensitive to intrinsic
changes in environmental conditions [36, 37].
However, when an ecological restoration is conducted, the anthropological activities might negatively affect the behaviors of such bio-indicators
(e.g. Daphnia pulex and Galaxias anomalus) [38,
39]. Therefore, the physical environment where
such bio-indicators reproduced its own populations
are required to be considered. Thus, it is a practical
significance to test whether or not the diversity
index of the bio-indicators are capable of assessing
the outcome of ecological restoration engineering.
The distribution and abundance of zooplankton in 2003 were better than 2000, which is clearly
reflected from the Simpson biodiversity index [31].
The decrease in the density and biomass of the
zoobenthos, Chironomid (larvae) and Limnodrilus
hoffmeisteri suggests that the sediment conditions
were becoming favorable for the growth of zoobenthos after IEER [40]. The changes of biodiversity of
zooplankton and zoobenthos are more related to the
presence of macrophytes in the littoral zones. Fig-
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results have been reported earlier, for example,
there was no changes in the concentrations of TP
and TN in response to the addition of walleye
(Sander vitreus) fry or adults [49]. The concentration of TP was increased with changes in species
and structure of the aquatic flora and fauna [53].
Therefore, it is important to combine water quality
parameters during assessment of the ecological
engineering restoration program.

provement of habitat. The input of predator such as
filter-fishes was the main reason, which resulted in
the changing of community structure and species
composition of zooplankton and zoobenthos [49].
Finally, bio-indicator is widely applied to monitor
water quality [50]. However, diversity index of the
bio-indicators hardly reflects the water quality in
this study. This is because the gulfs were divided
into multi-habitat by different engineering measures
such as replanting of macrophytes and removal of
cyanobacterial biomass. The movements of bioindicators (e.g. zooplankton and zoobenthos) are
relatively stationary while the nutrient in water is
easily exchanged.
Recently, lake management has focused on
restoration of water levels and hydrologic conditions, nutrient abatement, or improving characteristics of the adjacent areas [51, 52]. However, less
attention has been directed towards the assessment
of biodiversity index based ecological restoration
engineering. In this study, the outcome of IEER
was assessed through biodiversity index and TSI,
but the results were inconsistent. Indeed, similar

CONCLUSIONS
The application of integrated ecological restoration engineering in two gulfs of Lake Dianchi
have effectively increased the diversity index of the
zooplankton and zoobenthos, however, the aquatic
ecosystem still remained in a phytoplanktondominated hypereutrophic state. The result of the
biodiversity index and TSI values were inconsistent, which suggests that the biodiversity index
alone is not capable of assessing the outcome of

TABLE 4
The assessment results of the Shannon-Wiener diversity index and the Simpson diversity index of
zoobenthos samples from five long-term research stations in the experimental gulfs
sites
S2
S4
S6
S8
S9
Average

Shannon-Wiener
Background
2003
0.82±0.10
1.10±0.23
1.24±0.13
2.41±0.31
1.23±0.10
2.21±0.09
0.86±0.09
2.00±0.16
1.01±0.11
2.41±0.24
1.03±0.11
2.03±0.21

Simpson
Background
2003
0.23±0.04
0.25±0.10
0.34±0.04
0.80±0.09
0.42±0.09
0.79±0.08
0.25±0.07
0.42±0.13
0.36±0.06
0.61±0.06
0.32±0.05
0.58±0.09

Pollution level
Background
2003
Extremely
Heavily
Heavily
Moderately
Moderately
Heavily
Extremely
Heavily
Heavily
Moderately
Heavily
Moderately

(average index ± standard error).

(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 5
Changes in the growth of macrophytes before and after the integrated ecological engineering for
ecosystem restoration: (a) background before the experiment, (b) emergent macrophyte growth after the
experiment, and (c) submersed macrophyte growth after the experiment.
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[7] Lloret, J. and Marín, A. (2009) The role of
benthic macrophytes, and their associated macroinvertebrate community in coastal lagoon
resistance to eutrophication. Marine Pollution
Bulletin. 58, 1827-1834.
[8] Wu, Y., Kerr, P.G., Hu, Z. and Yang, L. (2010)
Removal of cyanobacterial bloom from a biopond-wetland system, the associated response
of zoobenthic diversity. Bioresource Technology. 101, 3903-3908.
[9] Batty, L.C., Atkin, L. and Manning, D.A.C.
(2005) Assessment of the ecological potential
of mine-water treatment wetlands using a baseline survey of macroinvertebrate communities.
Environmental Pollution. 138, 412-419.
[10] Smith, M.J., Kay, W.R. and Edward, D.H.A.D.
(1999) AusRivAS: Using macroinvertebrates
to assess ecological condition of rivers in
Western Australia. Freshwater Biology. 41,
269-282.
[11] Rodusky, A.J., Maki, R.P. and Sharfstein, B.
(2008) Back-pumping of agricultural runoff into a large shallow lake, concurrent changes in
the macroinvertebrate assemblage. Water Research. 42, 1489-1500.
[12] Peterson, B.J. and Heck, J.K.L. (1999) The
potential for suspension feeding bivalves to increase seagrass productivity. Journal of Experimental Marine Biology and Ecology. 240, 3752.
[13] Wronski, T., Dusabe, M.C., Apio, A., Hausdorf, B. and Albrecht, C. (2015) Biological assessment of water quality and biodiversity in
Rwandan rivers draining into Lake Kivu.
Aquatic Ecology. 49, 1-12.
[14] Sbrilli, G., Cruscanti, M., Bucci, M., Gaggi, C.
and Bacci, E. (1997) Marine heterotrophic bacteria as indicators in the quality assessment of
FRDVWDOZDWHUVLQWURGXFLQJWKH³$SSDUHQW%DF
WHULDO &RQFHQWUDWLRQ´ DSSURDFK (QYLURQmental Toxicology and Chemistry. 162, 135139.
[15] Nocciolini, S., Spadafina, L., Vacri, M.R. and
Bacci, E. (2000) A simple bacterial index for
relative water quality: Preliminary application
in the Orbetello lagoon (Tuscany, Italy).
Chemosphere. 41, 1065-1069.
[16] Nedeau, E.J., Merritt, R.W. and Kaufman,
M.G. (2003) The effect of an industrial effluent
on an urban stream benthic community: water
quality vs. habitat quality. Environmental Pollution. 123, 1-13.
[17] Zinchenko, T.D. and Golovatyuk, L.V. (2004)
Assessing surface water quality based on indicator zoobenthos species. Water Resources. 31,
323-332.
[18] Zettler, M.L., Schiedek, D. and Bobertz, B.
(2007) Benthic biodiversity indices versus salinity gradient in the southern Baltic Sea. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 55, 258-270.

ecological restoration engineering. In future efforts
to evaluate the outcome of ecological restoration
engineering for an aquatic ecosystem suffered from
excessive nutrients and harmful algal blooms, scientists should consider, e.g. species composition
and distribution, dynamic changes of community
structure, species changes and interactions between
species in addition to the biodiversity index and
trophic state index.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Postharvest quality of fruits is an immensely
important to determine market value. Antioxidant
and adequate storage conditions are required for
enhancing quality of fruits during postharvest stage.
Here in present study, we focused to investigate
effect of salicylic acid (SA) and cold storage durations (SD) on post harvest quality of peach. Fresh
fruits after harvest were dipped for 10 minutes in
SA concentrations (0, 2, 4 and 6 mML-1). Fruits
were transferred to cold storage after drying and
stored for (0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 days) and quality
attributes were studied at five days interval. Results
show that highest fruit firmness (2.04 kg cm-2),
titratable acidity (0.37%), ascorbic acid content
(5.13mg 100 ml-1) with least total soluble solids
(8.28 °Brix), sugar acid ratio (7.91), fruit pH (3.75),
disease incidence (6.42%) and fruit weight loss
(5.55%) were observed in fruits treated with 6
mML-1 of SA. The maximum weight loss (12.47%),
disease incidence (14.79%), total soluble solids
(9.73 °Brix), sugar acid ratio (9.49) and pH (4.05)
with minimum fruit firmness (1.10 kgcm-2), titratable acidity (0.24%) and ascorbic acid (4.16mg
100ml-1) were noted in peach fruits stored for 20
days. The interaction of SA and SD showed that
highest fruit firmness (2.64 kg cm-2) with lowest
fruit pH (3.68) and weight loss (0.04%) was observed in fresh fruits treated with any conc. of SA.
While, the maximum fruit pH (4.24) and weight
loss (13.71%) with lowest fruit firmness (0.80 kg
cm-2) were observed in fruits with no SA application, after a SD of 20 days. It can be concluded
from the experiment that peach fruits should be
treated with 6 mML-1 of SA in order to maintain
quality attributes for longer storage.

Pre and postharvest factors highly affect peach
(Prunus persica L.) fruit quality. The degree of
postharvest losses in fruits and vegetables particularly results in more economic losses than at preharvest [1]. Although, quality and quantity of any
product cannot be enhanced however, qualitative
losses can be reduced. The physiological deterioration of fruits is primarily because of respiration rate
[2]. Hence, cold storage technique can be used to
slow down these processes and rot development,
but at low temperature chilling injury (CI) limits
peach storage life [3]. The conventional storage of
peach at 0-1 °C persistently cause CI, though this
disorder is strongly dependent on cultivar and maturity at harvest [4]. Low temperature also causes
fruit flesh browning that might be because of membrane lipid oxidation and leads to tissue deterioration. It is recommended that peach fruits should be
picked at developmental stage where the fruits are
full maturated but not ripened, so as to minimize
yellowing and early softening of the fruit [5]. Peach
fruits are more perishable, having critical period at
post harvest stage because swift deterioration occurs at ambient temperature. The growth molecules
in plants like jasmonic acid, salicylic acid (SA) and
methyl jasmonate are very much crucial and are
responsible for the growth and development of
plant. In addition, they protect plant against biotic
and abiotic stresses by taking part in the signal
transduction pathways of the plant [6]. Similarly,
SA as a plant hormone helps plant in protection
against various stresses [7]. Exogenous application
of SA on fruit as a postharvest treatment may help
the fruit to strive against different stress factors and
are harmless and environmental safe. Dipping of
fruits in SA solution keep fruits intact from outside,
hold back infections and deteriorations that effect
shelf life and quality of product. SA is cosmically
broadened in plant realm and incorporated in plant
hormones [8]. It is thought to have various regulative functions in plant metabolism [9]. SA being an

KEYWORDS:
Peach fruit, Postharvest, Cold storage, Salicylic acid,
Shelf life
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Salicylic acid application. Randomly selected
fruits were dipped in SA (0, 2, 4 and 6 mM L-1)
solution for 10 minute each and dried at room temperature after treatment. Control fruits (without SA
treatment) were just dipped in distilled water and
then all treated and untreated fruits were stored for
(0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 days) at temperature of 5 oC.

endogenous growth regulator from phenolic group
has been broadly used to enhance quality of various
crops [10, 11]. Literature remarkably argued the
function of phenolic compounds i.e. SA about its
effect on physiological and biochemical processes
together with ion uptake, membrane permeability,
enzymes activity, growth and development [12].
The quality losses have significantly reduced by SA
in peaches, tomato, sweet pepper and loquat fruits
[13, 14]. It has been found that SA can maintain
flesh firmness in harvested peaches during storage
[16], and banana fruits during ripening [15]. Therefore, SA has remarkable capability to keep the fruit
quality during storage life.
Keeping in view the perishable nature of
peach fruit and efficiency of post harvest SA treatment, an experiment was planned in order to investigate the effects of SA application on postharvest
qualitative attributes of peach fruits. The objectives
of this experiment were to analyze the appropriate
concentration of SA for extending the postharvest
life of peach and to explore suitable SD of fruits in
cold storage so that to overcome the postharvest
losses.

Data collection. For analysis of quality parameters of fruits the fruits were analysed at first
day of experiment and then after each interval of
five days up to the storage duration of 20 days. The
following quality attributes of peach fruit were
studied.
Fruit firmness (kg cm-2). Peach fruit firmness
was recorded with the help of penetrometer (Wagner fruit firmness tester model FT-327). 8 mm
plunger tip of the penetrometer was penetrated at
two equatorial (opposite) sides of each fruit flesh
after peeling and the average was then calculated.
Five fruits were selected randomly from each
treatment that was free of any defect. Data was noted on day 1st and successively at intervals of five
days till 20th day of the experiment.
Total soluble solids (°Brix). Fruit juice of
each sample was extracted from fruits and the TSS
was determined with the help of hand refractometer
and the average was calculated. First a drop of extracted juice (of individual fruit) on the prism of
refractometer was placed carefully, pointing the
prism towards optimum light, fixed the eyepiece
and then the readings was recorded. After taking
reading the prism was cleaned and dried. The same
procedure was repeated three times to get an average.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
An experiment to find the post-harvest shelf
life of peach fruit using salicylic acid (SA) in cold
storage was carried out at horticulture Laboratory,
Department of Horticulture, The University of Agriculture Peshawar-Pakistan (UAP) during 2015.
Peach fruits of cv. Florida King were harvested at
commercial maturity stage at Research Farm, Department of Horticulture, UAP. In order to remove
the field heat the peach fruits were kept under room
temperature immediately after harvest. Fruits of
same size and maturity without any wounds were
shifted to the Postharvest Laboratory, Department
of Horticulture, UAP. All selected fruits were then
cleaned from dust particles and pathogenic microorganisms by subjecting to washing with distilled
water. The experiment was conducted according to
completely randomized design (CRD) with three
repetitions. The study consisted of two factors i.e.
Factor A: Salicylic Acid (SA) concentrations comprised of 0 mML-1, 2 mML-1, 4 mML-1 and 6
mML-1. Factor B: Storage Duration (SD) comprised
of 0 days, 5 days, 10 days, 15 days and 20 days.

Titratable Acidity (%). Determination of titratable acidity of peach fruit juice was carried out
according to standard method [16]. Fruits were selected randomly from each replication in all treatments. Juice of peach fruit (10 ml) was taken and
(90 ml) of distilled water was mixed with the juice
to raise the volume to 100 ml. Then 10 ml from the
diluted solution was taken with the help of pippet in
a flask and added with 3 drops of indicator (phenophthalien). Finally, it was titrated against 0.1 N
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) till the pink colour appeared and remained for 15 seconds. The process
was replicated three times and burret readings were
recorded.

Preparation of salicylic acid (SA) concentrations. For preparing different concentrations of
SA i.e. (2, 4 and 6 mML-1), SA was taken at the rate
of 0.276 g, 0.522 g and 0.828 g respectively and
weighed with sensitive balance and dissolved respectively in one litre distilled water. As the SA
solubility in water is difficult, therefore for complete dissolving, the solution was stirred with the
help of magnetic stirrer for 24 hours.

Sugar-Acid Ratio (TSS: TA). The sugar to
acid ratio calculation was performed by dividing
the total soluble solid (TSS) by titratable acidity as
mentioned in below equation-1.
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level of significance).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fruit firmness (kg cm-2). Fruit firmness in
peach has been significantly affected by salicylic
acid (SA) concentrations and storage duration (SD).
The interaction of SA concentrations and SD has
also significantly affected the fruit firmness. The
results show that fruit firmness of the peach fruit
significantly enhanced with increasing the concentration of SA concentrations (Table 1). The highest
fruit firmness (2.04 kg cm-2) was observed in fruits
treated with 6 mML-1 of SA, followed by the fruits
(1.94 kg cm-2) treated with 4 mML-1 of SA concentration, while lowest fruit firmness (1.69 kg cm-2)
was recorded in untreated fruits (without SA application). The main reason could be because of the
fact that during ripening the endogenous concentration of SA decreases which leads to softening of
fruit. In case SA is applied exogenously to the fruits
during storage, it prevents the swelling up of the
cells and thus results in more fruit firmness [19,
20]. The highest fruit firmness at the highest concentration of SA may be due to the suppression of
ethylene production within the fruit that results in
hardness of fruits. The highest fruit firmness (63.85
kg cm-2) at 2 mML-1 of SA and the lowest fruit
firmness (55.84 kg cm-2) was observed in control
treatment (without SA application) [21]. Also the
elevated fruit firmness (17.59 kg cm-2) of peach
fruits could be obtained with an application of 1.5
mM L-1 of SA [22]. It was also seen that, with enhancing SD, the fruit firmness significantly decreased. The highest fruit firmness (2.64 kg cm-2)
was observed on the first day of experiment in fresh
fruits, followed by 2.24 kg cm-2 in fruits stored for
5 days. While, lowest fruit firmness (1.10 kg cm-2)
was noted in fruits stored for 20 days (Table 1). In
case of climacteric fruits softening, the endogenous
ethylene production plays a vital role, which increases simultaneously with passage of time. It
happens in this experiment as well and fruit firmness decreases with the passage of time and soft
fruits were observed at the end of the experiment
after 20 days of storage.
Fruit firmness has significantly been affected
by the interaction of SA levels and SD. Minimum
fruit firmness (0.80 kg cm-2) was noted in control
fruits (with no SA application) after storage duration of 20 days, while highest fruit firmness (2.64
kg cm-2) was noted in fresh fruits at all concentrations of SA (Fig 1). There was a linear decrease in
fruit firmness at all levels of SA concentrations
stored at any storage duration (Fig 4A). The fruit
softening during ripening takes place by its own
because of decreasing internal SA concentration of
fruit, the external SA application inhibits fruit softening [15].

Ascorbic acid. Ascorbic acid content was determined in peach fruit juice using 2, 6 - Dichloroindophenol - blue dye as mg ascorbic acid
per 100 ml juice [16]. To prepare the dye solution,
50 mg of 2, 6-Dichloroindophenol and 42 mg of
sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) was taken in a
beaker of 200 ml having hot distilled water in it.
The solution was stirred for 30 minutes and the
final volume was raised to 250 ml.
Fruit pH. The juice from randomly selected
fruits in each treatment was extracted and then pH
was recorded for each fruit at least three times separately, with the help of electronic pH meter. Buffer
solution was used to standardize the pH meter.
Disease incidence (%). The fruits of all
treatments were observed for disease incidence on
1st day of storage and data was recorded. During
storage, at each five days interval the data was recorded for disease incidence. Those showed the visual symptoms of disease were discarded and recorded. This process was continued till the end of the
experiment. The percent disease incidence was calculated by using formula in below mentioned equation-2.

Fruit weight loss (%). Individually selected
fresh fruit weight of each fruit was taken after harvesting (before storage) of the fruit. Fruits were
kept separately in all treatments and were weighed
after every storage interval for evaluation of percent
weight loss. Percent fruit weight loss was computed
byy usingg below mentioned equation-3.

Statistical analysis. A completely randomized
design (CRD) was used with two factors arrangement. All the attributes were replicated three times
per treatment. All analysis was performed with
STATISTIX (Version 8.1) Software [18]. Analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was carried out for all attributes and when the data was found significantly different, the comparison between means was done by
least significant difference (LSD) test (alpha 5 %
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FIGURE 1
Effect of salicylic acid (SA) applied at different concentrations on peach fruit firmness under different
storage durations.
TABLE 1
Effect of salicylic acid (SA) concentrations on quality attributes of Peach fruit under various storage
durations (SD). (p<0.05)
Salicylic Acid (SA)
Conc. (mML-1)
Control
SA 2 mML-1
SA 4 mML-1
SA 6 mML-1
LSD

Fruit
firmness
1.69d
1.83c
1.94b
2.04a
0.087

Control
5
10
15
20
LSD
Interaction SAxSD
LSD

2.64a
2.24b
1.89c
1.54d
1.10e
0.097
Fig 1*
0.194

Titratable acidity
(%)
8.79a
0.34c
8.65a
0.35b
8.39b
0.36a
8.28b
0.37a
0.256
0.009
Storage Duration (SD) (Days)
7.33e
0.48a
8.05d
0.43b
8.46c
0.38c
9.04b
0.29d
9.73a
0.24e
0.286
0.011
TSS

NS

NS

Sugar
acid ratio
8.44a
8.29a
8.01b
7.91b
0.251
6.86e
7.63d
8.08c
8.76b
9.49a
0.281
NS

apple fruits contain low level of TSS without losing
its firmness after being treated with SA [24], also
another study describe that TSS significantly decreased with increasing the concentration of SA in
strawberry fruits [24]. Similarly, the highest TSS
(14.53 °Brix) was recorded in control peach fruits
(without SA application) and lowest TSS (12.65
°Brix) was reported in fruits treated with (1.5
mML-1) of SA [22]. Likewise, an elevated TSS
(9.27 °Brix) in control peach fruits (without SA
application), while the lowest TSS (9.12 °Brix) was
recorded in peach fruits treated with 1.5 mML -1 of
SA [36].
By increasing SD, the fruit TSS increased significantly. The lowest TSS (7.33 °Brix) was observed in fresh fruits, followed by 8.05 °Brix observed in fruits stored for 5 days, respectively.
While the highest TSS (9.73 °Brix) was noted in
fruits stored for 20 days (Table 1). During ripening

Total soluble solids (TSS). Salicylic acid
(SA) concentrations and SD have significantly affected the total soluble solids (TSS). It was seen
that increasing the concentration of SA significantly
reduced TSS of the peach fruit. The lowest fruit
TSS (8.28 °Brix) and (8.39 °Brix) were recorded in
fruits treated with 6 mML-1 and 4 mML-1 of SA
concentration, respectively. While, the highest fruit
TSS (8.79 °Brix) and (8.65 °Brix)) were observed
in untreated fruits (with no SA application) and
when treated with 2 mML-1 of SA concentration,
respectively (Table 1). The reduction in peach fruit
TSS could be due to the fact that cell wall have
high amount of polysaccharides (pectins and cellulose), which are normally digested by enzymes and
thus resulting in increased TSS levels. Lowest TSS
in kiwifruit, which was treated with methyl salicylic
acid (2 mML-1) associated with low ethylene production [23]. It was also previously reported that
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Titratable acidity (%). Results indicate that
titratable acidity of the peach fruit significantly
increased by increasing the concentration of SA.
The highest titratable acidity (0.37%) and (0.36 %)
was recorded from fruits treated with (6 mML -1)
and (4 mML-1) SA concentrations, respectively.
While, the lowest titratable acidity (0.34%) was
observed in untreated fruits (with no SA application) (Table 1). Research shows that SA application
on fruits reduces ethylene production, which may
tend to decrease enzymes activities, resulting in
decrease of sucrose synthesis. Similar results were
found by [21] who reported that the highest titratable acidity (0.44%) was observed in peach fruits
treated with 2 mM of SA while, lowest titratable
acidity (0.30%) was recorded in untreated (with no
SA application) fruits. Similarly, maximum titratable acidity (0.34%) at (1.5 mM) of SA while, lowest titratable acidity (0.27%) was recorded in control peach fruits (with no SA application) [22].
It was observed in this experiment that increasing SD significantly decreased titratable acidity in peach fruits. The maximum titratable acidity
(0.48%) was observed in fresh fruits, followed by
0.43% in fruits stored for 5 days. While the least
titratable acidity (0.24%) was noted in fruits stored
for 20 days (Table 1). The reason behind decrease
in titratable acidity in store with time could be because of the fact that during respiration, in fruits,
acid breaks into sugar, which results in decreasing
the titratable acidity [28]. Similarly, the titratable
acidity increased in apple fruits after being treated
with SA in storage and the respiration in fruits during storage leads to conversion of acid into sugar
because of fermentation and disintegration of sugar
molecules that result in decreasing titratable acidity
[24,29]. It was also reported that SD has significantly affected the titratable acidity of table grape
fruits after storing for a period of 45 days [30].

tion improves the qualitative and chemical characteristics of fruits [7]. Similarly, a research revealed
that SA had significantly affected TSS: TA of
peach fruit at different storage stages [30]. SA has
significantly increased TSS: TA among the varieties of peach and nectarine, the maximum sugaracid ratio was recorded in Royal Glory (24.48)
while, minimum TSS: TA was recorded in Ruby
Diamond (12.71) at the end of the experiment [31].
Similarly, TSS: TA has significantly been affected
by SA, the maximum TSS: TA (22.42) was noted in
kiwi fruits treated with 2mML-1 concentration of
SA [32]. Also the maximum TSS: TA (37.04) was
recorded at 0ppm while, minimum TSS: TA (26.02)
were noted at 600 ppm of SA in peach fruits [33].
With an increase in SD of peach fruit, the
TSS: TA significantly increased. The minimum
TSS: TA (6.86) was observed in fresh fruits, followed by TSS: TA (7.63) in fruits stored for 5 days,
while the highest TSS: TA (9.49) was noted in
fruits stored for 20 days (Table 1). The quality attribute TSS: TA consists of both organic acid and
sugar contents, which determine fruit condition
during storage [21]. In this experiment it was seen
that increasing the storage duration would increase
TSS: TA. There was a linear increase in TSS: TA in
all concentrations of SA with an increase in the SD
(Fig 4B). During storage it was observed that a decrease happened in titratable acidity and increase in
TSS, which is one of the indications of fruit ripening [22]. Another study reported that maximum
TSS: TA (36.73) in control fruits (with no SA application) after storage duration of 45 days while
the minimum (24.80) was found in untreated fresh
fruits of table grapes [34]. TSS: TA has significantly increased during storage of peach fruit [21]. The
minimum TSS: TA (12.79) was recorded in fresh
fruits while maximum TSS: TA (26.75) was noticed
on the 5th week of the experiment. Similar results
was displayed [21] revealing that storage duration
has significantly influenced TSS: TA among various varieties of peach and nectarine, maximum
TSS: TA (19.08) was observed in fresh fruits while,
lowest TSS: TA (14.03) was recorded after 35 days
of storage at 0oC.

Sugar-Acid Ratio (TSS: TA). Different SA
concentrations and SD have a significant effect on
sugar-acid ratio (TSS: TA) of peach fruit. It has
been observed that TSS: TA of the peach fruit significantly declined by increasing the concentration
of SA. The highest TSS: TA (8.44) and (8.29) were
observed in untreated fruits (with no SA application) and fruits treated with (2 mML-1) of SA, respectively. The lowest (7.91) and (8.01) TSS: TA
was recorded in fruits treated with (6 mML-1) and
(4 mML-1) concentration of SA, respectively
(Table 1). The equilibrium within sugar and acid is
the qualitative characteristic of fruits [21]. In earlier
experiments it has been observed that SA applica-

Ascorbic acid. Results revealed that SA concentrations and SD have a significant effect on
ascorbic acid contents of peach fruit. Ascorbic acid
in peach fruit significantly increased by increasing
the concentration of SA. The highest ascorbic acid
(5.13 mg 100ml-1) was observed in fruits treated
with 6 mML-1 of SA, followed by ascorbic acid
content of 5.06 mg 100ml-1 treated with 4 mML-1 of
SA concentration, which is statistically at par with
each other. While, the lowest ascorbic acid contents
4.97 mg 100ml-1 was recorded in untreated fruit
(with no SA application) (Table 2). SA has the potential to increase ascorbic acid content in fruits,
which has the tendency to increase qualitative at-

of fruits the TSS increases because of the vital enzyme sucrose-phosphate synthesis (SPS), which
helps in sucrose biosynthesis [26]. SPS activity
increases gradually during storage by ethylene and
ripening processes of the fruits [27].
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Fruit pH. The results revealed that SA concentrations and SD have significantly affected fruit
pH of peach fruits, as well as their interaction was
also found significant. It was seen that fruit pH of
the peach fruit significantly decreased by increasing
the concentration of SA. The highest fruit pH (3.87)
was observed in fruits without any treatment of SA,
followed by (3.83) treated with (2 mML-1) of SA
concentration. The lowest fruit pH (3.75) and (3.79)
were recorded in fruits treated with (6 mML-1) and
(4 mML-1) of SA, respectively (Table 2). The increase in titratable acidity and decrease in TSS and
pH are generally used to express the ripening stage
of fruits and to estimate the taste of fruit which is
representing generally by the equilibrium linking
sweetness and acidity. SA treatment can hindrance
fruit ripening and improve fruit quality [7]. The
decrease in fruit pH may be due to SA as it suppresses the ethylene production, which results in
less fruit TSS and pH level. Similar results were
obtained by [30] who concluded from their research
that SA has significantly decreased the fruits pH,
the highest fruit pH (3.51) was recorded in untreated fruits (with no SA application) while, lowest
fruit pH (3.48) was recorded at (4 mML-1) of SA.
SA has significantly decreased the fruit pH of peach
fruit during storage [21]. The maximum fruit pH
(4.49) was recorded in control fruits (with no SA
application) while, minimum fruit pH (4.30) was
noticed in fruits treated with 2 mML-1 of SA. A
study displayed that highest fruit pH (5.00) in control peach fruits (with no SA application) while,
lowest fruit pH (4.85) was at highest concentration
(1.5 mM L-1) of SA [22]. The maximum pomegranate fruit pH (3.9) was recorded in control (with no
SA application) while, fruits treated with 7 mML-1
of SA except the fruits that were treated with 1.5
and 3 mML-1 of SA was lowest (3.8) pH recorded
[36].

tributes and prevent its physiological disorders [25].
A study reported by [21] are in accordance with our
results, displayed that SA can significantly increase
the vitamin C contents of peach fruit during storage. They found that maximum vitamin C contents
(5.61 mg 100ml-1) were recorded at (2.0 mML-1) of
SA while, minimum vitamin C contents (4.95 mg
100ml-1) were noticed in control fruits (without SA
application).
Ascorbic acid contents of fruits significantly
decreased with an increase in SD of peach fruit.
Maximum ascorbic acid contents 5.91mg 100ml-1
was observed in fresh fruits at the start of the experiment, followed by ascorbic acid content 5.62mg
100ml-1 observed in fruits stored for 5 days. While,
least ascorbic acid contents (4.16 mg 100ml-1) was
recorded in fruits stored for 20 days (Table 2). It
was seen that increasing the storage duration would
decrease ascorbic acid in fruits. There was a linear
decrease in ascorbic acid in all concentrations of
SA with an increase in the SD (Fig 4C). Ascorbic
acid is one of the main quality parameter of fruits
that is highly sensitive to deterioration because of
its oxidative properties as compared to other compounds during storage and processing [35]. Another
study found similar results that SD has significantly
decreased the vitamin C contents of peach fruit
during storage [21]. In our study, maximum vitamin
C contents (6.17mg 100ml-1) were recorded in fresh
fruits whereas, minimum vitamin C contents
(4.32mg 100ml-1) were noticed at the 5th week of
peach fruit storage. Compare to other compounds,
ascorbic acid is very much prone to processes involving degradation and oxidation caused by storage. During prolong storage of fruits, numerous
physiological processes occurs, which results in
decreasing the ascorbic acid content of fruits.

TABLE 2
Different attributes of peach fruit as affected by salicylic acid (SA) under various storage durations (SD).
(p<0.05)
Salicylic Acid (SA) Conc. (mML-1)
Control
SA 2 mML-1
SA 4 mML-1
SA 6 mML-1
LSD

Ascorbic acid content
4.97b
5.01b
5.06ab
5.13a
0.117

Control
5
10
15
20
LSD
Interaction SAxSD
LSD

5.91a
5.62b
5.09c
4.44d
4.16e
0.131
NS
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pH
Infected fruits (%) Fruit weight loss (%)
3.87a
8.35a
6.61a
3.83b
7.45b
6.30b
3.79c
6.98ab
5.85c
3.75c
6.42c
5.55d
0.019
0.697
0.295
Storage Duration (SD) (Days)
3.68e
0.00e
0.00e
3.75d
0.00e
0.04e
3.79c
2.47d
3.87d
3.86b
7.55c
5.70c
4.05a
11.70b
8.29b
0.021
0.779
0.329
Fig 2*
Fig 3*
0.042
NS
0.66
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FIGURE 2
Effect of salicylic acid (SA) applied at different concentrations on peach fruit juice pH under different
storage durations.
incidence (8.35%) was observed in untreated fruits
(with no SA application) followed by the disease
incidence (7.45%) treated with (2 mML-1) SA concentration. The lowest disease incidence (6.42 %)
was recorded in fruits treated with (6 mML-1) of SA
(Table 2). A study found that SA has significantly
decreased the post harvest fungal diseases and increased life duration under cold storage up to 15
days in strawberry and pomegranate fruits after
being treated at pre harvest stage with SA [37].
They concluded from their research that since SA is
a natural compound in plants, which has the ability
to hold back the ethylene synthesis and fungal decay in fruits after harvest. Normally with the application of SA the ethylene production decreases in
fruits, which results in decreasing the metabolic
activities and consequently delaying the fruit deterioration [38]. After investigation on several plants
it can be concluded that SA and acetyl salicylic acid
has the ability to reduce production of ethylene [19,
39]. The exogenous application of SA increases
heavy water inside the plant body, which acts as
signal molecule that activates plant to resist against
pathogens [40]. Similarly, SA also suppresses
lipoxygenase activities and dropping the ethylene
production in kiwi fruits [41]. Research indicates
that postharvest application of acetyl salicylic acid
on kiwi fruits tends to lower the amino cyclopropane carboxylate oxidase and synthase activity resulting in decreasing ethylene production at early
stage of fruit ripening [19]. Similarly from our experiment it can be determined that SA has a significant effect on decreasing ethylene production,
hence by increasing the concentration of SA the
disease incidence was reduced.
Disease incidence increased significantly with
an increase in the SD. The maximum disease inci-

By increasing SD of the peach fruit, the pH
increased significantly. The highest fruit pH (4.05)
was observed in fruits stored for 20 days, followed
by fruit pH (3.86) observed in fruits stored for 15
days. The lowest fruit pH (3.68) was noted in fresh
fruits (Table 2). The increase in fruit pH may be
due to the breakdown of organic acid by the process
of respiration and senescence during storage. Fruit
pH contents must be control during storage of fruits
because the lower contents of fruit pH resist the
microbial multiplication and this ability of fruit pH
refers to the acid alkaline balance of the fruits [21].
Storage duration has significantly affected the fruit
pH, the lowest fruit pH (3.21) was recorded at stage
1 (15 days of SD) and the highest fruit pH (3.51)
was at stage 5 i.e. (75 days of SD) in grape [30].
During ripening period of the fruit, ethylene level in
the fruits gradually increases with time and therefore results in enhancing fruit TSS and fruit pH.
In this experiment it was seen that the interaction between SA and SD has significantly affected
the fruit pH. Maximum fruit pH (4.24) was recorded in control fruits (without SA application) after
storage duration of 20 days, while minimum fruit
pH (3.68) was noted in control fruits (without SA
application) in fresh fruits at all treatments of SA
(Fig. 2). The maximum fruit pH (4.69) was recorded at 5th week in control fruits (without SA application), while minimum pH (3.89) was noticed in
fresh fruits at all treatments.
Disease incidence (%). Salicylic acid (SA)
concentrations and storage duration (SD) have a
significant effect on disease incidence in peach
fruit. Results showed that disease incidence of the
peach fruit was significantly decreased by increasing the concentration of SA. The highest disease
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compared to untreated because the process of respiration, transpiration and metabolism were slower
down with the exogenous application of SA. It is a
normal process that during respiration the accumulated food in plants are consumed and thus causing
fruit weight loss, and SA has the potential to reduce
weight loss in plants as well as in fruits after harvest [44, 45, 15]. The loss in weight could be controlled and minimized by the application of SA, as
it helps in production of free radicals by donating
electrons, resultantly, reducing the rate of normal
respiration by closing the stoma [46]. Another study
on kiwi fruit reported that kiwi fruit weight loss has
been significantly reduced (6.26%) when SA was
applied at a rate of (5 mML-1), while maximum
weight loss (12.4%) was recorded in control (without SA application) [32]. Lowest fruit weight loss
was observed in strawberry fruits dipped in SA as
compare to plants left untreated [20]. The highest
fruit weight loss (5.06%) in control fruits (with no
SA application), while the minimum fruit weight
loss (3.84%) was observed in peach fruits treated
with (1.5 mML-1) of SA [22].
Increasing the SD will significantly increase
the weight loss. The lowest fruit weight loss
(0.04%) was observed in fresh fruits, followed by
weight loss (3.87%) after 5 days of storage. While,
the highest fruit weight loss (12.47%) was observed
in fruits stored for 20 days (Table 2). A study found
that SD has significantly increased the weight loss
in peach fruits [21]. The maximum weight loss
(20.59%) was observed in control fruits (with no
SA application) stored for 5 weeks. The increase in
weight loss may be due to continuous transpiration
during storage. Transpiration and ethylene production rates are increasing automatically during storage of fruits, which results in deterioration, and
weight loss of the fruit [47].

dence (14.79%) was observed in the fruits stored
for 20 days, whereas, no disease was noticed in
fresh fruits (Table 2). There was a linear increase in
disease incidence in all concentrations of SA with
an increase in the SD (Fig 4D). The increase in disease incidence with time may be due to the reason
WKDW WKH LQRFXOXP PLJKW EH WKHUH EXW GLGQ¶W DIIHFW
the fruits in the beginning but with passage of time
it expanded and affect more fruits in storage. Another possibility could be the endogenous SA reduction and ethylene production in the storage,
which resulted in fruit softening and senescence.
Normally, the defensive mechanism is highly dependent on fruit ripening stage, which gradually
decreases with time. A study found that defensive
system of cucumber younger plants that developed
by application of SA was greater than in the older
plants [42]. Similarly another research reported that
dipping sweet cherry fruits in SA concentrations 23 mML-1 for 5 minutes before storage, significantly
increased disease resistance [43]. Similar trend in
results was also observed by [32] for disease incidence in tangerine, cherry and peach.
Fruit weight loss (%). Fruit weight loss was
significantly affected by the application of different
concentrations of SA and various SD and their interaction was also found significant. Results show
that weight loss of peach fruit significantly decreased with an increase in SA concentration. The
maximum fruit weight loss (6.61%) was found in
untreated fruits (with no SA application) followed
by the fruits weight loss (6.30%) treated with (2
mML-1) of SA, while the lowest fruit weight loss
(5.55%) was recorded in fruit treated with (6 mML 1
) of SA solution (Table 2). Weight loss in fruit is
mainly because of water loss during transpiration
and loss of carbon during respiration process [22].
Fruits treated with SA showed least weight loss as

FIGURE 3
Effect of salicylic acid (SA) applied at different concentrations on percent fruit weight loss under different
storage durations.
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FIGURE 4
Trends of peach fruit firmness, sugar acid ratio, ascorbic acid content, infected fruits and weight loss as
affect by different concentrations of salicylic acid (SA) under different storage durations.
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Severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) is a common
acute inflammation in pancreas with a high mortality
rate. Recently HMGB1 is reported to be involved in
the inflammation of SAP. To investigate the role of
HMGB1 A-BOX Protein alleviates liver injury in
acute pancreatitis. A total of 84 Wistar rats were randomly divided into the following three groups, mild
acute pancreatitis (MAP, n=28), severe acute pancreatitis (SAP, n=28) and sham operation (Control,
n=28) groups. After recombinant HMGB1 treatment. The serum HMGB1 concentration were measured by ELISA, and pancreatic sections were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) for histologic analysis and score. The total of 4 scores was the final
score of pancreas injury. Serum amylase and lipase
levels were measured Liver injury was assessed by
measuring the levels of aspartate aminotransferase
(AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), and lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) in serum. In SAP mice model,
liver was concurrently injured, and the protein level
of HMGB1 was up-regulated in pancreas and serum
when compared to the control group. However, ABOX treatment could alleviate the liver injury on
some extent. Furthermore, Liver function was restored, reflecting by the downregulation of AST,
ALT, and LDH after A-BOX treatment. In conclusion, HMGB1 A-BOX could heal liver injury and
possessed the potency for treating ASP in clinical.


organs due to excessive release of inflammation-associated cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor
(TNF), interleukin 1 (IL-1), and interleukin 8 (IL-8)
[2]. Injury to liver has been reported recently in
40.1%-56.6% acute pancreatitis and in 88.9% SAP
[3]. Liver injury is the most severe and fatal one out
of all SAP-derived complications. The incidence rate
of liver injury and the damaged level of liver cells
are positively correlated to the prognosis of SAP [4].
High mobility group box protein1 (HMGB1) is
a highly conserved DNA-binding protein [5, 6].
HMGB1 plays important roles in DNA replication,
cell differentiation or maturation [7-9]. It contains ABOX domain (9-85 aa), B-BOX domain (88-162 aa)
and acidic C terminal [10]. It has been reported that
HMGB1 is released to extracellular space by macrophage; expression of HMGB1 is a later event after
maturation of other early inflammatory factors, such
as TNF-α and IL-1 [10, 11]. Recombinant HMGB1
B-BOX can induce TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6 expression in
macrophage while A-BOX exerts negative regulations. HMGB1 is an important endogenous inflammatory mediator, triggering early inflammatory responses and exaggerating it further in later stage.
Liver cells only demonstrates mild HMGB1 expression under normal conditions. Recently HMGB1 is
reported to be involved in the inflammation of SAP
[12]. At the early stage of SAP, macrophage will accumulate at liver, and a bunch of pro-inflammatory
factors, such as TNF-α and IL-1, are excessively released, which can stimulate HMGB1 expression.
More and more evidences suggest that HMGB1 is
involved in liver injury in SAP, and might serve as a
novel therapeutic target [13]. In present study, we
aimed to investigate the function of HMGB1 ABOX in liver injury in SAP.
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Severe acute pancreatitis (SAP), liver injury, inflammation
cytokine, HMGB1 A-BOX treatment
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Severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) is a common
acute inflammation in pancreas with a high mortality
rate [1]. It often triggers multiple organ dysfunction
syndromes (MODS) in lung, kidney, liver, and other

This work was supported by the Ethic Committee of Shandong Provincial Hospital affiliated to
Shandong University.
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736+5< +7.1;8>9371 All animal care conforms to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institutes
of Health (NIH Publication No.85-23, revised 1996),
and was approved by the Ethical Review Board of
Shandong University. Male Wistar rats, weighing
250-300 g from Beijing Experimental Animal Center (Beijing, China), were used for modeling MAP
and SAP in this study. A total of 84 Wistar rats were
randomly divided into the following three groups,
mild acute pancreatitis (MAP, n = 28), severe acute
pancreatitis (SAP, n = 28) and sham operation (Control, n = 28) groups. Mild acute and severe acute pancreatitis rat models were induced by retroperfusion
of 2% and 3.8% sodium taurocholate in the biliarypancreatic duct, and sham operation rat model was
established by tipping the pancreas three times without biliary-pancreatic duct infusion. Animals were
sacrificed for analysis at 12 h (n = 7), 24 h (n = 7),
48 h (n = 7) and 72 h (n = 7) after modeling. For
HMGB1 treatment, 48 ICR (Institute of cancer Research) mice weighing 22-26 g (Shandong University Experimental Animal center) were divided into
SAP and treatment groups randomly, 12 for 24 hours
and 12 for 48 hours in either group.

with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) for histologic analysis and score. The level of HMGB1 expression in
pancreatic tissue was determined by immunohistochemistry, and the pictures were analyzed by Imagepro plus 5.0.
!;/9+;+=387 80    ( /A9;/<<387
?/-=8; The pQE-80 L/DHFR/ HMGB1 A-BOX expression vector was a gift from department of biochemistry and molecular biology, (the Third Military
Medical University. For propagation of the vector,
DH5α E. coli competent cells were first transformed,
then the single colony was grown up in liquid LB
medium. Isolation of plasmid from E. coli was performed as previously reported.

$;/+=6/7=@3=2  (Acute necrotizing pancreatitis mouse model was established
by intraperitoneal injection of 20% L-Arg [15]; the
recombinant protein of HMGB1 A box was applied
for treatment. All biochemical indicators, including
the plasmic aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), were measured by automatic biochemistry analyzer. 
#=+=3<=3-+5 +7+5B<3< A test was adopted for
comparison among groups of measurement data, P <
0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

!+=285813-+5 /A+637+=387 In blind trial, histological score of injured pancreas was determined
by the pathologist according to the improved methods by Schmidt et al. [14]. (a) EdemaL: 0 = null; 1 =
interlobar space broadened gently; 2 = interlobar
space broadened severely; 3 = interacinous space
broadened; 4=intercellular space broadened. (b) Necrosis: 0=null; 1= 1%-10% necrosis area; 2 =11%20% necrosis area; 3 = 21%-30% necrosis area;
4=more than 30% necrosis area. (c) Hemorrhage: 0
= negative; 1 = positive. (d) Inflammatory cell infiltration: the number of leucocytes in lobule and
around blood vessels was counted in high-power
field; 0 = 0-1; 1 = 2-10; 2 = 11-20; 3 = 21-30; 4 =
more than 30 or micro-abscess appeared. The total
of 4 scores listed above was the final score of pancreas injury. Five fields of each section were counted
randomly, and the average score of these 5 fields was
the pathological injury score of this section. Four
scores listed above were the final score of pancreas
injury.

"#%$#

3?/; 374>;B -87->;;/7=5B 2+99/7/. =8 =2/
+->=/9+7-;/+=3=3<68></68./5In order to elaborate the subject of present research, we established
the SAP and MAP model by retroperfusion of sodium taurocholate. Twenty-four hours after modeling, the pancreas and liver were HE-stained, and the
histological changes were observed. SAP mice carried congestive and edematous pancreas, and infiltrated with leukocytes. The normal pancreatic structure disappeared and a mass of necrotic acinar cells
showed up (Figure 1C); in contrast, the MAP mice
gave alleviated symptoms, the adjacent tissues adhered to the edematous pancreas; neutrophilic granulocytes and monocytes infiltrated into interstitial
cells (Figure 1B). Control mice did not show any
symptoms (Figure 1A).
With onset of AP, all mice also concurrently
showed liver injury. In SAP mice, the pancreatic
cells underwent extensive nuclear pyknosis, cytoplasmic hypereosinophilia, and the intercellular borders were lost, while in the liver tissues the hepatic
cords degenerated along with severe necrosis, hemorrhagic regions and neutrophil infiltration were also
apparent (Figure 1F). In MAP mouse, cytoplasmic
vacuolation and focal nuclear pyknosis were observed, a small amount of leukocytes infiltrated into

38-2/63-+5+<<+B<Serum amylase and lipase
levels were measured at 24 and 48 hours after induction of SAP by a standard clinical automated analyzer. Liver injury was assessed by measuring the
levels of aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), and lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) in serum.

#/;>6   -87-/7=;+=387 ./=/;637+
=387The serum HMGB1 concentration were measured by ELISA, and pancreatic sections were stained
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3<=85813-+5-2+71/<809+7-;/+<+7.53?/;+6871=;/+=6/7=1;8>9<+7.-87=;851;8>9 28>;<+0=/;
=;/+=6/7=
A-C, the histological changes of pancreas in control (A), MAP(B) and SAP(C) groups. Pancreas tissues are remarkably edematous, and interstitial cells were infiltrated by inflammatory cells; a mass of necrotic acinar cells and disappearance of normal
structure in pancreas lobes were observed. D-F, the histological changes of liver after treatment pancreas in control (A),
MAP(B) and SAP(C) groups

%" 
$2//A9;/<<3875/?/580 @+<37-;/+</.379+7-;/+<+0=/;=;/+=6/7=
A-C, the immunohistological staining of HMGB1 in pancreas showed the integrated optical density (IOD) of HMGB1 positive
cells was in increased after treatment. D, the statistical analysis of the immunostaining showed the highest HMGB1 expression
level in SAP group 24hours after treatment and then decreased 48 and 72 hours in pancreas, and MAP group showed a mild
increase. E, the expression level of HMGB1 in serum showed the highest level arise at 48 hours after treatment and then
decrease.


the tissues (Figure 1E). In control mouse, there was
no sign of injury (Figure 1D).

  /A9;/<<387 @+< 37-;/+</. 37 #!
The pancreatic HMGB1 expression was investigated
across all groups by immunohistochemistry. Our results showed that HMGB1 was localized in nucleus
and cytoplasm, and its expression level was much
higher in MAP and SAP groups when compared with
control group (Figure 2A). Integrated optical density
analysis showed that HMGB1 expression in control
mice was continuously maintained at low level
across all time intervals, and but significantly increased in MAP mouse and further improved in SAP
mouse ( < 0.05). Peak expression occurred at 24

hours post treatment, and declined thereafter. The
average level in MAP group was lower than that in
SAP and higher than that in control groups (Figure
2D). As HMGB1 could serve as pro-inflammatory
factor after being released into extracellular space,
the amount of HMGB1 in serum was also determined. The expression level of HMGB1 was increased significantly at 12 hours post modeling,
reaching up to 95.99 ± 25.61 ng/ml and 99.61 ±
21.96 ng/ml in MAP and SAP respectively. Peak
level appeared at 48 hours post modeling, the serum
level of HMGB1 in MAP group was at 136.56 ±
37.18 ng/ml and 239.39 ± 40.61 ng/ml in SAP group.
No significant alteration occurred in control group.
There were significant difference in the serum
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(< 0.05). In SAP group, stasis of blood appeared in
hepatic sinusoid, sporadic necrosis and swelling
were observed in liver cells, irregular alignment was
observed in liver cell cords, normal structure was
lost in liver lobules, and inflammatory cells infiltrated in portal area and liver lobules at 48 hours after
modeling (Figure 4A). After application of HMGB1
A-BOX, all the symptoms described above were alleviated (Figure 4B).

HMGB1 level between MAP and SAP groups (Figure 2E,< 0.05). Linear interdependence analysis
revealed that the interdependence of HMGB1 expression level and pancreas pathological injury is
0.807 (based on immunostaining results) and 0.679
(according to serum level) respectively.

   ( =;/+=6/7= +55/?3+=/. =2/
9+=285813-+5+5=/;+=387<379+7-;/+<+7.53?/;In
order to investigate whether HMGB1 A-BOX exerted positive effects on healing AP, recombinant
HMGB1 A-BOX protein was prepared from E. coli.
Each mouse were injected with A-BOX protein at 12
and 24 hours after modeling, 600 μg for each injection. Histological examination was conducted at 48
hours after modeling. In mice without HMGB1 ABOX protein treatment, the pancreatic tissues were
edematus, and acinar cells necrotized, resulting in
the disruption of normal tissue structure (Figure 3A).
In contrast, A-BOX treated pancreas was healed at
some extent with less number of necrotized cells and
relatively uniformed tissue structure (Figure 3B).
The histological scores before and after A-BOX
treatment at different time slot were listed in Table
1. A-BOX treatment produced significant difference

   ( =;/+=6/7= 9;868=/. =2/
/A9;/<<387 80 ,38-2/63-+5 37.3-+=8;< +7. <>;
?3?/.=2/63-/ To evaluate whether the liver function was restored by HMGB1 A-BOX treatment, we
examined the biochemical indicators ALT, AST and
LDH at 24 hour and 48 hour after modeling (Table 2
and 3). The results suggested that the physiological
function of liver was drastically improved after ABOX treatment. We also recorded the survival rate
of the SAP mice before and after A-BOX treatment
and found that A-BOX treatment could reverse the
tendency of SAP-induced fatality (Table 4), indicating that HMGB1 A-BOX treatment could improve
the pathological features of SAP and demonstrated
potency in clinical.


%" 
3<=85813-+5-2+71/<379+7-;/+<=3<<>/<$2/23<=85813-+5-2+71/<809+7-;/+<37-87=;851;8>9+0=/; 
28>;<+;/<28@7
Pancreas tissues are remarkably edematous, and interstitial cells were infiltrated by inflammatory cells; a mass of necrotic
acinar cells and disappearance of normal structure in pancreas lobes were observed. B, The histological changes in treatment
group were gentler than those in control group.


%" 
3<=85813-+5-2+71/<3753?/;=3<<>/<+6871-87=;851;8>9+7.  (=;/+=6/7=1;8>9 
28>;<+0=/;=;/+=6/7=2/6+=8AB537+7./8<37<=+378;3137+56+17303-+=387 
A, The histological changes of liver tissues in control group after 48 hours are shown, stasis of blood appeared in hepatic
sinusoid, necrosis and swelling were seen in liver cells, irregular alignment was seen in liver cell cords, and normal structure
lost in liver lobules and infiltrating inflammatory cells were seen in portal area and liver lobules. B, alleviated histological
changes were in HMGB1 A-BOX treatment group.
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3<=85813-+5#-8;/<8074>;/.!+7-;/+<80#!
1;8>9+7.  (=;/+=6/7=1;8>9
24h
48h
P=0.023<0.05.

SAP Group
7.82±0.87
9.53±0.93

for curing SAP and its complications. Excessive release of inflammatory factors was considered to be
the major pathological mechanism of SAP. Recent
research revealed that pro-inflammatory factors,
such as TNF, IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8, were involved in
SAP [3, 6, 17], macrophages, lymphomonocytes and
neutrophile granulocyte were all possible sources of
these factors. High levels of these factors in systemic
circulation resulted in multiple organ dysfunction
syndrome. The concentrations of these factors in serum could be used to predict the fatality rate in SAP,
and usually high level of TNF-α and IL-6 was positively correlated with high mortality [2, 15].
Previous studies showed that HMGB1 was involved in systematic inflammatory response of SAP
[13, 18]. Under normal conditions, the basal level of
HMGB1 is very low (< 2 ng/ml) in serum of rat and
human, but rises up to 25 ng/ml at 8 hours after endotoxin treatment and reaches peak level (300
ng/ml) within 16 hours, high level of HMGB1 expression sustains up to 24 hours after treatment [19].
The mRNA level of HMGB1 is increased at 24 hours
after scald in rat liver and lung and remained at high
level until to 72 hours [20-21]. In concert with previous research, we also found that serum HMGB1
level was very low (4-6 ng/ml) but rise up to 100
ng/ml in MAP and SAP mice. Our data indicated that
HMGB1 level was positively relevant with SAP. Recent studies suggested that HMGB1 could be released by activated monocytes and macrophages initiatively, and acted as an extracellular pro-inflammatory factor. Many cytokines could stimulate the
release of HMGB1, such as LPS, TNF-α, IL-1β, and
INF-γ [13]. HMGB1 could in turn stimulate the production of inflammatory factors by monocytes and
macrophages and triggered inflammation [11, 20]. In
vitro experiments confirmed that exogenous
HMGB1 could promote the synthesis of pro-inflammatory factors, such as TNF, IL-α, IL-β, IL-6, IL-8,
MIP-1α, and MIP-1β in human monocytes other than
lymphocytes [10]. Unlike LPS [22], recombinant
HMGB1 could prolong and maintain inflammation
process by delaying and releasing TNF in a twostage way dose dependently from human monocytes
[11]. Besides, HMGB1 could stimulate the cells
from which itself was released to produce more
HMGB1, which established a self-activation loop.
HMGB1 is found to be involved in many diseases, like sepsis [20, 23], pulmonary hypertension
[12], arthritis, synovitis, tumor, hepatitis, autoimmune diseases. As an inflammatory factor, HMGB1
open a new area for anti-inflammation therapy. In
animal model, anti-HMGB1 was confirmed to play
protective roles in endotoxemia, sepsis, arthritis and
local inflammation. So far, three therapies have been
employed to antagonize HMGB1. Firstly, antiHMGB1 antibody can neutralize the activity of recombinant HMGB1. Even though the first dosage of
antibody was applied at 24 hours after infection, the

Treatment Group
7.15±0.82
8.03±0.89*

$ 
38-2/63-+5;/<>5=<8053?/;37.3-=/.=2/53?/;
374>;B@+<+55/?3+=/. 28>;<+0=/; 
 (=;/+=6/7=
Item
SAP
A-BOX
AST (IU/L)
460.63±43.67
267.25±29.75*
ALT (IU/L)
98.86±27.52
63.50±21.62
LDH (IU/L)
535.25±72.80
426.63±64.02
AST, ALT and LDH were examined in serum. P<0.05.


$ 
38-2/63-+5;/<>5=<8053?/;37.3-=/.=2/53?/;
374>;B@+<+55/?3+=/. 28>;<+0=/; 
 (=;/+=6/7=

Item
SAP
A-BOX
AST (IU/L)
334.75±36.70
210.75±22.79*
ALT (IU/L)
116.25±29.08
59.06±16.69*
LDH (IU/L)
644.75±86.31
386.50±57.81*
AST, ALT and LDH were examined in serum. P<0.05.

$ 
$2/#>;?3?+5;+=/80-87=;85+7. 
 (=;/+=/.1;8>9
Survival
Fatality
SAP
4 (26.7%)
11 (73.3%)
A-BOX
10 (66.7%)
5 (33.3%)
A-BOX treatment promote the survival of pancreaitis
mice.



#%## 

Acute pancreatitis is a high mortality disease
due to multiple organ dysfunction syndrome in lung,
kidney, liver, and other organs at the early stage.
Liver is one of the organs that is concurrently injured
during the onset of SAP, and the extent of liver injury is positively interdependent with the severity of
SAP, which was also evidenced in present study
Liver possesses the capability of regeneration and
compensation [2, 16], so generally the incidence of
liver failure is less than lung or kidney failure in SAP
patient, however, malfunction caused by liver injury
could comprise its capability of elimination of toxin
and bioactive substance, which finally made pathogenic factors easily pass the liver barrier into systemic circulation and damaged other organs. In clinical, those patients whose liver function reduced are
at higher risk of developing MODS. Apparently,
liver injury is a severe and fetal complication of
SAP. The pathogenesis of this disease is still undefined yet, and there is no effective therapy available
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survival rate was still improved in sepsis [23]. Secondly, the recombinant HMGB1 A-BOX protein
was administrated although it does not have the proinflammation function. Experiments approved that
A-BOX could suppress HMGB1-evoked release of
TNF and IL-1β in a dose dependent manner, but did
not interfere with the IL-1β-induced release of TNF
and IL-10. In sepsis animal model, HMGB1 A-BOX
treatment that was performed repeatedly at 24 hours
after intestinal perforation can notably elevated the
survival rate [11]. Finally, Ethyl pyruvate showed diverse activities in anti-inflammation substance, antioxidant and protection of cells. Recently it was reported that Ethyl pyruvate could effectively suppress
HMGB1 synthesis. Studies confirmed that Ethyl pyruvate could decrease the serum HMGB1 level and
prolonged the life of rat significantly [23]. In this
study, our results from histological staining revealed
that HMGB1 expression in pancreas was positively
linear with the severity of AP in SAP mouse model,
suggesting that HMGB1 participated the local inflammation response as an inflammatory factor (Figure 1 and 2). Besides, A-BOX treatment after SAP
modeling alleviated the pathological injury of AP.
These results indicated that A-BOX could heal the
pathological injury of AP through counteracting the
effects of HMGB1.
Liver injury is a severe and fetal complication
of SAP [2]. HMGB1 expression was increased notably after severe empyrosis and its mRNA level in
liver tissues is positively correlated with serum ALT
and AST, indicating that the local HMGB1 is associated with liver dysfunction. In this study, the level
of AST, ALT and LDH level were lowered after ABOX treatment in SAP mice ( < 0.05). Likewise,
the histological changes, such as liver cell oedema,
necrosis and inflammatory cells infiltration, were alleviated after administration of A-BOX into SAP
mice. These results indicated that A-BOX could reverse HMGB1-induced liver injury in SAP.
As previously reported [24, 25], we established
the SAP mouse model by intraperitoneal injection of
20% L-Arginine to investigate the effects of A-BOX
treatment. Our results revealed that the SAP mice
lost appetite and demonstrated lags in response to external stimulation, and all these symptoms were reversed on some extent after A-BOX treatment. The
survival rate was improved significantly from 26/7%
to 66.7% by A-BOX (< 0.05), suggesting that ABOX could improve survival rate by counteracting
the toxicity of HMGB1.
In conclusion, our study revealed that HMGB1
A-BOX could alleviate injuries to liver and pancreas
in SAP and improved the survival rate significantly
by counteracting the pro-inflammatory effects and
toxicity of HMGB1. These findings shed new light
on the treatment of SAP clinically.
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The authors declare that they have no conflict
of interests.
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and is often marketed specifically for pests against
roses [4].
Siamese fighting fish males,    ,
have been shown to be an excellent model of testing water contamination by various pollutants [5].
Male Bettas show a very well documented discrete,
and quantifiable behaviours during agonistic encounters with males of the same species [6]. The
aggressive displays get disrupted when male Siamese fish are placed in polluted water [5]. The
opercular expansion proved to be particularly sensitive to contaminants. In male-male aggressive encounters, males frequently face off one another
while erecting their gill cover (operculum) maximally for various periods of time. The behaviour
can be easily elicited and used in scoring the aggressive behaviour of Betta splendens [7].
Using behaviour to assess water pollution has
several advantages. non-invasive, inexpensive, and
sometimes more powerful than other methods [8].
In addition, since behaviour is the integrated response of physiological processes to environmental
conditions, degradation of those conditions should
be reflected in behaviour [9-11].
In this paper I will investigate the effect of disulfoton on the aggressive displays of male Bettas.
This will provide more support to the claim that
aggressive behaviour of male Betta is a reliable bioindicator of organophosphate pollution [12].

Opercular display during agonistic encounters
between male    was previously proposed to be a suitable bioindicator of organophosphate water pollution. The experiments reported
here tested the effect of disulfoton, a notorious and
widely banned organophosphate, on the males aggressive opercular expansion display. Male Bettas
were placed in water that had disulfoton concentration of 5 mg/l for 24 hr. The males were then paired
together in an aquarium for 10 min, and the rate and
duration of opercular display was recorded. Experimental males had significantly lower opercular
expansion compared to controls that were placed in
nonpolluted water. The findings support that use of
aggressive male Bettas display to be used as bioindicator of organophosphates’ water pollution.
#"
Betta splendens, aggression, bioindicator, Disulfoton,
pollution.

 ! 
One aspect of human technological advances
is the rapid advancement and applications of manmade products that are used as pesticides, where it
has become a major source of mankind health and
economic problems [1]. An important category of
pesticides is organophosphates. Organophosphates
are degradable organic compounds that have acute
toxicity and pose health risks when in contact with
humans [2]. Generally, organophosphates are not
regulated and used extensively, which makes them
a major threat to human health [2]. One notorious
organophosphate is disulfoton, an organophosphate
banned in many countries [3]. Disulfoton is a selective, systemic organophosphate insecticide and acaricide that is especially effective against sucking
insects. It is used to control aphids, leafhoppers,
thrips, beet flies, spider mites, and coffee leaf miners. Disulfoton products are also used on cotton,
tobacco, sugar beets, cole crops, corn, peanuts,
wheat, ornamentals, cereal grains, and potatoes [3].
Disulfoton is available as granules, spray, or spikes,

  

5%,(&43 Naive dark blue or dark red male
Betta splendens were purchased from a local supplier. Length of fish ranged from 3.4 to 4.0 cm
(measured from the tip of the upper jaw to the caudal peduncle using a Vernier caliper; 3.7 ± 0.25 cm,
mean ± sd, n = 56), and had a mean weight of 1.7 ±
0.3 g. Each fish was kept in a glass jar (10 cm
length x 8 cm width x 15 cm height) at 25-27°C and
a 12 h light/dark cycle for 1-2 weeks, until he was
transferred to the experimental aquarium. Each jar
was wrapped in aluminum foil to prevent visual
access to other fish. Each fish was fed a few Betta®
flakes each day. The test aquaria were filled with
tap water, pH ~8, and total hardness (CaCO3) 45-55
mg/L.
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+35-)040/0/&(/42$4+0/ The concentration
of the disulfoton (PESTANAL®; Sigma- Aldrich) in
the test was set as the concentration at which the
fish would survive for a week with no mortality.
Stock solution of disulfoton for the acute toxicity
tests were prepared by dissolving 100 mg disulfoton in 5 ml 70% ethanol and adjusting the final
volume to 1 L with water. Test solutions of 1 mg/l
and 0.5 mg/l were prepared by dilution in water.
Control solutions (for water treatment) were
prepared by similarly diluting 5 ml 70% ethanol in
water.
For toxicity testing, fish were housed individually in aquaria containing disulfoton (1.0, or 0.5
mg/ml) or the equivalent volume of diluent (ethanol) for at least two weeks. Three fish were tested
per concentration. The final concentration used in
the disulfoton treatment, was 0.5 mg/l. The fish
lived well beyond two weeks at that concentration.

of count was significant (t-value = 2.5, p-value =
0.019). Similar results were obtained when comparing the means of the duration, in seconds, of the
opercular expansion display. The experimental
group had a mean of 24.1 sec ± 7.4 SE, while that
of the controls was 89.6 sec ± 8.4. The difference
was statistically different (t-value = 4.6, p-value =
0.00017).


81(2+.(/4$-20&('52(3 Naïve Betta males
were randomly assigned to one of two treatments:
Water or disulfoton. For the disulfoton treatment,
each male was kept in a jar containing 400 ml disulfoton solution at a concentration of 0.5 mg/L, for 24
h. The next day, this experimental male was placed
in a test aquarium (30x25x25 cm) containing clean
water; a divider making two equal compartments.
The experimental male was placed in one compartment. A control male, matched in size to the
experimental male, was placed in the other compartment. After a 10-min habituation period, the
divider was removed, allowing the fish to mingle,
and behaviour was scored for an additional 10 min.
A total of 11 experimental and 11 control males
were used for the Disulfoton treatment.
For the Water treatment, the same protocol as
above was used. Behaviour was scored for one of
the controls in each trial.
The total fish used for both treatments was 44
males.

$4$ 0--(&4+0/ The number and duration
(seconds) of opercular expansions made by the experimental males over the second 10 min period of
each trial were recorded. Similar data were taken
for the controls in the Water treatment. Data were
analyzed for difference between rate and duration
of opercular expansions using t-test.


!
*(.($/:2$4(0)01(2&5-$2(81$/3+0/
7*+4(%$23$/''52$4+0/+/3(&0/'330-+'%$23
)02.$-((44$31-(/'(/3+/4*(&0/420-$/'(8
1(2+.(/4$-42+$-3
!
The results show that opercular expansion behaviour of male Betta fish, usually expressed during
aggressive encounters, was impaired when the fish
were placed in water solution containing 5 mg/l
disulfoton.
Aggressive behavior in male   
is very well documented and highly stereotyped [6].
The behavioural acts can be easily observed and
quantified [13]. Of interest here is the opercular
display that males exhibit during an encounter,
when males face each other. As noted previously
[12], the behavior is very sensitive to methyl parathion, an “organophosphate”, pollution and reflects
the effect on the fish nervous system. Organophosphates effect on behavior takes place presumably
through their inhibition of acetylcholinesterase activity that leads to impairment of several physiological processes [14]. Disulfoton seems to lead to
similar impairments, that are ultimately reflected in
impairment of aggressive opercular display. What
is interesting here, is that the fish treated with disulfoton did not show overt impairment of the general
swimming behavior, feeding, or even aggressive
displays. Some treated fish did display opercular
extension, albeit at a much lower rate than controls.
This supports the idea that the impairment is temporal and can be reversible. The disulfoton treated
fish seemed to be fully recovered after being placed
in normal water and survived for as long as the untreated fish for several weeks after concluding the
experiments. This is in accordance to the conclu-

! 
The results can be seen in Fig.1. Opercular
expansion display was impaired in the male Bettas
in the experimental (disulfoton) group, compared to
the males in the control (water) group. In terms of
counts, the experimental group had a mean ± SE of
8.5 ± 2.4. While that of the control males was 21.7
± 3.5. The difference between both groups in term
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sion of Abrahams et al. [15] that impairment of
opercular display would result from any chronic
stress imposed on the individuals. Removing the
stressor would restore the normal display behavior.
The current experiments provide more credibility to the suitability of    as a bioindicator of organophosphate water pollution [12].
As noted in that study, the opercular display of
male Siamese fighting fish can be easily quantified
and scored and can also be assessed within 24 hr
which makes it ideal for testing water pollution.
Opercular expansion seems to reflect true physiological stress and thus directly reflects the impact of
organophosphates on the nervous system, and the
general health of the organism as well 16-17].
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can initiate lipid peroxidation. Prevention of liver
damage as a result of oxidative stress is mainly
utilized in many medical plants [2].
   L. is one of the most important
hepatoprotective plant in traditional medicine, particularly in Middle East, Asia, and Africa.  
  L., known as black seed, is a short-lived
annual plant belonging to Ranunculaceae family
[3].     L. and its ingredients have
shown wide range of pharmacological properties:
antiasthmatic, hypoglycemic, antihypertensive,
anti-inflammatory, immune-stimulatory, antioxidant, anticancer, antimicrobial, antiparasitic, gastropro-tective, nephroprotective, antinociceptive,
anti-convulsant, spasmodic, testicular protective,
antian-giogenic, antiarthritic, antioxytocic, contraceptive, and hepatoprotective activities. Several
phytochemical studies have focused this plant; the
black seeds contain a fixed oil (30–40%), essential
oil (0.5–1.5%), various sugars, proteins, and other
active components. The main active ingredients
isolated from     seeds are thymoquinone, alkaloids (nigellimine, nigellicine, and nigellidine), vitamins (as thiamin, niacin, pyridoxine,
riboflavin, and folic acid), minerals, and proteins
[4, 5].
According to the literature,     L.
extract showed antitoxic and hepatoprotective
properties against some organophosphate pesticides
such as; dimothoate, diazinon, propoxur, malathion,
and mancozeb [6-9]. However, so far it is not yet
known whether    extract has protective
effects in methyl parathion induced liver injury. In
the current study, we investigated the impact of
    L. extract on liver injury in methyl
parathion treated rats and explored the possible
mechanisms involved in this process. Also one of
the goals of our work is exploring the hepatoprotective effect of     extract through the
oxidative stress and anti-inflammatory pathways.

Methyl parathion (MP) is an organophosphorus pesticide that can induce hepatotoxicity in living organisms. Although many plant extracts have
been utilized againts MP induced liver injury, it has
not yet known whether     L. extract
(NSE) has protective effects or not. We aim to
investigate the hepatoprotective effect of 
through the oxidative stress and anti-inflammatory
pathways. A total of 28 rats were divided into 4
groups; control, MP, NSE and MP + . We
measured liver MDA level and antioxidant parameters, hepatic function enzyme, plasma cytokine
levels, liver MPO activity, liver  and  
mRNA levels and MAPK/NF-κb protein levels.
Our data showed that MP increased hepatic function tests, liver MDA level and MPO activity,
plasma proinflammatory cytokines, liver  and
  mRNA and MAPKs protein levels and
decreased antioxidant parameters, antiinflammatory
cytokine and liver NF-κb protein levels. NSE decreased hepatic function tests, liver MDA level and
MPO activity, plasma proinflammatory cytokines,
liver  and   mRNA and MAPKs protein
levels and increased antioxidant parameters, antiinflammatory cytokine and liver NF-κb protein
levels in the MP treated rats. These results suggested the antiinflammatory and antioxidative function
of NSE in MP induced liver injury.


-+#&'
Methyl parathion,    
antioxidant, antiinflammatory

L., hepatoprotective,
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Methyl
parathion
(O,O-dimethyl-O-pnitrophenyl phosphorothioate) is an organophosphorus pesticide which was developed during the
second World War [1]. Methyl parathion is a wellknown chemical that can induce hepatotoxicity in
humans and experimental animals by producing
reactive oxygen species (ROS) including superoxide radical (O2-.) and hydroxyl radical (•OH) which

!(& '"!(#'
:69.8> All adult male Wistar albino rats
were purchased from the Animal Experimental
Center of Van Yuzuncu Yil University, aged 3-4
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months with weights ranging from 300 to 350 g.
Ethical approval of the study was obtained from
Van Yuzuncu Yil University Ethical Commission
for Animal Experiments. All animals were housed
in a comfortable environment (12 h light-dark cycle, 20–25 °C temperature, 40-60 % humidity) and
fedwith rodent chow and water  .

&2.42:?>     L. seeds was purchased from Bagdat Baharat (Ankara, Turkey).
Methyl parathion were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and maize oil were purchased from Ulker
Company (İstanbul, Turkey). The detection kits
used for determination of alanine transaminase
(ALT), aspartate transaminase (AST), gammaglutamyltransferase (GGT), lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), and and
myeloperoxidase (MPO) were purchased from the
Abbott Aeroset System (Illinois, USA). TriPure
RNA İsolation Kit and First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit were purchased from Roche (Basel, Switzerland). TRIzol, PrimeScript RT Master Mix, and
SYBR Green Master Mix were purchased from
Invitrogen (California, USA). Rat interleukin-6 (IL6), interleukin-10 (IL-10), interleukin-1β (IL-1β),
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), and
tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits were obtained
from R&D Systems (Minnesota, USA). Rabbit
mAbs against ERK1/2, p38, JNK, phospho-p44/42
MAPK (Erk1/2), phospho-p38, phospho-JNK, NFκb p65, inhibitor of NF-κB (IκB-α), and β-actin
were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology
(Massachusetts, USA). All other chemicals used
were analytical grade either from Merck or Sigma.

$=2<.=.?6;:;3  B?=.0?
   L. seeds were powdered using an electric grain mill and were extracted in a soxhlet apparatus using 96% ethanol (v/v). Ethanol phase of the
extract was evaporated at 40-50 °C and under reduced pressure. Final extract was kept at -20 °C
until used. On the day of the study,    
L. extract was dissolved in 5% Na-CMC to form a
homogeneous mixture.

B<2=692:?.8 $=;021@=2 A total of 28 rats
were divided into 4 groups of 7 each and these
grouops are entitled as follows: (1) Control group
(C); 1 mL maize oil and 1 mL 5% Na-CMC solution (w/v) were given orally to the rats at an interval
of 2 hours during 28 days, (2) Methyl parathion
group (MP); methyl parathion (0.28 mg/kg) were
dissolved in maize oil and were given orally to the
rats and two later after the application [10], 1 mL
5% Na-CMC solution (w/v) were given orally to
rats during 28 days, (3)     L. extract
group (NS); 1 mL maize oil and 300 mg/kg  
  L. extract dissolved in 1 mL 5% Na-CMC
(w/v) were given orally to the rats at an interval of

2 hours during 28 days [11] and (4) Methyl parathion +     L. extract group (MP+NS);
methyl parathion (0.28 mg/kg) were dissolved in
maize oil and were given orally to the rats and two
later after the application, 300 mg/kg   
L. extract dissolved in 1 mL 5% Na-CMC (w/v)
were given orally to the rats during 28 days. At the
end of the study, all animals were anesthetized with
ketamine (15 mg/kg/i.p.) and xylazine (10
mg/kg/i.p.), blood samples were obtained by cardiac puncture and liver tissues of all animals were
isolated and cleaned by passing through 0.9 %
NaCl solution. Until the study day, all tissues were
stored in deep freezing (-70 °C).

2?2=96:.?6;: ;3 6A2= :DC92> Plasma
was acquired by centrifugation of blood samples in
EDTA containing tube at 3500 rpm for 15 min.
Plasma AST, ALT, GGT, LDH and ALP activities
were measured with detection kits according to the
manufacturer’s instruction in a microplate reader.

!2.>@=292:? ;3 6<61 $2=;B61.?6;: .:1
:?6;B61.:?:DC920?6A6?62>On the study day,
0.1 g of liver tissue was taken from the deep-freezedried tissue samples and 1900 μl of cold phosphate
buffer (PBS). All tissues were homogenized in a
cold jacket for 3 minutes at 16,000 rpm. The homogenate was transferred to the tubes without increasing the heat and the tubes were numbered. The
homogenates obtained were centrifuged at 3000
rpm for 10 minutes at +4 ºC. The supernatants obtained after this procedure were used for the analyses of malondialdehyde (MDA) level; as an indicator of lipid peroxidation, and reduced glutathione
(GSH) levels, superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) activities; as an indicator of antioxidant status.

! 2A28 MDA reacts with thiobarbituric
acid (TBA), giving a spectroscopically readable
final product at 532 nm. MDA levels were expressed as nmol/mg protein using the extinction
coefficient value of 1.56x105 M-1.cm-1 [12].

'# 0?6A6?C The principle of measurement
of SOD enzyme activity, which accelerates the
aquatic and molecular oxygen dismutation of endogenous and exogenous sources of toxic superoxide radicals generated during the production of
oxidative pathway energy, is based on the spectrophotometric measurement of superoxide radicals
which are released by xanthine oxidase in the presence of xanthine in the presence of nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) at 560 nm according to Sun et al
[13].

.?.8.>20?6A6?C The activity of the enzyme
catalase was analysed according to Aebi method
[14], measuring the initial rate of H2O2 decomposi-
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tion at 240 nm. Catalase activity was expressed as
U/mg protein.

' 82A28 GSH analysis was performed according to the method reported by Beutler et al
[15]. In this method, all proteins that do not carry
the sulfhydryl in the tissue homogenates are precipitated. In the obtained clear liquid, the yellow complex formed by 5,5′-Dithiobis (2-nitrobenzoic acid)
(DTNB) and sulfhydryl groups is measured colorimetrically at a wavelength of 412 nm.

'$B 0?6A6?C GSH-Px catalyzes the oxidation of reduced glutathione (GSH) in the presence of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Oxidized glutathione (GSSG) formed by GSH-Px is reduced to
GSH in the presence of glutathione reductase and
NADPH. GSH-Px activity is measured spectrophometrically by reading the absorbance difference
during the oxidation of NADPH to NADP+ at 340
nm [16].

(6>>@2$=;?26:;:?2:? In the alkaline solution, a copper-protein complex is formed. This
complex reduces the phosphomolybdate phosphotungstate reagent (Folin-Ciocalteus-Phenol Reagent) and forms a dark blue color. The resulting
darkness is directly proportional to the protein concentration in the medium [17].

C?;76:2 %@.:?6360.?6;: /C  ' .:1
6A2= !$# 0?6A6?C The levels of IL-6, IL-1β,
TNF-α, IL-10, and MCP-1 in plasma were determined by using respective enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits according to manufacturer’s
instruction. Liver MPO activity was assessed using
a MPO detection kit according to manufacturer’s
instruction, which was determined according to
absorbance measured at 450 nm via a spectrophotometer.

%@.:?6?.?6A2&2.8(692$&Total mRNAs
were extracted from liver tissues by TriPure RNA
Isolation Kit as determined by the supplier’s protocol and then reversely transcribed to cDNAs using
First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit according to manufacturer’s instruction. To determine the mRNA
level of each gene, real-time PCR was performed
for 45 cycles consisting of denaturation at 95°C for
30 seconds, annealing at 60°C for 30 seconds, and
extension at 73°C for 30 seconds using Universal
Express SYBR GreenER qPCR SuperMixes and
Two-Step qRT-PCR Kit. Reaction was duplicated
for each sample.   was used as a housekeeping gene. The expression levels of   and
 were calculated using the 2-ΔΔCt method. The
primer pairs of  ,  and   are;  
, Forward: 5′-GCCCTGCTTTGTGCGAAGTG3′, Reverse: 5′-AGCCCTTTGTGCTGGGAGTC-3′;
 , Forward: 5′-CCTGGTCTGAT GATGTA

TGC-3′, Reverse: 5′-GTATGAGTCTGCTGGT
TTGG-3′; , Forward: 5′-ACCACCATGTAC
CCAGGCATT-3′, Reverse: 5′- CCACACAGAGTACTTGCGCTCA-3′ [18].

+2>?2=: 8;? :.8C>6> Hepatic tissue samples were removed from Wistar albino rats and then
were homogenized manually with glass homogenizers. The tissues were processed in Radioimmunoprecipitation Assay (RIPA) buffer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc., Massachusetts, USA) and
centrifuged at 12000 g for 15 minutes at 4°C. Supernatant protein concentrations were assessed
using BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Massachusetts, USA). Proteins were
separated in 10% polyacrylamide sodium dodecyl
sulfate gels and then were transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membrane. The membranes were
blocked using 5% non-fat milk powder for 2 hours
and then were probed with antibodies against
ERK1/2 (1 : 500), p38 (1 : 500), JNK (1 : 500),
phospho-Erk1/2 (1 : 500), phospho-p38 (1 : 500),
phospho-JNK (1 : 500), NF-κb (1 : 500), IκB-α
(1 : 500), and β-actin (1 : 1000) for an overnight
incubation. After that, the membranes were incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated with
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) for 1 hour and then,
treated with an enhanced chemiluminescence
(ECL) substrate kit Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Massachusetts, USA). Protein bands were quantified by ImageJ software with β-actin as internal
loading controls and for normalizing purpose

'?.?6>?60.8 :.8C>6> All data are indicated as
means ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed
by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) plus
Tukey post-hoc analysis. Statistical analyses were
performed using the SPSS software version 15.0
(SPSS Inc., Illinois, USA). <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
&') ('
ALT, AST, GGT, LDH amd ALP activities
are considered as common biomarkers used to assess the liver damage. ALT, AST, GGT, LDH amd
ALP activities were significantly elevated after
methyl parathion administration compared to those
in control group (<0.05). Treatment with  
  L. extract did not show liver protective effect
(>0.05). However, treatment with    
L. extract significantly decreased the activities of
ALT, AST, GGT, LDH amd ALP activities compared to those in methyl parathion treated group,
respectively (<0.05). ALT, AST, GGT, LDH amd
ALP activities were shown in Table 1.
It is well known that MDA are formed as byproduct of lipid peroxidation. We determined hepatic MDA level after methyl parathion treatment.
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MDA level significantly increased after methyl
peroxidation. In our study, GSH level significantly
parathion treatment compared to that in control
decreased after methyl parathion treatment
animals (<0.05). Treatment with    L.
(<0.05). However, administration of   
extract alone did not alter the MDA level comparL. extract markedly increased GSH activity coming with control group (>0.05). Notably, treatment
pared to that in methyl parathion alone group
of     L. extract significantly reduced
(<0.05). Liver catalase, SOD, and GSH-Px activiMDA level compared with that in methyl parathion
ties and GSH levels were shown in Table 2.
treated group (<0.05). Liver MDA levels were
Cytokines were reported to play pivotal roles
shown in Table 2.
in hepatic injury and inflammatory response. In our
To explore whether     L. extract
study, single treatment with     L. excan influence antioxidants level, we measured the
tract had no influences on plasma IL-6, IL-1β,
level of GSH and activities of catalase, SOD, and
TNF-α, IL-10, and MCP-1 (>0.05). In methyl
GSH-Px. We found that methyl parathion adminparathion treated group, there were higher IL-6, IListration resulted in significant decrease of hepatic
1β, TNF-α, and MCP-1 levels and lower IL-10
catalase, SOD, and GSH-Px activities compared to
level compared to those in control group (<0.05).
those in control group (<0.05). In contrast, treatPlasma IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-10, and MCP-1
ment with    L. extract greatly restored
levels slightly decreased and plasma IL-10 levels
activities of these antioxidative enzymes (<0.05).
increased in MP+NS group compared to that in MP
Apart from that, GSH is an important endogenous
group (<0.05). We also evaluated MPO activity in
antioxidant which mitigates damage caused by lipid
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79.66±6.09a
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1.48±0.19
2.76±0.21a
) 
856.41±96.43
1478.05±197.57a
 $) 
297.23±32.78
418.65±37.86a
a
Significantly higher than the control group (<0.05)
b
Significantly lower than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
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58.61±6.84
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2.49±0.38
6.78±0.97b
a
Significantly lower than the control group (<0.05)
b
Significantly higher than the control group (<0.05)
c
Significantly higher than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
d
Significantly lower than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
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$8.>9. <4 9 
24.67±3.84
175.86±32.9a
$8.>9.  F<4 9 
12.96±2.37
67.12±9.51a
$8.>9.("E<4 9 
31.58±4.7
159.63±26.45a
$8.>9.!$ <4 9 
17.87±2.79
279.06±43.7a
$8.>9.  <4 9 
43.24±5.89
23.86±4.11b
6A2=!$#) 4=<=;
0.67±0.08
1.28±0.02a
a
Significantly higher than the control group (<0.05)
b
Significantly lower than the control group (<0.05)
c
Significantly lower than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
d
Significantly higher than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
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liver homogenates. We found that liver MPO activity was significantly higher in methyl parathion
treated group compared to that in control group.
Such upregulation was inhibited after treatment of
    L. extract (<0.05). In addition, single administration of     L. extract had
no influence on MPO activity (>0.05). Plasma IL6, IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-10, and MCP-1 levels and liver
MPO activities were shown in Table 3.
iNOS and COX-2 are two important inflammatory mediators implicated in inflammation. In

a

 .:1

our study, quantitative real-time PCR analysis indicated considerable upregulation of and  
mRNA in liver tissue in methyl parathion treated
group compared to those in control group (<0.05).
However,     L. extract administration
significantly inhibited the expression of  and
  compared to MP group (<0.05). In addition, treatment with     L. extract alone
had no influence (>0.05). Liver  and  
gene expression levels were shown in Figure 1.
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Significantly higher than the control group (<0.05) b Significantly lower than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
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Significantly higher than the control group (<0.05) b Significantly lower than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)
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Significantly lower than the control group (<0.05) b Significantly higher than the methyl parathion group (<0.05)

We examined phosphorylation of ERK, P38,
and JNK in this study. Treatment of methyl parathion resulted in significantly increased phosphorylation of ERK, P38, and JNK compared to those in
control group (<0.05). Notably, treatment of 
    L. extract remarkably inhibited methyl
parathion induced phosphorylation of ERK, P38,
and JNK in animals (<0.05). Single treatment of
    L. extract showed no influence on
MAPK phosphorylation (>0.05) (Figure 2). NF-κb
pathway was tightly associated with liver inflammation. The expression of NF-κb and IκB-α significantly decreased in response to methyl parathion
treatment (<0.05). However, application of 
    L. extract greatly inhibited NF-κb activation and IκB-α degradation (<0.05). In addition,
single treatment of    L. extract had no
influence on NF-κb activation and IκB-α degradation (>0.05) (Figrure 3).

among the most sensitive biochemical markers
employed in the assessment of liver function. It is
proved that ALT, AST, GGT, ALP, and LDH can
be expressed in the liver and that abnormal upregulation of these enzymes would cause damage and
necrosis of hepatic cells. When the permeability of
hepatocellular membrane is enhanced under pathological conditions, these cellular enzymes are released into the bloodstream, resulting in an elevation of plasma enzyme levels. The dramatic elevation of ALT, AST, GGT, LDH amd ALP in plasma
denoted destruction of hepatic structure and damage
of hepatocytes which caused elevation of cell
membrane permeability and the release of these
enzymes into circulation. It has been well documented that methyl parathion administration caused
significant increase of ALT, AST, GGT, LDH amd
ALP in plasma due to liver injury [6,10]. In this
study, we found treatment of     L. extract partly reversed this effect and alleviated methyl parathion induced liver dysfunction.
Oxidative stress is critical in causing liver injury. Methyl parathion induced liver injury was
characterized as increased oxidative stress and
impairment of antioxidant defense [10]. Free radicals are important markers of oxidative stress and
their generation contributed to the accumulation of
lipid peroxidation which leads to cell stress. The
process of lipid peroxidation occurs when free
radicals oxidized membrane of cells, which can
cause elevation of MDA, eventually leading to
change of cell structure and function. Reduction of
oxidative stress has been implicated with significant
role in alleviating hepatic damage in several studies
[19]. In our study, the formation of MDA induced
by methyl parathion stimulation can be diminished
by treatment of     L. extract. Neutrophils play important role in producing free radicals.
MPO level can reflect the degree of neutrophils
infiltration [20]. In our study, we found  
  L. extract could reduce MPO level in liver
tissue after methyl parathion administration, which

')''#"
Organophosphorus pesticides induce severe
hepatic damage and oxidative stress resulting from
these chemicals play a pivotal role in this process
[6,7]. In our present study, administration of methyl
parathion significantly elicited hepatic damage,
oxidative stress, and inflammatory response in
Wistar albino rats. However, treatment of  
  L. extract can markedly reverse these abovementioned changes. These indicated that  
  L. extract mitigated methyl parathion induced liver injury possibly through reducing oxidative stress and inflammation.
Liver is an important site for drug and toxicant
metabolism. The metabolic process does no harm to
liver in most cases while some toxic compounds
can cause liver injury and this situation is commonly evaluated by serum biochemical markers [6].
Plasma AST, ALT, GGT, ALP, and LDH are
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suggested reduction of neutrophils infiltration and
subsequent free radical generation. Therefore, 
   L. extract may prevent the formation of
free radicals by methyl parathion that may be associated with reduction of neutrophils infiltration.
Meanwhile,     L. extract restored antioxidative activity including catalase, SOD, GSH,
and GSH-Px. It can be inferred that the protective
effect of     L. extract on methyl parathion induced liver injury is partly due to the modulation of oxidative and antioxidative balance [20].
Apart from oxidative stress, uncontrolled inflammation is another pathological cause implicated in methyl parathion induced liver injury. Proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α,
and MCP-1 are known to be crucial in inflammatory process and hepatic damage. On the other hand,
it was shown that antiinflammatory cytokine such
as IL-10 can prevent the inflammation in liver tissue [18,19]. It was previously found that increasing
of IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α, and MCP-1 and decreasing
of IL-10 may be associated with methyl parathion
induced liver injury [21]. In the present study, 
    L. extract significantly inhibited production of IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α, and MCP-1 in
plasma. Meanwhile,     L. extract promoted the expression of IL-10. Therefore, decreasing the level of IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α, and MCP-1
and increasing the level of IL-10 may be beneficial
to liver and is mark of less inflammatory response.
Furthermore,     L. extract inhibited
 and   expression in methyl parathion
treated rats’ liver. All these results suggest the protective effect of     L. extract may be
due to its anti-inflammatory ability.
We further investigated the possible mechanism and signaling pathway underlying such protective effect. The MAPK/NF-κb pathway is important in inflammation. Regarding the inflammatory pathway, ERK, JNK and p38 MAPK were described as the mediator of inflammation. The activation of MAPKs may be associated with methyl
parathion induced release of cytokines and oxidant
stress induced by free radical generation [20]. In the
current study,     L. extract treatment
significantly reversed methyl parathion induced
activation of MAPKs and subsequently reduced
inflammatory response. This result indicates that
    L. extract confer a protective effect
against methyl parathion induced inflammation
through blockade of the MAPKs signal pathway.
Moreover, we indicated that activation of ERK,
JNK and p38 MAPK also leads to generation of
proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-6, IL-1β,
TNF-α, and MCP-1, and upregulation of the NF-κB
signal pathway. This suggests that the cytoprotective effect of     L. extract may be
achieved partially through reducing free radical
generation and subsequent MAPKs activation [20].

NF-κb and IκB-α are nuclear transcription factors which can regulate inflammation, proliferation,
and apoptosis [20]. In liver, it can be activated by
cytokines and oxidative stress. Its activation is
critical for maximal expression of IL-6, IL-1β,
TNF-α, and MCP-1 which plays pivotal roles in
liver injury [21].     L. extract can activate many signal pathways (such as MAPKs) which
might converge on NF-κb activation and IκB-α
degradation [20]. Oxidative stress induced by methyl parathion in liver also can act as a messenger to
NF-κb and IκB-α. The activation of NF-κb and
degredation of IκB-α can increase the  , and
 mRNA levels and lead to liver injury. Together, these studies suggested that protective effect
of     L. extract might be associated
with suppression of oxidative stress and inactivation of MAPK/NF-κB signaling pathways [20,22].
In coclusion, our study suggested for the first
time that     L. extract can protect liver
by reducing oxidative stress and has potent protective effect against hepatic injury induced by inflammation through decreasing the release of proinflammatory mediators. The possible mechanism, at
least in part, included reduction of free radical generation through inhibiting methyl parathion induced
neutrophils infiltration, subsequently suppressed
oxidative stress induced activation of MAPKs and
NF-κb, and degredation of IκB-α [20]. Furthermore,
reduction of ROS denoted relief of oxidative stress
in liver. On the other hand, inhibition of free radical
generation induced MAPKs and NF-κb, and degredation of IκB-α can reduce proinflammatory
response which may be harmful in liver injury [20].
Moreover, we demonstrated     L. extract mitigated methyl parathion induced liver dysfunction. Taken together, administration of  
  L. extract may be a new potential therapeutic
approach in treatment of liver injury induced by
toxic substance.
&&"'
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In this study, the relationships between standard length (SL) and otolith length (OL), and width
(OW) were examined for abu mullet ( !  
(Heckel, 1843)) from Güçlükonak Location of Tigris
River, Şırnak.
The fish samples were collected monthly using
nets between January and December 2015. Otolith
samples for analysis were obtained from 299 specimens (221 female and 78 male). Standard length and
otolith length measured to the nearest 1 mm and 1
μm, respectively. Sex was identified macroscopically following the examination of gonads.
The relationship between fish length (SL) and
otolith length (OL) was as y=2.5294x +1.1675
(R2=0.6629), between fish length (SL) and otolith
width (OW) was as y=3.4709x +4.7652
(R2=0.6398), between otolith length (OL) and otolith
width (OW) was as y=0.4090x +0.6159
(R2=0.5246). Analysis for the relation between right
and left otolith did not reveal any significant differences (t-test, p>0.05).

Otoliths are one of the bony structures of fish
and found in the inner ear of all teleost fishes. They
are formed by calcium carbonate crystals and organic materials. There are three pairs of otoliths in
the fish’s inner ear: the utricule, lagena and saccule
[8]. Otoliths differs in size and shape. For this reason, otoliths are used to determine age, size and
taxon of fish [9].
Otoliths are used in various studies such as age
determination, fish growth and population dynamics.
However, studies are limited to otolith morphometry. Environmental differences and geographic separation of populations resulted in certain changes in
fish otoliths. As a result, the shape properties of otoliths are widely used in descriptions of fish stocks
[10].
There are many studies on the age, growth and
reproductive biology of abu mullet [3, 5, 11, 12, 13].
However, there are no published information on otolith biometry of this species. The aim of this study
was to provide new information regarding the relationship between otolith length and fish length.
#!"#"

The fish samples were collected monthly using
nets between January and December 2015 in Tigris
River, Şırnak. Each fish samples was measured to
the nearest 1 mm for standard length (SL). Sagital
otoliths were removed, cleaned and preserved dry in
labeled boxes. Otolith length and otolith width were
measured to the nearest 1 μm using (Olympus
SZ61TR+Olympus LC20). The rigth and left otoliths
were dealt with separately. Broken and damaged otoliths were excluded from the calculations.
Differences between the lengths of the right
and left otoliths for each species were tested using
paired t-test. The relationships between otolith
length and fish length were calculated using least
squares regression equations to predict the standard
length and weight of the original fish from otolith
length. The otolith dimensions-standard length relationships were examined by using the following
equation: (y=a+b*x), where is otolith length,  is

'&!"
Otolith,  !  , abu mullet, Tigris River, Şırnak

#!$#

Abu mullet,  !   (Heckel, 1843) is
one of the only freshwater representative of genus
 ! and distributed in the Iran, Iraq, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic and Turkey [1,
2, 3, 4].   is widely distributed in the Euphrates
River, Tigris River, Orontes River and adjacent
drainage basins [3, 5, 6].
Bony structures of fish and fish-growing are related to each other. Along with changing according
to the bony structure, taking measurements of various structure dimensions such as width, length,
weight, and associating them with the size of fish and
determining the growth rate according to this relation are among the studies that have been widely carried out recently [7].
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fish standard length, is intercept value, is coefficient value [14].
Otolith samples for analysis were obtained
from 299 specimens (221 female and 78 male).
Standard length and otolith length measured to the
nearest 1 mm and 1 μm, respectively. Sex was identified macroscopically following the examination of
gonads.

between 3.71 and 6.08 mm (mean 4.89±0.024 mm),
otolith width from 2.017 to 3.299 mm (mean
2.615±0.014 mm) and otolith weight from 0.0067 to
0.0235 g (mean 0.0126±0.00016 g).
The relationship between fish length (SL) and
otolith length (OL) was found as y=2.5294x +1.1675
(R2=0.6629) (Fig. 1), between fish length (SL) and
otolith width (OW) was y=3.4709x +4.7652
(R2=0.6398) (Fig. 2), between otolith length (OL)
and otolith width (OW) was calculated as y=0.4090x
+0.6159 (R2=0.5246) (Fig. 3), between fish total
weight (W) and otolith weight (OWe) was determined as y=0.0048x-0.0111 (R2=0.5086) (Fig. 4).
Analysis for the relation between right and left otolith did not reveal any significant differences (t-test,
p>0.05).

!"$#"

The sagittal otoliths of 299 abu mullet specimens were examined. The standard length of all individuals ranged from 11.5 to 17.0 cm SL (mean
13.65±0.062 cm) and weight from 19.17 to 90.10 g
(mean 40.64±0.586 g). The otolith length ranged
19
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This is the first information on otolith biometry
of  from Şırnak. Otolith length and otolith
width were found to highly reliable measurement for
determining the fish length.
The standard length (SL) of  were varied
from 11.5 to 17.0 cm (mean 13.65±0.062 cm) and
the weight ranged from 19.17 to 90.10 g (mean
40.64±0.586 g); and the otolith length ranged between 3.71 and 6.08 mm (mean 4.89±0.024 mm).
Ünlü et al. (2000) stated that fork length of fish
ranged between 103 and 192 mm while the body
weight varied between 12 and 98 g. [5]. Of those, the
otolith length was between 3 and 5.9 mm in Tigris



River. Al-nusear (2011) claimed that total length
ranged from 88 to 120 mm and body weight was between 7 and 9 g for  in Iraq while the otolith
length varied between 2.9 and 4.1 mm. [15].
Although our findings differed from the report
from Iraq (Al-nusear, 2011) [15], they were similar
to the report of Ünlü et al. (2000) [5]. Differences in
given length of otolith could be attributed to sample
size, life span, nutrition and size of the largest individual sampled in corresponding regions.
In conclusion, there was a strong correlation
between fish length-otolith length and fish lengthotolith width according to the regression coefficients
(r2>0.60). A similar, strong correlation between fish
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length-otolith length have also been found in some
other fish species [10, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19].
To our knowledge there are no published relationships between otolith size and fish length for 
, therefore we cannot discuss whether a geographic variation can be revealed by the examination
of otoliths due to lack available data on the measurements of otoliths.
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BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF
ALTERNARIA SOLANI IN TOMATO
Esra Camlica, Elif Tozlu*
Ataturk University, Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Plant Protection, TR-25240, Erzurum, Turkey

ABSTRACT

successful, the damage inflicted by the residual effects of chemicals on humans and environment
should certainly be taken into account. Use of chemicals for control of pathogens has resulted in many
problems including increased resistance of pathogens to chemicals disruption of the natural balance
as a result of harm to the natural enemies, threats to
the animal and human health, presence of residual
chemicals in foodstuff, environmental pollution and
increased cost of chemicals. For all these reasons,
use of environment-friendly and more economical
pathogen control methods alternative to chemicals
has become a necessity.
Among these alternatives, biological control is
environment-friendly, sustainable, and one of the
promising method. There have been important studies related to biological control against many diseases, with successful results. Over the years these
studies have been made into preparations and are
available in many countries, which is the best proof
that studies related to biological control have been
fruitful. In addition, given the increasing self-awareness on the sides of producers and consumers and the
increasing tendency towards organic products, it is
obvious that biocontrol agents will gain much more
importance in the context of integrated pathogen
control [3].
In this study, it was aimed to determine the
availability of fungus and bacterial isolates which
are eco-friendly and unharmful to health of human
and other living creatures as biological control
agents against early blight disease agent A. solani
causes significant yield losses in tomato.

In the present study, we investigated totally 13
biocontrol agent bacteria isolates which were isolated from shoots or roots of wild and cultivated
plants and identified according to Microbial Identification System (MIS) in various previous studies
(including 3 isolates of Bacillus subtilis, 1 isolate of
B. pumilus, 1 isolate of Pseudomonas fluorescens, 2
isolates of Pantoea agglomerans, 2 isolates of B.
megaterium, 1 isolate of B. cereus, 1 isolate of Paenibacillus polymxa ,1 isolate of B. sphaericus, and 1
isolate of B. thuringiensis), and totally 2 fungal isolates belonging to the species Tricoderma harzianum
identified by molecular system for their antifungal
effect against A. solani in in vitro. Six bacterial and
1 fungal isolates that showed the highest efficacy in
in vitro were then tested in in vivo. In the light of the
study results, 2 isolates belonging to the species B.
amyloliquefaciens and 1 isolate of T. harzianum
which showed the highest effect were determined to
be appropriate for use as biocontrol agents against A.
solani.

KEYWORDS:
Alternaria solani, early blight, tomato, biological control,
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens, Trichoderma harzianum

INTRODUCTION
Tomato is an annual plant in temperate climates
and a perennial plant in tropical climates. Important
phytopathological problems cause decreased production and loss of quality in tomato. Particularly the
fungal diseases are among the leading factors that restrain the agriculture of tomato, which is a plant with
important economic value [1]. Among these pathogenic agents, A. solani is the cause of early blight
disease, which is seen in tomato cultivation areas all
around the world, leading to significant losses in production. This pathogen causes disease in all stages of
development and affects almost every parts of the
plant [2].
Although the use of chemicals to reduce or prevent losses caused by this agent seems simple and

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant material, pathogen fungi, biocontrol
agent fungi and bacteria. The plant material used
in the study was a tomato variety with the trade name
Sylviana (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.). Pathogenic fungus was obtained from plants showing
symptoms of early blight, which were collected from
tomato cultivation areas in Turkey (Erzurum),
whereas biocontrol agent bacteria (Table 1) and
fungi (Table 2) were obtained from Microorganism
Culture Collection of Plant Protection Department in
Atatürk University, Faculty of Agriculture.
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TABLE 1
Biocontrol bacterial isolates, their identification results, similarity indexes (SIM) according to Microbial
Identification (MIS) and hypersensitivity reaction (HR)
Isolates
Isolated from
MIS results
SIM
References
TV-87A
Sugar beet
Bacillus megaterium
0.467 Karagöz et al. [4]
TV-12H
Graminea
Bacillus subtilis
0.744 Mohammadi et al. [5]
TV-67C
Raspberry
Bacillus pumilus
0.630 $NWDúDQG.RWDQ [6]
TV-17C
Raspberry
Bacillus subtilis
0.677 Erman et al. [7]
TV-6F
Graminea
Bacillus subtilis
0.831 Erman et al. [7]
FDG-37
Soil
Pseudomonas fluorescens
0.222 *QHúHWDO[8]
Brts-B
Soil
Pantoea agglomerans
0.788 Kotan et al. [9]
FD-49
Culex sp.
Bacillus sphaericus
0.680 'DGDúR÷OXHWDO[10]
RK-92
Pear
Pantoea agglomerans
0.889 Kotan [11]
TV-91C
Graminea
Bacillus megaterium
0.474 $NWDúDQG.RWDQ[6]
TV-12E
Graminea
Paenibacillus polymyxa
0.551 Erman et al. [7]
BAB-410 Ricania simulans
Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki
0.620 Göktürk et al. [12]
TV-125A Orchis
Bacillus cereus GS subgroup A
0.297 dÕ÷HWDO[13]
TABLE 2
Biocontrol fungal isolates, their identification results, identification (%) according to
molecular identification and hypersensitivity (HR)
Accessed
Isolated
ITS
Identification
References
P*
number**
from
results
(%)
ET 4
Aesculus hippocastanum Trichoderma harzianum
87
KT897696
Tozlu et al. [15]
ET 14
Pinus sylvestris
Trichoderma harzianum
97
LN864822
Tozlu et al. [15]
*P: pathogenicity, ± negative reaction; **GenBank
Isolates

Pathogenicity test of pathogenic fungal isolates. Tomato seedlings were planted in plastic pots
containing a mixture of peat enriched in organic material and perlite in equal amounts, and kept in plant
growth cabin at 24°C, with 12 hours dark and 12
hours light cycles. Mycelial disks with 4 mm diameter obtained from the actively grown parts of ET 66
isolates that were grown in PDA medium for 7-10
days were applied to wounds inflicted on stem parts
of tomato seedlings 5 cm above the soil, while the
seedlings were at 3-5 leaf period of development, using a micropipette IROORZLQJDSSOLFDWLRQRIȝORI
sterile water. For plants that were used as controls,
similarly, sterile water was applied to the inflicted
wounds, followed by placement of sterile PDA discs.
The treated plants were kept in polyethylene bags in
order to obtain 25°C temperature and high humidity.
One day after the inoculation, the seedlings were
taken out from the humidity chamber, and were observed daily for symptom development. Fourteen
days after the inoculation, re-isolation was performed from the parts showing disease symptoms,
and isolates were obtained a second time, thus, Koch
postulates were fulfilled.

These bacteria were identified fatty acid methyl
esters. Fatty acid methyl ester (MIS) gave correct
identification results for genus, after we made molecular characterization of most effective ones done
for specific identification. The biocontrol agent bacteria checked for HR in order to determine phytopathogenic or not, according to Klement et al. [14].
All HRs were negative.
The biocontrol agent fungi ET 4 and ET 14 sequences data were compared to all known sequences
in GenBank and deposited with the GenBank database under the accession numbers KT897696LN864822, respectively (Table 2). These fungi pathogenicity were done on tomatoes plant and obtained
negative reaction.
Isolation of pathogenic fungi. The diseased
tomato plants were brought to the laboratory, and 1
cm pieces obtained from the infected area in the stem
in a laminar cabin were rinsed with tap water for 3
minutes, and consequently disinfected superficially
in 1% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) for 1-2 minutes.
Consequently, they were dried for 5 minutes, and
placed in petri plates containing PDA and left to incubation at 20-25°C. Mycelial disks with 4 mm diameter obtained from the edges of colonies that developed within 4-5 days time were transferred to petri plates containing PDA to obtain pure cultures.
These isolates were then transferred to the test tubes
containing PDA, and were stored at + 4°C for later
analysis.

Identification of pathogenic fungus. The
symptoms caused by ET 66 isolate that was determined to be the most virulent isolate based on the
result of pathogenicity test were evaluated, and this
isolate was cultured on PDA medium. Based on cultural and morphological properties of the colonies,
morphological diagnosis was made according to
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R1 = The semi-diameter of the pathogen mycelium
in the control petri
R2= The semi-diameter of the pathogen mycelium in
the double culture petri (ET 4 or ET 14 and pathogen
fungus)

HDVHQHNR÷OX [16]. However, considering that symptomatic and morphological diagnoses are not very
reliable for fungal diseases [17], and that identification of the causative agent using modern diagnostic
techniques such as PCR is necessary, molecular diagnosis was also carried out.
Molecular characterization of ET66 isolate was
performed by targeting 18S -ITS1-5.8SITS2-28S region. The DNA of ET66 was extracted, and the isolated DNA was evaluated for integrity and purity by
running on a 0.8% agarose gel at 75 V for 60
minutes. Consequently, they were multiplied using
primers ITS1 (5ғTCC GTA GGT GAA CCT TGC
GG 3ғ) and ITS4 (5 '-TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC-3') which target ITS1-5.8s-ITS2 ribosomal
DNA region, an area commonly used in molecular
identification of microfungi [18]. PCR products
were run on 1% agarose gel, in 1X TAE buffer together with DNA marker at 80 V for 50 minutes, and
then purified with PureLinkTM Quick PCR purification kit. DNA sequence analysis using both primers
was performed by a commercial company
(REFGEN). The obtained sequence data were combined with BioEdit program, and then compared to
species
present
in
GenBank
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) using BLASTN 2.2.26+
program [19], and sequence data were entered.

3,5*/RZ
3,5*+LJK
3,5*0HGLXP
PIRG > %75: Very high
-: Ineffective

In order to test both biocontrol agent bacteria
and biocontrol agent fungi, only fungal pathogens
were placed in control petri plates.

In vitro assay. In order to determine the effect
of biocontrol agent bacteria on the phytopathogenic
fungus, 4 mm diameter disk was obtained from the
4-5 days old culture of the growing ET66 isolate of
the phytopathogenic fungus, and was placed in the
middle of petri plates containing PDA. Biocontrol
agent bacteria grown in petri plates containing NA
for 24 hours were inoculated on the edge of the petri
plate, and left for incubation at 25°C for one week
[20]. The diameter of the zone in which pathogenic
fungal hyphae growth was inhibited by biocontrol
agent as a result of antibiosis interaction (inhibition
zone) was measured in mm, and the percentage inhibition of the phytopathogenic fungus colony growth
by bacterial biocontrol agent was calculated using
the radial growth inhibition percentage formula described by Mari et al. [21]. In the study, 3 petri plates
were used for each bacterial isolates.
In order to determine the effect of biocontrol
agent fungal isolates ET 4 and ET 14 on the pathogenic fungus, the mycelial discs of these isolates
with a 4 mm in diameter were placed on Petri plates
containing PDA, leaving 5 cm distance from the
pathogenic fungal isolate ET66, and were left to incubation. The antifungal effect of fungal biocontrol
agents was calculated as percentage interference rate
(%) (PIRG) according to Skidmore and Dickinson
[22].

In vivo assay. Potential biocontrol agent fungi
were developed in PDA medium for approximately
one week, allowing them to form spores. The spores
were mixed with sterile water to obtain spore suspension. Spore suspension was adjusted to have 1 x
106 conidia/ml spore concentration using hemocytometer. Before inoculation, 30 μl of the fungal suspension with 1x106 conidia/ml concentration was applied to the wounds inflicted on the stems of tomato
seedlings using a micropipette. Mycelial disk obtained from the edge of the pathogenic fungus grown
in PDA was placed on the wound, and the stem was
wrapped with paraffin film. During application of
fungus suspension, a drop of Tween 20 was added to
the suspension to help with homogeneous distribution of the spores. For application of biocontrol agent
bacteria, bacteria that were inoculated in a line on
NA were incubated at 28°C for 48 hours, and then
transferred to NB and left to incubation. The resulting concentration of bacterial suspension was adjusted to 1 x 108 cfu/ml. For this purpose, spectrophotometrically the absorbance of the suspension
was adjusted to 0.1 at 600 nm wavelength. As in biocontrol agent fungus application, biocontrol agent
bacteria were applied to the wounds inflicted on the
stem of tomato seedlings. As negative controls, sterile NB growth medium in which bacteria were grown
were used in bacterial applications, whereas sterile
water was used in fungal applications. As positive
control, pathogenic fungus was used alone. The
plants were observed for a period of 1 week until development of disease symptoms. In order to evaluate
the diseased plants, a 0-5 scale modified from "Paleness disease leaf assessment scale [23]" was used.
0-5 Scale:
0 No disease
1 Disease symptoms present in 1-25% of plants
2 Disease symptoms present in 26-49% of
plants
3 Disease symptoms present in 50-75% of
plants.
4 Disease symptoms present in 76-97% of
plants
5 Disease symptoms present in the whole plant

PIRG (%) = R1 - R2 x 100
R1
PIRG = Percentage interference rate (%)
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TABLE 3
Antifungal activities of the bacteria against pathogen on Petri plate assays
Isolates
Percentage interference rate (%)
TV-87A
72.00
A
TV-12H
68.20
B
TV-67C
69.00
B
TV-17C
69.00
B
TV-6F
69.00
B
FD-49
58.90
C
Brts-B
47.60
D
FDG-37
47.00
DE
RK-92
45.20
E
TV-91C
35.10
F
TV-125A
15.40
G
BAB-410
14.80
G
TV-12E
0,00
H
Control
0.00
H
CV
2.92
LSD
2.14
* 0HDQYDOXHVLQWKHVDPHFROXPQE\WKHVDPHOHWWHUDUHQRWVLJQLILFDQWO\GLIIHUHQWWRWKH/60HDQV6WXGHQW¶VWHVW P < 0.01).

A. solani with 99% similarity and deposited with the
GenBank database under the accession numbers
MG273689.

Data analysis. All data in the present study
were processed by JUMP 5.0 software and the means
ZHUHVHSDUDWHGE\/60HDQV6WXGHQW¶VWHVWV7KHVWD
tistical analyses of percentage values were performed by using transformed values.

In vitro tests. Thirteen bacterial and 2 fungal
isolates that were tested and found to be effective in
earlier studies, as well as ET 66 isolate from this
study were tested against A. solani in in vitro conditions. Test results are given in Table 3.
In in vitro tests, 12 of totally 13 bacteria
showed more or less inhibitory activity against A.
solani ET 66 isolate. In terms of colony diameters,
the smallest colony diameter was observed in TV87A isolate (2.95 mm), and the greatest colony diameter was observed in TV-12E isolate (9.00 mm)
(Table 3). TV-87A bacterial isolate showed the highest inhibitory effect against pathogenic fungus with
a percentage inhibition value of 72.00%, whereas
TV-12E showed the lowest inhibition with 0.0% percentage inhibition, same as the control group (Table
3).
Percentage interference rate (%) (PIRG) of the
tested fungal biocontrol agents are presented in Table 4.

Molecular identification of most effective
bacteria in vivo test. Molecular characterization of
TV-12 H and TV-17 C, the bacterial isolates that
were found the most effective, was performed by targeting 16S region. Multiplication was performed using
the
primers
27F
(AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG)
and
907R
(CCGTCAATTCMTTTRAGTTT), which target the
area used as a barcode during molecular identification of bacteria [24]. PCR products were run on 1%
agarose gel, in 1X TAE buffer together with DNA
marker at 80 V for 50 minutes, and then purified with
PureLinkTM Quick PCR purification kit. DNA sequence analysis was performed with both primers by
a commercial company (REFGEN). The obtained
sequence data were combined with BioEdit program,
and then compared to species present in GenBank
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) using BLASTN 2.2.26+
program [19], and sequence data were entered.

TABLE 4
Percentage interference rate (%) of Trichoderma
harzianum isolates tested against ET 66 isolate in
in vitro conditions
Isolates
PIRG (%)
ET 4
60 ++
ET 14
48 +

RESULTS
Pathogenicity test in the tomato plant showed
that ET 66 isolate had high virulence. A. solani colonies reached a diameter of 8 cm by the 10th day in
PDA at 25°C, and the micelles had a color of milky
brown, and were cotton-like in shape.
Molecular diagnosis was made from the pure
isolates using PCR with the primers defining the
pathogenic fungus, and accordingly, ET 66 pathogenic isolate isolated from tomato was identified as

PIRG = Percentage interference rate (%),
+: 3,5*/RZ
++: 3,5*0HGLXP

PIRG was found 60% (medium) in ET 4, and
48% (low) in ET 14 isolates.
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TV-6F+ET 66

TV-12H+ET 66

TV-17C+ET 66

TV-67C+ET 66
ET 4+ET 66
Control
FIGURE 1
Antifungal activities of the most effective bacteria and fungi against Alternaria solani ET 66 on Petri
plate assays
TABLE 5
Antifungal effect of tested bacterial and fungal isolates against Alternaria solani ET 66 isolate in in vivo
Treatments
FD-49
TV-87A
TV-6F
ET 4
TV-12H
TV-17C
TV-TV67C

Scale (0-5)**
0,20
A
0,20
A
0,40
A
*Control 1
0,40
A
0,60
A
0,60
A
0,63
A
Control 2
0,20
A
Control 3
5,00
F**
ET 4+ET 66
2,00
B
FD-49+ET 66
3,20
C
TV-17C+ET 66
3,40
C
TV-12H+ET 66
3,80
CD
TV-6F+ET 66
3,80
CD
TV-87A+ET 66
4,60
DE
TV-67C+ET 66
4,80
DE
*Control 1: Only biocontrol agent, Control 2: NB or sterile water, Control 3: Only pathogen
**Mean values in the same column by the same letter are not significantly different to the LSMeans 6WXGHQW¶VWHVW P < 0.01)

were applied, and these two applications were statistically in the same group (Table 5). Among pots in
which the pathogen was applied together with bacterial or fungal biocontrol agent, the lowest rate of
symptom development was observed in the pot in
which ET4 fungal isolate was applied together with
the pathogen (2.00). This was followed by pots in
which the bacterial isolates FD-49 (3.20), TV-17C
(3.40), TV-6F (3.80), TV-12H (3.80), TV-87A
(4.60) and TV-67C (4.80) were applied together with
the pathogen. The highest level of deformation was
observed in the pots where the pathogenic fungus ET
66 was applied alone (Table 5).

According to test results, the most effective biocontrol agent bacteria were tested in vivo assays
(Fig.1).
In vivo tests. The inhibition effects of FD-49,
TV-87A, TV-6F, TV-12H, TV-17C and TV-67C
bacterial isolates and ET 4 fungal isolate, which
were found to have high efficacy in in vitro conditions were tested in in vivo conditions via pot trials,
and the symptoms they caused were evaluated (Table 5).
The lowest rate of symptom development was
observed in pots in which control 1 and control 2
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Control 2

Control 3

ET 66+ET 4 Control 1

Control 2

Control 3

1. Pot: Pathogen+ biocontrol agent bacteria or fungi
3. Pot: Control 2 (NB or sterile water)
2. Pot: Control 1 (Only biocontrol agent)
4. Pot: Control 3 (Only pathogen)
FIGURE 2
The most effective biocontrol bacteria and fungi isolates against
Alternaria solani ET 66 isolate in in vivo
TABLE 6
Biocontrol bacterial isolates TV-12H and TV-17C, their identification results and identification (%)
according to molecular identification
Isolates
Isolated from
ITS results
Identification (%)
Accessed number*
TV-12H
Graminea
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens
97
KY773617
TV-17C
Raspberry
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens
96
JQ765436
*GenBank

gen. But they are not considered to be long-term solutions, due to concerns of expense, development of
resistance in pathogens, exposure risks. In addition
bioaccumulation of these chemical pesticides in
plant tissues may cause potential health hazards to
humans. One strategy to overcome these problems is
use of biocontrol agents environmentally safe, long
lasting and effective for the management of plant
diseases [26, 27, 28].
In the biological control against plant diseases,
one of the most effective methods as an alternative
to the synthetic chemicals is utilization of antagonistic microorganisms [29]. Today, fungal and bacterial
preparations made of biocontrol agents are becoming increasingly common in control against the pathogens [30, 31]. Trichoderma is a highly important
genus that is used as fungal biocontrol agent, and it
can be easily isolated and cultured. Its inhibitory effect is attributed to extracellular enzymes, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase defense enzyme and oxidative
enzymes such as polyphenol oxidase, peroxidase and
superoxide dismutase, antifungal metabolites, antibiotics and proteins associated with pathogenesis
such as b-1,3-glucanase that are produced this microorganism [32, 33, 34].
Many studies have shown that T. harzianum is
the most commonly used fungal biocontol agent in
this genus against plant pathogenic fungi, and also is
the most promising due to its antagonistic activity
[35, 36]. Some of those studies have shown that this
biocontrol agent can suppress A. solani, which is the
topic of this study [34, 37].
In our study, we tested ET 4 and ET 14 isolates
of T. harzianum, and in in vitro conditions, these two
isolates showed percentage interference against A.

During in vivo studies, no disease symptom was
observed within 6-days evaluation period when ET4
fungal biocontrol agent was applied with pathogenic
fungus (Fig. 2). In TV-17C and TV-12H and pathogenic fungus applications, symptom development
was observed in only single pot starting from day 6.
Disease symptoms started to appear by day 4 in TV6F, TV-87A and TV-67C bacterial biocontrol agents
and pathogenic fungus applications and by day 5 in
FD-49 and pathogenic fungus application (Fig. 2).
Molecular diagnosis results of most effective
bacteria in in vivo tests. Molecular diagnosis was
performed from pure cultures of 2 bacterial biocontrol agents that showed inhibitory effect in both in
vitro and in vivo tests. Molecular diagnosis results
and similarity indices are presented in Table 6.
Bacterial isolates TV-12H and TV-17C which
were found to be the most effective in in vitro and in
vivo studies, were identified as B. amyloliquefaciens
with similarity indices of 97% and 96%, respectively
(Table 6).

DISCUSSION
The causative agent of early blight, Alternaria
solani, causes remarkable loss of product in tomato
plant [25, 26]. Control against such an important
pathogen has recently gained importance.
The control of tomato early blight disease has
been almost exclusively based on the application of
chemical pesticides [27]. Several effective pesticides
have been recommended for use against this patho-
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solani as 60% and 48%, respectively. One study examining these isolates showed that ET 4 and ET 14
had inhibitory action against A. alternata, F. oxysporum, S. sclerotiorum, F. solani and G. candidum
[15]. Likewise, these isolates were shown to inhibit
isolates of A. alternata obtained from various plants,
[20]. Based on these results, it was concluded that
these isolates were effective against different pathogens as well, and could effectively be used as biocontrol agents in biological control studies.
Bacillus species are reported as the important
antagonistic source to be used in suppression of plant
diseases [38, 39], and they seem to have advantage
over other bacteria used against pathogens due to
their broad spectrum antibiotic activity and endospore formation [40].
B. amyloliquefaciens, B. cereus, B. pumilus, B.
megaterium and B. subtilis isolates have been shown
to be highly effective against many soil-derived fungal pathogens in the tomato plant including the early
blight agent [31, 41, 42, 43].
El Rafai et al. [41] and $úNÕQand .DWÕUFÕR÷OX
[31] reported that P. fluorescens is effective against
early blight disease in tomato plant in in vitro conditions, and could control the disease activity. Similarly, in the present study, in vitro studies showed
that bacterial isolates of P. fluorescens (FDG-37), B.
subtilis (TV-12H, TV-17C, TV-6F) and B. megaterium (TV-87A) were effective, while in vivo studies showed that TV-12H and TV-17C isolates which
were identified as B. amyloliquefaciens at molecular
level showed the highest inhibitory activity.
Our study results show that in in vitro and in
vivo conditions, TV-17C (69.00%- 0.6 skale) and
TV-12H (68.20%-0.6 skale) isolates of B.
amyloliquefaciens were effective against A. solani.
Similarly, other studies using these two isolates reported that, they inhibited the growth of one isolate
of Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (TV-12H: 77.93%-; TV17C: 58.81%) in both conditions [44] and two isolates of A. alternata (TV-12H: 59.06%-60.77%; TV17C: 77.07%-61.83%) in in vitro conditions [20].
The fact that B. amyloliquefaciens TV-17C and
TV-12H isolates are not only effective against A.
solani, but also against two other very important
pathogens, A. alternata and S. sclerotiorum supports
the idea that these two bacterial isolates can be promising biocontrol agents, and further increases their
importance.
In conclusion, in vivo and in vitro studies
showed that T. harzianum and B. amyloliquefaciens
isolates can be used in tomato cultivation as biocontrol agents for prevention of tomato early blight disease. In light of the available data, it is very important that biological control agents controlling A.
solani are investigated in terms of applicability to
field conditions, and that their relationship with
other cultivated and wild plants growing at the area
is examined.
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Protecting the environment from negative influence of various factors, including chemical compounds, is one of the main tasks for people. In this
paper, an attempt was made to evaluate the effect of
ammonium hexafluorophosphate [NH4][PF6] added
at various concentrations to the soil on the growth
and development of spring barley (representative of
monocotyledonous plants) and common radish
(representative of dicotyledonous plants). The conducted research has shown that [NH4][PF6] causes a
decrease in germination potential and seed germination rate. The inhibition of aboveground parts of
plants and their roots growth was also observed,
which in turn causes a decrease in the yield of the
fresh weight of tested plants. At the same time, this
compound causes an increase in the dry mass of
plants. As an indicator of the phytotoxicity of the
tested compound, the assessment of damage to all
plant species was also performed, which was reflected in digital photographs taken. All observed
changes are strongly dependent on the concentration of [NH4][PF6]. Studied plants accumulated
fluorine and its content was higher, the higher the
concentration of the compound in the soil. Spring
barley turned out to be the plant more susceptible to
the applied compound.

chemical substances. Since then, this regulation has
been amended many times and has now been
amended by Commission Regulation (EU)
2015/830 of May 28, 2015. Subsequent regulations
implemented, just like those created by Paul Anastas in 1991 the principles of "Green chemistry"
put more and more emphasis on the safety of people and the environment and the use of compounds
that will be safe. One of the most important aspects
of this regulation is testing the phytotoxicity of
newly synthesized chemical substances placed on
the market. Equally necessary in the light of these
provisions seems to be to thoroughly examine and
supplement missing information about compounds
already existing and used in various branches of
industry. Phytotoxicity assessment (like other studies conducted) should be based on credibly and
commonly used international standards, i.e. described in the guide: OECD/OCDE 208 (2006) Guidelines for the testing of chemical. Terrestrial
plant: seedling test: seedlings emergence and seedling growth test [1]. Also in Poland, according to
the Regulation of the Minister of Health and Social
Welfare, it is recommended to carry out tests on
biodegradation and toxicity of chemical substances
in order to determine, label and register them as
well as to prepare a Safety Data Sheet for Hazardous Chemicals.
Compounds that should be particularly thoroughly tested due to the presence of fluorine in
their structure, which in large quantities is highly
toxic to the environment, include hexafluorophosphates. The hexafluorophosphate anion may undergo hydrolysis resulting in a very environmentally
toxic HF [2-4]. Fluorine taken up by plants in larger
amounts may cause disturbances in the photosynthesis process, which results in inhibiting the plant
growth and reducing their biomass as well as reducing the volume of seeds. As a result of excessively
high accumulation of fluorine in plants, we can
observe chlorotic and necrotic changes, and in
extreme cases, complete death of plants. Such
plants may also pose a threat to animals and people,
for whom they constitute a food [5].
The purpose of this study was to determine the
effect of inorganic salt - ammonium hexafluorophosphate ([NH4][PF6]) on the growth and devel-

(& "#
Phytotoxicity, spring barley, common radish, fluorine,
dry weight, plant growth inhibition

$" %$ 

On June 1, 2007, REACH Regulation (EC) No
1907/2006 of the European Parliament and the
Council of December 18, 2006 on the Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) entered into force. This act regulates the way of trading, transport, storage and
handling of chemical substances. The main assumption of this regulation was to improve the protection
of human health and the environment through better
and earlier identification of specific properties of
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opment of selected terrestrial plants. Ammonium
hexafluorophosphate is a substance soluble in water, that has been used in both organic and inorganic
synthesis [6]. For the study of phytotoxicity, spring
barley - one of the most commonly grown cereals
in the world - and common radish - popular vegetable enriching people's diet with macro- and micronutrients, were chosen. The inhibition of growth,
fresh yield, dry matter content and fluoride content
were determined to evaluate the effect of the test
compound on plants. The obtained research results
will enhance the knowledge about the effect of
compounds on plants and may contribute to the
protection of environment against their harmful
effects.

length as compared to the control, as well as EC50
was calculated. Effective concentrations (EC50)
were estimated by non-linear regression analysis
using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).
The fluoride content was also determined in
fresh plant material. High concentrations of
[NH4][PF6] were not included in some analyzes,
because the inhibition of the growth of aboveground parts of spring barley and radish was so
great that the plant material could not be collected
for testing.
/</:637+<3878005=8:3./-87</7<The total
fluoride content in plant material was determined
applying the method described by Eyde [8]. Dried
and ground leaves of the test plants were combined
in nickel crucibles with sodium hydroxide. Water,
dilute hydrochloric acid solution and citrate buffer
were added to the obtained solution. Filtered solution was measured by means of an electrode. Fluoride concentration was determined in the presence
of TISAB III buffer using a potentiometric method
with an Orion Research selective electrode. The
total fluorine content was expressed in mg kg-1 dry
matter.

$"#$ #

2/63-+5 -8698=7.; Ammonium hexafluorophosphate [NH4][PF6] used in the studies
(purity 99.99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Co.
87.3<387; 08: 9/:08:6371 + 98< /@9/:3
6/7< Studies upon determination of [NH4][PF6]
phytotoxicity were carried out at the Department of
Biochemistry and Ecotoxicology at the J. Długosz
University in Częstochowa based on the
OECD/OCDE 208/2006 Guide [1]. In the pot experiment, a monocotyledon plant - spring barley
(   ) and dicotyledon plant – common radish (     L. subvar.   
Pers.) were used. Pots with a diameter of 90 mm
were filled with control soil and soil with the addition of [NH4][PF6]. In the present experiment,
[NH4][PF6] was used in the form of aqueous solutions at concentrations: 0, 1, 10, 50, 100, 400, 700,
and 1000 mg kg-1 of soil DW. Analysis of soil grain
size distribution showed that it was loamy sand
with about 11% of the fraction with a diameter
<0.02 mm, organic carbon - 8.5 g kg-1 and pH(KCl)
equal to 5.9. To the pots prepared in this way, 20
identical seeds of selected plant species and originating from the same source, were sown. Throughout the testing period (14 days), the substrate was
kept at a constant humidity (70% ppw), at constant
temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and constant lighting of
170 μmol m-2 s-1 in the 16h day/8h night system.
As an indicator of [NH4][PF6] toxicity, determination of the fresh plant mass yield and inhibition of the growth of their roots and shoots as well
as germination capacity (GP) and germination rate
(GR), was applied. The length of shoots and roots
was measured as described by Wang et al. [7]. The
inhibition coefficient was calculated as (length in
the control group - length in the group treated with
[NH4][PF6]) / length in the control group x 100%.
Results were expressed as % inhibition of fresh
weight yield, length of aboveground parts and root

#<+<3;<3-+5+7+5A;3;All results obtained in the
study were subjected to statistical analysis. The
univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used
to determine the significance of the observed differences, and the LSD values at the 0.95% confidence level were calculated using the Tukey test.
Data presented in tables are the mean ± standard
deviation of 3 test replicates for each compound
concentration.


"#%$##%## 

The research on the influence of an inorganic
compound - ammonium hexafluorophosphate
([NH4][PF6]) on the growth and development of
terrestrial higher plants - spring barley and common
radish - has shown that this compound shows a high
phytotoxicity in relation to tested plants. The effect
of the test compound is strongly dependent on its
concentration in the soil. As the concentration of
[NH4][PF6] increases, the capacity, germination
potential (GP) and germination rate (GR) decreases
in the soil. In the case of the highest applied
[NH4][PF6] concentrations, no germination of seeds
was observed for spring barley. For common radish, the observed changes were much smaller than
in the case of spring barley, and significant changes
in germination potential and germination rate were
observed only at the highest concentration of the
compound used (Table 1).
One of the basic biomarkers of the effect of a
compound on plants is inhibition of their roots
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of [NH4][PF6] to the soil caused that only at a concentration of 1 mg kg-1 of soil DW, the yield of
spring barley plants was obtained, which was more
than 50% lower than for the control. For common
radish, a visible decrease in the yield was already
observed at the concentration of 10 mg kg-1 of soil
DW and it further decreased with increasing concentration of the compound in soil (Figure 1).
All observed changes were reflected in the appearance of plants. In the case of tested plants, we
did not observe any chlorotic and necrotic changes.
Only for spring barley, using a concentration of
[NH4][PF6] equal to 1 mg kg-1 of soil DW, plants
did not grow straight but were "bent" (Figure 2).
One of the important and often determined
toxicological parameters of the compounds are
changes in the dry weight level of experimental
plants [11, 12]. In the conducted experiment, an
increase in the level of dry matter of plants with
increasing concentration of [NH4][PF6] in the soil
was observed (Figure 3).
During experiment, the content of fluoride
ions in the investigated plants was also determined
(Figure 4). Both plants tested accumulated fluoride
ions. Content of fluoride ions in plants was the
higher, the higher the concentration of [NH4][PF6]
in the soil.

growth. Roots are the plant’s organ that has direct
contact with the compounds found in the soil,
moreover, they are responsible for the transport of
water and nutrients, which can also get harmful
substances. Proper functioning and development of
roots directly affects the development of plant, and
thus the quality and size of the crop. In addition,
differences in the structure of root systems in various plants may partly be responsible for their tolerance to various chemical compounds [9, 10]. Introduction of [NH4][PF6] into the soil resulted in an
inhibition of the growth of aboveground parts of
plants and their roots. In the case of both plants
tested, even the lowest concentration of the compound (1 mg kg-1 soil) caused inhibition above
10%. [NH4][PF6] at the concentration of 10 mg kg-1
of soil DW caused the spring barley to only germinate, but does not grow at all, whereas the concentration of 400 mg kg-1 of soil DW soil caused 100%
inhibition of the plant growth. For common radish,
these changes were much smaller than for spring
barley, but even for that plant, the inhibition of
plant growth was over 50%, and root growth inhibition over 40% at a concentration of 100 mg kg-1 of
soil DW (Table 2).
The direct effect of the inhibition of plant and
root growth is the decrease in plant yield. Addition

$
705=/7-/80) *)!*871/:637+<38798</7<3+5!+7.1/:637+<387:+</"80;9:371,+:5/A+7.
-86687:+.3;2
#9:371,+:5/A
86687:+.3;2
87-/7<:+<387) *)!*
6141 80;835&
!
"
!
"
a
a
ab

93,33 ± 5,77
93,33 ± 5,77
86,67 ± 2,89
86,67 ± 2.89a

88,33 ± 2,89a
95,00± 0.00a
98,33 ± 2,89a
98,33 ± 2,89a

88,33 ± 7,64a
91,67 ± 7,64a
90,00 ± 8,66ab
91,67 ± 7,64a
a
a
ab
 
81,67 ± 2,89
95,00 ± 5,00
81,67 ± 2,89
91,67 ± 5,77a
b
b
ab

48,33 ± 11,55
63,33 ± 5,77
88,33 ± 7,64
90,00 ± 10,00a
c
c
ab

5,00± 0.00
18,33 ± 10,41
83,33 ± 10,41
90,00 ± 5,00a
c
ab
76,67 ± 15,28
81,67 ± 12,58a
 
3,33 ± 2,89
b

73,33 ± 2,89
85,00 ± 13,23a
Values marked with the same letters in the columns do not differ statistically at p<0.05. Different letters correspond to significant differences (test Tukey-HSD, p<0.05).

$ 
723,3<38780<2/5/71<280:88<;+7.;288<;80;9:371,+:5/A+7.:+.3;2+0</:/@98;=:/<8) *)!*
#9:371,+:5/A
86687:+.3;2
87-/7<:+<387
) *)!*6141 
723,3<38780
723,3<38780:88<
723,3<38780
723,3<38780:88<
80;835&
;288<5/71<2)*
5/71<2)*
;288<5/71<2)*
5/71<2)*

41,55 ± 10,06d
24,94± 12,31e
14,24 ± 8,12f
10,41 ± 2,71c

86,58 ± 3,38c
49,60 ± 5,99d
28,14 ± 6,62e
13,26 ± 4,21c
bc
c
d
 
91,95 ± 1,94
66,52 ± 3,11
43,05 ± 4,38
34,52 ± 7,86bc
b
b
c

94,40 ± 1,89
75,70 ± 2,68
53,90 ± 6,22
42,16 ± 6,88b
a
a
b
90,42 ± 2,27
69,49 ± 3,33
57,89 ± 7,90a

100 ± 0,00
a
a
ab
 
100± 0.00
93,84 ± 1,78
73,90 ± 2,63
64,64 ± 5,64a
a
a
a

100± 0.00
94,54 ± 1,55
76,27 ± 4,96
70,43 ± 7,04a

Different letters correspond to significant differences (test Tukey-HSD, ).
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The results obtained in the conducted experieffect of the compounds tested is strongly dependment are confirmed in the available literature [4, 13,
ent on the concentration used. The higher the ap14]. In the cited works, the authors prove the toxiciplied concentration, the stronger the effect on the
ty of various chemical compounds for plants. The
test plants causing inhibition of root growth, plant
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shoots and fresh weight yield. Another factor that
determines the toxicity of chemical compounds are
genetic characteristics of plant species and varieties
[10, 13], which was also confirmed in the presented
studies. In studies, in which the compound was
introduced into the soil, the dependence of the increase in dry weight content along with the decrease in plant yield is also usually observed [14,
15]. In the scientific literature, the negative impact
of chemical compounds on plants is more and more
often explained by the fact that these compounds
cause oxidative stress in the studied plants and

disturbances in the process of photosynthesis,
which in the end may even lead to dying of plants
[7, 16-18].
The presence of fluoride in the anion of the
test compound also has a significant influence on
the toxicity of that compound. The higher the concentration of the test compound in the soil, the more
fluoride the experimental plants accumulated. This
is also confirmed by research carried out by other
authors, including Telesiński et al. [5, 19] and Gautam et al. [20], who indicated the toxic effects of
fluorine on plants.

%" 
:A?/312<-87</7<80,+:5/A+7.:+.3;295+7<;11 &+0</:<2/37<:8.=-<38780+99:89:3+</+68=7<;
80) *)!*6141 80;835&37<8<2/;835


%" 
705=/7-/80) *)!*8705=8:3./-87</7<6141 &37-86687:+.3;25/+>/;+7.;9:371,+:5/A
;//.5371;

Values marked with the same letters in the columns do not differ statistically at . Different letters correspond to significant differences (test Tukey-HSD, ).
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Results obtained in the present experiment allow to conclude that ammonium hexafluorophosphate has toxic properties towards plants of common radish and spring barley. The effect of the test
compound was strongly dependent on the concentration of compound used. The plant more susceptible to [NH4][PF6] proved to be a representative of
monocotyledonous plants - spring barley. The
plants studied accumulated the fluorine contained in
the compound the more strongly, the higher its
concentration in the soil.
The results obtained in the experiment enrich
the available knowledge on the ammonium hexafluorophosphate and indicate the need for careful
use of this compound and pay special attention so
that it does not get into the soil, as it would be contaminated and could potentially pose a major threat
to the natural environment.

[9] Chapman, N., Miller, A.J., Lindsey, K., Whalley, W.R. (2012) Roots, water, and nutrient acquisition: let’s get physical. Trends in Plant
Science. 17, 701-710.
[10]Matzke, M., Stolte, S., Arning, J., Uebers, U.,
Filser, J. (2008) Imidazolium based ionic liquids in soil: effects of the side chain length on
wheat (   ) and cress ( 
 ) as affected by different clays and organic matter. Green Chemistry. 10, 584-591.
[11]Biczak, R. (2017) Changes in growth and physiological parameters of spring barley and
common radish under the influence of 1-butyl2,3-dimethylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate.
Plant Physiology and Biochemistry. 115, 259268.
[12]Biczak, R. (2016) Quaternary ammonium salts
with tetrafluoroborate anion: phytotoxicity and
oxidative stress in terrestrial plants. Journal of
Hazardous Materials. 304, 173–185.
[13]Biczak, R., Śnioszek, M., Telesiński, A.,
Pawłowska, B. (2017) Growth inhibition and
efficiency of the antioxidant system in spring
barley and common radish grown on soil polluted ionic liquids with iodide anions. Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety. 139, 463471.
[14]Liu, H., Zhang, S., Zhang, X., Chen, C. (2015)
Growth inhibition and effect on photosystem
by three imidazolium ionic liquids in rice seedlings. Journal of Hazardous Materials. 286,
440–448.
[15]Biczak, R., Telesiński, A., Pawlowska, B.,
Curylo, K., Snioszek, M. (2018) Phytotoxicity
of quaternary ammonium salts with hexafluorophosphate anion. Fresen. Environ. Bull. 27,
1772-1777.
[16]Biczak, R., Telesiński, A., Pawłowska, B.
(2016) Oxidative stress in spring barley and
common radish exposed to quaternary ammonium salts with hexafluorophosphate anion.
Plant Physiology and Biochemistry. 107, 248–
256.
[17]Liu, T., Zhu, L., Xie, H., Wang, J., Wang, J.,
Sun, F., Wang, F. (2014) Effects of the ionic
liquid 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate on the growth of wheat seedlings,
Environmental Science and Pollution Research.
21, 3936-3945.
[18]Jbir-Koubaa, R., Charfeddine, S., Ellouz, W.,
Saidi, M.N., Gargouri-Bouzid, R., NouriEllouz, O. (2015) Investigation of the response
to salinity and to oxidative stress of interspecific potato somatic hybrids grown in a greenhouse. Plant Cell, Tissue and Organ Culture.
120, 933-947.
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degradable plastics [1]. Starch has been considered
one of suitable natural polymers due to biodegradable, renewable, usually obtainable and cheap [2].
However, pure starch displays numerous shortcomings (e.g., fragility, strong hydrophilic, poor mechanical properties and unprocessability). Thus,
synthetic biodegradable polymer (e.g., polyvinyl
alcohol) with thermoplastic natural polymers are
applied together to exhibit excellent compatibility
[3]. Moreover, different natural polymers can be
preferred instead of starch because of its restricted
properties. In this case, tubers of Eremurus spectabilis are great potential as a replacement for starch.
7KH JHQXV (UHPXUXV FDOOHG ³&LULVK´ EHORQJV
to the Liliaceae family. This genus is represented
with 50 species worldwide. The genus Eremurus, is
commonly spread in the Central Asia and Middle
East region, including Turkey, West Pakistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, Palestine,
Syria, Caucasus and Iran. Its roots have been used
traditionally to cure jaundice, stomach diseases,
liver disorders, pimples and bone fractures, hemorrhoids, diabetics and even as a natural glue for
industrial application [4]. However, its roots were
no investigate in order to use on biodegradable
plastic until now. In this study, eremurus tuber (ET)
(Eremurus spectabilis) is prefered as natural polymer due to great biological activity as well as high
starch and fibre content. The main objective of this
study is to prepare ET/PVA, Starch/PVA,
ET/Starch/PVA, ET/PVA/Dolomite, Starch/PVA/
Dolomite bio-films with low amounts of
plasticizers.

ABSTRACT
The main aim of this study was to investigate
effects of eremurus tuber and dolomite on the properties of bio-films formed by a twin screw extruder.
The bio-granules were formed with eremurus tuber
(ET) or starch as natural polymers, glycerol as
plasticizer, TiO2 as heat stabilizer and dolomite as
fillers. Then the granules were converted to biofilms using a hot-press moulding. The physical (e.g.
weathered test, colour measurement density, water
absorption and solubility in different temperature,
water vapour permeability, oxygen permeability
and hardness), mechanical (e.g. tensile strength,
elongation-at-break, modulus of elasticity), chemical (e.g. carbonyl-index and vinyl-index) and thermal characterizations (e.g., degradation temperature, melting point, enthalpy and crystallinity) were
examined. The results showed that the interaction
of the blend could attain melting properties (Tm) of
the films although there were no T m of pure eremurus tuber and starch. The eremurus tuber showed
great improvement of water absorption, solubility
and delaying water vaporization as well as weight
loss after weathered in the films. Water diffusion
into the films could be also inhibited with the eremurus tuber and dolomite due to their hydrophobic
and cross-linker reaction with other additives. The
dolomite filler was also an important performance
for tensile strength, elongation-at-break, oxygen
permeability, water interaction and aging resistance
for the bio-blend films. The interaction of this
blends could be probably followed with inter/intrainteraction of molecular.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
KEYWORDS:
Eremurus tuber, Dolomite, Weathered test, PVA, Biofilm, cross-link

Tuber of Eremurus spectabilis were obtained
from Bitlis province located in the East region of
Turkey. Corn starch was purchased from TAT
Nisasta Co. (Adana, Turkey). Polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) (Code, 088-20) with viscosity of 17 cps,
hydrolysis degree of 89% and less than 1% ash was
provided by BIRPA Kimya Co. (Ankara, Turkey).
Glycerol was obtained with purity of 99.5 % from
TEKKIM Co. (Istanbul, Turkey). Titanium dioxide

INTRODUCTION
Biodegradable polymers are limited industrial
uses because of poor mechanical and barrier properties. Thus, the biopolymers have attracted increasing research on as alternatives to conventional non-
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Weathered procedure. Bio-films were
weathered to artificial ultraviolet light (UV; Ȝ 360
nm, light intensity, 38 W/m2) to accelerate weathered in a climate chamber. Ambience of the climatic conditions was set at 40 °C and 60 % relative
humidity. And the all films were exposed under the
mentioned conditions up to 340 h and then investigated properties of mechanical, hardness, weight
loss, colour differences and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra (carbonyl index (CI) and vinyl
index (VI)). After that, the samples were compared
with reference samples (non-irradiated).

(TiO2) was obtained from Akdeniz Kimya Co.
(Izmir, Turkey).
Experimental Design. The experimental formulas of the bio-films are showed in Table 1. Different formulations were prepared with various
ratios of eremurus tuber (ET), corn starch (CS),
glycerine, TiO2 and dolomite along with pure PVA,
which no used ET, CS and dolomite for the comparison. The CS or ET (40 %), PVA (45 %), glycerol (13 %), and the TiO2 (2 %) were mixed at 6000
rpm/min 600 watt and 220 volt (G1 model mixer,
Yazicilar Makina Co., Istanbul, Turkey) at room
temperature for 5 min.
The prepared mixtures were firstly extruded
by using a twin screw extruder with VII zone (at
170 °C, 165 °C, 160 °C, 155 °C and 160 °C, respectively) (GM Twin 25 model, Gülnar Machinery
Co. Istanbul, Turkey) with an L/D ratio of 44 at a
screw speed of 100 rpm. After extruder, the blends
were granulated to pellets by granulation equipment
(GM Pelletizer 2-6 Model, Gülnar Machinery Co.,
Istanbul, Turkey). Then, the pellets were moulded
into the bio-films having a size of 250 x 250 x 1
mm by using a hydraulic hot press (4122CE Model,
Carver, Wabash, USA) at 180 °C for 5 min. The
bio-films were then cooled to ambient temperature
under a cold press. All the test samples were produced from the compression-moulded boards according to the ASTM D638-14 (2014). The prepared samples were incubated for at least 168 h at
23 ± 2 °C and 65 ± 5% relative humidity in a climatic test chamber (Nuve, Ankara, Turkey).

Colour. The colour of this study was investigated by a Datacolor-Elrepho spectrum colourimeter (Lucerne, Switzerland). The bio-films calibrated
the standard white plate were determined with six
replications at random location. Accorging to L*,
D  E  ǻ(  whiteness, brightness, yellowish colour systems, they were examined; where L כis 100
for white and 0 for black; a כindicates green (-) to
red (+), and b כshows blue (-) to yellow (+).
Oxygen barrier properties (OBP). Oxygen
barrier properties (OBP) is calculated with titration
of sunflower oil according to TS 4964-ISO 3960
(2004). Because, it was increased peroxide value in
oil due to the amount of oxygen penetrating through
the film. A 15 mL conical flask was filled with 10
mL sunflower oil. Then it was covered with biofilms, sealed using paraffin and stored at a controlled temperature at the 60°C for 20 days [5]. The
test films were prepared with about 0.8-1 mm
width. The peroxide value of the sunflower oil
samples was detected with sodium thiosulfate titration [6] with 9 repetition. Finally, OBP
(meqgO2/g·h·m·103) were calculated as follows:
Where, PN (peroxide number) is peroxide value of
the oil (meqgO2/kg). V is volume of titration (ml).
F is setting factor of the sodium thiosulfate solution
and m is weight of sample film (g). d is a width of
sample. h is the waiting time in the cabin (hour). A
is area of the film (m2) [7].

TABLE 1
Experimental design of the ET/CS/PVA blend
PVA
CS
ET
Dolomite
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
PF1
85
CSF2
45
40
45
40
ETF3
SEF4
45
20
20
CSDF5
45
20
20
EDF6
45
20
20
1
PF: Pure PVA film without additives, 2CSF: corn starch
film, 3ETF: ET film, 4SEF: co-starch and eremurus tuber
film, 5CSDF: Corn starch and dolomite filler film, 6EDF:
ET and dolomite filler film.
Blend

PN (meqgO2/kg)
OBP (meqgO2/g·h·m·103)

,

(1)
,

(2)

Water vapour permeability (WVP). According to the ASTM E 96, E96M-16 (2016) standard,
the water vapour permeability (WVP) of the biofilms was examined by gravimetric method. The
films were prepared with a radius of 12.3 mm and
put between the lid and the centrifuge tube of the
permeability cell with ¾ (about 10ml) of its volume
containing dried desiccant (CaCl2). Then, the centrifuge tube was placed in a climatic test cabin at
38±2 oC and 97±1% relative humidity. The weight
gains were measured at random 18 times during
244 h in total. As shown in Figure 1, all calibration

Mechanical characterisation. According to
ASTM D638-14 (2014), the all mechanical characterisation was investigated with a Alarge model
analyser (TR). All test samples were prepared 120
mm long, 20 mm wide and 60 mm initial distance
with the grips. The thickness was calculated with a
digital stick at three random positions on the films.
The speed of analyser was set at 1 mm/s with six
replicates of each test. The tensile strength (TS,
MPa), elongation-at-break (E, %) and tensile modulus (TM, MPa) of bio-films were determined.
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with a flow rate of 100mL/min. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) parameters of the bio-films
were carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere on a
Shimadzu DSC-60 model system from 25 to 200 °C
with a heating and cooling rate of 30°C/min. The
samples were hermetically sealed with aluminium
pans. A reference was performed with sealed empty
aluminium pan for each parameter. Besides, crystallinity amount of each film was calculated from the
melting enthalpy value of DSC using the equation
4; Where, CR is crystallinity amount of the biofilms  ǻ+0 is the theoretical melting enthalpy of
100 FU\VWDOOLQH39$WKDWLVLWLVMJǻ+LV
the calculated results from melting enthalpy of DSC
in the bio-films. The mp is the partial fraction of
PVA incorporated in the blend [9].
(4)

curves were plotted based on linear regression
analysis of the time (x, hour) versus water vapour
permeability (y, gram) of the 18 marker constituents. Regression equation and correlation coefficient of 18 markers were determined linearity
(R2>0.99) for all of films performed three replicates
of each test. The slope of the linear ration of this
plot characterizes the constant amount of water
vapour permeability through the film. Equation 3
expressions details of the permeability [8]. In conclusion, WVP (g/hmx10-3) were calculated as folORZV :KHUH ǻ: LV GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ ZHLJKWV
(g). d is thickness of bio-K\EULGILOP P ǻWLVWLPH
differences (hour, h) and A is area of bio-hybrid
film (m2) [7].
WVP (g/h·m·10-3)
, (3)

Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR). The
FT-IR measurements were carried out in the wavenumber of 400-4000 cm-1 with ATR technique by
using Agilent Technology Cary 630 model spectrometer (Santa Clara, USA). Besides, the carbonyl
index (CI) and vinyl index (VI) were detected from
FT-IR spectrum with 9 replications. the CI and VI
were calculated with The equations 4 and 5, respectively; where, index (I) symbolise the peak intensity
at a wavenumber. The peak at 2915 cm-1 related to
the alkane C-H stretching vibration was picked as
the reference. Because, it was showed that it is
minimum changing after whole additives and modification [7, 9].
,
(5)
Density and hardness properties. The biofilms were assessment for density by using ASTM
D 792-13 (2013) with four replications and hardness by using ASTM D-2240-15 (2015) with nine
replications by an ENPQIX EHS5D durometer
(Polygon Co., Shenzhen, China) [7].

FIGURE 1
Calibration Curve for determination of water
vapour permeability.
Water Absorption and Solubility. According
to ASTM D 570-98 (2018) standard, water absorption (WA) and solubility (S) were examined by
immersion of the samples in distilled water at room
temperature. The initial dry films were obtained
after drying at 103±2 oC for 24 h with 6 repetitions.
The WA of the films was weighed after 24h and the
humidity on the surface of the films was cleaned.
Similarly, S of the films were also submerged in a
chamber containing 100 mL of distilled water and
magnetic stirred at 70 rpm for 1 h at 25, 40, 65, 85
and 100 °C. After filtration of suspensions, the
residues were dried at 103±2 °C for 24 h with 6
repetitions. Solubilized film was calculated. The
solubility was stated as percentage of films solubilized in relation to the initial mass [7].

RESULTS
Mechanical properties of bio-films. The mechanical properties of bio-films were investigated
for all film types with and without weathered. Figure 2 demonstrate the tensile strength (TS), elongation at break (E%) and tensile modulus (TM). It can
be seen that the TS of the bio-films was slightly
decreased with the addition of starch (CSF and
CSDF films) and eremurus tuber (ET) (ETF and
EDF films) to PVA. However, ET showed the
highest TS with the addition of dolomite into the
films while the starch was lower. When ET and
starch were simultaneously blended, its mechanic
properties were enhanced. This could be estimated
to the improved interfacial relations among PVA,
starch and ET.

Thermal properties. Thermogravimetric
(TGA) measurements of the bio-films were performed with Shimadzu TGA-50 from 25 to 800 °C
with heating rate 10 °C/min in nitrogen atmosphere
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E% of the films were not significantly affected
with starch while it was decreased with ET and
dolomite. Besides, the weathered improved TS and
TM unlike E % of the films. Also, TM of the films
could be increased with ET and especially dolomite. The bio-films containing ET, starch and coET-starch showed 8.18, 9.71 and 8.07 MPa for TS;
18.98 %, 233.42 % and 165.92 % for E%; 36.41,
16.04 and 23.28 MPa for TM, respectively. For the
effect of dolomite minerals, the CSDF and EDF
films demonstrated that it was the TS of 8.29 and
11.31 MPa; E of 216.34 % and 165.04 % and TM
of 17.8 and 27.89 MPa; respectively. interfacial
adhesion through molecular interactions could be
improved with addition of minerals to starch-PVA
blends [10]. In this case, molecular interactions
could be enhanced among dolomite minerals, ET
and PVA which improved the TS, E and TM of biohybrid films. After weathered, TS and TM of all
films improved; by contrast, elongation at break
was low values.

little reddish and more yellowness. The whiteness,
brightness and yellowness parameters of the films
were more close with PF film compared with nonadditive such as ET and starch. However, The ET
showed low whiteness and brightness and highest
yellowness than other type of films. Besides, the
colour parameters were slightly enriched with coET/starch in the blend. Moreover, when ET was
compared with starch and dolomite, it has more
yellowish and low whiteness. Hence, the colour
parameters of the films were also affected because
of colour of raw materials (e.g., ET, starch and
dolomite). In addition, it was also obvious from the
table that the colour parameters were improved
with the addition of dolomite to ET unlike starch
due to their pure colour parameters. Also, the colour of the films was importantly influenced with
weathered procedure. This phenomenon could be
explained with colour differences values (¨E*).
The ¨E* was evaluated according to before and
after of weathered. It was found that the highest
difference was CSF film. This situation could be
interpreted as the weakest additive for starch
against weathered. But, ET showed good weathered
resistance. Besides, dolomite exhibited protective
effect of weathered bio-film. Consequently, the
weathered CSF and ETF films demonstrated significant colour difference. These differences could be
attributed to the weathered stability of ET.

Colour. The colour of bio-films is a significant in terms of last production. In Table 2, the
colour parameters are given as the values of L*
(lighter), a* (greenish), b* (yellowish) parameters
as well as total colour differences (¨E*) with
whiteness, brightness and yellowness. The PF was
used as a control film. As shown in the table, the
CSF demonstrated low bright (L*) or brightness, a
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FIGURE 2
Mechanical properties of bio-films produced with various film type (with Normal Films and Weathered
films). a) tensile strength and b) elongation at break. c) tensile modulus
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TABLE 2
L D E SDUDPHWHUVDQGWRWDOFRORXUGLIIHUHQFHV ¨( RIBio-films with various film type
Film type
L*
a*
b*
W3
B3
Y3
ǻ(

PF
91.29±0.05
90.66±0.01
-1.1 ± 0.02
-0.37 ± 0.01
6.8 ± 0.12
7.04 ± 0.12
81.63 ± 0.13
77.44 ± 2.09
74.93 ± 0.22
73.99 ± 0.13
12.65 ± 0.23
15.39 ± 1.62
1.83

N1
W2
N
W
N
W
N
W
N
W
N
W
4

CSF
81.50±0.56
72.54±0.07
1.75±0.08
3.06±0.01
16.42±0.52
13.61±0.05
55.58±0.88
45±0.11
42.35±0.54
34.35±0.50
35.44±1.09
31.27±1.62
7.64

ETF
54.36±0.86
55.9±0.01
5.17±0.03
5.86±0.02
16.95±0.31
15.05±0.03
22.32±0.82
23.81±0.01
14.46±0.50
16.38±0.01
51.25±0.35
46.86±0.02
2.54

SEF
60.83±0.56
59.86±0.01
4.67±0.12
5.46±0.31
18.63±0.71
17.37±1.00
29.06±0.64
27.97±0.01
18.79±0.51
18.54±1.31
50.36±1.35
49.21±0.03
1.77

CSDF
68.16±0.70
67.3±0.93
2.43±0.08
3.03±0.97
13.95±0.06
12.13±0.57
38.53±1.38
38.77±0.63
27.86±0.85
32.03±0.44
36.57±0.62
33.9±0.58
1.76

EDF
54.24±0.34
54.26±0.66
4.64±0.23
6.07±0.42
15.29±0.28
14.69±0.87
22.2±0.33
22.22±0.93
15.03±0.35
15.28±0.54
46.84±1.27
47.22±0.46
1.55

1

N: Normal films without weathered, 2W: Weathered Films, 3Colour parameters according to DIN6167 (1980) for the whiteness (W), brightness (B), and yellowness (Y), 4colour differences after weathered.
14

that doloPLWHFRXOGQ¶WSHUIRUPZLWK(7LQWKHEOHQG
in terms of WVP.

100
WVP
OBP

12
80

60

8

6

40

4

Water Solubility and Absorption. The water
activation shows a significant character for the biofilms. Water absorption (WA) and solubility (S) is
important inference in terms of degree of combination of blend and resistance to water [11, 12]. Besides, the main disadvantages of bio-films is its
water solubility and absorption and it is greatly
important for any enhancement in water resistance
[13].
The water absorption and solubility of the biofilms are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from
the figure, the solubility of the all type films were
improved with the increase of temperature from 25
0
C to 100 0C. the PF film was slightly effective than
starch because of its hydrophilic. The results
showed that the PF and CSF were solved whole of
films at 100 0C. However, it was also clearly from
the Figure that the ET was great performance for
water solubility because of its hydrophobic and
water resistance. Otherwise, the dolomite filler also
slightly decreased water solubility. It was obvious
that ET showed excellent heat stabilization at high
temperature than that of others. Hence, the solubility of the film was lower than the films added starch.
Higher solubility resistance was noted for
EDF because of the lack of hydrophilic properties
of the ET and dolomite. Additionally, figure 6 also
illustrate water absorption permeability of biofilms. It was evident that the water absorptions of
the PF and CSF were upper than that of the films
added AT and dolomite. The ET showed good
performance for water resisted, water uptake, absorption and water interaction of the films. Although the film added co-ET-dolomite had excellent
synergic effect for the WA, the co-starch-dolomite
GLGQ¶W VKRZ D VLJQLILFDQW GLIIHUHQFH LQ WHUPV RI
synergetic effect. This phenomenon could be explained as restrictive effect of water diffusion of ET
to the films due to its hydrophobic.

OBP (meqgO2/g·h·m·103)

WVP (g/hm2·10-3)

10

20
2

0

0
PF

CSF

ETF

SEF

CSDF

EDF

Film Type

FIGURE 3
Water vapour permeability and Oxygen barrier
properties of Bio-hybrid films.
Water vapour permeability (WVP) and
Oxygen barrier properties (OBP). The WVP and
OBP of bio-films has an important effect in terms
preserving of production. The OBP and WVP are
illustrated in Figure 3. The results of the analysis
showed that the values of OBP were ranged from
51 to 78 meqgO2/g·h·m·103 for the films. As shown
in the figure, ET was highest OBP than the starch,
dolomite and co-starch-ET. But, it was clear that
co-ET-starch showed lower OBP than those of
other film types. This phenomenon could be related
with synergic effect of ET and starch. Moreover,
the dolomite also improved OBP of the films with
added starch unlike ET. It was probably that co-ETdolomite was not effective for OBP. The results of
water vapour permeability demonstrated that they
were determined as 7.75-11.5 g/h·m·10-3. The ET
showed good performance for the film while the
starch was not effective for the blend. Normally, the
PF was better WVP without additives than other
type films. This was probably related that the additives could improve migration pathways of water
due to hydrophilic of both starch and ET. Additionally, the dolomite developed WVP of the films due
to its hydrophobic. However, it was incompatible
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FIGURE 4
Water Solubility and absorption of bio-films.
TABLE 3
Thermal degradation parameters of bio-films with various film type
Pure
PVA
265
526
416
355
395.5
89.43
81.32

Film Type
1 0

ID ( C)
ED2 (0C)
2nd Phase3 (0C)
3nd Phase4 (0C)
Max. Dr5 (0C)
HT6 (0C)
TWL7 (%)
DrWL8 (%)

PF

CSF

ETF

SEF

CSDF

EDF

255
516
397
340
385.5
87.24
74.83

110
505
286
405
334
307.5
82.86
74.17

138
788
296
411
361
463
83.44
61.88

124
761
293
406
346
442.5
81.4
62.75

124
742
277
418
345
433
81.15
61.45

150
775
302
419
361
462.5
74.86
49.98

1

ID: Initial degradation temperature, 2ED: End degradation temperature, 32nd Phase: Temperature of degradation to 2nd
phase, 43nd Phase: Temperature of degradation to 3nd phase, 5Max. Dr: Maximum derivative degradation, 6HT: Half temperature, 7TWL: Total weight loss, 8DrWL: Derivative weight loss
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FIGURE 5
Thermal spectrums of bio-films
a) Thermogravimetric spectrum b) Derivative of thermogravimetric
.
bio-films are presented in table 3 and figure 5. As
showed in the table and the figure, thermal degradation processes of the additives films (e.g., CSF,
ETF, SEF CSDF and EDF) were three phases unlike pure PVA and PF. The effects of the additives
types on the TGA curves of the bio-films changed

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Thermogravimetric analaysis (TGA) is a useful technology to investigate the initial and end degradation
temperature (ID and ED), maximum derivative
degredation and total weight loss (TWL) of biofilms. The thermogravimetric data curves of the
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significantly, which mean the various degradation.
The initial weight loss happened between 90 and
150 0C, which related to water vaporization. The
end weight loss occurred between 500 and 790 0C,
which corresponded to degradation of the bio-films.
The results demonstrated that the pure PVA and PF
had significantly greater capacity of retarding vaporization of water than for the other films. Moreover, the ET and dolomite also improved delaying
water vaporization of the bio-films. Besides, it was
also evident from the table and the figure that the
additives added to bio-films affected the thermal
decomposition. Especially, total weight loss was
improved by the dolomite filler due to its thermal
stability.

bound water of the films due to plasticiser properties of water [1]. The RBW of the PF and ETF was
higher compared to that of the CSF. The films
blended with PVA and ET were significantly
showed bounded water efficiency than starch.
Moreover, when starch and ET were simultaneously used, the RBW was highest value. Although the
dolomite could improve the RBW with starch added the film, this filler was not efficiency with ET.
The Tg of pure PVA and PF were maximum than
for the others. Minimum the T g was also found for
SEF because of synergistic effect both ET and
starch. The low Tg of the bio-films may be attributed to the chemical interactions of molecules among
the ET, starch, dolomite, glycerine and PVA.
The Tm was notably lower than that of the
pure PVA. Moreover, the CSF added starch was
lower Tm than for the other additives. While there
were no Tm of pure starch and ET, the modification
procedure could acquire Tm of the films. The ǻ+
and crystallinity of bio-films was importantly lower
than pure PVA. This situation could be clarified
with increased of amorphous and blocked of crystallinity into intermolecular interactions. The ET
and the dolomite also decreased crystallinity due to
their cross-linker reaction to other additives

Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC).
Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) is important instrument to analyses the melting temperature (Tm), glass transition temperature (T g), enthalS\ ǻ+  DQG FU\VWDOOLQLW\ RI ELR-polymer. The Tm,
Tg ǻ+ DQG FU\VWDOOLQLW\ RI WKH ILOPV DUH JLYHQ LQ
Table 4 and Figure 6. As shown in the table and
figure, remove temperature of bound water (RBW)
were not determined for pure PVA because of oven
dry weight. Whereas, the RBW of bio-films were
detected. This condition could be explained with
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FIGURE 6
DSC curves of bio-films along with heating and cooling
TABLE 4
DSC parameters of bio-films with various film type
Film Type
Pure PVA
PF
CSF
RBW1 (0C)
158
147
Tg2 (0C)
155
146
133
Tm3 (0C)
191
164
129
ǻ+4 (j/g)
107.5
29.4
54.12
CR5 (%)
77.90
21.30
22.35
1
RBW: Remove Temperature of Bound Water, 2Tg: glass transition
enthalpy, 5CR: crystallinity amount.
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ETF
172
131
184
4.31
1.75
temperature,

SEF
CSDF
EDF
181
159
153
129
131
132
187
164
158
2.91
9.39
21.82
1.25
3.97
9.22
3
Tm: melting temperature, 4ǻ+ melting

© by PSP
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from dimer or short chain sugars. The peak at 1431
cm-1 known as characteristic absorption peak was
also considered to stretching vibration of C-H.
Moreover, thermoplasticization of polymers were
ascribed to C-O bond stretching of the absorption
bands near 1030 cm-1. Also, the band 1030 cm-1 was
described as a higher wavenumber of the films
containing filler minerals. For ETF and SEF films,
it was possible that the band 1615 cm-1 was C-N of
amide groups from denaturation of protein because
of protein ingredient of ET [14]. The results of this
spectrums showed that glycerine was a good compatibilzer for thermoplasticization of ET, starch and
PVA. Besides, modification of the blend illustrated
that the all of bio-films were strong absorption
bands on carbonyl group at 1715 cm-1 and vinyl
group at 910 cm-1 functional groups in the spectra.

FT-IR analysis. FT-IR spectrums are advantageous data to characterise the interactions of the
blend. Figure 7 demonstrate FT-IR spectra of biofilms. Table 5 also show the spectra band assignments, data interpreting and explanations of the
wavenumbers along with functional groups of biofilms. According to FT-IR spectra, hydroxyl
groups, methyl groups, and -CO bonds were major
characteristic bands related for all the spectra of the
films. At 1700-1750 cm-1, the appearance of the
carbonyl band was observed as the good compatibility of mixture among containing starch, ET,
dolomite and PVA. The characteristic peak of the
stretching vibration of -OH in the spectra of biofilms were given as 3300 cm-1 bands with strong
and wide absorption. At 3515 cm-1, it was described
that -OH groups of monomers could be possible
3515

3300

2915

1715

1615

1241

1431

1096

910

1030

200

EDF
CSDF

150

SEF
ETF

100

CSF
50

PF
3500

3000

1500

1000

500

Wavenumber (cm-1)

FIGURE 7
FT-IR spectra of Bio-films with various film type
TABLE 5
FT-IR spectra Band assignments of Bio-films
Wave number
(cm-1)
3500-3550
3300 and 1652
2912, 1300-1500,
1084 and 843
2850-2930
1650-1700
1615
1338-1432
1220-1278
1120-1095
900-915
758

Functional groups
-OH groups of monomer, dimer or short chain sugars or carbohydrates
-OH or water hydroxyl groups in the films [15, 16]
the bands are assigned to the -CH and -CH2 deformation vibrations in CH2OH
[16, 17]
Sharpened and intensified, implying a reduction of the hydrogen bonding [18],
corresponded to aldehyde group of glutaraldehyde which was cross-linked to the
functional groups of the blended [19]
carbonyl functional groups because of remaining acetate groups after the production of PVA from hydrolysis of polyvinyl acetate [16]
C-N of amide groups from denaturation of protein,
The characteristic peaks for starch/PVA film [19]
C-2VWUHVVHVIURPĮ-D glycoside bond [20]
the stretching vibration of C-O in the C-O-H and C-O-C groups [21]
R2C=CH2 vinyl groups, [9]
C-O-C ring vibrations in asphodel tuber or starch [16]
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PF unlike ETF. It was obvious that ET showed
excellent heat stabilization than that of others.
However, Higher VI was noted for CSF because of
the lack of heat stabilization of the starch. Moreover, while the dolomite filler was also effective as
heat stabilisation along with starch for CSDF, ET
was blocked its heat stabilization. This could be
attributed to chemical interaction or bonding among
all ingredients.

0.14
0.6

CI Index
VI Index

0.12

0.5
0.10
0.4

CI

VI

0.08
0.3

0.06

0.2
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0.04

0.1

Hardness, density and weight loss of weathered. Hardness, density and weight loss after
weathered (WLW) of bio-films are demonstrated in
Table 6. As illustrated in this table, the presence of
starch into the blend films slightly improved the
hardness and density for normal films but not
weathered films. However, ET clearly decreased
the hardness (for both normal films and weathered
films) and weight loss of bio-films while the density was increased. Moreover, the hardness and density of the bio-films were also improved with the
addition of dolomite due to high intensity of dolomite. Besides, it was also evident from the table
that the dolomite exhibited good resistance for the
weight loss after weathered. It could be related with
inter or intra molecular interaction, that is, crosslinking. The highest weight loss was showed by
pure PVA. synthetic PVA was not possibly pure
due to its production process. Also, WLW was
decreased with addition of the starch or ET into
PVA. This phenomenon could be clarified to stability effect of ET, starch and dolomite added into biofilms. Moreover, when the weathered was exposed
to all bio-films, all hardness values decreased.
After weathered, the hardness could be possibly
followed with inter/intra-molecular interaction
among ET, mineral, starch and PVA. In this case,
cross-linking could be probably occurred with
weathered.

0.02

0.00

0.0
PF

CSF

ETF

SEF

CSDF

EDF

Film Type

FIGURE 8
Carbonyl (CI) and vinyl index (VI) of
bio-hybrid films
In conclusion, detailed clarification of functional groups was assumed in the Table 5. The
carbonyl (CI) and vinyl (VI) index derived from
FT-IR spectrums are beneficial data to understand
functional groups of bio-films, although there was
no obvious difference in overlapped of the spectra.
Carbonyl (CI) and vinyl index (VI) parameters of
bio-films are demonstrated in Figure 8. Firstly, the
CI was higher for PF film, even though there were
not apparent differences of CSF film. For this reason, there are carbonyl functional groups because of
remaining acetate groups after the industrial production of PVA from hydrolysis of polyvinyl acetate [16]. Moreover, it was also evident from the
spectrum that the carbonyl groups were reduced by
adding ET, starch, dolomite or plasticiser to PVA
for whole film types. This phenomenon indicated
that residual acetate groups comes from PVA might
have degraded and reformed by additives. However, the CI values of the blend were clearly influenced by additives due to inhibition stability. The
figure 8 obviously showed that the CI of films were
inhibited maximum rate with ET unlike starch.
Besides, the dolomite was also higher inhibition for
CI in blend. Spirodon et al. claimed that the increase in the formation of the carbonyl group is
proportional to the number of chain fragments
formed in the PVA [9]. Generally, vinyl groups
could convert from hydroxyl groups exposed thermal technique of because of plenty hydroxyl groups
of all ingredients [22].
After thermal process of the blend, all vinyl
groups (or vinyl index, VI) were higher than that of

DISCUSSION AND CONCULUSIONS
The ET/PVA, starch/PVA, ET/starch/PVA,
ET/PVA/dolomite and starch/PVA/dolomite biofilms were produced by the twin screw extruder
process. It was clear that the ET, starch and dolomite significantly affected the properties of biofilms. The results showed that the ET demonstrated
great improvement of solubility, WA, WVP, CI, VI

TABLE 6
Hardness, density and weight loss of weathered properties of Bio-hybrid films.
Film Type
PF
CSF
ETF
SEF
Hardness
N1
37.3±2.8
39.7±1.9
30.1±3
41.2±4.6
(Shore D)
W2
53.5±1.39
47.9±1.7
43.9±3.2
40.5±0.4
3
Density (g/cm )
N
1.26±0.04
1.32±0.02
1.51±0.01
1.44±0.03
WLW3 (%)
N
2.24±0.04
2.13±0.02
1.86±0.04
1.98±0.06
1N: normal films without weathered, 2W: weathered films, 3WLW: weight loss after weathered
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CSDF
48.7±4.8
51.13±3
1.52±0.02
2.12±0.16

EDF
36.9±4
39.1±3.07
1.63±0.04
1.62±0.12
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[4] Beigi, M., Jahanbin, K. (2019) A water-soluble
polysaccharide from the roots of Eremurus
spectabilis M. B. subsp. spectabilis: Extraction,
purification and structural features. International journal of biological macromolecules.
128, 648-654.
[5] Kurt, A., Kahyaoglu, T. (2014) Characterization of a new biodegradable edible film made
from salep glucomannan. Carbohydrate polymers. 104, 50-58.
[6] AOCS (1997) Official methods and recommended practices of analysis of association of official chemist. AOCS.
[7] .DUDR÷XO, E. (2019) Effects of Asphodel Tuber
and Dolomite on the Properties of Bio-hybrid
Films Processed by a Twin Screw Extruder.
Bioresources. 14, 16.
[8] Guimarães, M., Botaro, V.R., Novack, K.M.,
Teixeira, F.G., Tonoli, G.H.D. (2015) Starch/
PVA-based nanocomposites reinforced with
bamboo nanofibrils. Industrial Crops and
Products. 70, 72-83.
[9] Spiridon, I., Paduraru, O.M., Rudowski, M.,
Kozlowski, M., Darie, R.N. (2012) Assessment
of Changes Due to Accelerated Weathering of
Low-Density Polyethylene/Feather Composites. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research. 51, 7279-7286.
[10] Al-Turaif, H.A. (2010) Effect of nano TiO2
particle size on mechanical properties of cured
epoxy resin. Prog Org Coat. 69, 241-246.
[11] Yoon, S.-D., Park, M.-H., Byun, H.-S. (2012)
Mechanical and water barrier properties of
starch/PVA composite films by adding nanosized poly(methyl methacrylate-co-acrylamide)
particles. Carbohydrate polymers. 87, 676-686.
[12] Mathew, S., Brahmakumar, M., Abraham, T.E.
(2006) Microstructural imaging and characterization of the mechanical, chemical, thermal,
and swelling properties of starch-chitosan
blend films. Biopolymers. 82, 176-187.
[13] Tang, S., Zou, P., Xiong, H., Tang, H. (2008)
Effect of nano-SiO2 on the performance of
starch/polyvinyl alcohol blend films. Carbohydrate polymers. 72, 521-526.
[14] .DUDR÷XO, E., Alma, M.H. (2018) Sugar compositions by HPLC of asphodel (Asphodelus
aestivus Brot.) tuber with enzymatic, acidic
and water extraction methods. Turkish Journal
of Forestry Research. 5, 64-73.
[15] El-Sawy, N.M., El-Arnaouty, M.B., Ghaffar,
A.M.A.  Ȗ-Irradiation Effect on the NonCross-Linked and Cross-Linked Polyvinyl Alcohol Films. Polym-Plast Technol. 49, 169177.
[16] Jayasekara, R., Harding, I., Bowater, I., Christie, G.B.Y., Lonergan GT (2004) Prepara-tion,
surface modification and characterisation of solution cast starch PVA blended films. Polym
Test. 23, 17-27.

and weight loss after weathered. Moreover, the
dolomite filler was good performance for TS, E%,
OB, solubility, WA, CI and WLW resistance properties for the bio-blend films. it was also evident
from the thermal results that the additives added to
bio-films increased the thermal decomposition.
While there were no Tm of pure ET and starch, the
modification could attain Tm of the films. The ǻ+
and crystallinity of bio-films was also notably lower than pure PVA because of increased of amorphous and blocked of crystallinity into intermolecular interactions. The total weight loss against heat
was better with the dolomite filler due to its thermal
stability. The ET and the dolomite improved delaying water vaporization and amorphous form of the
bio-films due to their cross-linker reaction to other
additives. In addition, when ET and starch were
simultaneously used in the film, the VI, WVP, WA,
solubility, OBP, hardness and shore properties were
also improved. The results of the weathered process
demonstrated that the bio-films illustrated great
performance for TS, TM, Shore, whiteness with
ET, brightness with dolomite, improvement of
yellowness and stability of colour differences with
ET and dolomite filler. After addition of the ET and
dolomite filler to PVA, the weight loss values were
significantly declined with weathered because of
stability effect of additives. This phenomenon could
be possible occurred with inter or intra molecular
interaction. Consequently, the interactions of the
blends with PVA could be understood as the crosslinking, esterification, etherification, carbonyl
bonding, vinyl bonding and hydrogen bonding in
the molecular structure of bio-films by FT-IR.
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characteristics, pea cultivation is not at the are desired levels. More research on the development of
new varieties of peas should be carried out. While
developing new varieties, yielding and high-quality
genotypes should be developed, also, poor characteristics of the present varieties should be improved.
While developing new varieties, the higher the number of variations and more correct the selections
made, the higher the rate of success. Knowledge on
the various genetic characters and gene effects is important in the selection of breeding methods for the
improvement of parents and improving their certain
characters [3]. The knowledge on the parents' general and specific combining ability is very important
for a breeder. The Line x Tester analysis method
used to determine the specific and general combining abilities. In Line x Tester analysis method, a
group of tester parents used as male parent are crossbred in all possible combinations with the female
parent called line. The obtained F1 hybrids are included in the trial repeatedly.
The aim of this study were to evaluate the general and specific combining ability, the heterosis,
heterobeltiosis for biological, seed, straw yields, harvest index and 1000 seeds weight of parent and hybrid peas.

Three female (USA5, Vesela and Ürünlü) and
three male (Ateş, Taşkent and Özkaynak) field pea
genotypes were used as parents and crossed in 2013
and 2014 according to the Line x Tester analysis
method. The obtained F1 hybrids and the parents
were planted on 8 November 2016. The aim of this
study was to determine the combining ability and
cross performances of pea (     L.) lines
obtained by hybridization using Line x Tester
method. The study was carried out in 2016-2017 at
Bursa Uludağ University, Faculty of Agriculture,
Department of Field Crops, Bursa (40°11′ North,
29°04′ East). In the research, biological yield (g
/plant), seed yield (g/plant), straw yield (g / plant),
harvest index (%) and 1000-seed weight (g) were determined. For these characters, mean values, general
and specific combining abilities and heterosis and
heterobeltiosis values were determined for the parents and F1 generations. As a result, USA5 x
Taşkent, Vesela x Ateş, Vesela x Taşkent and Ürünlü
x Özkaynak genotypes were identified as significant
genotypes in terms of both seed and straw yields.
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The study was carried out in 2016-2017 at the
trial fields at the Bursa Uludag University, Faculty
of Agriculture, Department of Field Crops in Bursa
(40 ° 11 North, 29 ° 04 East). During the plant
growth period (from November to July), the total
precipitation was 461.00 mm, the average temperature was 12.23°C and the relative humidity was
71.78%. The study soil was clay-loam, salt-free,
neutral reactive, poor in limestone, very low in organic matter content, sufficient in terms of available
potassium and phosphorus.
In the study, three female (USA5, Vesela and
Ürünlü) and three male (Ateş, Taşkent and
Özkaynak) field pea genotypes were used. Some
characters of the genotypes are given in Table 1.



 %#!&%! 

Pea (     L.), which is a cool-season
legume, is also used as an alternative protein source
in the animal feed industry in Europe [1]. The forage
and the seed of pea is given to the animals and it can
be used as a silage plant, the straw can be used as
well. Pea is cultivated in winter and can be evaluated
as an intermediate product by harvesting as forage in
the early spring without much cost and labor. Pea
fixes nitrogen in the soil and it improves the soil by
crop rotation [2] and is effective in the control of diseases and pests. It can also be easily grown in mixture with cereals. Despite its mentioned superior
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USA5
Vesela
Ürünlü

USA
Bulgaria
Turkey

Ateş
Taşkent
Özkaynak

Turkey
Turkey
Turkey

%)"
25.9
Leafed
Leafed
Leafed
%.9:.8
Leafed
Leafed
Leafed

!'#!!#
White
White
White
Purple
Purple
Purple

% 
25.>%.9:.8*5*3?9298.9;3:96/*082,;3:;8*3,1*8*,:.8925,8699.-7.*767;3*:2659

.08..6/
263602,*3
$..-
/8..-64
)2.3-
)2.3-
Replications
2
ns
*
Genotypes
14
**
**
Parents
5
**
**
Parents vs crosses
1
**
**
Crosses
8
**
**
Lines
2
ns
ns
Testers
2
ns
ns
Line x Testers
4
**
**
Error
28
ns= not significant; *= Significant at 0.05 level; **= Significant at 0.01 level
$6;8,.

$:8*=
)2.3-
ns
**
**
**
**
ns
ns
**

*8<.9:
5-.>
ns
**
**
**
**
ns
ns
**

9..-9
=.201:
ns
**
**
**
**
*
ns
**

As seen in Table 2, genotypes, parents, crosses
versus parents, hybrids, and line x testers were statistically significant at 1% level for all characteristics. The lines were significant at the 5% probability
level only for 1000-seed weight values. The testers
were statistically not significant in terms of all characteristics.
The average values of biological, seed and
straw yields, general and specific combining abilities, and heterosis and heterobeltiosis values of
crosses are given in Table 3. The average biological
yield were varied from 73,78 to 271,74 g/plant in
parents and from 95.32 to 339.59 g/ plant in crosses.
The average seed yield values ranged between
27.82-116.48 and 25.53-121.28 g/plant in parents
and in crosses, respectively. Mean straw yields were
determined to be 28.31-173.87 g/plant in parents and
69.78-240.49 g/ plant in crosses.
As seen in Table 3, the mean yields of the
crosses were higher than the mean values of the parents. In many studies with peas, cross performance
was generally better than that of the parents [4, 5, 6,
7]. Significant and positive general combining abilities effects of Vesela and Özkaynak varieties were
determined for generally all characteristics (Table
3). These varieties are thought to play a role in enhancing the efficiency of the characters investigated
in the future hybridization studies. In the breeding
studies, it was stated the varieties with a significant
and positive general combining ability effect should
be selected [5, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Usa5 x Taşkent, Vesela
x Ateş, Vesela x Taşkent and Vesela x Özkaynak
crosses had positive significant specific combining
ability effect for biological yield, seed yield and

Genotypes were crossed between 2013 and
2014 years according to Line x Tester method. The
parents and the F1 hybrids were sown by hand on 8
November 2016. The experimental design was a randomized complete block design with three replications. Each hybrid combination and parents were
sown in a single row. All seeds were sown on a single row which were 50 cm apart. Before seeding, 30
kg N ha-1 was applied as fertilizer. Weeds were controlled by hand as needed. No irrigation was applied
during the growing season. Plants were sprayed
twice against Bruchus at the time of flowering. Biological yield (g/plant), seed yield (g/plant), straw
yield (g/plant), harvest index (%) and 1000-seed
weight (g) were determined for all plants at harvest
time. Preliminary variance analysis was performed
according to the randomized complete block design
using the JUMP package program. As the level of
probability, 1% for significance tests and 5% were
adopted for determining the different groups. Statistically different groups were determined using the
LSD test. Combining abilities were determined by
the Line x Tester analysis method using the TARPOPGEN package program. The significance of heterosis and heterobeltiosis values of hybrids were determined at 0.05 and 0.01 levels using t test.
#$&% $&$$! $

The Line x Tester analysis results of biological
yield, seed yield, straw yield, harvest index and
1000-seed weight are given in Table 2.
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+263602,*3?2.3-99..-?2.3-*5-9:8*=?2.3-257.*

+


.*5
0 73*5:

9


+


.*5
0 73*5:

64+25250
+232:?

9


+


-24,27*

-

-

45,48 ef

2,19

-

-

28,31 h

-26,47**

-

-

93,40 gh

56,37**

-

-

38,89 fg

15,71**

-

-

54,51 gh

40,66**

-

-

271,74 cd

-32,10**

-

-

97,88 bc

-17,91**

-

-

173,87 bc

-14,19

-

-







86,29 h

-23,38*

-

-

27,82 g

-2,25

-

-

58,47 f-h

-21,13*

-

-

231,84 de

-7,14

-

-

116,48 a

-1,22

-

-

115,36 de

-5,92

-

-

158,38 f

30,52**

-

-

58,62 de

-

-

99,76 ef

27,05**

9

70,95
85,91
116,23
260,88**
111,48*
95,16
19,27
-62,14*
57,90

+

58,57
22,54
58,48
247,16**
48,34
55,13
-21,43
-64,92*
24,97

9

37,38
24,77
80,60
263,55**
39,71
15,05
-3,85
-76,18**
26,64

+

10,66
-13,26
60,35
211,85**
-6,82
-4,30
-38,26
-78,08**
1,25

8699.9
UxA
UxT
UxÖ
VxA
VxTt
VxÖ
ÜxA
ÜxT
VxÖ

64+25250
+232:?

9


73,78 h

25.9
USA5
(U)
Vesela
(V)
Ürünlü
(Ü)
%.9:.8
Ateş
(A)
Taşkent
(T)
Özkaynak
(Ö)

$:8*=)2.3-

64+25250
+232:?

"*8.5:9

$..-)2.3-

.*5
0 73*5:

263602,*3)2.3-

$
136,83 fg
284,09 bc
251,00 c-e
324,25 ab
343,91 a
245,69 c-e
213,51 e
95,32 gh
339,59 a

-63,76**
67,25**
-3,49
43,01*
46,43**
-89,44**
20,75
-113,68**
92,94**

3,47
$

50,33 d-f
101,04 bc
94,00 c
121,28 a
108,54 ab
56,10 de
60,43 d
25,53 g
99,10 bc

-29,21**
20,47**
8,74
28,22**
14,46**
-42,68**
0,99
-34,93**
33,94**

$
86,50 e-g
183,04 bc
157,00 cd
202,97 ab
235,36 a
189,59 bc
153,08 cd
69,78 f-h
240,49 a

-34,55*
46,78**
-12,23
14,79
31,97*
-46,77**
19,76
-78,75**
58,99**

-

-

9

99,35
154,72
145,16
259,30
177,02
145,71
31,77
-51,75
75,77

+

47,94
58,67
57,38
247,14*
104,02
90,05
-11,96
-59,87
38,32

GCA: General Combining Ability; SCA: Specific Combining Ability; Hs: Heterosis; Hb: Heterobeltiosis
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17,24**
-12,45**
-4,79*
-

25.9
USA5
61,64 a
259,27 a
Vesela
41,63 c
157,75 de
Ürünlü
36,02 c-e
179,99 b
%.9:.8
Ateş
32,24 e-g
0,02*
103,67 i
3,47
Taşkent
50,24 b
-0,01
148,77 ef
-0,77
Özkaynak
37,02 d-f
-0,02
135,50 h
-2,71
8699.9
$
9
+
$
USA5xAteş
36,78 d-f
-0,02
-21,28
-39,34**
163,88 cd
-3,64
USA5xTaşkent
35,57 d-f
-0,01
-37,50**
-42,62**
171,93 bc
8,65*
USA5xÖzkaynak
37,45 cd
0,03
-22,45
-37,70**
156,33 de
-5,01
VeselaxAteş
37,40 cd
0,04*
0,00
-11,90
138,12 gh
0,29
VeselaxTaşkent
31,56 fg
0,02
-30,43*
-36,00*
134,97 h
1,37
VeselaxÖzkaynak
22,83 i
-0,06**
-42,50**
-45,24*
130,00 h
-1,66
ÜrünlüxAteş
28,30 gh
-0,02
-20,00
-24,32
148,84 ef
3,35
ÜrünlüxTaşkent
26,78 hi
-0,01
-38,63*
-27,03**
131,24 h
-10,02**
VeselaxÖzkaynak
29,18 gh
0,03
0,00
-21,62
145,98 fg
6,67
GCA: General Combining Ability; SCA: Specific Combining Ability; Hs: Heterosis; Hb: Heterobeltiosis

9
-9,69
-15,73*
-20,80**
5,67
-11,93
-11,34
4,94
-20,16*
-7,46

+

+
-36,79**
-33,69**
-39,70**
-12,44
-14,44
-17,59
-17,31*
-27,08**
-18,90*

nificant heterosis and heterobeltiosis values for biological and grain yield. Hybrids with high heterosis
and heterobeltiosis values are preferred for breeders
[5]. Similar values for seed yield per plant were also
observed in earlier pea researches [13, 14, 15].
The mean values, general and specific combining ability effects, heterosis and heterobeltiosis values of harvest index and 1000-seed weight are given
in Table 4. The mean harvest index ranged from
32.24% to 61,64% and 22.83% to 37.45% in parents
and crosses, respectively. The average 1000-seed

straw yield. This indicated that hybrid combinations
will show a wide variability in the later generations.
It was stated that specific combining ability effect
was important for the selection of the best cross [9,
12]. In the study, heterosis values ranged from 62.14 to 260.88% for biological yield, -76.18 to
263.55% for seed yield, and -51.75 to 259.30% for
straw yield. Heterobeltiosis values were -64.92 247.10%, -78.08 - 211.85% and -59.87-247.14%, respectively. The cross Vesela x Ateş had positive sig-
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weight values were 103.67-259.27 g in parents and
130.00-171.93 g in crosses.
The highest harvest index in parents was obtained from female parent USA5 genotype and the
general combining ability effects was positively significant for this parent. Male parent Ateş variety had
positive and significant general combining ability effect for harvest index. Among the parents, the highest 1000-seed weight was obtained from the USA5
genotype with 259.27 g. USA5 genotype had positive and significant general combining ability at 1%
probability level (Table 4). Varieties with a high
level of general combining ability effect are thought
to be assessed in breeding trials that will be conducted in the future. Esposito et al. have been reported that high general combining ability effect parents were helpful in forming crosses [12]. The highest harvest index was obtained from USA5 x
Özkaynak and Vesela x Ateş crosses. Specific combining ability of Vesela x Ateş was positive and significant at 5% probability level. The highest 1000seed weight value was obtained from USA5 x
Taşkent cross. This genotype had positive and significant specific combining ability effect for 1000seed weight (Table 4). The high specific combining
ability effect indicates that the cross can be used at
the later stages of breeding [3]. Negative and significant heterosis and heterobeltiosis values were observed for Vesela x Özkaynak, Ürünlü x Taşkent,
USA5 x Taşkent and Vesela x Taşkent crosses in
harvest index. Negative and significant heterosis and
heterobeltiosis values were obtained for USA5 x
Özkaynak, Ürünlü x Taşkent and USA5 x Taşkent
crosses in 1000-seed weight (Table 4). Sarawat et al.
in their study in peas, similar to our study, determined the values of heterosis and heterobeltiosis as
negative in the harvest index and 1000-seed weights
[16]. Ateş and Ceyhan; reported that hybrids having
negative heterobeltiosis values was associated with
the additive gene effect and there was a dominancy
to decrease for the examined character [17].
In this study, the general and specific combining ability, the heterosis, heterobeltiosis for biological, seed, straw yields, harvest index and 1000 seeds
weight of parent and hybrid peas were determined.
According to this study, USA5 x Taşkent, Vesela x
Ateş, Vesela x Taşkent and Ürünlü x Özkaynak
crosses were important in seed and straw yields in
this study. Therefore, in future studies, these genotypes should be the focus of research.


## $
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hybrids resulted from hybridization among the five
direct parents by using EST-SSR and SSR markers.
A total of three EST-SSR and nine SSR primers were
used and the percentage of polymorphism was found
to be 84.21 % for EST-SSR and 88.31 % for SSR
markers.

Present study aimed to use recurrent selection
method to cross some cotton genotypes for population improvement for some important traits; such as
high yield, earliness and good fiber quality, under
late planting date. The mean value (68.83 g) of hybrid No. 4 for seed cotton yield/plant was highly significant compared to its direct parents; P1 and P5
(43.85 and 51.51 g, respectively). For earliness index, three hybrids No. 1, 2 and 3 were highly significant (90.23, 88.85 and 87.26 %) compared to the
best original parent (82.91 %) and commercial variety G. 86 (80.91 %). In hybrids, the estimates of
GCV (9.47, 3.39 and 5.51) for earliness index, fiber
length and fiber strength, respectively, and the estimates of PCV (9.72 and 3.60) for earliness index and
fiber length, respectively, were higher than that obtained in F6 generation. Heritability values; in hybrids, for earliness index, fiber length, uniformity index and fiber strength (94.99, 88.18, 31.25 and 81.50
%, respectively) were higher than the recorded values in the F6 generation (72.92, 84.9, 10.26 and
12.80 %, respectively). The observed gain of the best
five selected hybrids for seed cotton yield was
ranged from 4.51 to 26.37% for seed cotton yield and
from -8.08 to 3.86 % for earliness index compared to
the better parent. While, observed gain values were
ranged from 14.82 to 38.84% for seed cotton yield
and from -5.83 to 6.41% for earliness index compared to commercial variety. Observed gain values
for earliness index of two selected hybrids (No. 5 and
7) and hybrid No. 4 were significant and highly significant, respectively, compared to commercial variety. For fiber length, the observed gain value of one
hybrid No. 7 was highly significant compared to better parent and commercial variety. Pointed to fiber
elongation trait, the observed gain value for hybrid
No.5 was significant compared to commercial variety. In terms of micronaire reading, the observed
gain value of hybrid No. 4 was significant compared
to the better parent. Meanwhile, hybrid No. 6 and
No.4 were significant and highly significant, respectively, compared to commercial variety. In addition
for quantifying the level of polymorphism among
two original parents, five direct parents and ten

('!#$
Cotton, recurrent selection, earliness, EST-SSR, SSR
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Cotton; popularly known as White Gold, is the
most important fiber crop and the second important
source of oilseed crops in the world. Today cotton is
grown in over 60 countries around the world [1]. In
Egypt, cotton is the most important source of natural
fiber that sustains one of the largest industries.
Meanwhile, it uses for producing fuel and bioenergy.
Cotton belongs to genus Gossypium L. (Malvaceae)
which contains 52 species; 45of them are diploid (2n
= 2x = 26) and seven are allotetraploid (2n = 4x =
52) [2]. Only four species are the most widely cultivated; two old world diploid species (G. arboretum
L. and G. herbaceum L.) which represent 2 % of the
world cotton production and two new world allotetraploid species (G. barbadense L. and G. hirsutum
L.). Gossypium hirsutim L. (Upland cotton) is the
predominant cultivated species with high yield and
wide adaptation, accounting for more than 90 % of
the world cotton production. The other tetraploid
species; G. barbadense L. (Egyptian cotton or American Pima cotton), is accounting for about 8 % of the
world production. It is grown in Egypt and limited
area in a few countries because of its extra-long,
strong and fine fiber [3, 4, 5, 6]. Between 1822 and
1865 various Sea Island and Brazilian cottons were
imported to Egypt and "Jumel" cotton became mixed
with the introduced varieties and selection out of this
heterogeneous population gave rise to the Ashmouni
emerged in about 1860 and all the subsequent Egyptian varieties have been derived from it [7]. The ancestors of all the Egyptian cotton cultivars bred in
Egypt are limited to only four varieties (Ashmoni,
Giza 12, Sakha 3 and Sakha 4) which confirm the
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of nucleotide, abundantly in both coding and
noncoding regions of a genome.
EST-SSR markers obtained from ESTs (expressed sequence tags) are present in sequences of
the functional gene and directly associated with transcribed parts of DNA [22]. Researchers have identified multiple SSR markers associated with important
quality traits; such as fiber quality and yield [23, 24].
SSR and EST-SSR markers associated with fiber development traits have the potential to play a key role
in the understanding of cotton fiber development and
for the development of superior cotton cultivars
through marker-assisted selection programs [25].
SSR and EST-SSR markers were used to develop a
genetic linkage map of cotton and to assign QTLs
related to quantitative traits such as earliness, high
yield and fiber quality [26]. Thus is the paving of the
way to marker-assisted selection [27, 28, 24].
The objectives of this study were to use recurrent selection method to cross some cotton genotypes for population improvement for some important traits; such as high yield, earliness and good
quality fiber under late planting date. In addition, estimate the level of polymorphism among the bestselected cotton genotypes on the basis of SSR and
EST-SSR markers.

narrow genetic background of the Egyptian cotton
varieties [8]. The narrow genetic base of cultivated
cotton and the low efficiency of traditional selection
methods cause the current declines in cotton improvement [9, 10, 11].
Breeding a new cotton variety with desirable
yield and fiber quality properties is common goal of
numerous cotton breeders [12]. Traditional breeding
methods have been highly successful in developing
improved varieties. Hybridization among cotton
genotypes is of great importance for crop breeding It
helps in creating new allelic combinations which result in the creation of new genotypes with high yield,
fiber quality and more earlier. Recurrent selection is
a recycling method that was suggested to gradually
increase the frequency of favourable alleles for traits
of interest. It used for the improvement of inherited
traits in a quantitative manner conserving genetic
variability within the breeding population for future
selection [13]. Recurrent selection breeding method
is effectiveness method in improving seed cotton
yield/plant under early and late sowing dates [14].
Nowadays, the availability of molecular breeding tools and plant genetic resources is leading to a
new revolution in plant breeding, as they facilitate
the study of the genotype and its relationship with
the phenotypic traits. All these tools and resources
facilitate studying the genetic diversity, which is important for management, enhancement, and utilization of plant genetic resources. Also, they allow the
identification of markers that are closely linked to
genes of interest. Once molecular markers linked
with traits are identified, they can be used for
marker-assisted selection (MAS).
The cotton nuclear genome is about 2.5 Gb
with a total genetic distance of 5000 cM [15]. The
physical size of the cotton genome is relatively large
in a range of 2702 to 2246 Mb [16, 17]. The mapping
of chromosomal regions affecting qualitative and
quantitative traits using molecular markers is an important trend in genomics fields which developed
quickly in last few decades [18, 19, 6]. Microsatellites or simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are the most
widely used markers, due to its easy use by simple
PCR and to the high degree of polymorphism and information provided by its large number of alleles per
locus [20]. SSRs are considered ideal DNA marker
systems for evolutionary analysis, phylogeny reconstruction genetic mapping and molecular breeding
[21]. SSRs are di-, tri-, tetra- or penta tandem repeats

%#$ %!$
The present study was carried out during two
successive growing seasons; 2016 and 2017, at the
Farm of Cotton, Maintenance Research Department,
Sakha Agricultural Research Station, Agriculture
Research Center, Egypt, and the Laboratory of Genetics Department, Faculty of Agriculture,
Kafrelsheikh University, Kafr El-Sheikh, Egypt.
9--,15/ 4);-91)3: One cotton population;
derived from the cross between the two inbred lines
(Giza 86 × 10229) and (Pima S6 ×Giza 89), was used
in this study. The pedigree, origin and main characters of the original parents involved in this study are
shown in Table (1).

1-3, -?7-914-5; One cycle of recurrent selection was applied for the best five families of F3
generation; selected on the basis of seed cotton yield
trait, under late planting date.


% 
"-,1/9--691/15)5,4)15+0)9)+;-9:6.;0-<:-,7)9-5;)3/-56;@7-:
Genotypes
Pedigree
Origin
Main characters
Giza86
Egypt
Giza86×10229
High yield and earliness.
10229
Australian
PimaS6
Egyptian-American
High yield, more earliness and comPimaS6×Giza89
Giza89
Egypt
pact.
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known DNA Ladder (GeneRulerTM 100 bp DNA
ladder, Fermentas).

In 2016 season, self-pollinated seeds of the five
selected families were sown in the field with their
original parents. Seeds were sown in hills; 0.3 m
spaced and thinned to two plants/hill. Hybridization
procedure was applied for the five F3 families to obtain all possible crosses (a total of 10 crosses were
obtained).
In 2017 season, the ten crosses and their direct
parents (the five selected F3 families) were sown
with their two original parents; the two inbred lines
(Giza 86 × 10229) and (Pima S6 × Giza 89), in Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) with three
replications in addition to the commercial variety
Giza 86.

$;<,1-,;9)1;:The measurements of seed cotton yield/plant (S.C.Y., g), Earliness index (E.I., %)
and fiber quality traits were evaluated in 2017 season
by using 15 individual plants (five plants/replication) for the ten hybrids, their five direct parents and
the two original parents. Five traits; fiber length
(Len, mm), uniformity index (UI, %), fiber strength
(Str, cN/tex), fiber elongation (Elg, mm) and micronaire Index (Mic), were evaluated as indicators for fiber quality. Parameters of fiber quality were measured precisely by using High Volume Instruments
(HVI) under the standard conditions of 21±1 °C and
65±2 % R.H. All fiber quality measurements were
carried out at the Laboratory of Cotton Technology
Research Division, Cotton Arbitration and Testing
General Organization (CATGO), Alexandria, Egypt.

$;);1:;1+)3)5)3@:1:Data of studied traits were
subjected to analysis of variance for randomized
complete block design. The significance of mean
values was determined using the least significant difference value (LSD) at 0.05 and 0.01 levels of probability.
Analysis of variance was used to estimate the

 variances acgenotypic (  and phenotypic (
cording to the formula suggested by [30, 31]. Heritability in the broad sense ( )) was estimated as the
percentage of genotypic to phenotypic variance.


#$&% $&$$! 

Recurrent selection is a breeding method that
has been used for the genetic improvement of
germplasm. It is applicable to both outcrossing and
self-pollinating species. However, due to the necessity for recombination in each cycle, this system has
been principally used in outcrossing species. Recurrent selection is a powerful procedure to increase the
frequency of favourable alleles and accumulate desirable genes in addition to facilitate breaking of
linkages [32].
 -)5 7-9.694)5+- )5, /-5-;1+ 7)9)4-
;-9:6.:;<,1-,;9)1;:Means, phenotypic and genotypic coefficients of variation and heritability in the
broad sense for seed cotton yield/plant, earliness index and the five fiber quality traits for hybrids and
F6 generation were shown in Table (2). Results indicated that; in the same season, the mean values of
seed cotton yield, fiber length and uniformity ratio in
the hybrids (56.24 g, 35.20 mm and 88.20 %, respectively) were higher than that obtained in the F6 generation (55.30 g, 34.68 mm and 86.83 %, respectively). Meanwhile, the mean value of earliness index in hybrids (84.86) was lower than that obtained
from F6 generation (85.47%).
These results were not in agreement with those
obtained by [33, 34]. They found that the mean values of fiber length and fiber strength were lower in
F2 than F3 generation after one cycle of recurrent selection.
Generally, desirable and higher mean values
for most characters of hybrids could be due to the
creation of more variability by breakage of undesirable linkages which concealed the genetic variation
in parents of hybrids.

-5641+   1:63);165 )5, "# )5)3@:-:
Young and healthy leaves were collected from each
of the ten hybrids, their five direct and the two original parents as well as the commercial variety (Giza
86). Genomic DNA was extracted from 150 mg of
the collected leaves using Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide (CTAB)-chloroform based method as
described by [29].
Three EST-SSR (C3, C9 and C11) and nine
SSR primers (CH4, CH5, CH20, CH21, CH22,
CH25, CH28, CH29 and CH30) reported to be linked
to yield, earliness and quality fiber genes were
screened on DNA templates [26]. All primers were
introduced from BioLab product supplying company, USA. PCR amplification was performed using
iNtRON's Master mix Solution (i-TaqTM) in a volume of 10 μl reaction mixture containing 0.75 μL of
40 ng of genomic DNA, 0.75 μL of 20 μM primer, 5
μL of 2X Master mix Solution and 3.5 μL of sterile
distilled water. Amplifications were carried out in a
thermal cycler according to manufacture instructions
as follow: the initial denaturation step at 94 ºC for 5
min, followed by 45 cycles consisting of denaturation at 94 ºC for 1 min, annealing for 1 min at 53-60
ºC (according to the used primer) and extension for
1 min at 72 ºC. The program was ended with a final
extension step for 5 min at 72 ºC. PCR amplified
products were run on 3% agarose gel against a
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% 
-)570-56;@71+)5,/-56;@71++6-..1+1-5;:6.=)91);165)5,0-91;)*131;@15*96),:-5:-.69:--,+6;;65
@1-3,73)5;-)9315-::15,-?)5,.1*-98<)31;@;9)1;:.690@*91,:)5,/-5-9);165
Fiber quality traits
Seed
cotton
Earliness
Fiber
Uniformity
Fiber
Fiber
Micronaire
Parameters
yield
Index
Length
Index
strength
Elongation
index
/plant
(%)
(mm)
(%)
(cN/tex)
(mm)
(Mic)
(g)
Hybrids
Mean
56.24
84.86
35.20
88.20
41.20
4.40
4.40
GCV (%)
10.74
9.47
3.39
0.53
5.51
3.72
3.59
PCV (%)
14.04
9.72
3.60
0.96
6.11
6.79
5.13
Heritability (%)
58.50
94.99
88.18
31.25
81.50
29.90
49.14
F6 generation
Mean
55.30
85.47
34.62
86.88
41.23
4.65
4.40
GCV (%)
22.25
8.00
2.17
2.38
2.25
7.80
4.48
PCV (%)
24.55
9.37
2.40
23.21
6.30
9.35
5.85
Heritability (%)
82.16
72.92
82.05
10.26
12.80
69.61
58.94
GCV (%): Genotypic coefficients of variation
PCV (%): Phenotypic coefficients of variation

These findings were in agreement with the obtained results by [38], who reported that the presence
of genetic variability was sufficient for providing the
substantial amount of improvement through the selection of superior progenies and high heritability
values are quick and easy to accumulate when using
such method of selection. A genetic coefficient of
variation together with heritability could give the
best indication of the amount of genetic variance to
be expected from selection [39].
Mean performance for the ten hybrids, their direct and original parents, as well as the commercial
variety for seed cotton yield/plant, earliness index
and the five fiber quality traits are shown in Table
(3). For hybrid No. 1, the mean value of earliness index (90.2 %) was differed significantly than earliness index value in the direct parent P2 (87.2%).
Also, the obtained values for fiber length and
strength (34.39 and 39.33, respectively), were highly
significant and significantly differed from that obtained in its direct parent P1 (32.45and 37.80, respectively).
Hybrids No. 2 and No. 3 revealed highly significant value of 33.91 and significant value of 33.33
mm, respectively, for fiber length trait. The obtained
values for hybrids were better than their direct parents; (P1 and P3 for hybrid No. 2) and (P1 and P4 for
hybrids No. 3).
Regarding hybrid No. 4, the mean value of seed
cotton yield/plant (68.83 g) was highly significant
compared to its direct parents (43.85 and 51.51 g for
P1 and P5, respectively). Also, the mean values for
fiber length and fiber strength traits in hybrid No. 4
were 34.28 mm and 41.03 g/tex, respectively, which
highly significantly differed from its direct parent; P1
(32.45 mm and 37.80 g/tex, respectively).

Regarding GCV and PCV parameters, the estimates of GCV for earliness index, fiber length and
fiber strength (9.47, 3.39 and 5.51, respectively) and
the estimates of PCV for earliness index and fiber
length (9.72 and 3.60, respectively) in hybrids were
higher than that obtained in F6 generation. Also, results revealed that slight discrepancy between GCV
and PCV for most studied characters reflected less
affected by environmental factors. Similar results
were obtained by [35, 36, 37]. They reported that the
variation in the values of genotypic and phenotypic
coefficient was narrow for all studied traits indicated
less influence of environment in the expression of
these traits.
The heritability estimates in the broad sense for
the different traits in the hybrids and the F6 generation were presented in Table (2). It was estimated as
the ratio of genotypic variance to phenotypic variance for the studied traits. Heritability values; in hybrids, for earliness index, fiber length, uniformity index and fiber strength (94.99, 88.18, 31.25 and 81.50
%, respectively) were higher than the recorded values in the F6 generation (72.92, 84.9, 10.26 and 12.80
%, respectively). This revealed that the heritability
values were relatively high in most hybrid traits, indicating that the difference between the GCV and
PCV was very narrow.
The change of heritability values to higher side
in hybrids than the F6 generation could be due to the
portion of genetic variance to total phenotypic variance due to cryptic genetic change that has been
brought about one cycle of hybridization.
The high values of both of GCV and PCV as
well as heritability are a good indicator of the
amount of genetic variance. This indicates that the
environmental effect was very low and these traits
were primarily under genetic control and the selection would be effective.
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% 
-)57-9.694)5+-=)3<-:6.;0-;-50@*91,:;0-19,19-+;)5,691/15)37)9-5;:):>-33):;0-+644-9+1)3
=)91-;@.69:--,+6;;65@1-3,-)9315-::15,-?)5,.1*-98<)31;@;9)1;:
Fiber quality traits
Genotype

Hybrids

Direct
parents

Original
parents

G. 86 x
10229
Pima S6 x
G. 89
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
No. 1
(P1xP2)
No. 2
(P1xP 3)
No. 3 (P1x
P4)
No. 4
(P1xP 5)
No. 5 (P2 x
P3)
No. 6 (P2 x
P4)
No. 7 (P2 x
P5)
No. 8 (P3 x
P4)
No. 9 (P3 x
P5)
No. 10 (P4
x P5)
Commercial variety
(G. 86)
LSD0.05
LSD0.01

Seed cotton
yield/plant (g)

Earliness
index
(%)

58.56

77.91

35.84

88.67

43.73

4.23

4.45

56.92

82.91

35.46

88.60

44.27

4.30

4.28

43.85
46.77
61.79
65.99
51.51

94.05
87.22
87.76
87.42
87.15

32.45
34.11
32.68
32.93
35.30

86.67
87.67
86.67
87.07
88.00

37.80
41.93
42.37
39.27
44.60

4.43
3.80
4.37
4.40
4.23

4.39
4.40
4.35
3.66
4.54

45.90

90.23

34.39

88.45

39.33

4.27

4.44

50.05

88.85

33.91

88.07

38.47

4.90

4.46

45.85

87.26

33.33

87.73

37.53

4.63

4.25

68.83

86.10

34.28

89.70

41.03

4.37

4.78

62.47

78.09

35.92

89.20

42.33

4.57

4.39

63.27

79.74

35.90

88.47

38.23

4.50

4.48

61.17

76.19

36.97

89.20

43.70

4.17

4.12

65.41

82.61

35.77

88.63

40.07

4.17

4.38

58.81

78.42

34.99

88.90

44.47

5.20

4.19

52.13

83.78

34.84

88.00

38.97

4.63

4.43

53.30

80.91

35.30

87.97

43.50

4.23

4.21

8.4
11.4

3.03
4.04

0.71
0.91

7.53
10.08

1.76
2.38

0.40
0.54

0.27
0.36

Fiber
length
(mm)

Uniformity
Index
(%)

Fiber strength
(cN/tex)

Fiber
elongation (mm)

Micronaire
index
(Mic)

compared to both (P2 and P3) and (P2 and P4) for
fiber length trait.
In addition, hybrid No. 7 was a good hybrid in
seed cotton yield trait (61.17g/p) and in fiber length
trait (36.97 mm). It was highly significant differed
compared with P2 and P5; (46.77g/p and 51.51g/p)
and (34.11 and 35.30 mm), respectively. Also, it was
significantly differed (43.70g/tex) compared with P2
(41.93 g/tex) in fiber strength trait.
For the hybrid number 8 results showed that the
mean value of fiber length trait was highly significant differed compared to P3 and P4. Meanwhile,
mean values of seed cotton yield and earliness index
were very nearly similar with their direct parents.
With respect to hybrid No. 9, results showed
that mean values of fiber length and fiber strength
were differed significant and highly significant compared with mean values of P3 for the same traits.
Concerning to the last hybrid (No. 10), the
mean values of seed cotton yield, earliness index,

Also, hybrid No.4 was highly significant differed (68.83 g/plant) compared to commercial variety (53.30 g/plant) and differed significantly compared to the better original parent (58.56 g/plant) in
seed cotton yield trait.
Also, five hybrids (No. 4, 5, 6,7 and 8) were
significant differed (68.83, 62.47, 63.27, 61.17 and
65.41 g / plant, respectively) compared to commercial variety (53.30 g/plant) in the same trait. These
results in agreement with those obtained by [40] who
found that one family No. (58) was highly significant
differed compared to better parent and commercial
variety in seed cotton yield. While the mean value of
five families (No. 58, 165, 184, 198 and 246) were
significant differed compared to commercial variety
G. 86.
Hybrids No. 5 and No. 6 were highly significant differed compared to P2 in seed cotton yield
trait. While they were highly significant differed
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fiber length and fiber strength were not differed compared with their direct parents (P4 and P5), except
the mean value of fiber length was highly significant
differed compared with P4 only.
For earliness index, three hybrids No. 1, 2 and
3 were differed highly significant (90.23, 88.5 and
87.26 %, respectively) compared with original better
parent (82.91 %) and commercial variety G. 86
(80.91 %).
Generally, most or all hybrids had high values
of seed cotton yield, it was had high values of earliness index. While the mean values of all hybrids
were similar to their parents. Also, results revealed a
wide range of differences among the ten hybrids
(No. 1 to 10) and their parents for all the studied
traits. Similar results have been observed by [41],
who found a large variation between advanced lines
for seed cotton yields.
It was an important observation, that the hybrids not only have high values for seed cotton yield
but also it was more earliness. It may be a result for
break the negative linkage between seed cotton yield
and earliness index by recurrent selection procedure.
In contrast, [42] found that the families were had a
high mean value of seed cotton yield, it was not the
earlier families under late planting date using pedigree selection method.
Regarding seed cotton yield trait, the mean values of two hybrids (No. 1 and 5) were higher than
the mean values of direct parents. Also, five hybrids
were higher than the commercial variety (G. 86).
Meanwhile, the mean values of all hybrids were not
higher compared with the better original parent for
seed cotton yield trait.
Observed gain values for the best five hybrids;
selected based on seed cotton yield, were presented
in Table (4).

Data showed that, under late planting date, the
observed gain of the best five selected hybrids for
seed cotton yield was ranged from 4.51 to 26.37 %
and from -8.08 to 3.86 % for seed cotton yield and
earliness index, respectively, compared to the better
parent.
While, observed gain values were from 14.82
to 38.84 % and from -5.83 to 6.41 % for seed cotton
yield and earliness index, respectively, compared to
commercial variety. Observed gain values of hybrid
No. 4 and hybrid No.6 were significant and highly
significant respectively for seed cotton yield compared to better parent. Meanwhile, observed gain
values of one hybrid No. 5 (17.26 %) and three hybrids No. 4, 6 and 8 were significant and highly significant, respectively, compared to commercial variety. With respect to earliness index, the observed
gain value of one hybrid from the best five selected
hybrids No. 4 was significant compared to the better
parent and commercial variety.
For upper half mean length, the observed gain
value of one hybrid No. 7 was highly significant
compared to better parent and commercial variety.
Observed gain values of the best two selected
hybrids (No. 5 and 7) and hybrid No. 4 were significant and highly significant, respectively, compared
to commercial variety for earliness index.
Pointed to fiber elongation trait, the observed
gain value of one hybrid No. 5 was significant compared to commercial variety.
In terms of micronaire reading, the observed
gain value of one hybrid No. 4 was significant compared to the better parent. Meanwhile, hybrid No. 6
and hybrid No.4 were significant and highly significant, respectively, compared to commercial variety.


% 
!*:-9=-,/)156.:--,+6;;65@1-3,-)9315-::15,-?)5,.1*-98<)31;@;9)1;:.69;0-*-:;.1=-0@*91,:*):-,
65:--,+6;;65@1-3,73)5;
Fiber quality traits
Hybrid

Seed
cotton
yield /plant
(g)

Earliness
Index
(%)

Fiber
Length
(mm)

Uniformity
Index
(%)

Fiber strength
(cN/tex)

Better parent
-4.35
1.16
-7.32
0.22
0.60
-4.38
0.17
-0.23
-13.64
3.15**
0.60
-1.29
-0.20
-0.05
-9.49
Commercial variety
No.4 (P1 x P5)
29.08**
6.41*
-2.89
1.97**
-5.68
No.5 (P2 x P3)
17.26*
-3.47
1.76
1.40*
-2.69
No.6 (P2 x P4)
38.84**
-1.50
1.70
0.57
-12.11
No.7 (P2 x P5)
14.82
-5.83
4.73**
1.40*
0.46
No.8 (P3 x P4)
22.70**
2.09
1.33
0.75
-7.89
* and ** mean significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels of probability, respectively.
No.4 (P1 x P5)
No.5 (P2 x P3)
No.6 (P2 x P4)
No.7 (P2 x P5)
No.8 (P3 x P4)

17.49*
6.73
26.37**
4.51
11.68

3.86*
-5.79
-3.86
-8.08
-0.36
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Fiber
Elongation
(mm)

Micronaire index
(Mic)

1.63
6.28
4.65
-3.02
-3.02

7.42*
-1.35
0.67
-7.42
-1.57

3.31
8.04*
6.38
-1.42
-1.42

13.54**
4.28
6.41*
-2.14
4.04
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"#796.13-:6.$%$$#7914-9 )5,;0-;09--$$#7914-9:  )5, .69
;0--1/0;--5+6;;65/-56;@7-:
M: 100 bp DNA ladder, lanes 1 and 2: the original parents (Giza86×10229 and PimaS6×Giza89, respectively), lanes 3-7: the
direct parents (P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5, respectively), lanes 8-17: the ten selected hybrids (No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10,
respectively) and lane 18: the commercial variety (G. 86).

Generally, the previous results showed that
some selected genotypes obtained from hybrids response to late planting date conditions and achieve
economic yield and good fiber properties, but it late
in maturity compared to the better parent. While
these selected genotypes that may be promising at
the later generations surpass yielding, good fiber
properties and more earlier than the commercial variety (Giza 86). These results are in agreement with
those obtained by [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 14, 42, 40].

They concluded that selection for seed cotton
yield/plant for two cycles resulted in high yielding
families in late sowing, however, it delayed maturity.
   463-+<3)9 4)92-9: Polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) analysis for three EST-SSR
and nine SSR markers; which were reported to be
linked to linkage group genes related to yield, earliness and fiber quality traits in cotton, was conducted
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(1070 bp) to hybrid No. 2 while, C11 primer presented one unique band (83 bp) to commercial variety (Table 6). These results nearly similar with this
obtained by [26]. They used four EST-SSR primers
specific for linkage group genes related to yield, earliness and fiber quality traits in cotton and they found
10 bands, nine of them were polymorphic representing 90 % polymorphism. 17 EST primer pairs were
used to investigate genetic diversity among 11 cotton
genotypes [5]. They found the number of bands per
primer pairs ranged from 2 to 5 with an average of
2.8, while the number of polymorphic bands ranged
from 1 to 4 and percentage of polymorphism was
70.2 %. 3177 EST-SSRs were isolated and mapped
from cotton by [48]. 2218 EST-SSRs, 1554 and 754
from G. raimondii and G. hirsutum, respectively,
were developed and used to screen polymorphisms
for enhancing their backbone genetic map in allotetraploid cotton by [49]. They identified 133 ESTSSRs by analyzing 9948 sequences belonging to G.
hirsutum L. in GenBank. 19 % of the sequences
showed considerable sequence similarity with sequences in the      (L.).

with purified DNA samples of the ten hybrids, their
direct and original parents as well as the commercial
variety.
The total number of amplified fragments, number of polymorphic fragments and percentage of polymorphism obtained per each EST-SSR and SSR
primer are shown in Table (5).
$%$$# )5)3@:1: A total of 19 amplified
DNA fragments ranging in size from 99 to 1070 bp
were observed using the three EST-SSR primers;
C3, C9 and C11, whereas 16 fragments were polymorphic and the other amplified bands were commonly detected among the 18 tested genotypes (Table 5). The three primers; C3, C9 and C11, showed a
mean polymorphism of 84.21% whereas the polymorphism percentage of primer C9 was higher (100
%) than the other two primers C3 and C11 (83.33
and 75.00% respectively). Primer C3 resulted in 12
fragments whose sizes ranged from 99 to 1070 bp
(Fig. 1, Table 5), whereas 10 fragments were polymorphic and two fragments with a molecular size of
234 and99bp were common among the 18 different
genotypes. Primer C3 presented one unique band

C 11
Total
Average
CH 4
CH 5
CH 20
CH 21
SSR

CH22
CH 25
CH28
CH29
CH 30

F- TGTTAAGCATACATTAGTTTCACT
R- CGCCGGCACCACAAAAGTAAAT
F- CTTCCAAGCCGTCATCAAA
R- AACGAGCCAACCTTGACAGT
F- TCAAACTCATACCAATCAATTCC
R- CCCTGTTTTGTTCAATGGGT
F- AGGTGCTTCAGGCATGATTC
R- CCCTCACACCTAAACCCAAA
F- AGGTGCTTCAGGCATGATTC
R- CCCTCACACCTAAACCCAAA
F- TTATTCTCACAGCCGGAACC
R- TTCACCCTCTCGCTTCTCAT
F- ATCTTGTTGATTTTCTGACTACAGG
R- CAGACATTCCCCTTCCTTTGA
F- TGAAGAGCTCGTTGTTGCAC
R- CGAAAGAGACAAGCAATGCA
F- ACATTTCCACCCAAGTCCAA
R- ACTCTATGCCGCCTCTCGTA

Total
Average
F/R Primer: forward/reverse primer.
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Polymorphic
fragments

Polymorphism
(%)

C9

Total
amplified
fragments

EST-SSR

F- CATCATGGCTTTCCGTTTTT
R- CCAGGATTGGTAAACCCGTA
F- TCTCTCAAAATCTCAAACCCAGA
R- GCTTAGGGCAAACCACTGAA
F- CTGATTCCACTCTCAAAACCAC
R- CTACTTTCCATCAGATCCCC

Range of
fragment
sizes
(bp)

C3

Sequences
(5´→3´)

Name

Primers


%
)4-:)5,:-8<-5+-:6.$%$$#)5,$$#7914-9:463-+<3)9>-1/0;*7
763@469701+*)5,:)5,763@469701:47-9+-5;)/-.69;0--1/0;--5+6;;65/-56;@7-:<:-,15;01::;<,@

99-1070

12

10

83.33

276-357

3

3

100

141-219

4

3

75.00

99-1070

19
6.33

16
5.33

84.21

94-854

˺˺

˺1

90.91

1811296

11

11

100

84-600

11

8

72.73

100-753

16

16

100

190-442

3

2

66.67

2491859

5

4

80.00

190-653

5

5

100

121-705

9

7

77.78

92-1184

6

5

83.33

84-1859

77
8.55

68
7.55

88.31
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C9
C11
CH20

CH5

CH4

Total polymorphic
bands=16
Overall total
bands =19

CH21

SSR

CH22

P3

P4

P5

1 (P1xP2)

2 (P1xP3)

. 3 (P1xP4)

4 (P1xP5)

5 (P2xP3)

6 (P2xP4)

7 (P2xP5)

8 (P3xP4)

9 (P3xP5)

10 (P4xP5)

5

4

5

4

4

3

4

4

5

7

4

4

2

4

2

1

2

10

7

6

7

6

6

5

6

6

7

9

6

6

4

6

4

3

4

2

-

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

Unique
band

(G. 86)

Hybrids

P2

Direct
parents
B

P1

8

1070 bp
(hybride
2)

2

-

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

1
2

7

10

12

9

9

6

8

6

5

7

12

9

11

9

8

10

7

9

9

9

8

9

7

1
2

1
1

12

1
0

13

15

1
2

83 bp
(com.
variety)

15

10

10

12

1
2

polymorphic
(10)

4

2

1

2

2

2

4

4

3

4

9

3

3

3

1

4

2

-

654 bp
(com.
variety)

Total
(11)

5

3

2

3

3

3

5

5

4

5

10

4

4

4

2

5

3

1

140 bp
(hybride
4)

8

8

8

6

6

9

1
0

8

8

8

10

8

10

7

7

8

2

8

8

8

8

6

6

9

1
0

8

8

8

10

8

10

7

7

8

2

8

1

-

3

1

1

-

7

3

1

8

7

1

8

-

1

5

3

5

polymorphic
(11)
Total
(11)
Polymorphic
(8)
Total
(11)
Polymorphic
(16)
Total
(16)

CH25

Original
parent

No. Of
bands

Polymorphic
(10)
Total
(12)
Polymorphic
(3)
Total
(3)
Polymorphic
(3)
Total
(4)

A

EST-SSR

C3

Marker

%
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polymorphic
(2)
Total
(3)
polymorphic
(4)
Total
(5)

600 bp
(hybride
10)

4

3

6

4

4

3

1
0

6

4

11

10

4

11

3

4

8

6

8

1
0

3

2

8

2

1

1

5

8
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10

1
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7

1

1

8

1

1
0

3

2

8

2

1

1

5

8

10

10

1

10

7

1

1

8

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

2

2

-

2

1

-

-

-

-

-

365 bp
(hybride
1)
100 bp
(hybride
1)

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

3

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

-

3

2

1

4

3

2

2

1

3

3

3

1

3

1
-

3

2

3

1

4

3

2

5
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CH30

CH29

CH28


polymorphic
(6)
Total
(6)
polymorphic
(7)
Total
(9)
Polymorphic
(5)
Total
(6)

Total polymorphic
bands=69
Overall total
bands =78
Overall total bands based on
EST-SSR and SSR markers

1

1

1

1

1

-

3

-

1

-

1

4

6

1

1

1

1

1
-

1

1

1

1

1

-

3

-

1

-

1

4

6

1

1

1

1

1

6

5

5

4

-

2

2

3

5

5

4

5

5

4

4

5

5

5
-

8

7

7

6

2

4

4

5

7

7

6

7

7

6

6

7

7

7

3

2

4

2

4

2

4

3

5

2

5

-

4

4

4

4

1

2
-

4

3

5

3

5

3

5

4

6

3

6

1

5

5

5

5

2

3

36

22

26

24

1
9

1
8

3
3

30

3
6

41

48

2
5

50

29

22

29

25

23

45

31

35

33

2
8

2
7

4
2

39

4
5

50

57

3
4

59

38

31

38

34

32

60

41

45

45

4
0

3
9

5
3

51

5
5

63

72

4
6

71

47

42

47

42

42

A and B: original parents Gazia 86* 10229 and Pima S6 * Giza 89 com. variety: commercial variety

$$#)5)3@:1:With respect to the SSR markers, the results revealed that an average number of
8.55 bands per primer was amplified (ranging from
84 to 1859 bp) and 88.31 % were polymorphic (Table5). Polymorphism percentage ranged from
66.67% (primer CH22) to 100% (primers CH5,
CH21 and CH28) with an average of 7.55 polymorphic bands per primer. The primers CH5, CH21 and
CH28 were presented the highest percentage of SSR
polymorphism (100%). CH4 SSR marker presented
two unique bands (654 bp and 140 bp) to commercial
variety and hybrid No. 4, respectively. While CH5
marker presented one unique band (600 bp) to hybrid
No. 10. Primer CH21 presented two unique bands
(365 bp and 100 bp) to hybrid No. 1 (Table 6). These
results were in agreement with [26] who tested 36
SSR primers in cotton, only fourteen primers
showed polymorphic between two parents. Percentage of polymorphism was 94.7 %. The number of
fragments per primer ranged from 3 in primer CH20
to10 in primer CH21 with an average 6.2 fragments
per primer pair. The number of polymorphic fragments per primer ranged from 2 in primer CH22 to
10 in primer CH21 while, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 polymorphic bands for CH20, CH30, CH5, CH29, (CH4
and CH28) and CH5, respectively, with an average
5.8 polymorphic band per primer. 28 SSR primers
were used to study the molecular characterization of
cotton genotypes by [50]. They found the number of
alleles per locus ranged from 2 to 11. While the number of polymorphic bands varied from 0 to 9 and the
average levelofpolymorphismwas55.6%. 
SSRs were used in this field by large scale for
study the polymorphism in diploid and tetraploid
cotton [51, 23, 52, 27, 54, 24].
In general, most of the bands were found to be
polymorphic across the genotypes, indicating heterogeneity among the tested genotypes. High poly-

morphism independent of the effects related to environmental conditions and physiological stage of
plant makes molecular markers a reliable tool for diversity studies [54].
Aforementioned above for seed cotton yield
trait (Table 3, 4 and 6), the observed gain values of
hybrids No. 4 and No.6 were significant and highly
significant, respectively, compared to the better parent (Table 4). Also, the total bands of hybrids No. 4
and No. 6 (72 and 71 bands, respectively) were the
highest number compared to the total bands of the
mid better parents for each. Meanwhile, the observed
gain values of hybrids (No. 4, 6 and 8) and No.5 were
highly significant and significant, respectively, compared to commercial variety G.86. Also, the total
bands of hybrids No. 4, 5, 6 and 7 were the highest
number (72, 46, 71 and 47 bands, respectively) compared to the total bands of the commercial variety
G.86. The mean values of the best five hybrids
(No.4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) for seed cotton yield trait were
surpass (68.83, 62.47, 63.27, 61.17, and 65.41g
/plant) the best original parent (58.60 g/plant) and
commercial variety G. 86 (53.30 g/plant). At the
same time they were had the highest number of the
total bands based on all tested primers. These results
indicated that selection for the best genotypes on basis of the molecular markers could be effective and
useful in field of plant breeding.
These were in agreement with those obtained
by [54], who reported that DNA marker technology
would provide a tool to the plant breeders to select
desirable plants directly on the basis of genotype instead of phenotype.
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Halophyte species, which can maintain their
greenness, productive power and high nutritional
values under extreme conditions, may relieve the
nutrition problem experienced especially during
summer, autumn and winter seasons; and they may
even close the gap in feed amounts. In this respect,
Salsola ruthenica, which grows in arid-pastures in
the northeast of Turkey, is observed to be an important feed source in the nutrition of especially
small ruminants. The objective of this study was to
contribute the determination of appropriate grazing
time for achieving higher animal performance and
to reveal whether it meets the daily nutritional requirements of small ruminants by determining the
potential nutritional value of   throughout a year. Research was carried out by design a
randomized trial plots with three replications on a
protected 5 da pasture. Samples were collected at
the 15th of each month throughout the year (between May 2015 and April 2016) and analysed for
the contents of crude protein (CP), neutral detergent
fibre, acid detergent fibre, acid detergent lignin, dry
matter digestibility, digestible energy, metabolize
energy and relative feed value (RFV). The results
showed that the nutritional composition significantly varied throughout the year, and that maturation
process has a decreasing effect on nutrient contents.
 has a CP of 9.75% and a RFV of 82.01
during autumn, which were similar to the values
obtained from the cultured feed plants, whereas
S.ruthenica have a 23.93% of CP and a 273.88 of
RFV at the end of spring and a 15.85% of CP and a
167.58 of RFV during the summer, showing a significantly higher nutritional value than that of the
cultured feed plants. These results suggested that 
 can sufficiently meet the daily nutrient
requirements of grazing small ruminats through out
the grazing periods starting from the spring to the
autumn in arid regions, and that S.ruthenica is a
good alternative source of fodder during winters
when properly mixed with protein-rich feed supplements.



It is estimated that approximately one-thirds of
the World’s total land is affected by drought Kozlowski and Pallardy [1] while 5% is affected by
salination [2]. Possibility to grow many cultivated
crop species is too difficult on these non-productive
lands [3-5]. Animal protein is an important part of
the human diets, which should be balanced at least
with 35 % of protein of animal source. Therefore,
the livestock production based on the provision of
adequate amounts of good quality roughages is very
economical and productive in order to provide this
amount of animal protein in daily human diet. This
may not be possible for the arid and saline-regions,
but there have been several reports indicating that
the halophyte and xerophyte forage crop species
offer opportunities to maintain the animal production at desirable levels at these regions where the
conventional fodder crop species can not be grown
[6-8]. Many halophyte graminae and chenopods are
widely grown today for feed production (as sources
of feed) in the arid and saline agricultural lands [914]. It was also stressed that halophytes are perfect
fodder crops that may be used to cover the feed
gaps occurring in grazing systems during summer,
autumn and early winter periods [15-19].
In general, a vegetal material should include
one or more organic and inorganic nutrients that
meet the nutrient requirements of animal maintenance and production in order to be used as a feed
source. It is possible to determine nutritional content of feeds by performing some feed quality analyses in the right way. Researchers have been expressing that there are many characteristics affecting the nutritional content of feeds, and crude protein, dry matter digestibility and metabolize energy
values are particularly the most appropriate factors
for assessing the feed quality [20-23]. Relative feed
value (RFV) could be another important criterion
that indrectly measures the feed quality. On the
other hand, feed quality characteristics may vary
significantly with the effects of many factors (species, growth period, leave/stem ratio, plant parts,
soil characteristics, climate, etc.) [24-27]. Of the
factors, the maturing of the grass is the most important factor to be determined [28], and it significantly affects the feeding value of the plants [29,

(' "#
Appropriate grazing period, feed quality, Prickly Russian
thistle, small ruminants.
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Our aim was to reveal whether it meets the
daily nutritional requirements of small ruminants by
determining potential nutritional value of 
 throughout the year and to contribute determining the exact number of animals to be grazed within
range systems in terms of the nutritional content.
Moreover, the results of this study may help to
determine the appropriate grazing time for achieving higher animal performance since the feed quality of the plant will be determined throughout the
year.

18, 19]. For instance, the halophytes grown naturally in different ecologies have relatively low crude
protein, dry matter digestibility and metabolize
energy and higher crude fibre contents, especially
during summer and autumn periods [29, 26, 18, 19].
It was also reported that the xerophyte and halophyte species adapted to extreme conditions have
high RFV, crude protein, dry matter digestibility
and metabolize energy contents compared to the
values of herbaceous species, and can meet the
daily energy and protein requirements of animals,
especially in critical periods (during summer and
autumn months) [17, 18, 19]. Also, determining
feed quality characteristics of halophytes that can
be used in the nutrition of ruminants is particularly
important for determining the appropriate grazing
time and capacity for achieving maximum animal
performance, and further can be helpful in range
management [22, 18, 19].
There is generally a nomadic pastoral farming
in Igdir geography. Farmers take their animals to
high altitudes in late spring and summer months,
and return to the winter quarters as of autumn.
However, some farmers are forced to graze their
animals at lower altitude pastures all year. On the
other hand, there is a constant feed gap in the pastures of Iğdır, which are located in the northeast of
Turkey, with extremely prevalent climate and soil
conditions, especially during summers and autumns. There is a feed shortage, especially for herbaceous plants during these periods for the grazing
animals on the pasture. However, many xerophytes
and halophytes that adapted to arid and saline conditions and grow widespread throughout the region
are the potential feed sources for ruminants since
they produce relatively more biomass in the periods
during which the feed is scarce. It was observed
that the farmers of the region have also been trying
to evaluate halophyte species that grown in marginal areas by either grazing animals or preserving
them for winter. One of these halophytes is Prickly
Russian thistle (Salsola ruthenica Iljin.), an annual
species belonging to Chenopodium genius. This
plant greens as of the end of April and dries by
completing its development as of the start of December. Nevertheless, it has been observed that 
 maintains continuity in vegetation even
after drying and is intensively grazed by animals
during the extreme periods (summer, autumn and
winter). Also, this species is the potential feed
sources for ruminants since it produces relatively
more biomass in especially autumn, winter and end
of summer which the feed is scarce. Due to the
abovementioned reasons, examination of feed
quality was seen as an advantage not only in the
active development period but also in the period
when it is dried. However, no information is available on the nutritional content and RFV that S. ruthenica evaluated in terms of animal nutrition has
throughout the year.

$"#$ #
The research was conducted between May
2015 and April 2016 in arid pasture areas of Iğdır
province in the northeast of Turkey (39° 48ˈ
33.64ˈˈN; 44° 04ˈ 39.52ˈˈE) at 1150 m altitude. The
selected study area of Igdir is the most arid region
of Turkey due to its topographic structure and extreme climatic conditions and a great majority of
the existing agricultural lands are negatively affected by drought. According to long-term averages,
annual average temperature, relative humidity and
precipitation are 12.6 °C, 51.6% and 264.7 mm,
respectively, while these values were measured as
14.7 °C, 53.9% and 266.9 mm, respectively, during
the periods which the research was conducted (Table 1). According to monthly relative humidity,
precipitation and temperature data shown in Table
1, the year within which the study conducted was a
little bit dry according to long-term averages.
Soil samples respresenting the trial area were
taken from different points (0-30 cm) and soil analyses showed that the soil was lightly alkaline (pH =
8.00), saltless (0.38 dS/m), with sandy-loamy structure, very low organic matter (0.5%), high lime
content (8%), and insufficient intakeable P and K
content.
   
Iljin, a member of
Chenepodiaceae family, was used as the plant material in the present study.   Iljin is an
annual C4 halophyte plant which grows densely at
abandoned farm lands, roadsides, damaged pastures, wind erosion sites, arid and barren ranges in
Igdir’s landscape [30]. The plant was observed to
germinate as of the end of April depending on temperature, sustain its greenness upon the beginning
of December, and spends the winter and the beginning of spring in a dried state. The plant forms a
soft-succulent offshoot and leave at the beginning
of its growth period, the offshoots become harder as
the growth progresses while leaves sustain their
relatively succulent structure. However, the plant
forms hard thorny structures on the tip of its leaves
upon florescence and completes florescence and
seed formation between July and November.
Research was carried out by design a randomized trial plots with three replications on a protected
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of 5 da pasture. Samples were collected at the 15th
of each month throughout the year (between May
2015 and April 2016). In each sampling period, 5
plants were randomly chosen from the harvest area
and cut from a height of 5 cm above ground level,
and then pooled together. Harvested plants were
first dried in the laboratory at the room temperature,
and then in a drying oven set at 65 ºC until their
weights were constant. Dried samples were ground
by a mill before the chemical analyses so that they
can pass through a sieve with a diameter of 1 mm.
Nitrogen (N) content of the feeds were determined by Kjeldahl Method [31] and then the crude
protein (CP) contents of the samples were calculated by multiplying the percentage N content with the
coefficient of 6.25. Acid detergent fiber (ADF),
neutral detergent fiber (NDF) and acid detergent
lignin (ADL) concentrations of the samples were
determined by the method developed by Van Soest

et al. [32]. Dry-matter digestibility (DMD) of the
feeds were estimated by the equation (DMD% =
88.9 – (0.779 x ADF%) formulated by Sheaffer et
al. [33]. DMD values were used in the regression
equation (DE = 0.27 + 0.0428 x DMD%) developed
by Fonnesbeck et al. [34] to determine digestable
energy (DE) ratios. DE values were used in the
equation (Mcal/kg = 0.821 x DE (Mcal/kg) developed by Khalil et al. [20] to determine metabolic
energy (ME) content. After this, first dry-matter
intake (DMI = 120/NDF%), then relative feed values (RFV = DMD x DMI/1.29) were calculated
using equations developed by Sheaffer et al. [33].
Data were subjected to variance analysis using
a SPSS statistical package software and significant
means were separated at 1% significance level
using Duncan Multiple Comparison Test. Standard
error mean (SEM) was calculated in the variance
analysis from residual mean squares.
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May 2015
17.9
18.3
50.7
41.5
48.4
52.9
June 2015
22.9
25.1
31.7
27.8
42.3
40.0
July 2015
26.4
28.7
15.4
0.3
40.0
33.6
August 2015
26.4
27.2
9.6
14.3
40.7
40.7
September 2015
20.6
22.6
12.7
1.4
46.7
43.6
October 2015
13.7
16.6
21.8
96.2
58.9
71.3
November 2015
5.7
9.2
16.6
4.5
61.5
66.0
December 2015
-0.7
1.5
11.9
13.7
66.5
68.8
January 2016
-3.1
-1.3
13.5
24.7
64.0
67.6
February 2016
0.3
4.7
15.4
12.6
57.1
64.0
March 2016
7.2
9.6
20.6
9.8
46.1
49.1
April 2016
13.5
14.7
44.8
20.1
47.1
48.6
Mean/Total
12.6
14.7
264.7
266.9
51.6
53.9

*MGM, 2016; ** Long-term averages

$ 
$0-!)5,6.    .68)7-816,6.65->-)8
Periods
CP (%)
DMD (%)
DE (Mcal/kg)
ME (Mcal/kg)
May 2015
23.93 a
77.99 a
3.61 a
2.96 a
June 2015
22.00 a
74.70 ab
3.47 ab
2.85 ab
July 2015
14.31 b
70.88 b
3.30 b
2.71 b
August 2015
11.25 bc
65.25 c
3.06 c
2.51 c
September 2015
11.09 bc
61.48 cd
2.90 cd
2.38 cd
October 2015
9.33 cd
57.52 de
2.73 de
2.24 de
November 2015
8.83 cd
54.63 e
2.61 e
2.14 e
December 2015
6.21 d
54.34 e
2.60 e
2.13 e
January 2016
6.32 d
52.44 e
2.51 e
2.06 e
February 2016
7.33 d
53.06 e
2.54 e
2.09 e
March 2016
6.01 d
53.14 e
2.54 e
2.09 e
April 2016
7.13 d
60.06 d
2.84 d
2.33 d
Mean
11.14
61.29
2.89
2.38
F values and Sig.
30.68**
33.57**
33.57**
33.57**
SEM
1.078
1.550
0.066
0.054

*The means with different letters in the same column indicate difference at P<0.01. SEM: Standard error of mean, Sig: Significance level
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Periods
May 2015
June 2015
July 2015
August 2015
September 2015
October 2015
November 2015
December 2015
January 2016
February 2016
March 2016
April 2016
Mean
F values and Sig.
SEM

NDF (%)
26.53 h
32.32 g
40.13 f
49.42 e
59.04 d
67.74 bc
72.72 ab
76.75 a
72.75 ab
74.69 a
77.07 a
62.61 cd
59.31
106.01**
1.749

ADF (%)
14.00 e
18.23 de
23.13 d
30.35 c
35.20 bc
40.29 ab
43.99 a
44.36 a
46.81 a
46.01 a
45.91 a
37.03 b
35.44
33.57**
1.990

ADL (%)
1.99 e*
2.11 e
2.97 e
4.76 d
7.03 c
9.83 ab
10.73 a
10.82 a
11.42 a
11.23 a
11.20 a
8.50 bc
7.72
46.63**
0.555

RFV
273.88 a*
215.14 b
164.33 c
123.29 d
96.96 e
79.10 fg
69.98 g
65.92 g
67.79 g
66.29 g
64.25 g
89.66 ef
114.72
197.65**
4.874

*The means with different letters in the same column indicate difference at P<0.01. SEM: Standard error of mean, Sig: Significance level
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Supplied feed material should cover daily nutrition and energy requirements in order to achieve
higher animal performance. This depends on the
quality of the feed; in other words, on the absorption of digestable and metabolizable nutrients [42,
43]. Maturing period and plant age has a greater
effect on feed quality in comparison to other factors
[28]. In the present study, dry-matter digestibility,
digestable energy and metabolizable energy values
of  plant showed significant differences
according to months as well, and significant drops
were observed with the progress of maturing (Table
2). This may be a result of hardening of succulentstructured leaves and stems as  matures
and the increasing of stem/ leave ratio thereof. This
is a result of the increase in stem/leave ratio related
to the progress of maturing period causing an increase in the amounts of indigestible cell wall compounds (cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, cutine, and
silicate) [44, 45]. As a consequence, energy content
and digestibility of the feed decreases significantly
[46, 43, 47]. Hence, other studies conducted on
  species also reported significant decreases
in ME, SE and dry-matter digestibility in parallel to
stem development as plants mature [28, 36, 48, 38,
39, 18, 19]. However, Norman et al. [49] reported
that ME and SE values of most halophyte fodder
crops are low due to low organic substance content
in dry matter.
NRC [50] reports that ME and DE valu-s for
basal metabolism of an animal with 50 kg of live
weight are 1.91 Mcal ME and 2.34 Mcal DE, respectively. Moreover, approximately 50% drymatter digestability is reported as sufficient for the
basal metabolism of the animals [51, 52]. In our
study, annual ME, DE and DMD values of   
 is observed to be above the daily critical
level needed by an animal unit (Table 2). According to these results, small ruminants grazed with
 can intake their basal metabolism requirements and do not need any additional feeding
in terms of energy.

In this study, the effect of the months was significant on the nutritional contents of    
 plant throughout the year (Table 2). This
could be due to the fact that  forming
soft-succulent offshoots and leaves at the beginning
of its growth period which hardens with the progress of its growth.
From the Table 2, it can be seen that the highest CP content was obtained at the beginning of the
growth period in late spring and early summer. The
CP value dropped as growth period progressed and
reached its lowest level as of December when
plants transition to a dormant state.
As it is known, number of young cells including protoplasm substances in young leave and offshoot tissues is high, cell division and nitrus content
of the cells are more at the beginning of the growth
period since cell walls are not well-developed.
Moreover, number of stems and leave/stem ratio are
higher in early development stages when compared
to advanced development stages [35]. These factors
may cause the CP content of   to be
observed differently according to growth stages.
Yet, it was shown that CP content decreases as the
maturing progresses and the highest CP ratio is
observed in the vegetative period that is the early
development stage with    [36],   
   Pall. [37],      [18] and other
  species [38, 39, 40, 19]. These results were
in good agreement with the present results.
When it is considered that the critical protein
level for meeting the daily reqirement of an animal
unit is approximately 7% [41], it was seen that 
 can meet the daily protein requirements
of farm animals in late spring, summer and autumn
periods. These results indicate that late spring,
summer and autumn periods are appropriate periods
for grazing.
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Cell wall compounds (NDF, ADF and ADL),
which represent the most important fractions of
dry-matter for all feeds, have shown sifnificant
differences as to months (Table 3).
While these three compounds were at their
lowest levels at early development periods of the
plant, they significantly increased within the plant’s
sturucture as growth progressed. Similar results are
also reported in studies conducted on different
  species [45, 39, 18, 19, 37] and these results
are in good agreement with our results.
It was observed that while   forms
plenty of succulent leaves and stems at early development stages, it forms more stems and few leaves
at the advanced development stages with harder
structures (Figure 1). Hence, cell wall substances
containing cellulose compounds are found in higher
amounts in matured cells and stems when compared
to young cells and stems [53, 44, 43]. It was also
shown in other studies conducted on   species that NDF, ADF and ADL contents increase in
parallel to the decrease in leave/stem ratio as maturing progresses [45, 36, 39, 40, 19].
NDF content over 45.8%, ADF content over
25% and ADL content over 10% are not desirable
for the grass consumed daily by animals [54]. It
was observed in the present study that NDF, ADF
and ADL contents fall into desirable range at late
spring and summer periods. Therefore, these periods are appropriate for grazing since these compounds do not deteriorate the feed quality of
 and decrease the amount of feed consumed by animals. In fact, ADL value was measured below 10% even during the autumn period.
RFV showed significant differences as to
months and significant decreases were observed in
RFV with the progress of the maturing stage (Table
3). As it is already known, RFV is a numerical
measure of the feed’s nutritional value and quality
which is calculated by taking ADF (41.0%) and
NDF (53.0%) values of alfalfa at its full bloom
stage. RFV of alfalfa at this stage is taken as 100,
and feed quality decreases as RFV drops under 100
and increases as it goes over 100. According to this,
feeds with RFV under 75 is accepted as 5th quality,
while feeds with RFV between 75-86 is accepted as
4th quality, 87-102 3rd quality, 103-124 2nd quality, 125-150 1st quality and feeds with RFV over
150 is accepted as the best quality [55]. In this
study, high NDF and ADF contents at advanced
maturing stages resulted in a low RFV (Table 3).
Hence, it was also reported in many studies on
halophyte species that the RFV of these plants are
high in early maturing stages and decrease with the
progress of maturing [39, 18, 19] (Panahi et al.,
2012; Temel, 2015; Temel et al., 2015b). Considering the available data, it was seen that 
has a good feed quality during late spring and
summer periods.

(a)

(b)

%" 
    ):-)83>))5,3):-*
,-<-3674-5:9:)/-9
 %# #
As a result, it is determined that 
plant has higher CP, DMD, DE, ME and RFV at
early development stages, when compared to advanced development stages, since almost all of
leaves and offshoots it forms at the beginning of the
growth period have succulent structures. Results of
the study show that  can meet daily
nutritional requirements of small ruminants grazed
in autumn, and especially in late spring and summer, and these periods are the most appropriate
periods for grazing. Moreover, with additional
energy and protein supplements,  can
also be an alternative feed source for ruminants
during winters as well.
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ecosystem functioning [2].
There are three main CO2 sources. These are;
liquid CO2, gas CO2 and CO2 that occurs as a result
of fuel burning. In related studies, it has been reported that application of CO2 leads to yield and
quality increase in some plants in greenhouses [3].
Being widely available in the nature and as waste,
this effect as well as the effect on nutrient contents
of marble powder has not been studied. In study
[4], on using marble powder as a carbon dioxide
source and as a cultivation medium in greenhouses,
it has been reported that there is an increase when
ratio of marble powder exceeds 25% in mixtures
and CO2 output positively effects dry matter production. In conclusion, they reported that the
growth medium ratio of marble wastes under
greenhouse conditions is 25% and in addition, marble powder can be used in greenhouses as a source
of CO2 and Ca.
It has been reported that depending on plant
groups, textures and nutrient contents, the effect of
carbon dioxide on plant nutrient content is reported
to increase in some nutrients and plants while some
other plants and nutrients display reductions [5].
As a result of carbon dioxide application to the
greenhouse plants through different methods, there
are known changes that occur on the yield of those
plants. Plants require oxygen for respiration, and
CO2 for digestion. Due to the effects on plant development and yield, CO2 fertilization has an important place in greenhouse cultivation. It has been
reported that with proper levels of CO 2 fertilization
for plants in greenhouse, it is possible to increase
yield of the plants [6].
In conclusion, when the amount of carbon dioxide in a medium is increased, plants grow faster
and bigger. When the amount of CO2 is increased,
the growth ratio of plants can be increased by up to
100-200%. Genetic structures of plants react differently against CO2 fertilization. In related studies on
some plants, there were differences between varieties, but the average yield increase is around 5055% [7]. It is also known that excess application of
carbon dioxide is restricting nutrient intake of
plants [8].
In a study conducted with three different carbon dioxide applications, it has been reported that
the plant height, width and number of leaves of

ABSTRACT
This study was conducted at Silifke Vocational School of Mersin University research greenhouses. In this study, 5 different growing mediums were
applied (1) control; namely peat+perlite (2:1), (2)
87.5% (peat and perlite)+ 12.5 % marble powder,
(3) 75 % (peat and perlite)+ 25% marble power, (4)
50% (peat and perlite)+ 50% marble powder, (5)
25% (peat and perlite)+75% marble power and the
same mediums were applied with 5% acetic acid
application (acidic application). This study was
established with 3 replicates and 9 plants in each
replicate and in accordance with randomized parcels experimental design. Plants were harvested 30
days after plantation. In the measurements and
analyses, 44.87% of chlorophyll content, 298.89 g
fresh weight, 15.65 g dry weight and 33.3 leaf
number were determined in 25% marble powder +
75% (peat + perlite) mixture by acidic water application. In addition, in the leaves of the plants grown
under same conditions, some macro and micro
element concentrations were observed to be N
(4.4%), Mg (50.95%), K (58%), P (1.01%) and Ca
(1.3%), Fe (111.5 ppm), Zn (73.4 ppm), Cu (31
ppm) and Mn (69.8 ppm) respectively. When marble powder and acidic water were used under the
cultivation conditions, the dry and fresh weights of
plant, number of leaves and some macro and micro
element contents were positively affected.

KEYWORDS:
Lettuce, marble powder, plant nutrient, fresh and dry
weight

INTRODUCTION
Majority of vegetables in Turkey are grown
with open cultivation method. However, in recent
years there is an increase in greenhouse farming
performed in the form of soilless agriculture. Fertilization is being more commonly preferred in vegetable growing areas to increase yield [1].
Enzyme activities can be useful in describing
changes due to land use, land cover system and
defining management strategies for restoring soil
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en, it is less harmful to the environment and has
effective lime solving properties. The experiment
plan was given below (Table 1).

lettuce is higher than the control application of
yield and chlorophyll level and that it is necessary
to do carbon dioxide fertilization to improve yield
and quality [9].
Doubling the level of CO2 in the cultivation
conditions of some vegetables can lead to a yield
increase of 20-30% [10]. In a study conducted on
beetroot, carrot and onion, it has been reported that
increasing the level of CO2 by approximately 25%,
and the temperature by 0.7- 1.1 °C, the change in
WKH IUHVK SURGXFW¶V ZHLJKW ZRXOG EH  
and + 13%, respectively [11].
The purpose of this study is to determine the
effect on yield and plant nutrient contents of carbon
dioxide, which appears by the use of waste natural
matter marble powder in agricultural production.

TABLE 1
Experimental design
GROWING MEDIUM
Peat + Perlite (2:1)
%87.5 (peat + perlite) + %12.5
marble powder
%75.0 (peat + perlite) + %25.0
marble powder
%50.0 (peat + perlite) + %50.0
marble powder
%25.0 (peat + perlite) + %75.0
marble powder
Peat + Perlite (2:1)
%87.5 (peat + perlite) + %12.5
marble powder
%75.0 (peat + perlite) + %25.0
marble powder
%50.0 (peat + perlite) + %50.0
marble powder
%25.0 (peat + perlite) + %75.0
marble powder

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material. In this study, the darker coloured
winter lettuce variety Salus F1 (Hazera) lettuce was
used as plant variety, as well as the marble powder
waste, that is leftover after the processing of the
marbles mined from the geologic formations at
$GÕ\DPDQ¶V &HQWUDO DQG dHOLNKDQ GLVWULFWV :LWK
the purpose of having a more effective dissolution
in acid, marble powder waste was filtered in a medium sized 0.5 mm sieve.

APPLICATION

5% acetic acid
application with
water

control application

Plant biomass measures. At the end of the
30th day, plants were carefully harvested and plant
weights and leaf numbers were measured. Fresh
and dry weights of the leaves were weighed in a
scale with a sensitivity of 0.001. After measuring
the fresh weights, leaves were kept at 65oC in a
drying oven for 48 hours and then the dry weights
were measured.

Experimental design. This study has been
conducted at the Silifke Vocational School of Mersin University Research and Implementation greenhouses. Plant nutrients have been analyzed at
$GÕ\DPDQ 8QLYHUVLW\ .DKWD 9RFDWLRQDO 6FKRRO
Laboratories. Hazera F1 lettuce seedlings were
planted into the pots. The experiment was established with 3 replicates and 9 plants in each replicate and in accordance with randomized block
experimental design.
For the first 7 days, plants were given the
same irrigation and fertilization process. For irrigation, pressurized drip irrigation has been used and
each plant had a separate dripper. And as plant
QXWULHQW VROXWLRQ 6,*0$ +RDJODQG¶V 1R %DVDO
Salt mixture was used. This mixture contains macro
and micro nutrients and is widely used in the World
and in Turkey [12].
In our study, 5 different mixtures, (1) 87.5%
(peat and perlite)+ 12.5% marble powder, (2) 75%
(peat and perlite)+ 25% marble powder, (3) 50%
(peat and perlite)+ 50% marble powder, (4) 25%
(peat and perlite)+ 75% marble powder and as a (5)
control (2;1/peat + perlite) were used. During the
application of acid, %5 acetic acid was used, because when marble powder reacts with 5% acid
water and dissolves, it does not react extremely so
does not harm the other materials present. Acetic
acid has been preferred because it is a vinegar acid,
it can be acquired easily if positive results are tak-

Chlorophyll measurement. The amounts of
chlorophyll of leaves were measured twice; once
right after planting and a day before plant removal.
Chlorophyll measurements were made with the use
of Minolta SPAD 502 device.
Three different points of each leaf were measured. The same sizes of leaves were taken randomly
from 5 plants in replicates. In each replicates, the
average values of the 5 plants were taken, and these
averages made up the chlorophyll amount of that
replicate.
Macro and micro element analyses. After
washing the plant samples with pure water, they
have been dried at 650C until reaching a fixed
weight, then they were grinded and nitrogen analysis was made with Kjeldahl method. Some leaf
samples were dry burned with dry burning method
in ash stove at 5000C, and the dissolutions were
analysed to determine P, K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn
and Cu [13]. The acquired results were compared to
those reported by the method [14] for lettuce in
greenhouse conditions. [16] Method was used for
regression and correlation analyses.
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source for cultivation. [4] In the 2017 study, reported a growing medium marble powder mixture of
25%. In this study, the highest dry and fresh weight
has been acquired from this mixture. Compared to
control, the trial yielded an increase of 32% in fresh
weight, and 26% in dry weight (Table 2).
As known, the number of leaves is important
in vegetables with edible leaves. In a growing medium with 25% marble powder, the highest number
of leaves has been achieved with an average of
30.8. The statistical analysis indicated a significance level of 0.01 for increasing number of leaves.
[15] The study conducted on the effects of different
fertilizers on lettuce grown in still water culture,
and reported leaf numbers ranging between 29.4
and 34.66 pcs/plant.
Similarly, in a acetic acid application medium
the initial chlorophyll readings were statistically
insignificant and very close to each other (Table 3).
Looking at the chlorophyll readings before harvest,
75% (peat+perlite) + 25% marble powder, 50%
(peat+perlite) + 50% marble powder, 87.5%
(peat+perlite 9 + 12.5% marble powder mediums
were statistically in the same group with respective
values of 44.87, 42.85 and 42.67, while plants
grown in 25.0% (peat+perlite) + 75% marble powder medium yielded the lowest value by 24.65 (Table 3). The effect of marble powder application on
chlorophyll content was found to have a statistical
significance of 0.01%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Plant biomasses and chlorophyll contents.
Chlorophyll readings taken by Minolta SPAD 502
were taken twice, first at the beginning of the trial
and then a day before harvest. First reading values
were very similar an all applications and were statistically insignificant. But the physiological development that take place in the plant and the chlorophyll values measured in the plant following the
chemical processes in the growing medium have
been statistically 75% in the same group excluding
marble powder mixture and found to be significant
at a level of 0.01.
In the normal irrigation water application in
growth mediums; the plants grown in peat+perlite
(control application), 75.0 % (peat+perlite)+ 25%
marble powder, 50% (peat+perlite)+ 50% marble
powder and 87.5% (peat+perlite) %12.5 marble
powder mediums got the highest plant fresh
weights with 173.62 g, 229.15 g, 224.46 g and
193.38 g; while in the plants grown in 25%
(peat+perlite)+ 75% Marble powder medium, this
value was the lowest by 49.91 g (Table 2). Leaf dry
weights, similar to leaf fresh weights, have been
measured to be 9.56, 12.02, 11.98, 9.93 and 2.87 g
respectively. In both fresh weight and dry weight
values, mediums with marble powder mixture were
statistically in the same group, and the level of
significance was 0.01 (Table 2). This is an indication that the use of marble powder was a correct

TABLE 2
,UULJDWLRQZDWHUDSSOLFDWLRQ¶VHIIHFWRQFKORURSK\OOZHWDQGGU\SODQWZHLJKWDQGOHDIQumber values in
different growing mediums.
Applications
Peat + Perlite
%87.5 (peat + perlite)+%12.5 marble powder
%75 (peat + perlite)+%25 marble powder
%50 (peat + perlite)+%50 marble powder
%25 (peat + perlite)+%75 marble powder
F test

Chlorophyll
first
last
reading
reading
44.1
46.25 a
45.3
45.97 a
44.2
46.09 a
44.9
46.09 a
44.5
30.96b
NS
**

plant fresh
weight g/ pot
173.62 b
193.38 a
229.15 a
224.46 a
49.91 c
**

plant dry
weight g/ pot
9.56 b
9.93 b
12.02 a
11.98 a
2.87 c
**

leaf
number
28.7 b
28.3 b
30.8 a
27.3 c
17.7 d
**

*,**, *** 0.05, 0,01 and 0.001 significance levels
NS: no significant

TABLE 3
The effect of acid water application on chlorophyll, wet and dry plant weight, and leaf number values in
different growing mediums.
Applications
Peat + Perlite
%87.5 (peat + perlite)+%12.5 marble powder
%75 (peat + perlite)+%25 marble powder
%50 (peat + perlite))+%50 marble powder
%25 (peat + perlite)+%75 marble powder
F test

Chlorophyll
first
last
reading
reading
43.68
42.22 b
44.23
42.67 ab
44.66
44.87 a
43.74
42.85 ab
44.62
24.65 c
NS
**

*,**, *** 0.05, 0,01 and 0.001 significance levels NS: no significant
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plant fresh
weight g/ pot
224.61 c
266.94 b
298.89 a
232.08 c
95.82 d
**

plant dry
weight
11.76 b
12.14 ab
15.65 a
14.8 ab
8.1 c
*

leaf number
26.3 c
31.3 ab
33.3 a
29.7 b
18.3 d
**
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acetic acid application.
Looking at the plant fresh weights; acidic water application has increased the plant fresh weight
in all mixtures. As an ideal mixture, [4] authors
have reported that the most ideal mixture ratio is
25% marble powder mixture. In our study the highest fresh weight was provided in 25% marble powder mixture, and compared to irrigation water application there was an increase of over 30% in acidic application. Something similar is seen in plant
dry weight values.
Looking at leaf number values; it has been observed that application of acidic water is increasing
the leaf number values. Unlike in fresh or dry
weight, this increase was not at a level of 30% but
rather around 10%. Even though marble powder
mixture increases the number of leaves in acidic
applications, it can be claimed that it also highly
increases the surface area of the leaf and this leads
to a decrease in chlorophyll value.

When compared to the controls of growing
mediums irrigated with 5% acetic acid, it has been
determined that plant fresh and dry weights and leaf
numbers are increased but chlorophyll amounts
have dropped by a little. These values of plant fresh
weight was highest in 75% (peat+perlite)+ 25%
marble powder, 87.5% (peat+perlite)+ 12.5% marble powder and 50% (peat+perlite)+ 50% marble
powder mediums respectively by 298.89 g, 266.94
g and 232.08 g, while the control application,
peat+perlite mixture this was 224.61 g and the
lowest value was 95.82 g in plants grown in 25%
(peat+perlite) + 75% marble powder medium.
There were similar results for leaf numbers and leaf
dry weights. Statistically significance level was
0.01%. In this medium, the highest values have
been acquired from 25% marble powder mixture
(Table 3).
Looking at the number of leaves of lettuces
grown in growing mediums, similarly the highest
number was found in 25% marble powder mixture
by 33.3 pieces. The application had a statistical
significance of 0.01% (Table 3).
Comparing the values given in Table 2 and 3,
chlorophyll readings in acidic water have dropped
when irrigation water contained 5% acetic acid. The
reason for this drop is the thinning of chlorophyll
value due to having produced more dry matter in

Macro and Micro Elements Analysis Values. In Table 4, plant nutrient element contents of
lettuce cultivated by applying irrigation water to
peat+perlite, 87.5% (peat+perlite) + 12.5% marble
powder, 75% (peat+perlite) + 25% marble powder,
50% (peat+perlite)+ 50% marble powder, 25%
(peat+perlite) + 75% marble powder mixtures have

TABLE 4
The effect of irrigation water application on some macro and micro nutrient element contents in different
cultivation mediums.
Application

Total
N

Mg

K

P

Ca

Fe

Zn

Cu

Mn

-1

%
(peat+perlite)
3.10bc 0.38d
5.28c
0.1 c
%87.5 (peat+perlite)+%12.5
3.07b
0.75c 5.82bc
0.2 b
marble powder
%75 (peat+perlite)+%25
3.43a
0.82b
6.67a
0.4 a
marble powder
%50 (peat+perlite)+%)+%50
2.98c 0.80bc 6.27ab
0.1 c
marble powder
%25 (peat+perlite)+%75
2.45d
0.92a
5.87b
0.1 c
marble powder
F test
*
**
**
**
*,**, *** 0.05, 0,01 and 0.001 significance levels NS: no significant

0.14 c

93.8a

mg kg
57.4a
49.0c bc

32.7a

0.95 b

92.1b

49.0b

56.8 a

25.0bc

1.00 b

69.5e

47.7c

49.5 bc

24.5bc

1.28 a

75.1c

44.2d

54.3 b

30.2b

1.2 ab

72.3d

35.2e

19.1 d

30.2b

**

**

**

**

**

TABLE 5
The effect of acidic irrigation water application on some macro and micro nutrient element contents in
different cultivation mediums.
Application

Total N
%
3.4 c

Mg

marble powder
0.3e
%87.5 (peat+perlite)+%12.5 marble
3.8b
0.6b
powder
%75 (peat+perlite)+%25 marble
4.4 a
0.95a
powder
%50 (peat+perlite)+%)+%50 marble
3.2 d
0.55c
powder
1.7 e
0.47d
%25 (peat+perlite)+% marble powder
Ftest
**
**
*,**, *** 0.05, 0,01 and 0.001 significance levels NS: no significant

K

P

Ca

Zn

Cu

Mn

0.8c

Fe
mg kg-1
75.0c

7.4cd

0.4b

41.6c

33.5bc

56.5e

8.5a

0.3d

1.1b

83.8b

43.9bc

33.8 bc

60.8d

8.0b

1.01a

1.3a

111.5a

73.4a

37.2a

69.8a

7.5c

0.4c

1.3a

73.2d

44.0b

34.3 b

68.2b

6.4d
**

0.3d
**

0.3d
**

61.4e
**

17.6d
**

31.3 c
**

65.0c
**
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been statistically compared and given in the table.
Examining the Table; the total N concentration in
the marble powder mixture plant has increased up
to 3.43% in 2.52% marble powder mixture. Statistically the significance level was 0.05. The P concentration in the plant rose to 0.4%. Statistically the
significance level was 0.01 (Table 4).
The Mg concentration in the plant was reacted
to the marble powder added into the cultivation
medium. The Mg concentration in the tissues has
been measured as 0.38% in control application; the
highest value was measured at 75% marble powder
mixture by 0.92%. Statistically the level of importance was 0.01 (Table 4). It was measured in all
mixtures in a concentration over the threshold value
of 0.3% [14].
K concentration in plant tissues were measured, the lowest measured value was 5.28%, while
the highest measured value was 6.67%. Statistically, the level of significance was 0.01 (Table 4). It
was measured over the threshold value of 6% reported by [14], in 25% and 50% marble powder
mixtures.
When the Ca concentration in a plant is given
into a medium with a marble powder ratio of up to
50%, the Ca concentration of the plant has increased up to 1.28%. In addition, marble powder
was affected the Ca concentration in the plant with
a statistical significance level of 0.01% (Table 4). It
was measured in marble powder mixtures over 1%,
which was determined as the threshold value for
lettuce plant. This indicates that Ca transition to
medium and plant in marble powder is through
chemical processes.
Table 4 provides some micro element analysis
values that were measured in plant leaves after
applying irrigation water to different mixtures, and
examining these values the level of statistical significance was 0.01 in all micro elements for which
the cultivation medium was measured. Fe, Zn, Cu
and Mn concentrations were found to be over 50,
20, 5 and 20 ppm respectively.
In Table 5, some macro and micro nutrient element concentrations of acidic water applications in
different cultivation mediums were provided. Total
N concentration ranged between 1.7% and 4.4%.
The highest total N concentration was observed in
25% marble powder mixture and close to threshold
value. Statistical level of significance was 0.01.
Highest Mg concentration value, 0.95%, was
measured in 25% marble powder mixture. The
reason for this can be related to an increased release
of Mg from the marble powder found in the medium with acidic water application. In 2010 study
FRQGXFWHGRQ PDUEOHVH[WUDFWHGLQ $GÕ\aman area,
[17] authors, reported that the MgCO 3 content of
the marbles was high, around 40%. When compared to normal application, acidic water more
easily dissolves the Mg in marble and increased the
amount that is passed into the plant. It was observed

Fresenius Environmental Bulletin

to be above the threshold value of 0.3%.
K concentration of 8.05% and P concentration
of 1.01% has been measured in 25% marble powder
mixture, and Ca concentration of 1.3 % has been
measured in 25% and 50% marble powder mixture.
K, P and Ca concentrations were found to be statistically significant at a level of 0.01% (Table 5). It
was found to be over the threshold value, 6%, 0.3%
and 1%, respectively [14].
In acidic water applications applied to different ratios of marble powder mixture, the cultivation
mediums had a significance level of 0.01 on Fe, Cu,
Zn and Mn concentrations were measured in plant
leaves (Table 5). Fe, Zn, Cu and Mn concentrations
were measured to be over 50, 20, 5 and 20 ppm
respectively.

CONCLUSION
Examining the acquired data; it can be said
that the marble powder acquired as natural waste
can be used in the cultivation medium mixtures. It
has also been observed that acidic water application
has to be made to increase the effect of marble
powder. Acidic water application increases the
nutrient element concentrations in plants, when
compared to normal water application and it also
has a significant positive effect on other parameters
such as yield.
Marble powder has increased the macro element and micro element concentration in plant
tissues. In conclusion, it has been indicated that the
use of marble powder, something that is found in
plenty in nature as natural waste and has a very
affordable price, in lettuce cultivation is environmentally sustainable and increases yield and has
positive effects on quality and soil yield.
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EVALUATION OF METRIC MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
COMPARISON ON ADVERTISING BILLBOARDS USING
MOBILE LIDAR AND DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY
TECHNIQUES
Gizem Kurtca, Cevdet Coskun Aydin*
Hacettepe University, Department of Geomatics Engineering, 06800, Beytepe, Ankara, Turkey

firm use advertisements (ads) on the building facades to present their commercial activities [6].
In urban life, building facades are very important in different aspects with values not only in
terms of aesthetics, harmony, and color but also with
advertising billboards that were very important for in
terms of urban design and visual appearance. In addition, commercial advertisements are important for
local authorities and municipalities as a source of income, which contributes to the country's economy.
Therefore, measuring, controlling and maintaining
an up-to-date database for advertising billboards has
a vital role in urban centers [6-7].
This study environmentally significant in that
local governments need to monitor existing highly
populated urban areas to provide a visual-pollution
free environment and ensure a visual harmony. Although this study aims to assess the accuracy of different urban mapping techniques of measuring advertising billboards, it is also related with the socioenvironmental harmony of a city. Specifically, local
governments encourage the placement of advertising
billboards for income; however, such attempts may
also lead to visual clutter and color competition.
Consequently, detecting the appropriate location of
these billboards are critical for a local government,
and it is important to monitor the existing urban environment, prevent visual clutter, and provide sustainable environmental harmony.
In Turkey and all over the world, there are legal
regulations for the determination and regular collection of advertising revenues. There are also ordinances for sign determined by local governments. In
Turkey, the Law on Municipal Revenues, numbered
2464, [8] describes the measuring standards and tax
amounts. The Metropolitan Municipality Law, numbered 5216 [9], designates the shapes and sizes of
ads and determines the places where they can be
placed. In addition, the laws give the responsibility
of determining, measuring and regulating the shapes
and sizes of ads and ad panels in every Metropolitan
Municipality. Globally, the majority of countries
adopt similar policies [10-13].

ABSTRACT
The measurements of advertising billboards are
important both in landscape of streets and for tax income. Municipalities pay great attention to the subject because these billboards are a source of income.
However, the detection and measurement of a large
number of advertising panels are not easy, and the
precision concerning the size of the panel is crucial
for accurate collection of revenue. In this project, the
measurement and comparison of accuracy of the advertisement panels were carried out in an application
area using digital photogrammetry and mobile LiDAR (ML). All stages were performed with the geographical information system in a study site in the
Balgat district in Ankara, Turkey. In the application
stage, ML and digital close-range photogrammetry
(DCRP) techniques were used individually to evaluate the metric measurements of the billboards and accuracy assessment was undertaken simultaneously.
On completion of the study, it was concluded that the
ML technique provides sufficient precision for the
measurement of advertising panels, while the DCRP
technique delivers more precise measurement accuracy.

KEYWORDS:
Advertising, urban mapping, measurement techniques,
mobile Lidar (ML), digital close-range photogrammetry
(DCRP), tax income

INTRODUCTION
Advertising is an industry and has an effect on
every step of human life. One of the areas where this
sector is active is outdoor advertising, which is presented in many different ways including pictures,
writing, and speaking [1]. Today, many types of research have been undertaken concerning outdoor advertising to investigate its effects on the life, drivers,
road landscape, urban landscape, highways and visibility using different sources, such as point clouds
[2-5]. The other area of the advertising sector is the
building of facades in urban life. Shop owners and
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The importance of ad billboards
Legal context

Urban design/planning

Facade design

Urban design is a multidiscipline framework including public spaces,
arrangement and design
of buildings, transport
systems, and services. It
also involves multiple
criteria about environmental harmony, building facade design, signage, visual clutter, architectural design, etc. In
addition, urban design
gives direction to engineering and landscape,
transportation policy,
social equity, and economy [21, 34].

Good urban design
principles can help to
increase the visual
quality of urban areas
[16]. Good design improves the quality of
public spaces, streets,
color compatibility,
safe walkability, etc.
[1, 34]. In tRGD\¶V
modern cities, an indispensable component
are new buildings and
their facades. The
building facades reflect
the culture of a city and
architects, as well as
the commercial-value
ad panels.

The legal value of the
advertisement comes
from their tax value. In
almost every country in
the world, tax from
billboards is very important income for local managements. Local services set-up special units for this matter and prepare signage
ordinances [6]. Installing a billboard includes a legal procedure that everyone
should follow.

Environmental responsibility
The colors, harmony
and visual pollution to
be used in the ads are
very important. Modern streets and building
facades are faced with
a serious visual clutter.
Therefore, these billboards can cause environmental disharmony
that must be controlled
[16].

FIGURE 1
The importance of advertising billboards especially in urban centers
TABLE 1
Some technical data from IP-S2-Topcon specifications [33].
LiDAR Components
Meas. Accuracy
35mm
FOV (Field of View)
190° max
Ang. Res.
0.5° 0.667°
Scan. Freq.
75 Hz 100 Hz
Spherical digital camera
Image sensor
6RQ\03´,&;
Max resolution
5400 (H) x 2700 (V)
Optics
Six high quality 3,3 mm focal length micro lenses
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) Component
Channels
40 channels, GPS L1 carrier, L1CA
Data Update/Output Rate
100Hz
IMU Component
Gyro (G) type
Fiber Optic Gyro
G Bias stability
1°/hr
G Bias Offset
20°/hr
In the urban environment, buildings are high and facades are designed in an irregular way. The control
mechanism is very difficult to implement and involves tedious work. In the current situation, there
are serious deficiencies in the control procedures of
the building facades on the ground. In some municipalities, this process is often only undertaken with
eye-check controls, and in others, there is no control
at all [15-16]. With today's advanced high technology, it is now possible to collect metric and attribute

In general, ad revenue is determined and collected after the metric measurements for the respective ad panels. This process is undertaken all over the
ZRUOG DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH RZQHU¶V GHFODUDWLRQ 7KH
business owners, report their measures to the municipality or relevant units after identifying and installing their ad panels [14]. This process requires a
control procedure. First, the signage declaration
must be checked with the necessary measurements.
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information about objects without touching them.
One of the methods used in this regard is the digital
close-range photogrammetry. Reliable metric information can be obtained using a high-resolution calibrated digital camera [17]. Another method is mobile
Lidar (ML), in which metric measurements of city
objects can be obtained with laser point clouds and
high-resolution panoramic views on urban scale [1819].
In the current project, the Balgat district of Ankara province in Turkey was chosen as the application area and the measurements of tax and advertising signage were implemented separately using photogrammetry and ML techniques. Firstly, the ML
measurement data of the application area were obtained from Satellite Communications and Cable TV
Operations Company (TÜRKSAT), and the selected
billboards were measured. In the following step,
metric measurements of these billboards were measured with the digital close-range photogrammetry
(DCRP) technique. ML measurement was performed using the IP-S2 Topcon system, and DCRP
images were captured using a Canon EOS 1200D
calibrated digital camera. The data collected from
the measurement results were transferred to the geographical information system (GIS) database, and
the measured values accuracy check was performed.
The results were evaluated with graphs and the findings shared. Metric measurements accuracy controls
were undertaken by comparing the results of the ML
and DCRP methods. According to the results, a
model proposal was made for the systematic control
mechanism to overcome the problems.

Mobile LiDAR. ML is used as remote sensing
technology to obtain 3D accurate geo-referenced laser points in large volumes, and in contrast with traditional methods, it is possible to collect street-based
data more easily and efficiently. ML systems with
high-resolution digital cameras now used in modeling buildings, facades, and streets. Point clouds together with image-based street-level data provide
texture, color, accuracy and data extraction in urban
modeling [36]. Today, moving platforms are used
for ML systems and their applications. The most
used platforms are cars and helicopters. Boats, trains,
and planes are also used on other platforms. The ML
systems are mounted on these platforms and can be
used easily. ML is a safe technology compared with
other traditional surveying methods because the survey is performed in a vehicle in a safe flow of traffic
at a low speed. In addition, with ML, data sets related
to different application fields can be collected to be
used, especially in GIS applications [22-23].
System components. Today, many ML systems are used in different applications, such as transportation, urban planning, environment, infrastructure, utilities, and engineering [23]. An ML system
is a complicated design that combines several components including high-resolution digital camera(s),
laser scanner(s), control system(s), inertial measurement unit (IMU), data storages, and a moving platform. In this study, the Topcon IP-S2 ML system
was used, and the main technical specifications are
given in Table 1.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AD BILLBOARDS

Direct geo-referencing and brief mathematical background. In the ML system, geo-referencing is used for each point. This solution provides
geo-referenced coordinates for all points together
with accuracy value. Direct geo-referencing can be
defined as the processing stage of determining the
time-variable spatial position of points scanned by
an ML sensor with reference to a local or a global
coordinate system.
To use a laser scanner, it has to be referenced
with its orientation and position using a map coordinate system. This is determined by combining navigation systems. The timing at this point is very important. The navigation data are calculated very precisely for point coordinates and sensor integration.
Point cloud data are obtained from both target points
coordinates with necessary parameters and defined
with all observation parameters (Figure 2).
$VVKRZQLQ)LJXUHWKHWDUJHW3SRLQW¶VFRRU
dinates can be calculated using the following formula:

$G LV D WRRO LQIOXHQFLQJ SHRSOH¶V SXUFKDVLQJ
behavior, and almost all commercial activities use
the technique. It is an important and effective means
of sending visible messages. Therefore, billboards
are an effective way to generate a positive effect on
consumers [20]. Ads not only have a commercial impact but also have an effect on image pollution, income tax, urban planning, and the design of building
facades. Advertising has a value that must be examined in terms of many criteria [16]. One of the fields
that billboards are used is building facades, and these
facades are very important particularly in urban centers. Figure 1 briefly explains the importance of facade billboards in some serious disciplines, such as
urban planning, facade design, legal context, and environmental responsibility.
According to the research subject, more information could be added to Figure 1; however, in the
current study, only the metric measurements were
taken into consideration for the purposes of the tax
income.
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ܮۍ ې
ܺீேேௌ
ܺ
ܮ
ۇ
ۊ
 ێಸۑ
ெ ሺ߱ǡ
 ܻ ൩ ൌ  ܻீேேௌ ൩  ܴூெ
߮ǡ ߢሻǤ ܴۈௌூெ ሺȟ߱ǡ ȟ߮ǡ ȟɈሻǤ ݎௌ ሺߙ݀ሻ  ܮ ൩
െ ۑ  ܮێ
ۋ
(1)
ۈ
ۋ
 ێۑ
ܼ
ܼீேேௌ
ܮ ௌ
ಸ
ۑ ێ
ܮۏ ீےேௌௌ ی
ۉ
[26]. DCRP uses central perspective projection as a
The parameters given in Equation (1) are exbasic mathematical model, and the collinearity equaplained in Figure 2. The mathematical model of ditions are the mathematical model of central perspecrect geo-referencing can be found in previous work
tive projection. The technique also utilizes a bundle
[22, 24, 25, 35].
adjustment as an optimization procedure.
Photogrammetry uses a 3D Cartesian coordiDigital close-range photogrammetry. DCRP
is a technique that uses non-contact measuring of the
nate system. While transforming the coordinate system from 2D to 3D, three main coordinate transforobjects within a certain distance using digital immations are performed: rotation, translation, and
ages. Especially in street-based surveying, it is diffiscaling. To achieve this in a 3D space, the linear rocult to measure objects directly between narrow
tation mapping matrix, called the rotation matrix and
streets. The DCRP technique allows objects that cannot be touched to be measured and provides necesdenoted byܴఝఠ , is obtained as given in Figure 2.
sary information about them, such as size, shape, and
color. This technique is very fast and cost-efficient
ெ

ெ

ூெ

FIGURE 2
The components of direct geo-referencing in ML [25]

FIGURE 3
Central perspective projection
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ߢ݊݅ݏǤ  ߱݊݅ݏെ ܿߢݏǤ ߮݊݅ݏǤ ܿ߱ݏ
ܿߢݏǤ  ߱݊݅ݏ ܿߢݏǤ ߮݊݅ݏǤ ܿ߱ݏ൩
ܿ߮ݏǤ ܿ߱ݏ

(2)

ܺ
ܺ െ ܺை
ଵ
்
 ܻ  ൌ Ǥ ܴఝఠ
Ǥ  ܻ െ ܻை ൩
ఒ
ܼ െ ܼை
െ݂

ZKHUH ț ĳ DQG Ȧ DUH WKH URWDWLRQ DQJOHV EH
tween axes. The next step is shifting the given origin
to the target point through each axis and scaling the
REMHFWPXOWLSO\LQJLWE\WKHVFDOHFRHIILFLHQWȜ$VD
result, all necessary orientation parameters are defined. Figure 3 presents the central perspective projection.
In the central perspective projection, the perspective relationship and the collinearity of ܲǡ ܱand
ܲூ can be calculated by collinearity equations.

(3)

where the image point ܲூ ሺܺ ǡ ܻ ǡ െ݂ሻ, the perspective center ܱሺܺை ǡ ܻை ǡ ܼை ሻ, and the object point
ܲሺܺ ǡ ܻ ǡ ܼ ሻ are on the straight line ܱܲܲூ . By taking the rotation matrix as,
ܽଵଵ
ܴఝఠ ൌ ܽଶଵ
ܽଷଵ

ܽଵଶ
ܽଶଶ
ܽଷଶ

ܽଵଷ
ܽଶଷ ൩
ܽଷଷ

(4)

Xp1 and Yp1 can be easily calculated as,

െͳ
ሾܽ ሺܺ െ ܺை ሻ  ܽଶଷ ሺܻ െ ܻை ሻ  ܽଷଷ ሺܼ െ ܼை ሻሿ
݂ൌ
ߣ ଵଷ 
ܽଵଵ ሺܺ െ ܺை ሻ  ܽଶଵ ሺܻ െ ܻை ሻ  ܽଷଵ ሺܼ െ ܼை ሻ
ܺ ൌ െ݂Ǥ
ܽଵଷ ሺܺ െ ܺை ሻ  ܽଶଷ ሺܻ െ ܻை ሻ  ܽଷଷ ሺܼ െ ܼை ሻ
ܽଵଶ ሺܺ െ ܺை ሻ  ܽଶଶ ሺܻ െ ܻை ሻ  ܽଷଶ ሺܼ െ ܼை ሻ
ܻ ൌ െ݂Ǥ
ܽଵଷ ሺܺ െ ܺை ሻ  ܽଶଷ ሺܻ െ ܻை ሻ  ܽଷଷ ሺܼ െ ܼை ሻ

(5)

FIGURE 4
Camera calibration process with PM
TABLE 2
Calibration values of Canon EOS 1200 D non-metric digital camera
Parameter
Value
Deviation
Parameter
Value
Deviation

Sensor
resolution
18.0 Megapixel
Distortion
(Radial-K1)
5.147 x 10-4
1.4 x 10-6

Image
size
5184x3456 pixels
Distortion (Radial-K2)
-1.046 x 10-6
1.4 x 10-8

Sensor size
(Fw, Fh)
22.659x15.113 mm
8.7 x 10-4 mm
Distortion
(Decentering P1)
1.606 x 10-5
1.3 x 10-6

Principal Point
(Xp, Yp)
11.183x7.682 mm
2x10-3 mm
Distortion
(Decentering-P2)
1.286 x 10-5
1.7 x 10-6

FIGURE 5
Processing stage; three photos with a ruler and 3D scaling.
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Principle distance
(FL)
18.705 mm
2x10-3 mm
RMSE
0.238 pixel
-
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The detail of the mathematical model can be
obtained from previous research [27-31].



Signage/Billboards

The camera and calibration. A Canon EOS
1200 D non-metric digital camera with an 18 mm focal length was used to capture digital high-resolution
images of the billboards on the building facades. In
photogrammetric applications, non-metric cameras
are passed through the calibration process to define
the cameras metric stability. The software uses a grid
sheet projected onto a flat wall or on the ground.
First, the pictures of the calibration sheet taken from
the different angle and then the calibration module
identify the parameters [32] (Figure 4).
The calibration process of the digital camera
and parameters were achieved using DCRP software, called PhotoModeler (PM) (Table 2), which
employs the Camera Calibration function that calcuODWHVWKHFDPHUD¶VSULQFLSDOSRLQWOHQVGLVWRUWLRQFR
efficients, focal length, and format aspect ratio. This
process is called field calibration, in which the software estimates all calibration values automatically
using the mathematical model called bundle adjustment. As in almost all photogrammetry software,
PM uses the bundle adjustment algorithm, which is
a process that continues until the camera positions,
angles and marked points are adjusted iteratively and
a satisfactory solution is achieved.
As with much of the photogrammetry software,
the final accuracy can be affected by the resolution
of taken photographs, number of marked points on
all photographs as a references points, number of
photographs, camera calibration method, and angles
between photos. In this study, all factors were carefully taken into consideration [32], and at least three
photos were used to obtain the 3D models with additional photos being available when required to increase the accuracy.

A+.'+!%*
A+.'+!%*
5-)6A@2;



FIGURE 6
Measurement chart

APPLICATION
In this study, the Balgat district in Ankara was
selected as a case study area in which to perform
metric measurement of ad billboards using both
DCRP and ML techniques. All measurements data
were collected and stored in a GIS database. The results were evaluated with graphs, and the findings
were presented in the results section. As a result of
the study, a model proposal has been made for the
control phase of ad billboards for the local services.
Study area. The Balgat district has five main
streets, and the application was performed on Cevizlidere and Lizbon streets (Figure 7). These two
streets are well-known for their restaurant and dining
centers, and therefore are always busy with pedestrians and heavy traffic.
Before the application, in the first stage, two
important criteria were taken into account while selecting the study site. The first is that the study area
was located in the city center and second that the
study area had many commercial businesses.
Data collection. The next stage was to obtain
the data by contacting government organizations,
and the ML point cloud data of the study area was
obtained from TÜRKSAT. The data collection stage
started with selecting the sample ad billboards on the
road as shown in Figure 8, and then the selected samples were examined in the field to determine their
appropriateness for measurement and determine the
latest situation.
The billboards were first evaluated with the ML
data captured with the Topcon IP-S2 system using
spatial factory software, and according to the measurement chart, all sides were measured and stored
(Figure 9). The criteria time, easiness, accuracy,
cost, and limitations were all evaluated and presented in an individual section HQWLWOHG³(YDOXDWLRQ
RIWKH5HVXOWV´.

Photo scale/measurements. As mentioned
above, each billboard was evaluated with three photos. After generating the 3D model, scaling was performed and the measurements of billboards were
completed. To undertake the scaling, a 30 cm
wooden ruler was used. Before taking the photos,
the ruler was placed on scene/framing and then photos were taken. In PM, when taking photographs, it
is also important to measure an exact distance between at least two points on the object. These two
points providing an exact distance are used to scale
the model (Figure 5).
A measurement chart (Figure 6) was prepared
before the application process was undertaken. According to this plan, the short and long sides of each
billboard were measured twice, and the average
measurements were calculated. Finally, the area of
the billboards was obtained.
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FIGURE 7
The study area

FIGURE 8
Topcon IP-S2 ML system and the trajectory route

FIGURE 9
Measuring the billboards with ML
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FIGURE 10
The measurement chart showing the DCRP technique for metric measurements
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FIGURE 11
Metric data comparing in both techniques within 38 billboards measurements.
According to the measurement chart, a = short edge, b = long edge, and Av= average value. Six column values are shown in
the same graph to see the differences.

After measuring billboards with ML, they were
measured with DCRP (Figure 10). PM software was
used and all sides were stored in the database. As a
result of interviews with the relevant departments of
the municipalities, it was found that there was no
systematic control mechanism for the billboards that
were monitored by the municipal police a few times
in a year at irregular intervals. If the billboards were
in an inaccessible location, the police would only
make a cursory look.

RESULTS
Accuracy Analysis. In the comparison section,
the metric measurement results form 38 billboards
using both ML and DCRP were compared, and accuracy controls were evaluated. After undertaking
long and short side controls, all the square areas of
the billboards were calculated and presented in a
graphic form (Figure 11).
The comparison shows that the ML and DCRP
metric values are very close to each other. The graph
reveals that some areas of the billboards values have
differences due to the point cloud structure. There
are two possible reasons for this: first is that the
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TABLE 3
Advantages (A) and disadvantages (D) of the ML and DCRP techniques concerning basic functions.
Method
Vehicle

Hardware
Team (s)
Purcasing
Speed
Updating
Training
Processing

ML
The systen is mounted on a vehicle.
¼IRUEX\LQJIRUKLULQJ (per
km). Higly costly.
Takes short time
Accurate
¼ 6SDWLDOIDFWRU\*HRFOHDQ
workststion)
Very complicated
Min 1 or 2 person, 1 teams
Very expensive.
Very fast
Easy and fast
Needed
Comlicated-takes time

Weather

No field work

9

RMSE

Acceptable

9

Cost
Time
Accuracy
Software

A

D
9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

DCRP
Not necessary
Digital camera
300$. Cheap.
Longer time
More accurate

A
9

3000 $ (PM scanner)

9

Easy to use
Min 1 or 2 person, 5 teams
Cheap
Slower
Tiring
Easy-Takes short time
Field work with heavy
condition
Acceptable

9
9
9

D

9
9
9

9
9
9
9
9
9

of the billboards greatly affect the measurement
accuracy.
x The systems are very complicated;
therefore, they have to be used by experienced staff.
x Data collection speed is very high, but the
stage of processing and analyzing raw data is slow.
In this method, buildings/billboards are evaluated as
a whole. The data gathering phase according to the
specified route/trajectory is carried out rapidly in one
shot.
x The accuracy of this method was
determined at 1-1.5 m. If there are obstacles in front
of an object, the accuracy decreased.
x In consideration of the tools, the licensed
programs, the number of people working, and the
computers that will process the raw data, it can be
concluded that ML is a costly application.
x Evaluation and measurement of the
billboards take approximately one to two minutes
from the screen.

reflection from the object are not the same for all
parts, and some obstacles, such as trees and electric
pole can obstruct the reflection, and the second reason is related to the ML sensor resolution. As mentioned before, the objects are presented with highdensity laser beams. To measure the corner of the
objects like billboards, the corner must be represented by laser points. In some billboard measurement stages, this is not possible due to the resolution
of the sensor; thus, the marking goes to the closest
laser point, which this reduces the accuracy.
Cost analysis of both techniques. The cost
analysis was performed using two techniques and
comparing them with their standards, including vehicles, hardware, and software. The comparison of
the two methods shows that each have advantages
and disadvantages (Table 3). The details of the cost
of the technique varies according to the area of the
municipalities served and the number of people
working on the project.

Evaluation of the DCRP technique.
x The data collection stage is much slower
than the ML method, but processing and analyzing
are faster. In the data collection stage, each building
should be considered separately. Therefore, the
number of daily buildings/billboards assessments is
limited.
x In the field survey, people who work with
this method do not have to be experienced. Anyone
who can use the camera can work on the survey.
x Photos of each billboard were taken from
different angles. For this reason, when the corner of
the billboard is not visible, this can be
compensatedby using a different photo, which does
not affect the accuracy.
x During the application stage, the mm level
of accuracy was obtained.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, two methods were compared to
measure tax-based billboards, and applications were
realized in accordance with these methods in a
selected area of a city center. All the data obtained
were evaluated with the determined criteria and
listed as experiences, advantages, and disadvantages
in relation to each other, as well as identified
deficiencies and limitations of the study.
Evaluation of the ML technique.
x In addition to sensor sensitivity, in the
evaluation stage performed in the computer
environment, objects, such as poles and trees in front
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x Considering the components including
camera, tools, computers, staff, and ruler, the system
cost is much lower than ML.
x The time taken for photographing was
approximately four to six minutes for one billboard
and the processing time was six to ten minutes.

However, if there is a problem with renting the
equipment but there are adequate staff resources,
then the DCRP method can be utilized.

Limitations.
x It was not possible to compare the results
obtained from the study with the statements given to
the municipality in control processes since these
statements were not provided by the municipality.
x During the study, it was determined that the
inspection stage was lacking in the municipalities.
This situation will affect the country's economy and
it is very important to overcome the deficiencies.
x The biggest problem encountered during
the project was the data acquisition phase. The stage
of requesting data from private and government
institution was problematic. This resulted in the
boundaries of the study being narrowed.
x Due to large buses and vans, the data can be
lost in ML data capture. This is not possible in
DCRP.
x In DCRP data capture, it is necessary to
obtain permission from the workplace for each
billboard, which results in a serious loss of time .
However, this can be reduced if the data capture is
undertaken by municipality officers.
The cost analysis shows that the ML system is
very expensive. The experience of the municipalities
is that because of the high cost of renting the system,
they do not want to repeat the process. In contrast,
the DCRP system is much cheaper. Therefore, there
are two options here: if the ML system is preferred,
the system can be rented once or twice a year (every
six months) and inspections can be undertaken. This
is advantageous in terms of the number of teams. ML
data is taken from the company that performs the
application and all signage metric measurements
from three separate computers (three people) can be
measured in a short time safely and quickly. The
second option which is cheaper is the use of the
DCRP method with multiple teams; however, only a
certain number of signs can be measured in a day and
cannot be completed in one shot. This problem can
be solved on the condition that the measurement is
made by spreading over the specified days. This
takes time and extends the completion process.
The accuracy analysis of the methods indicates
that both techniques give accurate results. Although
ML is expensive and requires a large budget, the
technique is sufficient for accuracy. When
evaluating the DCRP data in the graph (Figure 11),
although the DCRP technique requires measuring
each billboard individually and this increases the
amount of time taken to obtain the images, the
method is more accurate than ML; thus, it can be
concluded that if there is no restriction on the budget,
a local authority could use the ML technique.

The authors thank TÜRKSAT and PAKSOY
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In situ gas thermal remediation (GTR) was
applied in the pilot study for the first time for remediation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
contaminated soil of a relocated coke plant in Beijing, China. The pilot site squared by 10 m × 10 m
was heated by 22 heating wells. Soil temperatures
were closely monitored by 5 monitoring wells, and
soil vapor were continuously extracted at -10 kPa.
With the heating period of 55 days, the temperature
of soil in the centre of the site reached above
350 °C, which was higher than temperatures at
other monitoring points. Cavities found in two
locations negatively affected temperature rising
until they were filled up with concrete. In spite of
variations of temperatures among monitoring wells,
few disparities have been observed on the removal
of PAHs, represented by benzo(a)anthracene (BaA),
by GTR. The concentration of BaA in soil at entire
3 depths and all sampling points were below the
remedial target after GTR. It was demonstrated that
a negative-pressure vapor extraction system enabled BaA partitioning into vapor phase at a much
lower temperature than its boiling point. This study
set a base for application of GTR for remediation of
PAHs contaminated sites.

are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [1],
which are strongly mutagenic and carcinogenic. In
a risk assessment study conducted by Zhong et al.
[2], several PAHs types have been detected to pose
cancer risks in the surface soil of a contaminated
site of a relocated coke and chemical plant in Beijing, China. Therefore, active and effective site
remediation must be implemented in the contaminated sites, aiming at decontaminating and cutting
off contaminant exposure pathways.
For the past years, the industrialized technologies used for coke plant contaminated sites remediation in China include cement kiln incineration,
blocking landfill, soil vapor extraction, and desorption remediation at atmospheric temperature [3].
Nevertheless, due to restrictions of land and treatment capacities, effective removal of PAHs on
large scale contaminated sites has not been
achieved. Recently, in situ thermal remediation
(ISTR) has raised great attention. ISTR refers to the
application of heat to the subsurface, achieving
temperature above boiling points of target contaminants, and to separate target contaminants and soil
particles by controlling the system temperature and
residence time. This technology avoids excessive
excavation, causing little influence on surrounding
areas. Moreover, ISTR is one among few in situ
methods that are able to clean up non-aqueous
phase liquid. As one major technology of ISTR,
thermal conduction heating (TCH) heats the subsurface by thermal conduction, while the generated
vapors are extracted under vacuum simultaneously
[4]. Several industrial applications using electrically
powered heaters for TCH have been successfully
conducted in North America [5,6]. However, it may
take several months to 1 year for PAH remediation
[6]. Furthermore, large electric power systems may
not be available in many remote sites in China,
while mobile electric power generators cannot meet
the power needs.
Unlike electricity powered heaters, gas thermal
remediation (GTR) used burners fueled by natural
gas to provide heat to TCH wells. It is more flexible
to fit any size of ISTR project, as natural gas as the
supply energy is more accessible for large scale
sites. Only nominal electric power is required for

&$ !
In situ, gas thermal remediation, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, coke plant, temperature

" #"
With urban expansion and industrial reconstruction in big cities in China, a large number of
factories which caused severe environmental pollution have been relocated or closed. However, the
contaminated sites are to redevelop to residential or
commercial areas, bringing potential risks to the
environment and human health. In comparison with
other contaminated lands, industrial contaminated
sites are usually more heavily and deeply polluted.
The typical contaminants released from coke plants
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concentrations of BaA and benzene in soil samples
taken at 0.5-5 m below ground were 81.1 mg/kg
and 0.96 mg/kg, respectively. A risk assessment
was conducted for the contaminated site, according
to Technical Guidelines for Risk Assessment of
Contaminated Sites in China (HJ 25.3-2014). Taken
into account of the risk assessment, the remedial
objectives for national and local parks, and biodegradability of the contaminants, it was indentified
that soil with BaA of 6.2 mg/kg and above, and/or
benzene of 51.6 mg/kg and above was considered
as contaminated with high risks. Therefore, the goal
for remediation at the first stage was to reduce BaA
to below 6.2 mg/kg, and benzene to below 51.6
mg/kg, so that the remediated soil is considered
mild contaminated and would be further treated by
less expensive approaches such as implementing
enhanced blockage or biological degradation. Since
the concentration of benzene in the contaminated
site was much lower than the target remedial concentration, BaA was the prioritized chemical for
removal. According to the environmental site assessment report, BaA is continuously dispersed in
the contaminated soil.

267'00'7/32 '2* 34+5'7/32 3, 7.+ 4/037 6<6
7+1 Field instruments were composed of several
subsystems, including heating wells, temperature
monitoring wells, and vapor extraction wells. The
layout of the pilot system and the cross section
view of each subsystem are shown in Fig. 1 and 2.
All wells were made of stainless steel. The site was
covered by a concrete slab upon completion of well
installation.

blowers, control systems, etc., and when not available, a mobile generator can be used. Few soil remediation studies using GTR have been reported and
its effects on PAH removal remained unclear. This
study presents a pilot study of a GTR project in
Beijing, China for the first time, and assesses the
feasibility of implementing a GTR system for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) removal of a
relocated coke plant.
" !"!
!/7+ *+6)5/47/32 The site is located in the
west suburb area in Mentougou District of Beijing,
China. The site had served as a coke plant, which
since 1960s had been a major component of an iron
and steel manufacturing enterprise. The coke plant
was closed early in this century, and the site after
remediation was aimed to be redesigned for parks.
The site is at the top of the alluvial-proluvial fan of
Yongding River. The top 2.0-4.0 m below ground is
backfilled soil, composed of cinders, bricks, clinkers, mineral powders, gravels, and clay. A 0-2.4 mthick layer of silty sand and clay with a small
amount of gravel is located below the top backfill.
A layer of boulders is continuously spread further
beneath, which is mixed with fine sand, clay silt,
and sandy silt discretely. The typical groundwater
elevation is approximately 50 m below the ground
surface.
The major chemicals of concern in soil at the
site are PAHs, represented by benzo(a)anthracene
(BaA), and BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
and xylene), represented by benzene. The average
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The pilot site was squared by 10 m × 10 m.
There were 22 heating wells installed in the field
(numbered H1-H22). Nearest three wells were
distributed in the shape of triangle, and were 2.6 m
in distance from one to another (Fig. 1). The wells
were 0.2 m in diameter and 5.7 m in depth below
ground (Fig. 2). A gas burner was installed for
heating in each heating well. The target temperature
of outer surface of heating wells was set to be
750 °C. K-type thermocouples were placed at outer
surface of heating wells, at 2 m below ground. Gas
burners were set to stop working when temperature
reached 770 °C, and to restart working when temperature dropped below 730 °C, controlled by a
Programmable Logic Controller system. The target
heating temperature of the site was designed to be
350 °C.
Five temperature monitoring wells (numbered
T1-T5) were installed in the site, as shown in Fig. 1.
K-type thermometers were placed at 2 m and 5 m
below ground in the monitoring wells. The thermometers were wired to an on-line data logger so
that instant temperature variation can be monitored
and recorded by a computer.
To prevent volatile organic compound (VOC)
emission from ground surface, a soil vapor extraction system was installed, with 8 vapor extraction
wells (numbered V1-V8) (Fig. 1 and 2). The extraction openings were placed at 2.5 m to 5 m below
ground. During drillings, cavities were found at
northeast and southwest of the site, which affected
four heating wells (H1, H6, H18 and H22) and two
temperature monitoring wells (T1 and T5) to reach
their target temperatures. To avoid contaminants
remained at the bottom of the cavities, the extraction openings were placed at 1.5 m to 5 m below
ground for V1 and V6. The system was operated at
a pressure of -10 kPa, to ensure VOCs were adequately collected. Soil vapors collected from the

system were separated into liquid and gas phases
immediately. The liquid portion was further separated into oil and water, and the soluble contaminants were treated by activated carbon before discharge, whereas the oil was collected for other
treatments. The gas phase materials were undergone a two-stage condensation. The condensate was
streamed to liquid treatment, and the contaminants
remained in gas phase was absorbed by activated
carbon. All discharges met the corresponding
Standards in China.
The pilot study was conducted for approximately 3 months (November 2017 to February
2018), with heating period of 55 days (December
18, 2017 to February 9, 2018). Soil samples were
taken by direct-push soil boring at 0.5 m, 3 m, and
5 m below ground at day 50 (February 5, 2018),
according to Code for investigation of contaminated
sites in Beijing, China (DB11/ 1311-2015). The soil
was sampled at S0 (labeled with a red triangle in
Fig. 1) before GTR, and was sampled at five locations (S1-S5, labeled with grey triangles in Fig. 1)
towards the end of GTR for evaluation of BaA
removal. Soil was also sampled at these depths one
month after the termination of heating (March 9,
2018) for acceptance check. The analysis for BaA
concentration in the soil samples were conducted in
accordance with USEPS Method 8275A.
!#"!!#!!
The temperature monitoring wells were located at the centroid of the triangular area, composed
of three nearest heating wells. These locations were
expected to be the coldest points which were in
equal distance to the nearest heating wells. The
principle of GTR is to heat the soil so as to enhance
VOC evaporation for soil remediation, thus soil
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temperature is a key factor. Theoretically, there are
3 periods during GTA. The first is heating-up, during which the soil minerals and water are heated to
the water boiling point. This period is comparatively rapid. The second stage is water boiling, during
which the temperature remained unchanged until all
the pore water is boiled off. This period lasts longer
and is depended on the amount of pore water to be
boiled. When all pore water has been vaporized, the
third period of superheating takes place. Superheating is even faster than heating-up, as only soil mineral stays to be heated [4]. Moisture content of soil
has been reported to be a major variable affecting
thermal adsorption, because water has a high heat
capacity, requiring large energy and time to heat up
the soil above 100 °C [7]. In this study, the top
layer of soil was backfilled soil, which had lower
moisture content than the lower silty clay and discrete boulder layers. As shown in Fig. 1, T1 and T2
at -2 m exceeded 100 °C in a 10-day heating period,
and T3 reached above 100 °C in 14 days (Fig. 3, a).
However, all temperature monitoring points at -5 m
remained below 100 °C for more than 20 days. It
was thus demonstrated that soil with high moisture
content led to extended heating period and thus
would induce greater energy consumption. As

thermal conductivity varies very little among soil
types, heating was minimally affected by heterogeneity in soil structure and contaminant distribution
[8], while it was indeed influenced by cavities,
especially when that was connected with outside.
Due to the presence of cavities underground in the
site, temperature of outer surface of heating wells
H1, H6, H18, and H22 could not reach the target
750 °C, but fluctuated at 350 - 400 °C. Temperatures of the nearest temperature monitoring wells
(T1 and T5) were affected and remained at near
water boiling point longer than other wells. To
overcome this issue, the cavities were filled up with
concrete on day 48 (February 3, 2018), and the
temperatures of T1 and T5 gradually increased
afterwards (Fig. 3). The cavities connected with
outside enabled air circulation and rapid heat loss.
Filling up the cavities with concrete blocked air
circulation so that heat conduction was uniform
throughout the soil. It is shown that the temperatures at both -2 m and -5 m of T3 propagated more
stably and faster than temperatures of other wells
(Fig. 3), as T3 was located at the centre of the pilot
GTA area and was heated evenly from all directions.
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acceptance check one month after termination of
heating also met the remedial target (data not
shown).
It is noted that the boiling point of BaA at ambient temperature and pressure is 475 ºC, whereas
the highest temperatures of temperature monitoring
wells were around 350 ºC, which was below the
boiling point (Fig. 3). The reason for successful
removal of BaA is that when a flowing stream of air
is present, an increase in vapor pressure greatly
promotes the fraction partitioning in the vapor
phase [4]. It has been reported that when vapor
pressure reduced from 133 kPa to 0.42 kPa, the
boiling point of one type of PAHs [Benzo(a)Pyrene] decreased from 500 to 300 ºC [4].
Similarly, mercury has also been demonstrated to
be removed from soil at temperatures well below its
boiling point [11]. For the same reason, those highboiling-point compounds, such as BaA can be removed at a much lower temperature by reducing
vapor pressure.
Contaminant removal By TCH was closely related to heating temperature, heating time, and soil
texture [4, 12, 13]. Heating temperature and time
interactively affect contaminant removal, whereas
heating time appeared to influence more. It has
been found that with a beginning concentration of
1000 ppm, heating at 300 ºC for 3 days showed
greater effectiveness than heating at 400 ºC for 1
day on removal of various types of PAHs [4]. Several contaminant evaporation mechanisms were
involved in thermal desorption, making the removal
more complex. For clays with expandable internal
structure, such as montmorillonite, at a comparatively low temperature below the boiling point,
desorption displayed a much slower rate, which was
termed as recalcitrance [14]. When recalcitrance

The concentration of BaA before and after
GTR is shown in Fig. 4. Before GTR, the concentrations of BaA at -0.5 m, -3 m, and -5 m were 79.7,
65.3, and 82.7 mg/kg (S0 in Fig. 4). There was no
clear sign in Fig. 4 that contaminant distribution
was associated with depth. By GTR, the concentration of BaA at all sampling points and depths was
below the remedial target of 6.2 mg/kg. It is shown
that the concentration of BaA at all three depths of
sampling point S4 were lower than its counterparts
of other samples points (Fig. 4). Although not in the
center of the heating area, S4 was far from the cavities, thus the soil was evenly and adequately heated,
which resulted in a higher BaA removal. S2 was at
the location closest to the cavity, where the heat
loss was critical until it was filled up two days
before sampling. The concentration of BaA at S2
was a little higher than others, yet had met the target removal rate. In spite of locating far from the
heating centre and close to the cavity, the removal
of BaA at sampling point S1 was not apparently
lower than others. Noted that the concentration of
BaA might be variable from point to point in the
soil, the existing results indicated that the pilot
GTR system was capable to meet the remedial
target. In general, the concentration of BaA after
GTR displayed an ascending trend with the depth
descended (Fig. 4). The reason was that during
GTR, due to the high pressure of vapor phase, volatilized contaminants were driven to the top backfilled layer which was less compacted as well as
with a higher permeability than the deeper layers
[9,10]. Hence the escaped contaminants from vapor
extraction wells moved upward and stopped by the
concrete slab. Even though, the concentration of
BaA in the top layer of soil was below the target
limit. The BaA levels at the three depths during
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occurs, desorption appears to be more time dependent. It is indicated that at circumstances when heating temperature does not reach the boiling point,
contaminants may be removed by extending heating
time. As shown in Fig. 3, despite that there were
variations of final temperatures among monitoring
wells, few disparities were observed on BaA removal in this study.
#!!
In situ gas thermal remediation (GTR) was effective in removal of BaA, one type of PAHs from
a relocated coke plant site in Beijing, China. The
rate and extent of temperature rising was strongly
related to the proximity of soils to heating wells, as
the soil temperature increased fastest and reached
the highest in the centre of the GTR site. In addition, cavities underground negatively affected soil
heating to the target temperatures, which may be
amended by filling up the cavities by concrete.
Finally, it is confirmed that by applying a negativepressure vapor extraction system, volatile contaminants could be partitioned into vapor phase at a
much lower temperature than their boiling point,
especially with a prolonged heating time.
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Different methods other than herbicides are
used for controlling weeds, especially in organic
farming. New methods such as microwave applications are considered for controlling weed plants due
to the growing concerns about herbicide resistance
and chemical residues in the environment.
In this study, different levels of microwave
power with different forward speeds effects on the
killing efficiency were determined on four weed varieties in three growing stages; cocklebur ( 
 L.), Johnson Grass ( 
(L.) Pers.), Black Nightshade (  L.),
Bermuda Grass (   (L.) Pers.) at laboratory conditions. For this purpose, weeds with
three different development stages: weeds with four
leaves, eight leaves, and weeds at seeding stage were
exposed to minimum 1.6 kW and maximum 5.6 kW
microwave power using laboratory prototype microwave oven with forward speeds in the range of 1 –
0.1 m s˗1. The 0–5 scale method was used for the
evaluation of the data.
Results showed that weeds could be killed only
at lower speeds. Generally, cocklebur was required
2.4 kW energy at 0.3 m s˗1 forward speed. Black
Nightshade, Johnson Grass and Bermuda Grass required much power than cocklebur. Johnson Grass
and Bermuda Grass were killed at 4 and 5.6 kW microwave power level at 0.1 m s˗1 forward speed respectively.

stroys the environment and increases the cost. Recently, microwave applications are considered for
controlling weed plants due to the growing concerns
about herbicide resistance and chemical residues in
the environment. Recent studies proved that microwave energy can kill the weeds effectively [1, 2].
Unfortunately, microwave application is still quite
expensive comparing traditional weed control systems. As reported, pre-emergence microwave applications can control the weed emergency in the soil
[3, 4, 5].
Burnside et al. reported that viable weed seeds
in the soil can be reduced by 95% after five years of
consistent herbicide management [6]; however, [7]
pointed out that in spite of achieving good weed control over several years, weed infestations will recur
in succeeding years if intensive weed management is
discontinued or interrupted. These efforts to deplete
the soil seed bank are hindered by the growing list of
herbicide-resistant weed biotypes [8].
Interest in the effects of high-frequency electromagnetic waves on biological materials dates back
to the late 19th century [9], while interest in the effect of high-frequency waves on plant material began in the 1920s [9]. Many of the earlier experiments
on plant material focused on the effect of radio frequencies (RF) on seeds [9]. In many cases, short exposure resulted in increased germination and vigor
of the emerging seedlings [5, 10, 11, 12]; however
long exposure usually resulted in seed death [9, 13,
14, 15].
Experience to date confirms that microwaves
can kill a range of weed seeds in the soil [3, 4, 7, 10,
16], however, far fewer studies have considered the
efficacy of using microwave energy to manage weed
plants.


#!"#"
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Microwave technology, weed management

#!$#
The most important targets in agricultural production are reducing costs and increasing production. Besides increasing production quality is also an
important factor in agricultural production. Weed
control is one of the big factors having a direct impact in terms of yield and quality. Herbicides used
for controlling weeds is the most common method
applied by farmers. But, the use of herbicides de-

The research was conducted at the laboratory of
Agricultural Engineering & Technology Department, Faculty of Agriculture, Ege University in the
years of 2015 and 2017. For killing the weeds 16 kW
laboratory prototype microwave oven was designed
and manufactured which shown in Figure 1. The
specifications of the microwave oven were given in
Table 1.
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Four different weed varieties were selected. Selected weed varieties were Cocklebur ( 
  Johnson Grass (  ),
Black Nightshade( )and Bermuda
Grass (  ) which shown in Figure 2.

To examine the microwave energy effect on the
weeds, all microwave power levels at different forward speeds were used to determine the level of
power to kill the weeds. Six different power levels
with four different forward speeds were used to kill
the weeds at 3 different growing stages. In the first
stage, the weeds had 4 leaves, in the second stage 68 leaves and the last stage was the seeding stage of
the weed.
Weeds were exposed to minimum 1.6 kW and
maximum 5.6 kW microwave power with four different forward speeds of 1, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1 m s-1 for
each growing stage of the weeds to determine the effect of the microwave power for killing the weeds.
To determine the killing effects, 0–5 scale was used.
For evaluation using the 0–5 scale, scale 5 was assigned when the whole weed is killed, and 0 scale
was assumed to be no effect at all, as seen in
Table 2.

$!
()57(957=675959=6,30*75<(;,5;,4

#
#/,86,*0-0*(905485-9/,30*75<(;,5;,4
Microwave
Power
Length
Speed

#
"*(2,804+0*(904.9/,2,;,25-30*75<(;,,4,7.=
,--,*954102204.<,,+8

Min: 2.4 kW Max: 16 kW
Total 7.5 m (every 3 sections 2.5 m)
Min: 0.001 m sec-1 Max: 1 m sec-1

5*12,):7

 
0
1
2
3
4
5
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,73:+(7(88
5/48547(88
$!
&,,+"6,*0,8
5*12,):7


No Effect
A Small decrease in plant height
Decrease in plant height and few dead plants
Physical deformation and dead plants
Dead plants and few brown leaves
Dead plants and brown leaves

According to the results; all four types of weeds
could be killed by microwave applications. Figure 3
shows the conditions of the weeds before and after
the microwave applications. As seen in Figure 3, all
types of weeds dried out and reached a mortal case
after effective microwave power applications.
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FORWARD SPEED (m s˗1)

6
5
Cocklebur

4

Black
Nightshade
Johnson
Grass
Bermuda
Grass

3
2
1
0
1,6

2,4

3,2

4

4,8

5,6

MICROWAVE POWER (KW)
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When we increased the forward speed, required
minimum microwave energy level to kill the weeds
increased as seen in Figure 5. With increasing speed,
Johnson Grass and Bermuda Grass started to die at a
power level of 4 kW instead this was 3.2 at a forward
speed of 1 m s-1.
In the second growing stage, the energy that
was required to kill the weeds increased by the growing stage as seen in Figure 6. When the results evaluated in the second growing stage, required microwave power to kill the weeds were increased when
we compared with the first stage. At second growing
stage minimum power that effects weeds was 3.2 kW

Results showed that the forward speeds of1 1
and 0.5 m s-1 were too fast to kill the weeds at the
maximum power level of 5.6 kW. Weeds could be
killed only at lower speeds, for this reason, the results were given with 0.3 and 0.1 m s-1 forward
speeds. The evaluated results by scale method were
given in Figures 4–8.
As seen in Figure 4, in the first growing stage,
perennial weeds were affected by high energy levels
when we compared to the annual weeds Cocklebur
and Black Nightshade were required minimum microwave energy level of 1.6 kW, whereas Johnson
Grass and Bermuda Grass required minimum 3.2
kW in 0.1 m s-1 forward speed.
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at 0.1 m s-1 forward speed for both perennial and annual weeds. Brodie and his friends applied 2 kW microwave energy to Kikuyu grass (  
) by the help of the trailer and it was moved
over the grass at between 700 and 900 m hr˗1. After
4 days, the treated strips were 100 % affected [17].
Second growing stage the microwave power
levels for killing the weeds at a minimum speed of
0.1 m s-1 were measured as 3.2 kW, 4.8 kW, 5.6 kW
for Cocklebur, Black Nightshade, Johnson Grass and
Bermuda Grass respectively. In addition, the required microwave power to kill the weeds increased
with increasing forward speed as seen in Figure 7.

The growing stage was found effective on the
required power level to kill the weeds. In the third
growing stage of the weeds, when the weeds were
overgrown vegetative, more power needed to kill the
weeds (Figure 8). All four weeds required more
power for killing when they are in late growing
stages when comparing the first and second growing
stages:
Similarly, the required microwave power to kill
the weeds increased with increasing forward speed
in the third growing stage of the weeds (Figure 9).
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much less power comparing Johnson grass and Bermuda grass. Bermuda grass was the only weed,
which required maximum 5.6 kW microwave power
level at all forward speeds at laboratory conditions.


$"

Generally, cocklebur and Black Nightshade required much less power comparing Johnson Grass
and Bermuda Grass. Bermuda Grass was the only
weed which required maximum 5.6 kW microwave
power level at all forward speeds at laboratory conditions.
The required microwave power to kill the
weeds increased with increasing forward speed and
at late growing stages of the weeds. Results showed
that the forward speeds of 1 and 0.5 m s-1 were too
fast to kill the weeds at the maximum power level of
5.6 kW. Weeds could be killed only at lower speeds.
Generally, cocklebur and Black nightshade required

In this study, the microwave has enabled on
weeds to be controlled in the fastest and easiest way.
Further studies must be conducted with the machine
having higher power levels. Also, a similar study can
be conducted on different weeds. Authors of this
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study have already developed a prototype microwave weed killing machine for field applications.
The prototype is still under construction. It has been
modified according to the different weed species.
Generally, it can be said that although it’s low field
efficiency, microwave weed killing machines will be
a good solution for killing the weeds in organic farming.
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FUZZY LOGIC ANALYSIS OF SOIL FERTILITY
PARAMETERS IN IRRIGATED AREAS
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the structure of soil is destroyed and soil productivity diminishes.
Together with the macro and micro nutrient
elements as the indicator of soil productivity, saltiness, pH, organic matter, lime etc. parameters are
detected, and levels and effects are evaluated separately by classifying them continentally and crosscontinentally. In many sources it is explained that
the effects of these parameters have different consequences together; however, their effects on soil
productivity cannot be reflected numerally. As in
many scientific fields, fuzzy logic theories have
begun to be useful for finding solutions for these
situations in agricultural fields [1-9].
Fuzzy logic theory in which many parametric
values are evaluated together, is interpreted as piling and classification instead of separating the problem with exact borders. Fuzzy theory approach
provides convenience in many engineering problems and decision-making processes because of its
capacity of problem-expression [10]. Fuzzy Set
Theory in which right and wrong values are determined constitutes the basis of fuzzy logic. Here,
there are values such as (1) and (0) as in traditional
logic. However, fuzzy logic is not contented with
these values and uses their intermediate values; for
example, it does not only say something is close or
far, but specifies how close or how far it is. Fuzzy
evaluation is defined as rule-based system which
depends on fuzzy rule and consists of three conceptual components, in other words Fuzzy Inference
6\VWHP 7KHVH FRQFHSWXDO FRPSRQHQWV DUH ³UXOH
EDVH´ ZKLFK LV FRQVLVWHG RI WKH WRWDO RI IX]]\ IF7+(1 UXOHV ³GDWD EDVH´ ZKLFK LV XVHG LQ WKH Getermination of membership degrees, DQG³LQIHUHQFH
PHFKDQLVP´ ZKLFh has function in collecting rules
from system input and outputs and producing appropriate results [11].
McBratney and Odeh [12] stated that fuzzy
logic-base measuring and processes could have
wide application area in agrology. They also explained that it is possible to make effective researches in agrology with soil mapping, field evaluations and modelling by using these parameters and
soil quality indexes after they are digitized. Kremenova [1] focused on the necessity of using fuzzy
logic in making soil JURXSV¶ quantitative maps
when there is no reliable geographical data. Accord-

ABSTRACT
Quantity and quality of water and soil resources are running out, food qualities are reducing
and life is getting harder due to the industrial and
agricultural activities. Regarding this, resources
should be defined, protected and developed for the
sustainability of food production. The aim of this
study is to determine the effects of the fertility parameters, macro and micro nutrient elements of the
soils for irrigated field crops in an agricultural enterprise of Meriç-Turkey basin on soil productivity
with fuzzy logic.
Physical and chemical analyses of the examined soil samples are conducted according to the
standard methods. The fertility parameters in the
selected parcels change as following: pH 5.82-7.92,
organic matter (OM) 0.73-1.86%, lime (CaCO3) 09.91%, total nitrogen (N) 0.04-0.09%, available
phosphorous (P) 4.14-34.90 ppm, exchangeable
potassium (K) 150.95-688.67 ppm, copper (Cu)
1.53-3.17 ppm, iron (Fe) 3.48-84.48 ppm, zinc (Zn)
0.20-0.99 ppm, and manganese (Mn) 40.55-228.74
ppm. These all parameters which directly influence
soil fertility constitute the input variable in the
model, and productivity constitutes the output variable. Fuzzy values that belong to these parameters
are gathered and soil productivity profiles of each
area and percent (%) productivity values are revealed. Fuzzy productivity values change between
16.40 ± 84.20%.
KEYWORDS:
Soil productivity, Soil quality, Irrigated crops, Lime,
Nutrients.

INTRODUCTION
It is reported that one of the most important
factors that will determine the living quality of the
humankind is water and soil pollution caused by
agriculture. The reason of soil pollution is not only
industrial, but also excessive and wrong agricultural
activities. As a result of uncontrolled irrigation, and
excessive use of pesticide and fertilizer, saltinesssodification, acidification problems occur in soil,
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to the principles given in [19]. Total nitrogen
amount was found by using steam distillation
(Kjeldahl) method [18].
Fuzzy logic system was formed by using
MATLAB R2016a (license number: 1077697) [20]
in order to carry out the fuzzy logic applications in
the research.
Soil Pollution Control Regulation [21], Soil
bulletin [22] and the standards explained by
Bellitürk [23] DQG *QHú HW DO [24] and previous
academic researches [25, 26] were used in the evaluation of the analysis results of the research field
soils and in the typing of the model constraints.
All analysis results were evaluated in the
Fuzzy Logic System by considering average values.
First of all, membership functions of input and
output variables and their limit values were identified. The input variables consist of i) fertility group
of pH, OM and lime, ii) macro element group of N,
P, and K elements and iii) micro element group of
Fe, Zn, Cu and Mn and the output variables are only
soil productivity.
Regarding the interaction between the input
variables, the rules about what output might be
were tried to be specified. After the membership
functions and typed rules, which were identified
from the standards, were entered into the system,
each parameter average of the parcel soils was
given as the input values to the system, and fuzzy
values (Fuzzy soil productivity values) were obtained as a result.

ing to the researcher, soil is a concept, which is not
easily defined with traditional classification methods. The spatial changes of soils are handled and
tested with fuzzy logic expert systems. For this
reason, fuzzy concepts which can deal with uncertainty are suitable for getting results with more
realistic modellings. In a research conducted by
Mirabbasi et al. [13], the water quality of IranSirjan Plain aquifer is determined for agricultural
use by using both traditional methods explained by
USDA and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) method.
At the end of the study, it is stated that the results
which are gathered by using FIS are 84% coherent
with the results of other method. They also argued
that FIS has more certain and accurate results regarding water source data errors and hydrochemical changes compared to USDA classic
graphic method. As it can be seen in this study and
others, fuzzy logic has more certain results in processes and analyses comparing to classic method
and evaluations. In this study that is planned parallel to literature, Fuzzy Logic model and method is
questioned in order to evaluate the soil quality of
irrigated farming and to grade soils in terms of
productivity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted regarding chemical
analysis results of the soil samples taken from the
irrigated agricultural parcels of an enterprise on
Meriç - Turkey basin during the 2016-2017cultivation period. The agricultural enterprise has
41°23'28'' N latitude anG ¶  E longitude.
Sunflower, wheat, sugar beet, 1st and 2nd product
corn constitute the plant pattern on the selected
parcels. The research field soils are generally clayish (C) and clayish-loamy (CL), have low organic
matter content, and do not have ground water, saltiness and sodification problems.
Soil samplings and measurement processes of
each parcel were carried out by taking spoiled soil
samples from 0-30 cm depth representing approximately 2 hectares area [14]. The soil samples were
first dried in shadow, passed through 2 mm sieve
and prepared for analysis.
7KH UHVHDUFK VRLOV¶ S+ OHYHO  VRLO GLstilled water) was measured with glass electrode pH
meter [15]. Soil texture was determined with Bouyoucos Hydrometer Method [16] according to %
saturation values. Organic matter in the soil samples
was determined with Walkley-Black Method according to [17], and the amount of lime was determined with Scheibler calcimeter according to [18].
Exchangeable K, available P as macro elements (by
using 2 different phosphorus analysis methods,
Olsen method for alkaline soils and acid fluoride
method for acid soils) Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu as microelements were determined with ICP-OES according

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the soil chemical parameters. The
analysis results of the research area parcels and
measured values are given in the Table 1. According to the table, the research soils are generally poor
in organic matter (0.73-1.86%), medium calcareous
(0-9.91  DQG WKHLU S+ OHYHOV DUH ³VOLJKW DFLGLF
(5.5- ´ ³neutral (6.5- ´ anG ³VOLJKW DONDOLQH
(7.5-8.5) [24-27].
As the soil analysis results are evaluated in
terms of macro element contents; total nitrogen
FRQWHQW LV ³ORZ´ ZLWK average 0.07 %, available P
FRQWHQWLV³HQRXJK´ZLWK56 ppm, and exchangeDEOH.FRQWHQWLV³HQRXJK´ZLWK67.93 ppm. Similarly, as the results are evaluated in terms of micro
element contents; average Cu (enough), Fe (high),
Zn (low) and Mn (high) values are 2.39, 27.11, 0.59
and 139.37 ppm, respectively. The gathered results
are similar in macro and microelement contents [28,
29]. The fact that the results contain low organic
matter and low total N is an indicator of the natural
outcome of the excessive agricultural activities in
the region. This situation may not be a big problem
LQ QHXWUDO S+ VRLOV LQ WHUPV RI KDYLQJ ³HQRXJK´
phosphorous; however, it is crucial to rehabilitate
the soils in the region by applying lime and gyp-
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considering the pH of the soil is an important principle to have rich product [30].

sum-sulphur because of the possibility of having
³phosphorous IL[DWLRQ´LQWKHDFLGDQGDONaline pH
soils. An important factor to be careful in the application of the phosphorous fertilizers is the pH of the
VRLO7KHSODQWV¶DEVRUSWLRQRIWKHphosphorous is in
LWVKLJKHVWOHYHOZKHQWKHVRLO¶VS+LVEHWZHHQ-7.
While in acidic soils P forms complex compounds
with Fe and Al, in alkaline soils it reacts with Ca
and creates thaw less calcium phosphate. For this
reason, using water-soluble phosphate fertilizers

Results of the productivity analysis with
fuzzy logic. The membership functions of input and
output variables of fertility, macro and micro elements group and also threshold values which were
composed by using MATLAB R2016a are given in
the Fig. 1. Two of the membership functions are
chosen as trapezoidal, and the others are triangular.

TABLE 1
Average of each parameters and fuzzy values obtained from Fuzzy Logic model for each parcel
Parcel
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Min.
Max.
Avg.

Fertility Parameters
pH
Organic
Lime
matter
(%)
(%)
7.58 1.82
3.17
7.12 1.68
1.98
6.63 1.24
0.00
7.92 1.44
6.34
7.52 1.80
4.36
7.82 1.45
5.55
7.11 1.39
2.77
7.72 1.67
9.91
7.63 1.45
9.12
7.35 1.75
6.34
7.10 1.45
2.77
7.52 1.67
5.15
7.53 1.74
3.17
7.33 1.86
2.38
5.82 1.15
0.00
7.34 1.12
2.77
7.83 0.73
8.32
5.82 0.73
0.00
7.92 1.86
9.91
7.35 1.49
4.36

Fuzzy
value
(%)
81.80
81.80
55.70
64.60
81.70
71.00
83.10
76.60
82.40
81.50
82.90
81.90
81.50
82.00
40.00
84.20
70.30
40.00
84.20
75.47

Macro Elements
N
P
K
(%)
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.07

(ppm)
10.97
23.84
32.73
7.66
27.50
10.39
19.02
5.17
8.20
11.90
14.33
4.14
15.15
20.31
34.90
21.03
14.20
4.14
34.90
16.56

(ppm)
306.07
219.53
150.95
429.47
255.03
688.67
283.94
573.03
445.93
302.11
254.38
215.32
339.63
427.40
196.67
637.61
529.03
150.95
688.67
367.93

Fuzzy
value
(%)
46.80
36.50
17.90
18.60
48.90
17.80
27.10
16.60
18.30
46.40
16.40
44.80
46.60
38.50
17.60
16.50
17.20
16.40
48.90
28.97

Micro Elements
Fe
Cu

Zn

(ppm)
16.17
25.77
66.18
7.29
35.05
3.48
23.98
17.45
16.62
20.09
32.29
22.56
22.79
19.12
84.48
9.58
38.03
3.48
84.48
27.11

(ppm)
0.55
0.63
0.70
0.20
0.64
0.29
0.41
0.68
0.41
0.55
0.59
0.54
0.99
0.70
0.78
0.87
0.53
0.20
0.99
0.59

(ppm)
2.22
2.21
2.55
1.53
2.61
1.72
2.65
2.61
2.42
2.24
3.12
2.42
2.18
2.47
3.17
2.22
2.31
1.53
3.17
2.39

Mn
(ppm)
95.14
193.70
166.78
40.55
57.20
64.13
176.97
200.20
176.25
219.60
160.52
201.89
90.00
188.68
228.74
66.50
42.45
40.55
228.74
139.37

Fuzzy
value
(%)
84.10
60.00
65.30
84.10
81.60
82.10
61.20
60.00
61.50
60.00
78.60
60.00
82.70
60.00
62.00
82.20
83.80
60.00
84.10
71.13

TABLE 2
Some rules of the fuzzy inference system relating to the selected parameter groups
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rules
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Low) and (Lime is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Low) and (Lime is Medium) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Low) and (Lime is High) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Low) and (Lime is Very-high) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Medium) and (Lime is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Medium) and (Lime is Medium High) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Medium) and (Lime is High) (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is Medium) and (Lime is Very-high) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (pH is Excessive-acid) and (Organic-matter is High) and (Lime is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Low) and (Potassium is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Low) and (Potassium is Sufficient) then (Productivity is Low) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Low) and (Potassium is High) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Low) and (Potassium is Very-high) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Sufficient) and (Potassium is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Sufficient) and (Potassium is Sufficient) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Sufficient) and (Potassium is High) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is Sufficient) and (Potassium is Very-high) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Nitrogen is Low) and (Phosphorus is High) and (Potassium is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Low) and (Manganese is Low) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Low) and (Manganese is Sufficient) then (Productivity is Low) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Low) and (Manganese is High) then (Productivity is Low) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Low) and (Manganese is Very-high) then (Productivity is Unproductive) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Sufficient) and (Manganese is Low) then (Productivity is Low) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Sufficient) and (Manganese is Sufficient) then (Productivity is Medium) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Sufficient) and (Manganese is High) then (Productivity is Medium) (1)
If (Iron is Low) and (Copper is Low) and (Zinc is Sufficient) and (Manganese is Very-high) then (Productivity is Low) (1)
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FIGURE 1
The membership functions of input and output variables
Considering the interaction between the input
variables, the rules about the output were written
and some rules about each group are presented in
the Table 2. 80 rules for fertility parameter group,
64 rules for macro element group and 144 for microelement group were written. Three-dimensional
displays for the chosen parameters, which constitute
the rules, were obtained from the model and presented in the Fig. 2.
After the membership functions of the system

whose input and output variables were identified
and rules are defined in the model, pH, organic
matter and lime values representing the first group,
N, P, and K representing the second, and Cu, Fe, Zn
and Mn representing the last group were given as
the system input values, and productivity (fuzzy
value) is taken as the output variable (Table 1). As
it can be followed in the Table 1, parcel productivity values (fuzzy values) change between 16.40 ±
84.20%.
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FIGURE 2
Some views of the rules relating to the selected parameters
of variable parameter groups are used in the model.

The pH averages of the parcels indicate that
the soil is not acidic and alkaline, but there is lime
accumulation in some parcels. Because the amount
of lime above 10% is considered as high in the
classification, a parallel decrease is observed in
fuzzy productivity values. This also indicates that
different fuzzy values may occur when the results

CONCLUSIONS
Fuzzy Logic model has the capacity to evaluate many parameters simultaneously, handles the
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[10] *HPLFL ( $UGÕoOÕR÷OX 0 DQG .oFDEDú )
(2013) Modelling of river flow with artificial
intelligent methods. Erciyes Univ., J of Natural
and Applied Sci. Institute. 29(2), 135-143 (in
Turkish).
[11] 2GDEDú&3HKOLYDQøDQG&LQDO'0  
Solar power applications with fuzzy logic . 5.
6\PSRVLXP RI $GYDQFHG 7HFK ,$76¶ 
Karabük, Turkey (in Turkish).
[12] McBratney, A.B. and Odeh, I.O.A. (1997)
Application of fuzzy sets in soil science: fuzzy
logic, fuzzy measurements and fuzzy decisions.
Geoderma. 77, 85-113.
[13] Mirabbasi, R., Mazloumzadeh, S.M. and
Rahnama, M.B. (2008) Evaluation of irrigation
water quality using fuzzy logic. Research Journal of Environmental Sciences. 2(5), 340-352.
[14] Jackson, M.L. (1965) Soil Chemical Analysis.
Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. pp.111117, USA.
[15] %D\UDNOÕ )   6RLO DQG &URS $QDO\VLV
7UDQVODWH  2QGRNX] 0D\ÕV 8QLY $JULF )Dculty. p.77-79, Samsun, Turkey (in Turkish).
[16] Tüzüner, A. (1990) Handbook of Soil and
water Analyzes Laboratories. Republic of Turkey Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry p. 6173 (in Turkish).
[17] Greweling, T. and Peech, M. (1960) Chemical
Soil Tests. Cornell Univ., Agric. Exp. Station
Bull. 960.
[18] 6D÷ODP 07 2012) Soil and water chemical
analysis methods. 1DPÕN .HPDO 8QLY Agric.
Faculty Magazines. 2 (2), 154pp (in Turkish).
[19] Kacar, B. (2009) Soil Analysis, Nobel Publications. 467 pp. (in Turkish).
[20] MATLAB (2016) Fuzzy Logic Toolbox Version, R2016a, license number: 1077697.
[21] Official Gazette (2005) 32/05/2015, 25831 (in
Turkish).
[22] FAO (1982) Micronutrients and the nutrient
status of soils: A global study. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.
FAO Soils Bulletin 48, Rome.
[23] Bellitürk, K. (2013) Importance of soil and
crop analysis on determination of productivity
LQ VRLO 1DPÕN .HPDO 8QLY Agric. Faculty
Magazines. 2(7), 10-11 (in Turkish).
[24] *QHú $ $OSDVODQ 0 DQG øQDO $  
Plant Nutrition and Fertiliziation. Ankara Univ.
Agric. Faculty Publications 1581 (533) (in
Turkish).
[25] Lindsay, W.L. and Norwell, W.A. (1969) Development of a DTPA Micronutrient Soil Test
Sci. Am. Proc. 35, 600-602.
[26] TOVEP (1991) Productivity Inventory of Turkey Soils. Republic of Turkey Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (in Turkish).
[27] FAO (1990) Micronutrient, Assessment at the
Country Level: An Int Study. FAO Soils Bull.
63. Rome.

complex results together, and provides the opportunity to use in agriculture, especially in predicting
the productivity of soil and water resources. The
soil and water productivity prediction in the model
is possible by forming rules according to the classification criteria and the demands of the plant pattern
on which it is raised. The accuracy of the selected
rules directly influences the results.
In this study, the productivity is predicted between 16.40-84.20% in the examined parcels by
considering the classification range of pH, organic
matter, lime, N, P, K, Zn, Fe, Cu and Mn values in
soil.
It is claimed that this study in which fuzzy
logic system gives useful results while many parameters can be evaluated together in agriculture,
will constitute a reference for the production of
many researches in this field.
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A MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION FOR DETERMINING THE
APPROPRIATE JUNCTION DESIGN TYPE:
AHP APPROACH WITH MICROSIMULATION
Osman Unsal Bayrak*, Nur Eda Abret
Ataturk University, Civil Engineering Department, Erzurum, Turkey

of design alternatives [3-7].
Several traffic micro-simulation programs
such as VISSIM, PARAMICS, AIMSUN, ARTEMIS etc. provide an opportunity to assess the impact of transit signal priority [8-11]. Each program
has advantages and disadvantages. For instance,
modeling a network or an intersection is easier with
SIDRA; however, the output of VISSIM is more
accurate [12]. While VISSIM is more suitable for
large intersections with heavy traffic, CORSIM is
good at modeling unsaturated intersections [13].
Both VISSIM and CORISM are appropriate for
modeling congested arterial street conditions [8].
Moreover, VISSIM can be applied to multiple scenarios such as mobility studies, intelligent traffic
systems, traffic management and control systems
[14]. In this study, therefore, it was agreed that
VISSIM was the most suitable program because
three different scenarios used for the artery of Atatürk University.
VISSIM is a link-based, stochastic traffic microscopic simulation program [15] that has many
superior properties for transportation planning and
operation analysis. It is ideal for simulating and
evaluating complex network. Although different
scenarios can be analyzed and evaluated by VISSIM, it is difficult to decide which alternative is the
best solution to the problem. Because, there are
some parameters such as safety, which cannot be
measured by any of these programs.
In many engineering applications, the final decision is based on evaluating a number of alternatives in terms of some criteria. This problem may
become very difficult when the criteria are expressed in different units or as uncountable, such as
safety. In such cases, the decision makers use multicriteria decision to evaluate the identified problem.
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) developed
by Saaty [16] has become one of the most effective
multi-criteria evaluation methods that have been
used in a wide range of practical applications for
various decision-making processes. Since its introduction, the AHP has shown a broad impact in the
field of multi-criteria or multi-attribute decision
making and has been recognized with its numerous
applications such as choices, prioritization/evaluation, resource allocation, benchmarking and quality

ABSTRACT
Increase in traffic volume causes current roads
to become insufficient, reduces the comfort and
safety and hence causes physiological and economic damage. For the solution to such traffic problems, the junctions that form corridors should be
designed in concert with each other. The parameters
such as delay and travel time can be used as the
evaluation criteria of new solutions. This paper
presented an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
based decision for a corridor with four junctions in
terms of travel time, average delay, queue length,
CO emission, fuel consumption and traffic safety.
Three alternative scenarios were taken into consideration for improving the performance of the corridor. The VISSIM simulations were conducted for
WKUHH VFHQDULRV 7KH ILUVW DOWHUQDWLYH RI ³DOO MXQF
WLRQV DUH URXQGDERXW´ UHFHLYHG WKH KLJKHVW SULRULW\
value and was the first choice between other alternatives according to AHP.

KEYWORDS:
Concrete pavements, SIFCON, steel fiber, Taguchi
Method

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, transportation is one of the most
important factors that affect human life. As the
traffic density increase, accident rate, waste of time,
fuel consumption and exhaust gases increase.
Moreover, exhaust emissions are harmful to human
health and environment. Therefore, public agencies
have intensively worked to reduce traffic congestion and accidents in Turkey.
Predicting the efficiency of planning or a regulation in transportation engineering is extremely
important. In this sense, micro-simulation modeling
is widely used to analyze traffic network in different modes of transportation. Since simulation is a
safe, cheap and easily-applicable method, alternative solutions can effectively be analyzed in simulation modeling [1, 2]. In the past years, transportation researchers benefited micro-simulation for
evaluating and comparing operational performance
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

management [17].
The decision on the selection of a junction
type is critical. It is one of the most important issues for designing efficient road networks. If the
decision has been taken without any analytical
proofs, the results on the implementation of a junction design type or a corridor can be different. For
instance, if a junction is designed as a signalized
instead of sign controlled one, then the delay, travel
time, fuel consumption, etc. might increase. Moreover, traffic safety is one of the most important
issues for decision makers before evaluations on a
junction design type. Thus, an analytical approach
that considers assessing multi-criteria is essential as
well as the cost-benefit analysis that evaluates consequences of different intersection design types in
monetary terms [18].
In recent years, many studies have been conducted on micro-simulation applications for traffic
control and management [5, 12, 19]. Some researchers calibrated the micro-simulation parameters according to their study areas [2, 20]. Some of
them developed a junction considering delay, travel
time, exhaust emissions, etc. [3, 21], and some
others used genetic algorithm and AHP to optimize
signal time, junction type and geometry [11, 18, 22,
23]. However, it was observed from the aforementioned studies that only a few were conducted on
the multi-criteria decisions for junctions in a corridor. Therefore, this paper presented the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) method as a multi-criteria
decision process on the selection of a junction design type in a corridor. For this purpose, a corridor
IURP.D]ÕP.DUDEHNLU6WDGLXP ..6 WR(U]XUXP
Regional Training and Research Hospital (ERTRH)
was taken into consideration in Erzurum Atatürk
University. This corridor was about 3 km in length
and had intensive traffic volume during peak hours.
There were four junctions located along the corridor. Three alternative scenarios (scenario 1: all
junctions are considered to be the roundabout, scenario 2: all junctions are considered to be the signalized, and scenario 3: two junctions are considered to be the signalized and the others are the
roundabout) were taken into consideration for improving the performance of the corridor. Travel
time, average delay, queue length, CO emissions,
fuel consumption and traffic safety (represented by
the number of conflict point) criteria were taken
into account in the decision process. VISSIM was
used for determining the performance results of
each scenario in terms of above criteria except the
traffic safety. Subsequently, AHP model was used
for determining the optimum scenario regarding all
criteria.

Case Study: Atatürk University Campus
Area. The Test Site. Atatürk University located in
Erzurum province on the east of Turkey has about 2
million m2 campus area. It is a small city that has a
population over 100,000 including the students. The
study area is a corridor from KKS to ERTRH,
which has the heaviest traffic volume in the campus
(Figure 1).
There are one roundabout, two signalized and
one unsignalized junction in the study area (Figure
2).

FIGURE 1
Test Site

FIGURE 2
Test Site The existing junctions in the study area
(Source: Google Maps)
The existing junctions serve intense traffic
during peak hours (2500-3000 vehicle/hour), and
traffic congestions especially appear in the morning
and evening peaks. There is a research hospital in
Atatürk University campus and one of the roads
reaching to ERTRH uses this corridor. Therefore,
people coming from the neighboring provinces for
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cording to the routes. For example, for Ziraat Junction, 493 vehicles arrived at Ziraat Junction from
the first route. While 50 vehicles turned to the left
(5th route), 429 vehicles went straight (3rd route)
and 14 vehicles turned to the right (2nd route).
Similarly, 418 vehicles arrived at Ziraat Junction
from the 4th route. While 42 vehicles turned to the
left (2nd route), 281 vehicles went straight (7th
route) and 95 vehicles turned to the right (5th
route). Moreover, 228 vehicles arrived at Ziraat
Junction from the 6th route. While 155 vehicles
turned to the left (3rd route), 46 vehicles went
straight (2nd route) and 27 vehicles turned to the
right (7th route).

27

50

14

429

493

these hospitals cause an increase in the traffic congestion. In addition, the public transportations from
whole regions within the city to campus use this
corridor as well. The traffic volume and the importance of this corridor increase due to the aforementioned reasons.

46
155

228

Model development and calibration. The
number of the lanes and widths, locations, and
lengths of public transports and junction geometries
was modeled according to the field measurements.
The microscopic simulation program of VISSIM in
the version of 7.00.15 was used to model the corridor.
The second and the fourth junctions are signalized (Figure 2). The red and green times of the
signal programs are presented in Figure 4 and 5.

95

42

281

Ziraat Junction (1)
Traffic Volumes

418
62

64

29

232

330

Teknokent
Junction (4)
Traffic Volumes

39
173

90

274

61

90

59

911

27
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1060

FIGURE 3
Traffic Volumes According to the Routes
Data Collection. Traffic data collection and
analysis are widely required by traffic engineers for
traffic control and management. Various preliminary investigations, public transport and traffic
volume counts, speed and delay studies were conducted in the corridor during morning and evening
peak hours. The entrance to the studied corridor
included the vehicles coming from the main entrance of Atatürk University, KKS, Çat Road and
west entrance of the campus. Therefore, the data
was gathered with Teknokent, Acil and Ziraat junctions by simultaneous one-hour video camera recordings. Once the data were collected, the analysis
process was employed and modal split graphs and
frequency of vehicles were found. These outputs
were used as input data for the micro-simulation
software of VISSIM. According to the traffic
counts, the morning peak hour was determined to
be from 8 am to 9 am. The traffic composition
showed that 85% of total vehicles were private cars,
and 15% were public transport vehicles (buses).
Personal cars and buses were counted separately
according to their routes, and the general character
of traffic was presented in Figure 3 [24]. The numbers in Figure 3 indicated the traffic volumes ac-

1st stage

22 sec 3 sec 42 sec

2nd stage

11 sec 3 sec 53 sec

3rd stage

11 sec 3 sec 53 sec

4th stage

8 sec

3 sec 56 sec

FIGURE 4
Signal Program of the Teknokent Junction

1st stage

18 sec 3 sec

22 sec

2nd stage

18 sec 3 sec

22 sec

FIGURE 5
Signal Program of the Acil Junction
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analysis problems can be grouped into three types:
problems of multi-criteria choice, ranking and sorting [32]. Different methods have been developed to
solve multi-criteria analysis problems. One of these
developed methods is the AHP method [11, 17, 20,
33-35].
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a
multi-criteria decision-making approach developed
by Saaty [16, 36-38], and used for solving the complex decision problems [18, 35, 39]. AHP has particular application in group decision making and is
used around the world for a wide variety of decision situations, in fields such as engineering, government, business, industry, healthcare, and education [17, 23, 35]. Triantaphyllou and Mann used
AHP method in the industrial engineering field
[35]. They examined some of the practical and
computational issues. They concluded that the AHP
was an efficient approach for dealing with this kind
of decision problems. Lai, Wong, and Cheung
(2002) used AHP for software selection [40]. They
used the group decision-making technique with six
software engineers. They used expert choice software to facilitate ease of computation. At the end of
the study, the production software which had a
large geometric mean value was selected by the
authors. Abdi and Labib (2003) used the AHP for
the selection of the manufacturing system among
different alternatives [33]. The expert Choice software was used by authors to examine the structure
of the proposed model. The authors examined the
results by monitoring the sensitivity analysis. At the
end of the study, the authors declared that the proposed hierarchy was generic in structure and could
be applicable to many firms by restructuring the
criteria. Goldenberg and Shapira (2007) presented a
detailed application example as the model based on
the AHP [41]. They declared that the method enabled project managers and their equipment selection
teams to exercise their knowledge, intuition and
professional judgment and at the same time to address the context and specifics of the particular
projects under examination. Lai, Wang, and Wang
(2008) applied AHP on determining construction
project budgets [42]. Farhan and Fwa (2009) explored the use of AHP for prioritization of pavement maintenance activities [43]. They concluded
that the absolute AHP was suitable to the pavement
maintenance prioritization process. Guo and Teng
(2010) applied AHP and fuzzy to the existing concrete structure reliability evaluation [44]. Sun and
Gu (2011) used AHP and fuzzy logic theory to
develop a new approach to pavement condition
assessment and project prioritization [45]. Murat et
al. (2015) used AHP as a decision support system
on the intersection design type selection process.
They analyzed a real junction in Turkey. Four intersection design types were taken into consideration
for improving the performance of the intersection.
Fuel consumption, emission rates, delay, cost of

Any model created with microsimulation programs needs to be calibrated so as to represent field
conditions sufficiently. The default parameter values are changed till the error between actual and
simulated measure such as flow or travel time less
than the required threshold value [2, 21]. However,
in current traffic engineering, no accepted standards
exist to determine when model can be considered to
be suitably validated or calibrated [25]. Different
methods such as GEH formula [26, 27], relative
error [21, 28] etc. used for calibration. In this study,
traffic volumes were used for calibration parameter.
Traffic volumes were counted according to their
routes (Figure 3) and simulation values were obtained from data collection points. Counted values
and simulated values were evaluated according to
relative error (Table 1)
While the route leading to ERTRH from KKS
was selected as the first travel time measurement
route, the opposite direction was selected as the
second travel time measurement route. The first
route is about 2,8 km and the other is 3,5 km. In
order to compensate the traffic problems on the
corridor, three different scenarios were analyzed.
These scenarios were compared with existing conditions. Multiple runs must be conducted for each
parameter to acquire credible simulation results.
Therefore, VISSIM was run 15 [1, 2, 11, 29-31]
times (as proposed by PTV user manual (2013)) for
each parameter (delay, travel time, queue length,
emission rates and fuel consumption). The average
values of these simulation results were taken as the
value of that parameter.
TABLE 1
Relative Error between Counted Values and
Simulation Values
Data
Collection
Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Counted
Value
300
300
400
400
372
372
399
399
372
372
1326
1326

Simulation
Value

Relative
Error

321
321
393
393
401
401
394
394
380
380
1348
1348

-0.07
-0.07
0.02
0.02
-0.08
-0.08
0.01
0.01
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
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AHP Management. In many engineering applications, the final decision is based on the evaluation of a number of alternatives in terms of a number of criteria. This problem may become a very
difficult when the criteria are uncountable such as
safety or expressed in different units. Multi-criteria
decision methods help decision makers find solutions that best suits their goal. The multi-criteria
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every other alternative, and they can be evaluated in
terms of performance
with respect
p
p to each criterion.

intersection type, and traffic safety were taken into
account for the decision process. The performance
results from each design type were obtained with
SIDRA software. According to AHP, the roundabout type design had the highest priority value [18].
3LONR 0DQGåXND DQG %DULü   FDUULHG RXW D
multi-criterion approach to optimize urban singlelane roundabouts. They used AHP to evaluate and
rank traffic and geometry parameters. Geometry,
operational efficiency, and safety were optimized
simultaneously and then validated in a preliminary
study weighing three different alternatives [22].
AHP is an effective tool for the solution of
complex problems dealing with multi-criteria decisions. It may help decision-makers to set priorities
and determine the best decision. Decision-makers
primarily fractionate their decision problem as a
hierarchy of sub-problems, each of which can be
analyzed independently. The hierarchy elements
can be related to any aspects of the decision problem such as tangible or intangible, carefully measured or roughly estimated, well or poorly understood. Complex decisions are reduced to a series of
pairwise comparisons and then the results are evaluated. By this way, AHP helps to capture both
subjective and objective aspects of a decision. The
decision-making problem can be solved in following steps with AHP.
Primarily, the hierarchical structure of a complex problem is defined. Figure 6 presents the hierarchy which was defined for the present study.

(1)

Each entry aij of the matrix A that was provided in the ratios from Table 2 represented the
importance (the judgement) of the ith criterion in
relation to the jth criterion. If aij > 1, then the ith
criterion was more important than the jth criterion.
If the values were reversed, the jth criterion was
more important than the ith criterion. If aij = 1, then
the two criteria had the same importance. The entries aijj and aji
j satisfied the following constraint:
(2)
It was apparent that aii = 1 for all i. Each value
in the matrix A was consistent with pairwise construction. On the other hand, the ratings which were
taken from Table 2 showed slight inconsistencies in
general. In this study, similar pairwise comparisons
for the average delay, travel time, queue length,
fuel consumption, CO emissions, and traffic safety
associated with the overall purpose were prepared.
TABLE 2
Scale for pairwise comparison
Intensity of
Importance

FIGURE 6
Hierarchical structure of selecting the type of
junction
Once the hierarchy was established, the pairwise comparison matrices were generated in order
to calculate the weights according to different criteria. The judgments were made according to the
$+3¶VVSHFLILFUDWLRV6DDW\   [36] suggested
a scale for pairwise comparison, which is commonly used (Table 2). At this stage, each alternative
was mapped to every other alternative to be evaluated for performance in relation to each criterion
specified.
The pairwise matrix A (equation 1) is a (n × n)
real matrix where n is the number of evaluation
criteria. Hence, every alternative is paired with

1

Equal importance

3

Weak importance

5

Essential or
strong importance

7

Demonstrated
importance

9

Absolute importance

2,4,6,8

Reciprocals
of above
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Definition

Explanation
Two activities
contribute equally
to objective
Experience and
judgment slightly
favor one activity
over another
Experience and
judgment strongly
favor one activity
over another
One activity is
strongly favored
and demonstrated
in practice
The evidence
favoring one
activity over
another is of
highest possible
order of affirmation

Intermediate
values between
When comprotwo adjacent
mise is needed
judgments
If activity i has one of the nonzero
numbers assigned to it when compared with activity j, then j has the
reciprocal value when compared with
i.
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of a normalized eigenvector calculation is as follows;

For example, if traffic safety is considered to
be more important than fuel consumption, the traffic safety-fuel consumption (the intersection of the
µWUDIILFVDIHW\¶URZDQGµIXHOFRQVXPSWLRQFROXPQ¶ 
will be 7, as shown in Table 3. In other words, it
means that the ratio of the importance of traffic
safety versus the importance of fuel consumption is
seven (traffic safety / fuel consumption = 7). The
opposing comparison, the importance of comfort
relative to the importance of traffic safety, will be
the reciprocal of this value (fuel consumption /
traffic safety = 1/7) as shown in the fuel consumption ± traffic safety cell of the comparison matrix in
Table 3.
After the establishment of the comparison matrix, the priority vector, which is the normalized
eigenvector of the matrix, was calculated. In order
to calculate the eigenvector, the comparison matrix
was squared, to create matrix 2, and then matrix 2
was squared, to create matrix 3. This process was
UHSHDWHG XQWLO WKH ³QRUPDOL]HG HLJHQYDOXHV´ LQ
matrix 5 did not change as shown in Table 5. The
eigenvector value for each criterion was obtained
from the summation of the rows by squaring matrix
5. Hence, the eigenvector values were normalized
and priority vector (W) was obtained. An example

Criteria
Average Delay
Travel Time
Queue Length
Fuel Consumption
CO Emission
Traffic Safety
Lambda(max):
CI:
CR:

Fresenius Environmental Bulletin

Values shown in the row labelled Sum PV in
Table 6 were added together to yield a total of 7.55
which is lambda max.
ȜPD[          
1.105 + 0.984 = 6.378).
After calculating the A matrix, the consistency
index (CI) can be calculated using the equation
below:

This value is compared with the random consistency index (RI) to improve its significance. In
fact RI, the average consistency index of randomly
generated reciprocal matrices, is prepared using the
same scale:

Saaty (1977) [16] provided a table for RI that
was obtained from randomly generated pairwise
matrices (Table 5).

TABLE 3
Scale for pairwise comparison (n=6)
Average
Travel
Queue
Fuel
Delay
Time
Length
Cons.
1
1/2
5
5
2
1
3
5
1/5
1/3
1
1/2
1/5
1/5
2
1
1/4
1/4
2
2
3
3
6
8
6.378
RI:1.24
0.076
0.06
(<0.10)

CO Emissions
4
4
1/2
1/2
1
7

Traffic
Safety
1/3
1/2
1/6
1/8
1/7
1

TABLE 4
Squared comparison matrix 5
Criteria
Average
Delay
Travel
Time
Queue
Length
Fuel
Cons.
CO
Emission
Traffic
Safety

Average
Delay

Travel
Time

Queue
Length

Fuel
Cons.

CO Emission

Traffic
Safety

Eigenvector

Normalized
Eigenvector (W)

1.22E+12

1.06E+12

5.27E+12

4.63E+12

3.31E+12

5.33E+11

1,60E+13

0,182

1.51E+12

1.32E+12

6.53E+12

5.74E+12

4.10E+12

6.61E+11

1.99E+13

0.226

2.98E+11

2.61E+11

1.29E+12

1.14E+12

8.12E+11

1.31E+11

3.93E+12

0.045

3.19E+11

2.80E+11

1.39E+12

1.22E+12

8.70E+11

1.40E+11

4.21E+12

0.048

4.33E+11

3.79E+11

1.88E+12

1.65E+12

1.18E+12

1.90E+11

5.71E+12

0.065

2.89E+12

2.53E+12

1.25E+13

1.10E+13

7.87E+12

1.27E+12

3.81E+13

0.433
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n
RI
n
RI

1
0.00
6
1.24
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TABLE 5
Random Consistency Index (RI)
2
3
0.00
0.58
7
8
1.32
1.41

4
0.90
9
1.45

5
1.12
10
1.49

TABLE 6
Resulting criteria weights (n=6)
Criteria

Average
Delay

Travel
Time

Queue
Length

Fuel Consumption

CO Emission

Traffic
Safety

Priority
Weights

Average Delay
Travel Time

1
2

1/2
1

5
3

5
5

4
4

1/3
1/2

0.182
0.226

Queue Length

1/5

1/3

1

1/2

1/2

1/6

0.045

Fuel Consumption

1/5

1/5

2

1

1/2

1/8

0.048

CO Emission

1/4

1/4

2

2

1

1/7

0.065

Traffic Safety

3

3

6

8

7

1

0.434

Lambda(max):
CI:

6.378
0.076

RI:1.24

CR:

0.06

(<0.10)

tion and increases the queue length and delay.
These traffic problems may result in serious accidents at junctions. Therefore, for instance in Turkey, if the traffic volumes on an intersection approach more than 1800 car/hour/lane, then the
grade-separated intersection must be considered
[46]. For this reason, the grade-separated junction
type was not considered in this study.
Generally, junctions, where traffic flows intersect in the same grade, are called at-grade junctions.
Since the traffic problems or a large majority of
traffic accidents usually occur at at-grade junctions,
it is necessary to provide precautions to arrange this
type of junctions. At-grade junctions are generally
examined in four parts within themselves;
x Uncontrolled
x Signalized
x Roundabouts
x Signalized roundabouts
If there is no control mechanism (traffic signal
etc.) on a junction, it is called uncontrolled at-grade
junction. The movements of the traffic flows are
ensured by the factors such as drivers' behavior,
knowledge, and initiatives. In signalized at-grade
junctions and roundabouts, the traffic movements
are controlled by traffic signals. In these junction
types, more attention should be given when calculating signal times to prevent excessive delay,
queue length, and fuel consumption. There is also
no control mechanism for the unsignalized roundabouts for any approaches. The regularity and continuity of movement in traffic flow are provided by a
router island placed at the center of the junction.
The traffic flows which circulates around the island
were provided with the priority rule.

If the CR value is smaller than 0.1, then the
pairwise comparisons are consistent, otherwise
either AHP is incorrect or the pairwise comparisons
are inconsistent.
The pairwise matrices and resulting criteria
weights are given in Table 7.
Selecting Alternatives. Junctions are the areas where the traffic flow from multiple directions
intersect, merge and separate. Since the intersection
approach arms are intended to be used jointly, they
should be planned in a correct way to avoid various
problems or at least to minimize the number of
problems. Therefore, the following three factors
should be taken into account in planning the intersection;
x Comfort
x Safety
x Capacity
Safety factor means preventing the collision of
the vehicles coming from different directions or
providing the pedestrians and traffic flow coming
from different directions with a safe road opportunity. The comfort factor represents the minimization of the time and fuel lost between braking and
acceleration. Enhancing the capacity of the junction
is a desirable situation for planning.
Since the junctions are the combination point
of the vehicles coming from different directions, the
junction design types vary substantially. They can
be classified into two groups as at-grade intersections and grade-separated intersections according to
their conflict points. In general, when the traffic
volumes on a junction's legs reach a certain level,
the capacity of at-grade intersections becomes inadequate. This reduces the serviceability of the junc-
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existing condition and scenarios were given in Fig.
7 ± 9.

In the light of above information, three different scenarios were considered for a particular corridor in Atatürk University with respect to the existing conditions. These were:
x All junctions are considered to be roundabout
(Scenario 1)
x All junctions are considered to be the signalized junction type (Scenario 2)
x Two junctions are considered to be the signalized junction type and the others are the
roundabout (Scenario 3)
The selection of these scenarios was based on
the existing condition, land use, and construction
costs. In the first scenario, all junctions were
changed as roundabouts. In the second scenario,
while all junctions kept their own junction type
geometrically, they were changed as a signalized
junction. In the third scenario, two of the existing
junctions were changed as a roundabout and two of
them are changed as signalized according to their
existing condition.

(a)

The participants/decision makers. The AHP
is a multi-criteria decision-making method and it
can be applicable to both individual and group
decision settings [18]. In this study, four academic
lecturers and two civil engineers who carried out
studies on traffic engineering participated.
While structuring the hierarchy, their comments and judgment were taken into consideration
reaching consensus among them. In another word,
pairwise comparison matrices among both the criteria and the alternatives were prepared according to
the consensus of them.

(b)

RESULTS
Delay, travel time, queue length, CO emissions and fuel consumptions for existing conditions
and alternative solutions were obtained and evaluated from VISSIM simulations. Then, AHP was
used as a multi-criteria decision method to determine the appropriate junction design type.

(c)
FIGURE 7
Comparison of travel time, delay and queue
length results

Evaluation of microsimulation results. In
the first scenario, all junctions were modeled as a
roundabout. The radius of 24m was selected for the
first, second and third junctions and 40m radius was
selected for the fourth junction. The radius was
varied according to the existing buildings and landscape. In the second scenario, all junctions were
modeled as signalized. The signal timings were
optimized using VISSIM. In the third scenario, the
first and third junctions were modeled as roundabout while the second and fourth junctions were
modeled as signalized.
The comparison of travel time, delay, queue
length, CO emissions and fuel consumptions for the

FIGURE 8
The comparison of CO emission results
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Evaluation of AHP results. In this study,
AHP method is utilized to determine the appropriate junction design type. The most crowded corridor in Atatürk University was selected as the study
area. According to VISSIM analysis, each alternative could be compared with the existing condition
in terms of travel time, delay, queue length CO
emission, and fuel consumption individually.
Firstly, the comparison matrices were constituted for determining the importance levels of criteria. The priority weights were generated while AHP
model was established (Table 6).
Comfort and safety are very important in
transportation engineering. Traffic accidents are
one of the leading causes of injuries in Turkey.
There are two major factors cause the occurrence of
traffic accidents. The first factor is related to the
human, and the second is related to the roadway
design [47]. Moreover, since inappropriate junction
designs increase delay and travel time, the patience
of drivers decrease and hence traffic safety decreases. From this point of view, it is expected that traffic safety is the most important design criteria. As
seen in Table 4, the highest priority weight of 0.434
was assigned to the traffic safety. Although the two
of the most important factors in determining the
performance of a junction was the travel time and
delay, it was found that the priority weights of these
factors were lower than traffic safety. The fuel
FRQVXPSWLRQ DQG &2 HPLVVLRQ IDFWRU¶V ZHLJKWV
were calculated as 0.048 and 0.065 respectively.
Queue length had the lowest priority weight of
0.045. In general, according to AHP carried out in
this study, it could be said that not only the environmental effects such as fuel consumption and CO
emission but also the queue length did not play a
significant role for determining the appropriate
junction, when compared with other factors such as
traffic safety, travel time, and delay.
As seen in Table 7 and 8 with respect to the
average delay and travel time criteria the scenario 1
(all roundabout design) had the highest priority
value of 0.731. Scenario 3 (two signalized and two
roundabouts) it was subsequent with a priority
value of 0.188. Scenario 2 (all signalized) had the
lowest priority value of 0.081.

FIGURE 9
The comparison of fuel consumption results
The comparison of the existing condition with
three different scenarios and two different routes
were considered for the travel time. According to
Figure 7 (a), the travel time of all alternatives was
smaller than the existing condition. Up to 23%
reduction occurred in terms of travel time.
Figure 7 (b) presented the comparison of delay
results. The first and third scenarios were 24% and
34% smaller than the existing condition respectively. The second scenario (all signalized) was almost
the same as the existing condition.
Figure 7 (c) showed the comparison of queue
length results. Except for the first scenario (all
roundabout), the queue length increased for all
other scenarios. Maximum queue length was about
20 m and all vehicles could pass through the junction in green time. Therefore, there was no traffic
congestion occurred in the relevant arm of the junction.
Figure 8 and 9 showed the comparison of CO
emissions and fuel consumption respectively. Except for Teknokent junction, all others are about the
same with the existing condition. CO emissions and
fuel consumption increased in Teknokent Junction
due to being the most crowded intersection in the
network.
As a result, it could be seen in Figure 7 ± 9
that the first and third scenarios provided better
performance than the others. The 3rd scenario is
possible to be employed when travel time and delay
were taken into consideration. However, application of the first scenario was more appropriate when
queue length, CO emission, and fuel consumption
were considered. Hence, any of them could be
selected as the desired junction type according to
the decision makers or policymakers. However, the
traffic safety could not be handled in VISSIM simulations. Since the traffic safety was one of the most
important factors in traffic engineering, the degree
of preferability of the junction type may be changed
by decision makers when considered for determining the appropriate junction type. In such cases
where a multi-criteria decision was necessary, AHP
method could be utilized in the decision-making
process.

TABLE 7
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with
respect to average delay
Scenario Scenario Scenario Priority
1
2
3
Weights
Scenario 1
1
7
5
0.731
Scenario 2
1/7
1
1/3
0.081
Scenario 3
1/5
3
1
0.188
Lambda(max): 3.065 RI:0.58
CI:
0.032
CR:
0.06
(<0.10)
Scenarios
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TABLE 8
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with
respect to travel time
Scenarios
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Lambda(max):
CI:
CR:

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
1
1/7
1/5
3.065
0.032
0.06

7
1
3
RI:0.58

5
1/3
1

As seen in Table 10 and Table 11 with respect
to the fuel consumption and CO emission criteria
the scenario 1 (all roundabout design) had the highest priority value of 0.763. Scenario 3 (two signalized and two roundabouts) it was subsequent it with
a priority value of 0.176. Scenario 2 (all signalized)
had the lowest priority value of 0.061.

Priority
Weights
0.731
0.081
0.188

TABLE 12
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with
respect to traffic safety

(<0.10)

TABLE 9
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with
respect to average queue length
Scenarios

Scenario 1

Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

1
1/5
1/3

5
1
3

Lambda(max):
CI:
CR:

3.039
0.019
0.03

RI:0.58

2
1/3
1

Scenarios
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Lambda(max):
CI:
CR:

Priority
Weights
0.637
0.105
0.258

As seen in Table 12 with respect to the traffic
safety, scenario 3 had the highest priority value of
0.559. The scenario 2 it was subsequent with a
priority value of 0.383. The scenario 1 had the
lowest priority value of 0.058.
In general, the 1st scenario had the highest
priority value of 0.41 when travel time, delay,
queue length, fuel consumption, CO emission and
traffic safety were taken into consideration (Table
11). These results were in accordance with VISSIM
results except travel time and delay. Although the
3rd scenario was the most appropriate junction
design type according to VISSIM results with regard to travel time and delay, the priorities are not
in that rate since that difference in actual practices.
Moreover, it should be emphasized here that the
results obtained from the AHP do not have to be in
perfect concert with simulation-based results. However, it was expected that there was an agreement to
some extent with AHP and simulation results. Although the travel time and the delay were higher in
the first alternative, it could be said that the performance of the junctions was better than the existing
condition. Therefore, an improvement was achieved
for the corridor. The scenario 3 (two signalized and
two roundabouts) was subsequent with a priority
value of 0.34. The scenario 2 (all signalized) had
the lowest priority value of 0.21. Scenario 1 (all
signalized intersection design type) was considered
to be the appropriate intersection design type for
this corridor according to the results of AHP.

(<0.10)

As seen in Table 9, scenario 1 had the highest
priority value of 0.637 with respect to the queue
length. The scenario 3 it was subsequent with a
priority value of 0.258. The scenario 2 had the
lowest priority value of 0.105.
TABLE 10
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with
respect to average fuel consumption
Scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Priority
Weights
Scenario 1
1
9
6
0.763
Scenario 2
1/9
1
1/4
0.061
Scenario 3
1/6
4
1
0.176
Lambda(max):
3.108
RI:0.58
CI:
0.054
CR:
0.09
(<0.10)

TABLE 11
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with
respect to CO emissions
Scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Lambda(max):
CI:

1
1/9
1/5
3.108
0.054

9
1
4
RI:0.58

CR:

0.09

(<0.10)

6
¼
1

Scenario Scenario Scenario Priority
1
2
3
Weights
1
1/9
1/7
0.058
9
1
1/2
0.383
7
2
1
0.559
3.100
RI:0.58
0.050
0.09
(<0.10)

Priority
Weights
0.763
0.061
0.176

TABLE 13
Pairwise comparisons of intersection types with respect to traffic safety

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

0.182
Average
Delay
0.731
0.081
0.188

0.226
Travel
Time
0.731
0.081
0.188

0.045
Queue
Length
0.637
0.105
0.258

0.048
Fuel Consumption
0.763
0.061
0.176

7192

0.065
CO Emission
0.763
0.061
0.176

0.434
Traffic
Safety
0.058
0.383
0.559

Composite
Weights
0.41
0.21
0.34
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CONCLUSION
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In this study, a multi-criteria decision making
procedure was used for the selection of the appropriate junctions of a corridor among three different
scenarios for an actual corridor in Atatürk University in Turkey. There were four junctions in the corridor and these junctions were analyzed as all junctions were roundabout (scenario 1), all junctions
were signalized (scenario 2) and two junctions were
roundabout and others were signalized (scenario 3).
Average delay, travel time, queue length. CO emissions, fuel consumption, and traffic safety were
selected as the decision criteria for AHP analysis.
The performance of the scenarios was performed
with VISSIM.
The existing condition was compared with
proposed scenarios. In the first scenario, the decreases in the travel time, delay, queue length, CO
emission, and fuel consumption were in the range
of 3%-7%, 0%-24%, 0%-100%, 4%-45% and 2%45% respectively. In the second scenario, the decrease in the travel time, delay, queue length. CO
emission and fuel consumption were in the range of
1%-2%, 0%-1%, 0%-1.2%, 3%-4% and 0%-3%
respectively. In the third scenario, the decreases in
the travel time, delay, CO emission, and fuel consumption were in the range of 22%-23%, 0%-34%,
4%-5% and 2%-4% respectively. In Teknokent
junction, the CO emission and fuel consumption
were extremely higher rather than the other junctions. This junction was the most crowded one
when compared to the others because the fifth arm
(Fig. 2) to Hospital connection was very intensive
during morning peak hours. Generally, the traffic
congestion occurred during the working hours,
working out hours and hospital opening and closing
hours. This is the main reason for the increase in
CO emission and fuel consumption.
According to the AHP results, the first scenario (all roundabout), did not represent the best
choice with respect to the traffic safety. In the
roundabout design, there were eight conflict points
and other scenarios included signalized intersection
(no conflict points). However, with respect to the
average delay, travel time, queue length, CO emission, and fuel consumption, it can offer more advantages than the other scenarios. Therefore, the
first scenario received the highest priority values
and preferred as the first choice in AHP process.
In addition, it was shown that AHP model is a
powerful tool for making a decision on the selection
of the junction design type for a specified corridor.
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ABSTRACT
One of the sectors that have the greatest impact on greenhouse gas emissions around the world
is the road transportation sector. For this reason, the
studies carried out for the logistic activities of the
enterprises and entrepreneurs in a way that will
cause the least harm to the environment are accelerating day by day. Some processes are routinely
carried out on the road to ensure both transportation
safety and environmental regulation. One of these
processes is the snow plowing process, which is
frequently performed in winter months. There are
several heavy-duty vehicles that using for snow
plowing operations on the roads, and these vehicles
are seriously releasing exhaust gases. Therefore, in
this study, the measures reducing the adverse effects of exhaust emissions on the environment arising from road vehicles were analyzed by arc routing
problem approach. As one of these measures, transportation planning of the vehicles traveling on the
road network and the completion of the process by
vehicles in the shortest distance is expected. The
optimum routes of vehicles traveling on the roads
are critically important in terms of cost, distance
and environmental effects. In this study, multiple
vehicle variants of k-Chinese Postman Problem (kCPP), which is one of the most frequently used
approaches of arc routing problems, are addressed.
A new type called Balanced k-Chinese Postman
Problem (Bk-CPP) that balances the workload
among vehicles and that has an important role for
real-world applications is developed. A bi-objective
integer-programming model is presented. There are
two objectives; to minimize the total distance covered, and to balance the workload in terms of distance traveled among vehicles as much as possible.
The proposed Bk-CPP model is applied to a network of a part of Ataturk University campus in
Turkey for snow plowing operations. Additionally,
well-known arc routing test instances that are widely used in the literature are solved to demonstrate
the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed
Bk-CPP model. The results show that the optimum
routes significantly outperform to reduce the
amount of exhaust gas emissions.

INTRODUCTION
Environmental impact of road transportation. Air pollution, one of the environmental problems that reach dangerous extent for human health
especially in big cities, has become one of the most
controversial issues of today. From the beginning of
the industrial revolution, the concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increased continuously. As a result of human activities, this increase causes the natural balance of the climate
system to deteriorate gradually. Due to the burning
of fossil fuels, deforestation, rapid population
growth, increased consumption trends in communities; CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is 25%
higher than pre-industrial revolution and increases by 5 percent each year.
Globally, approximately one-fifth of primary
energy resources are consumed by the transportation sector. This sector is also responsible for the
production of greenhouse gases at about the same
amount. In the coming years, the increase in the
effect of greenhouse gases upon the rapidly increasing demand for transportation in developed and
developing countries may lead to worse situations
[1]. Much of the transportation sector is covered by
road transportation and the emissions from motor
vehicles continue to attract the attention of environmentalists and toxicologists, because not only it
triggers global warming, but also it has depleted the
ozone layer and damaged many living organisms.
Pollution from transportation vehicles is especially
important in big cities. When we look at the distribution of pollutants causing air pollution in the U.S.
in 2013, the transportation sector is responsible for
more than one-third of U.S. carbon dioxide emissions. It was responsible for about 34 percent of
total U.S. carbon dioxide emissions as shown in
Fig. 1. Moreover, motor vehicles were responsible
for nearly 80 percent of carbon dioxide emissions
from the U.S. transportation sector.
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FIGURE 1
2013 U.S. Carbon dioxide emission, by sector and transportation source [2]
routing problems. The first category focuses on
network nodes whereas the second one examines
the arcs. The purpose of node routing problems is to
find the optimum tour in order to pass all nodes
only once. The purpose of arc routing problems is
to determine the shortest route or routes that connect back to the node in the beginning by passing
through all arcs present within the network at least
once.
Arc routing problems were studied well in the
literature. A review of arc routing problems with
several emphases on applications, including road
snow plowing and gritting, which is the process of
spreading salt or a chemical on a road to ensure safe
road surface conditions, were provided by researchers [3, 5]. Salazar-Aguilar et al. [6] introduced a
synchronized arc routing problem for snow plowing
operations where routes must be designed in such a
way that street segments in the same direction are
plowed by different synchronized vehicles. The
authors proposed a mixed integer formulation and
an adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic.
The problem consisted of determining a set of
routes minimizing the makespan that helps generate
balanced routes for drivers. Dussault et al. [7] presented a variant of the arc routing problem that
addresses a practical consideration in winter road
maintenance where deadhead traversing a street
after it has been plowed is significantly faster than
the time it takes to plow the street. They proposed a
method that generates near-optimum solutions.
One of the most common approaches used in
the literature in arc routing problems is the Chinese
Postman Problem (CPP). The CPP is among the
most famous arc routing problems. The CPP was
originally studied by Kwan Mei-Ko, a Chinese
mathematician in 1962 [8]. The main purpose of
this problem is to determine the shortest route and
visit all arcs at least once. The k-Chinese Postman
Problem (k-CPP) is multiple vehicle variants of the
CPP, which is based on mathematical optimization
for finding a set of routes that cover all roads at
least once [9]. These kinds of problems can be seen
in a daily life and there are many frequently used

Since the number of vehicles used in the world
increases, many regulations, including the redesign
of the motors are being made to reduce the effects
of motor vehicle emissions on the environment and
the ecosystem. Many methods such as improved
gasoline, alternative fuels, improvements in vehicle
technology, cargo consolidation, aerodynamic designs, tires with low rolling resistance, application
of new engine technologies, etc. are planned and
developed in short and long term in order to reduce
emissions of exhaust gases in road transportation.
Beyond the improvements in vehicle designs to
improve air quality, however, it is obvious that
planning for transportation systems is a necessity.
Road Transportation Planning. The planning of transportation systems that enables efficient
management of vehicles moving on the road network allows vehicles to save the distance, time, fuel
and vehicle wear costs.
,QWRGD\¶VKLJKO\FRPSHWLWLYHHQYLURnment, the
drive towards environmentally sustainable logistics,
or so-FDOOHG µJUHHQ ORJLVWLFV¶ LVVXHV DUH JDLQLQJ
interest. Green logistics aims logistic activities to
minimize damage to the environment. In this context, it is an approach to measure the adverse effects
of all logistics activities on the environment and to
try minimizing. Increasing awareness of environmental issues, particularly in relation to global
warming and fuel shortages, emphasizes the development of environmentally friendly policies in
many decision problems. Based on these developments, especially in the last decade, companies and
organizations have been required to explain the
environmental impact of their logistics operations.
For many companies, emission reduction has become one of the key objectives, and this approach is
increasing.
In this study, it is aimed to make an efficient
transportation plan with the approach of the routing
problem and to minimize the exhaust gases that the
vehicles in traffic have spread to the environment.
Studies about routing problems are separated into
two categories as node routing problems and arc
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developed an approach to the truck-routing problem
that minimizes fuel consumption and pollutants
emission. Ubeda et al. [21] proposed a model which
the objective of minimizing fuel consumption and
hence emissions. The authors considered emission
factors in planning routes for food delivery operations. %HNWDúDQG/DSRUWH [22] presented the pollution-routing problem, an extension of the classical
VRP and consider the comprehensive objective
function that accounts not just for the travel distance, but also for the number of greenhouse emissions, fuel, travel times and their costs. The proposed mathematical model can only solve small
instances. For this reason, Demir et al. [23] proposed an adaptive large neighborhood search algorithm for much larger test instances. Jabali et al.
[24] proposed a framework for modeling CO2 emissions in a TDVRP and used a tabu search algorithm
by considering the effect of limiting vehicle speed.
They concluded that traveling in congested conditions causes emitting more CO2 emission. In Xiao
et al. [25], the Fuel Consumption Rate (FCR), a
factor considered as a load-dependent function, is
added to the classical capacitated vehicle routing
problem (CVRP) with the objective of minimizing
fuel consumption. The authors presented a mathematical optimization model to formally characterize
the FCR considered CVRP (FCVRP) as well as a
string based version for calculation. The timedependent pollution routing problem which consists
of routing a fleet of vehicles in order to serve a set
of customers described by [26]. The authors proposed an integer linear programming formulation
and provided illustrative examples to motivate the
problem. Kopfer et al. [27] introduced the Emission
Minimization Vehicle Routing Problem with Vehicle Categories (EVRP-VC). They proposed an approach to minimize CO2 emissions caused by heterogeneous vehicle types. A bi-objective pollution
routing problem where fuel consumption and driving time are the two relevant objectives is described
by [28]. Tajik et al. [29] defined a new time window pickup-delivery pollution routing problem and
presented a new mixed integer linear mathematical
model under uncertainty by considering greenhouse
emissions. Naderipour and Alinaghian [30] presented a new comprehensive model for the measurement, evaluation, and minimization of emissions
that emitted from vehicles in the open timedependent vehicle routing problem.
Although some approaches for green logistics
such as fuel gas emission minimization have been
studied frequently in vehicle routing problems,
these approaches have not been encountered in the
arc routing problems. In this study, k-CPP, one of
the arc routing problems as mentioned earlier, is
considered for snow plowing. Balanced k-Chinese
Postman Problem (Bk-CPP) mathematical formulation has been developed in order to balance the
distances to be covered by the vehicles while rout-

practices like delivering, road maintenance, waste
or garbage collection process, electric meters reading, bus scheduling, school service scheduling,
milk, and newsletter delivering, police patrols and
snow plowing activities to determine these YHKLFOHV¶
routes [3, 10-12].
In this study, we concentrate on the snow
plowing routing problem, which is one important
aspect at the operational level of green routing. The
activity of snow plowing causes a high rate of negative effects on the environment such as air pollution, traffic congestion or noise. Because the vehicles used for snow plowing operations are heavyduty and they have an adverse effect on the environment in terms of both traffic congestion and
noise. Again, in the same way, these vehicles cause
exhaust gas emissions to the environment in a large
amount with routinely repeated processes such as
snow plowing, salting, etc., throughout the entire
winter season. These and similar studies in road
transportation affect the growing environmental
pollution even more adversely, resulting in heating
homes in winter. In this context, the finding of
optimum routes of vehicles used for snow plowing
contributes to green logistics; because in practical
application, regardless of the distance traveled or
the total fuel consumed, the action is taken according to experience and expertise of the drivers.
Whereas the exhaust gases spread to the environment are directly related to the distances the vehicles cover. This means that completion of the snow
plowing process by the vehicles in the shortest
distance also reduces the exhaust gas they spread to
the environment. Therefore, efficient routing has
become inevitable for minimizing environmental
factors having an effect on air pollution and reducing costs at the same time.
Regarding the consideration of CO2 emissions
in the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), there are
different methodologies to minimize emissions. A
survey of recent work in estimating the environmental effects of vehicle routing studies can be
found in [13, 14]. Recent research on minimizing
emissions in vehicle routing problems can be divided into two main categories: the first is the set of
models and the second set includes case studies.
Palmer [15] developed a model which minimize the
specified criterion of time, distance or CO 2 and the
approach is tested on a case study for good vehicles.
Figliozzi [16] studied emissions vehicle routing
problem. The author presented an integer programming formulation and a solution algorithm for minimizing emissions. Maden et al. [17] proposed timedependent VRP with time-varying speeds to decrease CO2 emissions. Urquhart et al. [18] proposed
an evolutionary algorithm to solve VRP with time
windows to minimize CO2 savings, distance, and
the number of vehicles. Kuo [19] improved an algorithm for calculating traversed time and fuel consumption in time-dependent VRP. Suzuki [20]
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surface conditions and safety of functioning in
transportation systems. Every year, countries with
severe winters face the difficult task of cleaning
snow and ice from their streets. Millions of dollars
are spent on winter road maintenance operations in
these countries. Besides plowing costs, other costs
such as accident cost caused by ice formation, cost
of road deterioration caused by salt and chemicals,
high costs for the specialized equipment and the
required personnel are also related to winter road
maintenance operation costs. There are several
recent studies which estimated the costs and benefits of winter road maintenance activities [31-33].
Winter road maintenance activities include
plowing, removal, salting, and disposal, which are
performed by a fleet of vehicles. Snow plowing is a
very common winter road maintenance operation
and an essential component of snow removal when
snow or ice accumulate to nearly 2.5 cm on the
ground. Snow plowing in a region is typically accomplished with a fleet of vehicles, usually trucks
equipped with angled fixed or movable metal
blades. The growth of snow plowing activity especially in winter cities raises concerns about air pollution, traffic congestion, environmental noise, etc.
In facilitating the management of snow plowing
operations, finding the optimal routes for these
vehicles is a common problem for minimizing the
distance traveled and consequent minimizing exhaust gas emissions.

ing for snow plowing. The objective is to find a
route for each vehicle, which satisfies resource
constraints and minimizes the traveled distance and
workload differences between vehicles. As far as
we concerned, no approach has been previously
proposed for Bk-CPP, one of the k-CPP variants we
discussed in this study. The proposed Bk-CPP
model was applied to the network of a part of Atatürk University campus in Turkey. Additionally, arc
routing test instances were solved to indicate the
effectiveness and applicability of the proposed BkCPP model. 3ROOXWDQWV¶ HPLVVLRQ LV ODUJHO\ GHWHrmined by distance. For this reason, route optimization is expected to increase the plowing efficiency
and consequently, reduce the amount of exhaust gas
emissions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In the next section, problem definition is described
for Atatürk University campus network. In other
section, methodology and mathematical formulation
based on Bk-CPP is given. In the Results and Discussion section, the model is applied to the campus
road network and well-known arc routing test instances in the literature. The results are given. Finally, the conclusion for this study is presented.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Problem Definition. Winter road maintenance
activities are very important to ensure good road

FIGURE 2
A part of Atatürk University campus map
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In the eastern province of Erzurum in Turkey,
where Atatürk University is located, all road networks, especially in urban areas, should be snow
plowed at a certain frequency, which generally
varies depending on the amount of snow on the
roads in winter. There are several vehicles with
different characteristics that are used for the snow
plowing operation performed in order to ensure
safety and operational efficiency of road networks.
This is typically executed by a public sector governmental organization such as public works, transportation department of regional government or
institutions which have their own vehicles such as
universities. Therefore, determining the optimum
routes of snow plowing vehicles which remove
snow by circulating all roads is critically important
in terms of cost, distance and environmental effects.
In Atatürk University, there are several vehicles owned by the University for plowing in all road
networks in the campus in winter. In order to travel
all networks, especially multi-dimensional and
complex networks, with the limited number of
vehicles, hundreds or thousands of routes can be
calculated.
This study aims to find the optimum routes of
these vehicles by traveling a part of the campus
network. Fig. 2 shows a part of Atatürk University
campus map. In order to solve this problem as the
Bk-CPP, Atatürk University campus map was converted to a general network G=(V, E), where V is
the node set and E is the edge set that includes undirected arcs as shown in Fig. 3. Atatürk University
campus network consists of main roads, side roads,
and junctions. In the network, there are 120 nodes
and the distances between nodes are given in units
of meters (m). All arcs that connect the nodes have
equal distance.
In addition to the information above, the prob-
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lem was tested in relation to the assumptions below.
9 9HKLFOHV¶IXHOGHPDQGLVEHLQJVXSSOLHGE\
petrol stations in the city.
9 Time spent on roads is ignored.
9 Road maintenance works, ways closed to
traffic are ignored and not added into the route
calculation process.
9 The origin and destination for all vehicles
are the same and given as node number 1.
9 9HKLFOHV¶FDSDFLWLHVDUHLJQRUHG
9 All roads are bidirectional.
Methodology. In this section, we describe the
methods which consider transportation system for
snow plowing activities with a set of vehicles. The
k-CPP mathematical model is improved as Bk-CPP
model to solve the problem addressed. The objective is to find out the optimal routes that minimize
the total amount of kilometers driven and to ensure
balanced routes in terms of the traveled distance
between vehicles. The reduction in total distance
will in itself provide environmental benefits due to
the reduction in fuel consumed and the consequent
pollutants.
Balanced k-Chinese Postman Problem.
Many practical arc routing problems involve finding tours or routes that traverse a set of arcs by k
vehicles in a graph. The aim of solving such problems is to find optimum vehicle routes where each
arc is covered at least once under different assumptions.
In this study, the Bk-CPP mathematical model
based on integer programming formulation is proposed. The mathematical model determines optimum routes of minimum length that cover all arcs
of a graph at least once and minimize the differences among distance values of vehicles.

FIGURE 3
Graph representation used a part of Atatürk University campus map
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A set K={1«h} of distinct incapacitated vehicles are initially located at the main depot, and
ready to travel to V nodes i=1«n through a set of
arcs. These vehicles are initially located at the central depot node from which each vehicle travels a
single route that starts and ends at the depot. The
problem is defined on a connected graph G=(V,E),
with a non-negative distance cij for each arc (i,j) 
E, and vehicle routes R={R1R2«Rh}. The
route of Rm, mK, is defined as orders sequences of
arcs where Rm = {(i,j): iV, jV, (i,j)E}. The
value of Rm is calculated as the sum of the distances
of the arcs within Rm. The total traveled distance of
R is calculated as the sum of eacKURXWH¶VGLVWDQFH
In this study, Bk-CPP model had the following
assumptions: the route R is designed for two vehicles. The origin for each vehicle is given and the
destination for that vehicle after one cycle is the
same as its origin. All arcs have the same priorities
and weights. For convenience, the decision variables and parameters used in this model are summarized as shown in Table 1.

Min ¦¦¦ Cij xijk 
i

j

k

1
M

h 1

ek ,k1

xijk , x jik , yijk , ek , k1 t 0 and integer

(9)

tik  ^0,1`

(10)

The objective function (1) minimizes the total
length of route R covered by track inspection vehicles as the first objective and minimizes the differences of the lengths of routes (work-load) covered
by vehicles as the second objective. Eq. (2) is flow
conservation at each node constraint which guarantees the creation of a cycle of the network for each
vehicle. Eq. (3) ensures that each arc is traversed at
least once during each cycle using all vehicles. Eq.
(4)-(6) prevent sub-tours and discontinuous tours.
Eq (4) creates a relation between tik and xijk. If the ith
road is used by the kth vehicle, it takes the value of
one. Eq. (5) ensures route continuity for all vehicles. Eq. (6) guarantees that if the vehicles are not
traversing the arc, a flow of the artificial commodity in an arc is not possible. Eq. (7)-(8) constitute a
linear model of absolute value for the vehicles' total
route differences. If total route length of vehicle k is
greater than k1, then constraint (7) becomes active.
Otherwise, constraint (8) becomes active. Eq. (9)(10) are restrictions on the variables.

h

¦¦
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(1)

k 1 k 1 k 1

Subject to

¦ xijk  ¦ x jik
j

j 1, 2,3,..., n i  V , k  K

0

(2)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

j

¦ xijk  x jik t 1

(i, j )  E

(3)

This study proposes a Bk-CPP mathematical
model that finds optimum routes for snow plowing
vehicles. This model aims to minimize the total
distance as the primary objective for usage in the
entire snow plowing activity in a part of Atatürk
University campus. Moreover, it minimizes the
route length differences of vehicles as the secondary objective. Additionally, 6 test instances are
solved by balanced and unbalanced k-CPP. To
solve the problem, a computer with Gams interface,
CPlex decoder, Intel i7 3.40 GHz processor, and 8
GB memory is used.

k

¦ xijk  ¦ x jik d 2Mtik

i, k

(4)

¦ yijk  ¦ y jik  tik

i  (V/ O k ), k

(5)

j

j

j

0

j

yijk d Mxijk

(6)

i, j , k

¦¦¦ Cij xijk  ¦¦¦ Cij xijk1 d ek ,k1

(7)

¦¦¦ Cij xijk  ¦¦¦ Cij xijk1 d ek ,k1

(8)

k

i

k

j

i

k1

j

i

k1

j

i

j

TABLE 1
Mathematical model parameters and variables
Variables and parameters
The main decision integer variable which represents the number of times arc (i,j) is traversed by
xijk :
vehicle k in each cycle starting from node i ending at node j. The variable is an integer.
Decision integer variable which represents the number of times arc (j,i) is traversed by vehicle k
xjik :
in each cycle starting from node j ending at node i. The variable is an integer.
An integer variable is used for eliminating sub-tours. This variable is in charge of the flow
yijk :
being transferred from node i to node j using vehicle k.
tik :
The binary variable that equals one if node i is visited by vehicle k and zero otherwise.
ek,k1 :
Differences of distances covered by vehicles between vehicles k and k1.
cij :
The length for traversing arc (i,j) starting from node i, ending at node j
V :
Set including all nodes in the network
E :
Set including all arcs in the network
K :
Set including vehicles that can be used
n :
Total number of nodes in the network
M :
A given large value.
Ok :
The origin point for vehicles k.
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The entire formulation can be seen in the Node
number of 1, which is the entrance of the university,
is chosen as a starting point of the vehicles. The
optimum routes of the vehicles found by solving the
mathematical model are given in Table 2.
As shown in Table 2, the optimum routes obtained for each vehicle started in the first node,
performed plowing, and went back to the starting
point. According to Table 2, the distance covered
by the first vehicle was 12 409 m, while the second
one covered 6 851 m. Total road covered by the
vehicles was 19 260 m. Route length differences
between the first and second vehicles were 5 558 m.
According to Table 3, the distance covered by
the first vehicle was 10 612 m, and the second covered 8 648 m. Total road covered was the same as
the solution in k-CPP, which was 19 260 m. Route
length differences between the first and second
vehicles were 1 964 m. As shown in Table 2 and 3,
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the total visited road lengths were the same in both
models. In addition to this, Bk-CPP route length
difference was shorter than that of k-CPP. This
means that Bk-CPP created the shortest and balanced route for vehicles.
In this study, proposed mathematical model
problems were solved on 6 test instances that can be
downloaded along with the data files from
http://www.uv.es/corberan/instancias.htm.
As shown in Table 4, both models found some
optimum total lengths for each test problem with
different routes for each vehicle. Additionally, Fig.
4 and Fig. 5 show the performance of the k-CPP
and Bk-CPP in comparison to the distances covered
by the vehicles. According to these figures, the
proposed balanced mathematical model was able to
reach the optimal differences between the vehicles
on the graph for all test instances.

TABLE 2
Optimum route results for the vehicles (k-CPP)
Vehicle
number

The total length
of route (m)

Optimum route
1-2-3-23-24-23-25-26-25-27-82-83-84-83-85-52-116-117-118-117-119-120-119117-116-52-50-51-50-49-46-47-46-45-48-92-93-94-93-95-96-95-97-95-98-99-10099-104-105-106-107-106-108-111-110-112-113-112-111-110-109-103-104-105-108109-103-102-101-102-98-95-93-92-115-114-115-92-48-49-46-45-44-33-44-32-9091-90-89-86-82-80-16-17-18-17-19-20-19-21-22-21-4-3-2-1.
1-2-35-34-36-37-38-42-43-42-41-40-41-39-41-42-38-36-34-33-32-31-30-29-31-2928-23-25-27-87-88-87-86-85-83-82-80-81-80-16-15-64-56-54-53-54-55-54-56-5761-62-61-63-61-57-58-59-58-60-58-57-56-64-65-66-65-67-75-79-75-78-76-77-7675-67-68-69-68-70-71-70-72-73-72-74-72-70-68-67-65-64-15-14-13-14-11-12-11-78-9-8-10-8-7-5-6-5-4-3-2-1.

1

2

Total length
Route length differences

12 409

6 851

19 260
5 558

TABLE 3
Optimum route results for the vehicles under balanced constraints (Bk-CPP)
Vehicle
number

1

2

The total length
of route (m)

Optimum route
1-2-35-34-36-37-38-42-43-42-41-40-41-39-41-42-38-36-34-33-44-45-46-47-46-49-4645-48-92-93-94-93-95-96-95-97-95-98-99-100-99-104-105-106-107-106-108-105-104103-109-110-112-113-112-111-110-111-108-109-103-102-101-102-98-95-93-92-115114-115-92-48-49-50-51-50-52-116-117-118-117-119-120-119-117-116-52-85-83-8227-25-23-3-2-1.
1-2-3-4-21-22-21-19-20-19-17-18-17-16-80-81-80-82-86-89-90-91-90-32-33-44-32-3130-29-31-29-28-23-24-23-25-26-25-27-87-88-87-86-85-83-84-83-82-80-16-15-64-6566-65-67-75-76-77-76-78-75-79-75-67-68-69-68-70-71-70-72-73-72-74-72-70-68-6765-64-56-57-61-62-61-63-61-57-58-59-58-60-58-57-56-54-55-54-53-54-56-64-15-1413-14-11-12-11-7-8-9-8-10-8-7-5-6-5-4-3-2-1.

Total length
Route length differences

10 612

8 648

19 260
1 964

TABLE 4
Test instances solutions with k-CPP and Bk-CPP
Instances
KROA150G
KROA200G
KROB200G
PR152G
RAT195G
TS225G

|V|
150
200
200
152
195
225

|E|
297
392
386
296
336
306

Vehicle 1
42120
30912
40166
98735
2699
96479

Unbalanced
Vehicle 2
26764
43646
33958
47513
2704
107170

7202

Total
Length
68884
74558
74124
146248
5403
203649

Vehicle 1

Balanced
Vehicle 2

34381
37282
37062
73124
2700
101842

34503
37276
37062
73124
2703
101807

Total
Length
68884
74558
74124
146248
5403
203649
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FIGURE 4
Distances covered by vehicles with k-CPP model

FIGURE 5
Distances covered by vehicles with Bk-CPP model
TABLE 5
The difference of the Distances covered by Vehicles for k-CPP and Bk-CPP
Instances

|V|

|E|

KROA150G
KROA200G
KROB200G
PR152G
RAT195G
TS225G
TOTAL

150
200
200
152
195
225

297
392
386
296
336
306

The difference of the Covered
Distances
by Vehicles (Unbalanced)
15356
12734
6208
51222
5
10691
96216

The difference of the Covered
Distances
by Vehicles (Balanced)
122
6
0
0
3
35
166

Saving
(%)
99.20
99.95
100
100
40
99.67
99.82

FIGURE 6
The difference in the Distances covered by vehicles (Balanced and Unbalanced)
Moreover, in Table 5, the difference of the distances covered by vehicles are presented for both
circumstances. Total covered distance differences
between vehicles decreased from 96 216 to 166. As
shown in Fig. 6, the maximum differences for the

unbalanced model was on the PR152G test instance
with the value of 51 222. On the other hand, for the
balanced model, the maximum value was 122 for
the KROA150G test problem.
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CONCLUSION
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The present study was conducted with 77 participants in the fishing ports of Lake Van which are
located in Gevaş, Dağönü, Edremit, Tatvan and
Çitören, between April-2016 and December-2017. A
general evaluation related to trammel net fishermen
in Lake Van district was done; accordingly, it was
found out that 85% of them are from Van, while 15%
of them are from Bitlis. The average number of
crews for vessels was 2.34 ± 0, 77, and the average
for the age of fisherman was found out as 40,14 ±11,
37, respectively. The results of the education level
items in the survey highlight that 62% of the fisherman graduated from primary school; 23% of them
graduated from secondary school; 13% of them
graduated from high school, and only 2% of them
graduated from university. Regarding the marital
status and their belongings, it was found out that
84% of the fishermen were found out to be married.
By the time they were asked how they started this
job, 29% of them claimed that they had a passion for
lake, 26% of them preferred because of his father’s
occupation choices, and 45% of them preferred it because they were obligated to do this job. 55% of the
participant fishermen pointed out that they wanted to
give up this job, and 90% of them highlighted that
they did not want their children to this job. According to the results, it was also found out that all of the
fishermen had a second job. Particularly, when the
season is closed, most of them work in building constructions as well as dealing with agriculture or animal husbandry. Last but not the least, the most important problems were identified as illegal fishing,
gaining less money than expected with the fishery
and the deficiency of port problems. Finally, this
study is expected to shed light onto solutions of the
abovementioned problems.

" #"

Lake Van, which is located in 380 381 2711 north
latitudes and 420 481 4511 longitudes and which has
3574 km2 surface area, 607 km3 total volume and
450 meters maximum depth, is the biggest lake in
Turkey [1]. The only species that lives in this lake is
pearl mullet (     ). Pearl mullet, which
is widespread in water resources of Lake Van, is a
significant species in that it has economic importance. Since pearl mullet is an endemic species, it
has also a big importance for the region. Furthermore, fishing of pearl mullet composes 9700 tones
out of 33856 tons of total fishing in inland waters
which is approximately 30% of total fishing rate [2].
The only fishing gear used for pearl mullet in Lake
Van is trammel net. Trammel nets are the most important passive fishing gears used in coastal fishing
in Turkey. According to the data of 2016, there are
18494 vessels in Turkey, and 2831 of them are in inland waters. 101 of these vessels have their fishing
activities in Lake Van. According to the records in
Fisheries Information System, there are 82 vessels in
Van and 19 vessels in Bitlis, respectively [3].
Fishery activities take place in inland waters
and seas. The common view in aquaculture literature
is that fishery activities in inland waters and seas are
small scale activities. The small scale fisheries has
of high importance in terms of employment, social
and economic issues. When the characteristics and
the definition of small scale fishery is examined in
the world, the European Union and Turkey, it can be
said that it has not only a big role in socio-economic
lives of people in the sector but also a big importance
for the economic life of coastal regions. Therefore, it
is very important to have sustainable management in
the sector. Small scale fishery is a kind of occupation
which makes people earn less money while providing job opportunities to many people. In this occupation, traditions create and dominate the rules. Being
able to create a small scale fishery management in
the places where fishery activities are conducted
with small scale vessels is of vital importance in that
it would provide sustainability of the sector which is
the income resource of many people [4].
The success of fishery management depends on
gathering data and processing them with the correct
methods to a great extent [5]. An important part of
the data includes the data related to biology, fishing
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to face interviews were conducted with the abovementioned participants. In the questionnaire, there
were questions related to where the fishermen are
from and how many crews work in their vessels. Furthermore, there were questions related to working
conditions, the education level, marital status, the
place to stay in addition their ideas related to giving
up the job or the future of their children as fishermen,
their social security situations and their extra occupations in addition to fishing were asked. Sampling
was calculated according to Yazıcıoğlu and Erdoğan
[7], and the p level is 0,05.

gear, demography and socio economic data. However, data resources in Turkey, not only in regions
but also at national level, are limited, and they are
generally not reliable. The number of fishermen and
vessels as well as the diversity of fishing gears and
their capacities in line with the total stock of fishery
are as important as the stock data related to the species that have less fishery activities. This kind of data
needs to be obtained and observed constantly [6]. In
order to have sustainability of small scale fisheries
that has a big socio economic importance, effective
and true management politics are required [4]. In that
sense, to make small scale fisheries, which has a high
socio economic importance, sustainable, the present
study aims to conduct a research in Lake Van by trying to find out socio economic structure of Lake Van
fisheries.


" !"!

!#"!

The average number of crew who work in the
vessels of Lake Van ports was found out as
2.34±0.77. The results did not display a meaningful
difference in terms of the number of crew in the fishing ports (p> 0.05). It was found out that 90% of the
crew always work, while 10% of them sometimes
work. Table 2 displays the number of crew and their
working hours in ports.
It was identified that 62% of the crew work for
daily wages, 20% of them have salaries and 18% of
them work for shares. Table 3 below illustrates the
way to pay crews according to the fishing ports.

The participants of the present study are active
owners that work actively between the dates April,
2016 and December, 2017. Among these owners, 36
of them are from Gevaş Port, 11 of them from
Çitören port, 12 of them from Dağönü Port, 10 of
them from Tatvan-Reşadiye Port and 8 of them from
Edremit Port, respectively. (Figure 1) (Table 1). Face

# 
!9:*='7+'


/8./3-54798
Gevaş Fishing Port
Dağönü Fishing Port
Edremit Fishing Port
Tatvan Fishing Port
Çitören Fishing Port
Total of Lake Van
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6
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100
0
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17
2.72±1.00
75
25
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10

Gevaş Fishing Port
Dağönü Fishing Port
Edremit Fishing Port
Tatvan Fishing Port
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Lake Van
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23

/-.!).441

#3/;+78/9=

0
8
37
43
0
13

0
0
13
0
0
2

" 
".+2'7/9'189'9:84,9.+,/8.+72+3'3*9.+';+7'-+3:2(+74,)./1*7+3
/8./3-4798
Gevaş Fishing Port
Dağönü Fishing Port
Edremit Fishing Port
Tatvan Fishing Port
Çitören Fishing Port
Lake Van

'77/+*

!/3-1+

81
100
75
80
100
84

19
0
25
20
0
16

By the time the education level was taken into
consideration, it was found out that 62% of them
graduated from primary school; 23% of them from
secondary school; 13% of them from high school and
2% of them from university, respectively. The percentages related to education levels of the fishermen
in line with the fishing ports are represented in Table
4 as follows.
According to the results, 84% of the fishermen
are married, and the average number of children is
3.73±2.9. The results do not indicate a meaningful
relationship between the fishing ports and the number of children (p> 0.05). Table 5 below displays the
marital status and the number of children for the fishermen in line with the fishing ports.
Furthermore, it was found out that 70% of them
have their own houses, 18% of them live with their
families and 12% of them are tenants. In line with

".+';+7'-+3:2(+74,
)./1*7+3
3.86±2.9
3.33±2.3
3.75±3.8
3.30±2.8
4.09±2.9
3.73±2.9

the fishing ports, the places where the fishermen live
are illustrated in Table 6.
The results also indicate that 26% of the fishermen chose this job since it was his father’s occupation; 29% of them chose because of the passion to
work in the lake, and 45% of them chose because
they were obliged to do this job, and there were not
many job opportunities. The reasons to start fishing
in line with the fishing ports can be seen in Table 7
below.
The results related to insurance opportunities
indicate that 70% of them do not have insurance.
68% of them have green cards given by the government which indicate that they do not have enough
money to pay for health. The social security situations of the fishermen in line with the ports are as
follows see (Table 8).
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/8./3-4798
Gevaş Fishing Port
Dağönü Fishing Port
Edremit Fishing Port
Tatvan Fishing Port
Çitören Fishing Port
Lake Van

" 
".+51')+8<.+7+9.+,/8.+72+31/;+
4:8+.41*+7
64
82
63
70
82
70

"+3'39
3
18
25
10
18
12

/;/3-</9.9.+,'2/1=
28
0
1
20
0
18

" 
".+7+'84389489'79,/8./3-

/8./3-4798
Gevaş Fishing Port
Dağönü Fishing Port
Edremit Fishing Port
Tatvan Fishing Port
Çitören Fishing Port
Lake Van


/8./3-4798
Gevaş Fishing Port
Dağönü Fishing Port
Edremit Fishing Port
Tatvan Fishing Port
Çitören Fishing Port
Lake Van

)):5'9/434,9.+
,'9.+7
55
33
50
50
36
26

'88/4394<470/39.+
1'0+
17
50
25
25
37
29

(1/-'9/43
28
17
25
25
27
45

"
".+84)/'18+):7/9=8/9:'9/4384,9.+,/8.+72+3
38:7'3)+

&+8
17
64
42
20
38
30

4
83
36
58
80
62
70

7++3'7*,47+'19.
&+8
4
75
25
45
55
67
33
70
30
62
38
68
32

Gökçeada range between 28 and 63 [10], the ages of
the fishermen in Central Black Sea range between 30
and 50 [11], respectively. Our results are consistent
with the abovementioned studies.
When the education level was examined, it was
found out that 62% of them graduated from primary
school. In the similar studies, it was found out that
54.2% of the fishermen in Aegean region graduated
from primary school [10]. On the other hand, Güngör et al. [12] found out that 64.2% of the fishermen
graduated from primary school, 22.2% of them graduated from secondary school, and 13.1% of them
graduated from high school. These results are in line
with our study. In addition, it was found out 2. 4%
of the fishermen are not literate, and 3.6% of them
are literate among small scale fishermen in İstanbul.
It was reported that 40.1% of them graduated from
primary school, 17.4% of them graduated from secondary school, 26.3% of them graduated from high
school and 10.2% of them graduated from university, respectively [13]. Şahinler et al [14] found out
that 7% of the fishermen graduated from primary
school, 53% of them from secondary school, 26% of
them from high school and 14% of them graduated
from vocational school or university. It was found
out that these results related to educational levels are
contradictory with our results. The most important
reason for this situation might be regional differences.

It was found out that there is only one fishermen cooperative, and it is in Gevaş Port of Lake Van.
Most of the fishermen reported that fishery is not
supported by the government to a great extent. None
of them were found out to use fisheries loan, and
they reported that they give all the fishery products
to wholesaler. The most common problem encountered was found out to be low prices. Furthermore,
90% of them pointed out that they did not want their
children to go on working for this occupation, and
55% of them pointed out they wanted to give up fishing. The results also pointed out that all of the fishermen had a second occupation to work. Particularly,
when the fishing season is closed, most of them work
in constructions or deal with husbandry and agriculture.
!#!!#!

By the time the socio-economic structures of
the fishermen have been examined, it has been found
out the average age of the fishermen is40±11.37. In
a similar study, Sağlam and Karadal[8] pointed out
that the ages of 56% of the fishermen range between31 and 50 in the Mediterranean Region. For
Keban Dam Lake, it was found out that 67% of the
fishermen are between 40 and 52 years old [9]. For
the same issue, the ages of the fishermen in
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in our study. This might be because of the fact that
regions are far to each other, and they have got different social life opportunities.
In a nutshell, the most important problems encountered by the fishermen are illegal fishing, not
earning enough money because of low prices of the
fish and the problems related to porting places. Particularly between the dates April, 15-July, 15, when
there is a ban for reproduction, it was found out that
some fishermen continue fishing with beach seine or
trammel net. This kind of fishery, conducted illegally, is harmful for pearl mullet stock in Lake Van,
and therefore the legal fishermen in this area complain about this issue. To solve this problem, there
should be disincentive punishments and more control so that the society would be conscious on this
issue. Another problem encountered is the low price
for the fish. As a solution to this problem, we put
forward the idea that fishermen need to work cooperatively, a fish market needs to be opened, and an
alternative market for selling fish needs to be found.
Last but not the least, another problem is the lack of
slipways. In order to prevent problems related to this
issue, new slipways could be done to the available
fishing ports.
It must be kept in mind that all the data related
to questionnaire were obtained via face to face interviews. It would be a more rational approach to have
formal information of the fishermen via the related
directors of the issue prior to having any kind of ban
or limitation. To keep the pearl mullet stock in Lake
Van and to have sustainable fishing in that area, not
only ecological or biological data but also socio economic data are of high importance, and they need to
be updated constantly.

When the social security conditions, which are
of vital importance today, were examined, it was
found out that 70% of the fishermen do not have
health insurance. In another study related to Black
Sea Region, it was reported that 56% of the fishermen have social security [11]. It was reported that
61.29% of the fishermen do not have social security
in Pertek Port of Keban Dam Lake [9]. It can be said
that there is a similarity between the social security
situations of these studies and our study. It might be
because of the fact that the regions are close to each
other. However, in Gökçeada, the same rate was
found as 62% for the social security [10]. Furthermore, 72% of the fishermen in Mediterranean coast
belong to health institutions [8]. These results are
different from our study. This difference might be
because of the fact that the regions are far to each
other, and the social lives of the regions are different.
Considering the housing opportunities of the
fishermen, it can be said that 62% of them are householder. The same rate was 72% for İskenderun, and
28% of them were tenants. For the rates in Black Sea
region, it can be said that 90% of the fishermen in
Artvin, 89% of the fishermen in Rize, 40% of the
fishermen in Trabzon, 78% of the fishermen in
Giresun, 72% of the fishermen in Ordu, 50% of the
fishermen in Samsun and 75% of the fishermen in
Sinop have their own houses. In a similar vein, 60%
of the fishermen in Hatay and Adana, 50% of the
fishermen in Mersin and 69% of the fishermen in
Antalya are householders, and the rest of them are
tenants [15]. It was also identified that people working in Lake Van have a second occupation at constructions, agriculture sector or as a worker of husbandry. It is possible to say that the reason for the
high rates related to being householders might be because of this fact.
To the question related to how they started fishery, 26% of the fishermen in Lake Van responded as
father’s occupation, 29% responded as passion to
work in the lake and 45% responded as obligation.
The same question were asked to Keban Dam Lake
fishermen. According to the responses, they chose
fishery because of unemployment (77%) and as their
fathers’ occupation (16%) [9]. In a study that was
conducted with the fishermen in İstanbul, Doğan
[13] reported that 44% of them chose fishery because
of unemployment, 15% chose as their hobbies was
fisheries, 14% chose because it was their father’s occupation. Doğan and Gönülal [10] also pointed out
that fishermen in Gökçeada chose fishery since they
live in a seashore. On the other hand, in a study conducted in Mediterranean, Sağlam and Karadal [8] reported that 25% of the fishermen chose since it was
their fathers’ occupation, 31% of them reported they
had passion to work at sea, 44% of them reported
that they were obliged to work as fishermen, respectively. In that sense, it is possible to claim that there
are differences in terms of the answers related to how
they started fishery when compared with the answers

%"!
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This study was conducted to determine medicinal plant use habits of the people living in Ordu
province of Turkey. A survey was conducted in
2017. A questionnaire was made with randomly selected 310 people living in city center and surrounding towns with face-to-face meetings. Present findings revealed that individuals mostly used medicinal
plants occasionally (79.1%), they mostly bought medicinal plants from herbalists (69.7%), they learned
about the use of medicinal plants in disease treatment
from elderly (79.75) and media news increased the
interest in medicinal plants (67.1%). Mint, linden,
garlic, parsley, thyme and sage tea were the most
common medicinal plants used in herbal drugs. Participants indicated that they usually went to the doctor when they got sick (65.8%); they used medicinal
plants in treatment of chronic diseases (76.8%); they
used medicinal plants supplementary to prescribed
medication (62.6%); they had partial knowledge
about the side effects of the medicinal plants
(43.8%); they think medicinal plant were beneficial
in disease treatment (55.2%); they tended to medicinal plants in treatment of some diseases without using synthetic drugs (55.2%) and they recommended
the use of medicinal plants to surrounding people
(63,9%). Medicinal plants were mostly used in treatment of common cold, digestive system diseases,
stress/nervousness and rheumatism/joint diseases.
Almost all of the participants were using infusion
(brewing) method while preparing herbal drugs
(100%), they usually used glass and porcelain material while preparing herbal drugs (50.7%). Majority
of the participants were not using any materials to
sweeten herbal drugs (35.5%), they usually preserved medicinal plants in kitchen cabinets (63.5%)
and in glass jars (56.5%).

!&$"'&"!

The history of plant uses for medicinal purposes goes back to quite old ages. There is information about medicinal use of plants in stone tablets
and even prescriptions are found over these tables of
antique ages. Historians indicated that there were
figures and inscriptions in old sources about medicinal use of plants. Phyto-therapy is also closely related to life styles, cultures and traditions of the societies. The same plan tor herb is used for different
purposes in different societies [1]. There is information passed from one generation to another about
the medical use of plants, about which plant is good
for of used to cure which disease. All these plants
with a prescription are called “medicinal plants” [2].
Herbal treatment of diseases worldwide continued until XIX. Century. Developments in chemical
industry then influenced pharmaceutical industry
and herbal drugs were started to be replaced with
synthetic drugs. Present synthesized drugs have
quite many side effects and organisms already developed resistance against synthetic drugs. Thus, modern medicine has become insufficient in treatment of
some cases. Such cases then increased the significance of natural herbal compounds and the plants
bearing these substances [3]. Today, there is return
to nature and thus ecological products, medicinal and
aromatic plants have been gaining ever-increasing
significance.
Medicinal plants are used by the public to sustain health and as complementary medicine or for alternative treatment purposes.
This study was conducted to determine following attitudes of the people living in urban and rural
sections of Ordu province;
- Habits in using medicinal plants in treatment of diseases and sustaining their health,
- Resources from which medicinal plants are
supplied,
- Ratio of recourse to medicinal plants in
treatment of diseases without using synthetic drugs,
- Knowledge about side effects of medicinal
plants,
- Materials used while preparing medicinal
plants,
- The ambient in which drugs are preserved.

*)"$%
Traditional treatment, medicinal plant, disease treatment
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$&$%&%
1/
18-30 years
31-40 years
41-50 years
≥51 years
/7./:
Male
Female
#5+-/?2/:/<2/@53>/
Central town (Altınordu)
Town
Village
%8-3+5%/-=:3<@
No
Yes (Social Security Institution)
87<25@7-86/
≤1300 TL
1385--2400 TL
2401-4434 TL
≥4435 TL
.=-+<387
Primary School
Secondary School
High School
Vocational Collage
Undergraduate
Graduate
"--=9+<387
Not working
Official
Worker
Employer
Retired

7



86
92
75
57

27.7
29.7
24.2
18.4

130
180

41.9
58.1

88
147
75

28.4
47.4
24.2

60
250

19.3
80.6

97
114
81
18

69
62
75
38
42
24

119
55
97
17
22

31.3
36.7
26.1
5.8

22.3
20.0
24.2
12.3
13.5
7.7

38.4
17.7
31.3
5.5
7.1

$%'&%!%'%%"!

Demographic characteristics of participants are
provided in Table 1. of the participant, 27.7% was
between the ages 18-30 years, 29.7% was between
31-40 years, 24.2% was between 41-50 years and
18.4% was over 51 years. With regard to gender of
the participants, 41.9% was male and 58.1% was female. Considering the place where they live in, 28.45
was living in central town (Altınordu), 47.4% was
living in surrounding towns and 24.2% was living in
villages of these towns.
While 19.3% of the participants did not have
any social securities, 80.6% was benefiting from the
social security provided by the state.
With regard to monthly incomes of the participants, 36.7% had a monthly income between 13852400 TL, 31.3% had monthly income of below 1300
TL, 26.1% had monthly income between 2401-4434
TL and 5.85 had income over 4435 TL.
Considering the educational levels of the participants, 24.2% had high school education, 22.3%
had primary school education, 20.0% had secondary

&$%! &"%
A questionnaire was applied to people living in
rural and urban sections of Ordu province. The province is located in Black Sea region between 40'- 41'
North parallels and 37' -38' east meridians. While
typical Black Sea climate with cool summers, warm
winters and precipitated all seasons is dominant
along the coastal sections, terrestrial climate with hot
and dry summers, cold and snowy winters is effective in inner sections of the province.
Questionnaires were applied to voluntary people living in city center and towns of Ordu province
with face-to-face meetings. Intended population was
distributed numerically based on population intensities of the center and towns according to 2015 census. Questionnaires were made with randomly selected 310 people in 2017. A questionnaire composed of 27 questions was applied to each participant
and resultant date was presented in distribution tables.
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school education, 13.5% had undergraduate education, 12.3% had vocational collage education and
7.7% had graduate level education.
With regard to occupations of the participants,
38.4% indicated that they were not working in any
profession, 31.3% was worker, 17.75 was official,
7.1% was retired and 5.55 was employer.
The questions asked to inquire about the habits
of participants in using medicinal plants are provided
in Table 2. of the participants, 79.1% indicated that
they used medicinal plants “occasionally”, 20.9% indicated that they used medicinal plants “always”. To
the question of “for which purposes do you use medicinal plants?”, 50.9% replied as “both to treat diseases and to sustain health”, 41.9% replied as “to
treat diseases” and only 6.13% replies as “to sustain
health” (Table 2). Korkmaz et. al. [4] indicated in a
study investigating medicinal plant use habits of the
people living in Antalya and Burdur provinces that
people used medicinal plants to treat diseases, to sustain their health and to take pleasure.
Participants were allowed to select more than
one choice for the question inquiring the “sources of
medicinal plants”. Majority of them (69.7%) indicated that they supplied medicinal plants from herbalists. It was followed by the answers of “I directly
collect them from the nature” (45.8%) and “I buy
them from the markets” (43.9%) (Table 2).
A question of “how did you learn medicinal
plant use in treatment of diseases” was asked to the
participants and they were allowed to select more
than one choice for this question. Of the participants,
79.7% indicated they learned from “elderly”, 46.1%
from “media” and 18.7% indicated that they learned
from the “friends” (Table 2).
With regard to the question “Did the news and
adds on media increase your interests in medicinal

plants?”, 67.1% said “yes” and 32.9% replied as
“no” (Table 2).
Participants were asked the question of “which
medicinal plants do you use in treatment of diseases?” and they were allowed to select more than
one choice. Selected plants and their ratios are provided in Table 3. Mint (  %) was the mostly preferred plant with a ratio of 59.35. It was followed by
linden () with 57.1%, garlic (& $%'&)
with 50.3%, parsley (%#!$ & #$"&) with
47.7%, thyme (# & )&$) with 30.6%,
sage tea (Salvia) with 29.0%, cinnamon ( 
!&) with 25.8%, ginger ( #! )
with 20.3%, clove ()*)& #!%&) with
14.8%, daisy ($%#) with 14.5%, bay ( &#&$
!$) with 12.6%, orchid (#$ $&) with
12.3%, rosemary (!$# &$! $) and fennel
( ! && '&#) with 10.6%, curcuma (&#
&! ) with 7.7%, coriander (!# #&$
%'&) with 5.4%, anise ("   $&) with
2.6%, licorice ( ))##*#) with 1.9%, crocus (#!&$$%'&$) with 1.6% and alkanet ( 
% %!#) with 0.3%. Kalita and Khan [5] carried out
a study on West sections of Arunachal Pradesh in India to investigate naturally growing medicinal plants
and uses of these plants by local people in treatment
of diseases. Researchers indicated that ! %&
#!( was good for rheumatism and skin diseases,
!#&$ &$ was good for diarrhea and dysentery, %#&$ was good for stomach and cancer
diseases. Delfan et al. [6] indicated that &
 %!$ #%$  & #&  &%
plants were good for headaches, %###&%%
&#&$ $"  "'# #!$ plants were good
for migraine headaches. All these findings revealed
that local people use natural vegetation as a source
of healing.


& 
/.3-37+595+7<=;/2+,3<;80<2/9+:<3-39+7<;

+,3<;
8?80</7.8@8==;/6/.3-37+595+7<;
Occasionally
Always
)2+<+:/<2/9=:98;/80=;/08:6/.3-37+595+7<;
To treat diseases and to sustain health
To treat diseases
To sustain health
:86?2/:/.8@8=;=995@6/.3-37+595+7<;
Buy from herbalists
Collect from the nature
Buy from the markets
8?.3.@8=5/+:7<2/=;/806/.3-37+595+7<;37.3;/+;/<:/+<6/7<
From elderly
From media
From friends
3.<2/7/?;+7.+.;876/.3+37-:/+;/@8=:37</:/;<;376/.3-37+595+7<;
Yes
No
*More than one choice was selected.
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245
65

79.1
20.9

159
131
20

50.9
41.9
6.13

216
142
136

69.7
45.8
43.9

247
143
58

79.7
46.1
18.7

208
102

67.1
32.9
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/.3-37+595+7<;=;/.37<:/+<6/7<80.3;/+;/;

2+:+-</:3;<3-;
)23-26/.3-37+595+7<;.8@8==;/37<:/+<6/7<80.3;/+;/;
Mint (  %L.)
Linden (L.)
Garlic (&$%'&)
Parsley (%#!$ & #$"&)
Thyme (# &L.)&$L.)
Sega tea ('L.)
Cinnamon ( !&L.)
ginger ( #! )
Clove ()*)&#!%&)
Daisy ($%#L.)
Bay ( &#&$ !$)
Orchid (#$$&)
Rosemary (!$# &$! $)
Fennel ( ! &&'&#)
Curcuma (&#&! )
Coriander (!# #&$%'&)
Anise ("  $&)
Licorice ( ))##*#)
Crocus (#!&$$%'&$)
Alkanet ( % %!#)
* More than one choice was selected.
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184
177
156
148
95
90
80
63
46
45
39
38
33
33
24
17
8
6
5
1

59.3
57.1
50.3
47.7
30.6
29.0
25.8
20.3
14.8
14.5
12.6
12.3
10.6
10.6
7.7
5.4
2.6
1.9
1.6
0.3

& 
/.3-+</+7.6/.3-37+595+7<=;/2+,3<;80<2/9+:<3-39+7<;

2+:+-</:3;<3-;
)2+<3;@8=:2+,3<<818<8<2/.8-<8:
I go to the doctor when I got sick
I don’t go to the doctor unless I have a serious health problem
I have regular checkups
8@8=2+>/+-2:873-.3;/+;/ 
No
Yes
0@/;8@8==;/2/:,+5.:=1;37<:/+<6/7<80@8=:-2:873-.3;/+;/
Yes
No
8@8==;/2/:,+5.:=1;+;+-8695/6/7<+:@<:/+<6/7<<8.8-<8:9:/;-:3,/..:=1;
Yes
No
8@8=<2374@8=2+>/;=003-3/7<478?5/.1/+,8=<<2/;3.//00/-<;802/:,+5.:=1;
Partially
No
Yes
:/<2/6/.3-37+595+7<;,/7/03-3+537<:/+<6/7<80.3;/+;/;
Yes
No
:/<2/:/+7@.3;/+;/;08:?23-2@8==;/875@2/:,+5.:=1;?3<28=<=;371;@7<2/<3-.:=1;
Yes
No
8@8=:/-866/7.<2/=;/802/:,+5.:=1;<8;=::8=7.3719/895/
Yes
No

The participant responses to the questions inquiring their habits about medicinal plant use for
medicate and treatment of diseases, their knowledge
about the side effects of medicinal plants and tendency to orient surrounding people to medicinal
plants are provided in Table 4. For the question of

7



204
69
37

65.8
22.2
11.9

215
95

69,3
30,6

73
22

76,8
23.2

194
116

62.6
37.4

136
102
72

43.8
32.9
23.2

307
3

99,0
1.0

171
139

55.2
44.8

198
112

63.9
36.1

“What your habit to go the doctor?”, 65.8% replied
as “I go to doctor when I got sick”, 22.2% replied as
“I don’t go to the doctor unless I have a serious problem”, 11.9% replies as “I have regular checkups”.
For the question of “Do you have a chronic disease”,
69.3% replied as “no” and 30.6% replied as “yes”.
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carried out in different countries that !$%&$'#
% was used for ear ache, )&$"%& was
used for asthma, !")#&!%#)$ was used for
fractures and skin diseases, !#'   $$
was used for hepatitis, snake bites and dysentery,
# %& "&#"&#$ $ was sued for common
cold and #! ! &#& L. Was used to
reduce blood glucose levels [5, 7, 8].
The data about herbal drug preparation styles
and materials used while preparing these drugs are
provided in Table 6. Participants were able to select
more than one choice for this question. Almost all of
the participants (100%) was using brewing-infusion
method. Other preparation styles were “boiling-decoction” (30.3%), “smashing into mash” (13.2%),
“boiling the plants, dipping cotton into the water and
compress with this cotton” (10.3%), “keeping in olive oil-like oils” (5.5%). Korkmaz et. al. [4] carried
out a study in Isparta, Burdur and Antalya provinces
of Turkey and indicated the most common medicinal
plant preparation style of urban people as “infusion
and decoction”. These findings support the present
ones and indicated that people living in the same geographies had similar traditions.
For the question of “do you care about the materials you used in preparation of herbal drugs?”,
50.7% of the participants replied as “yes, I usually
try to use glass or porcelain materials”, 39.6% replied as “no, I use every kind of tools and equipment”, 5.5% replied as “yes, I usually use metal or
similar materials” and 4.2% replied as “other” (Table 6).
Questions inquired also the sweeteners used
while consuming medicinal plants, materials used to
prepare them and preservation techniques and participants were allowed to select more than one choice
for these questions (Table 7). Of the participants,
35.5% indicated that they didn’t need to use any
sweeteners, 25.8% indicated that they used sugar,
25.5% indicated that they used hones, 25.2% used
lemon and 10.6% used grape molasses to sweeten
the herbal drugs.

For the participants with a chronic disease, the question of “Do you use herbal drugs in treatment of your
chronic disease?” was asked and 76.8% replied as
“yes” and 23.2% replied as “no”. For the question of
“Do you use herbal drugs as a complementary treatment to doctor-prescribed drugs?”, 62.65 replied as
“yes” and 37.4% replied as “no”. For the question of
“Do you think you have sufficient knowledge about
the side effects of herbal drugs?”, 43.8% replied as
“partially”, 32.95 replied as “no” and 23.2% replied
as “yes”. Present findings on participant knowledge
levels about the side effects of herbal drugs comply
with the findings of Korkmaz et. al. [4] investigating
the medicinal plant use habits of local people in
some provinces of Turkey.
For the question of “Are the medicinal plants
beneficial in treatment of diseases?’’, 99.0% replied
as “yes” and only 1.0% replied as “no”. For the question of “Are there any diseases for which you use
only herbal drugs without using synthetic drugs?”,
55.2% replied as “yes” and 44.8% replied as “no”.
Finally for the question of “Do you recommend the
use of herbal drugs to surrounding people?”, 63.9%
of participants replied as “yes” and 36.1% replied as
“no” (Table 4).
Participants were asked to reply the question of
“For which diseases you apply for herbal drugs?”
and they were allowed to select more than one
choice. “Common cold” was selected by majority of
the participants (65.8%). The other diseases preferred to be treated with herbal drugs were identified
as digestive systems diseases (22.9%), stress and
nervousness (14.8%), rheumatism/joint diseases
(14.5%), high/low blood pressure (14.5%), sinusitis/migraine (13.5%), diabetes (9.7%), gynecological diseases (7.7%), urinary tract infections/nephropathy (6.4%), lung diseases (5.5%), hemorrhoid
(5.2%), skin diseases (4.2%) and heart diseases
(3.5%). Although the plants used for treatment of
diseases and usage of these plant vary from one culture to another, humans use the nature as a pharmacy. Thusly, it was indicated in previous studies

&
&2/.3;/+;/;08:?23-22/:,+5.:=1;+:/=;/.
2+:+-</:3;<3-;
 8:?23-2.3;/+;/;@8=+995@08:2/:,+5.:=1;
Common cold
Digestive system diseases
Stress and nervousness
Rheumatism/joint diseases
High/low blood pressure
Sinusitis/migraine
Diabetes
Gynecological diseases
Urinary track infections/nephropathy
Lung diseases
Hemorrhoid
Skin diseases
Hearth diseases
* More than one choice was selected.
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204
71
46
45
45
42
30
24
20
17
16
13
11

65.8
22.9
14.8
14.5
14.5
13.5
9.7
7.7
6.4
5.5
5.2
4.2
3.5
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&
/:,+5.:=19:/9+:+<387;<@5/;+7.6+</:3+5;=;/.?235/9:/9+:371<2/;/.:=1;

2+:+-</:3;<3-;
)23-26/<28..8@8==;/?235/9:/9+:3712/:,+5.:=1;
Infusion (brewing)
Decoction (boiling)
Smashing into mash
Boiling, dipping cotton into the water and compressing
Medicinal oil (keeping in olive oil-like oils)
B8@8=-+:/+,8=<<2/6+</:3+5;@8==;/.379:/9+:+<387802/:,+5.:=1;
Yes, I usually use glass and porcelain materials
No, I use every kind of tools and equipment
Yes, I usually use metal and similar materials
Other
* More than one choice was selected.
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310
94
41
32
17

100
30.3
13.2
10.3
5.5

157
123
17
13

50.7
39.6
5.5
4.2

&
%?//<371+7.9:/;/:>+<387;<@5/;809+:<3-39+7<;08:6/.3-37+595+7<;

2+:+-</:3;<3-;
8@8==;/+7@;=995/6/7<+:@6+</:3+5;<8;?//</76/.3-37+595+7<;
No
Yes, I sweeten with sugar
Yes, I sweeten with honey
Yes, I sweeten with lemon
Yes, I sweeten with grape molasses
)2/:/.8@8=9:/;/:>/6/.3-37+595+7<;
In kitchen cabinets
In refrigerator
Kitchen cabinet, refrigerator
8?.8@8=9:/;/:>/6/.3-37+595+7<;
In glass jars
In nylon bags
In metal jars
*More than one choice was selected

For the question about the place where they
preserved herbal drugs, 63.5% replied as “kitchen
cabinets”, 31.2% replied as “refrigerator” and 5.2%
replied as “kitchen cabinet – refrigerator” (Table 7).
A question about how they preserved medicinal
plants was also asked to participants and 56.5% replied as “in glass jars”, 45.2% replied as “in nylon
bags” and 2.9% replied as “in metal jars” (Table 7).
"!'%"!!$"
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110
80
79
78
33

35.5
25.8
25.5
25.2
10.6

197
97
16

63.5
31.2
5.2

175
140
9

56.5
45.2
2.9

to prescribed synthetic drugs, they partially knew
about the side effects of the medicinal plants, they
had some diseases for which they used only herbal
drugs without using synthetic drugs and they recommended the use of medicinal plants to surrounding
people.
It was observed in this study that herbal treatments were mostly used for common cold, digestive
system diseases, stress and nervousness and rheumatism/joint diseases. Almost all of the participants
preferred infusion method while preparing herbal
drugs, they mostly used glass or porcelain materials,
they usually did not need any sweeteners, they preserved the herbal drugs in kitchen cabinets and in
glass jars.
Ethnabotany studies about the present subject
matter are quite limited and information about medicinal plants, except for their use in disease treatment, is also quite limited. In present study, medicinal plant use habits of individuals were identified.
Herbal treatments used together with prescribed
medication, lack of knowledge about the side effects
of medicinal plants and inattention to the materials
used while preparing herbal drugs were considered
as the negative issues about the use of medicinal
plants.

!&"!%

The present study was conducted to determine
medicinal plant use habits of local people living in
Ordu province of Turkey. Present findings revealed
that local people were using medicinal plant to treat
diseases and to sustain their health. They mostly buy
medicinal plants from herbalists, learned the use of
medicinal plants as drugs from elderly and media
news increased the use of medicinal plants.
Mint, linden, garlic and parsley were the most
common medicinal plants used for herbal drugs. Participants indicated that they usually went to the doctor when they got sick, they also used medicinal
plants for the treatment of their chronic diseases,
they used herbal drugs as supplementary treatment
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Present findings may constitute a base for subject matter experts and enlighten the paths of future
researchers. The individuals using herbal treatments
should be informed through multidisciplinary studies.
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Tropospheric ozone is recognized to negatively
affect series of agricultural crops. Durum wheat as a
pre dominant cereal crop has been observed to be
sensitive to elevated ozone concentration leading to
decrease in wheat grain quantity and quality. The
aim of this study is to estimate the negative impacts
of the future increase in tropospheric ozone concentration and to compare the effects of elevated tropospheric ozone on grain yields and nutritional quality
of two wheat cultivars (       Desf var.
  and     Desfvar.   Open
top chamber (OTC) field experiments were carried
out during two consecutive years 2016-2017 and
2017-2018 under environmental conditions of Kurdistan region of Iraq, accumulated exposure over
threshold of 40 ppb (AOT40) was tested, the treatment were i) ambient air concentration (32-37) ppb,
ii) 50 ppb and iii) 60 ppb. Elevated Ozone concentration show a significant negative effect on grain
yield loss for both varieties in the first and second
year, were the grain yield loss percentage for Semito
was ranged between 15-28% and for Creso was
ranged between 20-31%. Strong negative correlation
were observed between grain protein content and
grain yield (R2 = - 90). The present study demonstrate that the elevated tropospheric ozone concentration significantly affect a range of important characteristics of both varieties of (  ) e.g. grain
yield and nutritional quality.

biosphere living components from harmful ultraviolet radiation emitted from the sun [2]. Recently it’s
identified as the most intensive countryside air pollutant and effect vegetations, crops productivity and
human health. As a result of huge anthropogenic
emissions of O3 precursors nitrogen oxide (NOx)
and volatile organic compounds (VOC) during the
last decade levels of tropospheric ozone has been increased in northern hemisphere by approximately
from 10 ppb pre-industrial concentration to 50-60
ppb current concentration [3]. Approximately 25 %
of earth surface is suffering from elevated ozone
concentration to above 60 ppb particularly during
summer time, when high light intensity and atmospheric pressure is prevailing. This rate is above the
standards of accumulated exposure over a threshold
of 40 ppb (AOT40) which is crucial for injury to sensitive plant species [4]. In addition the global climate
change can force more pressure on tropospheric
ozone emission e.g. by modifying emissions of
ozone precursors particularly biogenic volatile organic compounds (e.g. isoprene) that may be very effective to climate change in the same time [5].
In Asia mean monthly tropospheric O3 concentrations usually exceeding 50 ppb during crops
growing season [6]. And furthermore various simulating modeling projects indicate that globally might
have more increase in ozone concentration throughout the 21st, by 20–25% between 2015 and 2050, and
by 40–60% by 2100, consequently more damage to
agricultural crops and food production [7].
Chronic exposure to elevated tropospheric O3
concentration it will causes a scope of negative effects on many morphological, physiological and
productivity traits of plants including effects at the
cellular level, visible leaf injury, reduced photosynthetic activity, accelerated senescence and consequently reducing yield [8].
Durum wheat (    is the second most
cultivated wheat species in the world after the common wheat species [9]. And it’s also considered one
of the most sensitive crops to elevated tropospheric
O3 concentration, therefore it’s estimated that the
global wheat yield loss percentage is about 5-15%
due to ambient O3 concentrations [10, 11]. Under
Mediterranean environmental conditions wheat is
very well adapted with productivity up to 6

,+$&'
Tropospheric Ozone,      Grain yield, Nutritional quality

#(&$)($#
Tropospheric ozone (O3) is recognized as one
of the most effective regional and global atmospheric pollutant due to its phytotoxicity, causing
threat to food security to feed the growing population
across the globe [1]. Also act as the most powerful
greenhouse gases after CO2 and CH4, in opposite to
stratospheric ozone which protect the earth
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tons/hectare in rain-fed cultivation and its considered as a fundamental crop supporting food security
and economic development for rural people [12]. In
northern of Iraq as a part of Mediterranean environmental conditions wheat is considered as the most
important crop with average production up to 3.4
million tons in 2016-2017 [13].
Regardless of its importance for food security
and local economic development there are no studies
in best of our knowledge concerning the sensitivity
of (   and other agriculture crops to elevated
O3 concentration under environmental conditions
prevailing in Kurdistan region and whole Iraq,
Therefore this study will be the first one in
whole Iraq to
i) estimate the effects of elevated O3 concentration in comparison with the current ambient atmospheric concentration of tropospheric O3 on grain
yield quantity and nutritional quality of two wheat
cultivars;
ii) to screening if different cultivars of  
show a different tolerance/sensitivity to tropospheric
O3 in terms of productivity and seed quality;
iii) to provide new information for improving
risk assessments of the impact of tropospheric O3 on
agricultural crops production in the future, under environmental conditions of Kurdistan region.

concentration for 2050 [15]. Ozone fumigation began at anthesis growing stage when more than 50 %
main-stem ears flowered on April 2017 and 2018,
and continued daily during daylight hours for 30
days. The maximum 3-hours average of O3 exposure
was ambient O3 concentration, 50 ppb and 60 ppb.
Ozone is produced by ozone generator (QJ-002,
multi-functional ozone generator, China).
'?@1621 <=;1@0?6A6?D <.=.92?2=>   =.6:
D6281  4 1@:@9  At maturity (1 June 2017 after
193 day and 25 May 2018 after 188 day for the second year) each plot were harvested manually 5 cm
above soil surface, followed by threshing and cleaning process for each plot separately then the grain
yield was estimated by using digital balance.
(;?.8:6?=;42:3;==@12%=;?26: The
percentage of total nitrogen was estimated by using
of Microkjeldhal apparatus, and crude protein concentration was measured by multiplying the nitrogen
content with the conversion factor 5.7[16].
 %=;?26: D6281  4 1@:@9  Grain protein
yield per unit area is measured as follow:
%,%,
Where GPY= grain protein yield, GPC= grain
protein concentration, GY= grain yield
"6:2=.8>0;:?2:?94 74 %5;><5;=@> It
was estimated by spectrophotometer apparatus at the
wavelength of 410 nm [17].

%;?.>>6@994 74 it was estimated by using
the flame photometer apparatus according to [18].

-6:7;<<2=.:1".:4.:2>2 as micronutrients and ".4:2>6@9 as macronutrient were estimated by using atomic absorption according to [19].
Mineral concentration was expressed in mg/kg–1 of
grains dry matter.

"(&!'#"($'

6281<=2<.=.?6;:.:12C<2=692:?.812>64: 
The experiment had been performed during the
growing season of 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 for
two consecutive years, at the research field of college of Agriculture, University of Duhok, Kurdistan
Region at (36.86003 N, 42.869440 S). The experiment was planned to estimate the impact of tropospheric ozone on some qualitative and quantitative
characteristics of two wheat varieties (  var.
  and var.   ) under environmental conditions of Duhok province. The field experiment was
carried out under rainfed environmental conditions.
The experiment were designed as randomize complete block design (RCBD) with two factors, i.e. cultivars and Ozone concentrations with three replications. The plot size was 1 m2. Each plot was divided
to five rows with 20 cm distance between them. The
sowing rate was 30 kg/dunum which is equal to 13
gm/m2, and the density was adjusted taking into account their actual purity and germination percentage
determined according to the ABRRVI [14]. Seed
sowing was performed manually at November 2016
and 2017.

'?.?6>?60.8.:.8D>6> The data were statistically
analyzed using SAS 9.4 software (SAS Institute,
Inc., Cary, NC). Analysis of variance was carried out
using ANOVA, and the difference between various
treatments means were tested with Duncan’s Multiple Range test at 5% level. Correlation analyses were
carried out using the correlation function.
&')!('

1- Effects of elevated Ozone concentration,
seasonal variation and varieties on grain yield: The
results of the effects of elevated ozone concentration,
seasonal variation and varieties on the grain yield of
the two wheat varieties are presented in (Table 1). It
was clear from the combinational effect (S1+S2) that
Semito with ambient air concentration (32-37 ppb)

$E;:2 3@964.?6;:  The target for elevated
(O3) was (16-26 ppb approximately) above current
ambient air concentrations which is about (32-37
ppb), during growing season daylight hours, based
on the future prediction of tropospheric O3
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exhibit the highest values 1207 Kg/dunum in comparison to Creso with (60 ppb) taking the lowest values 774 Kg/dunum. The result of elevated ozone
concentration during first and second season on
grain yield loss was ranged between 15-28% for
Semito and 20-31% for Creso.
2- Effects of elevated Ozone concentration,
seasonal variation and varieties on protein content
(%): The results of the effects of elevated ozone concentration, seasonal variation and varieties on the
protein content of the two wheat varieties are presented in (Table 2). It was clear from the combinational effect (S1+S2) that Creso with (60 ppb) exhibit the highest values 14.16 % of protein content in
comparison to Semito with ambient air concentration (32-37 ppb) which taking the lowest values
11.18 % of protein content. But in the same time protein yield were significantly decreased with elevated
ozone concentration, were protein yield was 134
Kg/dunum under ambient air concentration and decreased to 113 Kg/dunum under elevated Ozone concentration to 60 ppb (Figure 1).
3- Combinational effects of elevated Ozone
concentration and varieties on macronutrient (P, K

and Mg) content mg/kg of grain yield: The results of
the combinational effects of elevated ozone concentration and varieties of two years on the (P, K and
Mg) content of the two wheat varieties are presented
in (Figure 2). For both cultivars elevated ozone concentration to 60 ppb exhibit the highest nutrients accumulation in comparison to ambient air concentration 32-37 ppb. As a comparison between two cultivars Semito showed more nutrients accumulation
than Creso under elevated ozone concentration.
4- Combinational effects of elevated Ozone
concentration and varieties on micronutrient (Cu,
Mn and Zn) content mg/kg of grain yield: The results
of the combinational effects of elevated ozone concentration and varieties of two years on the (Cu, Mn
and Zn) content of the two wheat varieties are presented in (Figure 3). For both cultivars elevated
ozone concentration to 60 ppb exhibit the highest nutrients accumulation in comparison to ambient air
concentration 32-37 ppb. As a comparison between
two cultivars Semito showed more nutrients accumulation than Creso under elevated ozone concentration.


(! 
3320?;3282A.?21$E;:20;:02:?=.?6;:>>2.>;:.8A.=6.?6;:.:1*.=62?62>;:=.6:D6281 4 @:@9;3
?B;B52.?A.=62?62>

$E;:2$0;:02:?=.?6;:<</
*23320?
 
 
 
'2.>;:23320?
'296?;
1230 a
1052 c
884 e
1055 a
' 
=2>;
1137 b
933 d
789 f
953 b
1004 a
23320?
1184 a
993 b
836 c
'296?;
1184 a
996 c
841 d
1007 a
' 
=2>;
1102 b
842 d
759 e
901 b
954 b
23320?
1143 a
919 b
800 c
'296?;
1207 a
1024 c
863 d
1031 a
' ' 
=2>;
1119 b
888 d
774 e
927 b
23320?
1163 a
956 b
818 c
Where S1= first season, S2= second season, S1+S2= combinational effect of season, C effect= concentration effect, V effect=
varieties effect. Means following with the same letters in season 1, 2 and combinational are not significantly different according
to Duncan Multiple at 0.05 levels.
'2.>;:

*.=62?62>

(! 
3320?;3282A.?21$E;:20;:02:?=.?6;:>>2.>;:.8A.=6.?6;:.:1*.=62?62>;:%=;?26:0;:?2:?;3?B;
B52.?A.=62?62>
Ozone (O3) concentration ppb
V effect
32-37
50
60
Season effect
Semito
11,14 f
12,34 d
13,68 b
12,39 b
S1
Creso
11,68 e
12,64 c
14,00 a
12,77 a
12,58 b
C effect
11,41 c
12,49 b
13,84 a
Semito
11,21 f
12,68 d
13,68 b
12,52 b
S2
Creso
12,00 e
13,54 c
14,31 a
13,28 a
12,90 a
C effect
11,61 c
13,11 b
14,00 a
Semito
11,18 f
12,51 d
13,68 b
12,46 b
S1+S2
Creso
11,84 e
13,09 c
14,16 a
13,03 a
C effect
11,51 c
12,80 b
13,92 a
Where S1= first season, S2= second season, S1+S2= combinational effect of season, C effect= concentration effect, V effect=
varieties effect. Means following with the same letters in season 1, 2 and combinational are not significantly different according
to Duncan Multiple at 0.05 level.
Season

Varieties
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)& 
!6:2.=;==28.?6;:.>.:.A2=.42;3?B;D2.=.:1?B;A.=62?62>/2?B22:282A.?21$E;:20;:02:?=.?6;:
<</B6?5=.6:<=;?26:0;:?2:?.:1=.6:%=;?26:D6281 4 1@:@9 
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Nutrients content mg/Kg
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Ozone concentration (ppb)
)& 
;9/6:.?6;:.83320?>;3?B;D2.=>;3282A.?21;E;:20;:02:?=.?6;:>.:1A.=62?62>;:9.0=;:@?=62:?>
%5;><5;=@>%%;?.>>6@9 .:1".4:2>6@9"40;:?2:?94  41=DB2645?;34=.6:D6281;3?B;
B52.?A.=62?62> 
Means following with the same letters in combinational effects of two years are not significantly different according to Duncan
Multiple at 0.05 levels.
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Ozone concentration (ppb)

)&
;9/6:.?6;:.823320?>;3?B;D2.=>;3282A.?21$E;:20;:02:?=.?6;:>.:1A.=62?62>;:960=;:@?=62:?>
@<<2=@".:4.:2>2":.:1-6:7-:0;:?2:?94  41=DB2645?;34=.6:D6281;3
?B;B52.?A.=62?62> 
Means following with the same letters in combinational effects of two years are not significantly different according to Duncan Multiple at 0.05 levels.

')''$#

 =.6: D6281  It has been well documented
that wheat is of particular sensitive to Ozone [20].
Yield is decreasing in different percentage with increasing current Ozone concentration from (31-50
ppb) to (51-75 ppb) as future O3 concentration, in the
same time grain yield loss is ranged between 9-13%
and 18-29 [21, 22]. Moreover the effects of elevated
Ozone on two new European winter wheat varieties
were observed that ambient air concentration +
30ppb lead to loss of grain quantity by -13.1 and 19.4%, while ambient concentration air +60 ppb reduced grain yield more by -19.5 and 31.1% respectively [23]. 
As an explanation of grain yield loss, Ozone induce early senescence, reduce average number of
grain/spike, spike/plant, individual grain weight,
1000 grain weight, and ultimately lead to reduction
in grain yield as a results of shortening in the grain
filling duration which is mainly depend on the net
CO2 fixation, carbohydrates production and the
translocations of synthesized material from the
leaves organ to the grain [24, 25]. In addition grain
yield reduction has usually been related to decrease
in photosynthetic rate, photosynthetic pigments and
to less nourishment of assimilates that promote seed
growth and filling [23]. Our results are in harmony
with the above researches observation.

%=;?26:0;:?2:? Elevated Ozone concentration reduce photosynthesis rate and other related
metabolic activities leading to less translocation of
assimilate as carbon to the grain and give a rise in
less sugar and starch accumulation in the grain [26].
In the same time elevated ozone concentrations to
(72 ppb) induce increase of grain protein concentration by (6.85), while protein yield is decreased by 18% [27]. Also it has been observed by Zhou et al
[28], that elevated tropospheric ozone induced increase of grain protein and amino acid content by
more than (14%) of a hybrid rice. These observations
are in arguments with our results. This increase in
protein content is mostly due to the growth dilution
effect, which is occurs due to dilution accumulation
of more nitrogenous compound in the grain, but it’s
not enough to compensate for the grain yield loss
[28, 29]. Strong genetic negative linear correlation
between grain yield (GY) and grain protein concentration (GPC) was observed due to growth dilution
effect [30]. The negative correlation between grain
yield and protein explaining the interrelationship between Carbon and Nitrogen metabolism process at
the canopy level of the plant [31]. 
#@?=62:?>0;:?2:?> Wheat quality as one of
the most important traits which is hardly affecting on
the nutritional value of the wheat is the concentration
of several macronutrients e.g. (N, P, K, and Mg) and
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micronutrients e.g. CU, Mn and Zn [32]. Elevated
Ozone concentrations induce increase in concentration of the mentioned nutrients in the grain of wheat
and rice, but nutrients yield were significantly decreased by Ozone [29]. 
This means that elevated ozone concentration
promote grain quality in term of protein and nutrients
concentration, but the amount of protein and minerals accumulated per unit area is decreased, and this
is cause risk on human health nutrition. In addition,
this explains that less amount of minerals and nitrogen has been uptake by plant [27].
The early senescence is induces by elevated
ozone concentration, Thus, the duration of minerals
absorption from the soil is shortened and consequently affecting on grain filling and yield [26, 33].
Simultaneously it is well documented that there
is a negative correlation between crop yield and minerals concentration, e.g. nitrogen uptake usually are
source restricted, consequently crops under stress by
ozone, will maintain nitrogen uptake, even though
reduced, to a larger extent than biomass accumulation. The net result will be low grain yield with an
improved grain protein concentration; a similar principle seems to apply also for other essential elements
[34].
Another explanation is that as a result of strong
negative effects of ozone exposure on 1000 grain
weight or individual grain weight, volume weight, a
large number of small and malformed seeds will
formed, resulting in less starch accumulation [35].
Furthermore as a negative correlation between carbohydrate and protein accumulation will result in
more nitrogen and other essential nutrients accumulation in the grain as an output of growth dilution effect [28]. All above mentioned explanations are in
line with our results for whole tested parameters. The
correlation between studied variables as an average
of two year and two varieties showed a strong negative correlation between protein content and Grain
yield with (R2= - 0.90), while correlation between
protein content and nutrients was positive. Furthermore the correlation between grains yields and nutrients in general was significantly negative.

concentration during both years of research conducting, in the same time protein, macro and micronutrients yield were significantly decreased with elevated
Ozone concentration, the sensitivity of growth, grain
yield loss and grain quality was significantly difference between the two variety and significantly difference were observed in all variables between the
two growing season.
With continuously urban sprawling, increasing
petrol and other industries in the region, more atmospheric pollution by different pollutants is expected,
consequently more studies will be required to investigate the sensitivity of different economic crops to
ambient air concentration and the future trends of air
pollutant like tropospheric ozone, and also place extra emphasizes on appropriate varieties picking to
moderate the effects of air pollutant like tropospheric
Ozone on crops production in Kurdistan Region of
Iraq.
&&#'
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The present study demonstrate that the elevated
tropospheric Ozone concentration significantly affect many quantitative and qualititative characteristics of both varieties of (  ) Semito and Creso
e.g. grain yield and nutritional quality. We found a
significant negative relationship between the effects
of elevated ozone concentrations and grain yield in
comparison with ambient air concentration, on the
same time a significant positive correlation were noticed between elevated Ozone concentration and
protein concentration, macronutrients (P, K, and
Mg) and micronutrients (Cu, Mn and Zn)
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In this study, commercial tire tread which
should be as an economical and more environmentally friendly was aimed to be modified by using cellulosic fiber and/or plant-based oil. The ratio of cellulose fiber to carbon was used as 0.33:1. The plantbased oil used as 20.8 phr instead of the aromatic oil
in the mixture of the tire's tread. The tire treads were
prepared by using 10 different mixture, one of them
was control and others testing mixture. Rheological
tests before vulcanization and physico-mechanical
tests after vulcanization were applied to the prepared
samples. Vulcanization characteristics were obtained by using a moving die rheometer (190°C,
3min). All tests were carried out in accordance with
the relevant ASTM D standard test procedure. According to the results the rheological, physical and
mechanical properties showed significant changes
depending on the natural fillers. The values of the
curing time and scorch time were increased while the
maximum and minimum torque values were reduced
for rubber samples produced using the natural fillers.
Plant-based oil had higher cure extent values than the
cellulose fiber this represents a higher cross-linking
degree during cure reaction. The abrasion and tensile
strength were reduced negatively with all types of
cellulose fillers. Test results of all of the different
types of Plant-based oil were proper in standard values except tear strength.



There is an increasing demand for various vehicles in modern lifestyle such as aircrafts and jets,
cars, trucks, tractors, agricultural and forestry machinery etc. It is clear that at the end of the lifecycle
of theirtires of these vehicles would be caused to big
waste [3]. In the world, the waste of rubber materials
especially in the form of used tires caused to the serious environmental problem due to their very complex structure and composition, this increases year
by year [4, 5]. Many countries have changed in their
policy or legislated to prevent this situation and to
protect the environment [6-7]. Rubber material essentially is consisting of the rubber, the reinforcing
fillers, the process oils, and additives. The mechanical and rheological performances of rubber materials
are changeable with the filler loading, the dispersing
quality of fillers and the other additives [1, 8]. Since
January 2010, highly aromatic oils including PAH
were banned according to a European Directive, to
avoid contaminating the environment [6]. Some researchers and manufacturers have turned to plantbased oils and other natural tire ingredients to reduce
cost, and increase the sustainability of the tire [1, 911]. Natural fibers are mainly composed of cellulose,
whose elementary unit, anhydro D-glucose, contains
three hydroxyls groups. These hydroxyl groups form
intra- and intermolecular bonds, causing all vegetable fibers to be hydrophilic. Cellulose has been
shown to be a long-chain polymer, with lignin and
hemicelluloses [12, 13]. Cellulose fibers can be classified according to their origin and grouped into leaf,
seed, fruit, grass, bast, and stalk [13]. A lot of research works have been performed all over the world
on the use of cellulose fibers as a reinforcing material for the preparation of various types of composites. Cellulose fiber reinforcement to polymer composites is preferred due to their ease of supply, low
cost processing, low density, non-toxic properties,
and biodegradable properties [13, 14]. Economic
and political changes in the world adversely affect
the use of petrochemical raw materials which have
not already enough feedstock and are non-renewable. In addition, petrochemical products might be
caused to air, water or soil pollution so the search

+)"$%
Cellulose fiber, Plant-based oil, Physico-mechanical, Rheological properties, Tire tread
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Today, rubber materials are located in many areas of our lives. The rubber industry in the world can
be constantly made innovations because of the properties of rubber; easily processability, availability in
different application areas, and usability as a semiprocessed product. These are all the preferred properties for any manufacturing material in this market
[1, 2].
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for new alternative raw materials in accordance with
sustainable development goals required. Edible natural vegetable oils are readily available, chemically
functional raw materials. If edible natural oils are
used of production of the more valuable materials by
different purposes, it will add value to low cost agricultural raw materials [15, 16].
The subject covered in this study is the determination of the physico-mechanical and rheological
behavior of rubber blends for the tire tread affected
by cellulosic fibers and/or plant-based oils. The original aims are to the potential use of cellulosic fibers
and/or plant-based oils into the rubber blends and
improve the tire properties, the further advantage of
selected fillers is that it allows to sustainability.

aromatic oil in the mixture of the tire's tread. The tire
treads were prepared by using 10 different mixture,
one of them was control (RC) and others testing samples. The chemical compositions and quantities of all
additives used in the production of commercial tire
tread (RC) given in the Table 1 is subject to the confidentiality agreement with the company.
The polymer mixtures were prepared as a master batch in an internal mixer by a laboratory tworoll mill (HMO Mak San Tic.Ltd.) with 2.5kg capacity and friction factor 1.1. The temperature of the
mill did not exceed 95 °C and rotor speed was 5 rpm
while working. Mixing procedure is given in Table
2.

&
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The cellulose fibers were obtained from three
kinds of waste with the end of some processing;
chestnut shell, pistachio shell and pinecone. The discarded chestnut shells were obtained from the chestnut candy company in Bursa/Turkey. The Waste pistachio shells were obtained from a local pastry shop.
Waste pine cones were collected from university
garden. The filling materials were all dried on air
condition, and they were ground (Brook Crompton
Series 2000) and screened to give an average particle
size of 0.2575 mm. The ratio of cellulose fiber to carbon black in the manufacture of tire's tread was used
as 0.33:1. Three plant-based oils (canola, corn and
sunflower oil) were provided from local suppliers in
Turkey. They were used as 20.8 phr instead of the

.>?2=/.?05
Charge Rubbers
Filler & process oil &chemicals
Discharge mill
6:.8/.?05
Master batch
Vulcanization agents
Discharge mill

&69296:
20-32
10-15
9-14
10-15
12-23
10-19

The rheological properties of polymer samples
were obtained by using a moving die rheometer
(MDR, Gotech M2000A) at 190°C according to
ASTM D 1646 standard [17]. The values of ts2, t90,
ML, MH were measured; cure extent and cure rate index (CRI) were calculated from the values according
to Equation 1 and Equation 2, respectively.
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Cure extent = MH-ML
(1)
CRI = 100 / (t90-ts2)
(2)
The vulcanization of polymer samples were
carried out with a DEVOTRANS DVT NP Y sample
preparation press at 170 °C under 15 MPa pressure
for specified times which correspond to their t90.
From compression molded sheets (Figure 1) specimens were prepared in required dimensions by
standard to study the physico-mechanical properties
of vulcanizates.
Tensile strength, elongation at break, tensile
modulus (300%) and tear strength were determined
by using Tensile Testing Machine (DEVOTRANSDvt BE), according to ASTM D412 [19]. Both tensile and tear properties used a testing speed of 500
mm/min. The density of the vulcanized rubber samples were determined according to Archimedes Principle based on the ASTM D 297 [20]. DEVOTANS
DVT DA 6 were used for measuring abrasion of the
rubber vulcanizates, according to ASTM D 5963
[21]. Hardness of the vulcanized samples was determined according to ASTM D2240 by using a Shore
A durometre [22].
After physico-mechanical tests, the surface
morphology of some vulcanized rubber samples
were examined under the scanning electron microscope (SEM., Zeiss Supra 40VP, Germany) at an acceleration voltage of 10kV.



minutes. The resulting scorch time, cure time, minimum rheometer torque and maximum rheometer
torque were given in Table 3 for comparison cure
system of polymer samples.
Gonzales et al. are reported that the torque increases with the concentration of the vulcanizing ingredients and displays a decreasing plateau indicating that the formed crosslinks are thermally unstable
[23]. In our study, the curing developments of the
tire rubber blends are conformity to this comment as
shown in Figure 2. The maximum torque increases
with the content of RC. If a comparison of the rheological properties of RC with other blends is made,
there is a decrease in all tire rubber blends. Whereas
vulcanization character of R9 and R7 is so similar to
vulcanization curve & rheological properties of RC.
It was thought that the addition of sunflower oil &
DAE and chestnut fibers to the rubber blend had a
synergetic effect on the curing properties.
The values of the curing time (t90) and scorch
time (ts2) were increased while the maximum (MH)
and minimum (ML) torque values were reduced for
rubber samples produced using plant-based oil
and/or cellulose fiber. Plant-based oil had higher
cure extent values than the cellulose fiber this represents a higher cross-linking degree during cure reaction (Table 3).Maximum rheometer torque, MH,
which is related to the stiffness of cured compound,
is minimum for R8 with made of pinecone and sunflower oil.
When mechanical properties of the plant-based
oil and cellulose fiber were compared each other,
plant-based oil, especially sunflower oil and the
combination of sunflower oil with aromatic oil have
shown similar test results with control samples (Figure 3).

$%'&%!%'%%"!

In this study, the effects and usability of plant
based-oil and /or cellulose fiber on different tire
tread compounds were evaluated.
For cure system crosslinking isotherms were
given in Figure 2whichwas taken at 190°C for 3
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ML (dNm) a
Ts2 (min) b
T90 (min) c
MH (dNm) d
Cure extent (dNm)
CRI (min-1)

'$ 
=;>>86:76:46>;?52=9>3;=.8816332=2:?=@//2=>.9<82>

& 
$52;8;460.8<=;<2=?62>.:1@=205.=.0?2=6>?60>
$
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$
$
1.72
1.31
1.15
1.39
2.01
2.06
1.40
0.57
0.73
0.73
0.70
0.37
0.63
0.47
1.03
0.78
0.75
0.75
0.62
0.67
0.80
13.55
9.92
10.07 10.87 11.25 10.84 11.11
11.83
8.61
8.92
9.48
9.24
8.78
9.71
8.45
11.61 11.22 10.55 10.82 11.39 10.30

$
1.42
0.48
0.88
12.25
10.83
9.24

$
1.10
0.62
0.98
9.25
8.16
12.26

$
1.12
0.58
0.95
12.94
11.82
8.46

a: Minimum Torque, b: Scorch Time, c: Time of 90%Cure, d: Maximum
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reported that the use of ecofriendly process oils
caused small variations in the curing behavior of the
various basic rubber recipes. When eco-friendly process oils were loaded to rubber blends with the substitution of conventionally used aromatic oils, the
changing of the rheological, physical and mechanical properties was only in a narrow range [1].
Figure 4 shows that the abrasion rate of vulcanized rubber samples (R1, R2 and R3) increases
sharply with loading cellulose fiber. Abrasion resistance is usually affected by hardness, filler dispersion, and chemical structure of rubber. It has been
determined that R7 has the highest abrasion resistance to the lowest abrasion in all vulcanized rubber samples. In the study of John et al. applications
of cellulosic fiber on reinforced polymeric

The vulcanized rubber blends which contain
sunflower oil (R6, R7) have been enhanced tensile
strength, tear strength and modulus 300% values. On
the other hand, it has been found that these properties
were decreased when the filler of cellulose fibers
was added to the blends. Sunflower and pinecone
fillers (R8) have better interaction than the sunflower
and chestnut shell fillers (R9) were determined according to the test results of the mechanical properties of the tire tread. Hardness values of the rubber
samples were varying between 63 and 68. Plantbased oils were reduced hardness values in vulcanized rubber samples. Mane et al. reported that crosslinking can improve some mechanical, physical and
thermal properties. This progress depends on the
type and degree of cross-linking [24]. Öter et al.
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composites was investigated. They obtained that cellulosic fiber had applications in many fields ranging
from the construction industry to the automotive industry. However, John et al. expressed that according to the experimental findings of some other researchers, it has been clearly stated that cellulosic
natural fibers caused poor mechanical properties and
reduce the dimensional stability of composites [25].
SEM images of some vulcanized rubber samples are shown in Figure 5. The dark backgrounds
represent the rubber matrix and the bright parts are
the fragments of additives which could not be dispersed homogenously.
A surface morphology of the pinecone fibers
(R1) is shown (Figure 5) where it can be observed
that they are tubular with a circular section. The use
of natural oils, as sunflower (R6 and R7) improves
the dispersion and distribution of fillers in rubber
samples.
The quality of the fiber–matrix interface is important when using natural fibers as reinforcement in
the rubber matrix. Some physical and chemical
methods are suggested to improve this interface.
Physical treatment is the first step when used to natural fibers. This changes the structural and surface
properties of the fibers but does not change the
chemical compositions of them. At the later stage of
this work, chemical treatment must be applied to the
natural fibers before adding to the tire mixture.

The authors would like to acknowledge the
BİLLAS Tire and Rubber Industry Trade Co. for
kindly supplying the equipment with all mixture ingredients for this research.
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Discarded and worn tires have to be reduced to
prevent the environmental hazardous and chemical
contamination. If enhanced biodegradability is applied to tires, it may be improved these problems.
Cellulose fibers should be used as potential reinforcing materials with biodegradable properties.
The experimental results showed that rheological properties of the tire tread after the substitution
of aromatic oils with sunflower oil and substitution
of carbon black with chestnut shell have not been deteriorated significantly.
Physical and mechanical properties of the vulcanizates were changed with natural filler. As a result of the experimental tests, cellulose fibres and
plant based-oils are as alternative fillers for carbon
black, aromatic oil that provides valuable data for
manufacturers by small formulation adjustments.
The further studies, especially plant-based oils can
be compared with aromatic oil to make some required modifications in properties of physico-mechanical and rheological.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Today, an important problem is the conversion
of organic wastes into vermicompost and alternative organic fertilizer is obtained which is beneficial
to sustain the productivity of the soil. Vermicompost is fertilizer material rich in symbiotic, asymbiotic microorganisms, mycorrhizal fungi and actinomycetes, as well as worm secretions, growth
hormones, enzymes, vitamins and amino acids.
Vermicompost increases the population of beneficial organism in the soil by using these beneficial
properties in plant growth and suppresses diseases
and harmful effects and provides positive changes
in physical, chemical and biological parameters of
soil and provides significant improvements in plant
growth and yield and nutrient uptake.
This study was conducted in order to examine
the effects of solid and liquid earthworm fertilizer
dosages on nutrients uptaking of Narcissus cv.
'Royal Connection' plant in the Siirt University in
2016-2017 in the ecological conditions of Siirt
province. The 25, 50 and 100 g (S1, S2 and S3) for
solid fertilizer and; 0.5%; 1% and 2% (L1, L2 and
L3) for liquid fertilizer was applied on each bulb. In
the study, some nutrients in leaves and bulbs were
analyzed. The mean values of N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Fe,
Mn, Zn and Cu contents belong to Narcissus bulbs
are varied between 1.633-2.013%, 2.787-4.195%,
0.631-0.795%, 0.366-0.866% (p<0.01), 0.0960.162% (p<0.05), 179.265-399.063 mg kg-1
(p<0.01), 14.620-16.674 mg kg-1; 155.697-461.033
mg kg-1 (p<0.01), and 30.333-45.799 mg kg-1, respectively.

Narcissus genus belong to Amaryllidaceae
family and it develops in soils which is rich in
terms of organic matter content, moist, sandy,
loamy and well drained loose structured soils. It
GRHVQ¶W OLNH WKH VRLO ZKLFK FRQWDLQV KLJK clayey,
with high groundwater and acidic. The content of
organic matter should be above 3% and the pH
value is between 6-7.5 [1]. As a result of many
researches, vermicompost which called organic
fertilizer has been searched for sustainability of soil
fertility. Since it has effect of suppressing on plant
diseases originating from soil [2-3], it causes the
intensive use of these products in organic farming
practices [4, 5, 6]. Vermicompost contains nitrate,
phosphate, convertible calcium and soluble potassium, which are useful for macro or micronutrient for
plants. It also contains hormones secreted by microorganisms and promoting plant growth [7].
Vermicompost not only ensures that plants are
healthy, high quality and productive with the nutrients they bring up to the soil, but also it increases
soil fertility and quality by regulates their development with humic acid and growth hormones, and
more importantly increasing microbial activity and
microbial biomass levels. [8] reported that vermicompost applications were more effective in
yield and yield items than NPK application in the
comparison of vermicompost and NPK fertilizer
application in strawberry. Vermicompost and similar organic fertilizer applications affect soil structure, air permeability, water permeability, availability of nutrients, microbial activities [9-10]. Firstly,
[11-12] observed that small doses of vermicompost
added to the potting media of several ornamental
species, produced a much larger increase in plant
growth than the equivalent dose of nutrients [13].
[12] reported that vermicomposts increased ornamental seedling emergence compared with those in
control commercial plant growth media, using a
wide range of test plants such as pea, lettuce, wheat,
cabbage, tomato and radish.

KEYWORDS:
Earthworm fertilizer, Narcissus, plant nutrient elements,
vermicompost
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TABLE 1
Some properties of experimental soil.
Analysis
Textur
pH
EC
Lime
Organic matter
Phosphorus (P2O5)
Potassium (K2O)

Unit
%
ds m-1
%
%
kg da-1
kg da-1

Result
72
7.33
1.12
14.8
1.64
3.70
128.7

Evaluation
Clay
Notr
Saltless
Middle level
Low
Low
Enough

TABLE 2
Properties of solid and liquid earthworm fertilizer [27].
Properties
pH
Total organic matter
Total nitrogen
Organic nitrogen
Total humic-fulvic
Humidity

Solid earthworm fertilizer
(%)
6.5-7.5
20-25
0.8-1.2
0.6-0.9
10-15
20-25

Liquid earthworm fertilizer
(%)
8.5-10.5
7
1
6
-

terms of texturization, the soil with mild alkaline
character contains lime in the middle level and
there is no salinity problem, insufficient with regard
to receivable phosphorus and organic matter, and
potassium level is sufficient (Table 1).
The study, based on the "Randomized Block
Design", consisted of 3 replicate blocks and in each
time, 12 bulbs are planted. Inter and intra rows are
25 cm and planting depth of 10 cm within the parcel were opened and solid and liquid earthworm
fertilizer was applied to the pits. Control parcels
were formed to compare with the applications.
Earthworm fertilizer (S), a solid earthworm fertilizer; 25 g / bulb (S1), 50 g / bulb (S2), 100 g / bulb
(S3), liquid (L) bulb which is a liquid earthworm
fertilizers were used at 0.5% (L1), 1% (L2), and 2%
(L3) doses. The used earthworm fertilizers are
obtained from Eisenia foetida culture worms known
as red California worm produced by a producer
company (Table 2). Irrigation was realized naturally using autumn-winter-spring rains.
Nutrient analysis was performed in nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca),
magnesium (Mg), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), zinc
(Zn) and copper (Cu) in the leave samples obtained
during flowering and bulbs samples obtained after
the aboveground part of plant was completely dried.
Analysis of plant nutrients was done according to
[28]. Nitrogen analysis by Kjeldahl method; other
elements were prepared by microwave method and
analyzed by ICP Q model ICP-MS of Thermo Scientific brand.
Data were planned using two-factor randomized block design by SAS 9.1 statistical package
program. The LSD multiple comparison test was
used to compare the averages. Tests were conductHGDWĮ VLJQLILFDQFHOHYHO[29].

Vermicompost has been positively affected by
some of the various plants that can be used as ornamental plants. According to the literature survey,
vermicompost-treated ornamental plants are determined as Eleagnus pungens, Cotoneaster conspicua,
Pyracantha,
Viburnum
bodnantense,
Chaemaecyparis lawsonia, Cupressocyparis leylandii and Juniperus communis [12], Chrysanthemum [14], poinsettia [15], marigold [16, 17, 18,
19], Rosmarinus officinalis [20], Geranium [21],
Petunia [22], Pinus pinaster [23-24], Hyacinthus
orientalis [25-26].
The Narcissus plant is a geophyte species requires less workforce and easy to grow when ecological requirements are met and a suitable growing
condition is provided. In literature searches, although it is easy to grow and care, Narcissus growing has not been determined in Siirt province before. This study was carried out to determine the
effects on the content of nutrient in leaves and
bulbs of plant by applying different doses of solid
and liquid earthworm fertilizers to the Narcissus cv.
³5R\DO&RQQHFWLRQ´SODQWZKLFKWKHRUFKDUGSODQW
ing is not commonly grown in the Siirt province.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was carried out in the Research and
Application Field of Faculty of Agriculture in Siirt
University during 2016-2017 vegetation periods. As
research material, Narcissus cv. 'Royal Connection'
bulbs were used.
The experimental area of Faculty of Agricultural in Kezer Campus of Siirt University has a flat
profile with a sloping, nearly inclined alluvial structure. According to soil analysis results taken from a
sample at a depth of 0-30 cm before planting in the
experimental area, it was determined that experimental area can be classified in the clay class in
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According to these findings, the highest content of
Mg in bulbs of Narcissus plant was in S2 by
0.162%, while the lowest Mg content was obtained
in control parcels by 0.096% (Table 3) (Figure 1).

RESULTS
Nitrogen (N) content (%). Increasing doses
of both fertilizer forms positively affected N content (Table 3). Mean values of N in bulbs varied
from 1.633 to 2.013% when N values varied in
leaves from 3.033 to 3.470%. Increased dosing of
both fertilizer forms led to a decrease in N content
in bulbs (Figure 1).

Iron (Fe) content (mg kg-1). While the highest content of Fe in the leaves was found in S2 with
544.333 mg kg-1 and the lowest value was found in
L3 with 307.570 mg kg-1, the content of Fe in bulb
was highest in L2 with 399.063 mg kg-1 and was the
lowest in L1 application with 179.265 mg kg-1
(Table 4) (Figure 2).

Phosphorus (P) content (%). The highest P
contents in the leaves were founded in control by
0.531%, and the lowest in L1 by 0.404% (Table 3).
In the bulbs, the highest P content was founded in
control (4.195%) while the lowest was in S1
(2.787%) (Figure 1).

Manganese (Mn) content (mg kg-1). The
highest Mn content in the leave was in L2 with
58.668 mg kg-1 and lowest in S3 with 37.005 mg
kg-1. The highest content of Mn in the bulb was in
S1 with 16.674 mg kg-1 with and the lowest in the
control parcels with 14.620 mg kg-1 (Table 4) (Figure 2).

Potassium (K) content (%). Accordingly, the
highest K contents in the leaves were found in S2
by 5.047% and the lowest K content was found in
L3 by 3.549% (Table 3). While the lowest K content (0.631%) was determined in control parcels,
the highest K content in bulbs (0.795%) in S3 (Figure 1).

Zinc (Zn) content (mg kg-1). The highest Zn
content (368.890 mg kg-1) was obtained in L3 and
the lowest Zn content (182 mg kg-1) was in the
control parcels in the leave. In the bulb of the Narcissus plant, Zn content was highest in S3 (461.033
mg kg-1) and lowest in L3 (155.697 mg kg-1) application (Table 4) (Figure 2).

Calcium (Ca) content (%). The average values of Ca contents in leaves were highest in S2 by
0.922% and were lowest in L1 by 0.457%; as for
mean values of Ca content in bulbs were highest in
S2 applications by 0.866%, and the lowest in L2
applications by 0.366% (Table 3) (Figure 1).

Copper (Cu) content (mg kg-1). The highest
Cu content in the leave was obtained in L2 (34.056
mg kg-1), lowest was in the control parcels (22.285
mg kg-1). According to Table 4, Cu contents in
bulbs was highest in S3 (45.799 mg kg -1) and lowest (30.333 mg kg-1) in control parcels (Figure 2).

Magnesium (Mg) content (%). The highest
content of Mg in leaves was found in L2 by
0.232%, the lowest was found in L1 by 0.161%.

TABLE 3
The effects of applications on the content of the macronutrient elements in the leaves and bulbs of the
Narcissus plant.
Organs

Leaves

Bulbs

Applications
Control
S1
S2
S3
L1
L2
L3
Control
S1
S2
S3
L1
L2
L3

N (%)
3.033
3.133
3.127
3.470
3.207
3.337
3.420
no-significant
1.753
2.013
1.957
1.637
1.793
1.687
1.633
no-significant

P (%)
0.531 A*
0.529 A
0.504 A
0.484 ABC
0.404 C
0.492 AB
0.414 BC
p<0.05
4.195
2.787
4.096
4.083
4.08
4.06
4.07
no-significant

K (%)
4.713 A**
4.446 AB
5.047 A
3.884 BC
3.741 BC
4.926 A
3.549 C
p<0.01
0.631
0.729
0.730
0.795
0.646
0.668
0.677
no-significant

S: Solid earthworm fertilizer; S1 (25 g / bulb), S2 (50 g / bulb), S3 (100 g / bulb)
L: Liquid earthworm fertilizer; L1 (0.5%), L2 (1%), L3 (2%)
*means followed by the same letter in the line indicate no statistical difference at %5 level
**means followed by the same letter in the line indicate no statistical difference at %1 level
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Ca (%)
0.689 BC**
0.692 BC
0.922 A
0.495 D
0.457 D
0.798 AB
0.595 CD
p<0.01
0.391 DE**
0.461 CD
0.866 A
0.715 B
0.537 C
0.366 E
0.770 B
p<0.01

Mg (%)
0.220 AB**
0.202 BCD
0.216 ABC
0.183 DE
0.161 E
0.232 A
0.198 CD
p<0.01
0.096 C*
0.122 BC
0.162 A
0.122 BC
0.115 BC
0.121 BC
0.130 B
p<0.05
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FIGURE 1
Effects of applications on leaf and bulb macro element contents
S: Solid earthworm fertilizer; S1 (25 g / bulb), S2 (50 g / bulb), S3 (100 g / bulb); L: Liquid earthworm fertilizer; L1 (0.5%),
L2 (1%), L3 (2%)

TABLE 4
The effects of applications on the content of the micronutrient elements in the leaves and bulbs of
the Narcissus plant.
Applications
Fe (mg kg-1)
Mn (mg kg-1)
Control
404.706 BC**
47.208 AB**
S1
351.198 CD
40.380 B
S2
544.333 A
57.763 A
S3
341.607 CD
37.005 B
Leaves
L1
325.793 CD
40.151 B
L2
476.653 AB
58.668 A
L3
307.570 D
37.354 B
Sign. value
p<0.01
p<0.01
Control
258.000 BC**
14.620
S1
331.996 AB
16.674
S2
364.685 AB
15.914
S3
21.716 C
16.334
Bulbs
L1
179.265 C
16.558
L2
399.063 A
16.469
L3
334.099 AB
15.929
Sign. value
p<0.01
no-significant
S: Solid earthworm fertilizer; S1 (25 g / bulb), S2 (50 g / bulb), S3 (100 g / bulb)
L: Liquid earthworm fertilizer; L1 (0.5%), L2 (1%), L3 (2%)
*means followed by the same letter in the line indicate no statistical difference at %5 level
**means followed by the same letter in the line indicate no statistical difference at %1 level
Organs
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Zn (mg kg-1)
182.000 C**
190.333 BC
291.497 A
279.161 AB
195.181 BC
363.353 A
368.890 A
p<0.01
381.805 AB**
423.766 A
299.552 B
461.033 A
197.370 C
294.517 B
155.697 C
p<0.01

Cu (mg kg-1)
22.285 D*
25.133 BCD
24.857 CD
33.280 A
32.190 AB
34.056 A
31.484 ABC
p<0.05
30.333
41.547
36.155
45.799
32.084
32.238
35.995
no-significant
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FIGURE 2
Effects of applications on leaf and bulb micro element contents
S: Solid earthworm fertilizer; S1 (25 g / bulb), S2 (50 g / bulb), S3 (100 g / bulb); L: Liquid earthworm fertilizer; L1 (0.5%),
L2 (1%), L3 (2%)

mg kg-1, 6.8-13.8 mg kg-1 and 2.1-3.4 mg kg-1,
respectively.
[26] studied on Hyacinthus orientalis µ3XUSOH
6WDU¶ LQ ILHOG FRQGLWLRQV 7KH UHVHDUFKHV DSSOLHG
inorganic and earthworm fertilizers to bulbs. They
obtained nutrient element contents in leaf and bulbs
like N (2.403-4.450% and 1.063-1.713%), P (0.2690.603% and 0.191-0.337%), K (3.112-6.758% and
0.817-1.183%), Ca (0.775-1.130%- 0.287-0.372%),
Mg (0.230-0.346 mg kg-1 and 0.089-0.119 mg kg-1),
Fe (802.333-1520.657 mg kg-1 and 169.54-482.209
mg kg-1), Mn (46.253-88.585 mg kg-1 and 12.41023.374 mg kg-1), Zn (15.148-33.560 mg kg-1 and
7.390-18.556 mg kg-1) and Cu (8.582-18.616 mg
kg-1 and 4.711-6.949 mg kg-1).
When we compared the findings of our study
with literature search presented, the content of K in
leave is found two times higher. Since the high rate
in control application as well as earthworm fertilizer proves that growing area of this study is appropriate. Variety differences also need to be considered. As it is seen in the previous studies, the content of K in the leaves differ a great change compared to the plant species grown. Plant species and
variety have a great importance along with the
cultivated area and conditions. In this study, K
values obtained from leaves and bulbs were found
close to each other. The result of the control application is also close to K values obtained from other
applications indicates that earthworm fertilizers

DISCUSSIONS
In a field study with Narcissus tazetta subsp.
tazetta plant, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium content in the aboveground organs of the plant was
determined as 2.47%, 0.068, 0.28, respectively
[30]. In a field study conducted with Romulea
columnae subsp. columnae plant, while N content
in vegetative samples taken from the organs of the
plant was 1.38%, this ratio in the samples taken in
the generative period was found to be 0.95% [31].
In the study of [32], N content of the leaves and
bulbs of the fertilizers in organic fertilization with
Hybrid Gladiolus "Dolce Vita" plant chicken manure, farm manure, waste mushroom compost and
peat were determined as 1.650-1.967% and 2.4674.861%, respectively. [33] stated that in order to
determine 0, 25, 50 and 75 kg-1 nickel (Ni) applications were effective against Narcissus poeticus L.
cv. "Ice Folies" on the nutrient content of the plant,
K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu content in the leaves
and bulbs were found as 2.06-2.20% and 0.750.89%, 0.48-0.59% and 0.22-0.27%, 0.14-0.17%
and 0.07-0.09%, 56.5-66.6 mg kg-1 and 14.7-27.4
mg kg-1, 30.1-48.8 mg kg-1 and 8.7-10.3 mg kg-1,
28.7-41.0 mg kg-1 and 18.9-21.0 mg kg-1, 11.0-41.3
mg kg-1 and 5.4-7.6 mg kg-1, respectively.
[34] determined the content of Zn and Cu in
the leaves and bulbs of the hyacinth plant by applying lead to the hyacinth bulbs in greenhouse conditions was between 33.3-50.1 mg kg-1 and 21.7-32.3
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and liquid earthworm also affects plant growth
positively permits the Narcissus plant to be grown
commercially in the region. earthworm fertilizer is
a nature-friendly fertilizer. It not only contributes
positively to the plant nutrition and growth but also
do not causes the salt accumulation which is unconsciously or continuously used in the soil such as
inorganic fertilizer, but it provides the improvement
of soil structure and enrichment of minerals.
The Narcissus planting should be encouraged
in the region, in terms of low cost and maintenance
costs which can be used several areas at once.
Farmers should be informed and encouraged to use
this fertilizer, do not cause pollution in terms of
both smell and apperance, to prevent salt accumulation in the soil, and to improve the physical and
chemical structure of the soil.
Besides, this study has important role in promoting narcissus farming in Siirt, it has applicability features to other plant groups and especially to
ornamental plant species. Due to the earthworm
fertilizer which has positive effects on the bulb
development as well as the cut flower production,
using earthworm fertilizer in Narcissus farming will
have an important contribution to the ornamental
plant sector and producers in region and extend the
vision of flower production in Siirt province.

have a positive effect on K content but little effect
on some forms and doses.
Since there is a difference between plant species and varieties and environmental conditions in
literature presented, changes in Mg contents in
leaves are observed. However, when only varieties
of Narcissus are considered, the mean values of Mg
in leaves and bulbs in our study are higher than
other studies. Earthworm fertilizers have a positive
effect on Mg contents.
The mean values of Fe obtained in our study
were much higher than other studies both on the
leave and on bulb. It is thought that the suitability
of the cultivation area and the effect of earthworm
fertilizer have a positive effect on Fe content.
As understood in this study, the Mn content
was inversely proportional with the leave and bulb
of the Narcissus. In the leaves, medium doses of
both fertilizer forms in particular have had a positive effect. By the way, no significant differences
were observed in the content of Mn in the bulbs.
Nevertheless, earthworm fertilizer for Mn content
of the Narcissus has been positive contribution
compared to previous studies. It can be seen in our
study that; the earthworm fertilizer has a positive
effect on the Zn content of the Narcissus plant.
While solid earthworm fertilizer was effective on
the Zn contents in the leaves, liquid earthworm
fertilizer was effective on the content of bulbs. A
relatively large increase is observed compared to
the previous researches.
There are differences in the content of Cu of
subject to plant species compared with the previous
studies. However, when the Narcissus are investigated, approximate contents to average are observed. Nevertheless, it is clear that the earthworm
fertilizer causes an increase in Cu content both on
the leave and on the bulb.
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carbohydrates and proteins. The chemical composition of microalgae varies mainly according to species and culture conditions [4].
Biochemical composition of microalgae cell,
especially the amounts of protein, fat, and carbohydrate varies depending on the environmental factors
and/or cultivation conditions. Even though it varies
depending on the microalgae species and strains, total organic matter content of microalgae consists of
30-50% protein, 20-40% carbohydrate, and 8-15%
lipid under normal conditions [5]. Protein, lipid, and
carbohydrate contents of various algae species are
presented in Table 1 [6].
The production of lipids via photoautotrophic
organisms is a very important process in aquatic ecosystem, because the lipids synthesized and/or accumulated by the microalgae are very important reserve products, they include polyunsaturated fatty
acids, and they are the main energy source for the
fish [7].
Lipid content of microalgae is affected by
many factors. When the cells face with nutrient imbalances or they are exposed to stress, the lipid level
increases. The nitrogen limitation (N-stress), one of
the negative conditions, is seen to be the most common and effective strategy for stimulating the lipid
accumulation [3]. Detailed lipid analyzes were performed on several green algae species and, at the end
of analyses, trienoic fatty acid (C16 and C18) compositions characterized to high structured plants were
observed [8-9].
The lipid productivity of  sp. under optimum conditions was investigated that it was
reported that 95% of fatty acid composition consisted for C16 and C18 fatty acids. At the end of experiment, the concentrations of saturated, monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty acids were reported as 38.9%, 33.1%, and 22.6%, respectively
[10].
The effects of glucose, mannose, fructose, galactose, or acetate-containing organic carbon sources
on the growth of !   were examined under luminous and darkness conditions, and it
was also determined that the cell can grow with glucose or mannose under darkness [11].

This study was carried out to determine the
chemical composition, amino acid and fatty acid profile of   and , and to examine the
effects of different cultivation mediums (BG11 and
WC mediums) on the growth. The polyunsaturated
fatty acid (PUFA) were found to be at maximum
level both of algae species and were followed by
monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA) in 
and saturated fatty acids and MUFA in   .
In both of algae species, gamma-linolenic acid
(C18:3n6) was found to be at the maximum level,
but no docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) was detected.
Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) rates of and
   were determined to be 2.31% and 6.47%,
respectively. Total amount of free amino acids was
found 89.25 g/100 g in    and 43.24 g/100
g in . Total amount of essential amino acids
(∑EAA) was determined to be 32.83 g/100 g for 
  and 16.84 g/100 g for . The total
amount of non-essential amino acids (∑NEAA) was
determined to be 56.42 g/100 g for    and
26.40 g/100 g for . Microalgae is one of the
important source of food supplements for human and
animal nutrition.


*)#%&
Amino acid profile, fatty acid profile, 
,   
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Microalgae are the primary producers of
aquatic ecosystem. These organisms are used as an
important nutrient source, in addition to pharmacology, cosmetic, and biodiesel fields [1]. As well as
they are sold in liquid, tablet or capsule forms in
markets, the microalgae are also used as additive in
pasta, aperitifs, and sugars [2]. Moreover, another
area of use of microalgae is the production of biodiesel by using algae [3]. About 3000 microalgae
species have been identified in the world. The microalgae consist of many components, mainly lipids,
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According to the studies carried out in recent
years, microalgae protein is considered to be the
most useful source for animal foods, because the algal protein is estimated to have a significant amino
acid composition [12]. Even though it varies depending on the species, 15-71% of dry weight of microalgae consists of protein [12].
The aim of present study is to determine the
fatty acid and amino acid profile of  and 
 species in two different culture medium.

Where: y (g/L) is the DCW; x is the absorbance
at 680 nm.
4185/-7/:8;:=5>5:9 Total lipids were determined by the chloroform-methanol extraction according to Flynn and Bramblett [17]. Nitrogen content was determined using the method of Kjeldahl
[18]. A conversion factor of 6.25 was used to calculate protein content. Moisture content was measured
using the oven-drying procedure according to the
AOAC [18]. Ash content was measured by heating
the samples for 4 h at 500 0C following the AOAC
[18] methods. These results were expressed in dry
weight basis and all measurements were performed
in triplicate. 

859:-/50-9-7C=5= In determining the samples’ free amino acid composition, the methods
(HPLC method) reported by Aristoy and Toldra [19]
and Antoine   [20] were employed. First of all,
the samples were homogenized, and then approx. 5
g of sample was hydrolyzed with 6 N HCI for 24
hours at 110 0C. In determining the free amino acid
compositions of samples, single detector (UV) and
Zorbax Eclipse-AAA 4.6x150 mm, 3.5 μm HPLC
was used. As the derivatization agent for the amino
acids, OPA (ortho-phthalaldehyde) and FMOC (9fluorenylmethyl chloroformate) were used, whereas
0.4 N Borate (pH 10.2) was used as buffer solution.

!'% &"!'#&

!5/<::<3-95=8 -901B;1<5819>-7 =1> ?; 
and    were ensured SAG (The Culture Collection of Algae at Goettingen University).
Both of them were grown in a modified WC medium
and BG11 medium under the same condition (temperature 26 0C, light intensity 0.12 lux and 16:8 h
light/dark photoperiod) [13-14].   and 
  were application of WC medium and BG11
medium, which was applied firstly in 150 ml Erlenmeyer, and then was cultured in 5 L glass container
[15].
  8105?8 NaNO3 (1.5 g.L-1),
K2HPO4.3H2O (40 g.L-1), MgSO4.7H2O (75 g.L-1),
CaCl2.2H2O (36 g.L-1), Na2CO3 (20 g.L-1),
MgNa2EDTA.H2O (1.0 g.L-1), Trace metals solution
(1 mL).

->>C-/50-9-7C=5= Fatty acids were extracted
and then the fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) were
prepared in accordance with the ISO 5509 method
[21]. Firstly, the lipid of sample, fatty acid analysis
of which is to be performed, was extracted. For this
purpose, a portion of samples was put into soxhlet
setup and the lipid was extracted using oil ether. And
then, the ether was evaporated by using evaporator.
100 mg of the obtained lipid was weighed in a
capped centrifuge tube and then 10 ml n-hexane was
added into the tube. And then, 10 ml 2 N KOH solution was added, the mixture was centrifuged, and the
superior phase was filtered and analyzed in GC device. Gas chromatography (GC) was performed by
using Agilent Technologies 6890 gas chromatograph
equipped with an HP-5 cross-linked methyl silicone

)8105?8 NaNO3 (85 g.L-1), CaCl2.2H2O
(36.76 g.L-1), MgSO4.7H2O (36.97g.L-1), NaHCO3
(12.60 g.L-1), Na2SiO3.9H2O (28.42 g.L-1), K2HPO4
(8.71 g.L-1), trace metals solution (1 mL) and vitamins solution (1 mL).

1>1<859->5:9 :2 85/<:-73-1 3<:A>4  Cell
concentration of culture was measure optic density
at wave length 680 nm using spectrophotometer. Biomass concentration the method of dry cell weight
[16]. 
y= 2575.9x+31.199 (R2=0.997)
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and    species were treated
with BG11 and WC mediums. The day-by-day biomass changes, of both species were found to be statistically significant (p<0.05).
 better developed in BG 11 medium,
and the minimum and maximum values were determined to be 432.82±95.48 and 578.36±97.99 mgL-1,
respectively.   , on the other hand, developed almost equal for both of mediums (1% best
value in WC medium), whereas the minimum value
was found on 1st day to be 314.55±39.40 mgL-1 and
the maximum level was found on 10th day to be
791.95±82.78 mgL-1 (Table 2).

fused-silica capillary column (30 mx0.25 mm I.D.,
0.25 μm film thickness). Hydrogen was used as the
carrier gas. Oven temperature was set between 180
and 250 0C. Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was performed using Agilent Technologies 5973 device. Individual components were
identified using mass spectral data and by comparing
the retention time data with those obtained from authentic and laboratory standards. Peak area was
quantified and expressed as percentage of total fatty
acids. 

&>->5=>5/-7-9-7C=1= The relationship between
biomass of  and    was analysed
using one-way ANOVA. DUNCAN test was used
for significant difference analysis by the SPSS 20.

'  
4-931:2 -90.5:8-==A5>4)8105?8-90 8105?8 
-C












 8105?8
)8105?8
83  E&
83  E&
Ab
465.45±66.66
229.54±58.89Bd
471.25±72.36Ab
223.75±84.17Bd
432.82±95.48Ab
215.59±58.27Bd
249.29±87.06Bd
482.41±106.27Ab
303.17±103.07Bc
525.56±119.46Aa
561.83±96.54Aa
347.18±82.74Bc
469.10±89.34Ba
568.70±104.26Aa
485.42±82.96Aa
578.36±97.99Aa
500.87±97.11Aa
558.40±117.26Aa
Aa
559.26±114.87
562.69±95.51Aa


 8105?8
)8105?8
83  E&
83  E&
Ac
441.41±52.34
314.55±39.40Be
501.73±112.06Ab
337.73±57.09Be
551.53±79.92Ab
413.72±92.25Bd
560.12±97.71Ab
486.27±73.88Bd
608.42±111.43Aa
585.87±93.97Bc
629.67±90.15Aa
640.87±74Bb
645.57±97.34Ba
757.60±79.91Aa
638.25±91.03Ba
749.88±73.41Aa
627.09±108.05Ba
790.23±83.76Aa
631.38±106Ba
791.95±82.78Aa

& Standard Deviation
 It shows the difference between the nutrient media applied to the same species (p<0.05)
-./01 It shows the difference between the nutrient medium and day applied to the same species (p<0.05)

(% 
4185/-7/:8;:=5>5:9:2 -90:20<C8->>1<
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->>C-/50;<:2571:2 -90

->>C-/50


C4:0 (Butyric Acid )
ND*
ND
C6:0 (Caproic Acid)
ND
ND
C8:0 (Caprylic Acid)
ND
ND
C10:0 (Capric Acid)
0.65±0.01A
5.02±0.04B
C11:0 (Undecanoic Acid)
ND
0.30±0.02
C12:0 (Lauric Acid)
0.13±0.03B
0.51±0.06A
C13:0 (Tridecanoic Acid )
0.29±0.04B
1.76±0.03A
B
C14:0 (Myristic Acid)
0.14±0.05
0.49±0.06A
C15:0 (Pentadecanoic Acid)
0.30±0.01A
0.61±0.09B
B
C16:0 (Palmitic Acid)
10.85±0.06
18.22±0.04A
C17:0 (Heptadecanoic Acid)
0.61±0.02B
1.90±0.05A
C18:0 (Stearic Acid)
4.96±0.08
ND
C20:0 (Arachidic Acid )
ND
0.77±0.08
C21:0 (Heneicosenoic Acid)
0.90±0.64A
0.88±0.02A
C22:0 (Behenic Acid)
0.28±0.04
ND
C23:0 (Tricosanoic Acid)
0.22±0.01B
0.43±0.05A
C24:0 (Lignoceric Acid)
0.39±0.06
ND
F&
 
 
C14:1 (Myristoleic Acid))
0.35±0.06A
0.36±0.04A
C15:1 (cis-10-Pentadecenoic Acid)
13.26±0.18A
3.15±0.02B
C16:1 (Palmitoleic Acid)
0.29±0.08
ND
C17:1 (cis-10-Heptadecenoic acid)
1.40±0.05B
2.47±0.08A
C18:1 (Oleic Asid)
0.79±0.12
ND
C18:1n9 (Elaidic Acid )
3.87±0.09
ND
C20:1 (cis-11- Eicosenoic Acid)
ND
ND
C22:1n9 (Erucic Acid)
ND
ND
C24:1 (Nervonic Acid)
2.03±0.04
ND
F!(

 
C18:2 (Linoleic Acid)
ND
2.23±0.04
C18:3 (Linolenic Acid)
3.47±0.02
ND
C20:2 (cis 11,14-Eicosadienoic acid)
2.41±0.01B
6.84±0.08A
C22:2 (cis 13,16-Docosadienoic acid)
ND
0.40±0.04
C18.2n6 (Linolelaidic Acid)
0.11±0.04B
1.12±0.10A
C18:3n6 (Gamma-Linolenic Acid)
48.71±0.08A
40.77±0.02B
C20:3n6 (cis-8,11,14- Eicosatrienoic Acid )
0.26±0.06B
0.62±0.03A
B
C20:4n6 (Arachidonic Acid)
0.13±0.03
4.04±0.14A
C20:5n3 (cis-5,8,11,14,17- Eikosanpentaenoic acid)
2.32±0.04B
6.47±0.33A
C22:6n3 (cis-4,7,10,13,16,19- Docosahexaenoic Acid)
ND
ND
F$(
 
 
F$( F&
2.92A
2.03A
B
F$( F!(
2.62
10.45A
B
$
2.32
6.47A
B
F9
2.32
6.47A
A
F9
49.20
46.54B
F9 F9
0.047B
0.14A
F9 F"
21.25A
7.19B
" Not Detected; !(, monounsaturated fatty acids; $(, polyunsaturated fatty acids; &, saturated fatty acids; $,
Eikosapentaenoik asit;, dokosahexaenoik aside
 It shows the difference between the fatty acid profile to  and    (p<0.05)

Biochemical composition of  and 
  in BG11 medium were determinate higher
than WC medium. Crude protein and crude fat value
of  and    in BG11 were measured
17.45%, 3.59% and 25.6%, 6.89% respectively, but
crude protein and crude fat value of  and
   in WC medium were calculated 15%,
3,05% and 15,75%, 3,35% respectively. As the protein and fat contents of the species grown in the WC
medium are lower than BG medium, the fatty acid

and amino acid profiles of species produced only in
BG medium were determined. The chemical composition results of  and    grown in
BG11 medium are presented in Figure 1. The protein, fat, moisture, and ash values of    were
found to be higher than those of .
->>C -/50 ;<:2571 :2   -90  
 The fatty acid profile of samples taken from
and    grown in BG11 medium
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859:-/50;<:2571:2 -90-<
8->?= The amino acid profile of algae species taken
into analysis are presented in Table 4. The total
amount of amino acids (∑AA) was found to be 89.25
g/100 g in    and 43.24 g/100 g in 
; it was determined that the difference between the
species was statistically significant (p<0.05). The
amount of essential amino acid (EAA) was found to
be 32.83 g/100g in    and 16.84 g/100 g in
. In both of algae species, the highest level
of EAA was found to belong to arginine. The amount
of non-essential amino acid (NEAA) was found to
be 56.42 g/100 g in    and 26.40 g/100 g in
 ; the difference between the groups was
found to be statistically significant (p<0.05). The
highest level of NEAA sort was glycine amino acid;
its values were found to be 19.30 g/100 g in  
  and 10.15 g/100 g in 


&(&&#"

In this study,   and    were
treated with two different cultivation mediums, and
the biomass changes in these mediums were examined. Moreover, the fatty acid and amino acid profiles of both species were determined.

were examined. The polyunsaturated fatty acid
(PUFA) were determined to be at maximum level
both of species and was followed by monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA) in  and saturated
fatty acids and MUFA in   . In both of algae species, gamma-linolenic acid (C18:3n6) that is
one of PUFAs was found to have the maximum
level, but no docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) was detected. eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) rates of 
and    were determined to be 2.31% and
6.47%, respectively (Table 3). 
MUFA value was determined to be 21.98% in
 , whereas that of    was calculated to be 5.98%. In both algae species, the highest
level was found to belong to pentadecenoic (C15:1)
acid, which is one of MUFAs. In , the saturated fatty acids constituted 19.69% of total fatty
acids, whereas they constituted 30.85% of total fatty
acids in   . Palmitic acid (C16:0), which is
one of saturated fatty acids, was found to be at maximum level; it constituted 10.85% in  and
18.22% in    ∑PUFA/∑MUFA and
EPA+DEHA values calculated to be 2.62 and 2.32
for  and 10.45 and 6.47 for   , respectively (Table 3).

859:-/50
Aspartate
Glutamate
Asparagine
Serine
Glutamine
Proline
Hydroxyproline
Alanine
Tyrosine
Cystiene
Glycine
F"
Histidin
Trypthophan
Phenylalanine
Isoleucine
Lycine
Leucine
Arginine
Valine
Methionine
Theronine
F
F
 "

' 
859:-/50;<:25713
3:2 -90
3
3
3
3
A
B
6.03±0.01
3.29±0.02
8.68±0.04A
4.67±0.04B
ND
ND
3.31±0.02A
1.69±0.06B
ND
ND
0.07±0.04B
8.13±0.05A
6.00±0.06A
3.33±0.03B
ND
ND
3.57±0.07A
1.96±0.06B
1.42±0.07A
1.25±0.06A
A
19.3±0.06
10.15±0.01B
  
 
ND
ND
8.03±0.04
ND
1.73±0.01A
0.80±0.01B
ND
ND
1.02±0.01A
1.30±0.05A
1.42±0.03A
1.03±0.06A
A
12.33±0.04
6.55±0.01B
A
2.10±0.02
0.98±0.05B
B
1.40±0.01
3.50±0.01A
A
4.81±0.1
2.70±0.02B

 
 

 
 




*" Not Detected; , essential amino acid; ", non-essential amino acid; amino acid
 It shows the difference between the amino acid profile to  and    (p<0.05)
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no nitrogen for cellular division, the cells accumulate carbon in lipid form. The biosynthesis and accumulation of lipids is enhanced in nitrogen-limited
cultures of microalgae [31].
In the current study, C18:3n6 (Gamma-Linolenic Acid) values of  and   species were calculated to be 48.71% and 40.77%, respectively. Fatty acid profile of  sp.
was investigated, and SFA, MUFA, and PUFA values were found to be 35.8, 40.8, and 28.3, respectively [3]. In an experiment carried out on 
 , a lipid increase due to TAG accumulation was determined when placed in nitrogen-free
medium (N-stress), and that the productivity of
TAGs was found to increase by 80.99 and 63.74
mgL-1day-1 when compared to control group. Monounsaturated fatty acids is a major fraction for stressed
cells; it increases in stressed cells (49.74%) and the
highest portion belongs to oleic acid (46.97 %) [32].
Gamma-linolenic acid is a fatty acid that is present
especially in  sp. and used for skin aging.
Linolenic acid content of  sp. was determined to be 12.9%, and it was also reported that the
increase in cultivation temperature also increases the
concentration of polyunsaturated acids [33].
Nonessential amino acid (NEAA) concentrations of   and    species were
found to be 20% more than EAA value. Many microalgae are capable of producing protein weighing
30-60% of their dry weights. High concentration of
protein can be observed in microalgae, which were
collected before the nitrogen level decreased. These
proteins, which were produced, contain amino acid
composition that can be consumed as a nitrogen
source by the humans and animals [5]. In the present
study, Arginine, Aspartate, Glycine and Glutamate
from amino acids composition were determined to
be approximately 8%.
The microalgae are the microscopic herbal organisms that are used in many domains varying from
human food to production of biodiesel. The microalgae cells contain fat, protein, and carbohydrate. The
algae can be developed in accordance with the point
of use, because the changes in physical and chemical
parameters of nutrient medium such as pH and bicarbonate alter the protein and lipid ratio.
Study on  sp. and 
sp. carry out different research was determined the
fatty acid concentration of them can be increased by
limiting pH, temperature, and nitrogen and they can
be used in obtaining biodiesel [3-24-25-26-33]. In
the present study, it was found that and
  species contain high concentrations of
EAA, omega 3 and omega 6 fatty acids that are useful for human and must be taken from outside.
In conclusion, microalgae are a source of food
supplements for human and animal nutrition. And
some species are considered suitable resources for
biodiesel production. However, there is a need for

By comparing the chemical contents of both of
mediums, WC medium contains more N when compared to BG11 medium, and vitamin solution was
added into WC medium. During the experiment, the
biomass increase of  was higher in BG11
medium (45%), whereas the biomass increases of 
  were almost same in both mediums (1% increase in WC medium). It has been reported that N/P
rate plays important role for growth of microalgae,
and that the best growth N/P rate for 
sp. is 20:1 [22]. Besides that, the temperature of culture is also important for the increase of fatty acid
content of  sp. [23]. Kim et al., [24] reported 20-50% growth in  sp. after placing them into BG11 medium. 22 different cultivation
mediums were applied to    
and  species, and it was determined that
the highest biomass growth occurred in samples
added with vitamin and urea [25].
According to the chemical composition taken
from the  and    samples in BG11
medium,   was determined to contain
17.45% protein and 3.59% fat.    was found
to contain 25.6% protein and 6.89% fat. Green microalgae have high protein contents. However, these
rates are much lower when compared to  
 ,  , and  !
   [6]. According to another research,
fat contents of    and 
  was found to be lower (5.1% and 3.6%, respectively) (Batista   2013). As a result, the lipid
ratio of algae varies not only with species but also
with nutrients, pH, CO2 level and light intensity [125-26-27-28]. Bold Basal medium and various rates
of urea were applied to  sp., and the lipid content was found to be 9% in urea-free samples
[29]. It was reported that many microalgae collected
TAG under high concentration of bicarbonate and
nitrogen, and that it caused the degradation of protein and chlorophyll and consequently an increase in
total lipid content [3].  sp., 
sp. and  !  sp strains grown under different sodium nitrate, sodium carbonate, and ferric
ammonium citrate (iron) levels were investigated
and among the three microalgae,  sp.
showed the highest total lipid yield of 0.69 g -1L-1
under the IC of 0.012 g -1L -1.
In the present study, the PUFA value was determined to be 57.39 and 62.47 for  and 
 , respectively. The fatty acids in microalgae
correspond the largest lipid fraction, and, in certain
species, PUFAs compose between 25 and 60% of total lipids [30]. Although PUFA rate of green algae
was higher, PUFA’s accumulation in cells varies depending on membrane content of algae. PUFAs containing omega 3 and omega 6 fatty acids vary depending on the environmental factors in cultivation
medium [27]. Again the algae species might contain
the structure, which can accumulate high concentration of TAG, in their membranes [9]. Since there is
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further studies involving pigment, chemical and enzyme activity.
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The aim of the study was to determine the
structure, knowledge level, functions in pest management and opinions of pesticide dealers in
Nevsehir province. Complete counting method has
been employed in 2018 to acquire survey data from
50 pesticide dealers located in the Central, Derinkuyu, Gülsehir, Ürgüp, Kozaklı, Avanos, Acıgol
and Hacıbektas districts of Nevsehir and the results
have been assessed on a percentage ratio. It has
been observed that majority of the pesticide dealers
are male (84%), university graduate (78%), and
mostly experienced and a graduate of agricultural
faculty (76%). Pesticide dealers have indicated that
among pesticide groups, it is insecticides that are
selling most (66%), they are getting pesticides from
wholesalers (62%), paying in cash (66%), they are
in constant contact with agricultural organizations
(66%) and they are having problems with regards to
the diagnosis of physiological and pathologic diseases (58%). Farmers have stated that they are
consulting the pesticide dealers on how, when and
how much pesticide to use (86%), getting recommendations on pesticide selection (64%), that price
is a major factor in buying pesticide (48%), they are
applying the suggested pesticide dosage in a medium level (58%) and that pesticides are partially
effective (50%). Pesticide dealers have stated that
look for licenced (44%) and economical pesticides
(36%), that they are not in favour of pesticides
being sold with prescription (46%), that integrated
pest management and early warning system is implemented in low levels only (34%), that they are
introducing the products to farmers (44%), that
pesticide companies are introducing new products
(68%) and that majority of the farmers are not using
bio-pesticides.



$" %$ 
Almost all of the crops that are grown and are
making up the main food source of the world are
under the threat of disease, insects and weeds. Today, one of the methods of control in agriculture is
pesticides, used for protecting crops from insects,
disease and weeds and for yielding high quality
crops [1]. It is known that in cases where pesticides
are not used, there is up to 60% loss in quality and
yield of the crops. Therefore, just like in the rest of
the world, it is inevitable for Turkey to use plant
protection products to control pests that lead to loss
of crops [2]. The global pesticide market was worth
58.5 billion USD in 2015, increasing to 60.2 billion
USD in 2016 and by 2021 it is expected to rise by
5.5%, reaching 78.7 billion USD [3]. 80% of the
world pesticide market is held by the developed
countries and Turkey’s share in the market is 0.06%
[4]. Among the pesticides in the world, herbicides
are ranked first by a share of 47%, followed by
insecticides by 29% and fungicides by 19%. In
terms of pesticide consumption amounts, Latin
American countries are leading the list while Japan,
China, Malesia and New Zealand are the other
countries with higher pesticide consumption rates
[5]. In Europe, Netherlands and Italy are the countries with high pesticide usage ratios. The amount
of pesticide consumption is thought to be 1.3
kg ha-1 in Turkey [6]. As of 2016, the amount of
pesticide consumption is 50054 tons in Turkey and
of the total pesticide consumption amount, 41% is
fungicides, 21% insecticides, 20% is herbicides,
14% is other groups while 4% is acaricides. In
terms of pesticide consumption per region, 30% of
total consumption took place in Mediterranean,
19% in Marmara, 18% in Aegean, 17% in Central
Anatolia, 12% in Southeastern Anatolia, 3% in
Black Sea and 1% Eastern Anatolian Region. As of
2016, there are 5355 licensed plant protection products, 361 licensed active substance and 6786 pesticide dealers selling these products in Turkey [7].
Even though not included in the top ten countries in
terms of market size, Turkey came to the forefront
as the country with the greatest positive growth
among the markets with greater volumes.
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Adıyaman stated that they receive recommendations from pesticide dealers for pesticide selection
and for determining the dose of pesticides [22].
Gözener et al. [23] reported that majority of the
tomato farmers (90.28%) in Tokat-Kazova define
their pesticide dosage on the basis of recommendations provided by pesticide-fertilizer dealers.
It has become clear that a great majority of the
farmers in Nevsehir province are relying on pesticide dealers with regards to receiving information
pest management, pesticide selection and dose
adjustment. However, it should not be forgotten
that use of pesticide in pest management brings
along many problems, such as the negative effects
on humans and environment. The aim of the study
was to determine the structure, knowledge level,
functions in pest management and opinions / observations of pesticide dealers in Nevsehir province.


$"#$ #

):-81)39 As there were no previous studies
conducted on the attitudes and behaviours of pesticide dealers with regards pest management in
Nevsehir province, this current study has been
based on the Provincial Directorate of Agriculture
and Forestry’s data in 2018 [9]. The main material
of the study consisted of original data acquired
through questionnaires from 50 pesticide dealers,
18 in Central, 9 in Derinkuyu, 6 in Gülsehir, 5 each
in Ürgüp and Kozaklı, 4 in Avanos, 2 in Acıgol and
1 in Hacıbektas.

-:06,9 There are 50 pesticide dealers in
Nevsehir, Central, Derinkuyu, Gülsehir, Ürgüp,
Kozaklı, Avanos, Acıgol and Hacıbektas districts,
who have been presented with survey forms during
face to face interviews and the answers given to
each question have been presented in quantity and
ratio. The number of surveys in the study has been
determined by using “Complete Counting Method”
and survey has been done with all of the main mass
[24]. Data acquired from the surveys have been
transferred into Microsoft Excel package program.


"#%$##%## 

Nevsehir province is located in Central Anatolian Region between 38° 12’ and 39° 20’ northern
latitudes and 34° 11’ and 35° 06’ eastern longitudes, within the Central Kızılırmak Basin, just
outside the Derinkuyu district located within the
Konya basin. The total agricultural area of Nevsehir
is 340863 ha and 67% of this area is used for growing field crops, 22% for fruits-grapes and 18% for
vegetables and ornamental plants. In addition to the
Central district, there are another 7 districts in
Nevsehir and the most commonly grown field crops
are cereals, potato, dry beans, grapes, walnut, apple;
as vegetables pumpkin seed and tomato [8]. Furthermore, 2017 data indicate that in Turkey, 30.6%
of pumpkin seed production, 12.5% of wine grape
production, 9.1% of dry beans production and 6.3%
of potato production takes place in Nevsehir [9].
The acquired data indicate that the location of the
study, Nevsehir and its districts have an important
place in Turkey with regards to pumpkin seed, wine
grape, dry bean and potato cultivation. As of 2016 a
total of 362401 L (137639 L herbicide, 33535 L
insecticide, 3575 L winter and summer oil, 1582 L
fungicide) pesticide is being used in Nevsehir. 3.8%
of all the pesticide used in Central Anatolian Region is being consumed in Nevsehir [10].
Today, it has become a necessity to use pesticides in pest mangement in order to protect the
crops and to prevent the threat of hunger and hence
the use of pesticides has increased greatly in the
whole [11]. Previously conducted studies indicate
that in terms of knowledge source in pesticide use,
farmers are availing of pesticide dealers that provide input to agriculture [12]. It has been reported
that in the past decade in USA the importance of
pesticide and seed dealers and agricultural cooperatives providing agricultural input has increased in
terms of training and knowledge transfer [13].
Similarly, in a study conducted in Turkey it has
been reported 58.5% of the producers in Konya are
in contact with pesticide dealers in terms of pest
management [14]. In Antalya, around 40% of the
tomato farmers are reported to make use of pesticide dealers as a source of information [15]. In
Isparta province, 25.69% of apple farmers have
been reported to rely on the recommendations of
pesticide dealers to make their pesticide selection
[16]. 54% of the apple farmers in Korkuteli-Antalya
stated that they consult pesticide dealers when deciding which pesticide to choose [17]. Kalıpcı et al.
[18] reported that 35.8% of the cereals farmers in
Konya are consulting pesticide dealers on which
pesticides to use. 68% of the vineyard farmers in
Manisa are reported to consult pesticide dealers for
pesticide selection [19]. 48.8% of the farmers in
Samsun are reported to base their pesticide selection on pesticide dealers recommendations [20].
88.9% of potato farmers in Nevsehir have stated
that they seek recommendations from pesticide
dealers [21]. A great majority of almond farmers in

It has been determined that of all the pesticide
dealers, 84% is male, 16% is female, 78% is university graduate, 10% is college graduate, 8% is higher
school graduate and 4% is primary school graduate.
University graduates have graduated from agriculture
faculty, 3.3% from departments of field crops,
25.60% from plant protection, 17.9% from soil science and plant nutrition, 15.4% from horticulture
science while 7.8% graduated from of animal science; 48% of the pesticide dealers have been granted
their licence during the past 8 years, 24% received it
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18 years ago, 18% did so 28 years ago while 6%
cides and 16.6% are fungicides, and another study
received it 38 years ago (Table 1). In parallel to our
conducted again in Şanlıurfa has reported that of all
findings, it has been reported that a majority of the
the pesticides sold, 36% are herbicides, 34% are
pesticide dealers in Isparta province are male and
insecticides, 16% are plant growth regulator while
about half of them have been established during the
14% are fungicides [11, 31].
2000’s, and 87.5% of the pesticide dealers in
62% of the pesticide dealers that they buy pesŞanlıurfa have a work experience spanning over a
ticides from wholesaler dealer, 22% directly from the
decade [25, 11]. Similar to our findings, studies on
manufacturing company while 16% purchase it from
regional offices, 66% of pesticide purchase is made
the subject have reported the ratio of university gradagainst future payment while the remaining 34% is
uate pesticide dealers as 60% in Şanlıurfa, 61.5% in
paid for in cash (Table 3). Similar to our findings,
Adana, 67%, in Antalya, 79% in Konya, 69% in
45.5% of the pesticide dealers in Konya province
Isparta, and 64% in another study in Konya [26, 27,
stated they are acquiring pesticide from wholesaler
11, 28, 25, 29]. Same authors have reported that
dealer while 27.3% are getting it from regional officalmost all university graduate pesticide dealers are
es [29]. In contrary to our findings, 50% of the pestigraduated from agriculture faculty and the agriculcide dealers in Şanlıurfa stated that they purchase
tural engineering pesticide dealers are mostly gradupesticides from regional offices, 30% directly from
ates of field crops and soil department. In contrary to
manufacturing company and 20% from wholesaler
our findings, only 17.46% of the pesticide dealers in
dealer [31]. Similar to our findings, pesticide dealers
Eastern Anatolian Region are reported to be agriculin Konya stated that they buy pesticide with further
tural engineering [30].
payment in 55% and in cash payment in 45%; while
Of the pesticides sold in pesticide dealers, 66%
those in Şanlıurfa buy pesticide with further payment
are insecticides, 24% are fungicides and 10% are
83.3% of the time and against cash payment 16.7%
herbicides (Table 2). It has been reported that of all
of the time [29, 31].
the pesticides marketed by pesticide dealers in
Şanlıurfa, 42.2% are herbicides, 41.3% are insecti
$ 
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-5,-8
Man
Woman
Total
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Primary school
Higher school
College
University
Total
-7)8:4-5:
Plant protection
Field crops
Horticultural sciences
Soil science and plant nutrition
Animal science
Total
1+-5+->-)8
1980-1990
1991-2000
2001-2010
2011-2018
Total

;4*-8
42
8
50
;4*-8
2
4
5
39
50
;4*-8
10
13
6
7
3
39
;4*-8
3
9
14
24
50
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84.00
16.00
100.00
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4.00
8.00
10.00
78.00
100.00
!-8+-5:)/-
25.60
33.30
15,40
17.90
7.80
100.00
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6.00
18.00
28.00
48.00
100.00
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Insecticide
Fungicide
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Acaricide
Other
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50
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Total
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7
23
20
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In terms of being in contact with agricultural
organizations, 64% of the pesticide dealers stated
that they are in a constant contact, 32% are sometimes contact while 4% are not in any contact at
(Table 4). Similar to our findings, 47.77% of the
pesticide dealers in İçel province are in constant
contact with agricultural organizations, 41.11% are
sometimes contact, while 11.11% do not have any
association with the agricultural organization [32].
46.9% of the pesticide dealers in Konya are in constant contact with agricultural organizations, 40.8%
are sometimes contact while 12.3% do not have any
contact at all [14]. It has been reported that the
pesticide dealers in Antalya province have a moderate level of contact with agricultural organizations
[12]. Contrary to our findings, it has been reported
that in Isparta province the cooperation between
pesticide dealers and agricultural organizations is
weak [25].
58% of the pesticide dealers stated that they
are having a lack of knowledge in terms of distinguishing between the symptoms of physiological

!-8+-5:)/-
14.00
46.00
40.00
100.00

and pathological diseases, 30% in disease diagnosis, 8% in insect diagnosis and 4% in weeds diagnosis (Table 5). Similar to our findings, 55% of the
pesticide dealers in Konya stated that they are having difficulties in disease diagnosis, 24.5% in distinguishing between the symptoms of physiological
and pathological diseases and 12.2% in insect diagnosis [14].
When purchasing pesticides from pesticide
dealers, 46% of the farmers are asking how to apply
the pesticide, 40% ask when and how much of the
pesticide to use and 14% ask what for the pesticide is
used (Table 6). Similar to our findings, 80.0% of the
pesticide dealers in Şanlıurfa stated that the farmers
are asking questions about the quantity and timing of
the pesticides they are buying [26]. 30.6% of the
pesticide dealers in Konya stated that the farmers are
asking questions about how to apply the pesticides
they buying, 32.7% ask about the timing and dosage
of the pesticide, 34.7% ask about the purpose of
pesticide [14]. Pesticide dealers in Şanlıurfa reported
that 60% of the farmers ask the purpose of use of the
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at all, 12% follow at a medium level while 2% of
them follow the recommendations all the time (Table 7). Similar to our findings, pesticide dealers in
Antalya, Denizli, Isparta, Konya, Niğde and Karaman provinces stated that more than half of the
producers (54.5%) follow the recommended pesticide dosage [33]. According to the pesticide dealers, 44% of the farmers believe that the pesticides
are fully effective, 36% believe they are partially
effective, 12% believe they are not effective at all
while 8% believe they are partially destroyed. Similar to our findings, pesticide dealers in Konya stated
that 53.1% of the farmers believe pesticides are
partially destroyed [14].
58% of the pesticide dealers stated that they
recommend pesticides on less effective for beneficial organisms, 24% on being economic, 12% on
being specific, 6% on licensed pesticides in use
(Table 8). In contrary to our findings, 22% of the
pesticide dealers in Şanlıurfa are reported to be
choosing non-licensed and cheap pesticides [11].
Even though the pesticide dealers in Antalya, Denizli, Isparta, Konya, Niğde and Karaman provinces
have different criteria when it comes to recommending pesticides, it has been reported that the
foremost criteria in all provinces is having a licence
[33]. Similar to our findings, pesticide dealers in
Isparta province stated that their first priority when
recommending a pesticide is license, followed by
being less effective for benificial organisms and
thirdly having less harm on human and environmental health [25].

pesticide they buying while 40% ask about how to
apply the pesticide [31].
Pesticide dealers have reported that in terms of
pesticide selection, 64% of the farmers rely on
pesticide dealers, 20% rely on the agricultural organization, 8% rely on the neighbouring farmer
while 8% rely on their own experience (Table 7).
Similar to our findings, 62.2% of the farmers in
Adana and 66.7% of the farmers in Antalya (Elmalı
and Korkuteli) province are reported to base their
pesticide selection on the recommendation of pesticide dealers [27, 12]. In contrary to our findings,
46.9% of the farmers in Konya base their pesticide
selection on the recommendations provided by their
neighbouring farmers, 30.6% on pesticide dealers
recommendations, 22.5% on their own experiences;
29% of the farmers in Şanlıurfa base their pesticide
selection on their own experience, 23% on neighbouring farmers, 19% on pesticide dealers and 10%
rely on the agricultural organization [14, 31]. Pesticide dealers reported that 48% of the farmers base
their pesticide buying on price, 30% on brand, 12%
on company name and 10% on active substance
(Table 7). Similar to our findings, pesticide dealers
in Konya reported that 44.9% of the farmers base
their pesticide buying on price, 30.6% on brand,
14.3% on company name and 10.2% on active
substance [14]. 79% of the pesticide dealers in
Şanlıurfa and 45% of the pesticide dealers in Isparta
stated that producers base their pesticide selection
on price [11, 25]. The surveyed pesticide dealers
stated that 50% of the farmers partially follow the
recommended pesticide dosage, 36% do not follow

$
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Total
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Medium level
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Not effective
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5
6
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6
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reported insufficient level of knowledge in terms of
integrated pest management while 35.2% follow the
early warning system [33].
When the product introduction of pesticide
dealers to farmers is evaluated; 64% of the pesticide
dealers state that they are doing a product introduction, 20% stated they sometimes make an introduction while 16% said they never do any introduction.
Parallel to our findings, Gül et al. [33] reported that
74.5% of the pesticide dealers in the surveyed provinces are doing product introduction works and the
producer oriented informing works are mostly performed in Niğde, Karaman, Konya and Isparta
provinces.
Making an assessment of the pesticide companies’ habits on making introductions for new products; 68% of the pesticide dealers stated that introduction is made for new products, 24% stated it is
done sometimes while 8% stated no introduction is
made for new products. In contrast to our findings,
69.4% of the pesticide dealers in Konya stated that
pesticide companies are not sufficiently introducing
new products to them while the remaining 30.6%
stated sufficient introduction is being done [14].
According to pesticide dealers, 74% of the
farmers are not using bio-pesticide for disease and
insects control, 20% is sometimes using biopesticide while 6% is using bio-pesticide. Same to
our findings Gül et al. [33] the pesticide dealers in
the surveyed provinces stated that producers are
mostly employing chemical control methods when
trying to overcome diseases and insects and that
level of biopesticide use is really low. By the way

46% of the pesticide dealers stated that they do
not participate pesticides being sold with prescription, 38% said they participate prescription while
16% are hesitant (Table 9). Similar to our results,
42.5% of the pesticide dealers in Antalya, Denizli,
Isparta, Konya, Niğde and Karaman provinces stated
that they do not participate pesticides to be sold with
prescription, while 46.2% of them participate it [33].
In contrast to our findings, Tezcan [30] reported that
unlike Adana province, most of the vendors in Mersin, Antalya and Bursa provinces participate pesticides being sold with prescription, while in Adana
province only 15% of the pesticide dealers want
pesticides to be sold with prescription. 67.3% of the
pesticide dealers in Konya participate pesticides
being sold with prescription while 32.7% are not
participate it [14]. With regards to the prescription
system, 29% of the pesticide dealers in Şanlıurfa
stated that producers are not aware of this system,
28% do not wish to lose time by getting a prescription issued, 23% said there is a lack of technical
personnel while 15% stated that non-prescribed
pesticides are being sold [31].
Pesticide dealers stated that integrated pest
management and early warning system is applied all
the time with a ratio of 34%, sometimes by 32%, at a
lower level by 18%, and never by 16%. In the study,
it is seen that the farmers do not have sufficient
knowledge about integrated pest management and
early warning system according to the opinions of
the pesticide dealers (Table 10). Similar to our findings, 49.7% of the pesticide dealers in Antalya, Denizli, Isparta, Konya, Niğde and Karaman provinces
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towards pest management and pesticide dealers. It
has become clear that farmers would like to receive
information on how and when to use the pesticides
they are buying. However, considering that the
farmers want the pesticides they are using to completely terminate the diseases, insects and weeds it
must not be forgotten that they may ignore the side
effects of pesticides on humans and environment.
According to the pesticide dealers, more than
half of the farmers consult the views of pesticide
dealers when selecting pesticides, while a quarter of
them consult the views of the agricultural organization. This is an indication that farmers are not sufficiently consulting agricultural organizations on the
issue of pesticide selection, which is indeed something to be worried about. Price seems to be the
first criteria in pesticide selection. As the pesticide
industry is foreign dependent in Turkey, pesticide
prices are increasing over the input costs by each
year. When this is the case, farmers are unable to
buying most suitable pesticide because of the technical and financial conditions and they base their
selection on price. Half of the farmers have stated
that they partially follow the recommended pesticide dosage while the other half do not follow the
recommended pesticide dosage. Pesticide overdosage has negative impacts on human and environmental health and leave residues on the crops.
Furthermore, unnecessarily applied pesticides are
also increasing the input costs. In connection with
the pesticide dosage, about half of the farmers believe that pesticides are only partially effective. In
this case, farmers are over applying pesticides,
threatening human and environmental health and
cause pesticide residues on crops.
When pesticide dealers need to recommend a
pesticide, the main factor they consider is the effect
of the pesticide on beneficial organisms, followed
by economical and then being specific. It is thought
provoking to know that pesticide recommendations
do not include pesticides that are less harmful to
humans and environment. In the meantime, farmers
prefer the price of pesticides, regardless of whether
they are licensed or not. The surveyed pesticide
dealers mostly believe that the prescription system
is not preventing the farmers to use their desired
pesticide in a dosage they wish. By the way, one
fifth of the pesticide dealers did not provide any
opinions on this issue. It has become clear that the
level of awareness of pesticide dealers and farmers
in terms of integrated pest management and early
warning system is not sufficient. Considering the
new developments that take place in the world and
in the European Union, training programs are clearly required to raise awareness.
Even though pesticide dealers are organizing
introductory meetings to farmers with regards to
new products and pesticide manufacturing companies are doing the same to pesticide dealers, constant introduction about the formulation, area of

that the potato farmers in Nevsehir and almond
farmers in Adıyaman province are not aware of biopesticide, this data overlaps with our findings [21,
22]. It has been reported that farmers prefer chemical
control and herbicide and acaricide consumption is
higher than other pesticide groups in Aydın [34].
Doğan and Günden [35] reported that the improvements in pesticide dealers, their contribution to residue management and their reflections on farmers will
be reflected.
 %# 

The pesticide dealers in the study are male and
university graduates, university graduates are graduates of agricultural faculties, 1/3 of them are graduates of field crops, young and individual businesses. As more than half of the pesticide dealers consist of agricultural engineering other than plant
protection department, many non reversible negative developments may occur in pest management
practises. Considering that the pesticide dealers
work as a kind of pest management consultant unit
under the Turkey conditions, we believe that the
conditions for becoming a pesticide dealer needs to
be reviewed.
In connection to the crops in Nevsehir, farmers have stated that they are mostly buying insecticides from pesticide dealers for controlling diseases
and insects particularly for cereals, potato, vineyard
and fruit growing. At this point, it is highly important that the pesticide dealers are recommending
pest specific insecticides that do not harm useful
benefical organisms. Pesticide dealers are procuring
pesticides mostly from wholesale offices and they
pay in instalments. Pesticide dealers in a better
financial position are able to provide pesticides in a
more affordable price and better payment terms and
therefore they are in a more advantageous position
than the other pesticide dealers. More than half of
the pesticide dealers are cooperating with the agriculture organizations. In connection to this, pesticide dealers must be in cooperation with agricultural organizations as more than half of the pesticide
dealers in Nevsehir are not graduates of plant protection departments, and in order to raise the level
of communication training programs, seminars and
panels need to be organized for pesticide dealers
with other institutions and organizations. It has
become clear that around half of the pesticide dealers are not sufficiently equipped for the disease
diagnosis. Indeed, this is something that could be
expected. Because diseases diagnosis in plants is
something that requires expertise and more than
half of the pesticide dealers are having difficulties
in disease diagnosis. As a result of this, wrong
diagnosis leads to wrong treatment, and wrong
treatment leads to unsuccessful pest management,
reducing the level of confidence of the farmers
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effect, type of effect and other properties of new
pesticides is highly important for ensuring that
pesticides are used in an effective and correct manner. According to the pesticide dealers, a great
majority of the farmers is preferring chemical control methods (pesticide use) when dealing with
disease and insects and their level of knowledge
about the eco friendly biological control methods is
low. In this context, farmers oriented informing
meetings need to be organized and at the same time,
pesticide dealers should be informed about innovations in biological control.
In conclusion, pesticide dealers need to be informed about the developments related to advancing technology and furthermore, they need to be
provided with informative training courses in collaboration with agricultural organizations and related companies. It should not be forgotten that any
improvements for the pesticide dealers will have
positive reflections on the farmers too.
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quently, the over-spreading of SM on a restricted
area, in view of having unstabilised organic matter
and a high ammonia concentration, leads to local
soil pollution and eutrophication of water body [2].
Many biological technologies and processes have
been developed for nitrogen removal from
wastewater over the past few decades. Shortcut
nitrification denitrification (SND), as one of the
cost-effective and sustainable biological nitrogen
removal processes, has gained much attention currently [3, 4]. Since the fluctuations in SM concentration are extreme, the real-time control process
using the intermittent aeration parameters to control
the system has received much attention for SM
treatment in sequencing batch reactors (SBRs)
[5, 6].
In the last decade, research activities were
mainly directed towards the achievement of consistent nitrite accumulation by imposing specific
process conditions to outcompete nitrite-oxidizing
bacteria (NOB), such as oxygen limitation and
ammonia inhibition [7]. As the C/N ratio after anaerobic digestion is generally insufficient for denitrification, the main challenge in sequencing batch
reactors with an activated sludge nitrification/denitrification process lies in the management
of dissolved oxygen [8]. Kuai and Verstraete obtained average nitrite ratio of 80% with a 1000 mg
NH4+-N/L in a suspension sequencing batch reactor
under oxygen limiting conditions [9]. Canziani et al.
(2006) achieved 90% nitrite ratio in a pure-oxygen
membrane bioreactor with DO concentration range
0.2-0.5 mg/L and hydraulic retention time (HRT)
higher than 45 d [10]. Stable maintenance range
partial nitrification is found to be very difficult in a
long term operation because NOB, coexisting with
ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) in mix nitrification system, can acclimatize the new growth environments and recover its activity, resulting in the
failure of nitrite build-up [11]. Therefore, adjusting
the dissolved oxygen can increase the proportion of
short range nitrification and denitrification on nitrogen removal.
Up to now, plenty of excellent performances
of simultaneous nitrification–denitrification have

Nitrogen removal processes from the livestock
wastewater is becoming more and more important
as reduced nitrogen loads can be applied to land
due to stringent China regulations. A SBR operating the nitritation / denitritation process was tested
for 110 days and the suitable treatment conditions
(influent 15min, reaction 480min, precipitation
60min, effluent 15min, idle 810min), the removal
efficiency of COD, NH4+-N and TN in livestock
wastewater in SBR were 89.6%, 97.5% and 70.0%,
respectively. Effects of DO concentration on the
nitritation rate were also assessed. The lower DO
increase the anoxic and anaerobic environment in
the reactor, it will inhibit the nitrifying bacteria,
which leads to the failure of the NH4+-N to be effectively removed. The short nitrification - denitrification was inhibited by excessive aeration, and
NO2--N was further oxidized to NO3--N by the
nitrite oxidizing bacteria. When the concentration
of DO is 2.0mg/L, the nitrous acid was accumulated. It indicate the appearance of partial denitrification, and the results are similar to the microbial
community analysis. Furthermore, Illumina MiSeq
sequencing analysis demonstrated that the predominant bacteria were !, 
 and  on the family level,
and they were the key to nitrogen removal processes.
*)!$%:
Livestock wastewater, Nitrogen removal, DO concentration, partial denitrification.




 &$!'&! 
Swine wastewater (SW) is widely used as fertilizer in this region because of its high organic,
nitrogen and phosphorus content. However, not all
of the SW have enough land to consume, so it has
been considered a major sources of nitrogen pollution discharged into the environment [1]. Conse-
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responding to a working volume of 6L) and SBR
(comprises of a 9 L glass reactor with a height of 50
cm and an internal diameter of 15 cm corresponding to a working volume of 8L). The SBR was fed
from UASB using a peristaltic pump (Chuangrui
BT100LC\2*YZ1515X Digital Pump System with
Pump Head, China). The mixing was carried out by
a mechanical stirrer connected to the control device
to adjust the mixing speed according to the DO
concentration during the reaction phase. The Air
was introduced from the bottom of the reactor using
an air pump and the DO was monitored through a
DO probe connected to the control device. In order
to control the stable operation at different stages, all
power connections were controlled using a power
timer according to the running phase, DO requirement, and mixing requirement.

already been realized in SBR, which are in favor of
achieving optimal treatment mode via regulating
intermittent aeration. Proper regulation of the aeration cycle provides a more suitable environment for
microbes [12]. This is due to these nitrifiers and
denitrifiers have some disadvantages in the removal
of nitrogen because of their distinct differences in
physiology and biochemistry [13, 14]. The growth
of nitrifiers depends on oxygen, which is toxic to
the denitrifiers, and the nitrifiers are sensitive to
organic matter, which is necessary for the denitrifiers [15]. Therefore, Microbial community characteristics has dramatically shaped queries on SBR
system in recent years. Jing Zhao indicated dominant genera were  , , unclassified
,
unclassified
",
,  and  in optimal
combined bioreactor [16].
In this study, intermittent aerated SBR used to
treat piggery wastewater after anaerobic treatment.
An novel operation mode has been developed to
control the DO to achieve a higher partial nitrification rate at a maximum a high nitrogen loading rate
targeting increasing ammonia oxidation to nitrite as
a first step of the nitrite shunt process. The modified strategy depends on using a constant air flow
rate with a variable mixing speed according to the
DO concentrations inside the reactor to maintain
the required DO for the whole operation period.
High throughput sequencing is used to reflect the
changes of microbial communities during the
change of DO and provide a basis for the study of
NOB and AOB.

A:0;4708=,6 %B<=07 The SBR system had
three operational model, as shown in Fig.2a-c.
Cycle I had a total duration of 7.5h consisted of 15
min of filling, 360 min of aerobic reaction, 60 min
of settling, and 15 min of decanting, Cycle II had a
total duration of 9.5h consisted of 15 min of filling,
480 min of aerobic reaction, 60 min of settling, and
15 min of decanting, Cycle III had a total duration
of 11.5h consisted of 15 min of filling, 600 min of
aerobic reaction, 60 min of settling, and 15 min of
decanting. The temperature was maintained at 25
through a heating rod and pH was controlled
through the effluent from UASB.
The reactor was run in best stages with differIIb=2.83mg/L,
ent
DO
(IIa=1.72mg/L,
IIc=3.09mg/L, IId=3.26mg/L, IIe=3.82mg/L), aiming accumulate the nitrifying bacteria (AOB and
NOB) and washout the heterotrophic bacteria under
organic starving phase. The ammonia concentration
in the feed was increased gradually during the process in order to allow the biomass to adapt to the
increased C/N and prevent any shock effect.

&$% &!%

$0,.=9; 0<428The reaction system, depicted in Fig.1, consists of anaerobic reactor (UASB, a
12 L plexiglass reactor with a height of 75 cm cor-

'$ 
%.307,=4./4,2;,791=30%$><0/48=34<0A:0;4708=
00/482&,85 00/482">7: &30%><:08/0/%6>/20 &3;00:3,<0%0:,;,=9;%6>/200/
00/482&,854;">7:
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& 
0B.3,;,.=0;4<=4.<91@,<=0@,=0;<><0/48=34<<=>/B72
Parameter
UASB inlet
SBR inlet

COD
1500-8000
1052~1600

NH4+-N
150-270
104~384

TN
170-350
185~390

TP
23-45
25~42

pH
6~8
7.2-8.4



& 
3,;,.=0;4<=4.<91=30<B8=30=4.@,<=0@,=0;-019;0,8/,1=0;=;0,=708=
Stage

DO
(mg/L)

Start up

3.0

Cycle I

3.0

Cycle II

3.0

Cycle III

3.0

Cycle II
(Different
DO )

a

1.5

b

2.0

c

2.5

d

3.0

e

3.5

COD
(mg/L)
Inf.
Eff.
1365- 1621563
187
1430- 4591532
496
1387- 1361544
161
1455551601
61
451478
231258
1365- 2011642
227
146159
4960

NH4+-N
(mg/L)
Inf.
Eff.
2243.8290
3.9
19899202
109
2005.5201
6.8
2016.6203
8.4
7692
2331
2455.7271
6.4
5.46.5
1824

NO2--N
(mg/L)
Inf.
Eff.
0.331.80.4
34.9
0.31.20.5
1.8
0.338.40.6
40.4
0.48.50.6
9.0
1.32.1
15.416.9
0.336.70.7
42.4
14.817.3
10.112.1

00/482 %96>=498 ,8/ %00/482 %6>/20 Piggery wastewater used in this study were collected
from a pig farm in Tianjin. After anaerobic treatment (UASB), the piggery wastewater was treated
with SBR. The key characteristics of the wastewaters after UASB are shown in Table 1
The seeding sludge was collected from the
Gaobeidian municipal sewage treatment plant. The
sludge volume index (SVI) of the seeding sludge
was 100 mL/g.

NO3--N
(mg/L)
Inf.
Eff.
5.020.15.7
33.5
5.26.86.6
10.5
5.318.56.7
20.5
5.125.76.6
35.9
3.38.3
22.126.64.626.86.8
39.7
38.750.7
51.278.9

Average Removal Rate
(%)
NH4+-N
COD
TN
98.7

88.2

78.4

49.8

67.8

51.3

97.5

89.6

70.0

96.2

96.0

76.5

68.3

69.0

33.2

90.1

84.2

55.1

96.5

85.0

71.4

96.3

89.3

70.0

89.1

96.2

71.3

Samples acquired from operation bioreactors. In
this study, a highly variable V3-V4 region of the
16S rRNA gene was used for sequencing. The specific primers 338F (5’-ACTCCTACGGGAGG
CAGCAG-3’) and 806R (5’-GGACTACHVGGG
TWTCTAAT-3’) were used to amplify the V3-V4
region of 16S rRNA genes by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification method. The PCR
products were quantified on a Microplate reader
(BioTek, FLx800) using the AxyPrepDNA QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (AXYGEN, Beijing) and
then blended according to the amount of data required for each sample. Miseq sequencing analysis
was conducted on MiSeq machine in a commercial
sequencing company (AOWEISEN biotech Co.
Ltd, Beijing). The original data of miseq sequencing was screened according to the quality of sequence. In this study, the alpha diversity indicators
contained Shannon diversity index, Simpson index,
species richness estimator of Chao1 and ACE.

8,6B=4.,6 0=39/< Mixed liquor samples
were filtered through 0.45 lm filter paper before
analysis. Chemical oxygen demand (COD), total
nitrogen (TN), ammonia (NH3-N), nitrite (NO2--N)
and nitrate (NO3--N) were measured using Standard
Methods. Dissolved oxygen (DO) was continuously
monitored by portable hand-held dissolved oxygen
(HACH HQ30D). Temperature was measured a
thermometer, with a range of 0-100°C. The pH
values of the samples were determined using a pH
meter (HACH HQ30D).
The procedure of microbial analysis via highthroughput sequencing referred to previous study.
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%$!:0;,=498,6984=9;482During previous adaptation experiment, in order to determine
the appropriate operating conditions, the SBR was
operated at Cyclye II and the DO concentration was
set at 2 mg/L. Table 2 demonstrates the COD and
NH4+-N removal efficiencies during 30 days’ operation in tne reactor. The influent ammonia concentration ranged from 257 - 310 mg/L and the
HRT was 9.5 h corresponding to a high nitrogen
loading rate of 0.65 kg/(m3·d)-0.78 kg/(m3·d). During this stage, no considerable nitrite accumulation
was noticed and a complete conversion of ammonia
into nitrate was achieved. The ammonia removal
efficiency reached 98.7%.

organic matter is reduced, and the DO is relatively
sufficient in the reactor, which make the nitrate
bacteria dominant [22].

! 474=,=498 Controlling the DO concentration in the reactor is a key parameter for enhancing COD removal efficiency and the nitrite accumulation. When the concentration of DO is too low,
the removal efficiency of COD will be reduced,
however where low DO concentration produced no
effect on ammonia oxidation, while nitrite oxidation was strongly inhibited and the process of
shortcut denitrification is difficult to appear.
But most of the studies are mainly aimed at
the removal of ammonia nitrogen in domestic sewage. The removal of ammonia nitrogen for difficult
degradation of livestock and poultry wastewater
rarely involves short process denitrification. In
stage III, as shown in Fig. 3, the DO was controlled
at different concentrations (1.5 mg/L - 3.5 mg/L).
When the DO concentration stepped down to 1.5
mg/L, the COD removal efficiency from 66.4% to
72.5%, whereas the NH4+-N removal efficiency was
maintained in a low level, i.e., 62.8%-74.7%. As a
result, the performance of anammox and denitrification were deprived and an overall decrease in the
TN and COD removals were observed. With the
increase of DO concentration, the removal rate of
COD and TN gradually increased, the concentration
of nitrite increases and then decreases. DO concentration was increased to 2.0 mg/L to maintain the
nitrifying biomass at oxygen-limited conditions in
order to promote the growth of AOB over NOB.
The nitrite accumulation rate was increased to
60.4%-69.4%. As the experiment progressed, the
high NAR was accompanied with the deterioration
of nitrate concentrations in the effluent after the
increase in the DO concentration proving the DO
limitation strategy in establishing partial nitrification is significant [23].

!:=474C,=498 91 !:0;,=4989/0 Owing to
without livestock and poultry wastewater discharge
at night, intermittent aeration is adopted. On the one
hand, the livestock and poultry farms are generally
in the rural areas, it can reduce consumption and
save energy. On the other hand, intermittent aeration can achieve partial nitrification, reducing the
consumption of carbon source.
The effect of the three operational modes on
the treatment of waste water was verified, the results are shown in Figure 3. DO concentration was
kept at 2.0mg/L (at the speed of air pump rang of
0.5-0.6L/min) to maintain the biomass at same
oxygen condition in order to determine the best
aeration time. Because of the longer aeration time
of Cycle 2 and 3, the mass transfer efficiency of
oxygen was increased [17, 18]. The microorganism
activity was improved and DO provided sufficient
electron acceptor for decomposing organic matter,
so it showed a better COD removal efficiency
(97.5% and 96.2%, respectively). With the increase
of aeration time, nitrifying bacteria began to reactivateand the ammonia nitrogen was converted to
nitrate nitrogen, thus the ammonia nitrogen was
removed. Compared with Cycle 2, Cycle three have
longer aeration time, nitrite nitrogen accumulation
rate decreased. The result is similar to the previous
report, which increasing aeration time will inhibit
the activity of nitrosbacteria [19, 20].
Intermittent aeration is an important way to
promote shortcut nitrification. The fast alternating
anaerobic / aerobic environment is more conducive
to the enrichment of ammonia AOB, and also has a
certain inhibitory effect on the growth NOB [21].
All of operational models have achieved NO2--N
accumulation, in which the accumulation rate of
NO2--N in Cycle II is greater than Cycle I and Cycle III. The average accumulation rate of Cycle II is
56.56%, indicating that Cycle II achieve partial
nitrification. The accumulation of nitrate nitrogen
in Cycle III shows that there is nitrate bacteria in
system. Increasing aeration time, the content of

&!!! $!&(&*
To get deeper insight into the bacterial community, eight representative biofilm samples, divided into different aeration time, 0h (sample A), 1h
(B), 2h (C), 3h (D), 4h (E), 5h (F), 6h (G),7h (H)
were analyzed by Illumina MiSeq sequencing. The
coverage indices (as shown in Table 2) that the
given data were enough to cover all species. The
Chao indices in sample G were highest in all samples as the aeration time increases, indicating that
community richness in sample G. The Shannon
index provided community diversity in samples,
and lower Shannon index in sample G than in sample A indicating community diversity reduced along
with the rising aeration time.
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4.;9-4,6<=,=4<=4.<91,66<,7:60<
SampleID
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Chao1
index
993.99
947.91
975.89
981.16
964.80
1037.32
931.02
1006.38

Goods coverage

Observed species

PD whole tree

0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98

742.3
708.4
729.3
716.1
701.7
743.6
699.8
717.1

78.76
74.39
79.16
78.68
75. 75
77.90
75.64
76.37

Shannon
diversity index
6.04
5.70
5.72
5.67
5.63
5.85
5.65
5.42




'$ 
,;:;91464822;,:3<91,66<,7:60<,=1,746B60?06,8/208><60?06

Within the bacterial community, a total of 75
mon shared family with many functional species in
microbial family were detected in all samples, 18 of
wastewater treatment, no matter under different DO
which were the dominating family (Fig. 4A). As the
condition [24]. Furthermore, ! was
considered making major contribution to treating
aeration time increasedthe abundance of several
organic maters in wastewater. 
bacterial class increased, including !
belongs
to , They have been
, , !
often found in livestock and poultry wastewater,
(Fig. 4A). !was the dominant famiwith the change of DO solubility, they will increase
ly in the all samples. This is generally consistent
and then decrease [25].  had
with the fact that Rhodocyclaceae is the most com-
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liquor and its subsequent treatment by Anammox. Bioresource Technology. 99(14), 6419.
[4] Zhu, G., Peng, Y., Li, B., Guo, J., Yang, Q.,
Wang, S. (2008) Biological removal of nitrogen from wastewater. Reviews of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology. 192, 159168.
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been identified a decrease and an obvious enrichment at the aeration time of 2h in SBR.
In genus level, there were 18 kinds of predominant genera in all samples (Fig. 4B), while 9 kinds
of predominant genera in the samples. Among then,
six genera were abundant in all samples, ,
, , ,

 and  accounted for
27.7% of all total bacterial sequences in sample G,
highest in all samples.  is a denitrifying
bacterium, which is often used as the main power of
nitrogen removal in wastewater treatment [26].
 and  were found to be the
main functional microorganisms involved in denitrification.(9.2% in D) can use nitrite
for denitrification. When suitable aeration time is
available, shortcut denitrification can occur.
Taken together, these genera (, 
,  and ) with
high abundance were considered to make main
contribution to simultaneous denitrification and
organic removal under suitable DO.
! '%! %
This report shows that the feasibility of using
the operational model and the modified DO control
strategy have been demonstrated for achieving
stable removal rate of high concentration organic
wastewater. After 110 days of operation, the removal efficiency of COD, NH4+-N and TN in livestock wastewater in SBR were 89.6%, 97.5% and
70.0%, respectively. The Cycle III operation mode
can not only satisfy emission but also reduce operation cost. When the concentration of DO is
2.0mg/L, the nitrous acid was accumulated and the
effluent can reach the standard of discharge.


 !) &%
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IMPACT OF PESTICIDES ON PROTEIN TISSUES OF
GREEN- LIPPED MUSSEL (PERNA VIRIDIS)
Aisha Majid Ali, Nafisa Shoaib*, Gul-e-Zehra Naqvi
Centre of Excellence in Marine Biology, University of Karachi, Karachi-75270, Pakistan

ticides boosted the introduction of less persistent
pesticide like organophosphate, carbamate and
synthetic pyrethroid pesticides. Aquatic organisms
can be affected at cellular or molecular level due to
high concentrations of toxicant in aquatic environment [1].
Seafood for e.g. fish, prawns and bivalves are
an important source of protein and consumed by
human from ancient times [2]. Edible bivalves
possess high quality and quantity of food value [3].
Aquaculture of Perna viridis is practice in many
countries of the world including Asia as it is easy
culturable species and possess rich protein source
with essential minerals and vitamins [4, 5]. Marine
bivalves are filter feeders can bioaccumulate pollutants in their tissues and are used as bioindicators
for pollutants in many biomonitoring programs [6,
7].
Protein is the building material of the body
and important organic compound of animal tissue8.
Proteins perform main role in cell metabolism. It is
the most fundamental and abundant biochemical
constituent present in the animal body [9]. Protein
is the rich source of energy for carrying out different physiological activities of the body [10]. High
concentrations of anthropogenic substances in marine environment have severe effect on marine
organism at cellular and molecular level and may
interfere in biochemical composition. Changes in
biochemical constituents of fish and shellfish on
exposure to pesticides has been reported by different scientists [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
The gills of Perna viridis are constantly in direct contact with the pollutants dissolved in water11.
According to Ayas et al., [16] and Lemes and Braccini [17], gills perform three main functions which
are gas exchange, ion-regulation and excretion of
metabolic waste products. The mantle contains
organic materials and minerals [18]. The adductor
muscle contraction provides their closing valves
and is in contact with contaminants in the marine
environment [19]. The present study was undertaken to understand the biochemical alterations induced by organophosphate pesticides (chlorpyrifos,
malathion) and herbicide (buctril) on Perna viridis
tissues (mantle, gills and adductor muscles) after
exposure to 48 and 96 hours to assess the alteration
in protein content.

ABSTRACT
The agrochemicals use in agriculture to enhance the crop production has increased in past
decades. Pesticide pollution is a threat to marine
organisms especially sedentary organisms for example bivalves. The green mussel is an intertidal
organism occurring along the coasts of Pakistan.
They inhabit estuarine environments, and are susceptible to coastal pollution. The present study was
undertaken to understand the biochemical alterations induced by organophosphate pesticides
(chlorpyrifos, malathion) and herbicide (buctril) on
Perna viridis tissues after acute treatment of 48 and
96 hours. Inhibitory effect on total protein content
in mantle, gill and adductor muscle of Perna viridis
were observed after exposure to organophosphate
pesticides (chlorpyrifos, malathion) and herbicide
(buctril). Total Protein contents were reduced in
Perna viridis in all tissues with increase in exposure
period. Most significant inhibitory effect on total
protein contents (p< 0.05) was observed in organophosphate pesticide (malathion) treated bivalves
followed in the descending order by chlorpyrifos
and buctril treated bivalves. Decrease in protein %
activity among the tissues of bivalve after exposure
to the organophosphate pesticides was in the order
of gills, adductor and mantle tissues. Maximum
protein % activity was observed at 0.5 ppm buctril
exposed mantle tissues (99.79 % after 48 hour) and
minimum protein % activity was observed at 3.5
ppm malathion exposed gill tissues (19.47 % after
96 hour).

KEYWORDS:
Perna viridis, bivalve, agrochemicals, chlorpyrifos,
buctril, malathion

INTRODUCTION
Chemical pesticides are widely used in agricultural land to protect crop from pests and further
enhance food production. These chemicals enter
into the aquatic ecosystem through different sources
and create pollution problem, which pose a great
threat to marine ecosystem. The environmental
hazards related with the use of organochlorine pes-
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enized with distilled water (2 ml) using mortar and
pestle. Content was centrifuged at 15000 rpm for 15
min. Supernatant was immediately analysed for
total protein using analysis kits. Samples were kept
in ice during the preparation until analysed. Activities of total protein content were analysed to determine the impact of pesticides on Perna viridis.
Randox kit (TP 245) was used for the quantitative
determination of total protein based on Biuret
method [20]. In this method cupric ions, in an alkaline medium, interact with peptide bonds of protein
resulting in the formation of a coloured complex.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals used. Pesticides were procured
from the market, organophosphate (chlorpyrifos
40% EC, malathion 57% EC) and herbicide (buctril
60% EC) were used.
Experimental design. The bivalve Perna viridis (shell length 5-6 cm) were collected from the
rocky shore (Manora) by hand pick method. The
bivalves were transferred safely to the laboratory in
coolbox. The bivalves were cleaned to remove
biofouling organisms and acclimatized in the laboratory condition at room temperature for three days.
Temperature 26+2qC salinity 35+2 ppt, were maintained in aquarium (92 cm Length x 39 cm width x
47 cm height). Seawater in each aquarium was
replenished everyday in order to remove faeces and
to maintain the water quality. The active, healthy
and acclimatized bivalves of approximately same
size were selected for experiment. Bivalves were
GLYLGHGLQWRWZRJURXSVVXFKDV$DQG%µ$¶JURXS
of bivalvHV ZHUH PDLQWDLQHG DV FRQWURO µ%¶ JURXS
of bivalves were exposed to different pesticides
concentration for 48 and 96 hours. All pesticide
concentrations were prepared with filtered seawater. The tests and controls for each experiment
were in triplicate and the controls had only seawater. The other experimental conditions, such as
temperature 26+2qC and salinity 35+2 ppt, were
maintained throughout the experiment. The control
and experimental bivalves of A and B group were
dissected after acute treatment of 48 and 96 hours.
After completion of exposure period the animals
were sacrificed and their mantle, gills and adductor
muscles were removed for protein analysis. The
SURWHLQ FRQWHQWV ZHUH HVWLPDWHG E\ /RZU\¶V PHWhod.

Calculation
Total Protein Conc. = A Sample x Standard conc
A Standard
where
A Sample = Absorbance of sample
A Standard = Absorbance of standard

RESULT
Inhibitory effect on total protein content in
mantle, gill and adductor muscle of Perna viridis
were observed after exposure to organophosphate
pesticides (chlorpyrifos, malathion) and herbicide
(buctril) (Figure 1-6). Bivalve responded differently
to all pesticides tested. Most significant inhibitory
effect on total protein contents (p< 0.05) was observed in organophosphate pesticide (malathion)
treated bivalves. The most pronounced reduction on
total protein contents was observed in malathion
treated bivalves followed in the descending order
by chlorpyrifos, and buctril treated bivalves. Decrease in protein % activity among the tissues of
bivalve after exposure to the organophosphate pesticides (chlorpyrifos, malathion) is in the order of
gills, adductor and mantle tissues as compare to
control. However in case of herbicide (buctril)

Total protein content. Known weight (0.5
gm) of Perna viridis (test and control) was homog-

FIGURE 1
Effect of Buctril on protein of green-lipped mussel Perna viridis at 48 h
Bars with asterisk are significantly different from control (p<0.05).
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treated bivalve decrease in protein % activity is in
the order of adductor, gills, and mantle tissues was
observed as compare to control. Maximum protein
% activity was observed at 0.5 ppm buctril exposed
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mantle tissues (99.79 % after 48 hour) and minimum protein % activity was observed at 3.5 ppm
malathion exposed gill tissues (19.47 % after 96
hour).

FIGURE 2
Effect of Buctril on protein of green-lipped mussel Perna viridis at 96 h
Bars with asterisk are significantly different from control (p<0.05).

FIGURE 3
Effect of Malathion on protein of green-lipped mussel Perna viridis at 48 h
Bars with asterisk are significantly different from control (p<0.05).

FIGURE 4
Effect of Malathion on protein of green-lipped mussel Perna viridis at 96 h
Bars with asterisk are significantly different from control (p<0.05).
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FIGURE 5
Effect of Chlorpyrifos on protein of green-lipped mussel Perna viridis at 48 h
Bars with asterisk are significantly different from control (p<0.05).

FIGURE 6
Effect of Chlorpyrifos on protein of green-lipped mussel Perna viridis at 96 h
Bars with asterisk are significantly different from control (p<0.05).

Total Protein contents were reduced in Perna
viridis in all tissues with increase in exposure period as compare to control (Figure 1-6). In
chlorpyrifos, malathion and buctril treated bivalve
protein inhibition increase from 48 to 96 hours in
mantle, adductor and gill tissues. On the contrary it
was noticed at concentration 3.5 ppm malathion
treated bivalve there was increase in percent
activity from 32% to 66% from 48 hours to 96
hours in mantle tissues. Similarly in buctril treated
bivalve at concetration 3.5 ppm there was increase
in percent activity from 67% to 73% from 48 hours
to 96 hours in mantle tissues.

present study decrease in total protein levels in the
tissues of bivalves after exposure to pesticide as
observed was in line with earlier findings of other
authors 24, 25. The foregoing study observed reduction in protein levels in mantle, gill and adductor muscle of Perna viridis exposed to pesticides, is
in conformity with observation made earlier by
other scientists [11, 12]. However it is observed in
the following study that in malathion and buctril
treated bivalve at concentration 3.5 ppm there was
increase in percent activity from 48 hours to 96
hours in mantle tissues. The increased protein level
might be due to enhanced protein synthesis induced
by pesticide stress at higher concentration [26].
Marine bivalve such as mussels are used as
sentinel species in environmental biomonitoring
programme [27]. Molluscs can bioaccumulate
enormous variety of pesticides [28]. Pesticides
induce biochemical changes in the tissues and organs of exposed organisms due to their potential
toxicity [29]. Moreover, among the tissues studied
(gills, adductor muscle and mantle), it appeared that

DISCUSSION
The present study reports effect of pesticides
on bivalves (Perna viridis), a non-target organism
similar study on non-target organisms, for example,
gastropod [13], bivalve [11], prawn [21], crab [22]
and fish [23, 14, 15] has been carried out. In the
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malathion) and herbicide (buctril). Pesticide pollution induces stress affecting the functional state of
tissues of the exposed Perna viridis. Total Protein
contents were reduced in Perna viridis in all tissues
with increase in exposure period which may have a
considerable effect on fish nutritive quality of fishery product.

the gills were more sensitive to pollution and
seemed to be the most appropriate tissue to monitor
littoral pollution by organophosphorus pesticides11.
However in the present study after exposure to
organophosphate pesticides (chlorpyrifos, malathion) and herbicide (buctril) on Perna viridis, the
decrease in the percent activity of total protein
content is noted in gill as compare to adductor muscle and mantle tissues.
The decrease in total protein content in different tissues after exposure to pesticides indicates
that, pesticides inhibit protein synthesis or it may be
attributed to increase proteolysis [30]. A considerable decline in the total protein content in all the
tissues indicates a rapid initiation of catabolism of
protein and inhibition of metabolizing enzymes by
toxicity. The decrease of protein content in different
tissues of Perna viridis in the present study may be
due to metabolic utilization of keto acids in the
synthesis of glucose or for the osmotic and ionic
regulation [31, 32]. The decreased trend of total
protein content was due to diversification of energy
under toxic stress [33] and to prevent fatigue due to
pesticide toxicity [34]. The pesticide may disturb
the hormonal balance which has a direct or indirect
effect on the tissue protein levels [35].
The acute exposure to pesticides in the present
study showed decrease in protein levels, in proportion with the period of exposure is in line with
works done by other authors [36]. Time dependent
decrease of total protein contents in mantle, adductor and gill tissues of P. viridis, may result in immune depression. The depletion of total protein
content in mantle, adductor and gill tissues in the
present study may be due to their degradation and
utilization of degraded products for metabolic purposes.
Bioaccumulation of pesticides in bivalves, results in biomagnification at higher trophic levels
when they enter the food chain. The potential of
bivalves to concentrate high amount of pollutants
without any observable bad effects, make these
animals very harmful to their predators[37]. In most
of the countries of the world the green mussels are
harvested for food as they are good source of protein. The consumption of green mussels may pose a
significant threat to human health. Therefore it is
evident from the present study that the coastal environment should be monitored on a regular basis due
to the rapid increase in pollution.
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In cities, green areas are important places
providing several physical, social and psychological
benefits for people in addition to their ecological
functions. For this reason, the amount and quality of
green areas are considered as the indicator of civilization and life quality. Countries enact standards for
these areas in their planning tasks. In the present
study, the distribution, amount, impact area, and adequacy of the active green areas in the city of Nevsehir were determined on whole city and neighborhood
scales in line with the predetermined standards. For
this purpose, Geographic Information Systems were
used in processing and analyzing the data; satellite
images were used in determining the green areas;
and the Google Earth Street View was used in classifying the data. According to the results of the analyses, it was determined that despite the fact that
green areas in Nevsehir are significantly below the
standards quantitatively, they had a high level of accessibility in the whole city according to service impact areas. In addition to this, the advantages that
were presented by the method that was employed in
the present study were evaluated in the analyses of
these green areas.

etc.), cemeteries, botanical gardens, zoos, roadsides
and median strips on roads.
Green areas have ecological functions like
cleaning the air, filtering wind and noise, regulating
the climate and protecting the biodiversity of nature.
In addition to these, they also carry importance with
regard to the physical and social activities they provide and with their psychological effects for people’s
physical and mental health [2-12].
It is seen that the concepts of “urban life quality” and “sustainability” are at the basis of planning
approaches and policies relating green areas which
gain more and more importance with their ecological, physical, social and psychological functions and
that new approaches and applications about green areas are shaped within the scope of these concepts
[13]. When determining the benefit provided by public green areas for the urban environment, issues
such as the total amount of open areas that people
can use, the distribution of open areas within the city
and its outskirts, the size of the parcels and their positioning are important to consider [14]. In this context, countries enact several standards for green areas in accordance with their planning and development policies. In general, the regulations in this context include the quantity of green areas per capita and
“    ” to these areas that is defined
as the service impact area.
For example, the quantity of the green areas per
capita was determined as 6 m2 in Berlin, 10 m2 in
Leipzig, Germany [15], 26 m2 in Romania [16], and
20 m2 in India [17] respectively. The World Health
Organization recommends a minimum standard of 9
m2 green spaces per capita [16]. In Europe, the European Environment Agency (EEA) recommends
that people should have access to green space within
15 min. walking distance [18]. In the UK, it is recommended that city residents should have access to
a natural green space of minimum 2 ha. within a distance of 300 m from home. Berlin’s Department of
Urban Development and the Environment recommends that every resident should have access to UGS
of minimum 0.5 ha. within a 500 m. distance from
home [15].
When the legal status in Turkey is examined, it
is seen that green area per capita has been regulated
as 10 m2 and that the accessibility distance (service

('"#
Urban planning, green area, satellite image, GIS, Nevsehir

$"%$
The population of the world is increasingly becoming intensified in cities and accordingly construction works are increasing at a fast pace. Fast and
uncontrolled urbanization poses a great risk for social and economic life as well as for the sustainability of the environment [1]. For this reason, the importance of green areas is increasing for eliminating
environmental problems in cities and creating more
livable environments for people. Urban green areas
consist of all open-green areas excluding all constructed components such as parks, children playgrounds, sports areas, gardens of public institutions,
house gardens, forestation fields (forests, grooves,
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impact area) from green areas to children playgrounds, play areas and open sports areas has been
regulated as 500 m. However, there is no standard
for the amount of green area to be reached within accessible distance.
In the present study, which was carried out in
this context, the amount of green areas in the city of
Nevsehir in Turkey and the compliance of these areas with the standards were examined. Meanwhile,
the effectiveness of the study method was also evaluated in the quantitative analysis of the green areas.

were included in the social infrastructure areas include children playgrounds, parks, squares, district
sports areas, botanical parks, and recreation areas. In
the scope of the present study, the term “active green
area” which was also used in previous regulations
and in the literature, was used to refer to these areas.

$"#$#

The basic study material is comprised of the active green areas in Nevsehir. The city of Nevsehir,
which is located in the Central Anatolia Region of
Turkey, was established on the southern slope of the
Kizilirmak valley. The study area, which was determined according to the municipality and housing
boundary of the Nevsehir city center has a width of
2251 ha. The city center consists of a total of 21
neighborhoods (20 Temmuz, 2000 Evler, 350 Evler,
Bahcelievler, Camicedit, Cevher Dudayev, Emek,
Esentepe, Fatih Sultan Mehmet, Guzelyurt, Hacirustu, Herikli, Ibrahim Pasa, Kapucubasi, Karasoku,
Kiratlioglu, Mehmet Akif Ersoy, 15 Temmuz, Rasitbey, Sumer, Yeni) (Figure 1). For the purpose of determining the adequacy of the active green areas in
Nevsehir at neighborhood and whole city scales, the
Zoning Plan of the city, the high-resolution satellite
images of the city for the year 2014 (Worldview-2),
ArcGIS software, Google Earth Street View and the
2014 population data of TUIK were employed in the
present study.

%"
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After the numerical database for the active
green areas in the Zoning Plan was formed, the active green areas were transferred into the ArcGIS environment and were digitized manually over the satellite images. In this way, the database that contained
the current boundaries of the active green areas was
created. The WorldView-2 satellite images of 2014
were employed as the basis in the study.
WorldView-2, launched October 2009, is the
first high-resolution 8-band multispectral commercial satellite. Operating at an altitude of 770 kilometers, WorldView-2 provides 46 cm panchromatic
resolution and 1.85 meter multispectral resolution.
WorldView-2 has an average revisit time of 1.1 days
and is capable of collecting up to 1 million square
kilometers of 8-band imagery per day, greatly enhancing the Digital Globe multispectral collection
capacity for more rapid and reliable collection. The
WorldView-2 system offers incredible accuracy,
agility, capacity and spectral diversity [19]. The population data of the neighborhoods where green areas
are located were input into the features table of the
current green areas vector data. The quantity of active green areas per capita in the whole city and on a
neighborhood basis was determined by computing
the amount of active green areas in each

$0-786+-9915/)5,)5)3=9196.:0-,):)The
Zoning Plan of the city that was obtained in the
NetCAD medium was transferred into ArcGIS
10.3.1 software after making required conversions.
After the projection system was defined, vector datasets for the neighborhood boundaries, construction
boundaries and green areas were created. In this way,
areal and positional inquiries were carried out about
the green areas according to the Zoning Plan of the
city. The green areas mentioned in the Zoning Plan
whose applications were done in and before 2014
were determined by employing satellite images. All
the green areas that were determined through Google
Earth Street View were checked and classified in line
with their qualifications (like parks, sports areas,
children playgrounds, forestation areas, median
strips, junctions, squares, etc.). In the context of the
present study, the “Open and Green Areas” whose
standards and minimum sizes were given in the Regulation on Construction of Areal Plans
14.06.2014/29030 were taken as the basis in evaluating the adequacy of the green areas in the city. According to the regulation, open and green areas that
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this respect, in our country, active green area standards that include children playgrounds, parks,
squares, district sports areas, botanical parks, and
recreation areas was determined as 10 m2/person in
line with the current Regulation on Construction of
Areal Plans 14.06.2014/29030. In the present study,
the analyses were made over the zoning plan and satellite images of the active green areas that were included in this context.
According to the Zoning Plan, there are currently 350935 m2 of active green areas in Nevsehir.
However, when these areas were compared with the
satellite images, it was determined that there were
changes in area boundaries in practice. It was also
determined that the area of some parcels were bigger
in reality while the area of some parcels became
smaller because of roads that go through them or
their use as parking area.
According to the digitization of the data on the
current condition based on the satellite vision, it was
determined that there was a total of 315074 m2 active
green area in Nevsehir. When the size of these areas,
which consisted of 95 parcels were evaluated, it was
determined that 40% was smaller than 2000 m2,
45.3% was between 2001-5000 m2, 12.6% was
5001-10000 m2; and 2.1% was more than 10000 m2.
The distribution of the active green areas in the city,
which consisted of 21 neighborhoods, is given in
Figure 2.
It was observed that there were no active green
areas in Camicedit, Hacirustu, Herikli, Kapucubasi
and Rasitbey neighborhoods located in the city center and which constitute the old settlement texture
because of the intense construction works. At present, the population that lives in this area where
mostly commercial enterprises are situated is extremely small.
The neighborhoods that had the highest amount
of active green areas were determined as Guzelyurt,
2000 Evler, 15 Temmuz, Sumer and Esentepe neighborhoods. However, when these data are associated
with the population, it is possible to have meaningful
results. The number of the parks located in the neighborhoods, the area they cover, the population of the
neighborhoods and the quantity of active green areas
per capita are given in Table 1. In this respect, it was
determined that the neighborhood that has the biggest active green area quantity per capita is Sumer
Neighborhood with 10.82 m2. Kultur Park (36571
m2) and Sehitler Park (12755 m2), which are located
in Sumer neighborhood and which are the biggest active green areas of the city, are important not only at
neighborhood level but also at city level. Following
Sumer Neighborhood, the neighborhoods that have
the biggest active green area quantity per capita are

neighborhood. In addition to this, the changes were
examined by overlapping the active green area data
in the zoning plan and the satellite images.
ArcGIS Buffer Analysis was carried out to determine the service impact area of the existing green
areas. According to the Regulation on Construction
of Areal Plans, the distance to be covered on foot to
reach the children playgrounds and outdoor sports
areas was foreseen as 500 m. In the buffer analysis,
the service impact areas were determined by taking
a distance of 500 m. as a basis for the areas that had
these qualifications.
"#%$#

With its natural, historical and cultural values,
Nevsehir is the center of Cappadocia, which is one
of the important tourism centers in Turkey. Volcanic
relief has been effective in the urban development
and land use of the city. The mountains and valley
systems located in the region where the city was established defined the developmental direction of the
city. For this reason, the city has developed in the
northeastern-southwestern direction [20]. The Aksaray-Kayseri highway, which passes through the city,
was also effective in the development and formation
of the city. The industrial and artificer sites that are
located on this route attracted the residential areas,
and caused a city structure which developed along a
route to form [21].
The city zoning limit covers a total area of 9397
ha. According to the digitizing carried out in the present study, nearly 2251 hectares of this area is the
present construction area. When the green areas are
questioned in line with the Zoning Plan, it is seen
that there is a total of 3189.7 da. area that is allocated
for parks. The biggest of these areas, which consists
of 833 parcels, is 98729 m2; and the smallest is 14
m2, which makes an average area of 3829 m2. By
overlapping the Zoning Plan with the satellite images the planned green areas were examine one by
one; determining which of these were realized, and
what changes were made in the parcels. According
to the analyses, a total of 872.29 da. designed area
was determined, which shows that 27.4% of the
green areas that were foreseen in the plan were realized. When the qualifications of the realized green
areas were examined with Google Earth Street View,
it was determined that the realized green areas consisted of children playgrounds, sports fields, parks,
junction, roadside green bands, forestation areas, car
parks, and small vegetated sections below 200 m2 at
the intersections of roads.
The standards for green area in cities are mostly
created by taking into account active green areas. In
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Fatih Sultan Mehmet (7.33 m2), Karasoku (6.29 m2),
Esentepe (4.18 m2), Bahcelievler (3.87 m2),
Guzelyurt (3.75 m2), Kiratlioglu (3.56 m2), 2000
Evler (3.52 m2), Cevher Dudayev (3.51 m2), 20 Temmuz (3.04 m2), and 15 Temmuz (3,04 m2) neighborhoods, respectively. When the amount of the active
green areas in the whole city and the population are
evaluated, there are 3.30 m2 active green areas per
capita.
The service impact areas of the active green areas in the city are given in Figure 3. According to the
results of the analysis, although the active green areas were not quantitatively adequate in the city, accessibility to these areas was provided in 67.5% of
the whole city. When the areas that had no active
green areas within the ideal accessibility limits were
examined, it was determined that these areas consisted mostly of industrial sites and empty areas. For
this reason, it was determined that the active green

areas in the city of Nevsehir meet the standards mentioned in the relevant regulation in terms of their accessibility. According to analyzes that were made in
the present study; the total of active green areas in
each 1 km. is around 2 hectares.


#%##%#

In cities, green areas are shaped with the effect
of many factors, the leading ones being geographical
conditions, population density, and planning policies
of countries. In our present day, the population and
building density that is constantly increasing apply a
pressure on green areas. For this reason, scientific
studies focus on subjects such as the roles of green
areas in creating livable cities, their functions, quantity, quality and adequacy. Countries include the
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da. area or more, and which have impact areas within
a 30-60-minute walking distance [26, 30]. In Nevsehir, the largest park has an area of 36.6 da. This deficiency might be eliminated with a city park that
will be created in the city, and the green area standards will be achieved in quantitative terms.
Today, information and communication technologies play important roles in enabling the city
planners to plan the physical structure of cities as
well as in making its economy, development and
management more productive and effective by
changing the traditional city planning model [31]. In
this context, it was determined that the study method
in which the Geographical Information Systems and
satellite images were used may be employed in city
planning works, resource analyses and decisionmaking processes in an effective way. However, to
classify green areas according to their characteristics, on-site observations are required. At this stage,
Google Earth Street View played an active role in
saving time and labor in such a big area. In addition
to this, it was determined that the satellite images
provided the most accurate and up-to-date data on
the current status of the parcels when they were digitized accurately. It is also possible to reach the areal
and positional data on the green areas in the Zoning
Plan; however, a great number of parcels must be examined one by one to define which ones are realized.
In addition to this, when the Zoning Plan and satellite images were compared, it was determined that
there might be changes in the borders of the green
area parcels in practice.
The Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
were employed in creating the database on the green
areas and in analyzing the relevant data. The GIS
have many characteristics like storing, processing,
classifying, overlapping, associating with various
data, questioning for various purposes, sorting, analyzing, presenting statistical information on the data,
and visualizing the data [32]. Moreover, GIS techniques are quicker, more reliable, and able to produce more economic results with less labor force
with regards to the traditional methods; therefore,
these techniques are more frequently used [33]. The
GIS facilitated the comparison of the data obtained
in the present study, and made it easy to examine the
areas, associate the data with the population, evaluate the neighborhood and analyze the city data in a
separate way, determine the service impact areas,
and to sort, interpret and visualize the data.

standards on green areas in their planning tasks in the
context of their development policies.
It is necessary that the dynamics of the urban
ecosystem and the present situation must be determined to plan and manage urban green infrastructure
practices [22]. In this respect, according to the results
of the present study, it was determined that there are
3.30 m2 active green area per capita in Nevsehir. The
World Health Organization recommended a minimum of 9 m2 green area per capita, and it is 10 m2
according to the legal regulations in Turkey. The
quantity of green areas in Nevsehir is much below
this standard. According to some scientific studies
conducted in different cities in Turkey, the amount
of active green area per capita is 0.76 m2 in Erzurum
[23], 1.04 m2 in Kastamonu [24], 1.24 m2 in
Kahramanmaras [25], 3 m2 in Isparta [26], 3.1 m2 in
Antalya [27], 4.91 m2 in Aksaray [28] and 5.83 m2
in Kayseri [29]. According to these results, it was determined that Nevsehir has active green areas above
the average of Turkey while it has less active green
areas than Kayseri and Aksaray, which are its neighboring cities.
It was determined that the accessibility to active green areas was high in the city, which developed on a 2 km. wide and 12 km. long narrow strip
in the northeast-southwest direction. For this reason,
it was understood that the distribution of green areas
in the city was adequate; however, it was also determined that these areas were not at a level to cover the
people’s needs. In the relevant regulation, which is
currently in use, 500 m. service impact area was
foreseen for active green areas; however, no regulations were made on the quantity of active green areas
needed in the service area. In Great Britain, 300 m.
service impact area was foreseen for 2 ha. green area;
in Berlin, 500 m. service impact area was foreseen
for 0.5 ha green area [15]; however, the size of
85.3% of the green area parcels in the study area was
smaller than 0.5 ha. When the narrow development
direction of the city is considered, it was determined
that there were more than one active green area parcels in each 500 m. service impact area, and the total
area of these fields was approximately 2 hectares.
For the purpose of reaching the standards mentioned in the relevant regulation in the city, 64 ha.
active green area is needed. Since the development
direction of the city is narrow and the building intensity is high, the green area plots are fragmented and
small. For this reason, it is observed that it is difficult
to provide the 10 m2 green area per capita at neighborhood level particularly in the northern part of the
city (Guzelyurt, 2000 Evler, 15 Temmuz neighborhoods) where the population density is high. For the
purpose of obtaining the green area standards in the
city, a large green area that has the quality of being
a city park may be created. The city park concept refers to the active open-green areas which all age
groups make use of, which have passive and active
recreational opportunities usually consisting of 400
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Sound is a physical phenomenon made up of
fluctuations in the air pressure through a vibrating
source. Physical sound is the pressure changes
incurred by a vibrating object in the environment.
Physiological sound is the sense in the organ of
hearing generated by the pressure variations in an
elastic environment. Sound Pressure is the air pressure generated by sound waves, the frequency is the
amount of vibration repetitions in one second, and
Sound Velocity is the distance that vibrations dispersed in the unit time [2, 3].
Human ear is sensitive to voices between 2020000 Hz. Sounds lower than 20 Hz. are called as
Infrasound, and sounds higher than 20000 are
called as Ultrasound. Decibel (dB) which is a relative unit is used in evaluation of loudness. dB is not
a linear unit. 10 dB loudness is 10 times loudness of
1 dB; 20 dB is 100 times of 1 dB, and 40 dB is
10000 times louder than of 1 dB. The human ear
can detect sounds in the interval of 0-140 dB. As
120 dB of loudness gives a sense of discomfort to
the ear, in the 120-130 dB interval an apparent pain
sense occurs. 140 dB and above the loudness; can
conduce to a severely serious pain, tears in eardrum, and permanent and temporary hearing loss
[4].
Personal protective equipment is used as the
last step in the risk prevention hierarchy in the
cases that risks and hazards are not eliminated or
taken under control at the source. Long-term exposure of employees to high noise levels can lead to
hearing loss; in intermittent exposures hearing
damage, nervousness, reduced concentration, or
even work accidents may occur [5].
Noise control is provided by two methods, active and passive. Active method; is based on the
noise neutralized by generating a reverse wave with
the help of an electronic circuit and a microphone
integrated in the earmuffs to detect the external
sound waves. The passive method is based on the
use of materials towards the noise source that directly isolate the sound and prevent noise transmission [6].
Earmuffs are passive noise-cancelling protectors that completely cover the ear and reduce the
loudness to a certain extent, but do not completely
cut off speech and hearing. The outer shell of the

ABSTRACT
Exposure to high volume for long periods of
time can cause hearing loss for workers. Furthermore, in the case of intermittent exposure to loudly
noise may lead to hearing damage, irritability, decreased concentration and even occupational accidents. Passive protective earmuffs are highly preferred because of its cost and durability. It is generally mandatory to use earmuffs, which must be
renewed at certain times, during the heavy industrial works. A new earmuff model that complies the
principles of EN 352-1 standard is proposed. It is
made of materials which can be recycled from
paper, glass and plastic waste. This fact will also be
beneficial in terms of environmental and economic
aspects. The outer part of the earmuff consists of
recycled polymers and inner part consists of materials which are combined differently with egg tray,
recycled fibers, bondex foam, melamine foam,
glass wool and corkboard. Depending on the results
of the studies performed, it was determined that all
passive noise cancelling earmuffs containing recyclable materials in certain layers were usable and all
combinations other than the combination consisting
of egg tray and recycled fibers were detected to
have a better noise damping property compared to
conventional earmuffs.

KEYWORDS:
Recycling, Protective Earmuffs, Occupational Health and
Safety, Passive Noise Cancelling

INTRODUCTION
Noise is generally defined as an unpleasant,
unwanted, irritant sound. Sound, is a physical and
measurable concept, however noise is a subjective
concept that can vary according to personal perception. Noise is the most important physical pollutants
that can cause serious permanent damage through
personal exposure. Today, with increasing population, developing technology and industrialization,
noise is becoming a more common problem [1].
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spectively. Considering that the derivatives of the
materials used can be recycled from paper, glass
and plastic waste, the use of these materials is
thought to contribute to environment and economy
considerably. Thus materials that can be used are
determined by taking into account the basic sound
insulation principles. Materials to be used in experiments are eggs carton, recycled fiber, glass wool,
bondex sponges, melamine sponges and cork material.
Combinations of the same thickness are made
from the selected materials by keeping outer cover
made of recycled plastic and hygienic contact pad
constant. These combinations are named with numbers and given in the Table 1.

earmuffs, manufactured according to EN 352
standards, is manufactured from hard plastic materials that are resistant to falling and crushing.
Soundproof sponge and other materials are used in
the shell. The pillow surrounding the ear is spongy,
and the contact surface is produced from antiallergic material. Earplugs are passive anti-noise
protectors used through placing it in the ear canal.
Earplugs are produced, according to EN 352-2
standard, from cotton for hygiene, polyethylene
sponge or silicone rubber. Manufactured according
to the EN 352-5 standard, the earmuffs are active
noise-cancelling and include an integrated microphone and an electronic system in addition to the
standards for earmuffs. [7, 8, 9, 10].
The rapid depletion of natural resources and
the rapid increase in environmental pollution are
serious concerns about the future of the Earth. Recycling of the most frequently used base materials
such as paper, plastic and glass will contribute to
the conservation of ecological balance as well as to
economical aspects because it will reduce both
consumption and waste quantities [11].
Plastics are matters used predominantly in
many areas such as packing, construction, electrical- electronics, paint, coating, furniture and agriculture because their alternatives are very costly
and their waste is disposed of in nature for many
years [12]. The most suitable plastics for recycling
are PVC, PE, PET, PP. Plastics can be recycled
using chemical treatments as well as sunlight and
microorganisms. Recycled plastics can be used in
all sectors except the medical and food sectors [13].
The main component of the paper's structure, cellulose, is one of the most abundant natural polymers
in the world. In paper recycling, a series of chemical treatments are applied to separate the raw pulp
from the by-products. Therefore, there might be
changes in the structure of the cellulose, and paper
recycling can be managed, though not with full
efficiency [14]. Glass wastes are materials that can
be recovered with 100% efficiency without losing
their quality and can be included in production
infinitely as secondary raw material [15]. Metallic
wastes are usually common in the electricelectronics sector. Recycling of precious metallic
raw materials from wastes of cables and electronic
components by various chemical methods and including them into production process as a secondary raw material is important in terms of economics
[16].

TABLE 1
Experimental Combinations
Comb. Number
Standard
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Materials
Conventional Earmuff
Egg Tray + Recycled Fibers
Bondex Foam
Melamine Foam
Bondex Foam + Glass Wool
Melamine Foam + Glass Wool
Bondex Foam + Corkboard
Melamine Foam + Corkboard

The materials to be used in the experiments
are positioned between the recyclable polymer
outer plastic provided in accordance with TS EN
352-1 standards and the hygienic earpads, so that
there is no space for conventional sponge.
Selected combinations were subjected to
sound attenuation test by using 3 Dio's Free Space
Pro model binaural microphone, which is shown in
Figure 1. It is known that binaural microphones are
designed in the shape of human ears and that they
perceive the bi-directional sound in a single point
and give the most real-like results for the earmuff
test. The sounds that the microphone perceives are
transferred to the computer environment and the
sound level is determined by the dBmeter program.

METHOD
FIGURE 1
Binaural Microphone

The passive protective earmuffs used today
are mainly consisted of hard plastic derivatives on
the outer surface, acoustic sponges, melamine,
lightweight plastic materials such as polyurethane,
polypropylene, and hygienic contact surfaces, re-

The sounds called "White Noise" is preferred
with the aim of achieving the most realistic results
by removing the frequency factor in the sounds to
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be used in the experiments. White noise consists of
continuous and complex voices that have all the
frequency ranges and all frequencies are equally
strong. Balloon blasting is preferred because it has
high sound intensity and is in white noise class
[17].
In the experiment flow, firstly the sound produced by the balloon blasting was recorded with the
sound recorder for the purpose of using the same
data in all experiments. The binaural microphone is
positioned at a certain point in the acoustic studio
and the sketch of it is given in Figure 2. At 15 different points, the recorded balloon blasting sound
was given and the sound levels were determined
first without any earmuffs and then by using the
earmuffs created by selected combinations. The
difference between the sound levels measured by
the earmuffs and without earmuffs was determined
both as a range and as an average. The most effective combination was determined according to the
obtained data and the usability of recycling materials was interpreted.
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tion value of the conventional earmuffs is measured
as 24 dB, and the minimum sound attenuation value
is measured as 21 dB. The average sound attenuation value was determined to be 22.2 dB.
In the 1st combination, the paper recycling
material egg carton and the recycled fibers for voids
were used instead of the insulation sponge used in
conventional earmuffs. According to the obtained
data the maximum sound attenuation value of the
earmuffs, which is created using egg carton and
recycled fiber, is 21 dB, while the minimum sound
attenuation value is measured as 19 dB. The average sound attenuation value was determined to be
20 dB.

FIGURE 3
Noise Cancelling Levels
In the 2nd combination, instead of the insulation sponge used in conventional earmuffs, the
bondex sponge obtained by recycling the waste
sponges was used and according to the obtained
results the maximum sound attenuation value of the
earmuffs created using the bondex sponge is 26 dB
while the minimum sound attenuation value is
measured as 23 dB. The average sound attenuation
value was determined to be 24 dB.
In the third combination, instead of the insulation sponge used in conventional earmuffs, melamine sponge obtained by recycling of plastic was
used and according to the obtained result the maximum sound attenuation value of the earmuffs created using the melamine sponge is 28 dB while the
minimum sound attenuation value is measured as
24 dB. The average sound attenuation value was
determined to be 26.33 dB.
In the 4th combination, instead of the insulation sponge used in conventional earmuffs, glass
wool was used between two pieces of bondex
sponge to be of the same thickness. The maximum
sound attenuation value of the earmuffs created
using glass wool between 2 bondex sponges is 26

FIGURE 2
Acoustic Studio Sketch
RESULTS
The sound levels measured from the 15 different points without earmuffs were compared with
the sound levels measured by attaching different
earmuffs to the binaural microphone on the same
points and the maximum, minimum, and average
sound attenuation values for each combination are
shown in Figure 3.
Firstly, the earmuffs which is accredited by
the EN 352-1 standards and has sound attenuation
value of SNR 23 dB has been tested and according
to the obtained result, the maximum sound attenua-
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hances the sound attenuation properties. However,
it was also seen that a protective earmuffs can be
produced with all combinations. In addition to all
these data, it should also be noted that protective
earmuffs must be renewed in certain periods in
business areas where it is obligatory to use protective earmuffs. Therefore, it is of great importance
that recycling is included in this flow. Recycling
paper, glass and plastic wastes will result in significant environmental benefits.

dB, while the minimum sound attenuation value is
measured as 22 dB. The average sound attenuation
value was determined to be 23.60 dB.
Glass wool was used between two pieces of
melamine sponge to be of the same thickness instead of the insulation sponge, and according to the
obtained result, the maximum sound attenuation
value of the earmuffs created by using glass wool
between 2 melamine sponges, is 27 dB while the
minimum sound attenuation value is measured as
23 dB. The average sound attenuation value was
determined to be 25.53 dB.
In the 6th combination, a cork material was
used between two pieces of bondex sponge to be of
the same thickness instead of the insulation sponge
used in conventional earmuffs and it is measured
that the maximum sound attenuation value of this
earmuffs was 26 dB while the minimum sound
attenuation value was 24 dB. The average sound
attenuation value was determined to be 25 dB.
In the 7th combination, instead of the insulation sponge used in conventional earmuffs, cork
material was used between two pieces of melamine
sponge to be of the same thickness. The maximum
sound attenuation value of the earmuffs created
using cork material between 2 melamine sponges is
29 dB, while the minimum sound attenuation value
is measured as 26 dB. The average sound attenuation value was determined to be 27.67 dB.
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lower sound attenuation value than the conventional
earmuffs. When the minimum values are taken into
account, it is seen that the sound attenuation values
of melamine containing combinations are higher
than the other combinations.
According to the average sound attenuation
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were better than the average passive earmuffs supplied in the market, except for the combination of
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(NH4+). Nitrate (NO3-) constitutes the most important form of nitrogen (N) taken up readily in
large quantities by most horticultural crops (i.e.
vegetables, fruit trees and vines) to attain maximal
yields [3-6]. Grapevines have the greatest nitrogen
requirements in rapid shoot development period in
spring and initial rapid berry growth period right
after flowering. Therefore, nitrogenous fertilizers
are commonly applied before the bud burst in
spring. However, nitrogenous fertilizer application
periods vary based on fertilizer nitrogen forms,
precipitation and irrigation regimes and soil structure. Mistakes made in nitrogenous fertilizer applications (excessive doses, malpractices) bring about
various problems ³1LWUDWH DFFXPXODWLRQ´ LV WKH
primary problem related to nitrogenous fertilizer
applications and it has severe effects on both environment and human health. The accumulation of
nitrates in raw vegetables, herbs and fruits depends
upon many preharvest factors such as plant species/genotype, environmental and physiological
factors [7], photoperiod [8], light intensity, spectral
quality [9-11], but nitrogen fertilization, especially
with nitrogen in nitrate form, has been reported as
one of main factors for this [12-15]. Nitrates exist
in all plants and required as an N source for normal
plant growth and development. Slight and in some
cases, high nitrate contents of plant-originated
foodstuff are inevitable [16]. Several previous studies reported rich nitrate contents for leaf, stem and
flowers of the vegetables [17]. Horticultural crops
can be listed accordingly in descending order of
nitrate content as follows: herbs>leafy vegetables >
stem vegetables>roots and tubers >fruit vegetables>seed vegetables (not including Kidney bean
and French bean) >inflorescences and buds >
bulbs>fruits > fungi [18]. It has been reported that
the nitrate concentration is approaching 3000 ppm
in spinach and 6000 ppm in lettuce [19].
Despite the debate about the positive or negative effects of nitrates on human health, the production and commercialization of leafy vegetables
(spinach, lettuce, and rocket) in Europe is subjected
to rigorous limitations. This is because some groups
of the human population could be at higher risk of

ABSTRACT
Nitrogen is an essential element for grapevine
growth and development. Excessive nitrogen may
accumulate in consumed parts of the plants, then
pose serious health risks on human health. Grape
leaves have traditionally been used to prepare
stuffed leaves (Dolma) in Mediterranean countries.
This study was conducted to determine the effects
of increasing ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulphate and urea treatments on nitrate content of
brined vine leaf of Narince grape cultivar (Vitis
vinifera L). Three levels of different nitrogen forms
(0-control, 5,10,15 kg N /da) were applied to Narince grape cultivar. In addition, effects of hot water
brine treatments on leaf nitrate contents were also
investigated. Vine leaves were harvested in four
different periods with 8-9 day intervals during the
growing season. Nitrate content of fresh and brined
vine leaves were determined. Nitrate content of the
vine leaves increased with increasing N levels.
Nitrate content was higher in fresh vine leaves than
in brined leaves. Nitrate content of vine leaves
decreased with hot water brine treatments. Nitrate
contents of fresh vine leaves were generally greater
than the critical levels (3500-2000 mg kg-1). It was
recommended based on present findings that nitrogen treatments should not be greater than 15 kg/da.
Consumers were advised to prefer brined leaves. It
was advised that small children should not consume
stuffed vine leaf more than one serving a day.

KEYWORDS:
Accumulation, ammonium nitrate, boiling, Mediterranean
diet, reduction ratio.

INTRODUCTION
Among all the elements required by plants, N
is the nutrient required in the highest concentration
and is frequently the one that limits crop yield and
quality [1]. 1-2% of the dry matter in the grapevine
is nitrogen [2]. Plants absorb nitrogen from the soil
both in the form of nitrate (NO3-) and ammonium
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periods [34]. After the vine leaves are boiled with
hot salted water they are offered for sale. In a survey study about nitrate content of brined vine
leaves, average nitrate content of samples was reported as 2729 ppm [35]. Leaf nitrate contents
effect preservation methods. Present literature reviews revealed that there were not any studies conducted about the effects of nitrogenous fertilization
on nitrate contents of vine leaves.
This study was conducted in a commercial
brined leaf production vineyard to determine the
effects of nitrogenous fertilization treatments at
different forms and doses on edible leaf yield and
leaf nitrate (NO3-) contents. Effects of hot brine
treatments on nitrate content of fresh vine leaves
(Narince cultivar) were also investigated in this
study.

developing cancer when subjected to elevated levels of dietary nitrate intakes [18]. The nitrate levels
of 15-75 mg per kg body weight were accepted as
toxic levels for humans [20]. According to WHO
and FAO, daily nitrate intake of a 60 kg individual
should be less than 2000 mg. European Commission Scientific Committee on Food (ECSCF) specified daily nitrate intake as 3.7mg/kg body weight
[18, 21, 22] and Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) specified these
limits as between 0.3-3.7 mg/kg body weight [18,
21]. The production and wide commercialization of
nitrate-rich leafy vegetables and processed cerealbased foods is subject to strict regulatory limitations [23]. The effect of specific cooking or preservation methods on nitrate content showed that substantial decreases in nitrate content were observed
in boiled or canned vegetables, baking had little to
no effect, and nitrate content was increased in fried
products [24-29]. However, there is very little information available on the concentrations of nitrate
and nitrite in pickled vegetable products. Vine
leaves are traditionally used in human nutrition and
animal (sheep and goat) feeding [30-31]. Mostly the
fresh tip leaves of the shoots are used for stuffed
vine leaves. For stuffed vine leaf production, usually thin, non-hairy, thin-nerved, non-lobed leaves,
leaving sourish taste in palate and rich in phenolics
and antioxidants are preferred [32]. Preservation
methods for vine leaves include drying, dry salting,
usage of different amount of salt, acids or starter
cultures in brine and canned food. Vine leaves are
used to make stuffed vine leaves (Sarma) and
forcemeat (vegetable stuffed with forcemeat) which
are very popular dishes in middle east countries
[33]. Grapevine leaves are low in Saturated Fat, and
very low in cholesterol and sodium. It is also a
good source of vitamin C, vitamin E (alpha tocopherol), niacin and iron, and a very good source of
dietary fiber, vitamin A, vitamin K, riboflavin,
vitamin B6, folate, calcium, magnesium, copper
and manganese (Table 1).
Narince is a white wine grape cultivar. The
leaves of Narince are commercially produced especially in Tokat (Turkey) region. Edible leaves are
generally picked between flowering and veraison

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material. Experiments were conducted in Tokat province of Turkey with 5-year old Narince
vines grafted on 1103 P rootstock. Vines have double-arm cordon training system. Three different
nitrogenous fertilizer forms (Ammonium sulphate ±
21% N, Ammonium nitrate ± 26% N and urea ±
46% N) were used in this study.
The 1103 Paulsen (1103P, V. rupestris ×V.
berlandieri hybrid) confers high scion vigour
(May, 1994). Narince is a white wine grape cultivar
(V. vinifera L.) grown in Tokat (Turkey) region
[36]. The leaves of Narince grape cultivar have
superior quality for stuffing. They are commercially
produced especially in Tokat (Turkey) region.
Leaves are generally picked between flowering and
veraison periods [34]. Leaves are harvested 4-8
times in 7-12 day intervals. Annual vine leaf harvests for brining vary between 2 813 - 8 538 kg/ha
[37-38]. The weight of grapevine leaves in Narince
ranges from 2 to 4 g according to the time of picking [39]. Trial area soil; the lime content is medium, unsalted, low in organic matter and has a
strong alkaline soil character with clay texture (Table 2).

TABLE 1
The nutrient content of canned one grapevine leaf (4 g) (Anonymous, 2018)
Energy
3 Kcal

Proteins
0.5g

Niacin
0.180 mg

Vitamin A
10.52mg

Thiamin B1
0.003 mg

Ca
11.56 mg

Cu
0.070 mg

Fe
0.110 mg

Carbohydrates
0.2 g
Vitamins
Riboflavin B2
0.010 mg
Minerals
Mg
0.560 mg
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Fat
0.1g

Sodium
114.1mg

Vitamin B6
0.005 mg

Vitamin C
0.450 mg

Mn
0.010 mg

P
1.360 mg

K
1.160 mg
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TABLE 2
Soil properties of experimental vineyard inTokat Province
Soil property
Texture
Lime (%)
Organic matter (%)
pH
EC (ds/m)

Sampling depth
0 to 30 cm
Clay
8.8
2.05
8.18
0.316

30 to 60 cm
Clay
9.2
1.58
8.46
0.334

Methods. Preparation of the vineyard for
experiments and fertilizer treatments. In winter
pruning period, vines were pruned over 1-2 buds as
to have 24 bud/vine. Soil samples were taken ahead
of the experiments and samples were analysed to
determine experimental fertilizer doses. Because of
continuous changes in soil nitrogen, nitrogen contents were not analysed. Experiments were conducted in split-plots experimental design with 4
replications with 4 vines in each replication. Three
different nitrogenous fertilizer forms were applied
at 3 different doses. Treatment doses as pure N
were arranges as control (0 kg da-1), 5 kg da-1, 10 kg
da-1 and 15 kg da-1. About 2/3 of nitrogenous fertilizers was applied before bud burst at pruning and
1/3 was applied to vine rows after berry set. As
basic fertilizer, 10 kg da-1 net P (TSP) was applied
at dormant season in the middle of March.

vine leaves. Therefore, MRL values specified by
TCF for certain Pollutants prepared on 29.12.2011
in line with European Union 1881/2006/ECnumbered Certain Food Contaminants were used
(3500 ppm for fresh spinach, 2000 ppm for brined
spinach, 200 ppm for babies and kids) [41]. Daily
leaf consumption was considered as 200 g stuffed
leaf per serving and 20 g per stuffed leaf. Calculations were performed for stuffed leaf prepared from
both the fresh leaves and brined leaves.

Picking of edible leaf samples and process
into brine. Leaves were picked 4 times with 8-9
day intervals between pre-bloom and veraison periods. From the tips of the shoots, 4th, 5th and 6th
young leaves, already reached to 2/3 size of a mature leaf, were all picked with their stalks on.
Leaves were harvested early in the morning and
transported to laboratory in a short time. For each
leaf harvest period, 300 g fresh leaf samples were
placed into plastic bags and preserved in a deepfreeze at -18oC until the time of analysis.
Hot brine method was used to determine the
effects of pickling treatments on leaf nitrate contents. The leaves picked at the first and fourth harvest periods were processed into pickle. Initially the
leaf stalks were removed and leaves were placed
into stainless-steel boilers. Hot water (100oC) containing 8% NaCl was then poured over the leaves to
boil them. Leaves were then rolled like a cigar,
placed into hermetic glass containers (500 cc).
Container was filled up with own brine and sealed
tight. Brined leaves were stored under sunless room
conditions at 20-24 0C for 3 months until the time
of analysis.

RESULTS

Statistical Analysis. Experimental results
ZHUH VXEMHFWHG WR YDULDQFH DQDO\VLV ZLWK ³-803´
software in accordance with split-plots experimental design. Differences between significant
means were tested with LSD (Least Significant
Difference) multiple comparison test at 5% level.

Effects of nitrogenous fertilizer treatments
on nitrate content of vine leaves. Fertilizer forms,
doses, harvest periods and fertilizer form x harvest
period interactions had significant effects on nitrate
content of fresh vine leaves (Table 3; Figure 1).
Significant increases were observed in nitrate content of fresh vine leaves with increasing doses of all
nitrogen forms.
Nitrate concentrations of fresh vine leaves varied between 199.5 ppm (control, 1 stperiod) and
3441.7 ppm (15 kg da-1 urea, 3rdperiod). Average
nitrate content of fertilizer treatments was measured
as 807.0 ppm for control, 1420.0 ppm for 5 kg da-1
N, 1717.0 ppm for 10 kg da-1 N and 2094.0 ppm for
15 kg da-1 N dose (Table 3; Figure 2).
Considering the nitrate accumulation with different nitrogen forms, the greatest accumulation
was observed in urea treatments (1965.0 ppm) and
it was respectively followed by ammonium sulphate
(1661.0 ppm) and ammonium nitrate (1607.0 ppm)
fertilizers (Table 3).
Leaf harvests were performed in four different
periods. While the lowest nitrate content was observed in the first period, nitrate contents increased
in the second and third periods and decreased again
in the fourth period. Nitrate contents increased in
control treatment with the progress of harvest periods (Table 3; Figure 2).

Nitrate content of leaf samples. Nitrate concentrations of fresh and brined leaf samples were
determined with colorimetric method through salicylic acid nitrification [40]. Resultant nitrate concentrations were assessed through nitrate MRL
values specified by Turkish Food Codex (TFC).
However, there were not any limits specified for
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da-1, AS) (Table 4). Paired t-test was performed to
determine the effects of hot brine treatments on
decreasing nitrate concentrations. Results revealed
that hot brine treatments significantly reduced nitrate contents of fresh vine leaves (Table 4).
As compared to fresh leaves, nitrate content of
brined leaves decreased by about 17.8 ± 49.3% in
the first harvest and by about 61.9 ± 79.9% in the
fourth harvest period. In general, pickling reduced
fresh leaf nitrate contents by about 71% (Table 4).

Effects of hot brine treatments on nitrate
content of vine leaves. Brined vine leaves are generally used to prepare stuffed vine leaves. Vine
leaves are rarely consumed as fresh. Nitrate contents of brined leaves were determined and compared with the nitrate contents of fresh leaves (Table 4).
As it was in fresh leaves, nitrate content of
brined leaves increased with increasing N treatment
doses. Nitrate concentrations of brined vine leaves
varied between 106.4 ppm (the first harvest, 5 kg
da-1, AS) and 670.0 ppm (the fourth harvest, 15 kg

TABLE 3
Influence of nitrogen fertilization on the nitrate concentration of fresh edible leaf (ppm) according to
picking periods
Control
Ammonium nitrate (kg da-1)
Urea (kg da-1)
0
5
10
15
5
10
475.2
712.8 m- 624.1 n414.9 o199.5
287.3 p
First
p
o-p
p
p
p
781.3
1812.5
1893.6
2443.8
2208.3
2525.0
Second
m-p
f-k
e-j
b-f
b-h
b-e
1187.5
1663
2306.3b2350.0
1883.3
2315.0
Third
k-n
g-l
g
b-f
e-j
b-g
1062.5
Õ1558.3
2100 d2312.5
Fourth
1996 d-Õ
l-o
m
h-l
h
b-g
807
1325
1617
1879
1593
1891
Average
F. F.A. **
807 c
1607 b
1965 a
Fertilizer form * picking period LSD p<0.05:385 Fertilizer form Average LSD p<0.05: 229
Sample lettering: a-e: abcde
Picking period

15
734.8
m-p
2650.0
b-d
3441.7 a
2816.7
a-c
2410

Ammonium Sulphate (kg da-1)
5
10
15
398.9
378.1 p
375.0 p
o-p
1816.7
2156.3
2866.7 af-k
c-h
b
1931.3
2043.8
2641.7 be-Õ
d-h
d
1998.3
2066.7 d1250 j-n
d-Õ
h
1344
1643
1993
1661 b

FIGURE 1
Influence of nitrogen fertilization on nitrate concentration of fresh edible leaf (ppm)

FIGURE 2
Influence of nitrogen doses on nitrate concentration of fresh edible leaf (ppm) LSD p<0.05
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FIGURE 3
Influence of picking periods on nitrate concentration of fresh edible leaf (ppm) LSD p<0.05
TABLE 4
Reduction Ratio (percent) of the nitrate of hot brine application in the edible grapevine leaves
Sample types
and nitrate reduction ratio

Picking Period

First

Fourth

Fresh (ppm)
Stuffed leaves(ppm)
Nitrate Reduction Ratio (%)
Fresh (ppm)
Stuffed leaves(ppm)
Nitrate Reduction Ratio (%)

Control
0
199.5
121.3
39.2
1062.5
404.3
61.9

Urea
Ammonium nitrate
(kg da-1)
(kg da-1)
5
10
15
5
10
475.2 712.8 624.1 287.3 414.9
329.8 404.3 489.4 212.8 319.1
30.6
43.3
21.6
25.9
23.1
1350.0 1558.3 2100.0 1996.0 2312.5
361.7 500.0 542.6 617.0 659.6
73.2
67.9
74.2
69.1
71.5

Ammonium Sulphate
(kg da-1)
15
5
10
15
734.8 378.1 375.0 398.9
372.3 106.4 308.5 319.1
49.3
71.9
17.8
20.0
2816.7 1250.0 1998.3 2066.7
563.8 297.9 574.5 670.2
79.9
76.2
71.3
67.6

Depending on which plant part is to be consumed, appropriate fertilizer can be also selected to
reduce nitrate accumulation [51], e.g. the order of
nitrate accumulation in kale leaves in response to
the application of different nitrogenous fertilizers
was: urea > ammonium carbonate>ammonium
nitrate > ammonium sulfate; for nitrate accumulation in petioles, it was: urea > ammonium nitrate
>ammonium sulfate > ammonium carbonate [52].
Fresh leaf nitrate contents of the control and
fertilizer treatments varied with the leaf harvest
periods. Low nitrate contents of the first harvest
period were related to the period in which vines just
have started to uptake nitrogen. Since AN fertilizers
are uptaken faster, leaf nitrate contents of the first
period were greater in ammonium nitrate treatments
than the other N forms [53].
Nitrate contents of fresh leaves varied between
199.5-3441.7 ppm. Considering the limit nitrate
values for food safety, it was observed that such
values were all below MRL value of 3500 ppm
specified by TFC for edible-leaf vegetables.
Different nitrate contents were reported in
previous studies carried out with different fruits,
vegetables, mushroom and herbs. Nitrate contents
were reported as between 5.6 -46 ppm for grapes
(V. Vinifera L.), as between 70 ± 395 ppm for broccoli (Brassica oleracea L. var italica Plenck.), as
between 58 ± 479 ppm for eggplants (Solanum
melongena L.), as between 14 ± 704 ppm for onions
(Allium cepa L.), as between 170 ± 3325 ppm for

DISCUSSION
Nitrate concentration of edible young vine
leaves increased with increasing N doses. Excessive
nitrogenous fertilization reduces nitrogen consumption of plant tissues, thus facilitates nitrate accumulation [42]. Increasing nitrogenous fertilizers applied especially to green vegetables were reported
to increase plant nitrate concentrations [43-44].
Nitrogenous fertilizers applied throughout growing
stages increased plant nitrate concentrations in leafedible vegetables [45]. Other researchers also reported increasing plant nitrate contents with increasing N doses in different plants [44, 46, 47].
Present findings about the nitrate contents with
increasing N doses comply with those earlier reports.
The nitrate accumulation in leaves was greater
with urea N than AN and AS N forms. Urea N is up
taken at slower rates than the other forms of N, thus
greater accumulations are observed with urea N
[48]. The use of fertilizers based on ammonia or a
mixture of nitrate and ammonium can reduce the
nitrate content of plants [49-50]. The fertilizers
containing nitrate nitrogen result in greater nitrate
accumulation than the fertilizers containing ammonia nitrogen [46]. In some cases, ammonia nitrogen
is leached through soil profile with precipitations or
irrigations, then fertilizers are not sufficiently benefited.
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(27%) and B. vulgaris (10%).In present study, quite
high nitrate reductions were observed with hot
brine treatments. Previous studies indicate that
vegetables are the major source of nitrate intake by
humans and constitute approximately 40%±92% of
the average daily intake [62].
The maximum nitrate quantity uptaken from a
single serving of stuffed leaves was calculated as
follows: A single serving of stuffed leaves was
about 200 g (10 leaves), a single stuffed leaf was 20
g and a single leaf was considered as 3 g. The
greatest nitrate content was 3442.0 mg kgǦ1 for
fresh leaves and 670.0 mg kgǦ1for brined leaves.
Then, nitrate content of a single leaf was 10.32 mg
kgǦ1 for fresh leaves and 2 mg kgǦ1 for brined
leaves. So, the amount of nitrate taken with a single
serving of stuffed leaves was calculated as 103.0
mg for fresh leaves and 20.0 mg for brined leaves.
In 1997, the European Commission published
guidelines established that the admissible daily
intake for nitrates in humans is 0-3.65 mg kgǦ1 of
body weight, thus, an adult person with a body
weight of 60 kg can consume daily about 1 portion
FLS or 5 portion PLS, with no adverse health effects [63]. However, Small children should not
consume stuffed vine leaf more than one serving a
day.

lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) and finally as between
284 ± 7410 ppm for spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.)
[18].
Nitrate and nitrite contents may vary with the
plant species, fertilizer type and doses, light conditions, temperature, soil moisture, soil structure and
plant protection treatments [25], age of the leaves
[54], vine rootstock genotype [5, 55]. Van Velzen
et al. [56], the oral bioavailability of nitrate from
vegetables is around 100%. Therefore, consuming a
balanced diet of vegetables could be an effective
method for decreasing the amount of nitrate exposure in humans.
Hot brine treatments significantly reduced nitrate contents in all treatments including control
treatment. Nitrate contents of brined leaves varied
between 106.7-670 ppm. Erdem et al. [35] carried
out a survey study with 86 brined vine leaves and
reported nitrate content of the leaves as between
357-6857 ppm. About 59.4% of the samples had a
nitrate content of above 2000 ppm. Present findings
were lower than those earlier reports. Hot brine
treatments reduced nitrate contents by about 71%.
The initial nitrate concentration of 1510.0 ppm for
fresh leaves picked in four harvest periods decreased to 435.0 ppm with hot brine treatments.
Average nitrate concentration of brined vine leaves
(363.0 ppm) was also quite low.
Present nitrate contents of brined leaves were
lower than the MRL limits specified by TFC for
pickled spinach (2000 ppm), but greater than the
value specified by babies and kids (200 ppm).
Washing, boiling, chopping, sterilization, canning, freezing and several other technical processes
have different effects on nitrite and nitrate contents
of foodstuff [24, 57]. The higher losses of nitrate
caused by boiling with respect to steaming and
microwave cooking suggest that the phenomenon of
nitrate release and diffusion into the cooking water
are likely influenced by the volume of cooking
water [58]. Washing and boiling generally reduce
nitrate and nitrite contents since nitrate and nitrite
are dissolved in water and washed away with boiling water [25].
The nitrate content in pickled products was
generally lower than that reported for fresh fruits
and vegetables [59-60]. Hot brine treatments reduced present nitrate contents and similar findings
were also reported by previous researchers for different vegetables [24, 25, 60, 61].
Prasad and Chetty [27] reported about 47-56%
reductions in nitrate contents of Chinese cabbage,
celery, lettuce and British cabbage with boiling
treatments. Boari et al. [61] indicated that boiling
was a method of cooking with the greatest reduction in nitrate content of wild vegetables. The
greatest reduction in nitrate content (mg/kg of dry
weight) was observed in S. oleraceus (74%), followed by H. echioides (72%), U. Picroides (68%),
A. lutea (48%), U. dioica (47%), T. officinale

CONCLUSIONS
The grapevine leaves showed a positive response to nitrogen fertilization. Nitrate concentrations all increased as a result of nitrogen application, and nitrate content changed according to fertilizer form and picking periods. Nitrate content was
higher in fresh vine leaves than in brine leaves.
Nitrate content in vine leaves decreased with hot
brine application. Nitrate contents of fresh and
brined leaves were generally below the MRL values
specified by TFC for leaf vegetables. Fertilization
treatment of 15 kg da-1 net N was recommended for
vineyards producing vine leaves for pickling. It was
also recommended that brined leaves should be
used for stuffed vine leaf and kids should not consume more than one serving of stuffed leaves per
day.
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SOURCE ANALYSIS OF MULTI FRACTAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF GAS EMISSION QUANTITY
=KHQMLDQJ:DQJ *XDQJ:X4LURQJ4LQ5XLOLQ=KDQJ.XQ\XQ7LDQ


6FKRRORI*HRVFLHQFHDQG7HFKQRORJ\6RXWKZHVW3HWUROHXP8QLYHUVLW\6LFKXDQ&KHQJGX&KLQD

6FKRRORI6DIHW\(QJLQHHULQJ+HQDQ8QLYHUVLW\RI(QJLQHHULQJ+HQDQ=KHQJ]KRX&KLQD

SHUPHDELOLW\  PLQLQJ WHFKQRORJ\ PLQLQJ PHWKRG
SURGXFWLRQ SURFHVV PLQLQJ LQWHQVLW\ DQG PLQLQJ
VFDOH DQGQDWXUDOIDFWRUV>@JUHDWSURJUHVVKDV
EHHQPDGHLQWKHVWXG\RIQRQOLQHDUWKHRU\VXFKDV
JUH\WKHRU\>@QHXUDOQHWZRUN>@690>
@$&&(11>@DQG$&&690>@DQGVRRQ
,W LV IRXQG WKDW WKH WLPH VHULHV RI DFWXDO JDV
HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ LV QRQVWDWLRQDU\ QRQOLQHDU DQG
VHOIVLPLODU EHWZHHQ ORFDO DQG ZKROH DQG KDV WKH
FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI FKDRV DQG IUDFWDO QRQOLQHDULW\
&KDRWLFIUDFWDODQG56IUDFWDOPHWKRGZHUHXVHGWR
VWXG\PLQHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\WKHWLPHVHULHVKDG
ORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQ>@7KHPHWKRGRIFRP
ELQLQJIUDFWDOZLWKVXSSRUWYHFWRUPDFKLQHDQGIX]]\
WKHRU\LVXVHGWRSUHGLFWWKHPLQHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQ
WLW\DQGJRRGUHVXOWVDUHREWDLQHG>@%HFDXVH
WKHVLQJOHIUDFWDOWKHRU\LVVXVFHSWLEOHWRWKHQRQVWD
WLRQDU\WUHQGRIWLPHVHULHVWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDF
WHULVWLFV LPSOLHG LQ WKH QRQVWDWLRQDU\ WLPH VHULHV
FDQ WEHUHYHDOHGDFFXUDWHO\>@0RUHRYHUWKH
WUHQGRIWKH XQNQRZQFRPSRQHQWVLQWKH JDVHPLV
VLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVKDVQRWEHHQWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQW
LQWKHH[LVWLQJDFKLHYHPHQWV>@DQG the causes
of the multi-fractal characteristics have not been analyzed. Therefore, in this paper, Multi-Fractal
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (MF-DFA) method
were used to study the multi-fractal characteristics
and the causes of multi-fractal characteristics of the
gas emission quantity time series.

ABSTRACT
,Q WKH SUHVHQW VWXG\ PXOWLIUDFWDO GHWUHQGHG
IOXFWXDWLRQ DQDO\VLV KDV EHHQ XVHG WR JHW D EHWWHU
NQRZOHGJHRIWKHVHOIRUJDQL]DWLRQSKHQRPHQRQLQ
KHUHQWLQJDVHPLVVLRQVHULHVGXULQJWKHSURGXFWLRQ
SHULRGRIPLQLQJIDFHIRFXVLQJPDLQO\RQWKHPXOWL
IUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\7KH
UHVXOWVLQGLFDWHWKDWWKHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHV
KDV REYLRXV PXOWLIUDFWDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV DQG ORQJ
WHUP FRUUHODWLRQ %\ VKXIIOLQJ DQG SKDVH DGMXVWLQJ
WKH JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ VHULHV WKH PXOWLIUDFWDO
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHVHULHVKDYHEHHQFRPSDUHG7KH
UHVXOWV GHULYHG IURP WKH DQDO\VLV FHUWDLQO\ H[KLELW
WKDWWKH PXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRI JDVHPLVVLRQ
TXDQWLW\ DUH FDXVHG E\ ORQJUDQJH FRUUHODWLRQ DQG
SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQ DQG ORQJUDQJH FRUUHODWLRQ
RI WKH IOXFWXDWLRQ LV WKH PDLQ IDFWRU OHDGLQJ WR WKH
PXOWLIUDFWDOIHDWXUHV
.(<:25'6
Multifractality, *DVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\0)')$7LPHVH
ULHV

INTRODUCTION
:LWKWKHLQFUHDVHRIPLQLQJGHSWKDQGPLQLQJ
LQWHQVLW\FRDOPLQHJDVRXWEXUVWLV EHFRPLQJPRUH
DQG PRUH VHULRXV ZKLFK KDV EHFRPH DQ LPSRUWDQW
IDFWRU UHVWULFWLQJ WKH HIILFLHQW SURGXFWLRQ RI FRDO
PLQHDQGDPDMRUKLGGHQGDQJHUDIIHFWLQJWKHVDIHW\
RIFRDOPLQHSURGXFWLRQ>@,WLVIRXQGWKDWGXULQJ
WKHGHYHORSPHQWRIFRDODQGJDVRXWEXUVWWKHUHDUH
DEQRUPDOFKDQJHVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\7KHUH
IRUHLWLVRIJUHDWVLJQLILFDQFHWRJUDVSWKHODZRIJDV
HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ LQ ZRUNLQJ IDFH IRU FRQWUROOLQJ
PLQHJDVGLVDVWHUV>@
,QLWLDOO\OLQHDUWKHRULHVVXFKDVPLQHVWDWLVWLFDO
PHWKRG>@VRXUFHSUHGLFWLRQPHWKRG>@RQHGL
PHQVLRQDOOLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQPHWKRG>@DQGPXOWLSOH
OLQHDUUHJUHVVLRQPHWKRG>@ZHUHXVHGWRVWXG\JDV
HPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\%HFDXVHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\LV
D FRPSOH[ G\QDPLF SURFHVV >@ LQIOXHQFHG E\
QDWXUDO IDFWRUV JHRORJLFDO VWUXFWXUH FRDO VHDP
WKLFNQHVV FRDO ERG\ VWUXFWXUH EXULDO GHSWK FRDO
VHDP JDV FRQWHQW DGMDFHQW VHDP FRDO URFN

MATERIALS AND METHODS
0XOWLIUDFWDO
PHWKRG
0XOWLIUDFWDO
GHWUHQGHG IOXFWXDWLRQ $QDO\VLV 0)')$  %%
0DQGHOEURWILUVWSXWIRUZDUGWKHIUDFWDOWKHRU\>@
ZKLFKUHYHDOHGWKHLQWHUQDOUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQWKH
SDUWV RI WKLQJV DQG WKH ZKROH DQG SURYLGHG D QHZ
ZD\ DQG PHWKRG IRU VROYLQJ QRQOLQHDU SUREOHPV
3HQJ>@SURSRVHG'HWUHQGHG)OXFWXDWLRQ$QDO\VLV
')$ IRUGHDOLQJZLWK1RQVWDWLRQDU\WLPH6HULHV
EDVHG RQ ')$ .DQWHOKDUGW HW DO >@ SURSRVHG
0XOWLIUDFWDO 'HWUHQGHG )OXFWXDWLRQ $QDO\VLV 0)
')$  ZKLFK HIIHFWLYHO\ UHPRYHG WKH LQIOXHQFH RI
ORFDOWUHQGRQWKHVFDOHRIWLPHVHULHVDQGZDVDEOH
WR ILQG WKH ORQJUDQJH FRUUHODWLRQ DQG PXOWLIUDFWDO
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVLQWKHQRQVWDWLRQDU\WLPHVHULHVWKXV
DYRLGLQJWKHZURQJMXGJPHQWRIFRUUHODWLRQ>@
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)RU D WLPH VHULHV RI JDV GLVDVWHU ሼݔ ሽሺ݅ ൌ
ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ܰሻKDYH1VDPSOHVDQGWKLVVHULHVLVRIFRP
SDFWVXSSRUW7KHDQDO\VLVSURFHGXUH>@RIJHQHU
DOL]HG0)')$DUHDVIROORZV
  &DOFXODWLQJ WKH DFFXPXODWHG GHYLDWLRQ RI
ሼݔ ሽLVWRHOLPLQDWHWKHLQIOXHQFHRIWLPHIOXFWXDWLRQV
7KH VHULHV RI DFFXPXODWHG GHYLDWLRQ ݕሺ݇ሻFDQ EH
VKRZQWKDW
ݕሺ݇ሻ ൌ σୀଵሾݔ െ ௫ҧ ሿ ǡ ݅ ൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ 
:KHUH௫ҧ LVWKHDYHUDJHRIሼݔ ሽ
  'LYLGHG ݕሺ݇ሻLQWR ܰ௦ ൌ ݅݊ݐሺܰȀݏሻQRQ
RYHUODSSLQJ VHJPHQWV ݒ ሺ݆ ൌ ͳǡʹ ǥ ǡ ܰ௦ ሻRI HTXDO
OHQJWKV6LQFHWKHOHQJWK1RIWKHVHULHVLVRIWHQQRW
H[DFWO\GLYLGHGE\VWKHVDPHSURFHGXUHVKRXOGEH
GRQHIURPWKHWDLORIWKHVHTXHQFHWRHQVXUHGDWDLQ
WHJULW\7KHUHE\ʹܰ௦ LQWHUYDOVRIHTXDOOHQJWKFDQEH
REWDLQHG
  ,Q HDFK VHJPHQWݕݒሺ݇ሻLV ILWWHG E\ OHDVW
VTXDUHPHWKRGWKXVݕሺ݇ሻFDQEHWUDQVIRUPHGWRSRO
\QRPLDOIXQFWLRQ௩ ሺ݇ሻWKDWUHSUHVHQWVORFDOWUHQG
WKHQWKHGHWUHQGHGWLPHVHULHVLVFDOFXODWHGDV(T  
ݕ௩ ሺ݇ሻ ൌ ݕሺ݇ሻ െ ௩ ሺ݇ሻ 
 7KHYDULDQFHIRUʹୱ GHWUHQGHGVHJPHQWLV
FDOFXODWHG
ଵ
 ܨଶ ሺݏǡ ݒሻ ൌ σ௦ୀଵ ݕ௩ଶ ሺ݇ሻ  ݒൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ʹܰ௦  
௦
ZKHUH ݒൌ ͳǡʹǡ ǥ ǡ ʹܰ௦
 7KHQLQWURGXFHDSDUDPHWHUTWKHTWKRUGHU
IOXFWXDWLRQIXQFWLRQܨ ሺݏሻFDQEHREWDLQHG
ܨ ሺݏሻ ൌ ሼ

ଵ

ଶேೞ

ܨ ሺݏሻ ൌ ݔሼ

݂ሺߙሻ ൌ  ߙݍെ ߬ሺݍሻ 
:KHUHĮLVWKH+|OGHUH[SRQHQWRUVLQJXODULW\
VWUHQJWK :LGWK VSHFWUXP οߙ ൌ ߙ௫ െ ߙ  LQGL
FDWHV WKH GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ PD[LPXP DQG PLQL
PXP SUREDELOLW\ 7KH ODUJHU WKH YDOXH RI οߙ WKH
WLPHVHULHVGLVWULEXWLRQLVPRUHLQKRPRJHQHRXVDQG
KDVVWURQJHUPXOWLIUDFWDOVWUHQJWKI Į LVVLQJXODULW\
VSHFWUXPZKLFKUHSUHVHQWVIUDFWDOGLPHQVLRQVRIᇞĮ
7KHPD[LPXPYDOXHRII Į LQGLFDWHVWKHFRQWLQXLW\
RIIOXFWXDWLRQV
5(68/76AND',6&866,21
'DWD UHFRXUVH DQG DQDO\VLV   'DWD VHOHF
WLRQ7KHGDWDRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVKDYH
EHHQWDNHQIURPWKHPLQLQJIDFHRI+DL]LFRDO
PLQHRI&KLQD7KHFKDQJHRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\
ZLWKWLPHLVVKRZQLQ)LJ,WFDQEHVHHQWKDWWKH
DEVROXWH JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ YDULHV JUHDWO\ DQG
VKRZVLQVWDELOLW\DQGKDVREYLRXVVHOIVLPLODULW\DQG
FKDRWLF FKDUDFWHULVWLFV >@ 7KHUHIRUH 0)')$
PHWKRGLVXVHGWRDQDO\VHWKHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\
(2) &RUUHODWLRQDQDO\VLV$FFRUGLQJWRWKHVWD
WLVWLFDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI WKH JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\
VHULHVLQ7DEOHWKHVNHZQHVVRIWKHJDVHPLVVLRQ
TXDQWLW\ VHULHV LV  !  DQG WKH NXUWRVLV LV
!ZKLFKVKRZVWKDWWKHGLVWULEXWLRQLVULJKW
VNHZQHVV DQG WKH VHULHV GRHV QRW REH\ WKH QRUPDO
GLVWULEXWLRQDQGKDVWKH FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRISHDNDQG
WKLFNWDLO7KH WHVWUHVXOWVRI -%VWDWLVWLFVDQG.6
VWDWLVWLFVVKRZWKDWDWWKH VLJQLILFDQFHOHYHORI
DQG WKH VWDWLVWLFDOYDOXHVDUH JUHDWHUWKDQWKHLU
FRUUHVSRQGLQJ FULWLFDO YDOXHV ZKLFK IXUWKHU LQGL
FDWHVWKDWWKHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVGRHVQRW
FRQIRUPWRWKHQRUPDOGLVWULEXWLRQDQGLVQRWVXLWDEOH
IRUWUDGLWLRQDODQDO\VLVPHWKRGV7KHUHIRUHWKH0)
')$PHWKRGLVXVHGWRDQDO\VHWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDU
DFWHULVWLFVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\

ଶ
ೞ
Ȁଶ ଵȀ
σଶே
ሽ ǡ  Ͳ ് ݍ
௩ୀଵሾ ܨሺݏǡ ݒሻሿ
ଵ

ସேೞ
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ೞ
ଶ
σଶே
௩ୀଵሾ ܨሺݏǡ ݒሻሿሽ ǡ  ݍൌ Ͳ 

 ,QRUGHUWRNQRZKRZIOXFWXDWLRQIXQFWLRQ
)T V GHSHQGRQWKHWLPHVFDOHVIRUGLIIHUHQWTUH
SHDWLQJVWHSVWRIRUGLIIHUHQWVHJPHQWOHQJWKVV
DQGDQDO\]LQJGRXEO\ORJDULWKPLFSORWV)T V YHUXVV
IRU HDFK T FDQ GHWHUPLQHG WKH VFDOLQJ EHKDYLRU RI
WKHIOXFWXDWLRQIXQFWLRQV
ܨ ሺݏሻ ൌ ݈ ܥ݃ ݄ሺݍሻ݈݃ሺݏሻ 
,I WKH VHULHV DUH ORQJUDQJH SRZHU ODZ FRUUH
ODWHG)T V ZLOOLQFUHDVHDVDSRZHUODZIRUWKHODUJH
YDOXHVRIV
ܨ ሺݏሻ  ݏ ןሺሻ  
:KHUH݄ሺݍሻLV FDOOHG JHQHUDOL]HG +XUVW H[SR
QHQW)RUT LWZLOOUHWULHYHGWR')$:KHQWKHVH
ULHVKDVDVLQJOHIUDFWDOIHDWXUHWKHVFDOHEHKDYLRURI
WKHGHYLDWLRQLQDOOLQWHUYDOVLVFRQVLVWHQWK T FRQVW
:KHQWKHVHULHVKDVPXOWLIUDFWDOIHDWXUHK T YDULHV
ZLWKT
  7KH TRUGHU +XUVW H[SRQHQWV K T  LV RQO\
RQHRIWKHVFDOLQJH[SRQHQW$QRWKHURQHVFDOLQJH[
SRQHQWĲ T FDQEHFDOFXODWHGIURPWKHK T REWDLQHG
IURP0)')$E\
߬ሺݍሻ ൌ ݄ݍሺݍሻ െ ͳ 
7KHVLQJXODULW\VSHFWUXPI Į LVDQRWKHUZD\WR
FKDUDFWHUL]HWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOLW\RIWKHVHULHV
 $QRWKHUZD\WRFKDUDFWHUL]HWKHPXOWLIUDFWDO
VHULHVLVVLQJXODULW\VSHFWUXPI Į ZKLFKLVUHODWHGWR
Ĳ T YLD/HJHQGUHWUDQVIRUP
ߙ ൌ ߬ ᇱ ሺݍሻ 

0XOWLIUDFWDO &KDUDFWHULVWLF$QDO\VLV RI JDV
HPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\0DWODEZDVXVHGIRU0)')$WR
REWDLQ WKH PXOWLIUDFWDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI WKH JDV
HPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\ZKLFKLVVKRZQDV)LJa)LJ
(1) $VFDQEHVHHQIURP)LJZKHQTFKDQJHV
IURPWR+XUVWLQGH[RIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQ
WLW\VHULHVGHFUHDVHVIURPWRZKLFK
LVQRWFRQVWDQW7KLVVKRZVWKDWK T LVVWURQJO\GH
SHQGHQWRQT7KHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVKDV
REYLRXVPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFV7KHUHIRUHLWLV
LQDFFXUDWH WR DQDO\VH JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ VHULHV
ZLWKVLQJOHIUDFWDO
(2) :KHQT WKHJHQHUDOL]HG+XUVWH[SRQHQW
LVWKHJHQHUDO+XUVWH[SRQHQWZKLFKLVXVHGWRUHS
UHVHQW WKH ORQJWHUP FRUUHODWLRQ LQ WKH WLPH VHULHV
K  ! LQGLFDWH WKDW WKH JDV HPLVVLRQ
TXDQWLW\ VHULHV KDV D VLJQLILFDQW ORQJWHUP FRUUHOD
WLRQ 7KLV UHVXOW LV ZHOO UHODWHG ZLWK HDUOLHU ZRUNV
>@
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(3) )RUVLQJOHIUDFWDOĲ T H[SUHVVHGDVDSSUR[
LPDWHO\OLQHDU)RUPXOWLIUDFWDOĲ T EHKDYHVDVQRQ
OLQHDU ,Q )LJ WKH QRQOLQHDU UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ
Ĳ T aT FRQILUPV PXOWLIUDFWDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI WKH
WLPHVHULHVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\KDV
(4) )LJ VKRZV WKH PXOWLIUDFWDO VSHFWUXP RI
JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ VHULHV ,W FDQ EH VHHQ IURP
7DE DQG )LJ WKDW ᇞI㸦ᇞI I ĮPLQ  I ĮPD[ 
ZKLFKLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHSUREDELOLW\RIWKH
IOXFWXDWLRQ DPSOLWXGH RI JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\
UHDFKLQJWKHKLJKHVWOHYHOLVOHVVWKDQWKDWRIWKHORZ
HVWOHYHO7KHGLDJUDPRII Į aĮLVVKRZQDVOHIWKRRN
EHOO FXUYH ZKLFK LQGLFDWHV WKDW WKH HYHQWV ZLWK
VPDOOHUIOXFWXDWLRQDPSOLWXGHSOD\DOHDGLQJUROHLQ
WKHVHULHV,WWXUQHGRXWWKDWWKHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\
LVGHFUHDVLQJDVD ZKROH7KLVFRQFOXVLRQLVLQOLQH
ZLWKWKHDFWXDOSURGXFWLRQVLWXDWLRQVKRZQLQ)LJ
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0XOWLIUDFWDOLW\6RXUFH$QDO\VLVRIJDVHPLV
VLRQTXDQWLW\0XOWLIUDFWDOLW\LQWLPH VHULHVFDQEH
GLVWLQJXLVKHG >@   /RQJUDQJH FRUUHODWLRQV RI
IOXFWXDWLRQV,QWKLVFDVHWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJVKXIIOHG
VHULHVZLOOH[KLELWQRQPXOWLIUDFWDOVFDOLQJVLQFHDOO
ORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQDUHGHVWUR\HGE\WKHVKXIIOHG
VHULHVWKLVLVKUV T   %URDGSUREDELOLW\GHQ
VLW\IXQFWLRQIRUWKHYDOXHVRIWKHWLPHVHULHV,QWKLV
FDVHWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOLW\FDQQRWEHUHPRYHGE\VKXI
IOHGWKHVHULHV7KHK T RIWKHVKXIIOHGVHULHVLVWKH
VDPH DV WKDW RI WKH RULJLQDO VHULHV WKDW LV
KUDZ T KUV T RUWKHJHQHUDO+XUVWLVDFRQVWDQW  
,I ERWK NLQGV RI WKH PXOWLIUDFWDOLW\ DUH SUHVHQW WKH
VKXIIOHGVHULHVZLOOVKRZZHDNHUPXOWLIUDFWDOLW\WKDQ
WKH RULJLQDOVHULHV7KHLQIOXHQFHUDWHVRIWKH ORQJ
UDQJH FRUUHODWLRQ DQG WKH SUREDELOLW\ GHQVLW\ IXQF
WLRQ DUH GHVFULEHG DV IROORZV ᇞKUU _ᇞKUDZ
ᇞKUHD_ᇞKUDZDQGᇞKUD _ᇞKUDZᇞKDGM_ᇞKUD

),*85(
6WDWLVWLFDOFKDUWRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\>@

0HDQ


7$%/(
6WDWLVWLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVDQDO\VLVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHV
6WDQGDUG
0D[
0LQ
6NHZQHVV .XUWRVLV
-% S
GHYLDWLRQ






㸦㸧

.6 S

㸦㸧

7KHFULWLFDOYDOXHVRI-%VWDWLVWLFVDWWKHVLJQLILFDQFHOHYHORIDQGZHUHDQGUHVSHFWLYHO\DQGWKRVH
RI.6VWDWLVWLFVDWDQGVLJQLILFDQWOHYHOVZHUHDQGUHVSHFWLYHO\
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),*85(
*HQHUDO+XUVWGLDJUDPRIRULJLQVHULHV

),*85(
Ĳ T aTGLDJUDPRIRULJLQVHULHV

),*85(
I Į aĮGLDJUDPRIRULJLQVHULHV
 7KHJHQHUDO+XUVWH[SRQHQWVK T LVVKRZQ
LQ)LJZHFDQVHHWKDWH[SRQHQWVK T RIVKXIIOHG
VHULHV DQG SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV DUH GHFUHDVLQJ
PRQRWRQLFDOO\ZLWKWKHLQFUHDVHRIT([SRQHQWVK T 
RI VKXIIOHG VHULHV LV VLJQLILFDQWO\ VPDOOHU WKDQ WKH
RULJLQDOLQGLFDWLQJWKDWWKHORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQRI
JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ VHULHV LV ZHDNHQHG DIWHU WKH

0)')$ PHWKRG ZDV XVHG WR YHULI\ WKH PXO
WLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VH
ULHV DIWHU VKXIIOHG DQG SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW )LJ
VKRZV WKH PXOWLIUDFWDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI JDV HPLV
VLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVRIRULJLQDOJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\
VHULHVVKXIIOHGVHULHVDQGSKDVHDGMXVWPHQWVHULHV
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UDQGRPUHDUUDQJHPHQW([SRQHQWVK T RISKDVHDG
MXVWPHQWVHULHVLVFORVHWRWKHRULJLQDOVHULHVPDQL
IHVWLQJWKDWWKHSKDVHDGMXVWPHQWVHULHVZHDNHQVWKH
SUREDELOLW\GHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQRIWKHRULJLQDOVHULHV
EXWUHWDLQLQJWKHORQJWHUPFRUUHODWLRQ7KXVLWYHU
LILHGWKHIHDVLELOLW\RIWKHPHWKRGWRGLVWLQJXLVKWKH
FDXVHRIPXOWLIUDFWDOLW\
 7KHUDQJHDELOLW\RIH[SRQHQWVK T RIVKXI
IOHG VHULHV DQG SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV DQG PXO
WLIUDFWDOIHDWXUHDUHVPDOOHUWKDQWKHRULJLQDOVHULHV
H[KLELWLQJ WKDW WKH FRPELQHG HIIHFW RI ORQJUDQJH
FRUUHODWLRQ DQG SUREDELOLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQ FKDUDFWHULV
WLFVOHDGVWRWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOLW\IHDWXUHRIJDVHPLV
VLRQTXDQWLW\7KHLQIOXHQFHIDFWRURIVKXIIOHGVHULHV
LV ODUJHU WKDQ WKDW RI SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV
ᇞKRV !ᇞKRS WKDWLVK T RIVKXIIOHG
VHULHV LV IDUWKHU DZD\ IURP WKDW RI RULJLQDO VHULHV
FRPSDUHG ZLWK SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV VKRZLQJ
WKDWORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQSOD\VDGRPLQDQWUROHLQ
WKHPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQ
WLW\IROORZHGE\SUREDELOLW\GHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQ
 $VLVVKRZQLQ)LJWKHPDVVH[SRQHQWĲ T 
JURZVQRQOLQHDUO\ZLWKT7KHQRQOLQHDULW\RIVKXI
IOHG VHULHV DQG SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV DUH ZHDNHU
WKDQ RULJLQ VHULHV IXUWKHU LQGLFDWLQJ WKDW WKH

Fresenius Environmental Bulletin

PXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\
LVGHWHUPLQHGE\WKHWZRIDFWRUV7KHUDQJHDELOLW\RI
Ĳ T RIWKH VKXIIOHG VHULHVLVODUJHUWKDQWKDWRIWKH
SKDVHDGMXVWPHQWVHULHVᇞĲRV !ᇞĲRS 
ZKLFKIXUWKHULQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHFRQWULEXWLRQRIORQJ
UDQJH FRUUHODWLRQ WR WKH PXOWLIUDFWDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
RIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\LVJUHDWHUWKDQWKHSUREDELO
LW\GLVWULEXWLRQ
 ,Q)LJ7KHPXOWLIUDFWDOVSHFWUDOZLGWKVRI
VKXIIOHG VHULHV DQG SKDVH DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV DUH
DQGUHVSHFWLYHO\DUHOHVVWKDQWKDWRI
WKHRULJLQDOVHULHV7KLVVKRZVWKHWZRVHULHV
ZHDNHQWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHRULJL
QDO VHULHV DQG IXUWKHU H[SODLQV WKDW WKH ORQJUDQJH
FRUUHODWLRQ DQG WKH SUREDELOLW\ GHQVLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQ
DUHWKHFDXVHVRIWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOLW\RIWKHVHULHV7KLV
LVFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHSUHYLRXVDQDO\VLV7KHUDQJHD
ELOLW\RIWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOVSHFWUXPZLGWKRIWKHSKDVH
DGMXVWPHQW VHULHV LV REYLRXVO\ OHVV WKDQ WKDW RI WKH
VKXIIOHGVHULHV,WLVVKRZQDJDLQWKDWWKHORQJUDQJH
FRUUHODWLRQ LV WKH PDLQ FDXVH RI WKH PXOWLIUDFWDOLW\
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\IROORZHG
E\WKHSUREDELOLW\GHQVLW\GLVWULEXWLRQ

),*85(
*HQHUDO+XUVWGLDJUDPRIWKHWKUHHVHULHV

),*85(
Ĳ T aTGLDJUDPRIWKHWKUHHVHULHV
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),*85(
I Į aĮGLDJUDPRIWKHWKUHHVHULHV

T
-10
-8
-6
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
8
10
Difference
Influencing
ratio

2ULJLQDO
VHULHV
1.4827
1.4601
1.4268
1.3756
1.2949
1.1654
0.9871
0.8447
0.7671
0.7238
0.6969
0.7857

2ULJLQDOVHULHV
6KXIIOHGVHULHV
3KDVHDGMXVWPHQW

7$%/(
K T DQGĲ T RIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHV
KT
3KDVH
6KXIIOHG
2ULJLQDO
DGMXVWPHQW
VHULHV
VHULHV
1.3584
0.5856
-15.8267
1.3359
0.5722
-12.6807
1.3023
0.5552
-9.5606
1.2501
0.5341
-6.5022
1.1719
0.5090
-3.5897
1.0767
0.4814
-1.0000
0.9919
0.4542
0.9743
0.9315
0.4299
2.3787
0.8927
0.4098
3.6023
0.8674
0.3939
4.7900
0.8501
0.3814
5.9694
0.5083
0.2042
21.7961
0.3531

ĲT
3KDVH
DGMXVWPHQW
-14.5838
-11.6873
-8.8139
-6.0004
-3.3438
-1.0000
0.9837
2.7262
4.3562
5.9392
7.5006
22.0844

6KXIIOHG
VHULHV
-6.8562
-5.5776
-4.3313
-3.1363
-2.0179
-1.0000
-0.0916
0.7194
1.4586
2.1509
2.8142
9.6704

0.0132

0.5563

0.7401

7$%/(
0XOWLIUDFWDOVSHFWUXPRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHV
ĮPD[
ᇞĮ
I ĮPLQ
ĮPLQ
0.5889
1.5764
0.9875
-0.0801
0.3270
0.6445
0.3175
0.4554
0.7776
1.4512
0.6737
0.2752

I ĮPD[
0.0627
0.4104
0.0714

ᇞI
-0.1428
0.0450
0.2038

 %\XVLQJWKH0)')$PHWKRGPXOWLIUDFWDO
IHDWXUHV RI RULJLQ VHULHV VKXIIOHG VHULHV DQG SKDVH
DGMXVWPHQWVHULHVKDVEHHQFRPSDUHG7KHUHVXOWVGH
ULYHG IURP WKH DQDO\VLV FHUWDLQO\ H[KLELW WKH PXO
WLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\DUH
FDXVHGE\ORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQDQGSUREDELOLW\GLV
WULEXWLRQDQGORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQRIWKHIOXFWXD
WLRQLVWKHPDLQIDFWRUOHDGLQJWRWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOIHD
WXUHV*DVHPLVVLRQLVDIIHFWHGPDQ\IDFWRUVVXFKDV
JHRORJLFDOFRQGLWLRQVPLQLQJPHWKRGVPLQLQJSUHV
VXUHDQGVRRQZKHQJDVHPLVVLRQDQRPDOLHVFRQ
WLQXH WR DSSHDU DQG LQWHUDFW ZLWK WKH VXSHUSRVLWLRQ
HIIHFW RI KLVWRULFDO LQIRUPDWLRQ PDQDJHUV FDQQRW
WLPHO\ DQG DFFXUDWHO\ GHWHUPLQH WKH PDLQO\ FDXVH
UHVXOWLQJLQODUJHIOXFWXDWLRQV7KHUHIRUHRSWLPL]LQJ

CONCLUSIONS
,QWKLVZRUNWDNLQJWKHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\
DVWKHUHVHDUFKREMHFW0)')$PHWKRGZDVXVHGWR
VWXG\WKHPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVDQGWKHUHDVRQV
IRU WKH IRUPDWLRQ RI WKH PXOWLIUDFWDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
RI WKH JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ VHULHV 7KH IROORZLQJ
FRQFOXVLRQVZHUHGUDZQ
 7KURXJKVWDWLVWLFDODQDO\VLVRIJDVHPLVVLRQ
TXDQWLW\VHULHVLWLVIRXQGWKDWLWGRHVQRWFRQIRUPWR
QRUPDOGLVWULEXWLRQVRLWLVXQUHDVRQDEOHWRXVHWUD
GLWLRQDOVWDWLVWLFDOPHWKRGVWRDQDO\VHLW
 7KHJDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVKDVREYL
RXVPXOWLIUDFWDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVVRLWFDQQRWEHVWXG
LHGE\VLQJOHIUDFWDOPHWKRG
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[9] -LDQJ&/<X4;  &RDODQGJDVRXW
EXUVW VKHOO LQVWDELOLW\ PHFKDQLVP DQG FRQWURO
WHFKQRORJ\;X]KRX&KLQD8QLYHUVLW\RI0LQ
LQJDQG7HFKQRORJ\3UHVV
[10] :DQJ.  1XPHULFDO$QDO\VLVRQ5XOHV
RI'\QDPLF*DV(PLVVLRQ'XULQJ%RULQJ3UR
FHVV,Q3URFHHGLQJVRIWK,QWHUQDWLRQDO6\P
SRVLXP RQ &RPSXWHU$SSOLFDWLRQV LQ WKH 0LQ
HUDO,QGXVWULHV1HWKHUODQGV
[11] &KHQJ-%DL-<4LDQ-6/L6<  
6KRUW7HUP )RUHFDVWLQJ 0HWKRG RI &RDOPLQH
*DV&RQFHQWUDWLRQ%DVHGRQ&KDRWLF7LPH6H
ULHV-RXUQDORI&KLQD8QLYHUVLW\RI0LQLQJDQG
7HFKQRORJ\
[12] :DQJ=)&KHQ;-$QJ+0  &RDO
PLQHJDVFRQWUROWHFKQRORJ\EDVHGRQJDVJHRO
RJ\&KLQD&RDO6RFLHW\
[13] :X$<7LDQ</6RQJ<  $SSOLFD
WLRQRIWKHJUH\V\VWHPWKHRU\IRUSUHGLFWLQJWKH
DPRXQWRIPLQHJDVHPLVVLRQLQFRDOPLQH-RXU
QDORI&KLQD&RDO6RFLHW\
[14] =KX +4   1HXUDO 1HWZRUN 0RGHO IRU
3UHGLFWLQJ WKH $PRXQW RI *DV (PLW WHG IURP
&RDO)DFH&KLQD6DIHW\6FLHQFH-RXUQDO

[15] =KX+4&KDQJ:-=KDQJ%  'LI
IHUHQWVRXUFHJDVHPLVVLRQSUHGLFWLRQPRGHORI
ZRUNLQJIDFHEDVHGRQ%3DUWLILFLDOQHXUDOQHW
ZRUNDQGLWVDSSOLFDWLRQ-RXUQDORI&KLQD&RDO
6RFLHW\
[16] +XDQJ :< 7RQJ 00 5HQ =+  
1RQOLQHDU&RPELQDWLRQ)RUHFDVWRI*DV(PLV
VLRQ$PRXQW%DVHGRQ690-RXUQDORI&KLQD
8QLYHUVLW\ RI 0LQLQJ DQG7HFKQRORJ\  

[17] 6XQ / <DQJ 6<   3UHGLFWLRQ IRU JDV
HPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\RIWKHZRUNLQJIDFHEDVHGRQ
/6690 -RXUQDO RI &KLQD &RDO 6RFLHW\ 

[18] )X + ;LH 6 ;X<6   *DV HPLVVLRQ
G\QDPLFSUHGLFWLRQPRGHORIFRDOPLQHEDVHGRQ
$&&(11 DOJRULWKP -RXUQDO RI &KLQD &RDO
6RFLHW\
[19] :DQJ;/  )RUHFDVWLQJRI*DV(PLVVLRQ
4XDQWLW\ %DVHG RQ $QW &RORQ\ 2SWLPL]DWLRQ
690&RDO7HFKQRORJ\
[20] 4LDR0<  &KDRVDQG)UDFWDO&KDUDFWHU
LVWLF$QDO\VLV DQG 3UHGLFWLRQ RI:RUNIDFH *DV
(PLVVLRQ7LPHVHULHV&KLQD8QLYHUVLW\RIPLQ
LQJDQGWHFKQRORJ\
[21] ;X-&=KDR4;'HQ-  )UDFWDOIHD
WXUH DQDO\VLV RI WLPH VHULHV RI JDV HPLVVLRQ LQ
FRDO PLQH-RXUQDORI /LDRQLQJ7HFKQLFDO 8QL
YHUVLW\
[22] /L<: =KDQJ 7   )RUHFDVWLQJ RI JDV
HPLVVLRQEDVHGRQIUDFWDODQG690&KLQD6FL
HQFHSDSHU

WKHFRQVWUXFWLRQWHDPUHDVRQDEO\DQGVWUHQJWKHQLQJ
WKH PRQLWRULQJ DQG DQDO\VLV RI LQIRUPDWLRQ DUH WKH
PRVWLPSRUWDQWWRHQVXUHWKHVDIHW\RIFRDOPLQHSUR
GXFWLRQ
 7KHORQJUDQJHFRUUHODWLRQRIJDVHPLVVLRQ
TXDQWLW\VHULHVPHDQVWKDWLWLVSRVVLEOHWRPHDVXUH
DQG SUHGLFW JDV HPLVVLRQ TXDQWLW\ EDVHG RQ PRUH
NQRZQLQIRUPDWLRQZLWKLQDFHUWDLQPHPRU\UDQJH
 ,QYLHZRIQRQVWDWLRQDU\QRQQRUPDOLW\RI
JDVHPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\VHULHVWKHPXOWLIUDFWDOWKHRU\
DQG RWKHU QRQOLQHDU PDWKHPDWLFDO WKHRULHV DQG
PHWKRGVVKRXOGEHLQWURGXFHGLQWRWKHVWXG\RIJDV
HPLVVLRQTXDQWLW\ZKLFKKDVFHUWDLQWKHRUHWLFDODQG
SUDFWLFDOVLJQLILFDQFHIRUFRDOPLQHJDVGLVDVWHUFRQ
WURODQGVDIHDQGHIILFLHQWPLQLQJ
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DETERMINING OF SOME STRUGGLE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR CICADA (LYRISTES PLEBEJUS SCOPOLI)
(HEMIPTERA: CICADIDAE) AND WEEDS, HARMFUL IN
APRICOT ORCHARDS IN TURKEY
Mehmet Kaplan*
Department of Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture, Siirt University, Siirt, Turkey

ABSTRACT

Iran, Turkistan, Afghanistan, Central Asia and
Western China [2].
In the world, an annual total of 4,257,241 tons
of fresh apricot is produced, while approximately
985,000 tons of this is provided by Turkey. With
this degree of production, Turkey is at the first
SODFHLQWKHZRUOG¶VDSULFRWSURGXFWLRQE\DVKDUHRI
about 23%. It is followed by Uzbekistan, Italy, Iran
and Pakistan [3].
7XUNH\LVSURPLQHQWLQWKHZRUOG¶VSURGXFWLRQ
of fresh and dried apricots. The reason for this is
that the varieties of apricot in Turkey have high
potential due to their high-quality and ecological
superiorities. The province of Malatya, which is in
the Eastern Anatolia Region in Turkey, has approximately 8 million apricot trees, while it matches
approximately 68% of the apricot production and
85% of the dried apricot production in the entire
country. Almost all apricot products that are produced in the province of Malatya are dried and
exported [3].
There are several pests in apricot orchards that
directly or indirectly affect quality and yield negatively in terms of the issue of protecting the plants.
One of these pests is the common cicada which
feeds on the roots of these trees for 5 years and
creates harm and is known as Lyristes plebejus
Scopoli. (Hemiptera: Cicadidae). The female of the
cicada lead to drying in shoots and branches especially because of the wounds they open up in the
one-year and two-year shoots of the plants for placing their eggs with their ovipositors, and as a result
of the feeding of the nymphs in the soil on the
roots, they lead shoots to grow weak, segment intervals to be short, leaves to be smaller and fall off,
which result in the weakness of the entire plant.
There are very few studies in Turkey on cicadas in the agricultural production fields in Turkey.
These studies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] discussed the
localization, bioecology, morphology, bioacoustics
(sounds they make) and the harm on some cultivated plants of cicadas. However, neither the international nor the Turkish domestic literature includes
any studies on the biotechnical control of this pest.
The population of the pest in question is increasingly higher in the apricot fields in Malatya,

This study was carried out in the period of
2016-2017 to determine some struggle opportunities for Lyristes plebejus Scopoli and weeds which
are harmful in apricot orchards of Malatya province
of Turkey. By the third week of May, 35% shading
nets were placed under each tree in dimensions of
6x6m². As a result, it was determined that adult L.
plebejus individuals were encountered for the first
time in the third week of the month of June, they
were naturally present for the 55-70-day period
until the last week of August, and the most frequent
emergence of adult individuals was seen in the
middle of July and at the beginning of August. It
was observed that the nymphs that emerged out of
the soil could not reach the adult stage after getting
out of the traps that were set under the trees; they
could not complete their biological processes and
died at the locations where they emerged. The maximum number of adult per tree was 45.75
adults/tree in the year 2016, the minimum number
was 29.5 adults/tree in the same year, and the maximum number was 53 adults/tree in 2017, and the
minimum number was 37.75 adults/tree for the
same year.

KEYWORDS:
Apricot, Lyristes plebejus Scop., biotechnical, shading
nets, Turkey

INTRODUCTION
Apricot is a fruit with a very high nutritional
capacity in addition to being able to be processed
into several types of products and having a tasty
nature. Apricot is a type of fruit belonging to the
Prunophora subgenus of the Prunus genus in the
subfamily of Prunoideae in the family of Rosaceae.
The vast majority of the varieties of apricot that are
grown globally belong to the species of Prunus
armeniaca L. (Armeniaca vulgaris Lam.) [1]. The
mainland of apricot, which is a significant type of
fruit that is grown for economic reasons, includes
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length of 125 cm at its top.

there is no product for protecting plants against this
pest, and producers of apricot complain about the
observation of frequent occasions of drying parts in
their plants caused by L. plebejus. In this context,
this study was carried out with the purpose of, in
addition to controlling this pest, proposal of some
biotechnical precautions to be taken in controlling
weeds in the period of 2016-2017.
As a result of this study, alternative control
methods were determined against L. plebejus and
weeds, and fundamental data were obtained for
both producers and technical professionals who
deal with apricot production in both Malatya and
Turkey in general.

2. Determining the weed species that were
found in the apricot orchards and some struggle
opportunities for these weeds. Sampling method
for weeds. Surveying was carried out in the period
of 2016-2017 in a total of 4 orchards to determine
the concentrations of weeds in these orchards and
the numbers of them per a squared meter (plant/m²).
With the purpose of determining the numbers of
weeds per a squared method, frames were randomly
determined on 3 different points of each tree
((50x50 cm) = 0.25 m² (¼ m²)), and the species and
numbers of the weeds that were found in these
frames were recorded [4].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main material of the study consisted of the
apricot orchards in the districts of Battalgazi and
Kale in the province of Malatya, the pest Lyristes
plebejus Scopoli, 35& shading net (characteristics: blocks sunlight, other light and visibility by
35%, allows it to pass through by 65% and has a
color of green or black), a soil processing tool (Rototiller), an insect collection tool and laboratory
equipment.

Some struggle opportunities were developed
against cicada and weeds that are highly harmful in
apricot orchards. One of such control methods,
shading net (greenhouse veil) was tried out. The
most important characteristic of shading net is that,
in addition to being permeable to water, light and
air, it preserves the humidity of the soil by preventing the water in the soil from evaporating. Moreover, nymphs that fed on the roots of the trees and
tried to come to the surface to complete their biological growth process could not come out because
of these veils, and they could not complete their
biological processes. It was observed that some of
the final-stage nymphs of the pest that stayed under
the nets degraded in the soil, while some others
were consumed by ants. This way, using the control
method in question, the population to emerge in the
next year was cut down, and the harm it will create
was prevented.

1. Determining some struggle opportunities
against the pest Lyristes plebejus Scopoli (Hemiptera: Cicadidae) in apricot orchards. a) Shading
Net (35% Photoselective nets) Trial. The study
was carried out in the period of 2016-2017 at a total
of 4 orchards which included at least 100-150 apricot trees each in the districts of Kale and Battalgazi
in the province of Malatya which were infested
with the pest in the previous year. Soil was processed at a depth of 10-15 cm by a rototiller before
the shading nets (photo selective net) were laid at
the corollary level of the trees. After this process, a
shading net (greenhouse veil) of 35% coverage
made out of polyethylene with the dimensions of 6
x 6 meters was placed on the soil surface to correspond to the corollary levels of each of the 4 trees
in each orchard against the pest. Then, a veil case
was placed onto the tree up to the point where
branching started (in a way that covers the footprint
of the corolla). For each orchard, the adult individuals of the pest were counted in the trees that were
covered with veils and those that were not covered
(control), and the relative effectiveness of this practice was determined in comparison to the controls.
The study was carried out with 4 replications based
on the design of factorial trial on random blocks.

TABLE 1
2016 statistical analysis of applying shading net
in controlling Cicada (Lyristes plebejus Scopoli)
(Hemiptera: Cicadidae)
Locations of
the orchards

Kale
Battalgazi
Mean

Applications
Without
shading net
42.75 c
32.00 b
37,37 b

With
shading net
3.13 a
2.00 a
2.56 a

Mean
22,94 b
17.00 a

In order to assess the effectiveness of veil implementation in controlling cicada (Lyristes plebejus Scopoli) (Hemiptera: Cicadidae), adult individuals were counted in the areas where this practice
was carried out and those where it was not, and the
data that were obtained as a result of counting were
statistically analyzed. Table 1 shows the effectiveness of implementing the veiling process in controlling the common cicada for the year 2016.

b) Collection of Adult Individuals. In order
to collect the adult individuals easily, a setup was
developed to include a plastic bottle with its bottom
cut off that had a height of 20 cm and diameter of
10 cm that was attached to a wooden rod with a
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TABLE 2
2017 statistical analysis of applying shading net in controlling Cicada (Lyristes plebejus Scopoli)
(Hemiptera: Cicadidae)
Locations of the orchards
Kale
Battalgazi
Mean

Without shading net
46.25 c
38.50 b
42,38 b

Applications
With shading net
2.75 a
2.13 a
2.44 b

Mean
24,50 b
20.32 a

TABLE 3
The weed species that were found in the apricot orchards in the districts of Kale and Battalgazi
in the province of Malatya in the period of 2016-2017
Family
Amaranthaceae
Asteraceae

Brassicaceae
Chenopodiaceae
Compositae
Convolvulaceae
Cyperaceae
Euphorbiceae
Fabaceae
Gramineae
Malvaceae
Poaceae

Portulacaceae
Zygophyllaceae

Species
Amaranthus retroflexus L.
Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop.
Senecio vulgaris L.
Xanthium strumarium L.
Sinapis arvensis L.
Sisymbrium officinale (L.) Scop.
Chenopodium album L.
Anthemis altissima L.
Convolvulus arvensis L.
Cyperus rotundus L.
Euphorbia sp.
Mercurialis annua L.
Prosopis farcta (Banks and Sol.) Mac.
Trifolium sp.
Avena fatua L.
Malva sp.
Bromus sp.
Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers.
Digitaria sanguinalis (L.) Scop.
Echinochola colonum (L.) Link.
Elymus repens L. Gould.
Lolium perenne L.
Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers.
Portulaca oleracea L.
Silybum marianum L.
Tribulus terrestris L.

TABLE 4
2016 statistical analysis of applying shading net in weed control
Locations of the orchards
Applications
Without shading net
With shading net
Kale
111.44 b
2.45 b
Battalgazi
98.69 a
1.86 b
Mean
105.07 b
2.15 c
TABLE 5
2017 statistical analysis of applying shading net in weed control
Locations of the orchards
Applications
Without shading net
With shading net
Kale
107.62 b
1.91 b
Battalgazi
88.59 a
1.66 b
Mean
98.10 b
1.79 c

Mean
56.95 b
20.28 a

Mean
54.76 b
48.12 a

selves and the localities of the orchards were significant on the level of 0.01. The best results among
the interactions of localities which were found
significant were in the veiling practices in Battalga-

As a result of the statistical analyses (LSD
multiple comparisons test), the differences in the
outcomes of the practices in the interactions of the
localities of these practices, the practices them-
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ingly hot and harmful radiation of the sun. This
method also allows drip and spring irrigation, while
the yield is increased in the soil by eliminating the
use of flooding irrigation. However, the main purpose of agriculture, soil is a complex system is to
train highly efficient and economical plant. Nowadays, in order to increase the efficiency of agricultural production inputs used in the production are
increasing in an uncontrolled manner. Improving
the efficiency of inputs used on the one hand, on the
other hand a negative effect on the environment and
human health. For example, ammonium nitrate
fertilizer into the soil thrown more, important environmental pollutants can be dissolved in water [19].
A setup was designed for collecting adult individuals easily, and with the help of this setup, an
average of 15-20 adults were collected per minute.
By collecting adults daily with such a setup between the months of June and August, there will be
decreases in the population that will emerge in the
following years. As known, this pest species reproduces once in every 5 years, and in this time period,
it inflicts harm by feeding on the roots of the tree in
the soil. The pest goes into its adulthood by gradually emerging from within the soil after spending 5
periods as a nymph. There is no chemical control
method against the adult individuals of the pest or
its nymphs that live in the soil. Each adult individual may lay an average of 600 eggs and lead to the
production of a large population [4]. As drying
increases on trees with higher populations, the
amount of harm that is inflicted on the tree also
increases.
As a result of frequent irrigation of apricot
trees, there are several weed species around the
trees that are in competition with the roots of the
trees for water and nutrients. This study determined
a total of 26 weed species belonging to 14 different
families at the apricot orchards (Table 3). In the
year 2016, the concentration of weeds was found to
be highest as 116.39 plants/m² and lowest as 96.10
plants/m², while these values were respectively
110.75 plants/m² and 83.66 plants/m² for the year
2017. As a result of the surveying process, high
numbers of weeds were found, mainly (Johnson
grass) Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers. Johnson grass
is also a weed species where cicada, which is a
significant pest in apricot trees, lays its eggs (its
host). In the processes of controlling weeds, as a
result of veils that were laid around the trees in the
study, the development of weeds that stayed under
the veils stopped completely. It was determined
with this study that all weeds were about 98.5%
eliminated without any control mechanism by using
this method. It was also found that the females of
cicada laid their eggs on the 1-year-old shoots and
the stem tissue of Johnson grass.
In order to determine the effectiveness of the
application of tulle in the struggle of weeds, counting was carried out with the frame taken in the

zi (2.00). Among the implementations, applying
veils was found to provide the best result by 2.56 in
comparison to not applying them, and based on the
localities, the best result was found at Battalgazi
with 17.00. Table 1 shows the effectiveness of
implementing the veiling process in controlling
cicada for the year 2016.
The differences in the outcomes of the practices in the interactions of the localities of these practices, the practices themselves and the localities of
the orchards were significant on the level of 0.01
for the year 2017. The best results among the interactions of localities which were found significant
were in the veiling practices in Battalgazi (2.13).
Among the implementations, applying veils was
found to provide the best result by 2.44 in comparison to not applying them, and based on the localities, the best result was found in Battalgazi by
20.32.
In agricultural production, shading veils are
generally used for protecting the plant from high
exposures to solar radiation and improving the
microclimate in which the plant is grown, and different purposes in open-air plant production such as
protecting the plant from wind, hail damage, bird
damage and viral diseases that are transmitted by
insects [12, 13, 14]. While permeable nets are widely used for protection against birds and harmful
insects in certain types of farming including fruit
farming, these nets could also be used in practices
such as protection against insects on the ventilation
caps in greenhouses and shading on the roofs of
greenhouses. This is why agricultural nets are considered to be a relatively more environmentfriendly technology in comparison not pesticides
[15]. Depending on the purpose of their usage
(wind and hail damage, bird damage, protection
from viral diseases transmitted by insects or shading), light-selective nets are characterized by pore
sizes that vary in the range of 10-200 mesh cm² [15,
17]. Light-selective nets are used at different stages
in the whole world, and these nets may also be
utilized for different plants, regions and climatic
factors [12]. Shading nets are also used as covering
materials for protecting plants from excessive solar
radiation and high temperatures. The pore sizes of
these nets are usually in the range of 0.6-4.0 mm,
while their radiation permeability levels vary in the
range of 20-70% [16]. It was reported that the permeability of shading nets today may reach up to
95% [2017]. As the shading intensity of lightselective nets increases, they have a more condensed structure, while they have a looser structure
when their shading intensity decreases. This is why
this study used nets with a shading intensity of
35%. Accordingly, the porous structure of the shading net allowed water to penetrate the soil, while it
ensured that the soil stayed humid and aerated by
preventing the water in the soil from evaporating as
the soil surface was not directly exposed the burn-
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ing water from evaporating as the soil surface is not
directly exposed to the burning-hot and harmful
radiation of the sun. This method also allows drip
and spring irrigation, while the yield is increased in
the soil by eliminating the use of flooding irrigation. This way, not only is saving achieved in terms
of frequent irrigation costs, but also it is possible to
prevent an environment that allows the development of various fungal and bacterial diseases (Phytophthora spp., Armillaria mellea Vall. (Quel.)
Rosellinia necatrix Ex Prill, Cytospora cincta Sacc.,
Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae Van Hall.,
Agrobacterium tumefaciens Smith and Townsend
Conn, Candidatus Phytoplasma prunorum Seemüller & Schneider, etc.).
3. As the veil that covers the corollary level
of the tree prevents weeds from emerging by 100%
without using any chemicals, it will affect the development of trees positively, and therefore, it will
provide positive contributions to the yield and quality in fruits.
Usage of biotechnical methods in controlling
pests is highly important in terms of preservation of
natural resources and achievement of sustainable
agriculture. This is why techniques that are used in
agriculture are evaluated based not only on the
increases they achieve in yield but also on their
effects on the environment and the health of humans and other animals. In this sense, it is needed
to conduct studies towards describing, using and
spreading the usage of these methods that have
positive effects of the yield and quality of apricots,
which constitute an important product of exportation. The biotechnical control method that was used
in this study against cicada and weeds is the first
one in the world.

areas where tulle application was performed and not
performed, and the data obtained as a result of the
counts were applied to the statistical analysis. 2016
and 2017 activities of shading net application in the
struggle of weeds are given in Tables 1 and 2.
As a result of the statistical analyses (LSD
multiple comparisons test), the differences in the
outcomes of the practices in the interactions of the
localities of these practices, the practices themselves and the localities of the orchards were significant on the level of 0.01. The best results among
the interactions of localities which were found
significant were in the veiling practices in Battalgazi 1.86. Among the implementations, applying veils
was found to provide the best result by 2.15 in
comparison to not applying them, and based on the
localities, the best result was found at Battalgazi
with 50.28. Table 4 shows the effectiveness of
implementing the veiling process in controlling
weed for the year 2016.
The differences in the outcomes of the practices in the interactions of the localities of these practices, the practices themselves and the localities of
the orchards were significant on the level of 0.01
for the year 2017. The best results among the interactions of localities which were found significant
were in the veiling practices in Battalgazi (1.66).
Among the implementations, applying veils was
found to provide the best result by 1.79 in comparison to not applying them, and based on the localities, the best result was found in Battalgazi by
48.12.

CONCLUSION
In agricultural production, biotechnical control
is important for food safety, in addition to environmental and human health. In the light of this fact,
some biotechnical control options were developed
against the common cicada and weeds that are highly harmful in apricot orchards. As a result of using
shading nets (greenhouse veils of 35%) among
these biotechnical methods, the following results
were obtained.
1. As shading nets are porous, they prevent
cicada nymphs from getting out of the soil and
completing their biological development in fruit
orchards. There is no method of chemical control
against the adults or nymphs of this pest. Applying
this method for 5 years will help decrease the population and harm of this pest in the orchard. This also
prevents woodborer (Capnodis sp.) adults, which
are difficult to control, from laying eggs around the
root collar of trees. Therefore, it helps controlling
woodborers and other harmful insects without needing to resort to other control methods.
2. While the porous structure of the net allows water to penetrate into the soil, it also allows
the soil to stay humidified and aerated by prevent-
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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to investigate the effects of
Mentha spicata L. (Lamiaceae), which contains
caffeic acid, rosmarinic acid, alpha tocopherol, and
eugenol, on hormonal regulation of energy metabolism in rats. Obesity is a risk factor for various
diseases such as hyperlipidemia, arteriosclerosis,
and fatty degeneration in the liver. Furthermore, it
has been aimed to inquire the effect of the Mentha
spicata L. whether it is effective as a liver protective factor in rats fed on high fat diet. In this study,
70 Wistar-Albino male rats aged 2±3 months were
used. The animals were allocated into 7 groups (10
rats in each group): 1 control group and 6 experimental groups, including negative control; carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC); high-fat diet, positive
(HFD); M. spicata petroleum ether extract (PE); M.
spicata ethyl acetate (EtOAc) extract; and M.
spicata methanol (MeOH) extract. All experimental
groups were given dietary fat and M. spicata extracts, excluding the control group. The group C
rats were fed the standard rat diet; group CMC
high-fat diet (40% beef tallow + 1% cholesterol) +
1 mL 0.5% CMC; group HFD high-fat diet; and
groups PE, EtOAc, and MeOH petroleum ether,
ethyl acetate, and methanol extracts of M. spicata,
respectively, via gastric gavage for 60 days. The
plasma concentrations of hormones [leptin, ghrelin,
adiponectin, insulin, and thyroid hormones (T4,
FT4, T3, and FT3)], glucose, aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, total protein, and
lipid profiles (cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein,
high-density lipoprotein, and triglycerides) were
monitored. The histopathologic examination revealed fatty degeneration in the liver tissue and
perivascular accumulation of inflammatory cells in
the experimental groups. The PE extract obtained
from M. spicata was effective in maintaining the
body weight and protecting against liver degeneration. Further studies are required to verify this.

INTRODUCTION
The Mentha VSHFLHVRQHRIWKHZRUOG¶VROGHVW
and most popular herbs, are widely used in cooking,
in cosmetics, and as an alternative or complementary therapy for treating gastrointestinal disorders
such as flatulence, indigestion, nausea, vomiting,
anorexia, and ulcerative colitis. Mentha spicata
(Lamiaceae) is distributed all over the world and
can be found in many environments. Mint plant, M.
piperita derived from mint leaves, and spearmint oil
are used in Turkish medicines and as spices by
several civilizations since the early ages [1,2]. A
previous study showed that dry powder, aqueous
extracts, and diethyl ether extracts of M. spicata
were not capable of adequately maintaining the
body weight of rats [3]. M. spicata is rich in terpenoids, phenolic substances, and flavonoids. It has
been reported to have hyperuricemic, hypocholesterolemic, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, anti-septic, carminative, and antihypertensive effects [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Leptin and adiponectin are produced by the
adipose tissue. Fatty tissue almost acts as an endocrine organ [8]. Leptin, ghrelin, and adiponectin,
known as peripheral signaling hormones, are secreted from fatty tissue and regulate carbohydrate
and lipid metabolism, thereby having an important
role in cardiovascular functions, reproduction, lactation, and complications related to obesity [9, 10,
11]. Therefore, these hormones have important
roles in energy homeostasis and immunity. They
directly influence other organ systems, including
the brain, liver, and skeletal muscle, and are significantly regulated by the nutritional status [12, 13].
Adiponectin might serve as an antiinflammatory hormone in atherosclerosis and also
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Biological activity studies. Animals. Male
Wistar Albino rats (n = 10/group; 2±3 months old;
equal weight; total, 70) were purchased from the
animal breeding laboratories of Afyon Kocatepe
University Experimental Animal Research and
Application Center (Afyon, Turkey). All rats were
housed under standard conditions of temperature
(23°C ± 2°C), humidity, and 12-h dark±light cycle.
The animals were fed standard rat feed supplied by
Bil-Yem Ltd. (Turkey).
Hypercholesterolemia and hyperlipidemia
were induced in animals using a feed containing
40% beef tallow, powdered fodder, and 1% cholesterol [g/100 g of total dry diet] for 60 days. All
animals had free access to food and water ad libitum during the experimental period. The test group
animals concurrently received extracts every morning. All the animals were carefully monitored and
maintained. All studies involving animals were
conducted in compliance with the Afyon Kocatepe
8QLYHUVLW\¶V HWKLFDO JXLGHOLQHV DV Dpproved by the
Animal Ethics Committee (Afyon Kocatepe University, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey). The approval
number obtained: AKÜ 2010/ SB 001.

in the development of insulin resistance [9, 14, 15].
Twenty-five percent of the population has a normal
weight, but is prone to obesity [16]. Peripheral
signaling hormones are now thought to be important in obesity due to their anti-obesity effect.
Although thyroid hormones have essential roles in
energy metabolism, the evident relationship has not
been confirmed by most of the studies (including
human studies) conducted to analyze the role of
potential risk factors in t h e development of
obesity [16, 17]. Obesity affects the thyroid function. The deficit in thyroid hormone secretion leads
to weight gain [18]. Synthetic antioxidants have
been used in the food industry during the last century due to their long-term effectiveness; however,
nowadays, the side effects and carcinogenic potential of these products have limited their use. In
parallel with these previous findings, oxygen radicals and other reactive oxygen species are thought
to be involved in several human diseases. However,
large doses of dietary antioxidant supplements have
demonstrated little or no preventive or therapeutic
effect on humans. Therefore, natural medicinal
plants are being increasingly explored as raw materials for making plant-based natural antioxidant
drugs [19, 20, 21]. It has been observed that there is
limited number of studies assessing effects of dietary supplementation of M. spicata extracts on the
peripheral signaling hormones. This study was
conducted to evaluate the effects of dietary supplementation of M. spicata extracts on the secretion of
leptin, ghrelin, adiponectin, insulin, and thyroid
hormones, and on some biochemical and pathological changes in the liver as a result of the consumption of high-fat and cholesterol-containing diets.

Experimental groups. The animals were randomly allotted into seven groups: one control group
and six experimental groups, including negative
control, carboxymethyl cellulose group (CMC),
high-fat diet, positive (HFD), M. spicata PE, M.
spicata EtOAc, and M. spicata MeOH extracts. All
experimental groups were given dietary fat and
extracts, excluding the control group. Extracts were
administered orally after suspending in distilled
water and 0.5% sodium carboxymethyl cellulose
using a gastric gavage at 100 mg/kg doses daily
[22].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biochemical analysis. Throughout the study,
the body weights of the rats were measured three
times a week. At the end of the experiment, the
blood serum samples from all rats were collected in
sterile microtubes by cardiac puncture and blood
plasma samples were collected in sterile microtubes
containing lithium heparin as an anticoagulant after
one-night fasting. The animals were then sacrificed
by deep anesthesia using a combination of xylazine
HCl (Rompun Bayer Ilac Sanayi, Istanbul; 6 mg/kg
i.p.) and ketamine (50 mg/kg i.p.). Plasma and
serum samples were prepared by centrifugation
(1509 g, 10 min, 4qC) to measure biochemical parameters.
Plasma leptin (Biovendor, Czech Republic,
Cat No. RD291001200R), insulin (Millipore, USA,
Cat No. EZRMI-13K], ghrelin (Millipore, Cat No.
EZRGRT-91K), total adiponectin (Biovendor, Cat
No. RD293023100R), total triiodothyronine (T3;
DRG International Inc., USA, Cat No. EIA-4569),
total tetraiodothyronine (T4); DRG International
Inc., Cat No. EIA 4568), free triiodothyronine

Plant material. The aerial parts of M. spicata
were collected in the month of May IURP 8úak
Province, Turkey, and identified by Prof. Dr. Hayri
Duman from the Department of Botany, Faculty of
Art and Science, Gazi University. A voucher specimen is kept in the Herbarium of the Faculty of
Pharmacy, Gazi University, Ankara, Turkey.
Preparation of plant extracts. The aerial
parts of M. spicata (500 g) were successively extracted with 5 L of petroleum ether, ethyl acetate,
and methanol at room temperature using the
percolation method.
The extracts were filtered and the solvent was
removed by distillation under reduced pressure and
low temperature (40°C±50°C) in a rotary evaporator to obtain crude extracts. The extracts were
weighed and yield percentages were calculated as
12.86% for petroleum ether extract (PE), 7.11% for
ethyl acetate extract (EtOAc), and 8.13% for methanol extract (MeOH).
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Approval of animal ethics committee. All
studies involving animals were conducted in compliance with the ethical guidelines of the Afyon
Kocatepe University, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey, and
approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the
University. The approval number obtained was
AKÜ 2010/SB 001.

(FT3; DRG International Inc., Cat No. EIA-2385),
and free tetraiodothyronine (FT4; DRG. International Inc., Cat No. EIA 2386) were measured using
an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.
Liver damage was assessed by estimating the
serum levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and
aspartate aminotransferase (AST) using commercial
kits such as Teco Diagnostics assay kit (Teco Diagnostics, CA, USA). Serum levels of glucose, total
protein (Tp), total cholesterol (Tc), glucose, lowdensity lipoprotein (LDL), high-density lipoprotein
(HDL), and triglyceride (Tg) were determined using
COBAS test kits (Roche Diagnostics Systems,
Istanbul, Turkey) according to the manufacturer¶s
instructions in the Laboratory of Animal Hospital,
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Afyon Kocatepe (Turkey).

Statistical analysis. Data were statistically
analyzed using the SPSS statistical software program. Different groups were compared using oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA). If ANOVA
revealed significant differences, the post-hoc comparisons were performed using Duncan multiplerange tests. Differences between means of P <0.05
were considered as significant. All data were presented as mean ± standard error for parametric
variables.

Histopathologic examination. After blood
sampling for the biochemical analysis, the animals
were sacrificed and quickly necropsied. Small pieces of liver and kidneys were taken for histopathologic examination. Organ samples were fixed in
10% neutral formal saline, embedded in paraffin,
cut on a microtome into 4- to 5-μm-thick sections,
and stained with hematoxylin±eosin. Then, the
sections were examined under a light microscope.
In the present study, the histopathologic images of
the lesions, depending on the severity of changes,
were obtained.

RESULTS
The variations in the body weights of the rats
in the experimental group for 60 days are reported
in Table 1. The body weights of the rats in all the
experimental groups increased, except in the PE
group (P < 0.05).

TABLE 1
Effects of Mentha spicata extracts on the body weights of male Wistar Albino rats fed a high-fat diet for 60
days. Results are expressed as means ± standard errors (n = 10)
Groups
Control
CMC
HFD
MeOH extract
EtOAc extract
PE extract

0 day
26,65±1,34
30,3±0,94c
25,95±1,2c
29,67±1,06b
33,74±1,27
28,84±1,28b

15 day
26,18± 0,99
33,85±1,03bc
31,1±2,01b
33,31±0,74a
35,01±0,71
30,74±1,11a

30 day
25,57±0,95
36,9±1,14ab
33,34±1,57ab
33,27±0,77a
35,06±1,22
31±1,08ab

45 day
25,8±0,96
39,17±1,37a
34,35±1,71ab
33,90±0,72a
35,79±1,25
31,75±1,16ab

60 day
25,9±1,02
39,7±1,62a
37,45±1,57a
34,64±0,72a
36,42±1,25
31,74±1,20ab

a,b,c,d;

Different letters in the same row are statistically significantly different.
CMC: Carboxymethyl cellulose; HFD: High fat diet; MeOH: Methanol; EtOAc: Ethyl acetate; PE: Petroleum ether.

TABLE 2
Effects of Mentha spicata extracts on some hormonal parameters in male Wistar Albino rats. Results are
expressed as means ± standard errors (n = 10)
Groups
Control
HFD
CMC
MeOH
extract
EtOAc
extract
PE
extract
P value

Leptin
(ng/ml)
25.79±1.45c
52.85±5.35b*
45.96±4.98b
55.85±6.51ab

Ghrelin
(mg/dl)
1.26±0.04a
0.73±0.06 b
0.77±0.04b
0.80±0.06b

Adiponektin
(mg/dl)
1.88±1.12a
1.42±0.10b*
1.41±0.13b
1.39±0.10b

Insulin
(ng/ml)
0.52±0.04d
2.13±0.17a*
1.75±0.19ab
0.60±0.03d

TT4
(μg/dl)
27.92±1.81bc
43.28±2.40a*
41.40±1.75a
41.53±1.67a

ST4
(ng/ml)
0.26±0.01b
0.12±0.01c
0.13±0.01c
0.45±0.03a

TT3
(μg/dl)
18.4±0.2
18.8±0.3
18.4±0.2
18.6±0.1

ST3
(pg/ml)
1.87±0.06c
2.56±0.25b*
2.63±0.27b
3.64±0.46a

67.24±3.64a

0.64±0.07b

1.39±0.11b

0.80±0.05cd

26.54±0.97c

0.29±0.03b

18.5±0.2

2.62±0.13b

50.18±5.65b

1.18±0.07a

1.34±0.10b

1.55±0.10b

40.29±2.32a

0.45±0.05a

18.4±0.1

3.24±0.13ab

0.000

0.000

0.003

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.753

0.000

*HFD group is statistically different compared to the control group (p < 0.05)
a,b,c Values with diffeUHQWOHWWHUVZLWKLQDFROXPQDUHVLJQLILFDQWO\GLIIHUHQWE\'XQFDQ¶VPXOWLSOHUDQJHWHVW S 
CMC: Carboxymethyl cellulose; HFD: High fat diet; MeOH: Methanol; EtOAc: Ethyl acetate; PE: Petroleum ether.
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TABLE 3
Effects of Mentha spicata extracts on some biochemical parameters in male Wistar Albino rats. Results are
expressed as means ± standard errors (n = 10)
Groups

Tc
(mg/dl)

LDL
(mg/dl)

HDL (mg/dl)

Control

101.6±3.96c

19.6±1.46c

94.3±4.44c

HFD

173.2±7.33a*

63.6±3.19a*

118.2±4.37a*

92.99±7.09

Tg
(mg/dl)
67.66±3.87

Tp
(g/dl)

Glucose
(mg/dl)

4.40±012

108.5±3.06b

4.41±0.11

155.1±10.2a*

4.24±0.13

138.6±4.86a

4.40±0.13

141.7±8.7a

4.04±0.15

109.4±3.58b

b

4.09±0.11

106.2±3.15

b

0.000

0.149

0.000

b

a*

CMC

163.6±7.03a

63.2±3.85a

115.4±2.99a

84.14±7.65

MeOH
extract
EtOAc
extract
PE
extract
P value

158.8±4.76a

61.6±4.34a

112.5±5.46a

64.86±4.53
61.29±5.68

122.6±3.12b

37.4±3.97b

98.66±4.35bc

bc

b

ab

110.1±4.00
0.000

40.4±1.64
0.000

108.7±3.97
0.001

a

b

b

56.71±4.48

AST
(U/L)
71.21±3
.55
61.69±6
.31
50.14±5
.25
53.09±6
.25
51.53±5
.5
53.3±4.
18
0.053

ALT
(U/L)
197±9.3
228±16.1
183.5±4.
5
185±12.1
230±15.3
201±12.6
0.473

*HFD group is statistically different compared to the control group (p < 0.05)
a,b,c Values with different letters within a column are significantl\GLIIHUHQWE\'XQFDQ¶VPXOWLSOHUDQJHWHVW S 
CMC: Carboxymethyl cellulose; HFD: High fat diet; MeOH: Methanol; EtOAc: Ethyl acetate; PE: Petroleum ether.

TABLE 4
Histopathologic effect of Mentha spicata extracts on the liver tissue in male Wistar Albino rats (n =10)
Groups
Steatosis
Hepatitis
Degeneration
Necrobiosis
Control
HFD
+++
++/+++
+++
+/++
CMC
+++
++/+++
+++
+/++
MeOH extract
+/++
++
++/+++
+
EtOAc extract
++/+++
++/+++
++/+++
+/++
PE extract
+
+
+
Observed results: none of the lesion (-), mild ( + ) moderate (++) and severe (+++)
CMC: Carboxymethyl cellulose; HFD: High fat diet; MeOH: Methanol; EtOAc: Ethyl acetate; PE: Petroleum ether.

centration significant decreased in the HFD group
(P < 0.05). The T3 concentration did not show any
significant change in the HFD, CMC, MeOH and
EtOAc groups.
The variations in the biochemical parameters
according to the dietary supplementation in the
HFD group for 4 weeks are reported in Table 3. The
plasma total cholesterol, LDL, HDL, triglyceride,
and glucose concentrations increased in the HFD,
CMC, and MeOH extract groups compared with the
control group. However, the total protein, in the
activities of AST and ALT, did not show any significant changes in all the groups compared with
the control group (Table 3). The P values for the
enzymes were 0.149, 0.053, and 0.423 for AST and
ALT. The microscopic images and histopathologic
effects of M. spicata extracts on the liver tissue of
rats fed high-fat diet are shown in Table 4.

The results of hormonal evaluation (plasma
leptin, adiponectin, ghrelin, T4, T3, FT3, FT4, and
insulin) in the experimental group are summarized
in Table 2. The variations in the hormonal status of
the rats according to the dietary supplementation of
M. spicata extract for 4 weeks are reported in
Table 2.
The plasma leptin concentration markedly elevated in the experimental groups compared with the
control group (P < 0.05), and this variation was
maximum in the EtOAc extract group (P < 0.05). In
the same way, the insulin concentration also significantly increased in both the PE and EtOAc extract
groups (P < 0.05). In contrast, the plasma ghrelin
concentration markedly decreased in the experimental groups compared with the control group (P
< 0.05), and this variation was significant in the
EtOAc and MeOH extract groups (P < 0.05). The
plasma adiponectin concentration significantly
decreased in the experimental groups compared
with the control group (P < 0.05), and this variation
was significant in the PE, EtOAc, and MeOH extract groups (P < 0.05). The T4 concentration increased in t h e HFD, CMC, and MeOH extract
groups compared with the control group (P <
0.05). T h e FT4 concentration significantly decreased in the HFD, EtOAc, and MeOH extract
groups (P < 0.05). The FT4 concentration significantly increased in the CMC group. The FT 3 con-

DISCUSSION
Some studies showed that a high-fat diet affected weight gain [23], while some other studies
showed that it had no effect [24]. However, the
present study showed that the body weights of the
rats increased in all experimental groups, except in
the PE extract group (P < 0.05). Recent studies
suggested important roles of leptin and adiponectin
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previous studies. Although the level of adiponectin
decreased, glucose levels were found to be normal
in the blood. In this study, the plasma glucose concentration was not affected by M. spicata supplementation. These results may explain the normoglycemic effect of M. spicata. In the rats fed a highfat diet, M. spicata extracts were found to raise the
T4 and cholesterol levels. A significant correlation
between obesity and thyroid function was expected.
Although the thyroid function was found to be
normal in obese people, the body mass index correlated positively with the thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH). T3 values in obese people were normal or slightly above normal [18]. The effect of
TSH in adipose tissue of obese patients is the subject of debate [38]. The T3 level might be important
in regulating the balance between energy expenditure and energy intake [10]. Although some studies
showed that T4 and T3 levels were lower in obese
women compared with non-obese women and the
T3 level was susceptible to diet [39], the present
study showed a relationship between obesity and
insulin and T4 levels. The T3 level increased the
expression of the LDL receptors, and therefore high
T3 levels caused hypocholesterolemia. In the present study, rats fed a high-fat diet increased T4 and
decreased FT4 levels compared with the control
group, consistent with a previous study using the
Akkaraman sheep [33]. M. spicata extract increased
both T4 and FT4 levels in all groups. The FT4 level
in a human study was shown to be inversely correlated with obesity parameters [40, 41, 42]. The
present study showed a directly proportional relationship between M. spicata and thyroid hormones,
except the T3 level. All M. spicata groups showed a
statistically significant increase in serum HDL
levels. The results of this study illustrated that the
anti-atherogenic effects of M. spicata might be due
to its ability to increase serum HDL level. The
findings indicated that the M. spicata extract supplementation was not effective in lowering blood
cholesterol levels in the rats fed a high-fat diet. In
this study, the microscopic examination of the liver
showed that PE extract provided the best protection
against liver damage among plant extracts. It significantly reduced the inflammatory and degenerative
changes. Also, the PE extract was effective in maintaining the body weight and protecting against liver
degeneration. M. spicata extracts raised the HDL
levels in rats fed a high-fat diet. High plasma HDL
level was an important finding of the present study
indicating prevention against atherosclerosis.
M. piperita is present in the Generally Recognized as Safe list of Food and Drug Administration.
It has a few side effects (perianal irritation, contraindicated in patients with bile duct obstruction,
gallbladder inflammation, and severe liver damage,
allergy in the topical use of peppermint oil, and
muscle-relaxing and hypotensive effects) [43, 44].

in obesity and complications related to obesity. The
leptin hormone is a considerably good marker of
the fatty tissue in the body [25, 26]. Although the
main determinant of leptin levels is the body-fat
mass, actually it is insulin hormone [27]. AntunaPuente et al. [28] reported that hyperinsulinemia
and insulin resistance increased the leptin level
while leptin reduced the effectiveness of insulin.
Insulin resistance and elevation of leptin showed
that they affected each other [29]. The secretion of
leptin was significantly suppressed during feeding,
but the mechanism of this effect is yet to be clarified [30].
In the present study, the plasma leptin concentration markedly elevated in the experimental
groups compared with the control group (P < 0.05).
The leptin level increased in the EtOAc, MeOH
extracts and HFD groups. The plasma leptin of the
groups supplemented with M. spicata extracts were
close to the levels of insulin in the control group.
The insulin level might have increased the leptin
level, and the insulin resistance might have played a
role. In a previous study, both ghrelin and adiponectin levels decreased significantly in rats fed a
high-fat diet supplemented with extracts from Yucca schidigera [31]. In this study, the plasma adiponectin concentration significantly decreased in
the experimental groups compared with the control
group (P < 0.05), and this variation was significant
in the PE, EtOAc, and MeOH groups (P < 0.05).
Some studies showed that a carbohydrate-rich diet
decreased the adiponectin levels in plasma [32]. In
the present study, the same situation was observed
in the rats fed a lipid-rich diet. Estrogen, tumor
necrosis factor-Į, glucocorticoids, and the rise in
the plasma insulin levels increased the synthesis of
leptin in adipose tissue in humans. The leptin level
in the blood was parallel to the insulin levels. Insulin directly stimulated the synthesis of leptin [23]. A
previous study reported that plasma leptin levels did
not change in response to the modification of insulin concentrations in sheep [33]. In this study, M.
spicata extracts raised the HDL, leptin, insulin, T4,
and cholesterol levels in the rats fed a high-fat diet.
Insulin-regulated glucose is stored as fatty acids in
the adipose tissue and as glycogen in the liver. It is
the major determinant of blood sugar [34]. High
levels of insulin in plasma may cause high body-fat
storage (as in ruminants), leading to an increase in
leptin production [33]. Previous studies suggested
that plasma concentrations of glucose and triglycerides absorbed from intestines were affected by
some plants or their extracts [22, 35, 36, 37]. In this
study, the plasma glucose concentrations increased
in the HFD, CMC, and MeOH extract groups compared with the control group (P = 0.000). Moreover,
the levels of peripheral signaling hormones (glucose, insulin, and leptin), used for serum fasting
measurements, changed significantly after consuming high-fat diet. This result was not consistent with
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M. piperita is commonly used for treating vomiting,
common cold, nausea, bronchitis, loss of appetite,
fever, and spasmodic responses; it has strong radical-scavenging, antimicrobial, and antioxidant activities [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. It may also decrease
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study, M. haplocalyx administration reduced airway
inflammation in an asthmatic mouse model, M.
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Another study indicated that M. spicata extract was
chemopreventive and antigenotoxic due to the antioxidative properties of the Mentha extract [5]. Furthermore, another study indicated that M. spicata
extract might be useful in increasing the side effects
of arsenic-induced hepatopathy [51]. Another study
demonstrated the anticancer and radioprotective
potentials of M. piperita [52]. In the light of all
these findings, it could be concluded that this study
was novel in evaluating the effects of dietary supplementation of M. spicata on the secretion of leptin, ghrelin, adiponectin, insulin, and thyroid hormones, and on some biochemical and hematologic
parameters. The liver, compared to other organs, is
an organ that performs astonishingly over them.
Amino transaminases are important enzymes in the
liver. Changes in the blood AST and ALT enzyme
activities are indicative of liver cell damage [53]. In
this study, no statistically significant difference was
found in total protein, AST, and ALT levels among
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AST and ALT levels. Despite being given a highfat diet, it can be said that the liver is protected.
Mentha extract, especially the PE extract, was
found to be effective in maintaining the body
weight. PE extract can be said to be protective
against liver degeneration. However, further studies
should be conducted to determine the beneficial
effects of Mentha supplementation.
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FACILE PREPARATION RGO/BI4V2O11 HETEROJUNCTION
PHOTOCATALYSTS FOR DEGRADATION OF
TETRACYCLINE (TC) UNDER VISIBLE LIGHT
Jingjing Wu, Dongbo Xu, Weidong Shi*
School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Jiangsu University, Zhenjiang 212013, China

low energy consumption, clean and pollution-free,
and has a wide range of researches in environmental purification and emerging energy fields [4-7].
Therefore, photocatalytic technology can be used as
an effective solution to the problem of residual
organic pollutants.
Bi4V2O11 is one of the Bi-containing compounds. It has good dielectric ferroelectric and
thermoelectric properties at room temperature [8].
From the structural point of view, the structure of
Bi4V2O11 belongs to a stratified aurivillius-type
compound, which internal structure has two layers
of VO3.5 sandwiched between (Bi2O2)2+ layers. This
structure represents a vacancy of oxygen ions,
which is beneficial to its polar response range. The
ordering of these vacancies produces three main
SRO\PRUSKLF IRUPV Į (monoclinic), ȕ (orthorhombic), and Ȗ (square). In addition, Bi4V2O11 has a
narrow band gap (about 2.20 eV), and has strong
light absorption capability for both UV and visible
light with a wavelength less than 680 nm. However,
as a single component, the photogenerated charge
carriers of Bi4V2O11 is tend to recombine with each
other, which severely limits its large-scale application.
Recently, reduced graphene oxide (RGO) has
attracted the interest of scholars at home and abroad
due to its unique structure and excellent performance [9, 10]. 2-D configuration of RGO because
of their excellent conductivity and specific surface
area, commonly used in the modification of the
semiconductor material, enhanced the activity of
photocatalysis and electrocatalysis. As an excellent
reaction matrix, RGO can effectively inhibit the
aggregation of semiconductor particles, promote the
separation and transport of photogenerated charges.
In most cases, graphene compounds used graphene
oxide (GO) as a precursor, and then is chemically
reduced to RGO. Up to now, few literatures have
explored the reasons for the increase in photocatalytic activity from the perspective of the reaction
mechanism.
Therefore, this paper intends to use solve
thermal synthesis of RGO/Bi4V2O11 photocatalysts.
On this case, the structural characteristics of
RGO/Bi4V2O11 were analyzed by XRD, Raman and
other characteristic methods. The degradation ex-

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the RGO/Bi4V2O11 heterojunction photocatalysts were synthesized by solve thermal method and the structure of RGO/Bi4V2O11
photocatalysts was characterized by X-ray diffraction, UV-VIS diffuse reflectance spectroscopy,
scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy. The Bi4V2O11 particles were
loaded on the surface of RGO and the amount of
RGO introduced reaches 4% resulted in the highest
photocatalytic activity with good reproducibility.
The photocatalytic reaction mechanism was determined by electro-chemical analysis which shows
the RGO enhanced the separation of the photogenerated carriers in RGO/Bi4V2O11 samples. The ESR
technology was also proposed which shows the
holes (h+  DQG 2+ DUH WKH PDLQ DFWLYH VSHFLHV LQ
the photocatalytic reaction system.

KEYWORDS:
Solve thermal synthesis, RGO/Bi4V2O11, photocatalysis,
tetracycline, visible light

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the rapid growth of the world
economy has brought about serious environmental
pollution problems. Particularly, excessive use of
antibiotics and other organic compounds poses a
great threat to the safety of humans and other living
beings [1-3]. It is well-known that most antibiotics
are structurally stable and toxic, and are difficult to
decompose naturally. In order to solve such problems, some technical means such as adsorption,
biodegradation, and electrolysis have begun to be
used for the treatment of residual antibiotics in
nature. Unfortunately, these methods have achieved
certain results, but there have also produced other
problems such as high energy consumption, incomplete decomposition, and secondary pollution.
Therefore, it is imperative to develop a green, efficient and energy-saving technology for the decomposition of organic pollutants in the environment.
Photocatalytic technology has the advantages of
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Characterizations. The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to describe the crystal of the
samples (D/MAX-2500 diffractometer with &X.Į
UDGLDWLRQ Ȝ   c  7KH PRUSKRORJLHV RI
the samples were determined by SEM images (S4800 field emission). The transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) pictures of the samples was used to
character the lattice structure (Tenai G2 F30 STwin, an accelerating voltage of 200 kV). The UVvis diffuse reflectance (DRS) spectra were measured by a spectrophotometer (UV-2450, BaSO4 as a
reflectance standard). An electro-chemical workstation was used to character the photocurrent intensity of the samples (CHI 660B electrochemical
workstation, three-electrode as the system standard
cell). The ESR technology was used to describe the
active species by an EPR spectrometer (Bruker
EPR A 300-'032DV22- DQG2+UDGLFDO
trapping agent).

periments of organic pollutants such as tetracycline
hydrochloride (TC) under visible light were conducted. By examining its stability and its active
species, the reaction mechanism of the photocatalyst was further explored.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials and reagents. Graphite powder,
sodium nitrate (NaNO3), concentrated sulfuric acid
(H2SO4), potassium permanganate (K2MnO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), hydrochloric acid (HCl),
ammonium vanadate (NH4VO3), bismuth nitrate
(Bi(NO3)3.5H2O), ethylene glycol (EG), urea and
ammonia (NH3.H2O). All of used chemicals were
purchased from Aladdin's Chemical Reagent Co.,
Ltd, and without further purification.
Preparation of the photocatalysts. Preparation of Bi4V2O11 microspheres. The amount of 30
ml ethylene glycol was added to the 50 ml beaker,
and then added 2.5 mm Bi(NO3)3.5H2O into the
solution. After the ultrasonic dispersion, 2.5 mm for
NH4VO3 and 1.5 g of urea were added into the
beaker, and stirring it until the solution was orange.
Then, the pH was adjusted to 7.5 by the dilute ammonia solution (14%), and the solution changed
into bright yellow. Finally, the suspension was
transferred into the reaction kettle, and reaction for
24 h in 180 °C oven. The Bi4V2O11 sample was
obtained after washing and drying of sediment.

Photocatalytic activity evaluation. The photocatalytic activity of Bi4V2O11 and BR samples
with different contents of Bi4V2O11 were analyzed
by degradation of TC solution (10 mg/L) under
visible light irradiation. Specifically, an aqueous
TC solution of 100 ml was added into Pyrex photocatalytic reactor. Then 50 mg sample was dispersed
in the solution, stirring for 60 min in darkness.
After the solution reach the adsorption-desorption
equilibrium, the reactor was illuminated by a 250
W Xe lamp with 400 nm cut-off filter. During the
photocatalytic reaction, water circulation control
should be introduced to keep the reactor at room
temperature. At 10 min time irradiation intervals, 5
ml reactor solution was extracted by the sampling
tube from the reactor, and centrifuged to remove
the precipitate. Finally, the clear liquid was measured by a UV-vis spectrophotometer (TU-1810) to
corroborate the absorbance of TC at 357 nm, which
is corresponding with the photocatalytic ability of
the samples.

Preparation of RGO/Bi4V2O11 composites.
The graphene oxide (GO) was prepared by a modiILHG KXPPHU¶V PHWKRG [13]. The RGO/ Bi4V2O11
photocatalysts were synthesized by a facile hydrothermal route. Particularly, the 30 mL ethylene
glycol solution containing 0.3 g GO by ultra-sonic
for 5h was added into 50ml beaker. Subsequently, a
certain amount of Bi(NO3)3.5H2O was dispersed in
the GO solution, ultrasonic for 5 min. After that,
moderate of NH4VO3 and urea were poured into the
reaction mixture. After vigorous stirring for 30 min
at indoor temperature, the pH of the mixture was
regulated by slow titrating dilute ammonia solution
(14%). Finally, the blackish green solution was
transferred to 50 ml Teflon-lined stainless autoclave, and reaction in 180 °C oven for 24 h. After
the reaction, the obtained RGO/Bi4V2O11 samples
was washed with absolute ethanol and deionized
water, and finally dried 12 h at a 353 K oven for
next use. For better identification, the obtained
samples were marked separately as Bi4V2O11, BR1%, BR-2%, BR-4%, BR-6%, BR-8%, and the
Bi4V2O11 sample were prepared by a similar strategy, expect for the ethylene glycol solution without
GO.

Photocatalytic recycle experiments. The
photocatalytic stability of the photocatalysts was
evaluated by degrading the TC solution under visible light irradiation. The BR-4% sample was chosen as the target sample for the best photocatalytic
activity to evaluate the recycle experiments. In
detail, the BR-4% sample was collected by centrifugal, washing and drying processes after completing a cycle test. The recycle experiments was carried out four times.
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addition, BR-4% sample has three strong peaks at
144 cmí1, 229 cmí1 and 847 cmí1, corresponding to
different vibrational modes of Bi4V2O11. After
compounding with RGO, the characteristic peak
intensity of Bi4V2O11 decreased significantly. This
further confirms that the BR sample consists of two
components of RGO and Bi4V2O11.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD and Raman analysis. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the structure
and crystal of the prepared samples. As is shown in
Fig. 1, the several characteristic peaks of Bi4V2O11
appear at 28.6°, 31.8° and 32.2°, corresponding to
the crystal surface of (113), (020) and (200), which
is readily indexed as the orthogonal Bi4V2O11 phase
(JCPDS card no. 80-0019), respectively. The sharp
diffraction peaks of Bi4V2O11 can be clearly assigned to the well crystalline of the as-prepared
sample. In addition, the characteristic peaks of
Bi4V2O11 over BR composites gradually become
weak with the increasing amount of GO. However,
WKHFKDUDFWHULVWLFGLIIUDFWLRQSHDNVRI5*2DWș 
11.2 disappear in Fig. 1 because of content of RGO
is too little compared with the Bi4V2O11.

Bi4V2O11

Intensity (a.u.)

BR-4%
OG

500

BR-8%

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

-1

Raman shift (cm )

Intensity/a.u.

BR-6%

FIGURE 2
Raman spectra of the synthesized Bi4V2O11
microspheres, GO and BR-4% composites.

BR-4%
BR-2%
BR-1%

SEM and TEM analysis. SEM and TEM images in Fig. 3 show that the morphology of
Bi4V2O11 microsphere and BR-4% composites. It
shows from Fig. 3 (a) that Bi4V2O11 is a microsphere with a diameter of about 1 ȝPDQGWKH PL
crospheres are composed of nanoplates with a
thickness of about 30 nm. These nanoplatelets are
loosely arranged on the surface of the microspheres
to form a porous surface [6]. After the introduction
of RGO, the surface of Bi4V2O11 was coated with a
membrane (Fig. 3 (b)). To further explore the structure of RGO and Bi4V2O11, BR-4% were characterized by TEM (Fig. 3 (c, d)). In particular, Fig. 3 (c)
is the overall transmission view of BR-4% sample,
which can be analyzed after magnification (Fig. 3
(d)). Bi4V2O11 is coated with a membrane (RGO)
[18]. This result confirms that RGO/Bi4V2O11 photocatalyst has been successfully prepared in this
experiment.

Bi4V2O11

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

2 theta/degree

FIGURE 1
The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) of pure
Bi4V2O11 and BR composites with different
contents of GO.
In order to further confirm the presence of
graphene, the samples were characterized by Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra of GO,
Bi4V2O11 and BR-4% composites were shown in
Fig. 2. In this pattern, the interaction between
Bi4V2O11 and graphene in the BR-4% nanocomposites were analyzed by studying the curve. It can be
seen from Fig. 2 that the BR-4% sample shows two
broad overlapping bands between 1345 cm-1 and
1586 cm-1, which is correspond to the D and G
bands of GO. [14-16]. Among them, the D-band
corresponds to the disordered band of structural
defects generated during GO reduction, while the
G-band corresponds to the sp2 carbon atoms and
E2g first order phonon scattering of graphene. It is
note that the intensity ratio of D and G band is the
important indicator to measure local defects and
sp2 hybridized of the graphite alkenyl [17]. It is can
be seen from the figure that the intensity ratio of
ID/IG is 0.99. After the solve thermal reaction, the
ID/IG ratio increased from 0.99 to 1.14. The results
indicate that GO is thermally reduced to RGO. In

DRS analysis. The light absorption characteristics of the Bi4V2O11 and BR-4% samples were
investigated by UV-vis DRS spectra. As shown in
Fig. 4 (a), BR-4% sample has stronger light absorption than pure of Bi4V2O11 in the visible region.
This shows that after introduction of RGO, the
visible light absorption intensity of the BR-4%
photocatalyst is enhanced and more photons can be
absorbed. In addition, the bandgap energy of BR4% photocatalyst is calculated by the following
formula [19-23]:
ĮKȞ = A (KȞ í Eg ) n/2
(1)
Among them, Į, h, Ȟ, Eg and A are absorption
coefficient, planck constant, optical frequency,
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catalysts, the transient photo-response curves of
several switching cycles of different samples were
investigated in the light. Fig. 5 is the I-t plot of
Bi4V2O11 and BR composition. The experimental
results show that the photocurrent density of
Bi4V2O11 samples is very low, while the photocurrent density of different BR samples is significantly
enhanced after the combination of Bi4V2O11 and
RGO. Therefore, the separation of the photogenerated carriers in BR samples was promoted by compositing with RGO.

band gap energy and absorbance, respectively. n is
determined by the convertible type of semiconductor materials (n=1, direct transitions). From Fig.
4 (b), the energy gap of Bi4V2O11 is 2.31eV, and the
energy gap of BR-4% is about 2.23eV, which is
smaller than the former. The results show that the
introduction of RGO can make the band gap of BR4% narrow so as to widen the light absorption range
of the photocatalyst.
Photocurrent analysis. In order to further
study the photo-electric properties of photo-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

RGO

Bi4V2O11

FIGURE 3
The SEM images of the prepared samples: (a) pure Bi4V2O11, (b) BR-4%; (c),
(d) TEM pictures of BR-4%.
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FIGURE 4
(a) UV-vis DRS spectrogram and (b) energy gap of Bi 4V2O11 and BR-4% photocatalyst.
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FIGURE 5
The photocurrent response of the prepared samples.
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FIGURE 6
(a)The photocatalytic activity and (b) the pseudo-first order kinetic curve of TC degradation over pure
Bi4V2O11 and BR composites with different contents of GO under visible light irradiation for 60 min;
(c) the experimental curves of stability of Bi4V2O11 and BR composite materials in visible light.
Photocatalytic activity. The photocatalytic
activity of pure Bi4V2O11 and BR composites was
investigated by degrading TC solution (10 mg/L)
under visible light irradiation. As shown in Fig.
6(a), the photocatalytic activity of pure Bi4V2O11 is
lower than other BR composites (9.74%). This
confirms that RGO in BR samples plays an im-

portant role in the activity of photocatalysts. When
the amount of RGO introduced reaches 4%, the
activity of BR composites begins to weaken. At the
same time, the highest photocatalytic activity
(72.4%) of the BR-4% sample after 60 min irradiation was observed. However, further increase in the
amount of RGO leads to a drastic decrease in pho-
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solution, the degradation rate of TC solution on the
sample was decreased to a minimum (40.8%).
When BQ was added to the reaction solution, the
degradation for TC solution is reduced to 68.9%.
When IPA was added to the reaction, the photocatalytic activity for TC degradation is reduced to
43.7%, much lower than the photocatalytic efficiency without capture agent (72.4%). The above
results indicate that h+ and 2+ are the main active
species in the BR photocatalytic reaction system.
,Q DGGLWLRQ WKH DFWLYH VSHFLHV 2+ UDGLFDOV 
of the BR photocatalytic system can be detected by
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
(ESR), and DMPO acts as a trapping agent [27, 29].
It shows from Fig. 8 that ESR spectra of Bi4V2O11
and BR-4% samples under different conditions. The
four characteristic peaks of 2+ radicals can be
seen from Fig. 8. In addition, the signal intensity of
the 2+ peak in the BR-4% sample light in the
spectrum is significantly stronger than that in the
dark condition, which means that the solar-light can
SURPRWHD ODUJH DPRXQWRI 2+ radical production
in the photocatalytic system. Compared to pure
Bi4V2O11, the BR-4% sample has a slightly stronger
characteristic peak signal intensity in the light. This
is due to the introduction of RGO which promotes
the photogenerated charge separation of Bi4V2O11
in BR-4% composites. The separation of charge
causes more photogenerated holes to react with
ZDWHUDQGHYHQWXDOO\SURGXFHPRUH2+UDGLFDOV It
is worth noting that there are still three faint peaks
in the spectra obtained under dark conditions,
which may be the peak of DMPO. Therefore, the
result of ESR analysis shows that BR photocatalyst
JHQHUDWHVDODUJHQXPEHURI2+UDGLFDOVDIWHUOLJKW
irradiation.

tocatalytic activity. This is due to the introduction
of too much RGO, which can bring about agglomeration of the photocatalyst, and ultimately leads to
a decrease in the photocatalytic activity. Obviously,
the best mass ratio of RGO and Bi4V2O11 is 4% in
the reaction system. In order to explore the dynamics of the reaction, a pseudo first-order kinetic
model was used to explain the experimental data
[19, 24-29]:
(2)
ln(C0/C) = kt
Where C is the TC solution concentration, C0
is the concentration of the initial solution, and K
(min-1) is pseudo-first order rate constant. t is the
reaction time. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), BR samples
have a higher degradation rate for TC solution than
pure Bi4V2O11. The photocatalytic stability of the
photocatalysts was evaluated by cycle experiments,
BR-4% sample as the target specimen, and TC
solution as the target pollutant. At the end of each
experiment, the samples were recovered, then at
353 K in oven was dried, and used for the next
cycle experiment. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 6(c), the BR-4% sample still maintains high photocatalytic activity after four consecutive cycles of experiments. This shows that the BR
hetero-junction photocatalysts have a higher stability after the introduction of RGO.
Photocatalytic reaction mechanism. The active species of the BR system was explored by
capture experiment for TC degradation under visible light, and TEOA, BQ and IPA were used as the
capture agents for h+, 22- DQG 2+ IUHH UDGLFDOV
respectively [20, 24]. As shown in Fig. 7, different
of capture agents play an important impact on
the activity for BR-4% sample with an illumination
time of 60 min. When TEOA was added to the
1.2
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FIGURE 7
The capture tests of degrading TC solution containing different capture reagents of BR-4% under visible
light irradiation
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FIGURE 9
Photocatalytic reaction mechanism diagram of BR system

the valence band of Bi4V2O11 (2.81 V vs. NHE),
which is much lower than the potential of OH-2+
(2.40 V vs. NHE). Therefore, the photogenerated
holes in Bi4V2O11 can oxidize the adsorbed water or
OH- to 2+ radicals [30-33]. In the photocatalytic
system, the introduction of RGO can promote the
effective separation of photogenerated electron-hole
pairs of Bi4V2O11 materials, and ultimately increase
its photocatalytic activity. The 2+ radicals, as a
kind of strong oxidizing active species, can effectively decompose the organic contaminants such as
TC into pollution-free small molecules [34-37].
Thus, it can be seen that BR composite photocatalysts have excellent application prospects in the
field of environmental treatment because of their
simple preparation methods, superior performance
and non-polluting characteristics.

According to the above analysis, a possible
electron transfer mechanism can be proposed in the
photocatalytic reaction system. It is well known that
Bi4V2O11 is a visible-light-driven semiconductor
material, which can generate a large amount of
photogenerated electrons and holes under visible
light irradiation. When RGO is combined with
Bi4V2O11, a heterojunction is formed. It shows in
Fig. 9 that the electron transfer process of this reaction system can be represented by the following
path. Obviously, Bi4V2O11 produces a lot of photogenerated electron-hole pairs, and finally separation
after being excited by light. Due to the conduction
band position of Bi4V2O11 is approximately 0.5 V
vs. NHE, which is far below to the potential of
O222- (-0.33 V vs. NHE). Thus, there is no or less
VXSHUR[LGH UDGLFDO 22í) for Bi4V2O11. However,
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[5] Zhang, H.J., Chen, G., Li, X. and Wang, Q.
(2009) Electronic structure and water splitting
under visible light irradiation of BiTa1-xCuxO4
(x = 0.00 - 0.04) photocatalysts. International
Journal of Hydrogen Energy. 34, 3631-3638.
[6] Xu, D.B., Li, L.L., Xia, T., Fan, W.Q., Wang,
F.G., Bai, H.Y., Shi, W.D. (2018) Heterojunction composites of g-C3N4/KNbO3 enhanced photocatalytic properties for water
splitting. International Journal of Hydrogen
Energy. 43, 16566-16572.
[7] Hao, Y.C., Dong, X.L., Zhai, S.R., Wang,
X.Y., Ma, H.C. and Zhan, X.F. (2016) Controllable self-assembly of a novel Bi2MoO6-based
hybrid photocatalyst: Excellent photocatalytic
activity under UV, visible and near-infrared irradiation. Chemical Communications. 52,
6525-6528.
[8] Chen, X.F., Liu, J.B., Wang, H., Ding, Y.L.,
Sun, Y.X. and Yan, H. (2013) One-step approach to novel Bi4V2O11 hierarchical hollow
microspheres with high visible-light-driven
photocatalytic activities. Journal of Materials
Chemistry A. 1, 877-883.
[9] Yang, L.X., Li, Z.Y., Jiang, H.M., Jiang, W.J.,
Su, R.K., Luo, S.L. and Luo, Y. (2016) Photoelectrocatalytic oxidation of bisphenol A over
mesh of TiO2/graphene/Cu2O. Applied Catalysis B: Environmental. 183, 75-85.
[10] Hummers, W.S. and Offema, R.E. (1958)
Preparation of graphitic oxide. Journal of
American Chemistry society. 80, 1339-1339.
[11] Chen, Y.N., Egan, G.C., Wan, J.Y., Zhu, S.Z.,
Jacob, R.J., Zhou, W.B., Dai, J.Q., Wang,
Y.B., Danner, V.A., Yao, Y.G., Fu, K., Wang,
Y.B., Bao, W.Z., Li, T., Zachariah, M.R. and
Hu, L.B. (2016) Ultra-fast self-assembly and
stabilization of reactive nanoparticles in reduced graphene oxide films. Nature Communications. 7, 12332.
[12] Zhang, C.M., Chen, G., Li, C.M., Sun, J.X.,
Lv, C.D., Fan, S. and Xing, W.N. (2016) In
situ fabrication of Bi2WO6/MoS2/RGO heterojunction with nanosized interfacial contact via
confined space effect towards enhanced photocatalytic properties. ACS Sustainable Chemistry and Engineering. 4, 5936-5942.
[13] Zhou, M.J., Li, J.Z., Ye, Z.F., Ma, C.C., Wang,
H.Q., Huo, P.W., Shi, W.D. and Yan, Y.S.
(2015) Transfer charge and energy of
Ag@CdSe QDs-rGO core-shell plasmonic
photocatalyst for enhanced visible light photocatalytic activity. ACS Applied Materials and
Interfaces. 7, 28231-28243.
[14] Meng, F.K., Li, J.T., Cushing, S.K., Zhi, M.J.
and Wu, N.Q. (2013) Solar hydrogen generation by nanoscale p-n junction of p-type molybdenum disulfide/n-type nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide. Journal of American
Chemistry Society. 135, 10286-10289.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, RGO/Bi4V2O11 composite photocatalyst was prepared by a facile solvothermal
mothed. On this basis, the composition and structure of RGO/Bi4V2O11 photocatalysts were characterized by XRD, Raman, SEM and TEM analysis.
In addition, the optical properties and active species
involved in the reaction of the samples were investigated by DRS and ESR characterization. Photocatalytic degradation and repeated experiments
were performed on RGO/Bi4V2O11 photocatalysts
under visible light. The experimental results show
that the as-prepared RGO/Bi4V2O11 samples exhibit
excellent photocatalytic activity and good stability.
Finally, the free radical trapping experiments confirmed that the active species of the photocatalytic
system are h+ DQG 2+ Uadicals. By studying the
photocatalytic reaction mechanism of RGO/
Bi4V2O11 composites, the reason for the improvement of its photocatalytic activity was reasonably
explained.
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have high requirements on equipment or pollution
to the environment, and the yield is very limited.
Therefore, how to realize the large-scale preparation of nano-scale Ni(OH)2 still has important industrial significance [4].
The nucleation crystallization isolation method was originally proposed by Duan Xue [5] and
can be used for large-scale preparation of nanoscale
materials. In this experiment, the nucleation and
crystallization method is combined with the reduction-oxidation method to reduce the metal Ni 2+ in
the solution to Ni0 by NaBH4 reduction, and these
newly formed zero-valent metal cores have extremely high chemical energy and chemistry. The
reactivity, and thus the reaction with a small
amount of dissolved oxygen present in the solution,
is converted to the corresponding amorphous
Ni(OH)2 under hydrothermal conditions, and in the
subsequent hydrothermal crystallization, different
crystal forms are formed. -Ni(OH)2. The electrical
properties of the nano-sized nickel hydroxide obtained by the method were studied.

ABSTRACT
Nanoscaled Ni(OH)2 was prepared with a new
method involving separate nucleation and aging
steps in a colloid mill with NaBH4 as the reducing
agent. The as-synthesized Ni(OH)2 nanomaterials
were investigated by power X-ray diffraction
(XRD), scanning Electron microscopy(SEM). The
electrochemical behavior of Ni(OH)2 is further
investigated as electrode materials for supercapacitors. We find that when the crystallization temperature is 90°C, the nanomaterials achieve the best
electrochemical behavior.

KEYWORDS:
Nano-scaled Ni(OH)2, Preparation, separate nucleation,
supercapacitor

INTRODUCTION
As an important raw material for hydrogennickel batteries, nickel hydroxide has high advantages, such as: excellent activity, moderate
price, and wide application range. The research and
application of nickel hydroxide will attract the
attention of experts at home and abroad for a long
time to come. [1]. In addition, nickel hydroxide can
also be used as an excellent material for supercapacitors. According to research reports, because of
the high specific capacity and good conductivity of
the noble metal oxide RuO2, it has become the best
electrode material for supercapacitors, but RuO2 is
very expensive and is not conducive to widespread
promotion [2]. Therefore, for the research of supercapacitor materials, domestic and foreign experts
focus on reducing the cost, that is, reducing the
amount of precious metals, or developing alternative materials with better performance and lower
price. At present, metal oxide research focuses on
NiO and MnO2; metal hydroxides concentrate on
Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2 [3]. Complex precipitation
method, precipitation conversion method, oxidation
method, electrolysis method, hydrothermal method,
and microemulsion method are widely used for
Ni(OH)2 preparation. However, the above methods

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of nanometer nickel hydroxide.
0.1 M nickel nitrate hexahydrate and 0.3 g PVP
were dissolved in 40 mL of deionized water and
dispersed by an ultrasonic disperser for 4-6 min;
1.4915 g of NaBH4 was weighed and dissolved in
40 mL of deionized water. Then, the salt solution
and the NaBH4 solution were mixed and poured
into a rotating colloid mill, and stirred vigorously
for 3-4 minutes to sufficiently reduce Na2+ by
NaBH4, thereby obtaining a mixed liquid containing nano metal Ni particles. Finally, the above
mixed solution was transferred to a high-pressure
reaction vessel of a polytetrafluoroethylene tank,
and hydrothermally crystallized at 90 ° C and 180 °
C for 12 h, cooled to room temperature, centrifuged, and suction filtered to obtain different crystal
forms, -Ni(OH)2, labeled Ni(OH)2-90, Ni(OH)2180. The chemical reaction involved in the reaction
process is as follows:
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2Ni2+ + BH4- +4H2O --> 2Ni + B(OH)4- +2H2
+ 4H+
2Ni + O2 + 2H2O --> 2Ni(OH)2

age, electrochemical reactions, and electrocatalysis,
Can reflect better performance, and contribute to
the full performance of its performance.

Characterization of Ni(OH)2. The crystal
structure of the sample was characterized by Xingji
XRD-6000 X-ray powder diffractometer (XRD)
(graphite monochrRPDWRUILOWHU&XWDUJHW.ĮUDGL
DWLRQȜ  cWXEH YROWDJH N9WXEH FXU
rent 30 mA, scintillation counter count, Scanning
UDQJH ș  -80°); elemental analysis was performed using a German SupperTM 55 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, operating voltage 20 kV).

(a)

FIGURE 1
XRD spectrum of Ni(OH)2-90
Figure 1 shows a nickel hydroxide nanomaterial prepared by a combination of a nucleation
crystallization separation method and a hydrothermal method, and has a crystallization temperature
of 90 °C. It can be seen from the figure that characteristic diffraction peaks [6] corresponding to (003),
(006), (101), and (110) of type Ni(OH) 2 appear, and
the obtained material peak can be seen from the
figure. The type is wider, that is, the obtained material has a smaller particle size. This aspect is due to
the nucleation and crystallization isolation method.
Due to the occurrence of explosive nucleation, a
large number of fine crystal nuclei can be formed in
the initial stage of the reaction, so that the nucleation and crystallization process are relatively separated, which facilitates the obtaining of nanoparticles with smaller particle size. On the other hand,
due to the unique reduction-oxidation preparation
method, the particle size can be reduced by metal
ion reduction and oxidation processes. Nanoparticles. From its corresponding SEM image (Fig. 2), it
can be seen that the obtained Ni(OH)2 is a threedimensional flower-like nanostructure with a flower-like structure size between 200 and 300 nm, as
can be seen from the enlarged SEM image. These
flower-like nanostructures are formed by the assembly of sheet-like two-dimensional nanostructures, which have more pore structures and can
expose more surfaces. When used in energy stor-

(b)
FIGURE 2
SEM of Ni(OH)2-90
Figure 3 is the XRD spectrum of the sample
obtained at a crystallization temperature of 180°C.
It can be seen from the figure that it is different
from the product obtained at 90°C. It is a typical
type Ni(OH)2 [7] with a sharp peak shape. The
baseline was stable, indicating that the resulting Ni(OH)2 has a higher degree of crystallinity. It can
be seen from the corresponding SEM image (Fig. 4)
that a monodisperse sheet-like nanostructure having
a particle size of about 40 nm and a sheet thickness
of about 20 nm is obtained, which is a typical structure-Ni(OH)2.
The above results further show that by simply
controlling the crystallization temperature, the
nickel hydroxide nanomaterials with controlled
morphology and crystal phase can be obtained,
which further proves the feasibility of the reduction
oxidation method in the preparation of metal hydroxide nanomaterials. The preparation of metal
oxide and hydroxide nanomaterials provides a new
idea and method.
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that its capacitance is the largest. We believe that
this is mainly due to the fact that the threedimensional flower-like structure can expose more
electroactive sites, and the flaky structural assembly
unit facilitates the transmission of electrons, has a
strong electrical conductivity, and thus exhibits a
high current density on the CV curve. And a larger
CV peak area.

FIGURE 3
XRD spectrum of Ni(OH)2-180

FIGURE 5
Cyclic volt-ampere characteristics of Ni(OH)2-90
and Ni(OH)2-180
To further compare the electrochemical properties of the different materials, we conducted an
AC impedance test on the two materials, as shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen from the figure that the
high frequency region corresponds to a large semicircular arc, that is, the Ni(OH)2 nanomaterial has
poor conductivity, which is a characteristic of the
inorganic hydroxide nanomaterial. At the same
time, we found that under the same conditions, the
conductivity of Ni(OH)2-90 is better than that of
Ni(OH)2-180. We believe that this is mainly due to
the presence of flower-like nanostructures and
flower patterns. The nanostructure features of the
structural component "petal" and the synergistic
effect on the nanostructure on the nanoscale are
conducive to the transmission of electrons and thus
have a relatively high conductivity.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 4
SEM photo of Ni(OH)2-180
Electrochemical performance test. Cyclic
voltammetry of Ni(OH)2-90 and Ni(OH)2-180 was
carried out in a 1 M KOH solution at a sweep rate
of 50 mV/s. The results are shown in the figure
below. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that both
Ni(OH)2-90 and Ni(OH)2-180 have obvious oxidation peaks and reduction peaks, indicating that these
materials are typical tantalum capacitors. It can be
seen from Fig. 5 that under the same conditions,
Ni(OH)2-90 has a higher current density than
Ni(OH)2-180, and a larger CV peak area indicates

FIGURE 6
AC impedance spectrum of Ni(OH)2-90 and
Ni(OH)2-180
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Based on the above CV curve and EIS results,
we tested the charge and discharge of Ni(OH)2-90
and Ni(OH)2-180 in 1M KOH solution, as shown in
Figure 7, -Ni(OH)2 Both show weaker capacitive
performance. According to the calculation formula
of capacitance Cs = It/mV, where I is the current
value, m is the mass of the catalyst, t is the time of
discharge, and V is the absolute value of the voltage
change during discharge. The calculation can be
obtained when the current density is 1A/g. The
capacitances of Ni(OH)2-90 and Ni(OH)2-180 are
90F/g and 50F/g, respectively, which indicates that
Ni(OH)2-90 itself has certain capacitance properties, but the conductivity is better. Poor, plus at the
nanometer scale, the particles tend to agglomerate,
so the capacitance is also small.

FIGURE 7
Charge and discharge curves of Ni(OH)2-90 and
Ni(OH)2-180
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In this paper, the nucleation and crystallization
method is combined with reduction-oxidation
method, and NaBH4 is used as a reducing agent. By
simply controlling the crystallization temperature,
the morphology, crystal form and particle size of
Ni(OH)2 nanoparticles can be precisely controlled.
It was found by electrical performance test that
Ni(OH)2-90 has a higher capacitance than Ni(OH)2180. The method has the characteristics of being
simple, environmentally friendly, and capable of
mass production, and is expected to be widely used
for the preparation of metal hydroxides.
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Nature provides vast sources of potent biological compounds that can help the humanity in their
routine life, i.e. health, agriculture, etc. Plants are
one of the main natural sources that can secrete or
incorporate bioactive compounds with efficacy
against pathogenic microorganisms. That is the reason that we have explored the antibacterial activity
of methanol, n-hexane, ethyl acetate and chloroform
extracts of plant species
   . The extract
from leaves, stem, roots and seeds were tested 
 against four bacterial strains by agar diffusion
methods. The results suggested that leaf extracts
have the highest inhibitory potential against 
  and  .The extracts from other parts
showed moderate to low activities against the tested
bacterial strains. The study reveals that the leaves of
  has the highest concentration of secondary
metabolites and may prove to be an important candidate in pharmaceutical formulations against these
two pathogens.



been extensively researched to isolate pure bioactive
phytochemicals for a variety of conditions. The secondary metabolites i.e. alkaloids, flavonoids, steroids, glycosides and phenolics etc. responsible for
physiological activities can eitherbe used in pure
form or in crude form. Some species are especially
rich sources for a particular class of secondary metabolites. Different parts, roots, leaves, stem, barks
and seeds are in use as potent source for these phytodrugs to treat pathogens [9].The commonly used
antibiotics are sometime feared due to associated
side effects and acquired drug resistance to some human pathogens, hence has necessitated search for effective antimicrobial agents. Recently, there has
been increased interest in phytomedicines due to
their broad biological activities, safe and acceptable
therapeutic index. Public awareness about associated
side effects and interest in control over medical care
is another important factor that plants are being
searched for their antimicrobial properties [10].
There has been constant demand of effective drugs
from plant sources and can play an important role in
modern pharmaceutical industries [11, 12].
Among the various genera of medicinal plants,
the Datura genera contain more than a dozenspecies.
The datura, a common perennial weed/shrub is cultivated worldwide in many parts of the world due to
its medicinal and ornamental values [13]. Datura is
commonly used to treat fever, antiseptic and herpetic
diseases [13]. Leaves and seeds have anaesthetics
properties and are used in the treatment of wound
healing, hemorrhoids, and sciatica. Phytochemical
studies of some species of datura have shown the
presence of alkaloids, and flavonoids. The genra is
also known for their antimicrobial, antidiabetics, antioxidant, analgesic, antipyretic, neurological, antispasmodic, antiepileptic, antioxidant, antimicrobial,
and organophosphate protective effects [14].While
some species are known for their herbicidal, anticancer, anti-inflammatory and anti-rheumatoid activities [15].The genera is also a rich source for various tropane alkaloids [16]. In addition, withanolides
and calystegines, present in datura have reported

%$ 
   , Antibacterial activities,   
  ,     
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The traditional use of medicinal plants to treat
different diseases span over thousands of years in
many parts of the world [1-5]. Due to emergence of
pathogenic resistance and limitation in effective life
span of antibiotics in recent years, plants proves to
be an important alternate source for a variety of modern antimicrobial medicines [6]. Different parts of
plants areproven to have useful bioactivities and
therapeutic effect in the treatment of both infectious
and non-infectious diseases using ethanobotany or
indigenous knowledge [7, 8]. Hence, plants have
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6*4&6&8.323+'&(8*6.&0(90896*For the antibacterial activities, four strains of bacterianamely
   ( )    
(  ),      
  and
    
 were prepared. For all microbes Inoculawere
prepared in sterilized Lauria-Bertini media
g/mL.Lauria-Bertini broth (5 mL) was added to separate falcon tubes and then bacterial colony
waspoured to each falcon tube. These falcon tubes
were then placed at 37ºC in shaking incubator for 24
h. The growth of bacteria was checked and calculated after 24 h in each falcon tube.

,&6$*00.++97.3277&=For the antibacterial activities, Agar well diffusion method was used.
Lauria-Bertini agar media was prepared and autoclaved at 121ºC for one hourfollowed by cooling and
poured to Petri plates under purified conditions using
laminar flow hood. Wells (6 mm) were bored in each
plate and the plates were inoculated withinoculum
(100 µL). Each sample (100 µL) was poured in each
well and the plates were incubated at 37ºC for 24
hours. After 24 hours zones of inhibition were measured and expressed in millimeters. For each microbe
this method was repeated three times.


 "!  " 

Medicinal plants play very important role in
folk system of medication [28]. The bioactive components responsible for specific biological activities
vary from one species to another. In modern medications, the phytochemicals play lead role in the development of new therapeutic agents [29]. The emergence of antibiotic resistance species of pathogenic
microbes, the development of more selective and effective drugs with minimum side effects is very
much needed. Hence, the extracts of   in different solvents were tested for their antibacterial potential.
In the current study, the antibacterial activities
of   were carried out against four selected
strains of bacteriausing different solvent extracts i.e.
methanol, n-hexane, ethyl acetate and chloroform
using roots, stem, seeds and leaves extracts in the
chosen solvents.Zones of inhibition were measured
and compared with standard antibiotics,ampicilline.
The methanol extracts of leaves have shown significantly higher antibacterial activitiesagainst 
 (4.55±0.63 mm) than the standard antibiotic
ampicilline(2.75mm) and which is significantly
higher than activities of extracts from roots, stem and
seed in the same solvent(Figure 1). Moderate inhibition activity against  (4.18 ± 0.52) was also calculated. However, methanolic extracts had shown no
inhibitory effect against other selected bacterial
strains. The methanol extract of stem part showed inhibitory zone of 4.37±0.53 mm against  

glycosidase inhibitory properties [17]. The roots of
datura arerich in atropine than aerial parts which has
higher amount of scopolamine [15, 16]. Some studies have suggested its antibacterial [9, 18] and antifungal activities [19]. The phytochemicals present in
datura can be used to treat chronic and infectious diseases. Hence, datura is potentials candidate for antibacterial activities [20].
Keeping in view the medicinal importance of
Datura species, the present study was carried out using different parts of datura alba in various solvent
systems studied against four different strains of bacteria for their possible antibacterial activities [21,
22].The present research on   will fully explore its medicinal and antimicrobial potential of the
plant. Moreover, the present study will also highlight
the utilization of the subject plant for further research.
! ! 

&8*6.&07The plant, used in the present study
was collected from District Charsadda, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan. Once the identification was
confirmed, leaves, stem, roots and seed were selected, dried under shed and used for further procedure due to their medicinal use in folk medicines.
Extracts of both aerial and non-aerial parts i.e.
leaves, roots, stem, flower and seed parts of  
were prepared in different solvents.The plant extracts were prepared following the standard procedures as reported by [23, 24]. Four different strains
of bacteria were used during the study. The four
gram-negative bacterial strains used in the study included    ATCC 11775,  
  ATCC BAA-2524,    
 NCTC 13304, and
  
ATCC 49247.The standard drug, ampicilline was
used in the study for comparison.

<86&(8.32 3+ 8-* 40&28The plant extracts
were made following the standard procedures as reported in literature with slight modifications [25-27].
Simply the plant was identified, washed with tap water and then with distilled water, dried under shed,
broken into small pieces under sterile environment.
Roots, stem,seeds and leaves of the plant were separated and ground to fine powder with the help of
electric blender. Methanol, chloroform, ethyl actate
and n-hexane extracts were prepared by adding30.0
g of the dry powdered plant materials into300 mLof
each solvent and placed at room temperature for two
days to complete the extraction process. After two
days of keeping it in a laboratory the extract was filteredthrough a Whatmann filter paper No. 41 and
then at 58oCrotary evaporator was usedto concentrate the filtered extract. For dissolving the concentrated extracts, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent
was used for antimicrobial activity.
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and moderate activity against  and  
 with an inhibitory zone of 3.25±0.353 mm and
2.56±0.256 mm, respectively. However, it showed
less inhibition zone of 2.375±0.53mm against 
 as compared to seed and root extracts. In
comparison with leaves and stem parts, the root and
seed parts showed less inhibition zone against
 , , and    and showed
higher inhibition zone of 3.416±1.01 mm and
3.58±0.575mm against  in this study.
The higher antibacterial activity of leaves extract is
probably due to the presence of tannins and other
phenolic constituents in the leaf extract [30]. As
methanol is polar solvent, and the higher antibacterial activity suggest the presence of higher amount of
polar derivatives in this fraction [31].
Antibacterial activities of n-hexane extracts
were also assayed against four pathogenic strains of
bacteria. The solvent n-hexane was chosen due to its
non-polar nature. The use of different solvents with
different polarities will also have different extent of
solubilities of different derivatives present in various
parts of the plant (Figure 2). Results revealed that nhexane extract of leaves is very active against 
showing an inhibitory zone of 4.683± 1.185 mm
which is greater than amphiciline standard. Also the
leaf extract showed inhibition zones of 4.575±0.601
mm against  while no measurable zone
against      were observed.
The stem extracts showed higher inhibitory potential
(4.25±0.901 mm) against  and moderate
inhibitory activities (3.783±0.812 mm and
3.66±0.763 mm) against     
 , respectively. However, lower antibacterial activity (3.583±0.803 mm) was noticed against .
The root and seed extracts in n-hexane had shown



  !



comparable same inhibitory zone against all the
tested strains The zones of inhibition for root extracts were found 3.616±1.663 mm, 3.53±1.056 mm,
2.625±0.5303 mm and 3.383±0.635 mm against all
the tested bacterial strains, respectively. The zone of
inhibition for seed extract were 3.43±0.38 mm,
3.35±1.125 mm, 2.33±0.577 mm, 3.83±0.5204 mm,
respectively. It was found that the n-hexane extract
is very effective against and had shown moderate activity against   and other selected strains.
The results from ethyl acetate extracts of stem
displayed a significantly high potential (5.166±2.466
mm) against  than the standard antibiotics
streptomycin and ampicilline, however, had shown
moderate inhibitory potential (3.6±0.763 mm,
3.95±1.851mm and 3.283±0.202 mm) against
   and    respectively. Figure 3 shows that ethyl acetate extract of
leaves is highly effective against  with zone of
inhibition of 4.466±0.503 mm, higher than the standard ampicilline. The same extract had also exhibited
moderate inhibition potential (3.466±0.503 mm)
against
 while no inhibitory zone
against      . It was found
that the seed extract had less inhibition potential than
root extracts against the selected bacterial strains.
The ethyl acetate extract of root is less effective
against    while moderate inhibition was
found against ,  and 
with zone inhibition of 3.55±1.343 mm, 3.33±0.52
mm and 3.8±0.346 mm, respectively. The ethyl acetate fraction of seed showed high inhibition zone of
4±0.866 mm against  and showed lower
inhibition zone of 2.375±0.5303 mm against .

"
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The current study concluded that all the solvent
extractsfrom leaves of   showed significant antibacterial potential against four of the selectedstrains of bacteria. Maximum antibacterial activity
was found for leaves extract against  
  however,  and  
 showed resistance against this extract. The reason might be the presence of alkaloid, tannins and
phenol.The study also justify the use of   to
treat various infectious diseases caused by   
 ,  ,    probably due to the presence of high concentration of phytochemicals present in the plant. However, for drugs
formulation, the products will need furtherscrutiny
to ensure quality control requirements, those recommended by WHO, for their efficacy, strength and
safety. 

The results indicated that chloroform extract of
leaves possess high inhibitory potential against
 with a zone of inhibition of 5.33±0.577 mm
higher than both streptomycin and ampicillin. The
same extract showed higher activity (4.4±0.848 mm)
against  but had showed no activity
against A.baumanii   (Figure 4)The
extract of stem, seed and root parts showed comparable results against all the selected bacterial strains
The chloroform extracts of stem part possessed
higher activity (3.75±0.353 mm) against 
 whilst least activity (2.95±1.165 mm) was observed against   . However, moderate activities (3.416±0.629 mm and 3.483±0.475 mm)
against and  , respectively. The root
extract of chloroform also showed significant activities against  with aninhibitory zone of
4.166±0.803 mm.The activity of seed extract against
 was also found in comparable range
with inhibitory zone of 4.33±0.52 mm. Both the root
and seed extracts exhibited moderate activities
(3.875±1.944 mm and 3.216±0.202 mm) against
, respectively. The root and seed extracts were
less effective against   and 
with inhibition zones of 2.75±0.353 mm and
3±0.707 mm, respectively. Overall, the antibacterial
data from chloroform extracts suggests less activity
than methanol or n-hexane extracts.
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ABSTRACT

toxic. Even very small concentrations of these dyes
can be dangerous for human and various organism
and plants [2-3]. Therefore, these paints need to be
treated. There are many physical, biological and
chemical methods for waste water treatment such as
adsorption, chemical oxidation, coagulation, photocatalysis [4]. However, these processes are expensive. Among these processes, adsorption is the most
common and widely used process for removal of
dyes and metals by adsorption [5-8]. Table 1 shown
that classes of dyestuffs, chemical groups. Activated carbon is the most effective material for adsorption, However, these is no economic. Researchers
search for alternative material for activated carbon
such as low cost and environmental friendly like
pistachio hull. They are plentiful, waste material for
agricultural activities and friendly for nature [9].
Pistachio hull is an agriculture waste. It is potential dye adsorbent and no-cost. Moussavi and
Khosravi (2011) reported on MB removal by adsorption onto pistacho hull waste [10].
The present study describes the adsorption potential of Antep Pistachio hull in removal of an
acidic (AR42) and a basic dye (BR18) from aqueous solutions. The effects of various parameters,
such as adsorbent, initial concentration of dyes,
initial pH and contact time on dyes adsorption were
also investigated. Also, the surfaces properties of
pistachio hull, an industrial waste, were characterized by FTIR and SEM. It was found that pistachio
hull is new, suitable, available and no-cost adsorbent for removal of dyes from aqueous solution.

In present study, the removal of Acid Red 42
(AR42) as an anionic dye and Basic Red 18 (BR18)
as an cationic dye from aqueous solution by adsorption is investigated with pistachio hull as an industrial waste. Both isotherm and kinetic models applied for the removal of dyes in a batch system. The
batch adsorption data were suitable for Freundlich
isotherm model (R2=0.9954) for BR18 and Langmuir isotherm model (R2=0.9927) for AR42. Also,
contact time, pH and initial dye concentration were
studied. In addition, the surfaces properties of pistachio hull, an industrial waste, were characterized
by FTIR and SEM. It was found that pistachio hull
is new, suitable, available and no-cost adsorbent for
removal of dyes from aqueous solution.
KEYWORDS:
Adsorption, isotherm, kinetic, scanning electron microscope, dye removal,

INTRODUCTION
Synthetic dyestuffs are produced worldwide in
excess of 0.7-0.8 million tonnes per year and are
used in various industries in the industry [1].
Dyes from industries cause many environmental and people health problems. They are carsinogenic and toxic compounds also recalcitrant. These
dyes discharges to the factoring textile, leather,
printing, paper industries are carcinogenic and

Dye

Properties

Acidic

Water soluble

Basic

Water soluble

Direct

Water soluble

Disperse

Insoluble in
water

Reactive

Water soluble

TABLE 1
Classes of dyestuffs, chemical groups [11]
Chemical groups
Pollution
Azo, nitro, nitrozo, trifenilmetan,
Color, organic acids, unbound dyestuff
ksanten
azo, triarilmetan, ksanten, akridin,
Color, unbound dyestuff
oksazin, antrakinon
Color, salt, non-bound dyestuff, surfacAzo, fitalosiyanin, stilben, oksazin
tants
Color, organic acids, phosphates, foam
Azo, antrakinon, nitro
breakers, bleaches, dispersants
Azo, antrakinon, fitalosiyanin,
Color, salt, alkalinity, non-binding dyeformazon, oksazin
stuff, surfactants, foam crushers
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TABLE 2
Chemical Structure and Properties of AR42 and BR18
Dyes

Molecular weight
(g/mol)

Ȝmax (nm)

Molecular formula

AR42

802.10

510

C27H19ClN7Na3O10S3

BR18

802.10

484

C27H19ClN7Na3O10S3

Chemical formula

used without purification. The stock solution was
prepared by dissolving dyes of 1000 mg in 1 L
distilled water for each dye separately.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material. The pistachio hull used as an adsorbent material in the study was obtained at a factory
in Nizip on August 2016 and stored at +4 ° C. Raw
pistachio wastes are shown in Fig 1.

Adsorption Experiments. After pistachio
hulls were washed in tap water and pure water, the
material was dried at 80 0C for 2 days and sieved
from 20-30-35-50 and 70 mesh screens and used as
an adsorbent. Adsorption studies were performed in
750 mL Erlenmeyer Flasks including 5 g of pistachio hulls with 500 mL of dye solution. All the
biosorption experiments were performed at room
temperature (25oC) via batch method and four sets
(25 mg/L, 50 mg/L, 75 mg/L and 100 mg/L). The
solution was shaken by a mechanical shaker (Edmund Bühler GmbH) at the constant agitation time
(100 rpm) during 120 min. Then the supernatant
was centrifuged at 6000 rpm and 5 minutes in a
centrifuge (Hettich Zentrifugen) after the batch
tests. The absorbance of dyes was measured at
maximum wavelengt by UV±VIS Spectrophotometer (T 90). For the contact time experiments, the
initial dye concentrations were varied from 25 to
100 mg/L. The incubation time was tested in a time
from 5 to 120 min. All experiments were repeated
three times.

FIGURE 1
Raw pistachio hull wastes
Acid Red 42 (AR42) and Basic Red 18
(BR18) as an cationic dye were used as textile dye
in the study. The chemical structure and properties
of AR42 and BR18 are given in Table 2.
Preparation of biosorbent. The pistachio
hulls were obtained from a factory in GaziantepTurkey. In order to prepare the adsorbent, pistachio
hulls were separated from pistachio shell and then
washed with distilled water many times. After,
pistachio hulls were dried at 60oC for 24 h, they
allowed to cool in a desiccator. It was ground into
fine powder to use as an adsorbent in the following
experiments. The amount of dyes, adsorbent onto
pistachio hull adsorbent, qe (mg g-1, was calculated
by a mass balance relationship as follows:
(1)
qe=(C0-Ce)V/W
where, C0 and Ce are the initial and equilibrium
liquid phase concentration of dyes respectively (mg
L-1) V the volume of solution (L) and W is the dry
weight (g) of Pistachio hull.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sem Images. The surface morphology with
loaded and unloaded dye of pistachio hull was
displayed by SEM (FEIQuanta 450 FEG). These
photos are presented Fig 2-3. The unloaded pistachio hull has number of holes. However, pistachio
hull surface with loaded dye is flat.
FTIR Spectrum. The FTIR spectra of pistachio hull before and after dye adsorption are presented Fig 4. Comparing the two spectra, it is seen
that after the adsorption of dyes, new peaks appear
in the spectra Fig 4., of pistachio hull. These findings implied that AR42 and BR18 are adsorbed by
pistachio hull. According to Figure 4, AFKA means
Antep Pistacho Hull.

Preparation of dye solutions for adsorption.
AR42 and BR18 were purchased from (Carlo Erba
Reagent). This dyes were commercial product and
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at different pH values in the range of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
while other variables were kept constant (Fig 8).
The adsorption capacity of pistachio hull for AR42
and BR18 was found to be highest at pH 2 and pH 4
respectively. Similar result found that Özcan and
Özcan (2005), they studied removal of Acid Red 57
from aqueous solution using sepiolite as an adsorbent by adsorption [14]. In their study, they reached
suitable pH of 2.

Elemental analysis of pistachio hull. Samples were soluble for elemental analysis of pistachio hull. Each sample was weighed on a precision
scale of 0.5 g for this process. 1 ml H2O2 and 4 ml
of king water (1 ml of HCl and 3 ml of HNO3) were
added to the samples and placed in microwave
tubes. he dissolution process was carried out in
microwave CEM MARS_X_press 5 dissolving
systems. This pre-treatment for ICP-MS analyzes is
carried out using high power microwave energy
with the appropriate acid mixtures of the samples.
This process is completed in approximately 30
minutes and provides a great advantage in preparing a large number of samples for analysis. Since
closed containers are used, the problem of evaporation of the acid is avoided and it can work with a
small amount of reagent since it operates at high
pressure. Once the samples became soluble, they
were diluted to 50 ml with ultra-distilled water and
labeled and stored in the refrigerator for analysis in
ICP-MS. Elemental analysis result of pistachio hull
is given Table 3.

Adsorption Isotherm. Langmuir model
which describes the monolayer adsorption of dye
molecules on a homogenous surface with a limited
number of identical sites is given by Eq. 2 [15]:

Ce
qe

log qe

Effect of pH. One of the important parameters
affecting both the adsorption surface and the adsorbent is the understanding of the pH effect. In order
to investigate the effect of adsorption pH, adsorption studies were carried out by using pistachio hull

AFKA
AFKA1

Na
(ppm)
3265,00
2690,00

AFKA
AFKA1

Cr
(ppb)
100,00
100,00

Mn
(ppm)
21,90
18,41

1
log K F  log Ce
n

(3)

where KF (L/g) is the adsorption capacity at unit
concentration and 1/n is adsorption intensity.
The batch adsorption data were suitable for
Freundlich isotherm model (R2=0.9954) for BR18
and Langmuir isotherm model (R2=0.9927) for
AR42. Wong et al., (2004) examined the adsorption
of five acid dyes, Acid Green 25 (AG25), Acid
Orange 10 (AO10), Acid Orange 12 (AO12), Acid
Red 18 (AR18) and Acid Red 73 (AR73), on chitosan as an adsorbent. The Langmuir isotherm
applied the best fit and gave the best correlation for
acid dyes [15]. Isotherm parameters for the adsorption of BR18 and AR42 onto pistachio hull are
given Table 4. Fil et al., (2013) found similar results [16]. They investigated removal of BR18 from
aqueous solution via natural Turkish clay.

Effect of Initial Dye Concentration. Effect
of initial dye concentration on AR42 and BR18
removal is given in Fig 7. As shown in Figure 7,
when initial dye concentration is increased, adsorption amount of AR42 and BR18 is increased. After
one point, dye concentrations were stable.

B
(ppm)
17,55
14,81

(2)

where; Ce is the equilibrium concentration of adsorbate in solution after adsorption (mg/L), q e is the
equilibrium solid phase concentration (mg/g), as
well as KL (L/g) and aL (L/mg) are the Langmuir
constants.
However, the Freundlich isotherm supposes a
heterogeneous surface with a no uniform distribution and can be expressed by Eq. 3:

Effect of Contact Time on Dyes Removal.
The effect of contact time on the dye adsorption
was studied in the range of 0-120 min (Fig 5-6). Fig
shown that at first, when initial dye concentration is
increased, adsorption rate is increased. After that, it
was stable. As shown in Fig 5-6, the adsorption of
AR42 and BR18 on pistachio hull was fast. Similar
result found that Huang et al. (2017) for removal of
acidic dye on modified betonies [13].

File

a
1
 ( L )Ce
KL
KL

TABLE 3
Elemental analysis results of pistachio hull
Mg
Al
P
K (ppm)
Ca
(ppm)
(ppm) (ppm)
(ppm)
1029,50 94,68 565,30 16845,00 13988,75
1016,50 72,93 550,30 16255,00 13868,75

Ti
(ppm)
44,54
38,28

V
(ppb)
100,00
100,00

Fe
(ppm)
166,25
142,50

As
(ppb)
100,00
100,00

Cd
(ppb)
100,00
100,00

Co
(ppb)
249,30
265,55

Ni
(ppm)
3,12
3,48
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Cu
(ppb)
14200,00
14905,00

Zn (ppb)
11433,00
11648,00

Pb
(ppb)
1330,00
1268,00
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FIGURE 2
SEM photos unloaded of dyes

FIGURE 3
SEM photos loaded of dyes

FIGURE 4
FTIR spectra of pistachio hull before and after dye adsorption
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FIGURE 5
Effect of contact time for BR18

FIGURE 6
Effect of Contact Time for AR42 (W=5 g, pH=2, V=500 mL, T= 25 0C)

FIGURE 7
Effect of initial dye concentration on AR42 and BR18
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FIGURE 8
Effect of pH (T=25 C; Adsorbate dose=5 g; t=24 hours; Ci=50 ppm)

FIGURE 9
Langmuir Isotherm Model for BR18

FIGURE 10
Langmuir Isotherm Model for AR42
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FIGURE 11
Freundlich Isotherm Model for BR 18

FIGURE 12
Freundlich Isotherm Model for AR42

Kinetic Study. Kinetic of adsorption was analysed pseudo-first-order, the pseudo second-order
model and the intraparticle diffusion model.
The kinetic rate equations can be written as:

log

(qe  qt )
qe



k1, ad t
2.303

Second order rate equation can be written as:

1
(q e  q t )

ª 1 º 1

t
«
2 »
¬« k2, ad qeq ¼» qeq

(6)

N JPJPLQ LVWKHrate constant for second order
In order to determine the rate controlling step,
the kinetic experimental results were fitted to the
WeEHU¶VLQWUDSDUWLFOHGLIIXVLon model.
qt=kidt1/2+C
(7)
where kid is the intraparticle diffusion rate constant
(mg.g±1 h±1/2) and C (mg.g±1) is a constant that gives
idea about the thickness of the boundary layer. If
the qt vs. t1/2 plot is a straight line, then the adsorption process is only controlled by intraparticle diffusion [28].
Data fitted pseudo second order kinetic model
for this study (Fig 13-14). Similar results have been
observed in the adsorption of Reactive Blue 21 onto

(4)

where qe and qt are the amount of adsorbed on the
vermicompost (mg/g) at equilibrium and at time t
(min), respectively, and k1 (1/min) is the rate constant of pseudo-first-order kinetics. The pseudo
second order equation is:

t
qt

1
 kt
qe

(5)

k2 JPJPLQ  LV WKH UDWH FRQVWDQW IRU WKH SVHXGRsecond-order kinetics [17].
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fly ash and sepiolite [18], Malachite Green by activated carbon/CoFe2O4 [20], lac dyeing onto cotton
[21], Direc Red 23 onto magnetic multi-walled
carbon nanotubes-Fe3C [21].

Fig (15-16) described that intraparticle diffusion model for BR18 and AR42 respectively. Many
researchers commented that intraparticle diffusion
model acted is the rate-controlling step [23-27].

TABLE 4
Isotherm parameters for the adsorption of BR18 and AR42 onto pistachio hull
Isotherm constants
BR18
AR42
Langmuir
qmax (mg/g)
-127.764
85.641
KL (L/mg)
0.4603
0.668
R2
0.6431
0.9927
Freundlich
Kf (L/g)
1.054
2.655
n
0.718
1.906
R2
0.9954
0.966

Adsorbent
Wheat straw
Unmodified
carbons (PAC) with ammonium citrate (AC)
EDTA modified
b-cyclodextrin/chitosan
S/GP/VP/A
Activated carbon
Moroccan clay
Pistachio hull
Pistachio hull

TABLE 5
Comparison of Adsorption Capacities
Dye
qmax (mg/g)
Dye mixtures
-3.78
Acid Red 18
57.99

Referances
[29]
[30]

Acid Red

114.8

[31]

Basic Red
Acid Red 18
Basic Red 46
AR42
BR18

41.322
3.9108
54.00
85.641
-127.764

[32]
[33]
[34]
This study
This study

FIGURE 13
Pseudo Second Order Kinetic for BR18 (W=5 g, pH=2, V=500 mL, T= 25 0C)
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FIGURE 14
Pseudo Second Order for AR42 (W=5 g, pH=2, V=500 mL, T= 25 0C)

FIGURE 15
Intraparticle Diffusion for BR18

FIGURE 16
Intraparticle Diffusion for AR42
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TABLE 6
Values of Pseudo Second Order Kinetic Model
Initial Dye
qe
k2ad
Concentration (mg/L)
600
54.644
0.30400
700
64.516
0.02890
800
75.187
0.02940
900
83.333
0.02570
1000
87.719
0.00386

R2
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

[4] Forgacs, E., Cserha´tia, T., Oros, G. (2004)
Removal of synthetic dyes from wastewaters: a
review, Environment International. 30, 953 ±
971.
[5] Crini, G. (2006) Non-conventional low-cost
adsorbents for dye removal: A review. Bioresour. Technol. 97(9), 1061±1085.
[6] Robinson, T., McMullan, G., Marchant, R.,
Nigam, P. (2001) Remediation of dyes in textile effluent: A critical review on current treatment technologies with a proposed alternative,
Bioresour. Technol. 77(3), 247±255.
[7] Salleh, M.A.M., Mahmoud, D. K., Karim,
W.A., Idris, A. (2011) Cationic anionic dye adsorption by agricultural solid waste: a comprehensive review. Desalination. 280(1-3),1±13.
[8] Khan, M.J., Flower, T.H., Mubarak, H., Kahn,
Q., Mirza, N., Kalimullah (2019) Economic
and accurate chromium determination via
modelling and monitoring the removal of adsorbed hexavalent chromium by least cost organic wastes and the optimization of flame
atomic absorption spectrometer (FAAS).
Fresen. Environ. Bull. 28, 5-14.
[9] Biglari, H., Javan, N., Khosravi, R., Zarei, A.
(2016) Direct Blue 71 Removal from Aqueous
Solutions by Adsorption on Pistachio Hull
Waste: Equilibrium, Kinetic and Thermodynamic Studies. Iranian Journal of Health
Sciences. 4(2), 55-70.
[10] Moussavi, G., Khosravi, R. (2011) The removal of cationic dyes from aqueous solutions by
adsorption onto pistachio hull waste. Chemical
Engineering Research and Design. 89(10),
2182±2189.
[11] Ozdogan, R., Celebi, M. (2018) Basic Blue 41
and Basic Red 46 Removal of Dyes from Solution with Anionic Polymer Membrane. Academic Platform. 6(1), 17-24.
[12] Chen, H., Zhao, L., He, X., Huang, Z., Wang,
G., Fang, W., Li, W. (2018) Highly enhanced
photocatalytic degradation of dye rhodamine B
on the biogenic hierarchical porous TiO2/SiO2
with 1D/3D-chain, Clean Technologies and
Environmental Policy. 20(4), 887±897.

CONCLUSION
In this article, pistachio hull has been used as
adsorbent for the removal of AR 42 and BR 18
from synthetic dyes solution in a batch system.
Both isotherm and kinetic models applied for the
removal of dyes in a batch system. The batch adsorption data were suitable for Freundlich isotherm
model (R2=0.9954) for BR18 and Langmuir isotherm model (R2=0.9927) for AR42. The adsorption
process followed the pseudo second order kinetic
model for AR42 and BR18. the surfaces properties
of pistachio hull, an industrial waste, were characterized by FTIR and SEM. It seems that the use of
pistachio hull as an adsorbent offers an alternative
economic, no-cost and environment-friendly process in the treatment of dye effluents.
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Sorghum is a tropical plant belonging to the Poacea family. In addition to being a human and animal
food source, it is an important plant used in bioenergy production. Moreover, it is known to have a
high adaptability to different environmental conditions. The present study investigated the effects of
heat treatment at different temperatures (20ºC, 30ºC)
on the germination and seedling growth of sorghum.
The germination rate, germination index (GI), germination rate index (GRI), coefficient of velocity of
germination (CVG), mean germination time (MGT),
seedling vigor index, root and shoot lengths(cm),
seedling age and dry weight (mg), chlorophyll content, and antioxidant enzyme activity of sorghum
were examined. The root and shoot lengths of the
plant increased with increasing temperature. The
highest chlorophyll content was obtained at 20ºC,
while a decrease in all properties was observed at
30ºC. In conclusion, the results reveal that heat treatment at 30ºC positively affected the germination parameters in terms of the investigated properties.

Environmental stress factors have a detrimental
effect on the growth and photosynthetic abilities of
plants and disturb the balance between antioxidant
defense and reactive oxygen species, resulting in the
accumulation of reactive oxygen species and causing
oxidative stress to proteins, membrane lipids, and
other cellular components [7]. High temperature
stress also reduces seed formation during flowering
[8]. The present study investigated the morphological and physiological effects of heat treatment at different temperatures on the germination and seedling
growth of sorghum.
#!"#"

4*6;5*;.92*4The plant material comprised
the 'Akdarı', 'Greengo', 'Leoti', 'Gözde-80', and' Rox'
varieties of sorghum. The seeds used in the present
study were propagated in 2018 in the experimental
fields of the Agricultural Faculty of Ankara University. 
.9526*;2769*;.!The germination experiments were carried out in a cooled incubator in
complete darkness. The seeds were considered germinated when their radicle lengths reached 2 mm
[9].
The germination rate (GR) was determined in
accordance with the method proposed by MurilloAmador et al. [10]:
GR = n1/d1+n2/d2+n3/d3+-------Where n is the number of germinated seeds and
d is the day on which the seeds germinated.

(&!"
Sorghum, temperature, germination, chlorophyll content,
enzymatic activity

#!$#

Sorghum is a tropical plant belonging to the Poacea family. It is an important C4 plant used in human and animal nutrition [1-2] and can also be used
in biofuel production [3]. Sorghum ranks fifth
among all plants produced worldwide [2], feeding
five million people and being consumed as a staple
food in certain regions of Africa and Asia. Moreover,
it is an important nutritional source in the USA,
Mexico, Australia, and South Africa [2]. Sorghum is
an important plant that can be grown in arid and
semi-arid regions, saline soils, and regions with low
precipitation and high temperatures [4] for use in bioenergy production. Researchers have reported its
tolerance to high temperatures, drought, and salinity
[5-6].

.9526*;27626-.?The germination index (GI) was calculated using the following formula
proposed by Benech Arnold et al. [11]:
 # $ "  % ! $ "  % !  ! $ "  %$ "
 )
Where n1 is the number of seeds germinated on
day 10, n2 is the number of seeds germinated on day
9, and so on.
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.9526*;2769*;.26-.?!The germination rate index (GRI) was determined in accordance
with the method proposed by Esechie [12]:
 #  !  !  
Where G1 is the germination percentage one
day after sowing, G2 is the germination percentage
two days after sowing, and Gx is the germination percentage on day X.

were determined in terms of μg chlorophyll/g fresh
tissue.

.;.9526*;276 7/ :<8.97?2-. -2:5<;*:.
" *6- ,*;*4*:. # *,;2=2;2.: In accordance with Çakmak and Marschner [17] and Çakmak
[18], superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity was determined using the reduction of nitroblue tetrazolium
chloride (NBT) by O2- under light.
Catalase (CAT) activity was determined based
on the degradation rate of H2O2 at 240nm
(E=39.4mMcm-1) [17-18].

7.//2,2.6; 7/ =.47,2;@ 7/ 0.9526*;276
% The coefficient of velocity of germination
(CVG) was determined in accordance with the
method proposed by Jones and Sanders [13]:

 #
x10


";*;2:;2,*4*6*4@:2:The trials were performed
in sextuplicate, with 50 seeds used in each. The mean
values were compared using an independent samples
-test.


!"$#""$""

Table 1 shows the mean values obtained from
the investigation of the effects of different temperatures on the morphological and physiological properties of the sorghum varieties. Table 2 shows their
effects on the germination parameters.
The germination rate (GR) increased with increasing temperature (<0.01) (Figure 1). As seen in
Table 2, the GR of all varieties were fast at 30ºC. The
highest GR (28.8) was obtained with the 'Akdarı' variety at 30ºC, while the lowest GR (11.2) was obtained with the 'Leoti' variety at 20ºC.Hence, the GR
increased with increasing temperature. In a previous
study in which the effects of different pre-treatments,
temperatures, and light on caper seeds were investigated, Söyler and Arslan [19] reported that the highest GR (74%) was obtained at 20−30ºC. Karakurt et
al. [20] reported that temperature is among the most
important factors affecting germination time, and
GRs are generally lower at lower temperatures.
As seen in Table 1, the highest germination index (GI) was observed with the 'Gözde-80' variety at
30ºC and the lowest GI was obtained with the 'Leoti'
variety at 20ºC. Although the GIs of all varieties increased at 30ºC as compared with those at 20ºC,
there were significant differences in the 'Leoti' (<
0.01) and 'Greengo' (< 0.05) varieties. A high GI
value indicates a high germination percentage and
rate. In a previous study in two sorghum varieties,
Nimir et al. [21] focused on temperatures of 25ºC,
35ºC, and 39ºC. The researchers applied 288.7 μM
gibberellic acid (GA3), 232.3 μM kinetin, and combinations thereof as a pretreatment, showing that
seed water imbibition increased with increasing temperature. In another study in which the germination
of safflower was investigated under saline conditions, Elaouer and Hannachi [22] reported a germination index of 72.60 in the control application.
The highest GRI was obtained with the 'Akdarı'
variety at 30ºC, while the lowest GRI was obtained

 

Where N is the measured number of daily germinated seeds and T is the day on which the seed is
germinated.
.*6 0.9526*;276 ;25. # The mean
germination time (MGT) was determined in accordance with the method proposed by Orchard [14]:

 # 
Where f is the number of germinated seeds on
the day of counting and x is the number of counting
days.
"..-4260 =2079 26-.? "% The seedling
vigor index (SVI) was determined using the following formula in accordance with Abdul-Baki and Anderson [15]:
SVI = Germination percentage × seedling height
!77; *6- :177; 4.60;1: ,5 On day 10 of
germination, the lengths were measured from the intersection of the roots and shoots of the heat-treated
s in 10 repetitions using a millimeter ruler. During
the measurement, the length of the longest root was
taken. Root and shoot lengths are given in cm
plant-1.
"..-4260 *0. *6- -9@ >.201; 50 The wet
weights of the plants were measured using a precision scale. Subsequently, the plants were dried in a
drying oven at 65ºC for 24 hours, following which
their dry weights were measured. All measurements
were performed using an analytical scale with
0.001g accuracy.
.;.9526*;276 7/ ,1479781@44 ,76;.6; A
mass of 50 mg (0.05g) green leaves of the plants
were weighed using an analytical scale. Subsequently, 3 mL methanol was added, and the leaves
were incubated at 23ºC for 2 hours in darkness, with
the tubes being periodically shaken during this period. Following incubation, the methanol containing
the dissolved chlorophyll was transferred to 3-mL
sterile spectrophotometer baths and its absorbance
was measured at 650nm and 665 nm. Using the formulas proposed by Curtis and Shetty [16], chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and total chlorophyll content
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with the 'Leoti' variety at 20ºC. The GRI of all varieties was higher at 30ºC as compared with that at
20ºC (< 0.01). A high GRI indicates rapid and high
germination. In a previous study in which the germination and seedling properties of beans were investigated at different salt concentrations, Elkoca et al.
[23] found that the two-year mean GRI of the genotypes was 38.6% at 0.0 MPa, 19.1% at -0.6 MPa, and
4.9% at -1.5 MPa.
In the present study, the highest coefficient of
velocity of germination (CVG) was determined in
the 'Rox' variety at 30ºC, while the lowest CVG was
determined in the 'Leoti' variety at 20ºC. The CVG
values of all varieties were higher at 30ºC than those
at 20ºC (< 0.01). A high CVG indicates rapid germination. In a previous study in hybrids of wild and
cultivated    LMoench, Sahoo et al.
[24] focused on temperatures of 20ºC, 25ºC, 30ºC,
and 35ºC, reporting that germination at 25ºC was
better than that at 20ºC, with a germination of 87 ±
3.2%. In another study in 38 bean genotypes, Güldüren and Elkoca [25] determined that the control

group had the highest germination rate, which decreased with increasing salt concentrations. Despite
the 2.85-day difference between the germination
times of the genotypes with the fastest and slowest
germinates rates in the control application, it was reported that the germination times in the 60, 120, 180,
and 240 mM NaCl applications were 4.07, 4.72,
4.96, and 6.18 days, respectively.
The results of the present study reveal that the
mean germination time (MGT) of all varieties decreased with increasing temperature (< 0.01). Temperature accelerated germination. A low MGT indicates rapid germination. As seen in Table 2, the 'Leoti' variety had the highest MGT at 20ºC, while the
lowest MGT value was obtained with the 'Rox' variety at 30ºC. In a previous study in which the germination properties of electric current- and salt-treated
durum wheat genotypes were investigated, Dumlupınar et al. [26] reported that germination decreased
with increasing salinity, which is accordance with
the results obtained in the present study.

$! 
#1.0.9526*;2767/:..-:7/;1.3-*9E=*92.;@*;*
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#1..//.,;:7/-2//.9.6;;.58.9*;<9.:76;1.5798174702,*4*6-81@:274702,*48*9*5.;.9:7/:7901<5
%
!
#"


!

=*4<.
!



=*4<.
B)

 

=*4<.

#G

=*4<.
!'

!77;
.60;1
,5

"..-4260
.201;
,5

9@&.201;
50

*;*4*:.

"

20º
C

30º
C

20ºC

30ºC

20º
C

30ºC

20ºC

30ºC

20ºC

30ºC

20ºC

30ºC

20ºC

30ºC

7.8±
0.24

9.2±
0.51

8.4±
0.23

11±0
.07

86±
2.02

98.7±
1.66

16.7
±0.3
3

12.3
±0.6
6

817.87
±35.61

517±
20.8
8

10228.
4±38.8

17140.
4±380.
5

6487.1
±92.45

6641±
142.75

2.627ns
6.6±
0.17

8.9±
0.4

10.955**
9.9±
0.18

5.292*
7.9±
0.37

8.1
±0.6

15.895**
9.4±
0.09

0.283ns
7.6±
0.38

8.2±
0.23

9.4±
0.12

13.8
±0.5
4

7.960**
10.7
±0.4
6

1.334ns
7.5±
0.26

16.1
±0.3
3

15.5
±0.1
4

9.821**
8.7±
0.35

14.8
±0.4


11.462**
6.413**
=*4<.
*: 0.05, **: 0.01, ns: not significant



9.:1&.201;
50

#7;*414797
81@4476;.6;
H0,14797
81@44 0/9.:1
;2::<.

4.572**
89±0.
66

9.192**

113±
5.23

16.7
±0.3
3

4.545*
85±0.
57

87±5
.81

18.3
±1.6
6

113±
2.66

15±1

8±1.
15

17.3
±0.8
8

3.363*

434±
9.81

1042.1
±85.44

509±
30.2
7

5.871**

12.3
±0.3
3

2.530ns

121±
4.09

1169.7
1±33.4

21.059**

5.096**

5.242**
106±1
.76

12.7
±0.3
3

8.485**

0.400ns
98±1.
2

7.285**

851.37
±66.23

467±
44.4

4.812**

14±0
.57

3.780*

1008.7
7±65.3

509±
16.1
4

7.421**

12.822**
7368.8
±177.2

10245.
3±559.
9

0.905ns
7615.3
±5.77

4.902**
6159±
117.5

9128.6
±346.2

5.163**
6923.0
±177.6

8.121**
6074.4
±643.1

7461.9
±577.7

9348.5
±368.7

8974.3
±184.9

8.000**
7282±
223.5

3.415*
7749.6
±136.1

8615.3
±193.5

7640.9
±111.7

1.436ns
7333.3
±184.9

4.067*

7641.0
±179.4

1.194ns

# 
#1..//.,;:7/-2//.9.6;;.58.9*;<9.:76;1.0.9526*;2768*9*5.;.9:7/:7901<5
%!
#"

.9526*;276
9*;.

"..-4260=2079
26-.?
"%

20ºC
30ºC
20ºC
30ºC
12.5±
28.8±
1622.7±
2013.7±
0.54
0.59
31.46
60.76
43.453**
5.714**
16.9±
27.0±
1523.5±
2228.1±
0.73
1.31
50.95
13.9
18.549**
13.341**
17.3±
27.6±
1746.3±
2188.3±
0.28
2.18
60.18
99.19
23.842**
3.809*
11.2±
20.9±
1652.7±
2265.5±
#G
0.38
0.91
53.72
23.31
=*4<.
11.418**
10.464**
15.4±
27.8±
1548.3±
2399.7±
!'
0.68
1.07
22.74
39.85
=*4<.
19.978**
18.550**
*: 0.05, **: 0.01, ns: not significant

!
=*4<.
!

=*4<.
B)
 
=*4<.

.9526*;276
26-.?


.9526*;276
9*;.26-.?
!

20ºC
30ºC
864±10. 990±4.7
99
1
1.569ns
886.1±1 938.9±2
5.48
9.11
2.531*
906.1±6 978.9±1
.58
5.55
1.499ns
783.3±2 905.6±1
3.41
4.63
6.999**
862.2±1 944.4±3
9.51
6.45
1.569ns

20ºC
30ºC
44.2±
95.6±
1.82
1.97
3.990**
56.3±
89.9±
2.46
4.37
10.584**
57.7±
92.0±
0.95
7.27
7.394**
37.5±
69.5±
1.27
3.04
15.361**
51.4±
92.8±
2.28
3.59
3.390**

7.//2,2.6;7/
=.47,2;@7/
0.9526*;276
%
20ºC
30ºC
42.6±
91.2±
1.90
4.71
4.464**
53.1±
85.6±
1.66
4.88
9.927**
53±0.
88.9±
85
9.03
6.235**
37±1.
63.8±
08
3.55
11.364**
49.4±
95±4.
1.48
28
4.464**

.*6
0.9526*;276
;25.#
20ºC
30ºC
2.35±0
1.1±0.
.11
037
4.745**
1.9±0.
1.2±0.
059
067
12.735**
1.9±0.
1.2±0.
031
146
7.721**
2.7±0.
1.6±0.
076
086
15.874**
2.03±0
1.06±0
.059
.048
4.745**

germination percentage and rate and seedling vigor
index were higher at 30ºC, which is in accordance
with the results obtained in the present study.
An overview of the varieties and heat treatments shows that root and seedling height generally
increased with increasing temperature; however,
there were significant differences in the 'Rox'
(<0.01) and 'Greengo' (<0.05) varieties. The

The seedling vigor index (SVI) of all varieties
increased with increasing temperature, depending on
the root and shoot lengths. The highest SVI was obtained in the 'Rox' variety at 30ºC (2399.7) ( <
0.01), while the lowest SVI was obtained in the
'Greengo' variety at 20ºC (1523.5). In a previous
study in which heat treatment at 17ºC and 30ºC were
applied to corn, İdikut [27] reported that the
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longest root length (9.4 cm) was obtained in the 'Rox'
variety at 30ºC, while the 'Greengo' variety had the
shortest root length (6.6 cm) at 20ºC. The increases
in seedling height were significant in all varieties
(<0.01). The longest seedling height (16.1 cm) was
obtained in the 'Greengo' variety at 30ºC, while the
'Akdarı' variety had the shortest seedling height
(8.4cm) at 20ºC. In a previous study in which the effects of irrigation waters with different salinity levels
on the germination of flax were investigated, Kiremit
et al. [28] found that salinity up to 2dSm-1 contributed to an increase in root and shoot lengths without
the toxic effects of salt stress; however, decreases in
root and shoot lengths were observed with salinities
exceeding 2dSm-1.
The fresh (wet) weight increased with increasing temperature, while the dry weight of all varieties
decreased as the temperature increased. The highest
fresh weight was obtained with the 'Rox' variety (121
mg) at 30ºC(<0.05), while the highest dry weight
(18.3 mg) was obtained with the 'Gözde-80' variety
at 20ºC. Razmi et al. [29] investigated the effects of
heat treatment on the germination and seedling
growth of three different sorghum varieties, reporting that low temperatures cause decreases in germination percentage, seedling vigor index, root length,
seedling height, and root and shoot dry weights.
The chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and total
chlorophyll content of all varieties decreased with
increasing temperature (<0.01). The highest chlorophyll content (1169.7) was obtained in the ‘Greengo' variety at 20ºC. In a previous study, Prasad et al.
(2008) [8] used 32/22ºC as the optimum temperatures and 40/30ºC as the heat treatments, reporting
that the chlorophyll and leaf photosynthesis values,
plant height, total dry matter content, and water content decreased with heat treatment. In the present
study, the chlorophyll values also decreased with increasing temperature.
An increase in the SOD activity of all varieties
was observed at 30ºC. The increases were significant
for the 'Greengo' and 'Gözde-80' varieties (<0.01).
The catalase activity of all varieties was also higher
at 30ºC than that at 20ºC.

conditions as a result of global warming and drought
and can be used in human and animal nutrition, will
provide more comprehensive results.
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In this study     shavings powder
(PiSP) was utilized as an adsorbent for the removal
of Malachite Green (MG) which is one of the
common basic dyes, from aqueous solution. The
adsorption experiments were carried out in a batch
system and effects of initial dye concentration,
interaction time and temperature were investigated.
Langmuir, Freundlich and Temkin adsorption isotherms have been used to model equilibrium data.
Freundlich isotherm model becomes more convenient option compared with Langmuir and Temkin
models. Freundlich model coefficients are raise as
the temperature rises, showing that the adsorption
process becomes favorable higher temperature.
Kinetic parameters were determined by pseudo first
order (PFO), pseudo second order (PSO) and intraparticle diffusion (IPD) models. Results indicated
that experimental and calculated qe values close to
each other explained that this process fits PSO
kinetic model with higher R2 values than other two
models. Kinetic constants become closer to both
temperatures and initial concentrations and qe values are increases with increasing concentration of
MG. Initial dye concentration elevates from 10 to
60 mg/L, dye adsorption capacity onto PiSP from
3.28 to 22.88 mg/g, 3.58 to 24.06 mg/g and 3.88 to
25.78 mg/g for 298, 308 and 318K, respectively.
Thermodynamic parameters for instance free energy (ΔG), enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy (ΔS) of this
separation process are determined from -2757,7
J/mol, 6550,68 J/mol and 12,73 kJ/mol, respectively. The negative values of ΔG◦ showed that this
separation process was endothermic and natural.
The research results demonstrate that PiSP may be
an alternative material than costly adsorbents for
dye removal.



Dyes are stable, complex structure and very
slow biodegradability materials with toxic to organisms in receiving waters and prejudicial to photosynthetic activities. There are several ways for
classification of commercial dyes. It can be classified in terms of structure, colour and application
methods. Especially textile dyes are an important
type of dyes which occur in industrial wastewaters
and cause serious environmental problems [1, 2].
Basic dyes among these textile dyes have high
brilliance and intensity of colors and are highly
visible even in a very low concentration. Basic dyes
are quarternary salts whose cations have the positive charge most often on the N, C, O and S atoms
and anions are most frequently Cl-, SO4-2, HSO4- or
(COO-)2 ions [3]. Malachite Green (MG), is widely
used for dyeing of leather, silk, wool, cotton and
also in distilleries [4, 5]. Its application extents in
the aquaculture, commercial fish hatchery and
animal husbandry as an antifungal therapeutic
agent, while for human it is used as antiseptic and
fungicidal. Detection of MG in fishes, animal milk
and other food stuff designed for human consumption are of great alarm for the human health because
of the consumption of MG has toxic effects due to
its carcinogenic, genotoxic, mutagenic and teratogenic properties [6, 7]. Thus MG becomes necessary to remove such a toxic dye from wastewater
before it released into aquatic environment [8-10].
Several chemical and biological treatment technologies are applied to industrial wastewaters including aerobic and anaerobic microbial degradation,
coagulation, chemical oxidation, membrane separation, electrochemical treatment, filtration, flocculation, softening, hydrogen peroxide catalysis and
reverse osmosis have been applied from past to
today [11-13]. Among these methods, the adsorption technique which have relatively economical,
flexible and simple design, comfort in operation
and efficient is proved to be an effective process for
the treatment of colourised wastewater [14, 15].
Performance of adsorption process is related with
adsorbent materials and several adsorbents have
been used for the dyes removal from wastewaters.
Activated carbon which is most common used

)("$%
Malachite Green, dye adsorption,     , isotherm models, kinetic, thermodynamic parameters
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explained with calculated different equations such
as PFO, PSO and IPD models [13, 23].
In this research we were studied the adsorption capacity of PiSP from Van/Turkey, for basic
dye Malachite Green (MG). This dye was selected
as adsorbate because it is considered as a very toxic
textile dye. For this aim kinetic, isotherm and thermodynamic studies of this dye adsorption on PiSP
was conducted.

adsorbent is very expensive with high operation
costs and there is a need for regeneration after
treatment process. This limitation has encouraged
the search for different adsorbents for the removal
of dyes, such as natural materials, biosorbents and
waste materials from industrial and agricultural
process [16-18]. Natural wastes have been used as
adsorbents because of low cost and efficient, nonhazardous for nature, locally available materials for
the removal of dyes from wastewaters [19, 20].
Pines are trees in the genus Pinus in the family
Pinaceae and are the only genus in the order Pinales. Pinus genus have about 115 species which
just       and
     species are widely grown in Turkey
[21]. Many Pinus species make attractive ornamental plantings for parks and larger gardens, with a
variety of dwarf cultivars being suitable for smaller
spaces. Pines are also commercially grown and
harvested for Christmas trees. Pine woods are widely used in high-value carpentry items such as furniture, window frames, paneling, floors and roofing,
and the resin of some species is an important source
of turpentine. Pinus genus have many biological
effects including antifungal, antiviral, antimicrobial, anticancer, cytotoxic, antifungal and antioxidant.
There are few studies and data on chemical compositions of the related Pinus species because of widespread using Pinus species in many areas.   
 , are particularly sensitive to pollution and
hence their ecological state and health condition
can be used to indicate the effect of pollution on the
environment [22]. But there is not any research on
dye adsorption capacity of these species in the
literature. Therefore, the dye adsorption capacity
was examined with      shavings powder (PiSP) in this study.
The interference among the adsorbent and the
adsorbate molecules is explained with the adsorption isotherms. A plot of adsorption isotherm associates with the quantity of substance adsorbed to
the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate molecules in the solution at an absolute temperature.
The adsorbate nature changes the amount adsorbed
and adsorbent affect the adsorption isotherm profile
shape. Different isotherm models involving in
Langmuir, Freundlich and Temkin adsorption isotherms were used to investigate the result. In this
investigation, all mentioned ones are considered.
Considering the Langmuir isotherm, the assumption
was made that adsorption of monolayer and all the
active sites on the surface of adsorbent are equal in
energy. Freundlich isotherm clarifies the multilayer
adsorption behavior. Temkin isotherm describes
interaction of solute molecules in the aqueous phase
with heterogeneous solid surface. The temperature
effect on the adsorption process is determined with
analyzed thermodynamic parameters like Gibbs
free energy, entropy as well as enthalpy. The
kinetic mechanism of the adsorption process is

&$%! &"%

-;7:+.6<    ;1*>260; 87?
-.:Adsorption experiments were carried out with
shavings powder from      which
grown on the Van region in Turkey. The shavings
were washed with distilled water to remove dirt and
then dried at 65 °C in an oven for 48 h. Then the
dried shavings were grinded and separated to appropriate sizes with high speed disintegrator and
named PiSP.
-;7:+*<.  *4*,12<. :..6 Malachite
Green (Basic green, aniline green, fast green),
which is an important water-soluble dye belonging
to triphenylmethane family. MG oxalate, was used
as the adsorbate in the current research. The formula of MG is C52H54N4O12 (molecular weight 927.01
g/mol) which was taken from Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Company. A stock solution with a concentration of 1000 mg/L was prepared by dissolving the required quantity of the dye in distilled
water. The required concentration of solutions used
at the adsorption process was prepared to dilute the
stock solution of MG with deionized water to obtain the suitable solution concentrations. 10, 20, 40,
60 ppm solutions of MG were prepared for adsorption experiments using stock dye solution. All other
reagents used were of analytical grade.
-;7:8<276 @8.:25.6<; In the batch adsorption experiments which were realized in a temperature-controlled water bath, 1 g adsorbent was
treated with 500 mL of the dye solution. The MG
concentration in the solution of dye determined for
220 min while the pH was gradually adjusted by
adding H2SO4 or NaOH solutions (0.1 M). All
experiments were carried out in triplicate at the
same conditions which were made for 298, 308 and
318 K temperatures and the average values taken to
represent the result with all data being calculated.
The concentration of MG in solution at a maximum absorption wavelength of 617 nm was
evaluated the T80+UV/VIS spectrophotometer. A
calibration curve was obtained by plotting among
absorbance and certain concentrations of the dye
solution. Unknown MG concentration was measured using a calibration curve. The dye adsorption
capacity on the adsorbent was analyzed as:
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results obtained at three different temperatures. The
parameters of these isotherm models were calculated by regression using linear form of isotherm
equations.
Langmuir isotherm have some assumptions
for the adsorption occurrence on a homogenous
surface and no interaction between adsorbates in
the plane of the surface. Langmuir isotherm equation is given below;

(1)

where V was the solution volume, C0 and Ce
were initial and the equilibrium concentration of
dye and m was adsorbent mass. Ultimately, obtained data from this study were verified by fitting
in isotherm, kinetic and thermodynamic relationships to design the appropriate MG dye remove
system using PiSP adsorbent.




=
+

max
max

$%'&%!%'%%"!

-;7:8<276 ;7<1.:5 %<=-2.; Isotherm is
important for estimating the maximum amount of
adsorbate adsorbed by a given amount of adsorbent.
Figure 1 shows the adsorption isotherms at three
different temperatures. Many models used to identify the dyes adsorption on solid surfaces. For the
interaction between adsorbate molecules and adsorbent surface investigations, three isotherm models
(Freundlich, Langmuir and Temkin) were chosen to
endeavor to simplify the interactions between dye
and adsorbent in this study. Three models were
applicable for the descriptions of the experimental

(2)

where qmax denotes the maximum capacity of
adsorption (mg/g), Ce represents the equilibrium
concentration of the solution (mg/L), KL is a
Langmuir constant associated with the affinity of
the binding sites and energy of adsorption (L/g). qm
and KL values are determined from the slope and
intercept of Ce/qe versus Ce graph. The coefficients
of determination R2 of the Langmuir equation
demonstrate that the adsorption onto PiSP tracks
the Langmuir model. Langmuir model and this
isotherm results of MG adsorption on PiSP for 298,
308 and 318 K gives at Figure 2.



'$ 
;7<1.:5847<;7/ *-;7:8<27676<1.#2%#*<-2//.:.6<<.58.:*<=:.;

'$
*605=2:2;7<1.:5;7/ *-;7:8<27676#2%#/7:-2//.:.6<<.58.:*<=:.;
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:.=6-42,12;7<1.:5;7/ *-;7:8<27676#2%#/7:-2//.:.6<<.58.:*<=:.;

'$ 
&.53262;7<1.:5;7/ *-;7:8<27676#2%#/7:-2//.:.6<<.58.:*<=:.;
where KT and bT are related to binding energy
and heat of adsorption, respectively, and can be
obtained from the slope and intercept of qe versus
lnCe plot. Temkin isotherm results of MG adsorption on PiSP for 298, 308 and 318 K gives at
Figure 4.
The calculated parameters of the Langmuir,
Freundlich and Temkin isotherms for adsorption of
MG on the PiSP were presented in Table 1.
Concerning the coefficients determined, Freundlich
model is more fitting than the Langmuir and Temkin model. It is noted that kF and n values elevate as
the temperature rises, as well as, adsorption is approving at higher temperature. R2 values of these
three isotherm models are high, but R2 values of the
Temkin model are higher than the other model
values for PiSP. The comparison of maximum
adsorption capacity (qm) for different adsorbents
towards dyes, calculated with Langmuir isotherm
model, were given in Table 2.




Freundlich isotherm is the empirical one based
on adsorption on a heterogeneous surface and this
isotherm equation is mainly reported as follows;

ln  = ln   +

1
ln 


(3)

where KF is a Freundlich constant linked to
adsorption capacity (L/g), 1/n is an empirical parameter connected to adsorption intensity. The KF
and n values were determined from the intercept
and slope of the plot between lnqe against lnCe,
respectively. Freundlich isotherm results of MG
adsorption on PiSP for 298, 308 and 318 K gives at
Figure 3.
Temkin isotherm describes interaction of solute molecule from aqueous phase with heterogeneous solid surface. The isotherm is based upon the
concept that heat of adsorption decreases on covering of solid surface. The Temkin equation used for
the calculation of isotherm parameters is:

 =



ln  +
ln 



(4)
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;7<1.:557-.48*:*5.<.:;7/ *-;7:8<27676#2%#*<-2//.:.6<<.58.:*<=:.;

&.58


0
0.0314
0.0317
0.0325


298
308
318



*605=2:
95
500
26.882
34.483
65.359

$

6

0.7672
0.7422
0.7682

0.7526
0.7949
0.8627

:.=6-42,1
/
0
0.0609
0.0896
0.2579

$
0.9967
0.9969
0.9918

&
0
0.0326
0.0400
0.0538

&.5326
+&
574
193.99
202.51
210.23

$
0.8782
0.8283
0.9013

&
758*:2;767/<1.*-;7:8<276,*8*,2<A7/ 76-2//.:.6<*-;7:+.6<;

-;7:+.6<
Iron humate
Sugar cane dust
Bentonite clay
Arundo donax root carbon
Activated carbon (commercial)
Activated carbon (laboratory)
Rice husk (chemically modified)
Potato leaves powder
Potato stem powder
Calcium-rich biochar
Rattan sawdust
PiSP

95500
19.23
4.88
7.72
8.69
8.27
42.18
17.98
27.10
33.30
12.50
62.71
65.36

$./.:.6,.;
[24]
[25]
[10]
[26]
[27]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[29]
[30]
[31]
This study

&
&1.:57-A6*52,8*:*5.<.:;7/ *-;7:8<27676#2%#
DC574
D%C574
&.58
DC3574
298
-2.7577
308
-2.6305
6550.684
12.728
318
-2.5032
//.,< 7/ &.58.:*<=:. *6- -;7:8<276
&1.:57-A6*52,; The effect of the temperature
on the MG adsorption was investigated from the
experiments carried out with three different temperatures and results indicated that decrease in dye
adsorption capacity with increase in temperature.
The trend was due to escaping of the adsorbed MG
ions on getting higher temperature or energy, indicating physical nature of the adsorption. The thermodynamic investigation is required to determine
the importance of adsorption process. Thermodynamic parameters like free energy (ΔG°), enthalpy
(ΔH°), and entropy (ΔS°) are significant to detect
heat alteration in the adsorption process for dye and
PiSP. These parameters are calculated by the equations given below:

 

°
Δ = −  ln 
Δ ° = Δ ° −  Δ °
Δ °
Δ °
−
ln  =


 =

$
0.995

Furthermore, Ce represents the equilibrium concentration of dye in the solution. R is the universal gas
constant (8.314 J/mol K) and T is the temperature.
ΔH° and ΔS° parameters are analyzed from the
slope and intercept of the natural plot logarithm of
Ke versus 1/T. Thermodynamic parameters were
illustrated into Table 3.
Thermodynamic parameters of MG adsorption
onto PiSP are calculated with using Eq. 4-6. The
absolute values of free energy of MG onto PiSP
obtained -2757,7 J/mol, -2630,5 J/mol and -2503,2
J/mol for 298, 308 and 318 K temperatures respectively. Enthalpy and entropy values of MG adsorption onto PiSP determined 6550,68 kJ/mol and
12.73 kJ/mol.K respectively. The negative ΔG°
values indicates that the adsorption is physisorption
and ΔG° suggest the feasibility and the spontaneous
nature of the adsorption. The absolute values of
ΔG° are decreased as the temperature rises shown
that this separation process is constructive at low
temperatures. The positive value of ΔH° shows that
the adsorption process is endothermic and the positive value of ΔS° establishes the enhanced randomness at the solid–solute interface and the affinity of
the PiSP for MG [26].

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

where, Ke is the equilibrium constant, CAds
represents the dye amount adsorbed mg on the
JESP per litter of the solution at equilibrium, the
adsorbent of adsorbent per unit litter of solution.

-;7:8<27626.<2,;%<=-2.;Kinetic models
have been applied for checking experimental results
of MG adsorption onto PiSP. The dyes adsorption
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kinetics is important to choose the best test circumstances for the adsorption process with the batch
technique. The useful kinetic parameters for the
estimate of adsorption rate, provides vital
knowledge for designing and modeling adsorption
processes. In this study, MG kinetics was calculated
using three kinetic models (PFO, PSO and IPD).
The most well-suited model has been chosen depending on the linear regression coefficient of correlation coefficients R2 values. These models have
been investigated according to experimental data at
varied temperatures and initial MG concentrations.
Lagergren’s first order rate equation which is
named pseudo first order (PFO) kinetic model is to
separate the kinetics equation depending the concentration of solution and solid adsorption capacity.
This kinetic model can be the first for the characterization of the liquid-solid adsorption systems depending on solid capacity. This kinetic model is
utilized for study of sorption in liquid-solid system
which stated that number of unoccupied adsorptive
sites decides the adsorption rate [32]. The PFO
kinetic model is given with Eq. 8;

ln( −  ) = ln  − 1

where qm and qt (mg/g) are adsorption capacities at equilibrium and at time t, respectively. k1
(min-1) is the rate constant of PFO adsorption. To
achieve constants of this model, the straight line
plots of ln(qe-qt) against t are drawn. The constants
detected from the slope and intercept of the plot
[32].
The pseudo second order (PSO) kinetic model
which explained with the chemical bond formation
between adsorptive site and solute molecule is the
rate-limiting step based on adsorption capacity is
written below:


1
1
=
+


2 2 

where k2 represents rate of adsorption (g/mg
min), qm denotes amount of adsorbate that adsorbed
onto adsorbent at equilibrium (mg/g), qt is the
amount of dye adsorbed at any time (mg/g) and h is
the initial adsorption rate (mg/g min). The plot of
t/qt vs. t has a linear link. Values of k2 and equilibrium adsorption capacity qe were identified from
the intercept and slope of the plot of t/qt versus t
according to Eq. 9.

(9)


&
#"#%"*6-#326.<2,57-.48*:*5.<.:;7/ *-;7:8<27676#2%#

26.<2,
57-.4

&.58

298
308
318
298

PFO
kinetic
model

308
318

298
PSO
kinetic
model

308
318

298
IPD
kinetic
model

308

318

(10)

26.<2,
,7.//2,2.6<;
qe exp(mg/g)
qe exp(mg/g)
qe exp(mg/g)
k1(min-1)
qe cal (mg/g)
R2
k1(min-1)
qe cal (mg/g)
R2
k1(min-1)
qe cal (mg/g)
R2
k2(min-1)
qe cal (mg/g)
R2
k2(min-1)
qe cal (mg/g)
R2
k2(min-1)
qe cal (mg/g)
R2
kid(mg/g.min0.5)
C (mg/g)
R2
kid(mg/g.min0.5)
C (mg/g)
R2
kid(mg/g.min0.5)
C (mg/g)
R2


50
3.284
3.584
3.878
0.0375
2.961
0.8467
0.0417
3.921
0.8943
0.0319
2.891
0.8516
0.0249
3.493
0.9955
0.0259
3.815
0.9931
0.0264
4.042
0.9964
0.1974
1.036
0.8403
0.2143
1.108
0.8438
0.2049
1.515
0.7807
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50
6.792
7.164
7.932
0.0374
5.299
0.8568
0.0435
5.321
0.8931
0.0409
5.296
0.8232
0.0139
7.363
0.9959
0.0201
7.457
0.9985
0.0211
8.170
0.9989
0.4148
2.352
0.7849
0.3884
2.938
0.7318
0.3901
3.649
0.6671


50
14.277
14.855
15.857
0.0324
12.933
0.8659
0.0555
13.093
0.8309
0.0485
22.069
0.8832
0.0039
15.625
0.9922
0.0124
15.314
0.9992
0.0144
16.978
0.9960
0.9781
3.086
0.8657
0.7627
5.657
0.6521
0.9667
6.669
0.7653

 
50
22.887
24.062
25.777
0.0334
21.713
0.8559
0.0534
22.734
0.8535
0.0356
22.479
0.8537
0.0027
24.752
0.9935
0.0051
25.189
0.9981
0.0126
25.907
0.9975
1.4963
5.568
0.8803
1.3502
8.241
0.7664
1.3315
9.142
0.8005
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//.,< 7/ 76<*,< &25. 76 A. *6- 62<2*4
A. 76,.6<:*<276; Contact time is one of the
critical physical parameters used economically for
the plan and operating wastewater treatment plants.
In Figure 5-7, the MG removal from the solutions is
rapid at the initial period and that the velocity at the
final period that near the reach of the balance decreases. In the beginning, the surface of the adsorption process is large, so the adsorption to this surface is fast. The equilibrium time in dye adsorption
was determined to be 120 min for MG removal
from the solutions.
Figure 5-7 demonstrates that the rise at the initial concentration of MG caused the increment in
adsorption capacity for three temperatures, respectively. As the initial dye concentration rises from 10
to 60 mg/L, the adsorption capacity of dye onto
PiSP from 3.28 to 22.88 mg/g, 3.58 to 24.06 mg/g
and 3.88 to 25.78 mg/g, respectively. These data
show that the initial dye concentration plays a critical role in the dye adsorption capacity and that
provides a driving force to the interaction between
adsorbent and dye. Furthermore, a rise in initial dye
concentration induces to elevate in the adsorption
amount of dye. Based on the experimental results
the maximum dye adsorption rate was obtained
with 60 mg/L initial dye concentration. In the current study, MG adsorption on PiSP has similarity.
Previously reported results from various researchers
were available for MG adsorption on different
adsorbents and biosorbents such as; activated carbon, breadnut skin, sawdust, hydrochar and rice
husk. Comparison of this research results with
relevant results of literature, the dye adsorption
capacity of PiSP is good and PiSP may be novel
material in accordance with inexpensive adsorbent
used for dye removal.

Adsorption of the dyes were more gradual
when intra-particle diffusion (IPD) was the rate
controlling step. This model assumes that the chemical or physical bond formed between solute and
solid at interspatial sites of solid control the overall
speed of the adsorption. This was done by testing
the possibility of intraparticle diffusion as rate
limiting step using IPD model, which can be represented by an Eq. 10.

 =   0.5 + 

(11)
1/2

where kipd (mg/g min ) is the intra-particle
diffusion rate constant and C gives idea on the
boundary thickness. A plot of qt against t0.5 at different MG concentrations gave two phases of linear
plots [32].
PFO, PSO and IPD kinetic model parameters
of MG adsorption on PiSP are given in Table 4.
The experimental results indicated that R2 coefficients are higher than 0.99 with experimental and
analyzed qe values very close to each other explained that this process fits the PSO kinetic model.
Usually the kinetic adsorption data is better represented by a PSO model for most dye adsorption
systems [20, 33].
Experimental and calculated qe values of 318
K are higher than 298 K and 308 K values. According to these tables, it is obvious that qe values
increases with increasing concentration of MG.
When kinetic constants are compared, it is seen that
constant values are closer to both temperatures and
concentrations for PSO model. This result exhibited
that MG adsorption kinetics on PiSP results from
the PSO and suggested that the step of rate-limiting
can be the dye chemisorption [34].
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models. It is noted that the parameters of these
three isotherms are raise as the temperature increments, and also indicated that adsorption is approving at higher temperature. R2 values of three isotherm models are high, but R2 values of the
Freundlich model are higher than other two model
values for MG removal with PiSP. The monolayer
adsorption capacity (qm) of PiSP was determined to
be 22.887, 24.062, 25.777 mg/g for 298, 308 and
318K, respectively. This result revealing the endothermic nature of the adsorption process.
Kinetic studies displayed that adsorption of
MG process follows the pseudo second order and
suggested that the step of rate-limiting could be the
dye chemisorption. R2 coefficients are higher than
0.99 with experimental and evaluated qe values
very close to each other. Kinetic constants are clos-

The MG adsorption on the PiSP was examined
at different experimental conditions. The current
data display that the adsorption of MG elevates
with initial dye concentration, contact time and
temperatures for PiSP. As the initial MG
concentration elevates from 10 to 60 mg/L, the dye
adsorption capacity onto PiSP from 3.28 to 22.88
mg/g, 3.58 to 24.06 mg/g and 3.88 to 25.78 mg/g
for 298, 308 and 318K, respectively. The equilibrium adsorption time was determined at 120 min for
dye removal.
Isotherm studies demonstrate that the Freundlich model shows more suitable profile for MG
adsorption on PiSP than the Langmuir and Temkin
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er to both temperatures and concentrations, and qe
values are increases with increasing concentration
of MG. Intraparticle diffusion constant (kid) and
monolayer concentration (C) values are increase
with the increase in temperature revealed that adsorption of MG on PiSP.
Thermodynamic parameters demonstrate that
MG adsorption onto PiSP is occurred endothermic.
The negative ΔG° values indicates that the adsorption is physisorption and ΔG° suggest the feasibility
and the spontaneous nature of the adsorption. The
absolute values of ΔG° are decreased as the temperature rises shown that this separation process is
constructive at low temperatures. The positive
value of ΔH° shows that the adsorption process is
endothermic and the positive value of ΔS° establishes the enhanced randomness at the solid–solute
interface and the affinity of the PiSP for MG. All of
these results indicated that PiSP can be used as a
potential adsorbent for the removal of cationic dyes
in wastewaters.
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phytoplankton, bacteria, suspended particulate organic matter and particulate inorganic matter [9,10].
Because of the role this, it is an important filter
feeder contributing to water clarity [11].
The population of the fan mussel has been damaged during the last 20-30 years because of due to
commercial and over fishing, for food, use of its
shell for decorative purposes, as well as incidental
killing by trawling and anchoring and destruction of
its habitat [12]. Consequently, it is in the red list as
an endangered species for the Mediterranean according to European Council Directive 92/43/EEC (Annex IV). The same problem was also observed determined in the coastal waters of Turkey. Fan mussel
has been protected by law in Turkey has protected
Fan mussel since 1998 [13]. There have been some
studies about this species information such as distribution and culture [14, 15], spat settlement [16] and
reproductive biology [17] of this species were carried out in Turkey. All recent knowledge about the
species is required for ensuring the sustainability of
endangered species. However, there is no growth
study on growth models evaluation of Fan mussel in
Turkish waters. Therefore, this paper is the first
study to compare on the comparison of different
growth models for the fan mussel. The goal purpose
of the present study was to provide new data on the
age, growth and growth model of the fan mussel in
Karantina Island, Eastern Aegean Sea of Turkey.

ABSTRACT
The study was carried out at Karantina Island
located on the west side of Izmir Bay, Aegean Sea,
Turkey. The fan mussel spats were cultured on the
single long line system. Shell length and total weight
of spats were measured monthly from December
2004 to April 2006. In total, 590 the fan mussels
were sampled, 466 of which were obtained from collectors and others were collected by diving. Age-related length and weight growth factors of the fan
mussel evaluated with four different model. The
RSS values of all estimates were highly reliable;
length and age values were significantly higher than
weight. Von Bertalanffy's growth parameters
showed that the fan mussel has a slowly growing
species. The maximum estimated length size obtained with bivalves was 78.58 cm, growth performance index or phi-SULPHWHVW ĳ ZDVIRU,]PLU
Bay. According to this study also Richards and the
Logic model can be found in older ages (>7 years) to
be more appropriate. However, von Bertalanffy was
more suitable for the older of fan mussel. As the age
increases, growth decreases and even rest are expected, but the fan mussel individuals may have agerelated weight gain.
KEYWORDS:
Fan mussel, growth performance, Izmir Bay

MATERIALS AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The study was carried out at Karantina Island,
on the west side of Izmir Bay, Aegean Sea, Turkey
(38º22/44//N; 26º47/12//E (Fig. 1). Firstly, the fan
mussel spats were cultured on the single long line
system. Shell length and total weight of spats were
measured monthly from between December 2004
and to April 2006 (Fig. 2). First collected system has
been getting monthly for the sampling of small individuals, these individuals ages already known in this
way could be obtained monthly size data for growth
models [15].

The fan mussel, Pinna nobilis (Linnaeus 1758),
is the largest an endemic species of the Mediterranean bivalve mollusks which is reaching a size up to
120 cm (anterior-posterior lengths) (20-40 cm common size) [1-3]. This species has a long life expectancy (up to 30 years) [4]. It was found in soft bottoms, and it lives with anterior portion buried and attached by their filaments on the substrates covered
with Posidonia oceanica and Cymodocea nodosa at
depths between 0.5-60 m [5-8]. The fan mussel is a
benthic filter feeder and used to food sources such as
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FIGURE 1
Location of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis) sampling station in Karantina Island, Izmir Bay, Turkey.

Secondly, adult individuals were collected by
scuba diving from natural stock in order to determining reproductive cycle. Ten specimens of the fan
mussels were collected monthly each month between from March 2008 and to February 2009 [17].
Shell length (cm) and total weight (g) were measured
and then posterior and anterior adductor muscle of
the fan mussels was carefully cut (Fig. 3). After
opening shell valves, the flesh was removed from the
shell. Adductor muscle scar rings on right valve of
the shell was determined and its number was
FRXQWHG 7R HVWLPDWH DJH WKH ILUVW \HDU¶V PXVFOH
scarring is invisible or too weak and for that reason,
the counting of these scars has been added by plus.
This information was then used to predict the season
of recruitment of the fan mussel shells and to determine their annual (for small individual; 1/12) shell
growth rates. The readings were carried out repeated
independently by the different researchers by the different reader and independently by the others reader.
Average percent errors were calculated to compare
WKHUHDGLQJVEHWZHHQWKHUHDGHU¶VUHsearchers [18].

FIGURE 3
The samples of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis)
spats by scuba in Karantina Island, Izmir Bay,
Turkey
In this study, the growth parameters that match
could fit the data were used. Growth curves were fitted by using least squares method for all fact using
four growth models, the von Bertalanffy growth
equation, the logistic growth equation, the Gompertz

FIGURE 2
The samples of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis)
spats from cultured in Karantina Island, Izmir
Bay, Turkey.
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model and Richards equation [19]. Using these models becomes possible to calculate the standard errors
of the parameters [20, 21]. These estimating techniques were used for in all specimens. All ages and
their corresponding lengths were applied to estimate
growth parameters, except the classical methods that
use age with their mean lengths. The solver routines
in Microsoft Excel were used to determine length
growth equations: which have named as (1) The von
Bertalanffy; /W ܮஶ  כ൫H.ሺWWሻ ൯, (2) the logistic
model; /W ܮஶ Τ൫ͳ  ݁ .ሺWW ሻ ൯, (3) the Gompertz
model; /W ܮஶ  כሺ݁ H

൫.ሺWW ሻ൯

(2) the logistic model; :W ሺܹஶ Τ൫ͳ  ݁ .ሺWW ሻ ൯ሻ , (3)
the Gompertz model; W W ሺܹஶ  כሺ݁ H

ሻሻ and (4)

ଵ

'

the Richards model; :W ሺܹஶ  כሺቀͳ 
ቁ ሻሻ .
כ ሺ ሻ
Selection of the best model describing the age±
length relationship was performed by using both the
residual sum of squares (RSS) and inspection of the
all parameter.
The growth performance index phi-SULPH ĳ 
was estimated to compare the growth parameters obtained in this paper with those reported by other auWKRUV0XQURDQG3DXO\¶V index of was calculated by
the equation:
߮Ԣ ൌ ݈ ܭ݃ ʹ݈ܮ݃ஶ
. WW

ሻ and (4) the Richards
ଵ

൫.ሺWW ሻ൯

'

model; /W ܮஶ  כሺቀͳ 
ቁ ሻ.
כ ሺ ሻ
/WLVWKHWRWDOOHQJWKDWDJHW/LVWKHPD[L
mum theoretical total length, K-1 is the growth coefficient, t0 is the theoretical age at zero length. In logistic equation t* age of the growth inflexion. Finally
D determined shape of the curve. For age and weight
growth equations, for determination of the fan mussel in these models Lt instead of Wt (weight at age t)
and was made equation change by b has the value of
the slope provided by length-weight relationship.
They have showed ((1) T:W ሺܹஶ  כ൫H.ሺWWሻ ൯ሻ ,
. WW

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In total 590 the fan mussels were sampled, of
ZKLFKVPDOOIDQPXVVHO¶VLQGLYLGXDOZKLFKZHUH
obtained from collectors and the others were collected by diving. The age and distributions of length
and weight of these samples are given in Table 1 and
Table 2.

TABLE 1
Age and length distribution of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis) sampled in the Izmir Bay
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5
7
1
2
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1
6
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4
5
2
5
1
1
1
19

3
11
2
2
2
1
21

1
10
3
3
3

2
3
4
3

2
1

1
2

1

1
1

1
1
21

13

4

4

1

ML

2
2
4
1

Total

65-68

62-65

59-62

56-59

53-56

1
1
2
2

-

56

50-53

-

1
1
3

132

47-50

44-47

41-44

38-41

35-38

20-35

17-20

14-17
1
1
1
3
4
4
7
10
11
11
3

41
40
40
40
37
35
35
23
23
22
23
23
23
16
16
23
6
7
24
47
15
16
9
4
2
590

%

2
5
8
13
19
15
17
17
16
5
4
10
1

Years

Monthly

1 24 15
2
2 17 20
3
3 5
32
3
4 2
26
12
5 1
16
18
6
4
26
7
2
24
8
9
9
3
10
4
11
2
12
2
13
14
15
16
17
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
49 115 108
(ML: Mean Length)

11-14

8-11

5-8

Age

2-5

Length class (cm)

6.9
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.2
5.93
5.9
3.9
3.9
3.7
3.9
3.9
3.9
2.7
2.7
3.9
1
1.2
4.1
7.9
2.5
2.7
1.5
0.7
0.3

4.7
5.6
6.5
7.3
8.1
9.1
10.2
11.1
11.9
12.2
12.7
12.9
13.2
14.6
14.5
14.6
16.4
45.1
47.8
50.6
54.3
52.1
51.8
49.9
51.2
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TABLE 2
Age and weight distribution of fan mussel (Pinna nobilis) sampled in the Izmir Bay

Years

Monthly

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

41
40
40
39
31
25
10

2
6
8
20
13
5
1

2
3
5
9
9
6
6
7
2

1
3
6
6
8
6
4
1
2

2
2
4
3
3
5
5
3
5

1
1
2
3
4
3
4
3

1
3
4
2
1
3
4
2

1
1
1
3
2
4

1
2
7
4

55

49

37

32

21

20

12

14

3300-5000

2700-3300

2100-2700

1
2
1
5
7
1

226

1500-2100

900-1500

100-900

90-100

80-90

70-80

60-70

50-60

40-50

30-40

20-30

Age

10-20

Weight class (gr)

4

13

2
11
19
7
1

40

1
5
20
6
2
2
2
1
39

7
2
8
4

21

1
3
2
1
7

Total

%

Mean
Weight
(g)

41
40
40
40
37
35
35
23
23
22
23
23
23
16
16
23
6
7
24
47
15
16
9
4
2
590

6.9
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.2
5.93
5.9
3.9
3.9
3.7
3.9
3.9
3.9
2.7
2.7
3.9
1
1.2
4.1
7.9
2.5
2.7
1.5
0.7
0.3

1.3
1.8
2.8
4.3
6.0
11.2
13.1
21.6
28.4
34.2
41.6
42.8
41.8
53.6
59.6
73.8
106.4
1191
1549
1913
1920
12467
2892
3261
3318

FIGURE 4
Length and age Growth of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis) sampled in the Izmir Bay by von-Bertalanffy,
Gompertz, Logistic and Richards shell growth models
growth to sandy seabed. In this period of during this
transposition period, this reduction decrease and
break in the samples should be regarded accepted as
a natural result. Another important result of the size
distribution was a noteworthy significant decline decrease after the group of about 60 cm in size group,
and this number decreased in Table the figure was
decreasing after eighth age group of age in Table 1.
When the weight age distribution was made for the
fan mussel more flexible group classes were formed

According to Table 1, the largest size group
were obtained 20 cm from the hoarder, while the
smallest tiniest size group was 35 cm by diving.
There, so there was a cavity gap of 20 to 35 cm in
the sample. In the same, there were decrease in the
number of samples in groups approaching doublesided of the gap price range. The cause of this gap
was correlated to the fan mussel way of life cycle,
because at first the fan mussel living in the pelagic
then it environment, then has can be changed with
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FIGURE 5
Weight and age Growth of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis) sampled in the Izmir Bay by von-Bertalanffy,
Gompertz, Logistic and Richards shell growth models.

growing species [22, 23]. In our study, the growth
parameters of the von Bertalanffy indicate that fan
mussel has a slow-growing species. The maximum
estimated length size obtained by with the bivalves
in [12] was 53.5 cm, in [6] was 77.93 cm and finally
in our study was 78.58 cm, and the growth performance index or phi-SULPHWHVW ĳ ZDVfor Izmir
%D\$OWKRXJK/DQG.-year values were found to
be high values in these research results, they were
close values into other research results. For to, there
was no value close to our predicted very low satisfaction.
The result of our research was found to be the
KLJKHVWLQWKHĭ SULPHLQGH[IRULQWKHFRPSUHVVLQJ
of growth performance for different stocks for fan
mussel in the Mediterranean area. This difference is
that one of the measured mussels is caused by two
life spans and this is due to changes in regional and
environmental conditions. It has explained that this
difference has come to use of the two-life time of fan
mussel measures individuals for the growth model
more than the changes in regional environmental
conditions [12]. A growth assessment covering all
life stages of a living being can give a more descriptive result about the whole growth. A growth assessment that encompasses all life stages of a living can
give a more descriptive result about all of the growth.
In this study, it can be said that they were all
four mathematical models are compared suitable for
the length-age growth of fan mussel individuals,
when was compared these four mathematical models
used, but Richards and the Logic model can be found
mainly at in older ages (>7 years) Richards and the
Logic model were found to be more appropriate (Fig.
4). According to the sights case of in Fig. 4, it can be
said that von Bertalanffy was more suitable for the
older of fan mussel. As the age increases, the growth
decreases and even the rest are has expected, but the
fan mussel individuals could be may have age-related weight gains. A special evaluation opportunity
for weight and age growth related fan mussel populations were provided.

in the Table 2. The samples of juvenile mussels of
the fan mussels obtained from the collector were between 0.11 g and 148.61 g. Examples of the fan mussel individuals obtained from collector, which were
juvenile the fan mussel were between 0.11 g and
148.61 g. The samples of adult the fan mussel, which
were older than 3 years of age are, range from 725.1
g to 4.53 kg.
The different four different models assessed
evaluated the age-related length and weight growth
factors from of the fan mussel samples of young and
adult the fan mussel 7KHVHSDUDPHWHU¶VHVWLPDWLRQV
with these growth models were exposed are shown
in Table 3 with their RSS values. The RSS values of
all estimates are highly reliable; length and age values were significantly higher than weight. The RSS
values of all forecasts were very quiet reliable moreover; these values of the length and age were much
higher than weight. These mathematical growth
models were found to be higher in both VBGF values (length and weight) compared to RSS values, but
no significant difference was found between other
growth models. When these mathematical growth
models were compared to these RSS values, their
values of VBGF were found to be higher in both
(length and weight), but there were no significant
difference between the other growth models. In this
study, each of the high-value RSS models participated in mathematical models with a positive effect
on monthly measurements. Because the frequency of
values increased the mathematical reliability of the
results. In this study, the fact that the high all of the
relative RSS values were positive effected by yearly
basis on the monthly measures of small individuals
participated to these mathematical models, because
the frequency of their values increased of the mathematical reliability of the outcomes.
The age-related length and weight growth
charts of the fan mussel individuals were demonstrated in Fig. 4-5 as the different growth models and
the residual values. The von Bertalanffy's growth parameters shows that the fan mussel has a slowly
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TABLE 3
Length, Weight and age Growth of the fan mussel (Pinna nobilis) sampled in the Izmir Bay
(Bertalanffy, Gompertz, Logistic and Richards shell growth models.
L
K-1
to
r2

VBGF
78.58
0.35
-1.96
0.99

Gomp
66.65
0.49
1.97
0.99

Logic
50.39
1.11
1.93
0.99

Rich
51.61
1.58
2.17
0.96

W
K-1
to
r2

VBGF
78.58
0.35
-1.96
0.91

Gomp
66.65
0.49
1.97
0.92

Logic
50.39
1.11
1.93
0.92

Rich
51.61
1.58
2.17
0.92
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Synthesis of polyurethane elastomeric / organic
montmorillonite nanocomposites is studied. Polyurethane elastomeric / organic montmorillonite
(OMMT) nanocomposites nanocomposites with different amount of original MMT was modified by excellent intercalating agent. OMMT were prepared by
in situ polymerization. Biological aerated filter was
applied for the treatment of COD in landfill leachate
wastewater and the modified polyurethane elastomeric / organic montmorillonite nanocomposites
were used as the carrier. The experimental results
showed that the optimized conditions are present:
temperature is 25°C, the initial concentration of
wastewater is 50000 mg/L, pH is 6.5, and mass ratio
is 0.8.
New composites are harder elastomers with potential applications where the combinations of deformability and hardness, as well as good weatherability at lower price, are desired.

7]. Moreover, recent research has shown that PU
elastomers can be designed to exhibit a shape
memory behavior [8-13], electrical conductivity [14]
or dielectric properties [15], thus presenting an even
greater range of potential applications.
However, PU elastomers, like other organic
polymers, are not indefinitely stable under all conditions. In some circumstances, they may undergo reactions that lead to a loss in desirable properties
(such as elasticity, tensile strength, color, and shape).
This change in properties is often related to degradation or ageing [16]. The most apparent outcome of
degradation is to shorten the service lifetime of the
PU material. More importantly, the degradation of
PU elastomers may cause serious issues in certain
circumstances.
In order to improve the performance of the polyurethane, a common method is to adjust the structure of the molecular chain or to add an inorganic or
organic filler. Generally, the introduction of a filler
into a polyurethane cannot simultaneously enhance
and toughen. To solve this problem, a method of adding a nanomaterial can be used for modification.

('!#$
Synthesis, OMMT, COD removal, carrier

%#$ %!$

!6/)30+ 24,0.0+)8043 4. 24382460114308-
Take a certain amount of montmorillonite and organic intercalation agent and add 1000 mL threenecked bottle and add 120 mL ethanol/water mixed
dispersing agent; heat to 80°C, vigorously stir for 2
h, then solid-liquid separation, washing, vacuum at
90°C for dry, organicm ontmorillonite (OMMT) is
obtained.

 %#!&%! 

Polyurethanes (PUs) are a group of polymers
that are highly versatile due to the range of chemistries that can be employed in their synthesis, resulting in a multitude of structures and properties. In particular, PU elastomers have been used in a wide variety of end-use markets such as footwear, transportation, wheels and tires, construction, machinery,
sporting, electrical and electronic, marine, and other
speciality applications [1, 2]. In addition, PU elastomers (PUE) have a combination of excellent mechanical, physical and chemical properties and exceptional biocompatibility [3-5]. Therefore, these
materials have also been popular in biomedical applications, especially in durable cardiovascular devices such as blood bags, vascular catheters and
grafts, ventricular assist bladders, artificial heart diaphragms, the total artificial heart, arteriovenous
(AV) shunts, pacemaker leads, and leaflet valves [6,

"6-5)6)8043 4. "&!% 38-6+)1)8043
$;78-2Add OMMT to the three-necked flask, then
add a certain amount of polyether polyol, stir vigorously for 0.5 h at room temperature; add TDI, raise
the temperature to 80°C, and react for 2 h to obtain
EPU/OMMT prepolymer; 100-105°C The vacuum
was applied under vacuum, and the NCO content
was sampled and analyzed after degassing for 10
min.
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Weigh a certain amount of EPU/OMMT prepolymer, keep the temperature at 90-100°C, add the
liquid MOCA chain extender while stirring, mix
well, cast it into the preheated steel mold at 100°C,
and place the mold if necessary. In the oven; degassed for 20 min, then transferred to a flat vulcanizing machine for 3 h, demolded, placed at room
temperature for 24 h.
The central composite design, an experimental
design for RSM, was used to create a set of designed
experiments by MINITAB software (version 17). In
this paper, the central composite design is selected
for 4 factors, i.e., temperature (A), initial concentration of wastewater (B), pH (C) and mass ratio (D).
Table 1 shows the levels of original and coded
factors using central composite design. Table 2

Factor level
A/°C
B/mg/L
C
D

-2
5
10000
4
0.5



Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

A
0
0
0
-2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
-1
-1
1
0
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
0
1
-1
1
-1

-1
10
20000
5
1
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shows central composite design and response value.
Given the four main variables and five test levels,
thirty experiments were designated by MINITAB
software.
#$&%$ $&$$! 

38-6)+8043*;#$The surface plot of objective function is drawn by Minitab in order to more
directly reflect the interaction between the various
factors that affect the COD removal and the role of
strength for interaction between the various experimental factors. In each plot, two factors are varied,
while the rest is kept constant.

% 
)+8461-:-1
0
15
30000
6
1.5

1
20
40000
7
2

% 
-386)1+4254708-,-70/3)3,6-75437-:)19-
B
C
D
0
-2
0
-2
0
0
0
0
-2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
0
0
0
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
0
0
0
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
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2
25
50000
8
2.5

COD removal / %
86.67
84.67
83.44
78.55
69.11
87.11
69.33
78.00
86.00
88.00
86.30
70.00
86.00
86.00
55.00
78.00
86.22
87.88
86.33
87.55
86.33
89.00
88.77
76.33
79.55
82.33
88.22
74.22
69.00
86.00

$#
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For Fig. 1, it is shown that mass ratio has obvious effects on COD removal. When pH is closed to
6 and initial concentration of wastewater is about
10000 mg/L, COD removal is about 75%. However,
pH is closed to 7 and initial concentration of
wastewater is about 50000 mg/L, COD removal is
about 90%.
The change of pH has little effect on the removal of COD. Under weak acid, weak base and
neutral conditions, the COD removal is not very different. The possible reason is that the degrading
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bacteria belong to heterotrophic bacteria, especially
on the modified carrier, the carrier has good hydrophilicity and bio-affinity, and the biomass on the carrier is large. Therefore, it has strong adaptability to
different pH, and the experimental conditions are not
strong acid and alkali.
For Figure 2, it is shown that higher initial concentration of wastewater is, more obvious COD removal is. When initial concentration of wastewater
is 50000 mg/L, COD removal is about 90%. Effect
of pH on COD removal changes little.

&# 
$96.)+-"1484.!6-24:)1:7

&# 
$96.)+-"1484.!6-24:)1:7
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For Figure 3, it is seen that there is strong interaction between initial concentration of wastewater
and mass ratio. When initial concentration of wastewater increases, COD removal increases. When
mass ratio increases, COD removal increases.
For Figure 4, it is shown that there is interaction
between temperature and mass ratio. Increased range
of mass ratio on COD removal is not very obvious.
The treatment effect is best at 25°C, the COD
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removal rate is up to 90%; the treatment effect is the
lowest at 15°C, and the COD removal rate is 82.33%,
but the difference is not very large. The reason for
the analysis may be that, at five temperature levels,
although the activity of the enzyme is high or low,
since the carrier has a large specific surface area,
good bioaffinity, and high density of microorganisms inside the carrier, temperature changes within a
suitable range are possible and very adaptable.

&# 
$96.)+-"1484.!6-24:)1:7

&# 
$96.)+-"1484.!6-24:)1:7
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surface provides an intuitive tool for objective optimization and its unique response optimizer is a powerful tool for multi-objective problem to the solution
encountered in the experimental design. And the target function is optimized by Minitab’s response optimizer. The result is shown in Figure 7. It is calculated that the optimized conditions are present: temperature is 25°C, the initial concentration of
wastewater is 50000 mg/L, pH is 6.5, and mass ratio
is 0.8.

For Figure 5, it is shown that COD removal increases when temperature increases. Increased range
of pH on COD removal is not very obvious.
For Figure 6, it is seen that there is strong interaction between temperature and initial concentration
of wastewater. Initial concentration of wastewater
plays the main role in COD removal when temperature changes little.
!58020<)8043 4. 564+-77 5)6)2-8-67 9703/
#$ Objective function of Minitab’s response

&#
$96.)+-"1484.!6-24:)1:7
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Synthesis of polyurethane elastomeric / organic
montmorillonite nanocomposites is studied. Polyurethane elastomeric / organic montmorillonite
(OMMT) nanocomposites nanocomposites with different amount of original MMT was modified by excellent intercalating agent. OMMT were prepared by
in situ polymerization. Biological aerated filter was
applied for the treatment of COD in landfill leachate
wastewater and the modified polyurethane elastomeric / organic montmorillonite nanocomposites
were used as the carrier. The experimental results
showed that the optimized conditions are present:
temperature is 25°C, the initial concentration of
wastewater is 50000 mg/L, pH is 6.5, and mass ratio
is 0.8.
New composites are harder elastomers with potential applications where the combinations of deformability and hardness, as well as good weatherability at lower price, are desired.
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China announced at the Paris Climate Change
Conference in 2015 that the country would reach
peak carbon emissions around 2030. Since then,
widespread attention has been devoted to determining when and how this goal will be achieved. This
study aims to establish national carbon emissions
prices for the People’s Republic of China, which is
one of the world’s largest producers of carbon emissions. Innovation path of China's carbon emission
trading market construction is studied. Several
measures have been undertaken to address climate
change in China, including the establishment of a
carbon trading system. Since 2013, eight regional
carbon emissions markets have been established,
namely Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, Shenzhen,
Tianjin, Chongqing, Hubei and Fujian. Establishing
national carbon emissions prices should be very
helpful for the national carbon emissions market that
is under construction in China, as well as for other
regions and countries worldwide.



related studies reach the consensus that addressing
carbon emission reductions at the regional level is
crucial for China to achieve her goal in terms of policy [7], scenario [8] and city [9]. China has actively
participated in international climate governance efforts to fight climate change by top-down management, private voluntary actions and nongovernmental organizations [10].
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, especially
CO2, and climate change caused by emissions are an
environmental issue that is closely related to economic growth and social development [11]. Dramatic changes in the structure of the Chinese economy in newly emerging sectors have had profound
effects on the country’s overall CO2 emissions. For
example, China is rapidly catching up in the emerging photovoltaic industry with the production of new
energy. Due to the slow-down in China’s economic
growth [12], CO2 emissions in the country have plateaued since 2012 [13]. It is important to promote
models for sustainable development for China to
achieve effective emission reductions under the goal
of stable economic growth [14]. As the Chinese government has already developed many low-carbon
strategies and policies, economic development in
China has entered a stage called the new normal.
This new stage of development is characterized by a
change from rapid growth and high-quantity development to high-quality development that is more inclusive and sustainable with structural improvements. The new development path will lead to higher
per capita income and more energy-efficient buildings, smart transportation, service-based industries,
etc. [15]. At present, a number of policies are being
implemented to transform development patterns and
to promote sustainable economic growth at both the
national and regional levels, which will lead to
cleaner production and lower carbon emissions [16].
As climate change has increasingly become a
critical environmental, political and economic phenomenon, many countries and international organizations have taken action in response. As China is
one of the world’s largest manufacturing countries,
and the most significant emitter of carbon emissions,
the Central Government of the People’s Republic of
China has taken a series of decisive actions to reduce
regional and national carbon emissions [18].

$# 
Chinese carbon emissions, National pricing, Energy, Trading Market Construction
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Global warming is a worldwide environmental
challenge that humanity faces. As the largest developing country and the largest carbon emitter in the
world, China has made a series of solemn commitments to mitigate climate change. In particular, at the
Paris Climate Change Conference held in November
2015, China announced that she will reach her carbon emission peak around 2030 and will strive to
achieve this peak before then [1-3]. If the path chosen and policies implemented to reach that goal are
appropriate, achieving this goal will not impose rigid
constraints on China’s economic or social development [4]. Instead, reaching the goal will promote the
transition of China's economic development pattern
into green growth and low carbon [5]. Therefore, in
recent years, both the time span and the implementation path of carbon emission reductions in China
have attracted widespread attention [6]. A number of
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(A) Total CO2 emissions in China from 2000 to 2016 (B) total CO2 emissions of three fuels (coal, oil, and gas) in China from
2000 to 2016; (C) total CO2 emissions of twelve industries (agriculture, mining, foods, light industry, chemicals, metal and
nonmetal products, equipment, energy, construction, transport, wholesale and retailing, and other services) in China from 2000
to 2016; (D) total CO2 emissions of eight regions (Beijing-Tianjin, North, Northeast, Central Coast, Central, South Coast,
Southwest, and Northwest) in China from 2000 to 2016 [17]

The measures include the development of clean
energy, reducing the use of coal, and emphasizing
the reduction of carbon emissions through the establishment of a carbon emissions trading system,
among others. Of these measures, establishing regional carbon emissions markets, with the intention
of establishing a national carbon emissions market,
is a very important step toward reducing carbon
emissions [19].
In 2011, the Central Government of China proposed a plan to establish seven regional carbon emissions markets, namely Shenzhen, Guangdong, Beijing, Shanghai, Hubei, Tianjin and Chongqing.
Based on the experience of these regional markets, China intends to establish a national carbon
emissions market. In mid-2013, the first regional
carbon emissions market, namely the Shenzhen carbon emissions market, was established, followed in

late-2013 by the Beijing, Guangdong, Shanghai and
Tianjin regional markets (Fig.2). The Chongqing
and Hubei regional markets were established in
2014. In early-2017, the Fujian market was established, but there is as yet no official website for this
market.
A national carbon emissions market will require participation by all companies in the 40 provinces in China. All these provinces and regions, most
of which do not presently have regional carbon emissions markets, may have notional regional prices that
might not be reflected in the national prices. How to
establish and calculate carbon emissions prices for
the national market to achieve the carbon emissions
reduction targets and maximize social welfare is a
meaningful issue for the Central Government of
China, as well as for other regions and countries
worldwide [21].
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The current domestic projects in China is lack
of effective management. Most of the sellers of enterprise emission reductions engaged in the project
lack sufficient information about the buyers of foreign buyers to reduce emissions, and the trading
methods, transaction prices, trading procedures and
transaction procedures for the international market.
They are not well aware, resulting in extremely irregular emissions trading, and the transaction price
is much lower than the international market, which
has damaged the interests of the state and enterprises. In order to achieve efficient carbon emission
trading, it is urgent to establish a perfect carbon
emission trading market [22].


"   !
?  

Actions to Address Climate Change, China's carbon
trading is still mainly reflected in the participation in
international market transactions through clean development mechanism (CDM) projects [23]. Entering the 2013 Protocol to enter the second commitment period, and after several international conferences and consultations, there is still no consensus
on the relevant emission reduction requirements for
the second commitment period. The Protocol’s binding effect on national emission reduction tasks has
dropped significantly, international reduction. The
discharge policy entered a vacuum period. At the
same time, developed countries such as Europe and
the United States are increasingly demanding mandatory emission reductions in China, and China is increasingly likely to undertake emission reduction
tasks. After 2013, the EU ETS has imposed stricter
regulations on the use of CDM and other projects by
member countries, and China's CERs are facing tremendous pressure on exports. The instability of international climate policy has caused huge fluctuations in international carbon market prices. In September 2013, the EU carbon market price fell to 0.58

Although China has issued a series of related
policies such as the National Climate Change Program and the White Paper on China's Policies and
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97'*/4-Due to the late start of China’s carbon market development, there is a lack of systematic training for talents in this field. At the same time, due to
the lack of public understanding, the number of people actively learning about carbon trading is very
small, which makes the number of people working
in the carbon trading field seriously lacking. The
weak talent pool also limits the process of building
China's carbon market.


"  
?
  ! 

euros/ton, compared with the highest of 30 euros/ton
in 2008, the international carbon price showed a cliff
drop (Fig.3).
The trading demand is also low, which has
caused the net profit of many domestic new energy
companies to suddenly drop by 20% to 30%. As carbon prices fell sharply, some European buyers of
CDM projects used some loopholes in the rules to
terminate the original signed contracts, and many
new energy companies in China were defaulted.
Therefore, under the background of China’s participation in the international carbon trading market,
building a unified domestic carbon trading market is
particularly important for China’s future carbon
market development and China’s position in the international carbon market.

75(2+38/4./4'?8)'7(5497'*/4-3'71+9
Through the introduction of the current situation of
China’s carbon trading market, we can find that
China’s carbon market has made great progress and
the carbon trading system has been continuously improved. However, there are still many problems and
areas for improvement in China’s carbon trading
market compared with the developed carbon market
in Europe and America.

;+77+2/'4)+ 54  6750+)9 97'48')
9/548Due to the excessive dependence on the international market demand, the domestic market is
small in scale, and the CERs produced by various
enterprises cannot absorb the domestic demand and
will cause losses. China’s carbon trading not only
depends on CDM projects, but also the supply of domestic voluntary carbon market which is derived
from ERs generated before CDM project registration. If CDM projects have a significant reduction in
international market environment, domestic voluntary carbon market will be difficult to develop due to
insufficient supply. Therefore, excessive reliance on
international cooperation CDM projects will have a
long-term negative impact on the development of
China's carbon market.

  5 :4/,/+* 4'9/54'2 )'7(54 97'*/4- 8=8
9+3As the scope of the industry covered by China’s
carbon trading system continues to expand, the lack
of a unified carbon trading standard will certainly
hinder the development of the carbon market. The
inconsistency of the carbon trading system is also reflected in the lack of trading systems and regulation.
At present, there is no unified and perfect trading
system for carbon trading in China. The lack of compulsory trading policies and legal systems also
makes it difficult to expand the market relying solely
on voluntary emission reduction transactions. At the
same time, the unified regulatory framework for the
domestic carbon market has not yet been established,
and the stable development of the carbon market is
difficult to guarantee.

:29/;'9+ 97'*/4- +49/9/+8 '4*+4.'4)+ 6'7
9/)/6'9/54'<'7+4+88If the carbon trading market
lacks the participation of trading entities, it is only
an empty market framework, lacking vitality, and it
is difficult to fully play the role of carbon trading in
solving climate problems. Only by introducing various trading entities into the carbon trading market
and promoting their active participation in carbon
trading activities can we form a pricing mechanism
and risk prevention mechanism in line with the requirements of China's carbon trading market in a
wide range of market transactions. Only through the
continuous enrichment of trading entities, carbon
trading products and services can continue to
achieve diversified innovation. However, China's
current carbon market participation is only a small
number of enterprises and financial institutions, and
many enterprises, institutions and individuals lack
awareness and participation in carbon trading.
Therefore, cultivating market trading entities, expanding the scope of the carbon trading market, and
enhancing the awareness of potential participants are
catalysts for prospering China's carbon trading market.

75359+)'7(54,/4'4)+ /445;'9/54 '4* */
;+78/,= )'7(54 97'*/4- Diversified carbon financial products can not only enrich the carbon trading
market, but also make up for the shortage of carbon
emission rights spot trading. Carbon financial products can effectively diversify carbon trading risks,
while standardized carbon financial products can effectively increase transaction transparency and improve carbon trading efficiency. Carbon financial innovation helps to broaden the financing channels of
carbon trading entities, promote the participation initiative of trading entities, and thus prosper the carbon trading market. Therefore, the innovation and
development of carbon finance can promote and accelerate the construction and improvement of the
carbon emission trading market.
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675;+ 97'48')9/54 +,,/)/+4)= China's current carbon trading mainly relies on CDM projects to participate in the international market. Domestic carbon
trading has developed but trading behavior is relatively scattered, and has not yet formed a scale. The
current status of this dispersion is mainly due to the
lack of unified market management in China's carbon trading market and the inefficient market transactions. Therefore, the formation of a unified national market management system, strengthen market management, improve market transaction efficiency, and lay a solid foundation for the construction of China's carbon emission trading market.

At the regional level, China’s carbon emissions
have plateaued since 2012 mainly due to changes in
the regional structure and development patterns.CO2
emissions varied by region due to different drivers;
thus, corresponding countermeasures should be
taken for different causes.
Innovation path of China’s carbon emission
trading market construction is studied. Several
measures have been undertaken to address climate
change in China, including the establishment of a
carbon trading system. Since 2013, eight regional
carbon emissions markets have been established,
namely Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, Shenzhen,
Tianjin, Chongqing, Hubei and Fujian. Establishing
national carbon emissions prices should be very
helpful for the national carbon emissions market that
is under construction in China, as well as for other
regions and countries worldwide.


# 

89'(2/8.'9'2+4997'/4/4-3+).'4/83/49.+
,/+2* 5, )'7(54 97'*/4- The technology-intensive
carbon market needs a large number of talents to
support it. Talent cultivation is not only conducive to
the development of the carbon market, but also to the
overall improvement of the society’s low-carbon
awareness. Carbon exchanges and financial institutions can work with universities to develop talents
that meet the development requirements of the carbon market. Colleges and universities can also plan
talent training programs, give policy inclinations in
discipline construction, seize the opportunity of national education reform, do a good job in personnel
training in carbon trading, and lay a solid talent foundation for carbon trading development.

362+3+49;52:49'7=+3/88/547+*:)9/54',
9+7 ;52:49'7= +3/88/54 7+*:)9/54 The rapid
growth of China’s economy is at the expense of high
energy consumption and excessive emissions of
greenhouse gases, which are expected to remain for
a long time to come. Therefore, if the excessively
strict form of carbon emission reduction is implemented immediately, this may cause substantial
damage to the long-term development of China’s future economy. Referring to the current three forms
of international carbon emission trading market, the
highest form is dual compulsory, that is, compulsory
joining, compulsory emission reduction, the intermediate form is single compulsory, that is, voluntary
entry, the minimum form of compulsory emission
reduction is zero compulsory, and voluntary participation, voluntary emission reduction. China's carbon
emission reduction actions need to go through a
gradual process, that is, starting from “voluntary participation, voluntary emission reduction”, and gradually transitioning “voluntary participation, mandatory emission reduction”, and finally achieving dual
mandatory emission reduction.
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In recent years, awareness on balanced and adequate nutrition has increased and this has increased
the demand for nutritional supplements. This study
aims to determine subjects such as the demographic
features of dietary supplement consumers, recognition level of these products, usage reasons, and from
where they are obtained. This study has been done
by conducting face to face questionnaires with 270
people who live in Süleymanpaşa, Tekirdağ. As a result of this study, consumers of dietary supplements
indicated that they did not find these products dangerous, used them upon doctor’s advice, read the
prospectus before using, and felt themselves healthier. It was also seen that they used iron (8 %) on a
regular basis, took vitamin C and Multivitamins
from time to time, and that recognition and usage of
glucosamine is extremely low. Iron deficiency is the
most common cause of anemia in the world and is
more common in women than in men. The results
showed that women consume iron more and more
regularly than men.



Dietary supplements, in “Turkish Food codex
Dietary Supplements Communiqué”, are described
as products with a determined daily dose prepared as
capsules, tablets, pastils, single use powder packets,
liquid ampules, dropping bottles and similar liquid
or powder forms out of the concentrated and extracted forms of herbs with supplementary and physiological effects, herbal and animal based substances, bioactive and similar substances, as well as
dietary items such as vitamins, minerals, proteins,
carbohydrates, fibers, fatty acids, and amino acids,
with the aim to provide supplements to the regular
diet [5].
Supplements are described as pill, capsule,
syrup forms of the high dose amounts of vitamin and
minerals (micronutrients). Supplements also mean
an addition to foods (food item ingredients) that are
included in our diets.
The main aim of this study is to determine how
much consumers are aware of dietary supplements,
in what ways they learned about them, and to determine the profile of the consumers’ attitudes and behaviors towards dietary supplements.

  

The obtained data of consumers who live in
Süleymanpaşa, Tekirdağ have been used as the primary data in the study. The secondary data used in
the study have been obtained from national and international studies that were done on the subject. The
universe of the study was chosen as the central district of Tekirdağ. The number of questionnaires was
calculated according to the proportional sample volume formula, which is used in many studies, in order
to reach the maximum sample volume in limited
populations [6]. There are 48000 households in
Süleymanpaşa district of Tekirdağ. In the formula,
the evaluation is p=q=0,5 to reach 90% confidence
interval, 5% error margin, and maximum sample
volume.

$#
Dietary supplements, vitamins, diet



 ! 

Usage of dietary supplements has been increasing recently. Many international studies show that
multivitamins and minerals are the most frequently
consumed dietary supplements [1]. The market for
dietary supplements in developed countries is growing and variety of products is increasing. According
to estimates, nearly the half of USA population is using dietary supplements [2]. Dietary supplements, in
our county, are sold as OTC (over the counter) products with or without prescription in pharmacies, various drugstores, and other retail stores (herbalists,
hypermarkets etc.) [3]. It can be seen that prescribed
products in pharmacies are approved by the Ministry
of Health, and some products that are sold in pharmacies and other retail stores reach the consumers
with the approval of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock [4].

=

 . .
(  − 1)σ  + .
2

n= sample volume, N= population volume (48.000),
p= the rate of the ones who preferred local brands of
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yogurt (0.5), q= 1-p,

σ
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staff, and 17.7 % learned about them from TV commercials.
While 53.7 % of the participants of the survey
took dietary supplements upon the doctor’s advice,
28.5 % took them with their own decision, and 15.9
% took them after friend advice; 87.4 % of the participants bought supplements in the pharmacy. The
fact that consumers indicated doctor’s advice as their
primary choice in terms of dietary supplements can
show that people think that doctors are the first people to have knowledge about this matter and give primary importance to doctor’s advice in matters of
health.
The study carried out by Neuhouser et al. [9],
which is made to determine the usage reasons of
common supplements such as vitamins and minerals,
has shown that 71 % of the participants obtain
knowledge from doctors and nurses, a little more
than half of the participants looked at printed media
sources such as magazines and newspapers, 40 %
reached knowledge from visual media such as television and radio, and 23 % learned from their family
and friends.
In a study made in 2001, 61.2 % of the randomly selected of 376 participants used dietary supplements; some of these patients used them upon
their doctor’s advice; and most of them consumed
dietary supplements through family, friends, or the
internet [10].
86.3 % of people who use dietary supplements
do not find these products dangerous, 74.1 % read
the prospectus of the products they used, 47.4 %
sometimes and 25.2 % used them every day, and
86.7 % indicated that they benefited from these products. When asked what kind of benefit they received,
58.1 % said that these supplements caused them to
feel better (Table 2).

= proportion variance

(0,000923)
As a result of sampling, a face to face questionnaire was applied to 270 randomly selected people
in Tekirdağ.
Factor analysis was used to evaluate the results
of the research. Factor analysis is a statistical technique that aims to explain the measurement of variables by measuring the same structure or quality together with a few factors. Factor analysis is defined
as the process of acquiring new concepts (variables)
called a factorization or common factor, or the process of obtaining functional definitions of concepts
using the factor load values of substances [7]. Eigen
value is taken as 1 in factor analysis. Kaiser-MeyerOlkin sample accuracy criterion; 0,713 has been determined. According to the criterion of Kaiser, this is
a medium sample size. Bartlett's sphericity test is
significant (p<0.001). Data factor analysis in this respect is suitable for application [8].


! !
Table 1 indicates the education, income, gender, marital status, monthly income, and age status
of the 270 individuals who participated in the study.
It was seen that 67.8 % of the participants of the
survey are female, 33.3 % are university graduates,
65.9 % are married, and 32.3 % are between the ages
26-35, the income of the 37.8 % is between 20013500 liras.
83.7 % of the participants of the survey indicated that they had knowledge about dietary supplements, 16.3 % had no knowledge of them, 50.0 %
learned about the dietary supplements from health
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Do you have knowledge on dietary supplements?

80
&)5
226
44
37
233
48
140
15
33
34

%7)

83,7
16,3
13,7
86,3
17,7
51,9
5,6
12,2
12,6

How did you learn about the dietary supplements?

Yes
No
Yes
No
TV Commercials
Health Staff
Written sources such as newspapers, magazines
Internet
Friends, neighbors, etc.

Do you read the prospectus before using dietary
supplements?

Yes

200

74,1

No
Every day
2-3 times a week
Once a week
2-3 times a month
Once a month
Sometimes

70
68
19
21
23
9
130

25,9
25,2
7,0
7,8
8,5
3,3
48,2

Myself
My doctor
My dietician
Friend advice
Yes
No
Internet
My friend
Pharmacy

77
145
5
43
234
36
21
13
236

28,5
53,7
1,9
15,9
86,7
13,4
7,7
4,8
87,4

Do you find dietary supplements dangerous?

How often do you consume dietary supplements?

Who advised you to use dietary supplements?

Did you benefit from dietary supplements?
Where do you buy dietary supplements?
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In the study, it was determined that women
used iron more and more regularly than men. 81.4%
of women have used or still use iron. This rate is
32.1% for men. Iron deficiency is the most common
cause of anemia in the world and is more common in
women than in men. Iron deficiency is higher in

8.1% of the respondents stated that they regularly use iron, 25.2% stated that they used multivitamins, 44.8% stated they used iron before, 57.8% said
they knew about vitamin A but did not use it, 80.7%
stated that they did not know Glucosamine-Chondroitin (Figure 1).
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able to pay attention to their nutrition in their busy
work life lead people to use nutritional support products in order to be able to spend their daily lives in a
healthy way (Figure 2).
In a study conducted in Ankara on nutritional
supplements, the top three responses of male respondents are to strengthen fitness, improve performance and strengthen immunity, and of female are
to strengthen immunity, to be more energetic and delay aging [15].
In a study conducted by Ergen and Bekoglu, the
top reasons for consuming nutritional support products are strengthening immunity, fatigue prevention,
physical and mental (mental) performance. Sleep
disorders (4%) are the least common reasons for consumption [4].
In another study, it is reported that food supplements are used for health support and nutritional deficiencies [16]. According to a study conducted with
458 women and 456 men over the age of 65 in Taiwan, it is observed that those who have higher levels
of education and who are older have a tendency to
use two types of food supplement products. The top
five nutritional supplement products of this group
are; Glucosamine, multivitamins and minerals, calcium, fish oil and vitamin B complex. According to
another study, the main reason for males to use nutritional supplements is unbalanced nutrition while it
is degeneration for females [1].
In order to eliminate the feeling of fatigue experienced by individuals for a variety of reasons and
to improve their quality of life, and also to be resistant towards diseases, they tend to use nutritional
supplement products thinking that they may not have
a balanced diet.

women than men due to menstruation and reduction
in iron stores due to pregnancy. Increased blood volume during adolescence leads to the formation of insufficient iron stores and contributes to the reduction
of depots in inadequate intake. Inadequate intake in
the diet creates iron deficiency in most women. Even
in socio-economic societies with high levels of pregnancy, iron deficiency becomes apparent [11].
In one study conducted in Turkey glucosamine
was identified as the least known product and as the
product having the lowest rate of consumption. It is
seen that the consumption rate of C, B, D vitamins
and calcium is high (vitamin C 63.5%, vitamin B
50.3%, Calcium 43.1%, vitamin D 42.6%) [4]. In the
researches, it is stated that food supplements with the
highest usage / consumption amount are multivitamins with mineral content or without mineral content [4, 12, 13]. It is reported that the most commonly
used supplements in Turkey are vitamins and vitamin-mineral complexes [4].
In a study conducted by Berch [14] to determine vitamin and mineral supplement usage situations of women having children under 6 years old
and working full-time, it is reported that 58% of 102
women between 22 and 47 years of age regularly
used supplements. It was also determined that 88%
consumed two or more multivitamins per week.
When asked about the reason for using nutritional supplements, 70.4% of respondents stated that
they used the supplement to feel more energetic,
67.0% used it because it was beneficial to their
health and 63.3% used it to prevent fatigue. Weight
loss is the least common cause of consumption. It
can be said that people's feelings of fatigue as a result
of their workload, stress, and illness and not being
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%'725216'-286385',%6-1+%1(86)
Food supplements should be used in the specified dosage
Expiration dates of food supplements should be taken into account
It should be noted that it is a well-known and reliable brand when using food supplements
%'725 )1)*-76
Food supplements give energy
Food supplements prevent diseases
Food supplements have healing power
Food supplement users do not get ill
Food supplement products support metabolism
%'725 )%/7,6833257
Food supplement should not be used without consulting a doctor
Food supplement use reduces health expenses
People can use food supplements according to their needs
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that consumers participating in the study are conscious while purchasing food supplements.
Factor 2: Food supplements give energy, Food
supplements prevent diseases, Food supplements
have healing properties, Food supplement users will
not be sick, Food supplement products support metabolism arguments create a group and are considered to be a single factor. Factor 2 is the factor called
as “benefit factor” and forms 15.863% of the variance.
Factor 3: Food supplements should not be used
without consulting a doctor. The use of food supplements reduces health expenditure, the person can use
food supplements according to his / her requirement
form a group and is considered as a single factor.
Factor 3 is called as “Health support” and forms
10,819% of the variance.

Consumers were asked to evaluate the questions asked according to the 5-point Likert Scale in
order to determine the characteristics they pay attention to while purchasing nutritional support products
and to evaluate their consumption behaviors. Likert
scale is coded as “Strongly disagree”, “Disagree”,
“Neither agree or disagree”, “Agree”, and “Strongly
agree”.
As a result of factor analysis, 3 factors which
are composed of 11 variables with high share of partnership were obtained. In order to test whether the
results of Factor Analysis are useful and usable and
that the data are suitable for applying Factor Analysis, Kaiser Meyer Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett Sphericity tests were applied.
%1(%57/)776 )67
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure
,713
of Sampling Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square 1239,556
Bartlett's Test
df
105
of Sphericity
Sig.
,000

!
It is known that when the proposition that food
supplement products should not be evaluated as
medicines by the experts in health industry was put
forward and when they are used in proper dosage and
consciously, they affect the health of the users.
Nowadays, the wrong and inadequate nutrition is
due to the fact that the foods are not consumed in the
correct dose and properly. Malnutrition caused by insufficient and unbalanced nutrition causes the body
and the immune system to become weaker. Those,
who consume vegetables and fruit that are not grown
in natural conditions, which might as well have been
genetically modified, may not consume the vitamins
which are necessary for the body. Today, because of
the methods used in the production, intake of vitamins and minerals is not as easy as before. Nutritional disorders caused by these reasons can be prevented by using food supplements.
The most important problem on the use of food
supplements could be said to be the lack of sufficient

As shown in Table 1, Kasier Meyer Olkin
(KMO) value was found to be 0.713. Thus, it is seen
that the results of factor analysis to be applied to the
data will be useful and usable. When the Barlett test
results are examined, it is seen that the chi-square
value obtained is significant at 1% level. Therefore,
the data are suitable for applying to Factor Analysis.
The common variances of the variables ranged from
0% to 483% and 0% to 901%. This shows that the
variables used are applicable for factor analysis.
Factor 1: Food supplements should be used at
the specified dosage, the expiration date of the food
supplements should be checked. It should be noted
that it is a well-known and reliable brand when using
food supplements form a group and are accepted as
a factor. Factor 1 is named as “Conscious purchasing” and forms 32,368% of the variance. This shows
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knowledge about these products and the lack of nutritional awareness. In order to increase the awareness of individuals about these issues, there are a
couple of solutions such as providing education on
nutrition at an early age, and creating public awareness via press broadcasting, visual media and social
projects.
When we think that in order to improve the
quality of life we need to provide the vitamin support
that our body needs when it is not balanced and not
fed enough, it means that we can use nutritional supplements as a part of our life. It is also of utmost importance for individuals to receive information on
the use of nutritional supplements from experts if
they do not have sufficient knowledge about these
products, and to act accordingly.
As a result; we want to emphasize that the society should be made aware of the nutritional supplementary products. There is no single miracle buff
that contains all the minerals and vitamins. Therefore, it is necessary to consume the nutrients in nature in a balanced and sufficient manner.
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Soil erosion had decreased the land productivity by declining soil depth, removing nutrient element, consequently altering soil physico-chemical
properties and biological status, which retarded
plant colonization and growth in karst rocky desertification regions. Being rich in organic matter and
other nutrients element, municipal sewage sludge
(SS) was widely used as an amendment to improve
soil fertility. An experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of SS application on the soil
quality in a typical karst desertification area,
Xingren County of Guizhou Province, Southwest
China. In this study, 20~75% dosage of SS were
added to soil. The soil organic matter (SOM), total
and available nutrients, microbial biomass carbon
and nitrogen ((MBC and MBN), and the soil enzymatic activities were examined. SOM, total and
available nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), microbial biomass, activities of dehydrogenase, catalase,
cellulose, ivertase, urease and alkaline phosphatase
significantly increased with SS addition. The content of organic matter and other nutrients increased
with the SS addition rate increasing. However,
MBC, MBN and the activities of cellulase, ivertase
and urease showed a decrease trend while the SS
application rate was above 35%. Therefore, the
higher contents of organic matter, N and P could
not indicate the higher soil quality. The results
convincingly demonstrated that the lower rate of SS
application (20~35%) would take advantage of
favorable effects on the soil fertility in karst desertification regions.



In karst rocky desertification regions, soil was
eroded and bedrock was exposed, resulting in the
desert-like landscapes and decreased soil quality [1],
thereby retarding the plant colonization and growth.
Topsoil loss and depletion of soil organic matters,
Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P) and Potassium (K)
existed universally in karst rocky desertification
regions [2]. Soil microbes also apparently changed
in different gradient rocky desertification regions,
such as the composition of soil bacteria communities [3]. The species richness and diversity in soil
fungal populations were found significantly altering
as well [4]. The plant biomass accumulation was
significantly restrained in such areas [5]. And the
karst rocky desertification had been regard as a
potential threat to the soil quality and ecosystem.
Restoration of the ecological environment in karst
rocky desertification regions has been an important
task in Guizhou Province which has large rocky
desertification distributing areas in Southwest China. However, plantations cannot be well established
because of the soil resource shortage and nutrient
depletion. Therefore, there is an urgent need for
improving the soil properties, so as to promote the
plant’s colonization and survival.
Sewage sludge (SS) is the by-product in the
process of centralized wastewater treatment [6]. In
recent years, the production of municipal sewage
sludge has increased rapidly and reached an enormous magnitude due to the development of municipal wastewater treatment industry in China. Being
rich in organic matters, N and P, SS has been considered as an incentive fertilizer for land-use [7, 8].
Several previous studies have reported significant
improvement of soil physical structures, chemical
properties and biological characteristics in soil [9].
Nevertheless, the application of SS to agricultural soil can pose a risk to the environment, as
sewage sludge can contain a variety of toxic contaminants. Thus, the European Commission implemented the EU Directive 86/278/EEC on sewage
sludge, which establishes regulatory guidelines to
prevent potential damages to the environment and

%$ 
Municipal sewage sludge, rocky desertification region,
soil fertility, soil microbial biomass, soil enzymatic
activities
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Municipal
Sewage
Sludge

The maximum
capacity set by GB/T
24600-2009, China

Soil

"Environmental quality standards for
soil"
(GB 18918-2008, China)
(the national secondary standard)

pH
7.87~7.90
7.78~7.80
SOM (g/kg)
262.70
7.51
TN (g/kg)
3.46
0.78
TP (g/kg)
108.24
3.45
TK (g/kg)
1.29
1.96
AN (mg/kg)
1101.00
214.94
AP (mg/kg)
187.21
2.11
AK (mg/kg)
97.48
130.04
Total Cu (mg/kg)
92.40
1500
65.99
100
Total Zn (mg/kg)
350.06
4000
142.70
300
Total Cd (mg/kg)
0.828
20
0.051
0.800
Total Pb (mg/kg)
60.20
1000
36.18
80
Total Cr(mg/kg)
119.33
1000
114.00
250
Total Ni (mg/kg)
50.17
200
85.57
100
SOM soil organic matter, TN total nitrogen, TP total phosphorus, TK total potassium, AN available nitrogen, AP available
phosphorus, AK available potassium.

! ! 

3/0 '2* 6+:'-+ 608*-+ )300+)7/32 Soil (loess) samples were randomly collected from the top
soil layer (0~20 cm) in a typical karst rocky desertification area in Xingren County, southwest Guizhou Province (N 25°44′-26°13′, E 105°18′-106°06,
with an elevation of 1,359 m), in May 2017. The
mean annual temperature was 15.2 °C, and the
annual precipitation was 1,315.3 mm. The vegetation coverage was about 70%, the lime stone exposure rate was approximately 30%. Dewatered aerobically-composted municipal sewage sludge (SS)
with about 80% water content was collected from
Xiaohe Municipal Wastewater Plant (Guizhou
Province) in May 2017.
Pieces of gobbet and visible plant materials in
the soil were removed. Soil and SS collected were
allowed to air dry and sieved through a 2 mm mesh
screen. Physico-chemical properties of the soil and
SS sampled for experiment showed in Table 1. The
concentrations of heavy metals in SS were below
the allowable limits (GB/T 24600-2009, China).

5++2.386+ +;4+5/1+27'0 *+6/-2 Five experiments were conducted in the study. PVC pots
with 25 cm diameter and 20 cm height were filled
with SS and soil mixtures of 1.5 kg, with the SS
proportion of 20%, 25%, 35%, 50% and 75%, designated as T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5, respectively. The
soil without SS addition was set as the control
treatment, labelled as CK. Each treatment included
three replicates. The soil mixtures were adjusted to
70% of their maximum water holding capacity with
deionised water. The experiment was carried out in
a greenhouse where the average temperature was
25°C in daytime and 18°C at night, and allowed to
equilibrate for 45 days. After the incubation period,
the mixed soil pH, organic matter, TN, AN, TP,

human health, and settles limit values for the content of heavy metals. There has been much concern
about the potential risks for the environment and
human health associated to the presence of heavy
metals in sewage sludge used as agricultural
amendment. In particular, toxic heavy metals can
negatively impact soil microbial communities and,
in consequence, soil functionality [10]. Regrettably,
in the past, much less attention has been paid to
other contaminants present in sewage sludge.
Enzymes involved in the cycling and availability of nutrients, degradation and synthesis of soil
organic matters, biodegradation of toxic pollutants,
and the enzyme activity were greatly sensitive to
environment changing, thereby having been a good
indicator of soil quality [11]. Therefore, the enzyme
activity may be the more accurate indicators of the
effect of SS application on the soil microbial activity [12]. At present, very few studies have been
done about the application of SS on the soil
amendment in karst rocky desertification. The effect of SS application on soil chemical and biological properties is yet to be fully understood. Thus,
the aims of this study were to evaluate the effects of
SS application on the soil quality in karst rocky
desertification, through the analysis of soil physicochemical properties, microbial biomass, and some
enzyme activities. More specifically, we need to
find out the impacts of different-ratio-SS application on the soil fertility and enzyme activity, so as
to identify the suitable SS proportion for improving
the soil nutritional status, which would be favorable
to the plants’ growth for subsequent amelioration in
karst rocky desertification regions.
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7'7/67/)'0'2'0<6/6 One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the soil
properties among different treatments. Mean values
were tested for differences with the Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) mean separation
test. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients among
variables were calculated by the Bivariate Correlations procedure. Unless otherwise noted, significance was reported at 0.05 level. All statistical
analysis were conducted by using SPSS 22 for
Windows software package.


 "!  " 

AP, TK, AK, total Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, Cr and Ni, microbial biomass C and N, activity of dehydrogenase, catalase, cellulose, ivertase, urease and phosphatase in each treatment were analyzed.

+'685+1+276 3, 63/0 4.<6/)).+1/)'0
4534+57/+61/)53(/'0(/31'66'2*+2=<1+')7/9
/7/+6 Soil pH was determined in 1:2.5 soil/water
suspension by using the digital pH meter (Systronic
Scientific Equipments Ltd., India). SOM, TN, TP,
AN, AP, TK, AK and total heavy metals were
measured according to the method of Lu [13]. Total
Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, Cr and Ni concentrations were
determined by the atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AA7000, Shimadzu, Japan) after digestion
of the samples with mixture of nitric, sulphuric and
perchloric acid in the ratio of 5:1:1.
Soil microbial biomass C (MBC) was determined through the chloroform fumigation extraction procedure [14]. Soil microbial biomass N
(MBN) was determined by the fumigation extraction method of Joergensen and Brookes [15].
Three-replicate 25 g (fresh weight) portions of the
soil were weighed into 100 mL beakers and fumigated with ethanol-free chloroform in dark at 20 °C
for 24h. After the fumigant was removed, the soil
was extracted with 100 mL 0.5 mol·L-1 K2SO4 for
30 min. Similarly, the unfumigated soil was extracted to determine the background soluble C and
N level. The organic C concentration in the soil
extracts was measured by the dichromate oxidation,
and MBC was calculated by: (MBC) =EC/EC,
where EC is the difference in soluble organic C
concentration between the fumigated and unfumigated soil, and the EC used was 0.38 to account for
the extraction efficiency. Ninhydrin N released on
fumigation was converted to MBN by using a conversion factor of 3.1 [16].
Soil enzyme activities were determined by using the methods presented by Guan [17]. The Dehydrogenase activity was determined based on the
spectrophotometric analysis of triphenyl tetrazolium formazan released after 24h incubation at 37°C.
The Catalase activity was measured by backtitrating residual H2O2 with KMnO4 in the presence
of H2SO4, and expressed as mg hydrogen peroxide
kg-1 soil d-1. The Cellulase activity was measured
by using the 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid assay through
spectrophotometric analysis, and expressed as g
glucose kg-1 soil d-1. The Invertase activity was
determined by using sucrose as the substrate under
standard conditions at 37°C for 24h, and expressed
as g glucose kg-1 soil d-1. The Urease activity was
measured with urea as the substrate under standard
conditions at 37°C for 24h, and expressed as mg
NH4+ kg-1 soil d-1. The Alkaline phosphatase activity was determined with p-nitrophenyl phosphate as
the substrate at 37°C for 24h, and expressed as mg
phenol kg-1 soil d-1.

3/0 4 '2* 2875/+27 4534+57/+6 The application of SS to agricultural soil is a common practice worldwide, given its potential agronomic benefits (derived from its capacity to supply valuable
nutrients and OM to the soil) and environmental
gains derived from (i) the concomitant reduction in
the need for energetically-expensive synthetic fertilizers and (ii) the reutilization of a by-product.
Enhanced values of soil OM have been widely
reported after SS application. Here, the long-term
application of SS led to significantly higher values
of OM in SS-amended soils, compared to unamended control soil. Besides, the long-term application of SS resulted in a slight, but statistically
significant, reduction in soil pH, which could be
attributed to nitrification of the ammonium contained in sewage sludge and/or to the production of
organic acids during OM decomposition [17].
Soil pH slightly decreased in this study (Table
2), which was consistent with that reported by Asik
et al. [9]. Such effect might be attributed to the
formation of organic acids in the process of SS
degradation as well as N compound oxidation [18].
SS could provide abundant nutrients, especially the organic matter, N and P compounds. As a
result of SS application, the content of soil nutrients
increased significantly in all soil treated with SS.
SOM, TN, AN, TP and AP obviously increased,
and the strength of the effects increased with the SS
addition rate. The increasing proportion of the organic matter was 1.93 to 31.49 times more than that
in CK. TN, AN, TP and AP increased by 1.10~3.06
times, 1.64~3.55 times, 1.62~27.43 times and
22.90~56.04 times respectively, compared with
CK. TK and AK had even lower concentrations
with SS application than those in CK, due to their
contents in SS were relatively lower (Table 2).
ANOVA showed that differences in the organic
matter, total and available N, total and available P,
total and available K among the soil with SS addition and the control treatment were significant.
Abreu-Junior et al. [19] also reported that as an
initial fertility driver, SS had obviously improved
the properties of infertile soil.
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+'9< 1+7'06 The contents of heavy metals
18918-2008, China), while adding 75% SS could
in SS measured were below the limits stipulated in
lead to the Zn concentration exceeding, and the Cd
the Control Standard of Pollutants in Agricultural
concentration was very close to the limited value.
Sludge (GB/T 24600-2009, China). The heavy
The results suggested that being applied at a suitametal concentration showed an increase trend in
ble dosage, SS might be a potential soil amendment
soil with SS addition, except Cr and Ni (Table 2).
in karst rocky desertification areas.
The higher contents of Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb, as well as

the lower contents of Cr and Ni in SS than those in
/)53(/'0(/31'66'2* Since microbial
biomass is a good indicator for the soil quality,
CK, could directly contribute to the obvious inthere is generally large microbial biomass and
crease of the concentrations of Cu, Zn, Cd, Pb and
available nutrients in fertile soil. In this study,
the significant decrease of the concentrations of Cr
MBC and MBN were significantly higher in the SS
and Ni, with the increasing rate of SS addition. The
application treatments than those in CK (Fig. 1),
increase of Cu concentration was 3.14%~31.56%
but the enhancement of the effects did not increase
compared with that in CK, while Zn, Cd and Pb
with the addition rate of SS. MBC and MBN were
concentrations were 20.38%~125.06%, 300.00%~
2.25~3.39 times and increased by 53.83%~
1,526.53% and 11.33%~46.48% higher respective149.83% respectively in soil with SS addition. As
ly. Heavy metals contained in SS might cause environment hazards when input excessively [20].
the addition rate increased, there was an rising
Therefore, the application dosage of SS to land-use
trend in MBC and MBN at the lower dosage of SS
should be well controlled. At what level and when
addition (20%~35%), and then gradually decreased
the metals might cause impair effects have not yet
at the higher dosage of SS addition (35%~75%).
been clearly understood. In this research, 20%~
The correlation analysis displayed that MBC and
50% SS addition would not result in heavy metals
MBN had positive correlations with the organic
exceeding the limits of national standard (GB
matter and other nutrients.

! 
.<6/)3).+1/)'04534+57/+6/263/082*+5*/,,+5+2775+'71+27
CK
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
pH
7.72~7.86a
7.58~7.68b
7.54~7.68b
7.52~7.66b
7.53~7.62b
7.56~7.60b
SOM (g/kg)
7.48±0.83d
21.90±0.95c
24.5±1.08c
29.37±1.92c
111.00±13.51b
243.01±18.54a
TN (g/kg)
0.77±0.02e
1.62±0.07d
2.17±0.02c
2.18±0.06c
2.31±0.05b
3.13±0.06a
TP (g/kg)
3.43±0.11d
9.02±0.44cd
8.58±0.74cd
11.17±0.66c
41.90±2.83b
97.53±3.06a
TK (g/kg)
1.94±0.07ab
2.02±0.04ab
2.10±0.06a
1.99±0.08ab
1.88±0.08bc
1.77±0.06c
AN (mg/kg)
220.67±14.741e
583.33±15.18d
762.33±27.93c
692.33±29.74cd
879.33±37.79b
1005.14±55.50a
AN (mg/kg)
2.23±0.33e
53.30±4.22d
66.27±7.40c
83.93±7.82b
86.50±8.89b
127.20±11.50a
AK (mg/kg)
131.67±9.45a
123.33±6.43b
118.67±5.03b
110.00±5.29c
101.67±5.51c
86.67±4.06d
Total Cu (mg/kg)
65.90±2.42c
67.97±1.80c
68.73±1.87c
71.80±2.82bc
77.83±3.75b
86.70±5.48a
Total Zn (mg/kg)
142.33±3.21c
171.33±8.62c
160.33±14.50c
147.00±10.60c
212.67±15.21b
320.33±10.07a
Total Cd (mg/kg)
0.049±0.006f
0.196±0.004e
0.269±0.029d
0.410±0.007c
0.647±0.027b
0.797±0.015a
Total Pb (mg/kg)
35.93±1.25c
40.00±3.08bc
36.93±2.55bc
36.63±1.82bc
41.00±2.16b
52.63±1.80a
Total Cr (mg/kg)
113.67±4.67a
110.53±7.24b
109.67±3.33b
107.27±4.77b
100.27±2.9c
97.80±2.74c
Total Ni (mg/kg)
85.50±2.97a
80.40±1.23b
77.90±3.97bc
73.80±2.00c
66.83±1.94d
38.60±0.95e
Values are means ± standard error (=3). Different letters in the same line indicate significant effects on different treatment (p < 0.05).

" 
3/01/)53(/'0(/31'66'2*/263/0/2*/,,+5+2775+'71+27
Different lowercase letters above each bar indicate significant difference of microbial biomass C among different sites
(<0.05), and capital letters indicate significant difference of microbial biomass N (<0.05)
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pH

SOM

TN

S
p
O
H
M

TN

TP

TK

AN

AP

AK

Catalase

Phosphatase

Ivert
ase

Ure
ase

Cellulase

Dehydrogenase

M
BC

M
BN

ns

0.6
39*

ns

ns

0.7
25*

0.7
22*

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.609*

*

0.7
74*

ns

*

0.8
89*

0.9
93*

0.7
15*

0.6
85*

ns

0.919**

*

*

0.9
21*

ns

*

0.8
70*

0.840**

*

0.86
5**

0.788

*

0.9
54*

0.8
86*

ns

0.857**

0.8
64**

0.931**

ns

*

0.87
2*

ns

*

0.9
14*

0.8
19*

0.7
73*

ns

ns

ns

0.836**

*

0.76
0*

ns

*

0.8
64*

0.8
51*

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.806**

0.90
2*

0.6
85**

ns

0.935**

0.9
16*

*

0.88
9*

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

-0.850**

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.54
0*

0.6
05**

ns

0.7
03**

**

0.8
03*

0.64
1**
ns

*

TP

0.65
6**

TK
AN

0.9
07*
*

AP

0.86
7**
0.80
7**
0.86
5**
0.69
1**
0.76
8**
0.82
3**

AK

ns
ns

Catalase
Phosphatase
Ivertase

0.897**

0.786

0.696

Urease

*

Cellulase

0.926**

0.763
ns

**

0.8
69*
*

0.9
12*

0.7
11*
0.8
94*

0.7
66*
0.8
86*

*

*

0.9
07*
0.9
63*

0.8
79*

*

ns

ns

0.9
00*

0.9
26*
0.9
02*
*

0.9
36*

0.9
11*

*

*

0.9
28*

Dehydrogenase

0.9
22*

*

0.9
07*
0.9
30*

MBC

*<0.05, **<0.01, ns not significant

The significant increase in MBC was positively correlated to the adding rate of SS, mainly due to
the microbial biomass in SS and the addition of C
substrate, which could stimulate both the size and
activity of the microbiological community [21].
However, other researchers reported a drop in microbial biomass on condition of a large amount of
SS application, because of the high content of
heavy metals brought by SS [22, 23]. We also observed that both MBC and MBN had a decreasing
trend in soil with the increasing SS addition (Fig.1),
especially in the soil with 75% SS addition. This
might be related to the concentration of Zn or Cd.
The correlation analysis indicated MBC and MBN
had negative correlations with Zn and Cd. MBC
and MBN in the control soil which contained lower
heavy metal content were also lower, probably due
to the quality and quantity of the organic matter and
other nutrients in native rocky desertification regions. Therefore, MBC and MBN were not only

positively related to the soil fertility but also influenced by heavy metals. The SS application could
result in a significant increase of MBC and MBN in
rocky desertification soil, especially at low rates
(20%~35%).

2=<1+ ')7/9/7/+6 At present, the activity of
soil enzymes is an important indicator of the soil
fertility. In this study, the activities of dehydrogenase, catalase, cellulose, ivertase, urease and alkaline
phosphatase showed significant differences in the
SS treated soil (Fig.2), which indicated the improved quality of soil with SS treatment.
We observed that the activity of dehydrogenase was significantly increased by 2.01~7.91 times
in SS addition treatments, and the strength of the
impact also increased with the addition dosage of
SS. We observed that the dehydrogenase activity
was correlated with the organic matter and other
nutrients, including MBC and MBN (Table 4). The
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remarkable stimulation effect of SS application on
the catalase activity was found, though there was
no significant difference across the treatments with
SS addition at different proportions (Fig. 2). This
might be related to the heavy metals, because besides nutrients, microorganisms also needed metals
for promoting the growth and activity if they were
not excessive added in soil. We observed a positive
correlation between the activity of catalase and Pb
content, and the activity of dehydrogenase displayed a positive correlation with Cu, Cd and Pb
contents, which were below the limit proposed by
the Chinese legislation (GB 18918-2008).
The activity of cellulase obviously increased
in treatments contained 20%~35% SS, which was
14.29%~127.95% higher than that in CK. It also
showed a trend that, as the ratio of addition increased from 35% to 75%, the activity of cellulase
gradually decreased. The activity of ivertase
showed a significant decrease as the rate of SS
addition increased. The activity of urease increased
by 2.05~13.75 times, and had a similar decreasing
trend as the activity of cellulase and ivertase. The
activity of alkaline phosphatase also increased
obviously after adding SS, which showed a similar
change as the catalase activity. ANOVA analysis
showed that the cellulase activity was positively



related to the organic matter, MBC and MBN. Wu
et al. [24] also stated the positive correlation between cellulase activity and soil nutrients. The
activities of invertase, urease and alkaline phosphatase had positive relations with the organic matter,
N and P. Such effects might be ascribed to that SS
provided large quantities of useful compounds for
improving the nutrient status in soil and stimulating
the soil microbial activity generally [25].
In the present research, cellulase, invertase,
and urease responded rapidly to the changes resulting from SS application, which showed a significant increase trend at the low dosage of SS and then
decreased as the rate of SS addition increased. This
result might suggest that there was not only a positive influence of soil fertility but also a negative
effect of the increased heavy metal on enzyme
activities. The same results were reported by Xue
and Huang [26]. Antonious [27] also found the
increased concentrations of heavy metals in soil
with SS addition had shown the negative impact on
soil microbes as suggested by the activities of the
enzymes they produced. Negative correlations were
found in the activities of cellulose, invertase and
urease with the Cd content, which confirmed the
contribution of high heavy mental contents to such
effect.

" 
2=<1'7/)')7/9/7/+63,1/;+*63/082*+5*/,,+5+2775+'71+27
Different lowercase letters in the figure indicate significant difference (p < 0.05)
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C
u
Cu

Zn

Cd

Pb

0.84
3**

0.84
4**

0.74
5**

0.80
4**

0.91
5**

Zn

Cd

0.76
8**

Pb
Cr
Ni

Cr

Ni

0.48
0*
0.51
7*
0.48
7*
0.49
9*

0.89
5**
0.96
0**
0.89
6**
0.89
0**
0.47
8*

Catalase

Phosphatase

Iverta
se

Urease

Cellulase

Dehydrogenase

MB
C

MB
N

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.847**

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.711*

0.862

0.79
0*

0.815
*

0.951*

0.72
6*
0.91
8*

0.74
1*
0.90
7*

ns

ns

0.713**

ns

ns

*

0.837*

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

-0.633*

ns

ns

ns

-0.871**

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.540

0.60
5**
0.70
3**

ns
0.89
4**
0.90
7*
0.96
3**
0.90
0*
0.93
6**
0.92
8**

ns
0.88
6**
0.87
9*
0.92
6*
0.90
2**
0.91
1**
0.90
7*
0.93
0*

Catalase

ns

Phosphatase

*

Ivertase
Urease

0.763**

ns
0.786

*

*

ns

0.696*

ns

Cellulase

ns

Dehydrogenase
MBC

*<0.05, **<0.01, ns not significant.

(2)Though the organic matter and other nutrients observed the highest at high dosage of SS
treated soil, the soil microbial biomass and most
enzyme activities were higher at the lower rate of
SS application, which suggested that the larger
quantity of the organic matter, N and P in soil did
not indicate the higher soil quality.
(3)Microbial biomass and enzyme activities
provided more information to the effect of SS application on the soil fertility. According to the determined indicators, soil fertility would be better
improved at the relatively lower rate of SS application (20%~35%) in karst desertification regions.

All enzyme activities determined in this study
showed positive correlations with the soil microbial
biomass. The positive correlation between MBC
and some enzymes activities in soil and its favorable effects on soil had been stated in some previous
studies [28], which was corroborated with our results. Moreover, we found that the activities of
catalase and alkaline phosphatase were less sensitive to the SS dosage in soil. As a consequence,
more information about the sensitivity of different
soil enzymes to SS still needs to be examined
further.
"  

$! 

This study displayed the effect of SS application on soil chemical and biological properties. As a
potential soil amendment, addition of SS brought
about significant modifications in the soil composition and biological activity, especially improvements of nutrient status, microbe size and some
representative enzyme activities.
The conclusion could be summarized as follows.
(1)Application of SS could obviously increase the content of organic matter, N, P, microbial biomass C and N, the activities of dehydrogenase,
catalase, cellulose, ivertase, urease and alkaline
phosphatase in the desertification soil.
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while, with the economic development, a certain
degree of deterioration of the ecological environment is inevitable. However, economic growth,
social and environment-friendly simultaneous development should be achieved under the premise of
coordinated development [2].
Research on the resource-based regions has
mainly concentrated on coordinated development,
but the focuses are different. Former research generally constructed the development index to evaluate the coordinated development degree [3-7]. Foreign research paid more attention to the environmental protection, ecological restoration and other
aspects, while domestic research tended to pay
more attention to the mode choice of the development.
At the beginning of the 1950s or 1960s, resource-based regions began to appear with the phenomenon of Dutch disease and the resource curse,
and the development of some resource-based regions began to slow down. Since then, experts have
begun to explore how to transform and develop the
resource-based regions. Sachs and Warner, [8-10]
studied the relationship between economic development and the resources of mining countries and
introduced the concept of the "Resource Curse". Its
means were that the countries with great natural
resource wealth tended to grow more slowly than
resource-poor countries. Mehlum et al. [11] claimed
that countries rich in natural resources constituted
both growth and growth loss, which differed according to the quality of the institutions. The paper
tested this theory based on the hypothesis that the
institutions were decisive for the resource curse,
which was confirmed. The results claimed that the
institutions did play a role for the countries rich in
natural resources. Ross [12] reviewed a wide range
of attempts in both economics and political science
to explain the “resource curse”. The results indicated that less was known about their political problems. The disparity between strong findings on
economic matters and weak findings on political
ones partly reflected the failure of political scientists to carefully test their own theories. Morrison
[13] examined the purported causal mechanisms
underlying this “curse” and showed that they all

China’s rapid urbanization has produced a
number of resources and environmental problems.
This study integrates systems theory with complexity science to create a Resources-EnvironmentEconomy complex system. Coordinated development strategies were proposed. The main results
show that evolution trend for the coordinated development of resources, environment and economy
in Nanjing is good. In the context of the coordinated development, it shall position itself accurately,
strengthen cooperation each other, to realize the
coordinated development of resource environment
and economy.
'% !
Coordinated development, Nanjing, model, policy

" #"
China's economy has been maintaining at a
high speed since its reform and opening. However,
China's economy has entered a shift from highspeed growth to intermediate-speed growth in the
schedule change, namely the economy has entered a
new normal. The average annual growth rate from
2012 to 2015 was much lower than that from former years [1]. At the same time, the huge pressure
of resource depletion and environmental damage
which China faces are unprecedented. Contradictions among the environment, resource, ecology,
human health, and social and economic development have become severe situations in China's
current economic and social development. In the
process of economic and social environment coordinated development, environment was deteriorated
and then has been improved. Not all countries or
regions have to go through the process of the treatment after pollution. Some countries control pollution emissions and resource utilization in the economic take-off phase. Since environmental degradation is irreversible, it is important to focus on the
environment in coordinated development. Mean-
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nomic development, we must achieve the reduction
of waste emissions. The environmental system
measures the level of development of the system by
measuring the reduction of waste emissions and
environmental protection inputs, and consists of
three aspects: total reduction, intensity reduction
and governance capacity.
(3) Economic system: The economic system
consists of economic scale, economic vitality and
economic structure. High-level development means
economic expansion, economic vitality and industrial structure adjustment.

focused on the revenue that these resources generated for the government. Zaman et al. [14] recognized that environmental conservation and human
activities should be paid more close attention to in
the coordinated development. Boyce and Emery [15]
demonstrated that resource abundance was negatively correlated with growth rates but positively
correlated with income levels using panel data for
the USA from 1970 to 2001. Gonzálezet al. [16]
deemed that coordinated development except the
economics, society and environment depended on
policy and culture. Now, coordinated development
in the abroad is increasingly concerned with the
development and utilization of renewable resources
or renewable energy, which is conducive to the
reduction of environmental pollution.
" !"!

;)2:)9154 14,-= 8>89-3 +54897:+9154 The
evaluation index system design is based on the
material flow analysis framework, and establishes
an evaluation index system for the coordinated
development of resources and environmental economic systems. Direct Substance Input (DMI) and
Process Emissions (DPO) are the two most important indicators in a material flow account and
represent the pressure on the resource environment
in each region. Therefore, the selection of resource
system indicators mainly refers to the direct material input (DMI) of material flow analysis, which
consists of locally mined biomass, fossil fuels,
metals, non-metals and tuned substances. The selection of environmental system indicators mainly
refers to waste discharge (DPO) in material flow
analysis. DPO consists of air pollutant emissions,
water pollutant emissions, solid waste emissions
and dissipative emissions. The selection of economic system indicators is based on regional GDP and
industrial structure.
(1) Resource system: Resource system is the
basic guarantee for economic development. It is
proved that the economic development maintained
through a large amount of resource investment is
unsustainable. Therefore, in the pursuit of economic
development, the reduction of resource input should
be realized. The resource system measures the level
of development of the system by measuring the
reduction of resource inputs, from total reduction,
intensity reduction and circulation.
It is composed of three aspects.
(2) Environmental system: Economic development requires material input, and substances
cannot be fully utilized, and some are discharged as
pollutants into the environment. When pollutant
emissions exceed environmental carrying capacity,
environmental problems seriously hinder social and
economic Development, so in the pursuit of eco-

-85:7+- 4;17543-49)2 +54531+ !>89-3
-;-2563-49 -;-2 )2+:2)9154 5,-2 The system development level is measured by the system
development index. The system deve-lopment index is between 0 and 1. The closer the index value
is to 1, the higher the system development level.
The closer to 0, the lower the system development
level.


!#"!!#!!

4;17543-49)2 8:*8>89-3 Table 1 shows
that discharged volume of SO2 per unit of GDP
(0.187) and discharged wastewater per unit of GDP
(0.185) are the two primary level indicators that had
the most influence on the environmental subsystem,
E. Altogether, these two indicators explain 36.9%
of the total change in the subsystem. These findings
suggest that pollution control is more effective than
environmental regulation in improving the overall
quality of the environment, which shows that the
Treatment after Pollution approach may not be
effective in China. Thus the government should pay
more attention to upgrading industrial and environmental technology to ensure a better environment.

-85:7+-88:*8>89-3 Table 1 shows that energy consumption per unit of GDP (0.206) and
water consumption per unit of GDP (0.205) are the
two primary level indicators that had the most influence on the resources subsystem, R. Altogether,
these two indicators explain 40.8% of the total
change in the subsystem. These findings suggest
that, in comparison with resources per capita, the
efficient utilization of resources better indicates the
overall level of the resources subsystem. Resources
are scarce and the availability of water resources is
low. The region needs to use water, energy, and
other resources more efficiently, for example by
using water and energy saving technology.
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Subsystem

Second level indicator

Indicator weight

Resources per capita

0.59

Resources
subsystem (R)

Resources utilization
efficiency

Environmental
quality

0.41

0.55

Environmental
subsystem (E)

Environmental
governance

0.45

Urbanization level

0.29

Economic
subsystem
Urbanization
efficiency

0.71

Primary indicator
Water resources per
capita (m3)
Arable land areas per
capita (ha)
Grassland areas per
capita(ha)
Woodland areas per
capita (ha)
Water consumption per
unit of GDP (m3/104
Yuan)
Energy consumption per
unit of GDP (ton of
SCE/104Yuan)
Discharged volume of
SO2 per unit of GDP
(t/104 Yuan)
Discharged of waste
water per unit of GDP
(t/104 Yuan)
Percentage of vegetation
with green areas
Percentage of environmental pollution control
investment
Sewage treatment plants
per 10,000 people
Garbage disposal plants
per 10,000 people
Percentage of urban
population
Percentage of the secondary and tertiary
industry
GDP per capita (Yuan)
GDP per unit land area
(104 Yuan/km2)
Number of doctors per
10,000 people

Indicator weight
0.176
0.187
0.124
0.107
0.205

0.206

0.187

0.185
0.183
0.166
0.148
0.144
0.106
0.109
0.101
0.093
0.08
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+54531+ 8:*8>89-3 There was an increasing trend in the economy system during 2008–2018,
as shown in Fig. 1. Urbanization is increasing in
Nanjing due to rapid growth in population and
economy, as indicated by GDP per capita and GDP
per unit land area. However, income (in)equality, as
indicated by the income ratio of urban to rural residents, and public infrastructure facilities, as indicat-



ed by road area per capita, have not been given
enough attention.

521+> 13621+)91548 (1) The introduction of
the scientific concept of development shows that
the Chinese people are more concerned about the
quality of life and the satisfaction and happiness of
life. Therefore, we must first establish a correct
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understanding. Nanjing is in an area where China’s
economic development is fast and people’s living
conditions are good. After the food and clothing are
satisfied, they are more eager for a “green mountain
and green water” urban ecological environment.
Therefore, the Nanjing Municipal Government
should encourage enterprises and the public to
proceed from the long-term interests, abandon the
ideological and ideological ideas of quick success
and instant benefit, aim at benefiting future generations, ensuring the sound and sustainable development of the environment and economy as the fundamental criterion, and implementing the scientific
development concept in depth. Effective local accountability mechanism, strict supervision of energy conservation and emission reduction targets, can
not only be left in the form, but must be implemented in the enterprise; on the other hand, it is
necessary to examine the local government as a
practical and effective environmental protection
requirement from the perspective of political
achievements. It is transformed into the behavior of
regional economic development and the functional
responsibility of the government, so as to achieve
the improvement and improvement of the ecological environment with the guarantee of the system,
and resolutely win the battle against pollution prevention and control.
(2)In the current economic new normal, economic development is a necessary guarantee for
coordinated development of the resource and environment. With regard to economic growth, first
Nanjing city should plan for resource exploitation
and utilization scientifically. Second, Nanjing city
should develop circular economy vigorously. Third,
Nanjing city should promote technological innovation and increase regional environmental protection
investment.
(3)The Yangtze River Delta region is developing in the direction of integration, close to the
natural ecological environment and structure, and
similar regional locations. The intricately connected
Taihu Lake, the Yangtze River and the East China
Sea combine this area into a whole, together with
the ecological environment. The "externality" of
pollution and the strong openness and obvious
cross-administrative characteristics of the Yangtze
River Delta region have made the ecological environment problem of the region not only rely on the
decision-making of a certain city, but must change
the attitude of isolation in the past.
At present, in the process of environmental
problems in the region, each city has a posture of
being independent, and it has turned a deaf ear to
some cross-border pollution incidents, making the
problem more and more fierce. Therefore, cities
should seek common ground while reserving differences, actively establish and improve the cooperation mechanism of the region, temporarily abandon
the economic and environmental interests existing

between different administrative entities, and jointly build an ecological and civilized city as a common goal, and strengthen exchanges and cooperation between all parties. In order to achieve the
common management of resource sharing and environmental pollution in the region, we will join the
joint prevention and control of ecological environment with the greatest sincerity and the strongest
confidence.


#!!
For a long time, there are a large-scale development and utilization of resource in Nanjing. But
the problems such as extensive utilization of resource, excessive consumption of resources, ecological destruction and environmental pollution
have restricted the coordinated development of
Nanjing. This paper draw the following conclusions:
Coordinated development is the best choice of
resource, environment, economy, and coordinated
development. Evolution trend for the coordinated
development of resources, environment and economy in Nanjing is good. In the context of the coordinated development, it shall position itself accurately, strengthen cooperation each other, to realize
the coordinated development of resource environment and economy.
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ASSESSMENT OF
METAL(LOID) CONTAMINATION IN ASARTEPE DAM
LAKE (ANKARA, TURKEY) USING POLLUTION INDICES
AND MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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contribute to the influx of heavy metals into freshwater. The sediment plays an important role in heavy
metal accumulation in these environments, as heavy
metals are principally deposited in the sediment.
Consequently, the release of heavy metals from the
sediment may also contribute to the contamination
of the water source itself. The evaluation of heavy
metal concentrations in the sediment and in the
groundwater is vital for water quality surveys [1-5].
The sediment also yields important information for
the determination of environmental and geochemical
contributions to water contamination [6] and plays a
vital role in the reintroduction of the sequestered
heavy metals into aquatic environments [7]. As such,
investigations of heavy metal contamination in
aquatic environments and organisms often take into
consideration the heavy metal presence in the sediment [8-10].
Turkey has been subjected to a large-scale immigration over only a short period of time [11]. For
this reason, the potable water demand has been augmented due to use for agricultural activities [12, 13].
This situation restricts freshwater sources and has
caused an increase of pollution in existing water
sources. These unpredictable circumstances were
not considered in the agricultural irrigation planning
during the project phase of Asartepe Dam. As the periodical irrigation for agricultural activities is supplied by Asartepe Dam Lake, the sediment-water interactions are crucial for maintaining public health
and the ecosystem. Briefly, the present work aims to
investigate the spatio-temporal interactions between
the sediment and the freshwater source in terms of
heavy metal contamination, as well as assess the sediment contamination, which is a determinant of water quality, with the use of statistical techniques such
as cluster analysis, correlation analysis and pollution
assessment methods.
The sampling site of interest, Asartepe, is a dam
lake located at 47 km to the north west of Ankara,
WKH FDSLWDO RI 7XUNH\  Ǝ 1  Ǝ( 
(Figure 1). The dam is constructed on øOKDQ stream
and is employed for the irrigation of a net area of

ABSTRACT
This study has investigated metal(loid) contamination in Asartepe Dam Lake, which is used for irrigation in Ankara, Turkey. Contamination Factor
and Degree of Contamination were applied to evaluate contamination in the lake sediment. The contamination was shown to be moderate according to a
modified Degree of Contamination analysis. Chromium was found to be the highest calculated metal
on the Geoaccumulation Index, and the lake was
found to be moderate-to-strongly contaminated according to the same method. The Pollution Load Index for the lake sediment varied between 3.11 and
3.5. Enrichment Factors suggest a minor anthropogenic origin for metal(loid) pollution; various statistical techniques were implemented. The greatest correlation among water-borne metal(loid)s was shown
by analysis to be between iron and titanium. No
strong correlation was observed for sediment samples. The results show that the lake water is relatively
free of metal(loid)s. However, this is not the case for
the lake sediment.

KEYWORDS:
Environmental contamination assessment, metal pollution,
water and sediment pollution indices, Asartepe dam lake
(Turkey)

INTRODUCTION
The inordinate impact of human activities on
the environment has led to various environmental
crises, including the contamination of soils and
freshwater sources with heavy metals. While some
metals are essential for the regular functioning of
both humans and other organisms, both essential and
non-essential metals are invariably toxic at higher
doses. Aquatic environments are especially sensitive
WRKHDY\ PHWDO FRQWDPLQDWLRQDVWKH (DUWK¶VFUXVW
atmospheric pollution and industrial by-products all
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FIGURE 1
Location map of the Asartepe Dam Lake and the sampling stations

probe system. Samples were acidified with 65% nitric acid to a final concentration of 2%, and filtered
through syringe filters with pore sizes of 0.45 μm.
Sediment samples were taken in plastic containers at
a sediment depth of 20 cm (only surface sediment
was used for the elemental analysis, the rest was used
for further works). All samples were read in triplicate and were stored at 4°C prior to analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0
and 21.0 (IBM, USA).

1500 ha. An evaluation of heavy metal contamination in this area is therefore essential, as crops could
be irrigated by potentially contaminated water
sources. As such, these crops may qualify as a health
hazard for their consumers [14].
The present study has five principal goals; (a)
determining the metal(loid) concentrations of water
and sediment samples in Asartepe Dam Lake, (b)
evaluating the correlations between the metal(loid)
concentrations in the water and sediment, (c) establishing the extent of anthropogenic influence on the
lake, (d) evaluating whether the present situation
poses a risk to the health of the ecosystem or the public, and (e) creating a background for future studies
involving this economically important artificial lake.

X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy elemental
analysis. Concentrations of elements in the sediment
samples were determined using x-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy (XRF). Sediment samples were dried
on a watch glass in a vacuum oven at 100°C for 1
day, then crushed to homogenize the sample and allow removal of remnants of water. Powders were
then poured into aluminium rings while still hot and
pressurized to form dry flat pellet discs which were
immediately placed into the XRF instrument (ZSX
Primus II, Rigaku, Tokyo). The energy span value of
the instrument can reach up to 30 KeV. PHA (pulse
height analyser) was performed before each analysis.
Assay was performed using both types of counters
(Scintillation and proportional counters for heavy
and light elements respectively) and LiF ((2 0 0) reflection face) crystal for detection of fluorescence.
Measurement method and crystal of choice allow detection of all elements from F to U. Prior to analysis,
sediment samples were crushed in a FRITSCH tungsten carbide mortar, mixed with connective material
(Wachs) at a ratio of 4 g samples to 0.9 g Wachs, and
pelleted under 15 N force using a hydraulic press.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Water and sediment sampling was conducted
between March 2012 and November 2013. Five stations were chosen to be representative of the general
metal(loid) profile of the lake. A total of 12 samples
were taken from each station at 30 day intervals. The
region is subject to a harsh continental climate; consequently, the lake is almost entirely frozen during
the winter period and as such, no sampling was performed during this period. All samples were taken
from the littoral zone, and due to prohibition and
other restrictions, sampling could not be performed
at the centre of the lake. Water samples were collected in 500 mL plastic bottles at a depth of 0.5 m.
Water parameters were measured by a YSI multi-
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the samples. Water and sediment data were considered separately under two groups and analysed with
respect to their yearly changes in concentration.
Sample distributions were checked using the
Shapiro-Wilk test. Samples displaying normal distribution were analysed using Pearson correlation analysis, those that did not were analysed using Spearman correlation analysis. 95% and 99% were chosen
as the significance criteria [16].

Pellets were analysed using a Spectro X-Lab 200
PED-XRF, analysis was conducted with the Tq-7220
method.
Inductively coupled plasma ± mass spectrometry elemental analysis. Water samples were
analysed using inductively coupled plasma ± mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) with high sensitivity and
precision. Elemental analyses were performed by
XSeries2 ICP-MS (Thermo Scientific, US-MA). To
assure full quantification with high sensitivity, series
of calibrations for each element were performed
(from 0.05 ppb to 10 ppm). Correlation coefficients
were at least R2 = 0.99 for each element. Plasma
power was adjusted to 600W for 1A and 2A group
elements and Fe ions, and to 1400W for other elements. Isotope interference probabilities and abundance parameters were utilized for computation to
select optimal isotopes. Internal standard solution
(10 ppb Bi) was used in the entire analysis. Measurements were done in triplicates while each measurement was the average of three runs. Calibrations
were prepared with the solution QCS-27(high-purity). Expected concentrations of each element in the
sediments were considered for the curves. A minimum 0.99 value was obtained for each correlation
coefficient.

Cluster analysis. Cluster analysis (CA) is a
technique employed to separate huge amounts of
data into distance matrices depending on their similarities. The dendrogram prepared from the distance
matrix can then be used to visualize these similarities. Water and sediment samples were grouped separately depending on the temporal accumulation
trends of metal(loid)s; such that the closer the distance between two metal(loid)s in the relationship
matrix, the more similar the accumulation trends between them. The analysis was performed following
the Ward method, using Euclidean distances and Zscore correction [17].
Pollution assessment methods. Contamination factor ܥ is the ratio between the measured
amount of a given metal in the sediment and the preindustrial reference value for that metal [18].
(1)
ܥ ൌ  ܥ Ȁܥ
where,  ܥ is metal concentration in the sediment of a
specific station and ܥ is pre-industrial reference
value of the metal (Hakanson, 1980).
Contamination factor results are fall into four
classes, ܥ [ܥ ܥ 6 and ܥ , which correspond respectively to low, moderate, considerable,
and very high contamination [19].
Degree of contamination (Cd) is the sum of all
contamination factors and indicates low, moderate,
considerable and very high degrees of contamination
at the values of Cd &d &d DQG
CdUHVSHFWLYHO\ [19].
(2)
ܥௗ ൌ σୀଵ ܥ
ܥ and Cd are general measures of heavy metal
contamination for lake ecosystems and have been
commonly employed for that purpose [20, 21]. However, as it is a sum of all contamination factors for
each individual metal, and the results could change
because of the number of the measured metals, a
third factor called modified degree of contamination
(mCd) was proposed by Abrahim & Parker [22].

Comparison of metal(loid) accumulation between stations. This analysis was performed to determine whether the differences in metal(loid) concentrations observed in different stations are statistically meaningful, and to assess the usability of the
water accumulated in the Asartepe Dam Reservoir
for agricultural purposes. This was done by reviewing all observed results under a single pool. Each of
the 60 samples collected throughout the duration of
the study were considered separately for their water
and sediment components. The Shapiro-Wilk test
was employed to determine whether the metal(loid)
concentration values followed a normal distribution.
Averages that did not display a normal distribution
were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test (log
transform does not work in many cases), while those
that were distributed normally were tested for homoJHQHLW\ RI YDULDQFH XVLQJ /HYHQH¶V WHVW 6DPSOHV
with homogeneous variance were analysed using the
Tukey multiple comparison test, while those with
heterogeneous variance were analysed using the
Tamhane test. Significance criteria were set at 95%
for all tests unless noted [15].

σ



݉ܥௗ ൌ సభ 
(3)

where n is total number of metals investigated [22].
mCd is the total contamination factor measured
in a particular study, divided by the total number of
metals considered in that study. Seven degrees of
contamination exist under this system: nil to very
low, low, moderate, high, very high, extremely high
and ultra-high; respectively for mCd P&d

Correlation analysis. Correlation analysis was
used to determine whether metal(loid) concentrations in the lake water and sediment are dependent
on each other. The correlation analysis is only an indicator, and utilized simply to reflect the general
state of pollution within the lake without discriminating between station and time differences among
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P&d P&d P&d 
mCd < 32, mCd 7KLVDOWHUQDWLYHPHWULFLVDOVR
used frequently for water quality assessment [23,
24]. All pre-industrial reference and background
content values required for the determination of contamination factor values were taken from [25].
Enrichment factor (EF) is a measure of geochemical trends and has considerable importance for
the comparison of chemical profiles for different areas [26].
 ܨܧൌ

 Ȁೝ
 Ȁೝ

The pollution load index (PLI) is another type
of pollution measurement developed by [35] and
serves as a commonly used technique for contamination analysis [36, 37]. In PLI, zero is the desired
value as it indicates an unpolluted case, a value of
one is the baseline level of heavy metals, results
above one are considered deterioration, which becomes more pronounced as the PLI value increases.
ܲ ܫܮൌ ሺܥଵ ൈ ܥଶ ൈ ܥଷ ǥ Ǥൈ ܥ ሻଵȀ
(6)
where ܥ is contamination factor and n is total number of metals studied [33].

(4)

where ܥ is metal concentration in a sample, ܥ is
metal concentration in the reference environment
(e.g., (DUWK¶VFUXVW ܤ is the reference element (e.g.,
Fe or Al) concentration in a sample and ܤ is the
reference element concentration in a reference environment.
EF can also be used to determine the extent of
anthropogenic pollution in an area. A variety of elements can be used for the normalization of EF values, with Fe being one of the more common [27, 9,
28]. This is because Fe is an abundant element, and
the anthropogenic effect on its levels in the sediment
are negligible [29]. As such, Fe was used as the reference element for EF measurements in this study.
Continental Fe values to be used for normalization
were taken from [25]. Different classification systems exist for the interpretation of EF results. The
scale used by [30] considers values between 0.5 and
1.5 to be natural, while values above 1.5 can be
linked to anthropogenic sources. More extensive
scales are also presented in the literature, such as
those used by [31], which recognizes five different
classes with EF values of <2, 2±5, 5±20, 20±40, and
>40, which respectively correspond to depletion to
minimal, moderate, significant, very high and extremely high enrichment. [24] used a seven-class
system for EF values of <1, 1-3, 3-5, 5-10, 10-25,
25-50, >50, which respectively stand for no enrichment, minor, moderate, moderately severe, severe,
very severe and extremely severe enrichment.
The geoaccumulation index (Igeo) is a sevenclass scheme proposed by [32] for the determination
of metal enrichment in geological samples. These
classes are IgeoIgeo<1, 1<Igeo<2, 2<Igeo<3,
3<Igeo<4, 4<Igeo<5, Igeo DQG WKH\ FRUUHVSRQG
to samples that are practically uncontaminated, uncontaminated to moderately contaminated, moderately contaminated, moderately to strongly contaminated, strongly contaminated, strong to extremely
contaminated and extremely contaminated. This index is also used frequently as a standard of sediment
quality measurement [33, 34].

ܫ ൌ ݈݃ଶ 
(5)

RESULTS
Lake water parameters. The measured ranges
of pH, specific conductivity (SPC), total dissolved
solid (TDS), salinity (SAL) and ammoniumሺܰܪସା െ
ܰሻ are listed in Table 1. SPC values were consistent
across the lake profile and generally stayed under
400 μS/cm throughout the year, with the exception
of Station 5. The onset of the dry season triggered a
deviation in SPC values of this station, as it is located
in a shallow area and used for agriculture when water
levels are low.
TDS values were in line with SPC values. Low
TDS concentrations were observed throughout the
lake area. However, Station 5 experienced an increase in TDS with the onset of the dry season.
ܰܪସା െ ܰ and SAL values displayed similar trends.
Station 5 also differed from the rest of the lake area
with respect to pH. During the rainfall season, pH
values of this station were similar to the rest of the
lake, but in dry season, an increase at Station 5 was
measured, whereas other stations experienced a decrease.
Spatial and temporal analyses. Comparison
of metal(loid) accumulation between stations.
With respect to the stations, metal(loid) contamination occurred to the greatest extent at Station 5, followed by Station 1 (Table 2). The difference between Station 5 and the other stations was not as pronounced as the differences between the remaining
four stations; in fact, no significant differences were
observed between Stations 3 and 4. No significant
fluctuations were noted during the observation period and barium had the highest concentration in the
lake water throughout the year.
Sediment samples are generally more consistent than those of the lake water, with less pronounced seasonal peaks and a relatively flat profile.
Fe is the element with the highest concentration
across all sediment samples. Non-essential elements
such as Cd and Pb, which occasionally appeared in
the water measurements, were not present in the sediment (Table 2).

ଵǤହൈ

where ܤ is background content of the metal analyzed, and 1.5 is constant, used to account for natural
fluctuation [32].
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TABLE 1
Various lake water parameters
Sampling Stations
SPC (μs/cm)
TDS (mg/l)
SAL (ppt)
pH
ܰܪସା െ ܰ (mg/l)

1
349-425
224-276
0.16-0.2
8.22-9.72
0.07-0.54

2
381-415
247-270
0.18-0.2
8.09-9.41
0.07-0.21

3
320-409
208-265
0.15-0.2
8.14-9.98
0.07-0.11

4
339-412
220-268
0.15-0.2
8.24-9.57
0.07-0.13

5
392-947
254-604
0.19-0.47
7.52-8.36
0.08-1.72

TABLE 2
Comparison of metal(loid) accumulation in the water and sediments between stations

(a)
1

Water (μg/l)

(b)
2

(c)
3

(d)
4

(e)
5

(a)
1

Sediment (μg/g)

(b)
2

(c)
3

(d)
4

(e)
5

Water (μg/l)

(a)
1

(b)
2
(c)
3

Ti

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

(b,d)
0.66
5.86
(a,c)
0.97
4.25
(b,d)
0.56
1.78
(a,c)
0.81
1.25
()
0.6
6.2
(b,c,d,e)
11133
18248
(a,c,d,e)
11803
20851
(a,b,d,e)
12522
16002
(a,b,c,e)
12193
16636
(a,b,c,d)
13557
15788

(d)
1.88
6.19
(c,d)
1.36
3.01
(b,d)
1.7
3.33
(a,b,c)
1.45
3.2
()
1.49
6.66
(b,c,d)
ND
402
(a,c,d,e)
ND
734
(a,b,d,e)
ND
431
(a,b,c)
ND
397
(b,c)
ND
505

(b,c,d,e)
ND
26.98
(a,c,d,e)
0.04
9.49
(a,b,d,e)
ND
8.81
(a,b,c,e)
0.01
12.06
(a,b,c,d)
0.02
21.59
(b,c,d,e)
1141
3558
(a,c,d,e)
1061
4688
(a,b,d,e)
1528
4161
(a,b,d,e)
1479
3385
(a,b,c,d)
1892
3854

(b,c,d,e)
ND
18.7
(a,c,d,e)
ND
39.9
(a,b,d,e)
ND
73.79
(a,b,c,e)
ND
52.49
(a,b,c,d)
ND
83.39
(b,c,e)
61802
115080
(a,c,e)
89722
126060
(a,b,e)
72332
117910
()
78494
110480
(a,b,c)
92496
110730

(b,c,d,e)
0.08
4.33
(a,c,d,e)
0.11
0.33
(a,b,d,e)
0.1
0.24
(a,b,c,e)
0.09
0.17
(a,b,c,d)
0.09
0.25

(b,c,d)
0.74
6.8
(a,c,d,e)
0.89
3.98
(a,b,d,e)
0.88
3.52
(a,b,c,e)
0.89
2.87
(b,c,d)
0.9
3.52
(b,c,d,)
ND
322
(a,c,d)
ND
325
(a,b,d)
226
333
(a,b,c)
170
386
()
261
384

(b,c,d,e)
ND
4.92
(a,c,d,e)
0.15
7.52
(a,b,d,e)
0.11
4.01
(a,b,c,e)
ND
2.38
(a,b,c,d)
0.22
1.56

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

Zn

As

Mo

Cd

Ba

Pb

(b,c,d,e)
ND
12.91
(a,c,d,e)
ND
10.48
(a,b,d,e)
ND
-

(b,c,d)
12.08
33.8
(a,c,d)
15.05
25.66
(a,b,d)
8.48
-

(b,c,d,e)
1.21
14.64
(a,e)
1.41
3.44
(a,d,e)
1.12
-

(b)
ND
4.51
(a)
ND
0.18
(d,e)
ND
-

(b,c,d)
40.31
127.5
(a,c,d)
83.35
183.7
(a,b,d)
47.68
-

(b,c,e)
ND
10.25
(a,c,e)
ND
0.52
(a,b,e)
ND
-
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(d)
4

(e)
5

(a)
1

Sediment (μg/g)

(b)
2

(c)
3

(d)
4

(e)
5

17.13
(a,b,c)
ND
24.9
(a,b,c)
ND
14.68
(b,c,d,e)
ND
751
(a,c,d)
192
312
(a,b,d,e)
201
318
(a,b,c,e)
188
350
(a,c,d)
216
375

26.87
(a,b,c)
19.58
29.63
()
18.9
53.42

2.1
(a,c)
1.29
1.63
(a,b,c)
1.26
2.37

0.04
(c,e)
ND
0.07
(c,d)
ND
0.02

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

118.3
(a,b,c)
67.92
133.4
()
90.19
305
(b,d,e)
1685
4261
(a,d,e)
2225
3586
(d,e)
ND
2847
(a,b,c,e)
1610
3452
(a,b,c,d)
1841
3311

0.29
ND
(a,b,c)
ND
0.14
ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND: not detected
Superscript letter means no statistical difference (p>0.05)

TABLE 3
The results of correlation analysis for all water and sediment samples (handled from each station)

Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
As
Mo
Cd
Ba
Pb

Ti
1
0.590**
0.446**
0.486**
0.705**
0.542**
0.501**
-0.017
0.542**
0.654**
0.344**
0.516**
0.311*

Cr
1
0.124
0.318*
0.277*
0.443**
0.314*
-0.098
0.588**
0.338**
-0.025
0.585**
-0.046

Mn

Fe

1
0.469**
1
0.684** 0.512**
0.331** 0.495**
0.365** 0.445**
0.163
0.139
0.352** 0.352**
0.254
0.385**
0.248
0.362**
0.032
0.227
0.403** 0.359**
Sediment
Ba
Mn

Water
Ni

Co

1
0.618**
0.582**
0.051
0.523**
0.704**
0.467**
0.320*
0.491**

1
0.836**
0.166
0.611**
0.667**
0.285*
0.708**
0.292*

Fe
Ti
Cr
Ni
Fe
1
Ti 0.393**
1
Ba -0.006
0.106
1
Mn -0.043 -0.375* -0.268*
1
Cr 0.138
0.022
0.000
0.218
1
Ni 0.377** 0.066
-0.246 0.370** 0.126
1
Zn 0.177
0.027 -0.372** 0.360** 0.040 0.454**
* Correlation is significant at the 00.05 level (2-tailed)
**
Correlation is significant at the 00.01 level (2-tailed)

Cu

1
0.293*
0.401**
0.594**
0.340**
0.476**
0.443**

Zn

As

1
-0.016
1
-0.061 0.607**
0.273* -0.007
-0.134 0.706**
0.272* -0.068

Mo

1
0.462**
0.597**
0.237

Cd

Ba

Pb

1
-0.030
1
0.578** -0.036 1

Zn

1

in the sediment samples, which are instead notable
for the fact that negative correlations are present between certain metal(loid) pairs. Lake water samples

Correlation analysis. Strong correlations were
observed for metal(loid)s in the water, suggesting
that the contaminating metal(loid)s may have a common source [38]. These correlations did not appear
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Cluster analysis. Results of the cluster analydisplayed no negative correlations according to corsis for water and sediment are given in Table 4 and
relation analysis. The maximum correlation obFigure 2. For lake water samples, the metal(loid)s
served was Fe - Ti at 0.863. Ni - Cu (0.836), Mo Cd (0.787), Ba - Ni (0.708), Ca - As (0.706), Co - Ti
displaying the closest distance by cluster analysis are
(0.705) and Mo - Co (0.704) were other strong corCo - Cd, with a Euclidean distance of 0.619. The
relations observed in the water. The strongest corremetal(loid)s least related to each other are Zn - Ba,
with a Euclidean distance of 11.906. Zn - Pb together
lation in sediment was Ni - Zn at 0.454.
formed the group least related to other metal(loid)
However, the negative correlations of Ba - Zn
clusters, suggesting that the profiles of these
and Mn - Ti are of note (Table 3).
metal(loid)s in the lake water were substantially difOn the other hand, the spatial variation of conferent from other metal(loid)s. Metal(loid)tamination (between sites) is greater than the seasonal variation due to the origin of the pollution. The
metal(loid) distances were generally further for seddifferences in metal(loid) amounts which have geoiment samples when compared to water samples,
chemical origin, such as Ti, Ca, Fe, and anthroposuggesting that metal(loid) profiles were all relagenic origin, such as Cd, Cu, Zn variates spatially
tively distinct in the sediment. The closest Euclidean
and temporally. The negative correlation between Zn
distance for sediment samples was Mn - Ni.
and Ba could be explained by this spatio-temporal
variation.
TABLE 4
CA results matrices for metal (loid)s in water and sediment samples

Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
As
Mo
Cd
Ba
Pb

Fe
Ti
Ba
Mn
Cr
Ni
Zn

Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
.000
5.334 9.070 8.928 8.799
5.334
.000
8.654 8.486 8.627
9.070 8.654
.000
8.792 10.500
8.928 8.486 8.792
.000 10.317
8.799 8.627 10.500 10.317 .000
7.084 7.724 10.936 9.147 6.175
9.598 10.313 10.018 9.895 8.013
11.178 10.962 10.395 10.721 9.462
4.195 5.698 9.784 9.569 10.039
8.751 8.834 10.659 10.420 2.610
9.135 8.863 10.697 10.501 .619
3.500 6.076 9.778 9.424 10.743
10.843 11.230 10.374 10.280 10.011
Sediment
Fe
Ti
Ba
Mn
Cr
.000
9.181 10.787 11.979 10.847
9.181
.000 10.374 12.739 10.944
10.787 10.374 .000 11.769 10.961
11.979 12.739 11.769 .000
9.450
10.847 10.944 10.961 9.450
.000
10.482 10.930 11.594 9.083
9.848
11.110 10.224 12.154 10.390 10.206

Ni
7.084
7.724
10.936
9.147
6.175
.000
7.622
9.647
8.183
6.190
6.388
8.222
10.156

Water
Cu
9.598
10.313
10.018
9.895
8.013
7.622
.000
9.454
10.867
8.389
8.100
10.677
9.951

Ni
10.482
10.930
11.594
9.083
9.848
.000
10.230

Zn
11.110
10.224
12.154
10.390
10.206
10.230
.000

Zn
11.178
10.962
10.395
10.721
9.462
9.647
9.454
.000
11.391
9.757
9.419
11.906
10.275

As
4.195
5.698
9.784
9.569
10.039
8.183
10.867
11.391
.000
10.019
10.291
3.548
11.559

Mo
8.751
8.834
10.659
10.420
2.610
6.190
8.389
9.757
10.019
.000
2.690
10.621
8.568

Cd
9.135
8.863
10.697
10.501
.619
6.388
8.100
9.419
10.291
2.690
.000
11.005
10.015

FIGURE 2
Cluster analysis dendograms. a for water samples; b for sediment samples
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Ba
3.500
6.076
9.778
9.424
10.743
8.222
10.677
11.906
3.548
10.621
11.005
.000
11.412

Pb
10.843
11.230
10.374
10.280
10.011
10.156
9.951
10.275
11.559
8.568
10.015
11.412
.000
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TABLE 5
The results of pollution assessment analyses for the sediment samples
Fe

Ti

Ba

Mn

Cr

Ni

Zn

3.93
5.56
4.10
3.95
4.34

3.77
3.70
4.02
3.78
4.70

3.34
2.67
2.98
2.76
3.05

2.56
3.06
2.62
2.57
2.7

2.5
2.47
2.59
2.5
2.82

2.32
2.01
2.16
2.05
2.2

1.87
2.65
1.95
1.88
2.06

1.79
1.76
1.91
1.80
2.23

1.59
1.27
1.42
1.31
1.45

ܥ

Stations
1
2
3
4
5

2.09
2.23
2.08
1.90
2.22

3.44
3.20
3.10
2.98
3.26

4.82
4.67
4.08
4.34
4.46

2.45
2.67
3.50
2.78
3.20

1
2
3
4
5

1.64
1.74
1.64
1.51
1.73

2.37
2.26
2.21
2.16
2.29

2.85
2.81
2.61
2.7
2.74

1.88
2
2.39
2.06
2.26

1
1.64
2
1.52
X
3
1.47
4
1.42
5
1.55
Fe as normalizing element for EF

2.29
2.22
1.94
2.06
2.12

1.17
1.27
1.67
1.32
1.52

ܥௗ
23.83
24.71
23.86
22.49
25.23

݉ܥௗ
3.40
3.53
3.41
3.21
3.60

PLI
3.29
3.37
3.33
3.11
3.50

Igeo

EF

results obtained suggest that the lake water is relatively free of metal(loid)s. However, this is not the
case for the lake sediment.
Values of SPC, TDS, SAL, pH and ammonium
were stable and similar with each other for all measurement stations except the station 5. During wet
season, measured values at Stn. 5 were also similar
with others. Stn. 5 differed from other stations in dry
season. Water at Stn. 5 was more acidic and SPC,
TDS, SAL and ammonium values were higher. Also,
Stn. 5 had accumulated greater amount of
metal(loid)s in water than the rest of the lake due to
the agricultural activities nearby the station. Furthermore, any distinctive station was detected for sediments.
Cd and Co which were closest and had strong
relations according to the cluster analysis of the waWHUVDPSOHVFRXOGQ¶WEHIRXQGDVUHODWHGLQFRUUHOD
tion matrix as in the cluster analysis. Cu and Ni were
the most related elements in correlation analysis. Despite these two elements were situated in the same
cluster in cluster analysis, they were related mediocre. When the most powerful correlations of correlation analysis Co-Ti, Mo-Co, Ba-Ni, Ba-As were assessed in the cluster analysis, Mo-Co and Ba-As
were also closely related in the cluster analysis.
However, the other 2 correlations were related mediocre in the cluster analysis.
The lake sediment contamination was classified as considerable by ܥ and Cd while it was found
moderately contaminated by mCd. Considering EF
and Igeo, Ni, Cr and Ba were the metals with relatively high contamination. EF results indicated relatively minor anthropogenic origin for metal(loid) entry into the lake. Also, the lake sediment was classified as moderately to strongly contaminated and deteriorating by Igeo and PLI, respectively. The most

Pollution assessment. For every station and
every metal(loid) tested, ܥ values were calculated
and found to be considerable, with the exception of
Mn - Zn contamination, which were moderate at certain locations. In addition, the results proved that
Station 5 has the highest Cd value. However, that
value was similar to the rest of the lake, the contamination of which qualified as considerable. mCd varied between 3.21 and 3.60 through all stations, corresponding to a moderate degree of contamination
(Table 5).
When interpreted under all three classification
systems, the EF values suggested that the anthropogenic influence of metal(loid) concentrations in the
lake is extremely limited. The main source is of
mostly geochemical origin. EF values for Ni, Cr and
Ba were higher than those of Ti, Mn and Zn
(Table 5).
Igeo results displayed a level of contamination
greater than the EF results, with the lake being classified as moderately to strongly contaminated. According to Igeo; Ba, Cr and Ni were the elements
causing particularly strong contamination. PLI values among all sampling stations were found to be between 3.11 and 3.5 (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
The location of Asartepe Dam Lake makes it an
important freshwater reserve. Ankara, the capital of
Turkey, derives a substantial portion of its agricultural produce from the area irrigated by the lake. As
VXFKTXDQWLILFDWLRQRIWKHODNH¶VPHWDO ORLG FRQFHQ
trations is important for public. Various analysis and
interpretation techniques were applied to determine
the extent of metal(loid) pollution in the lake. The
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TABLE 6
Lake water and sediment samples quality classifications
WHO
Asartepe
Guidelines
Lake
for DrinkingWater
Water
Samples ȝJ/
4XDOLW\ ȝJ/
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
As
Mo
Cd
Ba
Pb

0.56 - 6.2
1.36 - 6.66
ND- 26.98
ND - 83.39
0.08 - 4.33
0.74 - 6.8
ND - 7.52
ND - 24.9
8.48 - 53.42
1.12 - 14.64
ND - 4.51
40.31 - 305
ND - 10.25

50
400
70
2000
100
10
70
3
700
10

Turkish Inland
Water
Quality
Classes ȝJ/
I

II

III

IV

20
100
300
10
20
20
200
20
3
1000
10

50
500
1000
20
50
50
500
50
5
2000
20

200
3000
5000
200
200
200
2000
100
10
2000
50

> 200
> 3000
> 5000
> 200
> 200
> 200
> 2000
> 100
> 10
> 2000
> 50

Asartepe
Lake
Sediment
Samples ȝJJ
11113-20351
ND-242
1061-4688
61802-126060
ND
ND-386
ND
188-751
ND
ND
ND
ND-4261
ND

Sediment
Quality
Guidelines (SQG)
ȝJJ
Moderately
Non-polluted
polluted
<25
25-75
<300
300-500
<17000
17000-25000
<20
20-50
<25
25-50
<90
90-200
<3
3-8
<40
40-60

Heavily
polluted
>75
>500
>25000
>50
>50
>200
>8
>60

ND: not detected

[2] 6D÷Lr, Ç. and .XUWXOXú % (2017) Hydraulic
head and groundwater 111Cd content interpolations using empirical Bayesian kriging (EBK)
and geo-adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(geo-ANFIS). Water SA. 43(3), 509-519.
[3] Wang, C., Liu, S., Zhao, Q., Deng, L. and Dong,
S. (2012) Spatial variation and contamination
assessment of heavy metals in sediments in the
Manwan Reservoir, Lancang River. Ecotoxicology and Environmental Safety. 82, 32-39.
[4] Howari, F.M., Abu-Rukah, Y. and Goodell, P.C.
(2004) Heavy metal pollution of soils along
north Shuna-Aqaba Highway, Jordan. International Journal of Environment and Pollution.
22(5), 597-607.
[5] Demirel, Z. and Kulege, K. (2004) Heavy metal
contamination in water and sediments of an estuary in southeastern Turkey. International Journal of Environment and Pollution. 21(5), 499510.
[6] Uluturhan, E., Kontas, A. and Can, E. (2011)
Sediment concentrations of heavy metals in the
Homa Lagoon (Eastern Aegean Sea): Assessment of contamination and ecological risks. Marine Pollution Bulletin. 62(9), 1989-1997.
[7] Ghrefat, H.A., Abu-Rukah, Y. and Rosen, M.A.
(2011) Application of geoaccumulation index
and enrichment factor for assessing metal contamination in the sediments of Kafrain Dam,
Jordan. Environmental Monitoring and Assessment. 178(1), 95-109.
[8] Monroy, M., Maceda-Veiga, A. and De Sostoa,
A. (2014) Metal concentration in water, sediment and four fish species from Lake Titicaca
reveals a large-scale environmental concern.
Science of the Total Environment. 487, 233244.

contaminated station was found to be Stn. 5 in respect to Cd, mCd and PLI. In general, moderate contamination can be found for the lake sediment.
Station 5 is located on the flowline of a spring
which flows in all seasons. The reason that the water
and sediment at Station 5 had lower quality values
might be due to the presence of the feeding stream in
this area, it would have transported water through the
agricultural zone. For this reason, contaminants are
also possibly moved through Station 5 due to water
flow in the dry season.
Comparison with Sediment Quality Guidelines
(SQG) revealed heavy pollution in the lake (Table 6).
In accordance with Turkish Inland Water Quality
Classes, the lake water fell under Class I for all contaminants studied except As and Cd, which were in
Class III and Class II during their peak periods (Table 6). According to WHOs Guidelines for DrinkingWater Quality, all elements except As and Cd conformed to standard.
The results suggest that, while not major
enough to pose a health hazard, there is an anthropogenic influence in the metal(loid) contamination of
Asartepe Dam Lake. As a major water source for irrigation, the continuity of these influences may lead
to substantial health risks for local people in the future.
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This study aims to determine the biological activity of " " Wendelbo collected
from the Gara Mountain (Iraq). As part of this, the
plant was extracted with methanol (MeOH) and dichloromethane (DCM). DPPH free-radical scavenging activity, total antioxidant status (TAS), total oxidant status (TOS) and oxidative stress index (OSI),
DNA protecting activity, antiproliferative activity,
antimicrobial activity and phenolic contents of the
extracts were determined as part of the assessment of
the biological activity. At the end of several studies,
it was concluded that " has strong biological activity. Furthermore, Gallic acid, Catechin,
Syringic acid, Chlorogenic acid, Caffeic acid, Rosmarinic acid and Sinapic acid with various ppm values were found in the plant as a result of the HPLC
analyses. As a result, it was determined that the edible plant "could be an important natural resource in pharmacological terms.

"is a bulbous plant that grows
on the mountain slopes, between oaks and near
scrubs, flowers in April or May, and demonstrates a
regionally narrow dispersion even though it is endemic in Iraq. Phenolic contents, antioxidant activity, antimicrobial activity, and protective effect
against DNA damage and the antiproliferative effect
of  " have been researched in this
study. The aim is to determine the pharmacological
potential of the plant using the findings obtained
from the study.
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The study material  " was collected
from the Gara Mountain (Iraq) (Figure 1).
Herbarium samples are preserved in the herbarium
of Zaho University, Science Faulty, Biology
Department. Following the field studies, muddy and
soiled parts of the plant samples were cleaned with
distilled water. Then drying was performed in the
open air under appropriate conditions. The crusts of
the bulbs of the dried plant samples were removed
and the samples were pulverized using a mechanical
grinder. The pulverized plant parts were extracted
with methanol (MeOH) and dichloromethane
(DCM) in a soxhlet extractor at 50 0C over
approximately six hours. Crude extracts were
obtained by evaporating the solvents of the extracts
using a Rotary Evaporator.

16-29-(%16 '6-8-6: !)565 Stock solutions
were prepared containing extracts at concentrations
of 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2 mg/mL using DMSO (dimethyl
sulfoxide). 50 µL of the prepared solutions was
added to 160 µL 0.039% DPPH. Then it was incubated for 30 minutes. Following incubation, absorbency was determined at 517 nm. These processes
were repeated for all specified concentrations [3].
Rosmarinic acid (RA) and ascorbic acid (AA) were
used as reference antioxidants. Lastly, the DPPH
free radical scavenging percentages were determined
using the following formula: inhibition% = [(Abs
control-Abs sample)\Abs control]x100. 
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People living in different communities have
basic needs such as drugs, food, perfume, and clothing. Amongst these basic needs, the demand for
drugs increases in parallel with the increasing world
population. Medicinal plants constitute the primary
source for health care services for the majority of the
world population. According to World Health Organization (WHO), about 80% of people living in
different communities benefit from natural products
in the treatment of many diseases [1, 2]. The search
for plants with medical potential has grown due to
people’s increased interest in medicinal plants.
Many researchers have studied the pharmacological
characteristics of plants in light of the ethnobotanical
data. In this study, the pharmacological potential of
"has been researched.
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ATCC 34135 ATCC 13803,  ! ATCC
90030 were used as fungus strains. Bacterium and
fungus strains were obtained from the American culture collections. Bacterium strains were precultured
in a Mueller Hinton Broth and fungus strains were
precultured in a RPMI 1640 Broth. The turbidity of
the bacteria and mushrooms was prepared in accordance with the 0.5 McFarland standard in order to obtain a standard inoculum. All extracts were tested at
800-12.5 µg/mL concentrations and all dilutions
were performed using distilled water. Colony formation was evaluated as the presence of growth and
the absence of colony was interpreted as inhibition.
Additionally, control plates were used for each study
series. The lowest dilution that prevents bacteria and
fungi reproduction was determined as the minimum
inhibitory concentration (MIC) [7-12].

The TAS, TOS and OSI values of the bulb of
the plant were determined using Rel Assay brand
commercial kits (Rel Assay Diagnostics Kits, Turkey). Trolox was used as a calibrator for the TAS
value and the results were expressed in mmoL
Trolox equiv./L [4]. Hydrogen peroxide was used as
a calibrator for the TOS value and the results were
expressed in μmoL H2O2 equiv./L [5]. The OSI (AU:
Arbitrary unit) value was calculated based on the following formula:



)6)40-1%6-21 2* ,)12/-' 216)165 The
phenolic contents of the plant extracts were determined using a HPLC instrument. A DAD detector
was used as a detector. The injection volume was set
to 20 μL. A: 3% acetic acid and B: methanol were
used as the mobile phase. The flow rate was set to
0.8 mL per minute. Chromatographic separation was
carried out with an Agilent Eclipse XDB-C18 column (250x4.6 mm; id 5 μm) at 30 oC [6]. 

16-0-'42&-%/ '6-8-6: 55%:5Tests for the
antimicrobial activity of the MeOH and DCM extracts of the plant were conducted using the agar dilution method recommended by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) and European
Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing
(EUCAST). The minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) for the MeOH and DCM extracts was determined against standard bacterium and fungus strains.
!%"  "" ATCC 29213,  ""
MRSA ATCC 43300, !"  ATCC
29212,    ATCC 25922, "
  "  ATCC 27853 and !!
" ATCC 19606 were used as bacterium
strains.   ATCC 10231,  " 

)6)40-1%6-21 2*  426)'6-8) '6-8-6:
Standard solutions were prepared from the MeOH
and DCM extracts taken from the bulb of the plant at
concentrations of 25, 50, 100 and 200 μg/mL, and
DNA protective activity was determined using pBR
322 supercoiled DNA. 0.5 μg plasmid pBR 322
supercoiled DNA was put into Eppendorf tubes and
10 μL of the standard solutions of the extracts was
added. 10 μL Fenton agent (30 mM H2O2, 50 μM
ascorbic acid and 80 μM FeCI3) was added to them
and incubation was performed at room temperature
for 10 minutes. The mixture was prepared with a final volume of 20 mL and left at 37 °C for 30 minutes.
Subsequently it was analyzed by electrophoresis on
1% agarose gel containing DNA ethidium bromide
[13].
16-342/-*)4%6-8)'6-8-6:!)56An MTT test
(3- [4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-il] -2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) was performed in order to find the cell
habitability on A549 cells of MeOH and DCM extracts taken from the bulb of the plant. After 70-80%
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16-29-(%16'6-8-6:As a result of the studies, it was found that the MeOH extract of 
"has higher DPPH free radical scavenging
capacity compared to the DCM extract. The findings
are shown in Table 1.

,)12/-' 216)165 The therapeutic potential
of medicinal plants depends on the presence of bioactive components that create specific physiological
and pharmacological activity [19]. In this study performed within this scope, the phenolic components
found in "were determined using an
HPLC instrument. The findings obtained in the study
are shown in Table 2.

!
4))%(-'%/'6-8-6:2*  
Ascorbic
acid (%)
27.717
69.398
95.721
95.740

Rosmarinic
acid (%)
25.501
43.744
79.694
93.849

MeOH

DCM

9.704
21.930
43.477
74.518

0.496
1.261
4.890
13.429
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that results from the imbalance between the generation and neutralization of pro-oxidants [16]. Antioxidant supplements can be taken when endogenous
antioxidants fall short in reducing the effect of oxidative stress. In this respect, the determination of
new natural antioxidant agents is quite important. In
the current study, TAS, TOS and OSI values of the
bulb extract of "were determined using Rel Assay kits. According to the results obtained,
the TAS, TOS and OSI values of "
were found to be 5.853±0.170, 16.288±0.230 and
0.278±0.004, respectively. In TAS, TOS and OSI
studies conducted on plants, the TAS, TOS and OSI
values of !  subsp.  were
determined as 3.628 ± 0.234, 4.046 ± 0.615 and
0.112 ± 0.025, respectively [17]. The TAS, TOS and
OSI values in our study were observed to be higher
than those in the above-mentioned study. It was determined that "had a higher potential
for producing antioxidant compounds. However it
produced more oxidant compounds due to environmental and structural factors. In another study, the
TAS values of ethanolic extracts of "
  were reported to be 5.55±0.41 [18]. In comparison to this study, it was determined that 
"had a higher TAS value. According to the
results of the current study, "could
act as an important natural antioxidant agent in reducing oxidative stress related damage.

unification was complete, cells were separated using
a 3.0 mL Trypsin-EDTA solution (Sigma-Aldrich,
MO, ABD). Following the separation process they
were planted on the plates. After the plantation process, they were incubated for 24 hours. Following
the incubation process, the extracts were subjected
to a dilution process at different concentrations (25,
50, 100, 200 μg/mL) and cells were incubated for 24
hours. Controls were applied with a growth medium
that was not supplemented with FCS. After an incubation period of 48 hours, the supernatants were dissolved in the growth medium and replaced with
1 mg/mL MTT (Sigma). Then incubation was performed at 37 °C until a purple precipitation appeared. The supernatants were collected and dissolved by adding dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
(Sigma-Aldrich, MO, ABD) to the MTT which was
absorbed by cells. Then the plates were measured at
570 nm using Epoch spectrophotometer (BioTek Instruments, Winooska, VT).

Concentration
(mg/mL)
0.25
0.5
1
2
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The MeOH extract of " demonstrated strong antioxidant activity. The DCM extract
demonstrated poor activity at 2 mg/mL concentration. It can be seen that the DPPH free radical scavenging activity of the MeOH extract of
" increased based on the increase in concentration. In studies conducted by various researchers, it
has been reported that MeOH extracts of  !#"
and  plants had DPPH free radical scavenging
activity [14]. In another study, MeOH extracts of 
!#" were used and DPPH free radical activity
was observed [15]. In our study, DPPH activity was
observed in MeOH and DCM extracts of  
". DPPH free radical scavenging activity
was determined for the first time in "
which was the material researched in this study. According to the obtained data, it was determined that
"could be used as a natural antioxidant source.
It has become increasingly well known that
many diseases today are caused by “oxidative stress”

Gallic acid
Catechin
Syringic acid
Chlorogenic acid
Caffeic acid
Rosmarinic acid
Sinapic acid

" (ppm)
30.67
986.56
0.6
9.96
9.54
6.01
0.62

It is known that phenolic acids have many properties including mainly antioxidant effects [20]. Gallic acid is reported to have antioxidant, antimicrobial, antitumor and anti-inflammatory properties [21,
22]. Catechin is reported to have antioxidant, antimutagenic, antimicrobial and anti-carcinogenic
properties [23-26]. It has been determined that syringic acid has antioxidant, antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory and anti-steatotic activity [27-29]. Chrologenic acid is reported to have antioxidant, antibacterial, anti-carcinogenic, anti-inflammatory and DNA
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16-0-'42&-%/%'6-8-6:The treatment of communicable diseases has become difficult due to the
problem of multi-drug resistance. Since pathogens
have recently developed resistance against currently
available antibiotics, the search for new alternative
sources for the treatment of communicable diseases
has become inevitable [45]. The antimicrobial potential of "was evaluated in this study.
The antimicrobial activity of MeOH and DCM extracts from the plant were determined using modified
agar dilution methods and the findings obtained are
shown in Table 3.
In previous studies, it has been determined that
the essential oils of " and  !#"had
an effect on !%" "" 
!!   "   " %"
and " "$% " [14]. Furthermore, it has
been reported that the essential oils of had an
effect on  "  "! !%
" ""  !""! %
  #   !   "  
  " """ and !" at different
concentrations [46]. In the present study, MeOH and
DCM extracts of "were used and had
an antimicrobial effect on  ""   ""
MRSA,   " "
     "  and  ! at

A
400
200
1.56
1.56
-

!"  ! 

concentrations of 25-400 µg/mL. In this respect, 
"could be a natural antimicrobial agent.

426)'6-8)'6-8-6:DNA protective activity can be defined as the protection of DNA in the
absence of antioxidant compounds against the hydroxyl radical which is one of the dangerous radical
types. In the current study, the DNA protective activity of MeOH and DCM extracts obtained from the
bulb of "was determined using pBR
322 supercoiled DNA. The findings are shown in
Figure 2.
According to the Figure 2, the MeOH extract
demonstrated no DNA protective activity whereas
DCM extracts demonstrated DNA protective activity
at concentrations of 100 and 200 µg/mL. In previous
studies, various plant types have been reported as
having DNA protective effects [47-49]. The protective effect of "against DNA damage
was researched for the first time in the current study
and found to be effective. In this respect,  
"could be used as a natural DNA protective
agent.

protective effect [30-34]. It is reported that caffeic
acid has antioxidant, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, anti-carcinogenic and hepatoprotective activity
[35-39]. Rosmarinic acid is reported to have antiviral, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, anti-carcinogenic and antioxidant properties [40]. It is stated that
sinapic acid has antioxidant, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory and anti-carcinogenic effects [41-44].
According to the findings in the current study,
there are 7 compounds in  "; Gallic
acid, Catechin, Syringic acid, Chrologenic acid, Caffeic acid, Rosmarinic acid and Sinapic acid. It was
determined that "could be a natural
source in terms of the compounds found in its
content.

MeOH
DCM
Ampicillin
Amikacin
Ciprofloksasin
Flukanazol
Amfoterisin B



16-342/-*)4%6-8))**)'6The antiproliferative
effect of the MeOH and DCM extracts of
"in relation to lung cancer cell line A549
were researched and the findings obtained are shown
in Figure 3.
Many types of plants are used in various societies as part of complementary medicine. Today, most
anti-carcinogenic drugs are phytogenetic [50]. However, anti-carcinogenic drugs still remain inadequate. In this respect, it is quite important to research
natural sources that can be used in the production of
new drugs. In previous anti-carcinogenic studies
conducted on plants, the antiproliferative effects of
various plant types have been reported [51-54]. In
this study, it was seen that MeOH and DCM extracts
obtained from the bulbs of "demonstrated strong cytotoxic effects on A549 cells due to
increases in concentration. In this respect, pharmacological studies revealed that  "
could be a natural anti-carcinogenic agent.


! 
16-0-'42&-%/'6-8-6:2*  
B
C
D
E
F
400
400
100
100
200
200
800
50
50
100
3.12
1.56
3.12
3.12
1.56
3.12
3.12
3.12
1.56
1.56
3.12
3.12
-

G
50
25
3.12
3.12

H
50
25
3.12
3.12

J
100
50
3.12

*(A) "" , (B) "" MRSA, (C)  , (D) , (E) " , (F) ", (G) !, (H) 
 , (J) " 
*100, 50 and 25 µg/mL extract concentrations
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" 
426)'6-8)'6-8-6:2*  

* P: DNA, 13: ", M: Methanol, D: Dichloromethane

" 
16-342/-*)4%6-8)**)'652*  
*25, 50, 100 and 200 extract concentration

"  
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[8] EUCAST (European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing) (2014) Breakpoint
Tables Fungal Isolate for Interpretation of
MICs. EUCAST, Basel, Switzerland.

The biological activities of  "
have been researched in this study. As a result, it was
found that the extracts obtained from the bulb of the
plant have antioxidant, antimicrobial, and anti-carcinogenic activity as well as offering a protective effect against DNA damage. Furthermore, it was determined that the plant contains compounds with important pharmacological effects. In conclusion, it
was determined in the study that  "
can be an important natural source for use in the development of pharmacological drugs.
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STUDY ON CLUSTER STRUCTURE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON_DOPED MAGNESIUM
OXIDE UNDER HIGH PRESSURE CONDITION
Yong Song*
Department of Electronic Information and Automation, Aba Teachers University, Wenchuan Sichuan 623002, China

subunits [9]. Ziemann and Castleman performed experimental measurements using laser-ionization
time-of-IOLJKWPDVVVSHFWURPHWU\DQGIRXQG³PDJLF
FOXVWHUV´IRU 0J2 QFOXVWHUVDWQ DQG
15 [10]. Besides, they also performed rigid ion
model calculations on these clusters, and found that
the two-dimensional ring structures are energetically
favorable when n = 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 [11]. Semi-empirical tight-binding calculations on (MgO)n clusters
(n = 1±6), were performed by Moukouri and Noguera [12]. Regular shapes like square, regular hexagon, regular octagon and cube were predicted to be
stable for small MgO clusters. However, Wilson
showed that the perfect rectangle and hexagon are
less stable after studied (MgO)n (n င 30) clusters using a compressible-ion model. He found that nanotubes based on stacked hexagons are energetically
favorable for small MgO clusters [13].
Effluents from oil and gas well sites have a potential impact on the environment. The chemical and
physical properties associated with these fluids influence the environmental impact ability. Oily
wastewater and drill cuts are the two most important
wastes generated during the drilling process. Some
of the additives present in these wastes introduce potentially toxic compounds into the fluids thereby increasing the toxic levels to a great extent [14]. Oilwater emulsions through discharge from several industrial works in machining, automotive shops, oildrilling, refineries, offshore oil explorations, oil
transportation, and distribution have been one of the
major causes of water pollution. Moreover, emulsions of oil-in-water have also been widely used in
metal processing industry such as in industrial work
of cooling and lubrication which are later replaced
and discharged due to substantial degradation of certain components. This oil discharged into the environment may be of different forms such as free (oil
and grease), dispersed and emulsions [15, 16].
To date, a large number of methods have been
proposed by various researchers from all over the
world to treat such forms of oil in water. As one of
advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), supercritical
water oxidation (SCWO) has been considered as a
greatly promising technology for treating toxic and
bio-refractory wastes. It is well known that supercritical water shows complete miscibility for oxygen

ABSTRACT
The geometries, stabilities, electronic and magnetic properties of (MgO)n (n=2-10) clusters doped
with a single C atom using the density functional theory with the generalized gradient approximation are
studied. MgO cluster is applied for oily wastewater
treatment. The effect of the amount of MgO, reaction
temperature, reaction time, initial COD of the oily
wastewater, and H2O2 dosage on COD removal was
investigated. The results indicated that the removal
process was more effective under the experimental
conditions. Adding the MgO accelerates the destruction of oily wastewater. The best COD removal
reached 98.6%. This investigation will provide fundamental method for developing a pretreatment
method of industrial oily wastewater with flexibility,
simplicity and high activity.

KEYWORDS:
MgO clusters, characteristics, carbon-doped, high pressure

INTRODUCTION
Magnesium oxide (MgO) is a prototype of simple metal oxides, which is widely used in technological applications. Its powder is considered as a kind
of dopants to form high-temperature superconductor
thick films [1, 2] and also a very important metal oxide supporter of catalysis [3, 4]. Bulk MgO is known
as an inert material with a high melting point, as well
as a typical wide gap insulator with band gap of 7.8
eV [5]. Recently, MgO nanostructures such as nanorods and nanotubes have been successfully fabricated and their physical properties have been investigated [6, 7]. Thus, it is fundamentally interesting to
elucidate the growth behavior of MgO clusters
which can be considered as the embryo of MgO
nanostructures.
In the past two decades, the atomic structures
of small-sized MgO clusters have been investigated
both experimentally and theoretically [8]. Saunders
carried out experiments in a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer for MgO clusters and observed mass
spectrum which indicated the stability of (MgO)3
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pressures (±0.1 MPa) by the back-pressure regulator.
The product stream was then separated into liquid
and vapor phases. The liquid products were collected
in a graduated cylinder.

and air, and high solubility for organic compounds,
which resulted that SCW behaves as an intermediate
between its gaseous and liquid states. During SCWO
process, CHN compounds are rapidly mineralized to
CO2, H2O, N2 and few inorganic salts [17].
Up to now, there are very few evidences of introducing magnetism into (MgO)n clusters. Study on
cluster structure of magnesium oxide in carbondoped is not reported. In this paper, cluster structure
of magnesium oxide in carbon-doped is reported.
MgO is applied for oily wastewater treatment. The
effect of the amount of MgO, reaction temperature,
reaction time, initial COD of the oily wastewater,
and H2O2 dosage on COD removal was investigated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of temperature and reaction time on
COD removal. The results are presented in Fig. 1.
As it is expected, rising temperature increased the
COD removal. COD removal reached about 80.1 and
90% after 300 s and 540 s at 460°C, respectively.
Therefore, temperature had a significant impact on
the oxidation of oily wastewater.
That is because when the temperature increased, the reaction rate accelerated. Eventually, it
led to increasing oxidation rates of organic matter
degradation of oily wastewater. Therefore, it is
shown that COD removal increases when temperature increases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The tools used for all calculations in this article
are mainly the DMol3pw module in the Materials
Studio (MS) software package. MS is a calculation
software developed by Accelry's company in the US
for better design and simulation of material properties.
SCWO experiments were performed in a batch
reactor with a volume capacity of 500 ml designed
to a maximum temperature of 65ƕ&DQGPD[LPXP
pressure of 40 MPa. The oxidant feed stream was
prepared by dissolving hydrogen peroxide with deionized water in a feed tank. Another feed tank was
loaded with the pharmaceutical wastewater. The two
feed streams were pressurized using two high-pressure pumps, reaction temperature was monitored directly using a thermocouple (inserted inside the reactor) and controlled witKLQƕ&E\DWHPSHUDWXUH
controller (Shandong Lantai Instrumentation Co.,
NF-6500 digital controller). The wastewater sample
was well mixed in the feed tank before feeding to
SCWO. Upon exiting the reactor, the effluent was
cooled rapidly by passing through a heat exchanger.
The system
y
ppressure was maintained at desired

Effect of initial COD on COD removal. Fig.
2 showed that COD removal is affected by initial
COD. As it is expected, rising initial COD increased
the COD removal. COD removal reached about 78
and 90% after 300 s and 540 s at 460°C, respectively.
Therefore, initial COD had a significant impact on
the oxidation of oily wastewater.
Effect of H2O2 dosage on COD removal. Fig.
3 showed that COD removal is affected by H2O2 dosage. The COD removal increased with increasing
H2O2 dosage. Increasing trend of COD removal is
gentle when H2O2 dosage is over 6000 mg/L, so the
appreciate H2O2 dosage is 6000 mg/L.
When H2O2 dosage increased, it could be helpful for accelerating strong oxidation species (O2-,
HO2, etc.). Therefore, high H 2O2 dosage can accelerate the oxidation of organic pollutant.

FIGURE 1
Effect of temperature and reaction time on COD removal
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FIGURE 2
Effect of initial COD on SCWO of oily wastewater.
Conditions: reaction temperature 460°C, reaction pressure 30 MPa, H2O2 dosage 4000 mg/L
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FIGURE 3
Effect of H2O2 dosage on SCWO of oily wastewater.
Conditions: reaction temperature 460°C, reaction pressure 30 MPa, initial COD 10000 mg/L

H2O2 dosage is 6000 mg/L, COD removal reached
90% without ethylene glycol present to 98.6% with
25 mg MgO, the COD removal increases 8.6%.

Effect of MgO on COD removal. Experimental results show that the supercritical water oxidation of oily wastewater system by adding a small
amount of MgO can raise the COD removal. When
temperature is 460°C, reaction time is 540 s, and
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[6] Li, X.M., Zhang, K.K., Shi, R., Ma, X.M., Xia,
Y.Z. (2017) Enhanced flame-retardant properties of cellulose fibers by incorporation of acidresistant magnesium-oxide microcapsules. Carbohydrate Polymers. 176, 246-256.
[7] Li, M., Zhou, S.Q., Xu, M.Y. (2017) Graphene
oxide supported magnesium oxide as an efficient cathode catalyst for power generation and
wastewater treatment in single chamber microbial fuel cells. Chemical Engineering Journal.
328, 106-116.
[8] Zhang, L., Xiao, J., Xie, Y.M., Tang, Y.B., Liu,
M.L. (2014) Behavior of strontium- and magnesium-doped gallate electrolyte in direct carbon
solid oxide fuel cells. Journal of Alloys and
Compounds. 608, 272-277.
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[10] Fernandes, G.P., Yadav, G.D. (2018) Selective
glycerolysis of urea to glycerol carbonate using
combustion synthesized magnesium oxide as
catalyst. Catalysis Today. 309, 153-160.
[11] Armaghan, M., Amini, M.M. (2017) Adsorption
of diazinon and fenitrothion on nanocrystalline
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[12] Srivastava, A., Ahmed, R., Shah, S. (2018) Effects of magnesium oxide on carbonic acid resistance of oil well cement. Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering. 170, 218-230.
[13] Tang, X.J., Nie, Y.X., Jin, Q., Guo, L., Zhu,
Y.M. (2018) Kinetics and mechanism of ultrasonic-assisted magnesium oxide hydration. Ultrasonics Sonochemistry. 40, 995-1002.
[14] Elnenary, A.M.H., Nassef, E., Malash, G.F.,
Magid, M.H.A. (2017) Treatment of drilling fluids wastewater by electrocoagulation. Egypt. J.
Pet. 26, 203-208.
[15] Fouad, Y.O. (2012) Electrocoagulation of crude
oil from oil-in-water emulsions using a rectangular cell with a horizontal aluminium wire
gauze anode. J. Dispers. Sci. Technol. 34, 214221.
[16] Carmona, M., Khemis, M., Lecler, J.P., Lapicque, F. (2006) A simple model to predict the removal of oil suspensions from water using the
electrocoagulation technique. Chem. Eng. Sci.
61, 1237-1246.
[17] Yang, B.W., Cheng, Z.W., Tang, Q.L., Shen,
Z.M. (2018) Nitrogen transformation of 41 organic compounds during SCWO: A study on TN
degradation rate, N-containing species distribution and molecular characteristics. Water Research. 140, 167-180.

CONCLUSIONS
The geometries, stabilities, electronic and magnetic properties of (MgO)n (n=2-10) clusters doped
with a single C atom using the density functional theory with the generalized gradient approximation are
studied. The optimized geometries show that the impurity C atom prefers to replace the Mg atom which
has low coordination number in all the lowest²energy CMgn-1On (n=2-10) structures.
The treatment of a pharmaceutical wastewater
(PWW) by supercritical water oxidation (SCWO)
method was investigated to improve the degradation
of the complex-mixture of organic compounds present in the wastewater. Experimental results indicated that in the SCWO process, 90% COD removal
was obtained after 540 s at temperature of 460°C,
H2O2 dosage of 6000 mg/L. Adding MgO accelerates the destruction of oily wastewater. The best removal efficiency of COD reached 98.6%.
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RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF ECOLOGICAL RURAL
PRIMARY, SECONDARY AND TERTIARY INDUSTRIAL
INTEGRATION BASED ON INTERACTIVE MULTI-MODEL
ALGORITHM
Mingjiao Tan*, Congwu Xiang
College of Economics and Management, Yangtze Normal University, Fu ling, Chongqing, 408100, China

requirement to solve the new problems of agricultural development, which improve the quality and
efficiency of agriculture [1]. At the Central Economic Work Conference at the end of 2015, General Secretary Xi Jinping has stressed that while
appropriately expanding total demand, it focuses on
strengthening supply-side structural reforms. The
structural reform is to promote the transformation
of agricultural development and agricultural modernization. The integration of the rural secondary,
tertiary, and tertiary industry is transforming agricultural development method and realizing agricultural modernization. The report of the Nineteenth
Congress put forward the implementation of rural
revitalization [2, 3]. The Nineteenth National Congress report made a major strategic judgment. The
major social contradictions have transformed into
WKH FRQWUDGLFWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH SHRSOH¶V JURZLQJ
good living needs and unbalanced development [4].
It is not difficult to implement rural rejuvenation
strategies and accelerate ecological rural, which are
the inevitable choices for rural areas [5, 6]. The
Nineteenth Congress proposed the implementation
of the strategy for rural revitalization. It has intended to solve major problems better such as inadequate ecological rural development, unbalanced
urban and rural development [7].
The report of the 19th CPC National Congress
first proposed the concept of a "modern economic
system." [8, 9]. It is of great theoretical and practical significance that the growth phase shifts to the
stage of high-quality development, changes the
mode of economic development, and transforms the
objective needs of kinetic energy. It is the concrete
application of the socialist ideology in Chinese
economic construction. On January 30, 2018, the
Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee
conducted the third collective study on the construction of a modern economic system. The construction of a modern economic system is a huge
system project and requires many efforts to work
together [10]. The experience of economic practices
shows that modern industry is an important support
for modern economic system, and that industrial
strength is strong. Only when modern industrial
systems are strengthened and coordinated, modern

ABSTRACT
This year's document No. 1 has proposed the
"structural reform of the agricultural supply side",
which is the main line for agricultural and rural
work. The modern agricultural industry integrates
food security, raw material supply, resource development, ecological protection, economic development, cultural heritage, and market services, which
ensure the supply of agricultural products, increase
farmers' income, and protect the ecological environment. This paper innovatively proposes an interactive multi-model algorithm to achieve rapid advancement of rural primary industry, secondary
industry and tertiary industry, and it explores the
new mode of ecological agriculture and ecological
rural. This paper analyses the pattern and characteristics of the ecological agriculture in China, which
combines with the concept of ecological agriculture, and then this paper puts forward the advices
for the new-type farming development. In the process of industrial integration to broaden the basic
functions and benefits, it is necessary to avoid lowlevel redundant construction, achieve poverty alleviation, and equalize urban and rural basic public
services, which improve the difference in living
standards. The ecology is beautiful and liveable,
and farmers are truly living and working.

KEYWORDS:
Structural reform, Agricultural supply side, Multi-model
algorithm, Ecological agriculture, Industrial integration

INTRODUCTION
Under the new normal state, Chinese agriculture has experienced a phenomenoQ RI ³LQFUHDVLQJ
SURGXFWLRQ E\ WKUHH IDFWRUV´ ZKLFK DUH WKH Lncreased agricultural output, increased imports, and
increased inventories. The inefficient allocation has
constrained agricultural modernization. The mismatch between Chinese agricultural production and
market demand is fundamentally a problem on the
supply side. The structural reform is an inevitable
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FIGURE 1
Supply side industry chain structure diagram
troikas, and the troika determines the short-term
economic growth rate. On the supply side, there are
four major elements, which include labor force,
land, capital, and innovation. The growth rate
achieved is the medium-to-long term potential
economic growth rate. The structural reform aims
to adjust the economic structure and optimize the
allocation of factors, which improve the quality and
quantity of economic growth. The material for the
supply-side reform is as follow [13, 14]. Since 2013,
Chinese economic growth has been declining year
by year. With zero growth in the past three years, it
is difficult for China to remain alone, and its lowcost advantage no longer makes the transfer of lowend manufacturing to Southeast Asia. In domestic
demand, the population structure of 11 years saw an
inflection point, the ratio of population support rose
to the bottom. In 2017, the growth rate of property
sales continued to decline. Industrialization entered
the latter stage, and investment growth continued to
decline [15]. The supply-side reform is different
from the previous stimulation of demand, returning
to growth-based innovation, emphasizing institutional supply, and constructing and developing a
new system. Supply-side reform advocates from
improving supply quality to promote structural
adjustment, which is correcting distortions in the
distribution of corrective elements, expanding effective supply, improving the adaptability and flexibility of supply structure to demand changes. The
needs of the masses promote the sustained and
healthy economic and social development. Figure 1
shows the material structure of the supply side
industry chain.

economic system has a solid foundation [11]. Agriculture, industry, and service industries are organic
components of modern industrial systems. At present, Chinese its economic strength has reached a
new level, but its industrial structure is irrational, its
industrial hierarchy is at a lower level in the division of global value chains.
Now, it is particularly important to emphasize
the integration and interaction between the service
industry and agriculture. Because of this, it is possible to leverage the service industry, especially the
production service industry, to enlarge and
strengthen modern industry and agriculture. It can
also avoid the self-circulation of the service industry, which finds new momentum for the development of the service industry [12]. These opinions
put forward new and higher requirements for the
agricultural industrialization service system and for
ecological agricultural service mechanism. There is
an urgent need to integrate planning and promotion
from the aspects of service providers, resources,
and mechanisms. The establishment of an agricultural industrialization service system will continue
to increase the scale, mercerization, and socialization of ecological agricultural services. This paper
reviews the rural three-yield theory, identifies the
rural three-product integration according to the
actual situation in China. In addition, the development model and conditions of the ecological rural
three-product integration discussed from the perspective of practice. It is of great significance for
ecological agriculture to achieve benefit sharing
after industrial integration, and to complement the
short-board of ecological agriculture modernization
and promote sustainable development of rural areas.

Data source. In order to adjust the agricultural
structure and develop agricultural industrialization,
new ideas must have adopted. Industrial integration
of ecological agriculture is the development direction of rural industry evolution. The term "industrial integration" refers to the phenomenon of industrial boundary obfuscation based on technological

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Supply side Material. The "supply side" corresponds to the "demand side." On the demand side,
there are investment, consumption, and export
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terrain is approximately: high in the southeast and
low in the northwest, and the northwest-southeast
section presents a symmetric saddle-like slope to
the middle Yangtze River Valley. Fuling District
has an elevation of 2007 meters and a minimum of
138 meters. It is mostly between 200 and 800 meters. Fuling combines the advantages of resource
and development of the agricultural region, which
regards the prosperity of the industry as the focus
and breakthrough of rural revitalization. It plans to
rely on the two leading listed companies of Mustard
Group and Taiji Group to open up the whole industry chain; it also builds two large-scale industrial
clusters of mustard and Chinese herbal medicine
[18, 19]. The two industries cross over all townships along the Yangtze River, Pingshang and
Houshan in Fuling, forming a new pattern of complementarity in industrial advantage areas, leading
the demonstration to drive the development of the
entire region's industries, and promoting the prosperity of the region's industry and ecological rural
regeneration.
A trend of agricultural development introduces
modern industrial organizations such as industrial
chains and value chains into agriculture, which
enables ecological agriculture to develop from pure
crop production to agricultural product, in order to
increase the benefit of agriculture. Industrial integration aims to improve the industrialization of
ecological agriculture, attracting resource elements,
especially capital. At the same time, through the
cultivation of ecological agricultural business entities and the intensification, specialization, and organization of production methods, the comprehensive agricultural production capacity will be enhanced.

or institutional innovation [15]. It is generally believed that the integration of ecological rural development refers to the integration and crossreorganization, the extension of the industrial chain,
the expansion of the industrial scope, and the transformation of the industrial functions. As a result,
through the formation of new technologies, new
formats, and new business models, the integration,
optimization and reorganization of resources, factors, technologies, and market demand in rural
areas will be promoted, and even the spatial layout
of rural industries. Because of stabilizing food
production, it is indeed necessary to promote the
adjustment of agricultural structure, accelerate the
development of ecological agricultural industrialization, promote the integration and interaction in
the Primary, Secondary and Tertiary industry, and
improve the quality and effectiveness of ecological
agriculture. The requirements of the new normal of
economic development rely on innovation to accelerate the advancement of agricultural modernization, industrial organization methods, and new
business models into agriculture. The construction
of a "continuous two-to-many" agricultural industrial chain promotes the integration of industry
development, improves the level of agricultural
modernization, and plays a leading role in the national modern agricultural construction. After the
industrial integration of major cities in the country
in the past 15 years, the comparison of land use is
shown in Figure 2.
This article selects the Chongqing Fuling area
as the research object. The area is located in the
transitional zone between the Sichuan Basin and the
mountainous terrain. The terrain is dominated by
hills, crossing the Yangtze River from north to
south and running through the Wujiang River. The

FIGURE 2
The land use ratio comparison
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FIGURE 3
Multi-model design method
order generalized Bayesian method (BGP1), second-order generalized Bayesian method (GPB2),
and interactive multiple-model method (IMM). The
common point of this multi-model method is to
switch or merge their respective model sets based
on the Markov chain. The main design flow is
shown in Figure 3. This article innovatively introduces the fusion recognition of multi-objective
motion patterns in sports to industrial convergence.
Among them, the initialization of the filter is
the main criterion for distinguishing different multimodel algorithm. Since the multi-model method is
based on a Markov chain to switch, for the model

Research method. This paper analyzes the
advantages and problems of the actual situation of
the project. Secondly, it discusses the theoretical
conception of the project, road water system planning, rural industrial structure, and functional zoning, which focuses on industrial integration. The
ecological environmental contradiction tries to
design special ecological compensations in order to
free nature from the difficult and slow spontaneous
evolutionary process [16]. On this basis, this paper
introduces an interactive multifaceted algorithm
that integrates various industrial elements. Compared with the conventional design, it is consciously considering the degree of damage and influence
on the natural environment. The eco-compensation
design includes both the meaning of repairing the
existing environment, and at the same time restoring it to an undamaged state through a series of
design methods, and correcting the design in this
state. The design of the environment tends to develop in a favorable direction. It is to overcome the
inadequacies of industrial integration, so that the
new rural industry and business model created can
meet the requirements of various industrial developments.
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Industrial
convergence
application.
Throughout the fusion process, the researchers
proposed the general-purpose processing structure,
depending on the circumstances in which the fusion
process has implemented. Three processing structures described as namely a centralized structure, a
distributed structure, and a hybrid structure. Different processing structures target different processing

`
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rural industry evolution. The term "industrial integration" refers to the phenomenon of industrial
boundary obfuscation and industrial development
based on technological or institutional innovation,
which is an inevitable trend of industrial development [20]. It is believed that the development of
rural industrial integration refers to the integration
and cross-reorganization. It has characterized by the
extension of industrial chain, the expansion of industrial scope, and the transformation of industrial
function. It is transformed into the result of industrial development. Through the formation of new
technologies, the integration, optimization and
reorganization of resources in rural areas will be
promoted, and even the adjustment of the spatial
layout of ecological rural industry.
In the traditional sense, the development of
ecological rural industry has carried out within the
³LQVLGH RI DJULFXOWXUH´ 7KH EDVLF LGHD LV WKDW UXUDO
LQGXVWULHVDUH ³DJULFXOWXUH´,Q practice, agriculture
has extended from the internal structure to the periphery. In terms of efficiency, it expands from the
production of traditional agricultural products to
multi-purpose and multi-use, which is to direct the
industrial integration. The rural industrial integration includes three aspects [21]. First, from the
perspective of the industrial organization, the circulation is processing and packaging of agricultural
products. The second one is the integration of industrial technology, and the actual application of
technology in the agricultural field, such as biological application, agricultural engineering technology.
The third is from the perspective of industrial function analysis, the use of agriculture's versatility
based on ecological agriculture. Figure 5 gives the
modern agricultural industry of Multi-model design
method.

objects. The hybrid fusion system transmits both
the detection report and the track information after
local node processing. This kind of system also has
the advantage that these two kinds of systems are
incomparable; the actual situation often uses this
kind of structure. The situation database provides
industry integration at all levels. These data include
multi-industry observation data, fused intermediate
result data, auxiliary information about the target
and environment, and historical industry integration.
The requirements of the situational database in the
entire industry integration are greater capacity,
faster searching, Therefore, more effective data
models developed, which included new effective
search and search mechanisms, and distributed
multimedia database management systems.
The Central Government has always attached
importance to ecological rural, which has promoted
agricultural efficiency, farmers' income increase,
and rural prosperity through policy integration. The
development of Chinese rural industrial integration
reflects the evolution of ecological rural industrial
policy. A large number of emerging technologies
have created technical conditions for the formation.
The mutual value-added and value overflow among
industries have provided a driving force for the
industrial integration, which has not only promoted
the in-depth development of agriculture, but also
stimulated the secondary and tertiary industries. On
the one hand, the border between agriculture and
non-agricultural industry is increasingly blurred,
and the form of integrated industries such as bioagriculture, eco-agriculture, and leisure agriculture
has raised rapidly. On the other hand, the integration of urban and ecological rural industrial structure has become secondary and tertiary industry.
Industry integration is the development direction of
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FIGURE 5
Modern agricultural industry of Multi-model design method

FIGURE 6
Modern agriculture of industry convergence
vance agricultural modernization, adjust the layout
of rural industries, guide the flow of production
factors to rural areas, extend infrastructure to rural
areas, and promote rural industrial integration and
new urbanization. The new rural construction is
organically integrated and coordinated. Figure 6
shows the ratio of the industry I, II, III, and industry
convergence in the spatial pattern.
The above figure reflects the proportion of
modern ecological rural agriculture in Chongqing in
recent years. The proportion of primary industry,
secondary industry and tertiary industry in rural
areas is not difficult to see. With the development
of economy, rural economic development is getting
better and better. The proportion of rural industrial
integration is increasing. Figure 7 shows the proportion of estimated and actual values in modern
agriculture.

The structural reform of the agricultural supply side aims to increase the effective supply of
agriculture, which is an important process of ecological agricultural modernization. From the point
of view of industrial evolution, the process of agricultural modernization and rural industrial development is characterized by each other. The development of modern rural industry integration is
based not only on "agriculture", but also on the
development of the "rural" specific region. It is also
an important path for the formation of the rural
industrial system [21, 22]. The integration of rural
industries can speed up the integration of agriculture, promote the extension of the agricultural industry chain, expand the versatility of agriculture,
and create new forms of agriculture. Through the
development of industrial integration, the advantages, and achievements of industrialization,
informatization, and urbanization utilized to ad-
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FIGURE 7
The proportion of estimated and actual values in modern agriculture

      



      

 

 

 

 



FIGURE 8
Regional trade/GDP comparison
is located in the characteristic ecological agriculture
and fruit field in Fuling area. It has high-quality
ecological resources and covers an area of 1000 mu.
It mainly cultivates early fruit, red meat honey
pomelo, Hawaii papaya, bayberry, red meat dragon
fruit, and other fine fruits. T Through the harvesting
activities in different seasons, the Fuling area promotes the development of tourism with ecological
planting, and gradually forms the industrial advantages and brand advantages that are compatible
with local tourism. Figure 8 shows the comparison
of trade and GDP changes in the Fuling area before
and after industrial integration.
,QUHFHQW\HDUVWKHZRUNRI³DJULFXOWXUHUXUDO
DUHDVDQGIDUPHUV´LQFuling has achieved remarkable results under the Party Central Committee, the

The above figure reflects the proportion of
modern agriculture in rural areas in Chongqing in
recent years. The square discrete data comes from
actual statistical data. The red curve has obtained
by multiple models. It is not difficult to see that
with the development of economy, rural industrial
integration. The proportion is higher and higher.
Under the premise of protecting green mountains and green hills, we will focus on introducing
ecological processing enterprises, orderly developing local resources, and actively guiding farmers,
family farms, cooperatives and collective economic
organizations to adapt to local conditions, industrialization, localization, diversification, and information management. Ways to turn resource advantages into economic advantages. For example, it
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DISCUSSION

provincial party committee, and the provincial
government. It is accelerating the operation from
extensive management to intensive management
and from traditional agriculture to modern agriculture. From the dual structure of rural areas to the
social development, the current rural economy
faces rare development opportunities and many
favorable factors. With the gradual improvement of
the domestic economic situation and the continuous
accumulation of positive economic factors in the
Fuling area, the economic recovery is expected to
continue, and it will have a positive impact on the
rural economic development. Summer grain has
increased production for 17 consecutive years, in
order to cope with the international financial crisis,
the economic recovery of the whole region consolidated to maintain a stable and rapid development of
the province's agriculture, which lay a good foundation, boost morale, enhance confidence and win the
initiative. The central government's policy of
strengthening agriculture and benefiting farmers
has continuously strengthened. The government
attaches great importance to and vigorously tilts the
ZRUNRI³DJULFXOWXUHUXUDODUHDVDQGIDUPHUV´7KH
full support of rural areas provides a fundamental
guarantee and a powerful driving force, which is
promoting the sustainable and healthy development
RIWKHUXUDOHFRQRP\)DUPHUV¶LQFRPHKDVFRQWLnued to grow rapidly, creating the necessary conditions for increasing rural consumption and expanding domestic demand. All of these provide development opportunities and favorable conditions for
accelerating the construction of a modern agricultural industrial system. Under the many favorable
conditions, the Fuling area fully combines policy,
humanities, geography and other multi-level factors,
and exchanges information to achieve a good development of the ecological countryside in the
region. Figure 9 shows the Modern agricultural
industry of Multi-model design method.

Structural reform on the supply side of agriculture is also a major innovation in socialist political economy, through the adjustment of rural production relations and the release of agricultural
productivity. The integration of secondary and
tertiary industries promoted in rural areas, which
speeds up the ecological agricultural development
with structural reforms in the agricultural supply
side, and explores multiple industrial integration
based on local conditions and suitability for each
industry [23]. To promote the integration and development of rural primary, secondary, and tertiary
industries, ecological agricultural resources are to
integrate market factors. The reform of the agricultural supply side should establish the concept of big
agriculture and food, which promote the coordination of food, livestock, and fisheries. The integration of ecological rural industry development is a
structural adjustment reform that Chinese agriculture will carry out; Chinese agriculture improves
quality and efficiency, and solves new problems in
agricultural development. The key to realizing rural
industrial integration is to use modern ideas and
modern technologies, which accelerate the process
of ecological agricultural modernization. Development practice at home and abroad shows that the
integration and development of rural primary, secondary, and tertiary industry must focus on relying
on resource endowments, especially on relying on
agricultural resources, relying on agriculture as a
basic basis, handling the basic position of agricultural development and new rural construction, and
advancing agricultural resources [24]. The comprehensive development and utilization of ecological
resources will promote the economic restructuring
of agriculture and rural areas. In this way, it will be
possible to enable farmers to share the dividends
brought about by three industrial integrations and
attract modern elements to transform traditional
agriculture to modernize agriculture.

FIGURE 9
Modern agricultural industry of Multi-model design method
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box program, which has improved the economic
benefits of the park and brought a good reputation.
The road to management innovation in modern
ecological agricultural parks relies on the current
agricultural policy to make adjustments and achieve
good development, which provides a new direction
for modern ecological agricultural development.

To promote the integration and development
of the rural primary, secondary, and tertiary industry, the development of the industry is for people
and service people. The integration of rural secondary, tertiary, and tertiary industry must be based on
people, improve the local employment income of
farmers, promote new urbanization, and realize the
integration of urban and rural development. The
integration and development of rural industries
must lead the gathering of factors and promote the
process of rural modernization. Through innovations such as agglomeration, coupling, interaction,
and infiltration, the resources of the scarce rural
areas have distributed across industries, promoting
agriculture and agricultural products [25, 26]. VigRURXVO\ ,QGXVWULHV SURPRWH ³,QWHUQHW´ PRGHUQ
agriculture, and promote the development of new
rural construction. The biggest problem in the development of rural industries is the sluggish growth
of the rural financial market and the large gap in
funding requirements. In particular, the commercial
banks' support IRU ³DJULFXOWXUH UXUDO DUHDV DQG
IDUPHUV´KDVGHOD\HGGXHWRFRVWDQGULVNFRQVLGHUations. This year's Central Document No. 1 has proposed that financial resources should be more inclined to rural areas and improve the agricultural
insurance system. The provincial agricultural credit
guarantee agencies should have promoted to establish and start operations. The government should
increase investment in infrastructure for industrial
development by credit endorsements, fiscal interest
subsidy, taxation, and funds for the integration of
rural industries. It should further promote the equalization of basic public services in rural areas, increase the capacity of public service supply, and
guide the investment of social capital into the rural
industry [27]. To promote the development of rural
industrial integration, in fact, the government
adopts macro-control measures and measures to
cultivate various forms of market players and stimulate the vitality of market players. The role of the
government is mainly to coordinate planning, coordinate advancement, provide industrial service
systems, public platforms, and infrastructure,
strengthen market supervision, foster fair and orderly markets, and shape the industrial ecology that
encourages innovation and shared development.
The introduction of the rural revitalization
strategy, the major agricultural industries are facing
with many opportunities and challenges. The crop
owner's modern agricultural park is changing with
the development efforts of the times, and exploring
a new path for the development of modern agricultural parks by the integration of the primary secondary and tertiary industries. This paper scientifically cultivates ecological rural areas through
mechanization and information technology to improve the quality and yield of agricultural products.
The pollution-free products supply high-end market
and high standard, new creative agricultural gift

CONCLUSION
The development of ecological agricultural industrialization is an important task for the structural
reform of the rural supply side. This paper introduces the modern industrial organizations such as
industrial chains and value chains, which speeds up
the construction of provincial-level agricultural
product processing centers and promotes the sucFHVVIXOH[SHULHQFHRI³RQHYLOODJHRQHSURGXFWDQG
RQHVWRUH´7KHGHYHORSPHQWOHYHORIWKHDJULFXOWXral industrialization has improved continuously, and
rural e-commerce and leisure tourism agriculture
have risen rapidly, which has effectively promoted
the integration of the rural secondary and tertiary
industries. The national strategy for the contiguous
development of Wulingshan Area explores the
problems of ecological agricultural modernization
in Chongqing and other regions. It has novel perspectives, major topics, and decision-making reference value. Because of in-depth and detailed investigation, the author highlighted the problem awareness, accurately judged the contradictions, difficulties, and problems encountered in the process of
promoting agricultural modernization in Wulingshan, and creatively proposed countermeasures
and suggestions for solving the problems. The proposal has based on Huaihua and Wulingshan area.
It reflects universality from particularity, and finds
commonness from the individuality. In particular,
the proposal to establish a multi-model fusion algorithm to achieve the modernization of Wulingshan
District agricultural research is in line with the
ecological agricultural modernization and precision
poverty alleviation, which will improve the toplevel design and scientific planning of Wulingshan
Area's agriculture. The scientific and conscientious
nature of ecological agricultural modernization has
applied in the area.
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2D-hBN nanosheets as white graphene are 2D
materials and can be used for sensor applications,
catalysis, bioimaging and drug delivery [9]. The
large band-gap property of 2D-hBN nanosheets
makes them good transparent in visible and IR
regions. In addition, owing to surface area and
conductivity, they have significant electrochemical
sensor applications [10, 11]. 2D-hBN nanosheets
have been also investigated to load metal nanoparticles [12]. Ionic liquids have good conductivity and
ion mobility. Owing to these reasons, these are
crucial mediator in sensor applications [13, 14].
Two-dimensional hexagonal boron nitride
nanosheets/ionic liquid was firstly prepared for
EZE detection. The incorporation between ILs and
2D-hBN forms on Lewis acid-base interaction.
Lewis base is amine functionalized ILs and Lewis
acid is electron-deficient boron atoms on 2D-hBN
nanosheets. After the complexation, the layered
nanosheets between components occurred [15].
After completing the complex formation of ILs and
2D-hBN nanocomposite, 2D-hBN/ILs modified
electrodes were completed and applied for EZE
detection in pharmaceutical preparations.

ABSTRACT
A new sensor approach based on twodimensional (2D) hexagonal boron nitride (2DhBN)
nanosheets/5-[(thiophene-2-yl-methyleneamino)]- 2-mercaptobenzimidazole ionic liquid
(ILs) was presented for ezetimibe (EZE) detection
in drug samples. Scanning electron microscope
(SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD) method, cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) methods were used all nanoPDWHULDOV¶FKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQVî-11 - 1.0×10-8 M
and 1.0×10-12 M were founded as the linearity range
and the detection limit (LOD). 2D-hBN/ILs modified electrode was used for drug sample analysis in
presence of the other agents.

KEYWORDS:
Ezetimibe, Ionic liquid, two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal
boron nitride, Drug

INTRODUCTION
EZE (3R, 4S)-1-(4-fluorophenyl)-3-[(3S)-3(4-fluorophenyl)-3-hydroxypropyl]-4-(4-hydroxyphenyl) azetidin-2-one) is anti-hyperlipidemic agent
and can decrease cholesterol levels by 20±25% [1].
In addition, it is one of the cholesterol absorption
inhibitors and inhibits the biliary absorption [2].
The methods have been developed for instant analysis of EZE such as chromatography [3-6], spectrophotometry [7], micellar electrokinetic chromatography [8]. Nevertheless, much material consumptions, troublesome extraction steps and expensive
equipments are involved in these methods. Especially, the monitoring of anti-hyperlipidemic agent
by using easy, rapid, sensitive and selective methods is crucial because of their high toxicity. Due to
these problems, the cheap, less costly, sensitive
analytic methods are urgently needed for instant
analysis of EZE.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. The chemicals in the report were
following: EZE was bought from Sigma-Aldrich,
USA. Boron nitride powders (Merck, Germany),
isopropyl alcohol (IPA, Sigma±Aldrich), potassium
ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6, Sigma±Aldrich, USA). In
addition, aqueous solutions of EZE (1.0 mM) were
prepared in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (0.1
M, pH 7.0).
Instrumentation. The electrochemical performances were measured by IviumStat (U.S). A
Rikagu Miniflex X-ray diffractometer was performed for X-ray diffraction measurement. ZEISS
EVO 50 analytic microscope (Germany) model was
performed for SEM images.
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modification of 2D-K%1 RQ EDUH *&( ǻ(S Gecreased to 100 mV with an obvious increase in the
peak signals (curve b). Due to large surface area
and thermal conductivity of 2D-hBN nanosheets,
the catalytic increase was observed [10]. The more
catalytic increase was seen when 2D-hBN/ILs
nanoFRPSRVLWH PRGLILHG&3(ZDVXVHG ǻ(S 
mV) (curve c). This more catalytic effect on sensor
application resulted from 2D-hBN/ILs nanocompoVLWH¶VFKDUJHWUDQsfer and reduction of mass transfer
resistance on electrode surface [20]. The surface
areas of bare CPE, 2D-hBN/CPE and 2DhBN/ILs/CPE were obtained as 0.172 cm2, 0.680
cm2 and 1.387 cm2, respectively [21]. The results
were verified by EIS experiments. According to
Fig. 2B, charge transfer resistance (Rct) values are
150 ohm (curve c), 100 ohm (curve b) and 50 ohm
(curve a), respectively. Hence, Rct values are consistent with CV results.

SCHEME 1
Synthesis route of Ils
Preparation of 2D-hBN nanosheets and Ils.
To prepare 2D-hBN nanosheets, the protocol was
performed according to our previous paper [11]. 5amino-2-mercaptobenzimidazole (0.01 mol) was
dissolved in acetic acid (20 mL) and treated with 2thiophenecarboxaldehyde (0.01 mol). After recrystallization, 5-[(thiophene-2-yl-methylene-amino)]2-mercaptobenzimidazole (ILs) (compound 1) was
obtained (Scheme 1).
Electrode preparation. The carbon electrodes
were cleaned according to our report [16]. The used
electrode in this study such as 2D-hBN/ILs modified carbon paste electrode (2D-hBN/ILs/CPE) was
developed according to the report [17].
Sample preparation. The sample was prepared according to our previous protocol [1].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nanostructures characterization. Fig. 1A
demonstrates XRD pattern of bulk boron nitride
(curve a) and 2D-hBN nanosheets (curve b). XRD
pattern of bulk boron nitride shows the characteristic diffraction peaks corresponding to (100), (101),
(102) planes [18]. The characteristic diffraction
peaks of bulk boron nitride disappeared on XRD
pattern of 2D-hBN nanosheets. However, (002)
plane of boron nitride remains intact [19]. SEM
image (Fig. 1B) of boron nitride confirms its bulk
structure. In the bulk structure, irregular morphology, agglomeration and varying dimensions of boron
nitride are seen. The 2D-hBN nanosheets are obtained after ultrasonication of bulk boron nitride.
Fig. 1C suggested the formation of 2D-hBN
nanosheets. The particle thickness decreases with
the lateral sizes of 2D-hBN nanosheets in comparison with bulk boron nitride.

FIGURE 1
XRD pattern (A) of bulk boron nitride (curve a)
and 2D-hBN nanosheets (curve b); SEM images
of (B) bulk boron nitride; (C) 2D-hBN
nanosheets

CV and EIS characterizations of bare CPE,
2D-hBN/GCE and 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE. According
to CV results (Fig. 2A), the peaks of 1.0 mM
[Fe(CN)6]3- with 150 mV of peak potential differHQFH ǻ(S ZHUHVHHQDWEDUH&3( FXUYHD $IWHU
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FIGURE 2
(A) Cyclic voltammograms at (a) bare CPE, (b) 2D-hBN/CPE, (c) 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE; (B) EIS response at
(a) 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE, (b) 2D-hBN/GCE, (c) bare CPE; Redox probe: 1.0 mM [Fe(CN) 6]3- containing 0.1 M
KCl, Scan rate: 200 mV s-1

FIGURE 3
Electrochemical reaction of EZE at 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE.

FIGURE 4
DPVs with different EZE concentrations at 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE in pH 7.0 of PBS (from 1.0×10 -11 to 1.0×10-8
M EZE): Inset: Calibration curve of EZE.
oxidation are equal (Fig. 3). According to differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) signals of EZE in the
range of pH 4.0-9.0, they increased up to pH 7.0.
After pH 7.0, the signals diminished or remained
constant. Thus, pH 7.0 was selected as the optimum
pH for subsequent experiments [22].

pH effect. When we investigate the mechanism of the electrochemical oxidation of EZE at
2D-hBN/ILs/CPE, the relationship between anodic
potential and pH was obtained as Epa = 0.9347 0.04908 pH for EZE. The value of slope is close to
the theoretical value of -0.059 mV/pH. Thus, the
numbers of electron and proton on electrochemical
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TABLE 1
Comparison of the sensor in this article with the other methods
Material or Method
Linear Range(M)
LOD(M)
Ref.
MgONF
2.0×10-7 ± 1.0×10-5
5.0×10-8
[22]
SWAdSV
8.0×10-8 ± 1.4×10-6
2.8×10-8
[1]
BDDE
2.0×10-6 ± 2.0×10-4
2.2×10-7
[23]
AdsDPV
4.0×10-7 ± 6.0×10-6
1.1×10-7
[24]
-6
-5
LCM
9.6×10 ± 9.6×10
2.4×10-8
[25]
MECC
1.2×10-5 ± 2.4×10-4
3.1×10-6
[26]
2D-hBN/ILs/CPE
1.0×10-12 ± 1.0×10-8
1.0×10-12
This study
MgONF: magnesium oxide nanoflakes; SWAdSV: square-wave adsorptive stripping voltammetry; BDDE: boron-doped
diamond electrode; AdsDPV: differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetric; LCM: Liquid Chromatographic Method;
MECC: micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography

TABLE 2
The recovery values of EZE (n=7)
Sample
Pharmaceutical
samples

Added EZE(nM)
0.1
0.5
1.0

Found EZE (nM)
3.18(±0.03)
3.27(± 0.02)
3.66(± 0.01)
4.20(± 0.07)

Recovery (%)
99.70 ± 1.6
99.46 ± 0.2
100.48 ± 1.3

dazole ionic liquid (ILs) was developed and applied
for ezetimibe detection. The prepared nanomaterials
were characterized by using SEM, XRD, CV and
EIS. According to the characterization studies, the
particle thickness decreases along with the lateral
sizes of 2D-hBN nanosheets in comparison with
bulk boron nitride. 1.0×10-12 M was founded as
detection limit. According to recovery experiments
and standard addition technique, the matrix presence in pharmaceutical preparation can not affect
the selective analysis of ezetimibe. In addition, the
developed sensor was stable and selective. 2DhBN/ILs/CPE was used for the analysis of crucial
anti-hyperlipidemic agent without interference.

Linearity range. Fig. 4 indicated the relation
between current signals and EZE concentrations at
2D-hBN/ILs/CPE (from 1.0×10-11 M to 1.0×10-8
M). The regression equation is y (μA) = 9.5813x
(nM) + 0.059 (Inset of Fig. 4). The quantification
limit (LOQ) and LOD for EZE were obtained as
1.0×10-11 M and 1.0×10-12 M, respectively. The
comparisons between the prepared sensor and the
reported systems were made (Table 1). The 2DhBN/ILs/CPE presents the more sensitive analysis
results with high selectivity.
Recovery. According to Table 2, due to close
values to 100.00%, the developed sensor has high
selectivity. In addition, standard addition method
was applied to the pharmaceutical preparations. The
calibration equation is y (μA) = 9.5793x (nM) +
7.278 for 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE. Consequently, the
matrix presence in pharmaceutical preparations can
not significantly affect the selective analysis of
EZE.
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Stability and Repeatability of 2D-hBN/ILs/
CPE. For the stability of 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE, the
signals of 10.0 nM EZE on 2D-hBN/ILs/CPE were
measured for 60 days and repeated signals at about
100.0 μA were obtained. Hence, the developed
nanosensor has high stability in pharmaceutical
preparation analysis. For repeatability test of 2DhBN/ILs/CPE in the presence of 10.0 nM EZE, 50
differential pulse voltammograms were taken and
the repeated signals were obtained.
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SELECTIVE RECYCLE OF Cd(0) BASED ON pH/T SWITCHABLE CONTROLLED Cd(II) ADSORPTION ON
ION-IMPRINTED POLYMER
Zifang Chi*, Huazheng Huang, Ying Yin, Liming Ren
Key Lab of Groundwater Resources and Environment, Ministry of Education, Jilin University, Changchun 130021, P.R. China

cadmium in water system has been a major public
concern.
The decontamination methods for Cd(II) from
discharged wastewater include ion exchange, reverse osmosis, etc [7, 8]. Among of these technologies, adsorption has been viewed as an effective
and simple separation process. Adsorption of cadmium by ion imprinting technology, which is not
only enriched but also has higher purity. Existing
research includes the study of adsorption and selectivity of inverse emulsion Cd(II) imprinted polymers [9], poly(maleic acid)-grafted cross-linked
chitosan microspheres for Cd(II) adsorption [10]
and surface-grafted Cd(II) ion-imprinted polymer
for selective separation of Cd(II) ion [11]. However, the ionic Cd has to be disposed as waste or pollutants. On the other hand, reducing it to a zerovalent metal is the only means of recycling [12].
However, the influencing factors in the electrolysis
recovery process of enriched and purified Cd are
unknown, and the eluent of imprinted polymer is
EDTA-Na2. The presence of a large amount of Na+
has a great influence on electrolysis.
Based on the research, the -OH and ±NH2
groups in the chitosan structure have a strong binding effect on metal cations and can be utilized as
the adsorbent material for the removal of metal
cations [13, 14], in addition, chitosan has other
advantages such as non-toxic and biodegradable,
thence chitosan derivatives have been extensively
investigated as adsorbents [15]. However, the adsorption of heavy metals on chitosan is low, and the
VHOHFWLYH DGVRUSWLRQ RI KHDY\ PHWDOV FDQ¶W EH FDU
ried out. In order to solve these difficulties, molecular imprinting technology was added into this research [16, 17]. In addition, after the adsorption, IIP
is difficult to quickly separate from the solution,
thereby reducing the recovery and utilization of the
adsorbent, and secondary pollution is a big problem. The solution to these problems is to compound
the IIP with a magnetic substance to prepare a
composite magnetic adsorbent, which can quickly
and effectively separate the adsorbent and the reaction system through an external magnetic field
Thus, in this paper, a pH/T switchable controlled Cd(II) adsorption on ion-imprinted polymer
was proposed, the characterization, kinetics, ther-

ABSTRACT
Magnetic Cd(II) surface imprinting material
(Fe3O4/Cs-IIP) was successfully synthesized by
using chitosan as carrier, loading Fe3O4 and choosing Cd(II) as template ions to selectively adsorb
Cd(II). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) were used to characterize the
prepared Fe3O4/Cs-IIP, and the batch experiments
were used to test the kinetics, thermodynamics and
reusability of the materials. Kinetics studies showed
that the adsorption progress onto Fe3O4/Cs-IIP is
well described by the pseudo second-order kinetic
model. The adsorption behavior of Cd(II) by
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP fits the Freundlich adsorption isotherms model well, and the maximum adsorption
capacity is 195.79mg/g. Various thermodynamic
parameters such as ǻ*, ǻ+ and ǻ6 were used to
evaluate that this adsorption reaction was a spontaneous and endothermic process. The adsorption
efficiency of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP after desorption by alkaline conditions is lower than that by EDTA-2Na.
However, the Cd (0) recovery efficiency can reach
76% by electrolysis, which is reduced from the
desorbed Cd(II) solution under alkaline condition.
These findings provided a new perspective and
potential of metallurgical recovery of cadmium in
waste batteries.

KEYWORDS:
Cadmium, ion imprinted polymer, Fe3O4/Cs-IIP, Recycling

INTRODUCTION
Heavy metals from industrial activities are
largely released into the natural environment. The
toxicity and persistence of these heavy metals pose
a threat to humans and the environment [1]. Cadmium is considered as a human carcinogen and
tetratogen [2]. Trace amounts of cadmium may be
harmful to the human body. It can cause the damage of various body tissues, such as liver, lung,
kidney and joints and might lead to chronic disorders and even cancers [3-6]. Thus, Removal of
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powder diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku smart lab,
5LJDNX -DSDQ  XWLOL]LQJ &X .Į UDGLDWLRQ 7R FRQ
firm existing of functional groups in the imprinted
and non-imprinted materials for before and after
adsorption of cadmium ions, Infrared (IR) spectra
(Nexus 470, Nicolet, USA) was measured on a
Bruker FTIR spectrometer using the KBr pellet
technique in the range of 4000±400 cm-1. The surface morphology of the imprinted composites was
measured by using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Philips Electronics Co., Eindhoven, The
Netherlands). Zeta potentials of imprinted composites at different pH circumstance were measured
by using Zetasizer Nano-Z (Malvern Instruments,
UK).

modynamics, reusability and selectivity of this new
sorbents for Cd(II) were described and discussed in
detail, including the optimal recovery conditions
and influencing factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Cadmium chloride pentahydrate
and chitosan were purchased from Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.(Beijing, China), ferric
chloride hexahydrate, ferrous sulfate heptahydrate
and absolute ethanol were purchased from Damao
Chemical Reagent Factory(Tianjin, China), disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate were purchased
from Xilong Chemical co., LTD (Guangdong, China), glutaraldehyde were purchased from Zhiyuan
Chemical Co., Ltd.(Tianjing, China).

Adsorption experiments. The adsorption
ability of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was studied by static adsorption experiments. A stock solution (500 mg/L)
of cadmium was prepared in de-ionized water by
using cadmium chloride salt (CdCl2·H2O). The
sorption experiments were conducted at room temperature to optimize the operational parameters, e.g.
adsorption capacity, temperature (T), pH, Cd concentration, and co-existing ions, along with the
studies of kinetic, isotherm, thermodynamic parameters, and regeneration process of Cd(II) adsorption
by Fe3O4/Cs-IIP and Fe3O4/Cs-NIP particles.
The adsorption capacity of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP and
NIP towards Cd(II) from aqueous solution was
investigated in a batch system. Different concentrations of Cd(II),which was varied between 20.0
mg/L and 180.0 mg/L, were prepared to determine
the effect of initial concentration of Cd(II) on the
adsorption capacity of the adsorbent. The influence
of adsorbent dosage on Cd adsorption is also under
consideration, and the dosage was ranged from
0.2g/L to 1.0g/L. The effect of the medium pH on
the adsorption capacity of adsorbent was investigated in the pH range 3.0±8.0 (which was adjusted
with 0.1 mol/L HCl and 0.1 mol/L NaOH at the
beginning of the experiment). Adsorption kinetics
and adsorption isotherms were established by adding 30 mg adsorbent to 50 mL Cd(II) solutions of
initial concentration (25 mg/L). Under the condition
of other factors being unchanged, the effect of adsorbent on the adsorption of cadmium at different
temperatures was studied, and the adsorption capacity was calculated to obtain the related adsorption
thermodynamic parameters.
In order to make sure the adsorbent has selective adsorption of Cd(II), binary mixture of Cd(II)±
Mg(II), Cd(II)±Cr(II), Cd(II)±Pb(II), Cd(II)±Zn(II)
were prepared at pH 6.0 in50 ml beaker, respectively. The initial concentration of each metal ion was
25.0 mg/L and the amount of sorbent polymer was
30 mg.
To test the reusability of the Fe3O4/Cs-IIP, the
Cd(II) ion adsorption±desorption procedure was
repeated five times by using the same adsorbents.

Synthesis of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP. Fe3O4 was obtained according to coprecipitation method [18],
FeCl3·6H2O and FeSO4·7H2O with a molar ratio of
2:1 were added into 60 mL of aqueous solution and
sonicated to dissolve. A certain amount of 12 mol/L
ammonia solution was added dropwise at 60°C to
NHHS WKH S+ DQG WKH XOWUDsound was continued
for 90 min at N2 atmosphere. The product was collected with a permanent magnet, washed several
times with deionized water and ethanol and then
dried under vacuum at 60°C.
To obtain Fe3O4/Cs-IIP, 4g of chitosan was
dissolved in 200ml (2.5%, V/V) acetic acid, and a
certain amount of CdCl2·2.5H2O was added. After
stirring at 30Ԩ for 24 hours, 2g of Fe3O4 particles
were added at 60Ԩ and stirring was continued for
6h. A solution of glutaraldehyde (25%, W/V) was
added and gel was generated with continued stirring. After the gel was stirred for 10 minutes, the
gel was observed to be homogeneous. After uniformly sealing with a sealing film at 60°C for 1
hour, the temperature of the water bath was adjusted to 30°C and left overnight. After completion of
the reaction, the gel was mashed with a glass rod,
the pH of the system was adjusted to 2 with NaOH,
and the solution was further stirred at 60°C for 3 h.
The resulting magnetic imprinted material was
collected with a magnet and washed with 0.1 mol/L
EDTA-Na2 (EDTA is a good chelator that can
complex with many heavy metal ions to form stable, water-soluble chelates that elute heavy metals)
[19]. Until Cd(II) was not detected in the eluent, the
material was washed to neutral with distilled water
and dried under vacuum at 60°C. The nonimprinted polymer (Fe3O4/Cs-NIP) except for the
addition of CdCl2·2.5H2O, the rest of the preparation method is the same.
Characterization of adsorbents. The crystal
structure of imprinted composites were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) in a Bruker X-ray
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The metal ions were removed from the adsorbents
by washing with 0.1 mol/L EDTA-Na2. The adsorbents were washed again with deionized water and
dried under vacuum at 60 ƕC overnight before another extraction cycle.
In all the above batch experiments, after adsorption equilibrium, the mixtures were isolated by
filtration, the concentration of each metal ion in the
remaining solution was measured by AAS. The
amount of Cd(II) adsorbed was calculated by the
following Eq. (1):

Qe

V C0  Ce
m

solution to adsorbed material after the elution. Ϫ.
initial concentration of 25mg/L CdCl2 solution).
Then the efficiency of cadmium metal recovery was
calculated by measuring the residual Cd(II) concentration in the electrolytic solution after electrolysis

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP. The
rough surface morphology of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP sorbents
were exemplified by the electron micrographs. The
morphological difference of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP before
(Fig. 1a) and after adsorption of Cd are presented in
Fig.1. The surface of pure Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was rough,
loose, and uneven, which indicated the formation of
large amounts of imprinted pores due to elution of
template ions. The results benefit the Cd(II) adsorption properties of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP due to large contact
area. In contrast, the surface of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP after
adsorption was smooth because the adsorbed Cd(II)
filled the corresponding holes and made the surface
of the Fe3O4/Cs-IIP smooth.
The XRD patterns of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP before and
after adsorption were shown in Fig. 2. The pattern
of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP before adsorption showed that the
diffraction peaks at 30.30°, 35.64°, 43.31°, 53.48°,
57.09° and 62.72° belong to (220), (311), (400),
(422), (511) and (440) crystal of Fe 3O4 [20], which
indicated that Fe3O4 was response to magnetic characteristic. No significant changes of the characteristic peaks of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP after adsorption was observed, indicating that the structures had not been
destroyed during the adsorption progress.
The FT-IR spectrum of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP before
and after adsorption of cadmium ions were shown
in Fig. 3. The peaks at 1070 cm-1 and 1639 cm-1
indicated the stretching vibration of alkoxy C-O
and aromatic C=C respectively [21]. The broad
adsorption peak at 3417 cm-1 indicated -OH adsorption peak. And, the peaks of 3471, 2960, 1639,
1421 and 585 cm-1 had slightly shifted to 3427,
2923, 1636, 1399 and 577 cm-1 after adsorption of
Cd(II), respectively. These shifts of functional
groups are attributed to the changes in counter ions
linked with amide, amino and carboxyl anions [22],
suggesting that the alkoxy and hydroxyl groups
played an important role in cadmium adsorption.
Zeta potentials of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP were shown in
Fig. 4. The results demonstrated that the zeta potential decreased gradually with the increase of the
solution pH. However, the zeta potential was still
higher than 20mV. The previous research [23]
indicated that the system was stable when the zeta
potential of the material was greater than 20mv,
specifically, the higher the zeta potential, the more
stable the system. These studies fully demonstrated
the superior electrostatic stability of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP,
which facilitated their dispersion in water and improves the adsorption efficiency.

(1)

Where C0 (mg/L) and Ce (mg/L) represent initial and equilibration concentration of Cd(II), respectively, V (mL) is the volume of solution, m
(mg) is the weight of the adsorbent.
pH/Temperature-switched controlled separation experiments. In order to investigating the
pH and temperature responsive performance, the
desorption performances of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP at different pH and temperature were studied. 30mg
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP were added into 50ml Cd(II) solution
in the concentration of 25 mg/L, stirring and keeping at 30Ԩ IRUK$ELWRIVROXWLRQZHUH ¿OWUDWHG
E\ XOWUD¿OWUDWLRQ PHPEUDQH WKHQ GHWHUPLQH WKH
concentration of residual ions. After removing
solution, adding 50 mL deionized water and stirring
for 1 h under 5 different conditions (1. deionized
water with pH of 2 and temperature of 30Ԩ 2.
deionized water with pH of 12 and temperature of
30Ԩ 3. deionized water with pH of 7 and temperature of 50°C. 4. deionized water with pH of 2 and
temperature of 50Ԩ 5. deionized water with pH of
12 and temperature of 50Ԩ). The desorption capacLW\ZHUHREWDLQHGE\XOWUD¿OWUDWLRQDQGGHWHFWLRQ,Q
addition, the pH of deionized water is adjusted with
HCl and NaOH solution.
In order to test the reuse efficiency of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP in acid and alkali conditions, the
Cd(II) ion adsorption±desorption procedure was
repeated five times by using the same adsorbents
and The desorption process was carried out at pH of
2 and 12 respectively.
Cadmium recovery. The recovery of cadmium metal was worth studying, in the previous section, the desorption performances of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
at different pH were studied, and EDTA was a good
chelator that could complex with many heavy metal
ions to form stable, water-soluble chelates that
eluted heavy metals. Based on these content, the
following experimental scheme was designed: This
experiment used the principle of electrolytic cell to
recover Cd(II) in solution, using graphite rods as
inert electrodes for electrolysis in three different
electrolyte solutions(Ϩ. the solution after desorption of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP at a pH of 12. ϩ. EDTA-Na2
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a

b

FIGURE 1
SEM images and EDX spectrum of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP (a)before adsorption of cadmium ions,
(b)after adsorption of cadmium ions

FIGURE 2
XRD patterns of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP for before and after adsorption
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FIGURE 3
FTIR spectra of (a) Fe3O4/Cs-IIP after adsorption (b) Fe3O4/Cs-IIP before adsorption

FIGURE 4
Determination of zeta potential of Fe 3O4/Cs-IIP

FIGURE 5
Kinetic absorption data plots of Cd(II): (a) cadmium concentration C vs time t; (b) pseudo-first-order
kinetic model and (c) pseudo-second-order kinetic model.
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Adsorption kinetics. The kinetics of adsorption was used to describe the mechanism of adsorption, and the results were shown in Fig. 5a. The
concentration of Cd(II) gradually decreased with
the increase of adsorption time, and reached the
adsorption saturation at 360min.
Pseudo-first-order model and pseudo-secondorder model were utilized to fit the experimental
data. The kinetic rate equations could be expressed
as Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) [24]:
(2)
Qt Qe  Qe e  k1t

Kd

Qt

(3)

Where Qe (mg/g) and Qt (mg/g) are adsorption
quantity at equilibrium time and time t, k1 and k2 are
the rate constant of pseudo-first-order model and
pseudo-second-order model respectively.
The adsorption dynamics of Cd(II) onto
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP were described in Fig. 5b and 5c. The
results suggested that the adsorption of Cd(II) by
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was in good agreement with the pseudo-second-order kinetics model due to a higher
correlation coefficient (R2=0.9996), which indicated that the rate of adsorption is governed by the
mechanism of chemisorption. This adsorption involved the exchange or transfer of electron pairs
between Cd(II) and the surface atoms of Fe3O4/CsIIP.
TABLE 1
Adsorption thermodynamic parameters for
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
Temperature(K)
293.15
303.15
313.15

ǻ*(kJ/mol)

ǻ+(kJ/mol)

ǻ6(kJ/mol·K)

-7.08
-7.09
-7.01

-222.07

-0.71

Qe
Ce

(6)

Adsorption isotherms. Isotherm models
showed the relationship between metal concentration in solution and the amount of metal adsorbed
on a selective adsorbent at a constant temperature.
Although large numbers of isotherm models were
present to figure out the mechanism of adsorption,
but Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm models were
commonly used for the adsorption of metal ions.
Langmuir adsorption isotherm equation assumed that the surface of the adsorbent is homogeneous and there was no interaction between the
adsorbates and the adsorption heat upon adsorption
was constant. Freundlich isotherm was based on the
assumption that the solid phase metal ion concentration was directly proportional to the concentration of adsorbate in the solution phase. The parameters of different isotherms model were listed in
Table 2. qe, qm and KL are the adsorption capacity
(mg/g), maximum adsorption capacity of metal ions
(mg/g) and Langmuir adsorption constant (L/mg),
respectively. Kf (L/g) is the Freundlich constant
related to the adsorption capacity of the adsorbent
and n is an empirical constant related to the adsorption intensity.

Adsorption thermodynamics. In order to explore the nature of spontaneity and heat exchange
for the adsorption process, the effect of temperature
on the adsorption efficiency of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was
also studied and thermodynamic parameters including Gibbs free energy change (ǻ*), enthalpy
change (ǻ+) and entropy change (ǻ6) were listed in
Table 1. And the equations are as follows:

'G  RT ln K d

(5)

Where Qe and Ce represent the concentration
and adsorption quantity at equilibrium of Cd(II)
respectively. R(8.314 J/ mol·K) is the gas constant,
T is the absolute temperature(K), Kd is thermodynamic equilibrium constant.
The negative values of ǻ+ indicated that the
adsorption of Cd(II) onto Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was exothermic in nature, which was supported by the decreasing adsorption capacity of Cd(II) with increase
in temperature [25]. The negative values of ǻ6
demonstrated the decrease of the randomness at the
solid-liquid interface [26]. The negative values of
ǻ* suggested the adsorption process is spontaneous. And the change of ǻ* at different temperatures
indicated that the spontaneous ability decreased
with the increase of the temperature, and the best
spontaneous tendency was obtained at 303.15K.

2

k 2 Qe t
1  k 2 Qe t

'S
'H

R
RT

ln K d

(4)

TABLE 2
Adsorption isotherm model equations and constants
Isotherm model

Langmuir

Initial equation

Qe

parameters

R2
0.95

Freundlich

K L Qm C e
1  K L Ce
Qm(mg/g)
195.79

Qe
KL
0.00934
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TABLE 3
The effect of pH in the adsorption of Cd(II)
Type of adsorbent
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP

pH
3
4
5
6
7
8

Initial conc.(mg/L)
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

Final conc.(mg/L)
2.82
2.45
2.38
2.23
2.41
3.22

a

Removal percentage(%,w/w)
88.74%
90.20%
90.49%
91.07%
90.34%
87.13%

b

FIGURE 6
Adsorption isotherms of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP (a)curve fitting of Langmuir model and (b) Freundlich model

FIGURE 7
XPS spectra analysis: (a) C1s, (b) O1s, (c) Cd3d
dlich model (R2=0.91), indicating that the adsorption of Cd(II) by Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was more in according with Langmuir isotherm. The maximum adsorption capacity of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was 195.79mg/g.

Fig.6a and 6b showed the curve fitting of
Langmuir and Freundlich model. The results
demonstrated that the Langmuir model (R2=0.95)
was found to be more applicable than the Freun-
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solution reached minimum value. The decrease in
metal ion removal as pH decreases could be explained on the basis of the dissolution of chitosan
beads under acidic conditions(pH ˘   :KDW¶V
more, there was a further decrease in cadmium
removal which could be described to the fact that
the protonation of the adsorbent surface at lower pH
contributes to more repulsion of adsorbing metal
ions.

XPS analysis. XPSPEAK41 software was
used to analysis the XPS spectra of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP.
The peak fitting analysis diagram of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
containing C1s 漓 O1s and Cd3d after the Cd(II)
adsorption were shown in fig. 7. The C1s peaks
(Fig. 7a) showed two component for Fe3O4/Cs-IIP,
binding energy near 284.8 eV of C1s peak without
oxygen bonds and only bound to carbon, in 284.7
eV, C1s peak was corresponding with R±C=O.
Binding energy in 531.8 eV and 532.5 eV (Fig. 7b)
were corresponding to OH- and O2- respectively.
The Cd3d spectrum (Fig. 7c) showed two peaks in
404eV and 411.7eV, which represented the adsorbed Cd was all Cd(II), turned out that there was
no change in the valence of Cd during the adsorption process [27, 28].

Selective adsorption. The sorption selectivity
of the Cd(II)-imprinted and nonimprinted sorbents
was investigated by studying Competitive adsorptions of Cd(II)/Pb(II), Cd(II)/Zn(II), Cd(II)/Cr(II),
Cd(II)/Mg(II), Cd(II)/SO4(II) and Cd(II)/NO3(I)
were investigated in their double mixture system.
These metal ions were chosen as the competitive
species with Cd(II) for their same charge, similar
binding ability to chitosan and commonly occurring
coexisted in water. Corresponding conclusions were
depicted in Fig. 9. The Fig.9 summarized the adsorption quantity of Cd(II) by imprinted and nonimprinted materials in the presence of coexisting
ions, the adsorption quantity for the imprinted adsorbent showed significant increase compared with
that of the non-imprinted adsorbent. Because of the
formation of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP ultimately built template-selective recognition sites with functional
ligands. However, in the non-imprinted adsorbent,
the metal ions were adsorbed random and disorderly, resulted in unremarkable selectivity performance. The adsorption efficiency under the same
conditions was analyzed. It was found that the adsorption efficiency of IIP could still reach 1.5 times
the adsorption capacity of NIP. It could be concluded that IIP still had selective adsorption to Cd(II)
under the condition of other ions coexisting.

FIGURE 8
Concentration of Cd (II) at adsorption equilibrium under different pH conditions
Effects of pH. The pH values of the aqueous
solution has a significant effect on the adsorption
progress, the pH values affect the surface charge of
adsorbent and the degree of ionization of adsorbate
during adsorption. In order to investigate the role of
the ionization state of pollutants on the surface of
adsorbents at different pH and the functional groups
on the adsorbents, the experiment was performed
with an initial Cd(II) concentration of 25 mg/L,
temperature of 30 ƕC with contact time of 360 min.
The results are listed in Table 3 and Fig. 8. At the
pH=6, the concentration of residual Cd(II) in the

Desorption and electrolysis study. The regeneration performance was studied to illustrate
economic benefits of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP. EDTA-Na2
solution was an ideal eluent for Cd(II) desorption.

FIGURE 9
Selective adsorption of Cd(II) by Fe3O4/Cs-IIP and NIP
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FIGURE 10
Desorption ratios of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP under different conditions

FIGURE 11
Adsorption efficiency of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP after desorption under acid and alkaline conditions

FIGURE 12
The recovery of Cadmium from different solutions
:KDW¶V PRUH WKH DGVRUEHG &G ,,  DOVR GHWDFKHG
from the imprinted pores to different extents under
different pH and temperature conditions. Therefore,
Fig. 10 showed desorption characteristic of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP under five different conditions. It was
seen apparently that the desorption ratio (97.1%) of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP under the alkaline condition (pH=12)
was better than the desorption ratio (66.4%) under
the acidic condition (pH=2), and the change of
temperature had slight effect on the desorption of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP. Thus, in an attempt to achieve the
highest desorption ratio, pH was selected of 12 and
temperature of 30Ԩ for the best desorption condition.
The regeneration of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP under different elution conditions was investigated with 5

times adsorption±desorption cycles (Fig. 11). The
results showed that after five times of repeated use
experiments, the adsorption ratio of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
eluted by EDTA-Na2 ranged from 90.08% to
72.12%, slight decrease of adsorption capacity
occurred in regeneration studies of the prepared
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP. Two possible reasons were as follows: (1) the gradual occupancy of adsorption sited
by metal ions; (2) the destruction of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
structured at relatively acidic condition. It could be
concluded that the Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was of desirable
reusability under the experimental conditions. It
should been noted that the adsorption efficiency of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP after desorption by alkaline conditions (from 93.73% of the first adsorption dropped
to 49.95% of the fifth) was lower than that by
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y Kinetics studies showed that the adsorption progress onto Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was well described
by the pseudo second-order kinetic model. The
adsorption behavior of Cd(II) by Fe 3O4/Cs-IIP fited
the Freundlich adsorption isotherms model well,
and the maximum adsorption capacity was
195.79mg/g.
y Various thermodynamic parameters such
as ǻ*, ǻ+ and ǻ6 were used to evaluate that this
adsorption reaction was a spontaneous and endothermic process.
y Fe3O4/Cs-IIP exhibited excellent recyclability and reusability. The adsorption efficiency,
with 5 of cycles, eluted by EDTA-Na2, still was
70%, while the adsorption efficiency droped to 50%
with the elution of ultrapure water under alkaline
condition(pH=12).
y The Cd (0) recovery efficiency could reach
76% by electrolysis, which was reduced from the
desorbed Cd(II) solution under alkaline condition.
Therefore, considering the actual engineering efficiency such as electrolysis, the alkaline condition
was the optimum desorption and recovery condition
of cadmium.

EDTA-Na2, the reason that the structure of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP was damaged to a certain extent under
alkaline conditions was responsible for it, resulting
in the reduction of imprinted pores, thereby reducing the adsorption efficiency when Fe3O4/Cs-IIP
was reused. Therefore, a better elution effect would
be achieved with EDTA-Na2 for the regeneration of
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP.
Considering that Fe3O4/Cs-IIP had good recyclability and high adsorption capacity, which made
it possible to recover cadmium metals in cadmiumcontaining waste liquids. In addition, cadmium had
a wide range of applications in alloys, electroplating and rechargeable batteries. Therefore, Fig. 12
showed the electrolysis of three different solutions
containing Cd(II) as electrolyte solution to recover
Cd(0). It was observed that the solution after desorption of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP at a pH of 12 and initial
concentration of 25mg/L CdCl2 solution show good
electrolytic efficiency, while the electrolytic efficiency of EDTA-Na2 solution to adsorbed material
after the elution was only 27.61%, because there is
a large amount of Na+ in the EDTA-Na2 solution,
and the content of Na+ is much larger than that of
Cd(II) in the eluted solution, resulting in that the
priority of Cd(II) during the electrolysis was not as
good as that of Na+[29]. Based on the above analysis, the desorption and recovery of cadmium under
alkaline condition(pH=12) turned out to be the best
for engineering significance.
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CONCLUSION
In this work, a surface imprinting technique
and a sol±gel process were combined together for
the successful synthesis of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP, and it was
characterized by SEM, FT-IR, and XRD. Meanwhile, the kinetics, thermodynamics and reusability
of the materials and Cd (II) were investigated.
g

Graphical Abstract 1
Graphical Abstract 2
HIGHLIGHTS:
9
A Fe3O4-IIP with chitosan as carrier was synthesized to remove Cd (II) in aquifer.
9
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP had absorption with a good selectivity on Cd (II).
9
Selective adsorption capacity of Fe3O4/Cs-IIP for Cd (II) was 195.79 mg/g.
9
Fe3O4/Cs-IIP exhibited excellent recyclability and reusability.
9
The Cd(0) recovery efficiency using electrolysis was 76%.
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Because of high temperature degradation or oxidation degradation, conventional drilling fluid additives will lost their functions and result in the deterioration of drilling fluid properties such rheological
properties and filtration control capacity, which in
turn influences the drilling cuttings transportation
and wellbore stability. Therefore, developing high
temperature resistant additives is of vital importance
in drilling engineering [4].
Drilling wells in such challenging environments becomes possible by developments in the
technology. The drilling fluid technology is one of
the most important reasons to make this possible.
Drilling fluids are a mixture of liquids, chemicals,
and solids, which are pumped in the wellbore to facilitate the drilling process. The functions of the
drilling fluids are to carry cuttings out of the hole,
control pressure, cool and lubricate the drill string,
and stabilize the exposed rock [5].
Because of the inherent advantages of high
temperature stability, excellent lubricity, filtration
control for extended periods of time, and tolerance
to pollution and so on, invert emulsion drilling fluids
(including oil-based drilling fluid (OBDF) and synthetic-based drilling fluid (SBDF)) are generally preferred when there are drilling demanding formations
and complex conditions such as deep formation drilling, deep water drilling and gypsum and so on in
comparison with water-based drilling fluids. In addition, oil based drilling fluids can be used to drill
through most troublesome shale formations due to
their inherent inhibitive nature and temperature stability [6, 7].
Two of the most common types of continuous
phases in oil-based drilling fluids are diesel and mineral oil. Mineral oil is less toxic than diesel, and oil
retention properties of OBDF with mineral oil are
less than OBDF with diesel [8]. Therefore, mineral
oil such as white oil is more and more widely used
as base fluid in comparison with diesel oil.
The high pressure and high temperature
(HPHT) conditions encountered during drilling of
deep wells or geothermal wells pose a significant
challenge. Overall the performance of these invert
emulsion drilling fluids depends substantially on the
selection of the right combination of fluid loss additives and filter cake sealing materials to reduce the

The high pressure and high temperature conditions encountered during drilling of deep wells pose
a significant challenge to control filtration and maintain optimum drilling fluid rheology. However, most
commercial oil base drilling fluid systems have limitations such as reduced rheology and filtration control if the fluid is exposed to temperatures higher
than 150 oC for prolonged periods of time. In this
study, copolymer based on monomer of methacrylic
acid, tetradecyl ester (MATE), butyl acrylate (BA)
and methylmethyacrylate (MA) was synthesized
with suspension polymerization. The copolymer was
characterized with Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), scanning electronic microscopy
(SEM). The white oil adsorption capacity from room
temperature to 120 oC was evaluated. The effect of
the copolymer on the rheology and filtration properties of oil-based drilling fluid (OBDF) was investigated. The results indicated that the copolymer has
near spherical and porous structure, capable of absorbing large amount of oil. It could reduce both the
API fluid loss and HTHP fluid loss after hot rolling
at 200 oC for 16 hours, and increase the viscosity of
the fluid after hot rolling at 180 oC for 16 hours. The
copolymer showed superior performance than conventional modified lignite and modified asphalt
product, and had a promising future of practical application.
)(!#$
Oil-based drilling fluid, rheology, filtration, high temperature and high pressure, polymer microsphere
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The demand for oil and gas has increased in the
past decades, for that many petroleum fields had
been discovered and developed in complex regions
and harsh reservoir conditions [1]. Especially for the
development of unconventional resources like shale
gas and geothermal energy, more and more high
temperature or even ultra-high temperature downhole environments are frequently encountered [2, 3].
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Shandong Shida Chuangxin Technology Co., Ltd.,
respectively.

fluid loss, the selection of an appropriate rheology
control package, and an emulsifier and oil wetting
package which will maintain optimum drilling fluid
rheology and filtration control when exposed to high
temperature conditions [6]. During the past decades,
numerous additives have been employed to improve
the rheology or filtration property of OBDF. For example, organophilic clay [9], lightly sulfonated polystyrene [10], covalently linked organic functionality on layered material [11], modified rectorite [12],
poly-carboxylic acids, latex polymers, polyamides
[13] and so on have been used to improve the rheological properties of OBDF. As for filtration control,
partially soluble or deformable solid materials including gilsonite [14], asphaltic additive [15],
treated lignites [16] and organically modified tannin
[17], and synthetic polymers including butadienestyrene-butadiene block copolymer [18], esterified
starch [19], hydrogenated isoprene-styrene diblock
copolymers [20], and nanoparticles [21] have been
employed to reduce the filtration loss. However,
most commercial oil base drilling fluid systems have
limitations such as reduced rheology and filtration
control if the fluid is exposed to temperatures higher
than 300 oF for prolonged periods of time [7].
Therefore, selecting the proper additives for the
extreme environment becomes critical for appropriate rheological properties and fluid loss control. The
present study describes the development of a new copolymer designed for such HTHP environments,
highlighting the chemical differences and compares
the test data of the copolymer with conventional
HTHP filtration reducers.
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*:.82*39 Methacrylic acid, tetradecyl ester
(MATE), butyl acrylate (BA), methylmethyacrylate
(MA), N, N’-Methylenebis (acrylamide) (MBA) and
benzoyl peroxide (BPO) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Dispersant agent polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) and porogen ethyl acetate (EAC) were provided by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. 
The organophilic clay was provided by M-I
Swaco Company of Schlumberger. Rheological
modifier SD-RM prepared from reaction between
polyacid and polyethene polyamine was purchased
from Shandong Shida Chuangxin Technology Co.,
Ltd. Primary emulsifier BZ-OPE (amidoamine type)
and secondary emulsifier BZ-OSE (fatty acid type)
were provided by Drilling fluid Technology Service
Company, BHDC, CNPC of China. The base oil of
No.3 white oil was provided with Shandong
Taichang Petrochemical Technology Co., Ltd. Two
types of conventional fluid loss additives including
asphaltic additive and modified lignite used in OBDFs were provided by Drilling Fluid Technology
Service Company, BHDC, CNPC of China and

$>5:1.929 *5- ,1*8*,:.82?*:265 6/ ,6763>
4.8Suspension polymerization was utilized to synthesize the copolymer. Firstly, 2 g of PVA was dissolved in 100 mL deionized water at water bath under 60 oC for 30 minutes. Then monomers including
PMTD (8g), BA (7g), MA (4 g), porogen EAC (2 g),
cross-linker MBA (0.12 g), and initiator BPO (0.25
g) were added into the PVA solution slowly. Then
nitrogen gas was injected into the system and the
temperature of water bath was increased to 85 oC and
kept stable for the whole reaction process. The stirring rate was adjusted to be 500 rpm. After reaction
for 8 hours, the products were washed with absolute
ethanol and acetone several times and then washed
with hot deionized water (about 60 oC) several times.
After washing, the products were dried in vacuum
drying oven at 45 oC for 24 hours. Finally the white
small spherical particles were obtained and named as
PM.
The FT-IR spectra were recorded by a Nicolet
6700 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Nicolet
Corporation), scanning from 4000 to 400 cm-1, with
4 cm-1 resolution in transmission. The morphological
features of the PM were conducted with FEI Quanta
FEG 250 field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM). The oil adsorption capacity was evaluated with the weighting method [22].

"8.7*8*:265 *5- 7867.8:2.9 .<*3;*:265 6/
!9 The mineral oil-based drilling fluids were
prepared according to the experimental methods recommended in API RP 13B-2 [23]. The drilling fluid
formula with oil to water ratio (OWR) of 90:10 is as
follows: 360 mL white oil + 12 g VG-Plus + 12g BZOPE + 12 g BZ-OSE +8g BZ OWA +40 mL CaCl2
Solution +8g CaO. The rheological properties were
carried out at 50 oC according to the standard API
RP 13B-2 [24]. The API fluid loss was tested by a
medium-pressure filtration apparatus at pressure of
0.69 MPa. The high temperature and high pressure
(HTHP) fluid loss was conducted by HTHP filter apparatus under a setting temperature and 3.5 MPa.


#$&%$ $&$$! 

1*8*,:.82?*:265 6/ 763>4.8 42,86971.8.
 %#The photograph of the synthesized product is shown in Figure 1. The FT-IR spectrum of PM
is depicted in Figure 2. The absorption bands at
2923.6 and 2854.1 cm-1 were attributed to the asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of C-H. The absorption bands at 1733.7 was the typical C=O
stretching vibration. The bands at 1467.6 and 1380.8
cm-1 were assigned to the C-H asymmetric and symmetric bending vibration. The bands at 1236.1 and
1162.9 cm-1 corresponded to the C-O-C vibration.
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The bands at 721.2 and 640.3 cm-1 were attributed to
the amide V and amide VI. The absorption band
ranging from 1630 to 1680 cm-1 was not observed,
which demonstrated there are complete reaction
among the monomers because the disappearance of
C=C bands.


!"  ! 

molecules will move into the micro pores of the sample and be trapped in the inner space of the microsphere.

 !23*-9687:2657867.8:>The white oil adsorption capacity of PM particles under different
temperatures is presented in Figure 3. When testing
at room temperature, the oil adsorption rate increased quickly at the initial 4 hours. Then the oil
adsorption rate increased gradually with time. When
the testing temperature was increased to 90 oC and
120 oC, the oil adsorption rate exhibited a similar behavior, where it increased rapidly in the first few
hours, and then increased relatively smoothly. When
testing for 72 hours, the oil adsorption rate at room
temperature, 90 oC and 120 oC was 9.47, 10.92 and
15.53 g/g respectively, indicating the higher the temperature, the more white oil would be absorbed.
As shown in Figure 4, after oil adsorption to
saturation, the PM particles increased from small
particles to elastic and swellable particles. The average diameter increased about 2-3times, and the
whole volume of the particles increased 8-27 times
in correspondence. The swellable and deformable
particles of PM will be squeezed into the formation
and plug the micro pores and micro fractures, which
is advantageous for the drilling fluid filtration
control.

&# 
%1.716:608*716/9>5:1.92?.-786-;,:"

 $As shown in Figure 3, there are approximate spherical structures connected with each
other under the microscopy. Meanwhile, several micro pores were observed in the microspheres, which
will increase the absorption space and specific surface area. It could be speculated that the white oil
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Note: (a) AV, (b) PV, (c) YP



"867.8:2.9 <*3;*:265 6/ 81.63602,*3 46-2
/2.8 //.,:6/"65:1.81.63602,*37867.8:2.9
6/!The effect of PM on the rheological properties of oil-based drilling fluids is depicted in Figure
5. The rheology of the drilling fluid is typically characterized with the parameters of plastic viscosity
(PV) and yield point (YP). The PV is related to the
type and concentration of the solids in the drilling
fluid, and the YP is a measure of the hole cleaning
ability of the drilling fluid [25].
When the hot rolling temperature was 120 oC,
with the increase of PM concentration, the PV and
YP both increased. It should be noted that when the

concentration of PM is lower than 1.5 w/v%, both
the PV and YP exhibited a gradual increase. When
the concentration increased to 3.0 w/v%, the rheological parameters including PV and YP increased
dramatically. With the increase of hot rolling temperature, PV and YP decreased gradually. Once the
hot rolling temperature exceeded 180 oC and reached
as high as 200 oC, the PV and YP both exhibited a
sharp decrease, showing that PM lost the rheological
adjusting capacity under such high temperature.
Therefore, PM can be used to improve the rheological properties of drilling fluid for high temperature
of 180 oC.
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 //.,:6/"65:1./23:8*:2657867.8:2.9
6/!The PM particles were added into the oilbased drilling fluid and hot-rolled under various temperatures. After hot-rolling, the API filtration and
HTHP filtration test were conducted. For the HTHP
filtration test, the testing temperature is the corresponding hot-rolling temperature and testing pressure is set to be 3.5 MPa according to API standard.
Because the filter paper will become carbonization,
the maximum HTHP filtration testing temperature
was set to be 180 oC. 
For the control sample, both API fluid loss and
HTHP fluid loss increased with the hot-rolling temperature. When the hot-rolling temperature was
higher than 150 oC, the fluid loss increased significantly. After the addition of PM particles, the fluid
loss decreased in all the cases, especially the hot rolling temperature reached as high as 180 oC, a low
concentration of 0.5 w/v% could result in both the
API fluid loss and HTHP fluid loss decreasing from
56.4 to 26.2 mL, and 164 to 60 mL, respectively.
When the hot-rolling temperature reached even
higher temperature of 200 oC, the API fluid loss and
HTHP fluid loss decreased from 69.6 mL to 33.2
mL, and 198 to 88 mL, respectively after addition
only 0.5 w/v% PM particles, indicating that PM exhibited excellent HTHP filtration control capacity.
The polymer/organophilic clay interaction produces
a thin, flexible and durable filter cake by ordering the

$""




647*82965=2:146-2/2.-32052:.*5-46-
2/2.- *971*3:*--2:2<.Two conventional filtration
reducers including modified lignite and modified asphalt were selected as a comparison. After addition
of 1 w/v% into the OBDF, the rheological and filtration properties before and after hot-rolling (BHR and
AHR) were tested and shown in Table 1. 
As shown in Table 1, after addition of 1 w/v%
PM, the rheological parameters including AV, PV,
and YP increased while addition of modified lignite
and modified asphalt product resulted in a relatively
less increase of rheological parameters. For the API
fluid loss, it increased before hot-rolling when modified lignite and modified asphalt were incorporated,
and showed a slight decrease after addition of PM.
However, after hot-rolling at 180 oC for 16 hours, the
API fluid loss of control sample increased to as high
as 55 mL, demonstrating the lost function of filtration control. While the addition of three filtration reducers all exhibited positive results. The addition of
PM particles decreased the API fluid loss from 55
mL to only 9.8 mL, much lower than that of modified
lignite and modified asphalt, demonstrating that PM
particles is a high performance HTHP filtration reducer.
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clay platelets through polymeric bridging. This arrangement is less porous than that produced by organophilic clay alone [7].
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AV
PV
YP
Gel
FLAPI
Formula
Testing condition
(mPa.s) (mPa.s) (Pa) (Pa/Pa)
(mL)
BHR
13.5
10
3.5
1/1.0
6
OBDF
AHR
9
8
1
0.5/0.5
55
BHR
17
12
5
1.5/2
5.4
OBDF +1w/v% PM
AHR
21.5
19
2.5
1.5/2
9.8
BHR
11.5
9
2.5
2/3
7
OBDF +1w/v% Modified lignite
AHR
9.5
9
0.5
1/2
17
BHR
12
10
2
2/3
6.8
OBDF +1w/v% Modified asphalt
AHR
9
8
1
1/2
47.8
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.,1*52946/"2524786<250:1.81.6360
2,*3*5-/23:8*:2657867.8:2.96/!Figure 8 is
a scheme of PM particles reducing the fluid loss under downhole environment. Because PM particles is
capable of absorbing white oil, the base oil of the
OBDF, which will result in the decreased content of
free base oil in the drilling fluid, and which in turn is
beneficial for filtration control. Furthermore, after
entering the formation, the PAM particles will absorb oil and become swellable and deformable,
which is especially effective to plug the micro pores
and micro fractures. 
Meanwhile, the PM particles can imbibe base
fluid and swell appreciably in volume. The swollen
polymer is deformable under shear stress, making it
more effective in packing with other fine solids to
form filtercake and reduce filtercake permeability
under both static and dynamic conditions [26].
In the case of rheological modification, the imbibition of base oil will result in the decrease of free
white oil content in the drilling fluid, which indirectly enhances the additive concentration, therefore
the interaction between various additives is intensified. Furthermore, with the decreased content of free
base oil, the ratio of oil to water decreased, which
means the content dispersed phase increased, which
will effectively increase the viscosity of the fluid.



viscosity of the fluid, demonstrating that PM particles are excellent viscosifiers for high temperature
environment.
(3) The addition of PM particles into the oilbased drilling fluid exhibited a drastic decrease of
API fluid loss and HTHP fluid loss. When the hotrolling temperature was as high as 200 oC, the fluid
loss still decreased greatly after addition of only 0.5
w/v% PM particles. PM particles were outstanding
filtration reducers. Meanwhile it was superior to conventional modified lignite and modified asphalt for
filtration control.
(4) The mechanism of PM for reducing fluid
loss and increasing the viscosity of the oil-based
drilling fluid lie in the fact that PM particles’ capacity of adsorbing white oil, swellable and deformable
under downhole environment. Experimental results
show that PA has a promising future of practical application by providing thermal stability and stable
rheological properties in HTHP conditions.
 !( %$
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(1) PMTD/BA/MA copolymer was synthesized
with suspension polymerization. The particles had
near spherical and porous structure. They were capable of absorbing white oil for 15.53 g/g at 120 oC.
(2) After addition of PM particles into the oilbased drilling fluid, the rheological parameters increased for both before and after hot-rolling. Even
when the hot-rolling temperature was as high as 180
o
C, the addition of PM particles still increased the
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mentary types and the distribution characteristics of
sedimentary facies within the framework, as a result, the law of favorable reservoirs is predicted.
Sequence stratigraphy was first put forward by
Vail, sequence stratigraphy developed rapidly during the past 30 years. Scholars at home and abroad
subdivided it into continental, carbonate and fine
outcrop sequence stratigraphy [7]. On the basis of
sequence stratigraphy, the theory of high resolution
sequence stratigraphy has also gradually developed,
and sequence boundaries identification and division
has become an indispensable part during oil and gas
exploration and development. Different geologists
have different opinions on the sequence division of
Shahezi Formation, and there are disputes about the
division scheme. Pan C., Wu J., Chen X. et al. [810] divided Shahezi Formation into two third order
sequences; Cai L., Cai Q. et al. [11-12] divided
Shahezi Formation into four third order sequences;
Lv P. [13] divided Shahezi Formation into five
third order sequences. The disagreement on previous schemes for the division of sequence increases
the difficulties of Shahezi Formation sequence
division. At the same time, the differences on the
identification sedimentary facies types and the
determination of boundaries of different sedimentary systems make it more difficult to analyse the
sedimentary facies of Shahezi Formation [14-15].
Therefore, the Shahezi Formation in Songzhan area
of Xujiaweizi Fault Depression is studied by using
core, seismic data, logging and mud logging data,
and the fourth-order sequence of Shahezi Formation
is divided. Within the sequence framework, the
sedimentary facies are studied, the sedimentary
facies types are identified. Finally, the favorable
reservoirs in the sequence framework are predicted
to provide geological guidance for later oil and gas
exploration.

ABSTRACT
According to basic theories of sedimentology,
sequence stratigraphy and the previous research,
using cores, seismic data and logging data, the
sequence of Shahezi Formation is divided. Shahezi
Formation is a second-order sequence, which can
be divided into four third-order sequences and nine
fourth-order sequences. After sequence division,
the stratigraphy framework of Shanhezi Formation
is established. Three main sedimentary facies are
identified, namely braided delta, fan delta and lacustrine facies. According to the tectonic evolution
of the faulted basin, the favorable reservoir zones
are predicted. It can be concluded that braided delta
plain is the favorable reservoir zone laterally, and
third-order sequence SQ4 has a good exploration
potential vertically.

KEYWORDS:
Shahezi Formation, sequence division, sedimentary
facies, Songliao Basin

INTRODUCTION
Songliao Basin is a large faulted superimposed
petroliferous basin, with the shallow layer developing a depression basin and the deep layer developing a faulted basin [1-3]. Because of its abundant
oil and gas resources, a lot of studies have been
done on it, but most studies are about the shallow
and middle layer exploration. Due to the complexity and difficulties of deep exploration, less work
has been done on the deep layer, especially the
layer below Shahezi Formation [4]. But the latest
drilling data shows that the Shahezi Formation of
Songzhan area, Xujiaweizi depression in the north
of Songliao Basin has good oil and gas potential [56]. As a result, the deeper layer in this area need to
be further and accurately studied to obtain abundant
industrial oil resource, especially the Shahezi Formation which can be used as both source rock and
reservoir.
Sequence stratigraphy theory plays an important role in oil and gas exploration and development, which establishes the sedimentary isochronal stratigraphic framework and studies the sedi-

METHODS
Xujiaweizi Fault Depression is located in the
north of Songliao Basin, being in the eastern fault
depression zone. The length is 115 km and the
width is 33 km, with the area of the fault depression
being 3097 km2. The strike of fault depression is
north-south [16]. The western part is close to the
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sedimentary facies and identify different sedimentary facies types, cores of over 30 wells are described.

central paleo-uplift, and the eastern part is the
Shangjia-Chaoyanggou uplift belt, which includes
secondary tectonic units such as Anda sag, Xuxi
fault zone, Songzhan uplift and Xuxi slope zone
(Fig. 1A, B).
Xujiaweizi Fault Depression developed in
Upper Jurassic Huoshiling Period, Lower Cretaceous Shahezi Formation was the development
stage of fault depression, Fault Depression began to
shrink during Yingcheng Formation and gradually
transformed into depression during Denglouku
Formation sedimentary period (Fig. 2).
Shahezi Formation is commonly developed in
study area, with the thinnest part being 200m and
the thickest part being 2800m. Shahezi Formation
mainly develops gray, gray black conglomerate and
sandstone and black mudstone. According to drilling data, Shahezi Formation in the study area is
divided into two Members, with the lower Member
developing conglomerate and sandy mudstone with
coal seam which is usually stable and exploitable,
and the upper part developing sandy mudstone.
In this study, 18 seismic lines are analyzed
and logging data of more than 20 wells are described to divide sequence; In addition, to analyze

RESULTS
Sequence division scheme. The predecessors
have put forward many methods for the sequence
stratigraphic division and the establishment of sequence framework of Shahezi Formation in
Songliao Basin. Different sequence division
schemes are caused by various understanding of
basic data, in this paper, Shahezi Formation is a
complete second-order sequence which can be
divided into four third order sequences SQ1, SQ2,
SQ3 and SQ4 [19]. On the basis of cores, logging,
3D seismic data, Shahezi Formation can be subdivided into nine fourth order sequences (Fig. 2). In
detail, SQ1 is subdivided into SQ1-sq1 and SQ1sq2; SQ2 is subdivided into SQ2-sq1 and SQ2-sq2;
SQ3 is subdivided into SQ3-sq1 and SQ3-sq2; SQ4
is subdivided into SQ4-sq1, SQ4-sq2 and SQ4-sq3.

FIGURE 1
Structural location and well location of Xujiaweizi fault depression in Songliao Basin
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FIGURE 2
Comprehensive column of Shahezi Formation in Songzhan area
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angular unconformity interface. The clastic rock of
Shahezi Formation is well developed below the
boundary, and the volcanic rocks of Yingcheng
Formation are commonly developed above the
boundary.
Within third order sequence, Shahezi Formation is further divided into nine fourth order
sequences by using logging data (Fig. 4). SQ1 can
be subdivided into two fourth order sequences SQ1sq1 and SQ1-sq2, the gamma curve has a good
response (Fig. 4A), being box shaped with moderate value, above the boundary of SQ1-sq1 and SQ1sq2, the gamma and acoustic time difference value
has a slight increase. SQ2 can be subdivided into
two fourth order sequences SQ2-sq1 and SQ2-sq2
(Fig. 4B), near the boundary, the natural gamma
curve is serrated box shaped, and the acoustic time
difference curve changes obviously from a low
value to a high value. SQ3 can be subdivided into
two fourth order sequences SQ3-sq1 and SQ3-sq2,
the logging curve has a good response (Fig. 4C),
with the natural gamma curve being moderate value
serrated box shaped and acoustic time difference
value having no change. SQ4 can be subdivided
into three fourth order sequences SQ4-sq1, SQ4sq2 and SQ4-sq3 (Fig. 4D), near the boundary of
SQ4-sq1 and SQ4-sq2, the natural gamma curve
being moderate value serrated box shaped. Near the
boundary of SQ4-sq2 and SQ4-sq3, the gamma
curve is serrated box shaped with moderate value,
and the acoustic time difference has obvious change
from low value to high value.

Identification of sequence boundaries.
Recognition of sequence boundaries is the main
step in establishing sequence stratigraphic framework, and is also the core of identifying sedimentary facies and predicting reservoir distribution [2023]. Combining with the sedimentary and tectonic
evolution of the Songliao Basin, and the contact
relation patterns of overlap and truncation of seismic data, five third-order sequence boundaries of
T42, T41c, T41b, T41a and T41 are identified within the Shahezi Formation in study area (Fig. 3).
T42 boundary equals to the bottom boundary
of SQ1 (the bottom boundary of second order sequence SQ1) which is a angular unconformity
boundary. Under the boundary volcanic rocks of the
Huoshiling Formation are developed, and clastic
rocks of the Shahezi Formation are commonly
developed above the boundary. The boundary overlaps with the Xuxi fault in the west, and the contact
relation patterns of overlap can be commonly seen
in the east (Fig. 3). T41c boundary is the top
boundary of SQ1 (the bottom boundary of SQ2),
obvious overlap occurs above the boundary. T41b
boundary is the top boundary of third order sequence SQ2 (the bottom boundary of SQ3) which is
the interface of Shahezi Formation. T41a boundary
is the top boundary of third order sequence SQ3,
and the bottom boundary of SQ4, and the contact
relation patterns of truncation can be seen below the
boundary. T41 boundary is the top boundary of
third order sequence SQ4, and the top boundary of
second order sequence SQ4, which is a regional

FIGURE 3
The seismic characteristics of third order sequence boundaries of Shahezi Formation
in Songzhan area [11]

FIGURE 4
The logging response characteristics of fourth order sequence boundaries of Shahezi Formation in
Songzhan area
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FIGURE 5
Photos of cores of Shahezi Formation in the study area
Notes: A. Gray conglomerate with moderate roundness. Dashen 3 well, 3281.39m; B. Dark gray silty mudstone, Shengshen 6
well. 3209.16m漢C. Gray sandstone, Dashen 3 well. 3733.6m漢D. Dark mudstone in the upper part, gray siltstone in the
lower part. Dashen 6 well, 3854.11m漢E. Gray moderate- to fine conglomerate, conglomerate have moderate roundness.
Dashen 2 well漓3532.59m漢F. Gray coarse sandstone in the upper part, black mudstone in the lower part. Dashen 2 well漓
3517.04m漢G. Gray argillaceous siltstone with small cross bedding. Dashen 3 well漓4372.53m漢H. Gray black mudstone
with sandy band, plant debris can be seen. Dashen 1 well漓3859.65m.

floodplain marsh microfacies is mostly gray, dark
gray mudstone and silty mudstone (Fig. 5B), and
horizontal lamina can be commonly seen. The
floodplain marsh microfacies shows low-amplitude
serrated shape.

Sedimentary facies characteristics. By observing the cores of more than 30 wells in the study
area and using the logging data, seismic profile, it is
concluded that three sedimentary facies types,
namely braided delta facies, fan delta facies and
lacustrine facies, are developed in the Shahezi Formation in Songzhan area, Songliao Basin [24-29].
Braided River delta facies is mainly developed in
the eastern slope zone, with fan delta facies mainly
developing near Xuxi fault zone and lake facies
developing in the remaining areas.

Braided river delta front. Braided river delta
plain can be subdivided into the underwater distributary channel and estuary bar microfacies. The
underwater distributary channel mainly includes
gray sandy conglomerate, sandstone and siltstone
(Fig. 5C), which has moderate to poor sorting and
the grains are mainly subangular to subcircular.
Logging data has a good response, being typical
box shaped and bell shaped. Estuary bar is composed of light gray siltstone, siltstone and massive
mudstone (Fig. 5D), with small cross bedding and
parallel bedding. Funnel shape is the main feature
of conventional logging curves of estuary bar.

Braided river delta. The braided river delta
in the study area is mainly developed in the eastern
gentle slope zone. Which develops along both the
long and short axis of the basin, especially along
the short axis direction. It mainly develops gray,
gray black conglomerate and black mudstone. In
seismic profiles, the braided river delta is mainly
progradational reflection, tabular and lenticular
progradational reflection are commonly seen. In the
study area, only braided river delta plain subfacies
and braided river delta front sub-facies are identified.

Fan delta. Fan delta is mainly developed near
the Xuxi depression during Shahezi Formation. The
sediments are mainly gray conglomerate, sandstone
and gray black mudstone, with coarse grain size,
poor sorting, poor roundness, low composition
maturity and structural maturity. Fan deltas are
identified by wedge-shaped or mound-shaped random reflection on seismic profiles. Fan deltas can
be divided into fan delta plain and fan delta front
subfacies, which can be further subdivided into
distributary channel and underwater distributary
channel microfacies. Distributary channel microfacies mainly develops conglomerate, glutenite and
sandstone (Fig. 5E), medium-large cross bedding
can
be
seen
commonly.
In
logging

Braided river delta plain. By observing
cores, braided river delta plain can be further subdivided into distributary channel and floodplain
marsh microfacies. The sediments of distributary
channel have relatively coarse grain, mainly consisting of thick-bedded glutenite, conglomerate and
coarse sandstone (Fig. 5A). Conglomerate sorting is
poor, with the conglomerate having medium to poor
sorting, and sub-circular to sub-angular shape. The
logging curve is box shaped and bell shaped. The
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TABLE 1
Classification scheme of favorable reservoir
Formation
Shahezi

Thickness of glutenite
>95m
75~95m
<75

Sedimentary Facies
Braided river delta or fan delta

curve, distributary channel has a good logging
response, with boxed shape and bell shape. Underwater distributary channel microfacies mainly includes gray massive sandstone, sandstone (Fig. 5F),
with medium scale trough cross bedding.

Reservoir division
Ϩ type
ϩ type
Ϫ type

(3) Glutenite is the main reservoir type in the
study area. Reservoirs in the study area can be
divided into three types, namely type I, II and III,
and SQ4 is the main target stratum of Shahezi Formation in the study area.

Lacustrine. During the sedimentary period of
Shahezi Formation, lacustrine facies is widely distributed and characterized by sheet-like parallel or
sub-parallel reflection on seismic profiles. The
study area mainly develops shore-shallow lake
subfacies, which is mainly composed of sand bar
microfacies and shore-shallow lake mud microfacies. The sand bar microfacies is mainly composed
of pure fine sandstone and siltstone, with small
scale cross bedding and wavy cross bedding (Fig.
5G). The shore-shallow lake mud microfacies includes black, gray black mudstones and silty mudstone (Fig. 5H), which shows mostly low-amplitude
serrated linearity in conventional logging curves.
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sites and large void space. The easy tuning of the
shape, size and chemical nature of pores have led to
unique chemical versatility and various morphologies, like micro- or nano-spheres, -cubes, -sheets, rods etc. In other words, the tunability of the conVWLWXHQWV¶ JHRPHWU\ DQG IXQFWLRQDOLW\ FDQ FKDQJH
MOFs pores from microporous to mesoporous, by
changing the connectivity of the inorganic moiety
and nature of organic linkers [8]. Furthermore,
accessing the molecular adsorption sites has opened
the way to host-guest interactions and the ability to
capture materials both in chemisorption and physisorption states [9-11]. Due to their controllable
composition and targeted preparation, MOFs can be
manipulated, so they can be used in specific applications. Despite the flexibility of MOFs, most of
them also have some weak points, such as poor
water stability and lower thermal stability than
other similar materials e.g. zeolites, that hinder their
large-scale development [12].
In terms of applications, MOFs have been
very promising in a wide spectrum, ranging from
the well-known gas storage/adsorption [13], and
separation [14], catalysis [15], sensing [16] and
dye/toxic material removal [17] to recently rising
fields, such as magnetism [18], luminescence [19],
electrode materials [20], membranes [21], solidphase extraction [22], drug delivery.
MOFs have been traditionally synthesized either at room temperature [23] or via a hydrothermal/solvothermal approach, usually by using an
autoclave at high temperatures, for a prolonged
time of hours or even days. Recently, new methods
have arisen to avoid these conditions. Similarly to
conventional, as a heating-based technique, microwaves (MW) have lately been used widely for the
synthesis of MOFs [24]. They can offer phase selectivity, fast crystallization and control over the
crystal morphology. MIL-100 (Cr) was the first
UHSRUWHG02)LQZLWKDUHDFWLRQWLPHRIௗKLQ
a microwave oven [25@LQVWHDGRIௗGD\VZLWKFRQ
ventional electric heating [26]. Electrochemical
synthesis first reported in a 2005 patent by BASF,
is based on the continuous supply of metal ions
through an anodic dissolution, which react with the
dissolved linker molecules in an appropriate solvent
[27]. Mechanochemical synthesis can be achieved

ABSTRACT
Microwave-assisted synthesis of zirconium
(Zr) based metal organic frameworks (MOFs) were
performed and the yield and porous property of
UiO-67 was optimized by varying the quantity of
the modulator, reaction time and temperature. It
was found that (i) an increase in the amount of
modulator enhanced the specific surface area and
pore volume of UiO-67 due to the promotion of
linker deficiency; and (ii) the presence of modulators influenced the number of nuclei (and hence the
crystal size) and the yield.

KEYWORDS:
Microwave, Synthesis, Metal
(MOFs), porous coordination

organic

frameworks

INTRODUCTION
Metal±organic frameworks (MOFs), also
known as porous coordination networks (PCNs) or
porous coordination polymers (PCPs), are a famous
class of porous hybrid materials, which have drawn
immense attention over the past decades [1-3].
Constructed from judiciously selected metal clusters and organic linkers through coordination
bonds, MOFs integrate the superiorities of both
organic and inorganic units into one single system,
leading to significant and unique properties (high
crystallinity, permanent porosity, large surface area,
structural and functional diversity and tunability,
etc). So far, tremendous studies have focused on the
potential of MOFs in a wide range of applications,
including gas storage and separation, heterogeneous
catalysis, luminescence, chemical sensing, biological imaging, and drug delivery [4-7].
MOFs consist of inorganic metal based nodescenters (ions or clusters) and organic ligands, assembled through strong coordination bonds in order
to create an open crystalline framework with permanent porosity.
These ordered crystalline structures possess
physicochemical properties that make them highly
desirable, such as high surface area, open metal
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

either with or without a solvent, by just grinding the
reagents together manually or with the use of a ball
mill [28]. The first solvent-free synthesis was published in 2006, when Cu(INA)2 was produced after
ௗPLQ LQ D EDOO PLOO >29]. Other than the above
popular methods, slow diffusion, reverse micelle
and combinations such as sono-electrochemical
[30] have been tested as well.
In this paper, we report the development and
optimization of the microwave-assisted modulated
synthesis of UiO-67 MOF, in which the benefit of
focused microwave-induced heating is combined
with modulation for controlling the properties of
materials (e.g. morphological and porous features).
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that
UiO-67 MOF has been prepared by the microwaveassisted method. UiO-67 was synthesized with
benzoic acid (BenAc) and HCl as modulators. A
systematic and comparative approach, taking into
account the yield and properties of resulting materials, was employed to optimize the synthesis condition in terms of the reaction time, temperature and
the amount/type of modulators.

Interaction effects on response and process
optimization. The significant interaction between
each two independent factors was investigated. The
interaction effect of temperature (A) and the quantity of the modulator (B) was significant (PYDOXHௗ ௗ  RQ 8L2-67 yield. The 3-D surfaces
and 2-D contours plots for AB interaction are presented in Fig.1 and 2 respectively. Generally, it is
found that the UiO-67 yield increases by increasing
the temperature and the quantity of the modulator.

FIGURE 1
Surface Plot of Yield (mg) vs B, A

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Terephthalic acid (BDC), ZrCl4 DQG ƍbiphenyldicarboxylic acid (BPDC) were purchased
from Arcos. Benzoic acid (BenAc), hydrochloric
acid (HCl) and acetic acid (AC) were purchased
from Sigma-$OGULFK 11ƍ-dimethylformamide
(DMF) was obtained from Fischer Scientific. All
chemicals were used as received, with no further
purification.
UiO-66/-67 MOFs (UiO-66 was prepared as
the secondary material in this work) were synthesized solvothermally using different modulating
agents according to methods reported by Schaate et
al. and Katz et al [31]. The synthesis mixture was
prepared by dissolving ZrCl4 and modulators (HCl
or AC for UiO-66; HCl or BenAc for UiO-67) in 20
ml of dimethylformamide (DMF) under sonication,
followed by the addition of organic linkers (BDC
for UiO-66; BPDC for UiO-67) to the solution. The
opaque white solution was then transferred to a 50
ml Teflon-lined autoclave reactor and heated at 120
°C under hydrostatic conditions. After 24 h, the
reactor was cooled down to room temperature and
precipitates were centrifuged. Full details of the
synthesis, washing and activation procedures have
been provided in the Supporting Information (SI).
A CEM Discover SP microwave system was
used to prepare UiO MOFs under microwave irradiation, where the synthesis solution (SI) was kept
in a Pyrex vial (35 ml) and irradiated under constant power (150 W, 2.5 GHz). After synthesis, the
resulting materials were washed and activated using
the same procedure as that in the solvothermal
synthesis (SI).

FIGURE 2
Contour Plot of Yield (mg) vs B, A
The interaction effect of temperature (A) and
reaction time (C) was studied. The 3-D surfaces
and 2-D contours plots for AC interaction are presented in Fig. 3 and 4, respectively. At 120 °C (with
40 equiv of BenAc) and 80 °C (with 185 equiv of
HCl), the reaction time was also varied to understand its effect on the synthesis of UiO-67. It was
found that the reaction time of 2±2.5 h was ideal for
maximizing the yield of UiO-67 under the conditions used. Further increase in the reaction time
resulted in a decrease in the yield of MOFs since
the prolonged contact time between the formed
UiO-67 crystals and the synthesis media causing
the re-dissolution of UiO-67. Similar observations
were reported in our previous studies with regard to
the synthesis of Cu-based MOFs.
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FIGURE 3
Surface Plot of Yield (mg) vs C, A

FIGURE 5
Surface Plot of Yield (mg) vs C, B

FIGURE 6
Contour Plot of Yield (mg) vs C, B

FIGURE 4
Contour Plot of Yield (mg) vs C, A

FIGURE 7
Interaction Plot for Yield (mg)

an reduction in reaction temperature from 120°C to
100°C also produced octahedral crystals with
smaller sizes as shown in Fig. 5 and 6, as well as a
low yield, i.e. 20 mg at 100°C versus 75 mg at
120°C after 2.5 h synthesis.

In the hydrothermal synthesis of Zr MOFs,
relatively low temperatures were known to decrease
the reaction rate and decelerate the crystal growth,
leading to a low product yield with small crystals.
Under microwave heating (BenAc as modulator),
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FIGURE 8
Main Effects Plot for Yield (mg)
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EFFECT OF COMBINED POLLUTION OF LEAD AND
BENZO[a]PYRENE ON THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC
PARAMETERS AND CHLOROPHYLL FLUORESCENCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF RYEGRASS
Yue Li*, Yang Zhao, Zhihui Cheng, Zhonglin Chen, Wei Hou, Lihong Zhang,
Sunan Xu, Lei Jiang, Siqi Wu
College of Environmental Science, Liaoning University, 66 Chongshan Middle Road, Huanggu District, Shenyang 110036, China

environmental hazards and relatively enduring pollution, so they have always been research hotspots,
but there are few researches on combined pollution
of the two and there is a lack of consideration of
long-term exposure of common pollutants of medium and low contents in practice [2, 3].
According to existing research results, pollutants inhibit photosynthesis and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters by reducing photosynthetic pigPHQWV +RZHYHU WKHUH¶V GLVSXWH RQ WKH LQKLELWLRQ
mechanism [4, @7KHUH¶VDOLQHDUUHODWLRQEHWZHHQ
net photosynthetic rate and transpiration inhibition
under the pollutant stress, which indicates that reduction of photosynthesis rate is mainly caused by stomatal closure. Photosynthesis rate depression caused
by pollutant is mainly the result of common increase
of stomatal resistance and mesophyll cell resistance
to CO2 diffusion. It weakens activity of leaf PSϩ,
but influences PSϨ activity slightly [6]. The photosynthesis mechanism and reduction of chlorophyll
fluorescence parameters varies with the changes in
plant species, pollutant category and concentration
[7]. Test of plant resistance to heavy metals and
PAHs combined stress based on changes of chlorophyll fluorescence parameters is characteristic of
fast, simple and non-invasive detection with certain
practical values [8]. Studying the responses of photosynthesis and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters
to Pb and B[a]P combined stress is very necessary to
elaborate the response of plant to Pb and B[a]P combined stress.
Ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.) is an important
herbage and green plant, and it can concentrate
heavy metals (e.g. lead, cadmium, copper and zinc)
and PAHs to some extent and is very applicable for
remediation of soil polluted by heavy metals and
PAHs [9]. However, no research on the photosynthesis, fluorescence characteristics and physiological
response of ryegrass to single and combined Pb and
B[a]P pollutions has been reported yet. In this paper,
the photosynthetic depressing mechanism of
ryegrass under single stress of Pb or B[a]P and their
combined pollution was disclosed by analyzing influences of combined stress on leaf photosynthesis
and fluorescence characteristics.

ABSTRACT
Studying the responses of photosynthesis and
chlorophyll fluorescence parameters of ryegrass to
Pb and B[a]P combined stress is very necessary to
elaborate the responses of ryegrass to Pb and B[a]P
combined stress. Effects of combined pollution of
heavy metals lead (Pb) and benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P)
on photosynthetic physiological characteristics of
ryegrass were studied through a potted soil culture
test. Results demonstrated that low-concentration (0100mg·kg-1) Pb and (0-30 mg·kg-1) B[a]P can facilitate photosynthetic pigments of ryegrass to some
extent. High-concentration (200-400 mg·kg-1) Pb
and (50-100 mg·kg-1) B[a]P combined pollution can
influence photosynthesis. Ci of ryegrass leaves increased with the reduction of Pn, Gs and Tr under
Pb, B[a]P and their combined stress, indicating that
Pn reduction of ryegrass leaves was caused by nonstomatal inhibition. The fluorescence parameters,
)Y)Pĭ36ϩ
ϩ and qP of ryegrass dropped significantly, but qN increases accordingly, indicating that
the PSϩ primary photochemical efficiency of
ryegrass leaves and the energy transfer efficiency
from antenna pigments to PSϩ reaction center are
influenced by the combined stress significantly.

KEYWORDS:
Pb, B[a]P, ryegrass, photosynthetic parameters, chlorophyll fluorescence parameters

INTRODUCTION
Complex Contaminated pollution formed by
co-existence and interaction of multiple pollutants in
soil environment, especially heavy metal and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), has attracted
extensive attention from scholars worldwide and has
become one of important orientations of development of environmental sciences [1]. As typical representatives of heavy metals and PAHs, lead (Pb)
and benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) have enormous
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were collected for the determination of the plant
B[a]P and Pb of leaves, photosynthetic pigment contents, gas exchange parameters and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental materials. Seeds of ryegrass
were commercially available from Liaoning Fuyou
seeds Co. Ltd. in Shenyang. All reagents used in this
study were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Test solutions of B[a]P were prepared by dissolving in 0.1%
acetone and making up with deionized water while
Pb(NO3)2 was prepared with deionized water only.
Control treatments were also exposed to 0.1% acetone. B[a]P and exogenous Pb were sprayed and applied into soil respectively.

Analysis. Samples were filtered through a 3
mm nylon screen. All samples were sealed and
stored at a low temperature of 4 °C before processing
for analysis of B[a]P and Pb. Soxhlet extraction was
performed in accordance with the USA EPA Standard Method, in which 5 g of plant sample was added
to 10g of anhydrous sodium sulphate (S6264, Sigma
Chemical Co.). The mixture was transferred into a
cellulose extraction thimble and inserted into a
Soxhlet fitted with a 250 mL flask. A dichloromethane-acetone solution (150mL, v:v 1:1) was
added, and the whole set up was heated for 18 h in a
water bath at 69 °C. The extracts were concentrated
to 10 mL by a rotary evaporator and used for subsequent clean up. Clean-up steps were performed before analysis to remove the organic and inorganic
constituents other than those of interest. Florisil column clean-up was thus applied to purify the concentrated extract. The extracts were concentrated to less
than 5 mL by a rotary evaporator, and then n-hexane
(10 mL) was added and concentrated to less than
2mL. Subsequently, B[a]P was injected into the sample extract as internal standards for quantitation. Finally, the extract was topped up to 2 mL with n-hexane for the analysis of B[a]P. GC-MS analysis was
carried out on a Hewlett Packard 6890 GC system
equipped with a mass selective detector and a
30m×0.25mm×0.25m DB-5 capillary column (J &
W Scientific Co., Ltd., USA).
Samples were ground into fine powders (3 mm
mesh). After milling and acid digestion of 0.5 g dried
shoot and root samples with H2SO4-H2O2, the Pb
concentrations by TAS-990 atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Background corrections and matrix
interference were monitored throughout the analyses.
Chlorophylls (Chl) and carotenoids (Car) in the
same leaf pigment extract were determined using the
re-determined extinction coefficients and equations
established by Lichtenthaler [12]. The net photosynthesis rate (Pn) of ryegrass leaves under natural conditions was determined by using a portable photosynthesis system (Li-6400, Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE,
86$  DW 3)' SKRWR IOX[ GHQVLW\  RI  ȝPRO
mí2 sí1, 32±2°CȝPROPROí1 CO2, and relative
humidity 79-83%. The stomata conductance (Gs),
intercellular CO2 concentrations (Ci) and transpiration rate (Tr) value were also read from the portable
photosynthesis system.
Chlorophyll fluorescence was measured for
chlorophyll fluorescence measurement with a portable pulse amplitude modulation fluorescence moniWRULQJV\VWHP )06+DQVDWHFK.LQJ¶V/\QQ1RU
folk, UK). Leaves were first adapted in darkness for
at least 20 min, using leaf-clips exclusively designed

Experimental design. Determination results of
XIE Chongge et al. indicated that residual oil B[a]P
content irrigation channel in Shenyang city and Fushun city reached as high as 29-30 mg·kg-1. Soil
B[a]P content nearby some PAHs-polluted regions
reached as high as 28-82 mg·kg-1 [10].
According to the concentrations of Pb and
B[a]P which were used in the research about the effect of Pb and B[a]P on plants [10,11], and taking
into the current pollution situation of Pb and B[a]P
in the Liaoning Province, the development trend of
Pb and B[a]P in China, as well as possible accidental
leaking of Pb and B[a]P into the environment, four
concentrations of Pb (0, 100, 200, 400mg·kg-1) and
five concentrations of B[a]P (0, 10, 30, 50,
100mg·kg-1) were selected for the pot experiment.
Treatment concentrations of Pb were respectively
expressed as Pb0, Pb100, Pb200, Pb400 and B[a]P
were respectively expressed by B[a]P0, B[a]P10,
B[a]P30, B[a]P50 and B[a]P100.
Air dried unpolluted soil was sieved through a
4-mm sieve and thoroughly mixed with basal fertilizers, and then, spiked with Pb and B[a]P at levels
as mentioned above. After 6 weeks of pre-incubation, the soil was placed into plastic pots (30 cm in
height, 40 cm in diameter), and ready for the pot experiment.
The pot-culture experiment was conducted in
the Ecological Experimental Garden of Liaoning
University. Plump ryegrass seeds were selected,
treated with 0.5% KMnO4 solution for 10 min for
surface sterilization, followed with repeated washing
with distilled water, and then soaked in thermostat
for 25h at 25°C. 150 ryegrass seeds were germinated
and grown at 25 ± 2°CȝPROPí2 sí1 light intensity, and 16/8 h day/night cycles in a greenhouse.
Twenty days later, seedlings were cultured in plastic
pots, and extra seedlings were removed to leave 100
ryegrass seedlings for growth in each pot.
Twenty -day-old seedlings were irrigated with
water containing Pb and B[a]P every day. The
amount of contaminant additives in each treatment is
mentioned above. Each sample was processed in
triplicate. Distilled water was added into soil every
three days to keep the soil moisture content at 25%.
After the 30 days treatment, the ryegrass seedlings
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fluorescence yield (Fm¶) by temporarily inhibiting
PSII photochemistry. Using fluorescence parameters
determined in both light- and dark-adapted states, the
following were calculated: photochemical quenching coefficient of qP, qP=(Fm¶ íFs)/(Fm¶ ±FR¶ DQG
the quantum yield of quenching of qN,
qN=Fm/Fm¶±1 [14].
All the samples including blank, parallel samples, and standard recoveries were analyzed in duplicate for quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC).
The recoveries of SRM (standard reference materials) and internal standards varied from 90.5±3.1% to
106.9±5.7%. The degree of precision was analyzed
by the standard parallel experiments to reflect the
random error of the analysis method. The relative
standard deviations of Pb and B[a]P in the parallel
samples ranged from 2.57% to 19.6%,1.48% to
23.4%, meeting the standard USA EPA RSD<30%,
thus demonstrating good precision in the experimental data.

for this purpose. The minimal fluorescence level in
the dark-adapted state (Fo) was measured using a
modulated pulse (0.04 ȝPROPí2 sí1 for 1.8 ȝs) which
was too small to induce significant physiological
changes in the plant. The data stored were an average
taken over a 1.5 s period. Maximal fluorescence in
this state (Fm) was measured after applying a saturating actinic light pulse of 10,000 ȝPROPí2 sí1 for
0.7 s. Values of the variable fluorescence (Fv = Fm
í Fo) and maximum quantum efficiency of PSII
photochemistry (Fv/Fm) were calculated from Fo
and Fm. This ratio of variable to maximal fluorescence correlates with the number of functional PSII
reaction centres, and dark adapted values of Fv/Fm
can be used to quantify photoinhibition [13].
The same leaf section of each plant was used to
measure light-adapted parameters. Steady state fluorescence yield (Fs) was recorded after adapting
plants to ambient light conditions for 30 min. A saturating actinic light pulse of 10,000 ȝPROPí2 sí1 for
0.7 s was then used to produce the maximum
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FIGURE 1
Effects of combined pollution of Pb and B[a]P on Pb contents of ryegrass
(Data presented as mean±SD). Different letters indicate a significant difference at P < 0.05 (LSD test).
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FIGURE 2
Effects of combined pollution of Pb and B[a]P on B[a]P contents of ryegrass
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(Data presented as mean±SD). Different letters indicate a significant difference at P < 0.05 (LSD test).

Effects of complex pollution of Pb and B[a]P
on photosynthetic pigment contents. In Fig. 3,
chlorophyll content and carotenoid content of
ryegrass increase firstly and then decrease with the
increase of concentration under single Pb pollution.
A similar trend is observed under single B[a]P pollution. These demonstrate that Pb or B[a]P will stimulate production of chlorophyll and carotenoid of
ryegrass at low concentration, will inhibit production
of chlorophyll and carotenoid significantly at high
concentration. Chlorophyll content and carotenoid
content on the Pb100-B[a]P0, Pb200-B[a]P0 and
Pb400-B[a]P0 levels are significantly lower than
those on the Pb100-B[a]P30, Pb200-B[a]P30 and
Pb400-B[a]P30 levels, indicating that adding a certain amount of B[a]P can relieve the toxic effect of
Pb on photosynthetic pigments of ryegrass. Chlorophyll content and carotenoid content on the Pb400B[a]P100 level are far lower than those on the
Pb400-B[a]P0 and Pb0-B[a]P100 levels. Results
demonstrate that low concentration of Pb (100
mg·kg-1) does not affect synthesis of photosynthetic
pigments of ryegrass, whereas high concentration of
Pb and B[a]P will inhibit synthesis of photosynthetic
pigments, and high-concentration Pb and B[a]P
combined pollution has stronger inhibition than single pollution.

Data analysis. All measurements were replicated three times in independent experiments and the
determination of parameters was carried out with
three parallel samples in all samples. Normality and
homoscedasticity of data were tested prior to statistical analysis. The effects of endophytic infection
and pollutant concentrations were assessed using
two-way ANOVAs combined with Tukey test. LSD
multiple comparisons (p < 0.05) were used to assess
the significant difference among different treatments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of combined pollution of Pb and
B[a]P on Pb and B[a]P contents. Pb and B[a]P concentrations in the soil contributed significantly to
their contents in the ryegrass (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
Analysis showed that Pb or B[a]P contents in the
ryegrass were significantly positively correlated
with its concentration in soil (p < 0.01). The concentrations of Pb and B[a]P in the soil were the key factors influencing concentrations of heavy metals in
the various parts of the ryegrass. This indicated that
ryegrass can obviously remove Pb and B[a]P in the
soil.
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FIGURE 3
Effects of complex pollution of Pb and B[a]P on chlorophyll content (A) and carotenoid content (B) of
ryegrass
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(Data presented as mean±SD). Different letters indicate a significant difference at P < 0.05 (LSD test).
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concentration of B[a]P can increase optical energy
conversion efficiency of Pb in ryegrass. Fv/Fm,
ĭPSϩ and qP on the Pb400-B[a]P100 level decrease
dramatically compared to those on the Pb0B[a]P100 and Pb400-B[a]P0 levels, which prove
that Pb-B[a]P combined stress is against optical energy conversion in ryegrass leaves. The proportion
of optical energies for photochemical reaction decreases.
Moreover, under single Pb pollution or single
B[a]P pollution, qN in ryegrass leaves presents a Vshaped variation trend with the increase of single Pb
or B[a]P concentration. Under Pb-B[a]P combined
SROOXWLRQSKRWRLQKLELWLRQRIU\HJUDVVOHDYHVGLGQ¶W
occur until reach the high Pb (>100mg·kg-1) and
B[a]P (>30mg·kg-1) concentration, which illustrates
that actual optical energy conversion efficiency and
potential activity of PSϩ are inhibited. This can influence electron transfer and CO2 assimilation during the photosynthesis directly. Surplus optical energies are lost through heat dissipation [16].
Chloroplast is the major place of photosynthesis and is the organelle which is sensitive to environmental stress. Optical energies absorbed by chloroplast under normal conditions are mainly consumed
through photosynthetic electron transfer, chlorophyll
IOXRUHVFHQFHDQGKHDWGLVVLSDWLRQ7KHUH¶VDWUDGH-off
relation among these three dissipation ways. Therefore, fluorescence changes can reflect photosynthesis [13]. Reduction of photosynthetic pigments is a
common reflection of pROOXWDQWV¶ WR[LF HIIHFW RQ
plants [1]. In this experiment, when Pb concentration
exceeds 100 mg·kg-1, Pb will inhibit synthesis of
photosynthetic pigments. B[a]P pollution at 30 and
50 mg·kg-1 does not affect the synthesis of the photosynthetic pigments in ryegrass, but it will inhibit
chlorophyll synthesis when the its concentration is
higher than 50mg·kg-1. Chlorophyll reduction will
surely weaken plant photosynthesis and inhibit plant
growth, thus reducing biomass accordingly.
It is reported in many researches that PSϩ in
leaves is destroyed firstly in adversity stress [17].
Chlorophyll fluorescence induction dynamics is
based on the photosynthesis theory and is an important mean to detect and analyze plant photosynthesis. It provides rich information to study PSϩ and
its electron transfer process. Fv/Fm remains relatively stable (0.80-0.84) under normal conditions
[14]. In this experiment, Fv/Fm ranges between
0.811-0.832 under stress-free conditions, indicating
the well growth of ryegrass. This proves reliability
of other fluorescence indexes. Nevertheless, it
changes strongly under adversity stress. If Fv/Fm
decreases, the plant has photoinhibition [18]. In this
experiment, it found that low-concentration PbB[a]P combined pollution will stimulate growth of
Fv/Fm, but it is negatively correlated with concentration of the Pb-B[a]P combined pollution. ĭPSϩ
under high-concentration Pb-B[a]P combined

Effects of complex pollution of Pb and B[a]P
on photosynthetic parameters. Fig. 4 shows that
under single Pb pollution, Pn, Gs and Tr in ryegrass
leaves decrease to some extent with the increase of
Pb concentration. Under single B[a]P pollution, Pn,
Gs and Trin ryegrass leaves increase firstly and then
decrease with the increase of B[a]P concentration.
Under the combined pollution, Pn, Gs and Tr in
ryegrass leaves decrease continuously with the increase of Pb-B[a]P concentration. Pn, Gs and Tr in
ryegrass leaves on the Pb100-B[a]P0, Pb200-B[a]P0
and Pb400-B[a]P0 levels are significantly lower than
that on the Pb100-B[a]P30, Pb200-B[a]P30 and
Pb400-B[a]P30 levels, indicating that the involvement of certain B[a]P concentration can relieve toxic
effect of Pb to photosynthesis of ryegrass. Pn, Gs
and Tr on the Pb400-B[a]P100 level drop dramatically compared to those on the Pb400-B[a]P0 and
Pb0-B[a]P100 levels, indicating that high-concentration Pb-B[a]P combined pollution in soil can inhibit
Pn, Gs and Tr in ryegrass leaves more than single
pollution.
In addition, under single pollution with Pb or
B[a]P, Ci in ryegrass leaves decreases firstly and
then increases with the increase of Pb or B[a]P concentration. Under combined pollution, Ci in ryegrass
leaves is positively related with Pb-B[a]P concentration in soil. Obviously, Pn, Gs and Tr values of
ryegrass leaves are negatively correlated with PbB[a]P concentration, but Ci value is positively correlated. This reflects that photosynthetic rate depressing of ryegrass leaves is the result of CO2 accumulation in cells when non-stomatal factors begin to
inhibit CO2 utilization, rather than the result of CO2
supply reduction caused by reduction of stomatal
conductance. Pollution stress inhibits photosynthesis
of plants through stomatal and non-stomatal factors.
The stomatal factors reduce Ci concentration, but
non-stomatal factors increase Ci concentration. Reductions of Pn, Gs and Trin ryegrass leaves during
the Pb-B[a]P stress have the same trend. This implies
that non-stomatal factors are the main causes of Pn
reduction [15].
Effects of complex pollution of Pb and B[a]P
on chlorophyll fluorescence parameters. It can be
seen from Fig. 5 that under single Pb solution,
Fv/Fm, ĭPSϩ and qP in ryegrass leaves are negatively
correlated with Pb concentration. Under single B[a]P
pollution, Fv/Fm, ĭPSϩ and qP in ryegrass leaves
show an inverted V-shaped variation trend with the
increase of B[a]P concentration. Under the combined pollution, Fv/Fm, ĭPSϩ and qP in ryegrass
leaves are negatively correlated with Pb-B[a]P concentration. Fv/Fm, ĭPSϩ and qP in ryegrass leaves on
the Pb100-B[a]P0, Pb200-B[a]P0 and Pb400-B[a]P0
levels are significantly lower than Fv/Fm, ĭPSϩ and
qP on the Pb100-B[a]P30, Pb200-B[a]P30 and
Pb400-B[a]P30
levels.
Therefore,
certain
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pollution declines sharply. High-concentration PbB[a]P combined pollution decreases photochemical
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FIGURE 5
Effects of complex pollution of Pb and B[a]P on Fv/Fm (A), ĭPSϩ (B) and qP (C) and qN (D) of ryegrass
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(Data presented as mean±SD). Different letters indicate a significant difference at P < 0.05 (LSD test).

reaction efficiency in the reaction center of PSϩ
ϩ.
Meanwhile, the photochemical quenching coefficient (qP) reflects redox state of the primary electron
acceptor QA and number of open centers in PSϩ.
The higher the qP is, the stronger the electron transfer
activity of PSϩ will be [19]. The proportion of open
centers in PSϩ and ability in CO2 fixation are positively correlated with qP. qN represents non-photochemical quenching coefficient and reflects the excitation energy in the optical energy which is absorbed by PSϩ antenna pigment and is dissipated as
heats instead of photosynthetic electron transfer
[20]. qP and qN reflect excitation energy excitation of
leaves. In this experiment, qP decreases but qN increases under the high-concentration Pb-B[a]P combined stress. It illustrates that Pb-B[a]P combined
pollution will weaken CO2 assimilation and reduce
ATP and NADPH demand in chlorophyll, thus increasing surplus luminous energy and reducing
Fv/Fm, ĭPSϩ and qP. At the same time, surplus optical energy in the reaction center of PSϩ is inapplicable for photosynthetic electron transfer, but dissipated as heat, resulting in the growth of qN [5].
To sum up, combined Pb-B[a]P stress inhibited
the photosynthetic pigment synthesis in ryegrass
leaves affecting the process of photosynthesis. In addition, the primary photochemical efficiency of
PSϩ and the energy transfer efficiency from antenna pigments to the reaction center of PSϩ were
significantly influenced by the Pb-B[a]P combined
stress, showing photoinhibition.

The PSϩ primary photochemical efficiency of
ryegrass leaves and the energy transfer efficiency
from antenna pigments to PSϩ reaction center are
influenced by the combined stress significantly.
Therefore, suppression phenomenon is developed.
Pb, B[a]P and their combined stress inhibit PSϩ
chemical activity and energy transfer efficiency,
strengthen energy dissipation and decrease photosynthetic efficiency by inhibiting chlorophyll synthesis of ryegrass leaves and reducing photosynthetic pigments, thus inhibiting plant growth.
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Wellbore instability in reactive shale formation is in fact the most significant technical problem in oil and gas drilling engineering. A high
performance and environmental friendly waterbased drilling fluid capable of improving shale
stability is always appealing. Numerous methods
have been proposed to improve the shale hydration
inhibitive properties of water-based drilling fluid.
Among these methods, water activity adjust based
on semi-permeable membrane theory is an effective
approach. In this study, the effect of water activity
on the shale hydration was investigated with shale
cuttings hot-rolling test and shale core immersion
test. Then the influence of water activity of drilling
fluid on the interlayer spacing of clay particles was
probed. According to the results of shale dispersion
experiment, in terms of inhibiting shale dispersibility, the inhibitory abilities of most active regulators
first improved and then tended to be stable, with
decreasing activity; among them, potassium formate had the best inhibitory effect and an optimum
activity of approximately 0.92. According to the
results of collapse experiment, borehole stability
correlated to the formation water content, i.e., the
lower the water content, the more serious the capillary self-absorption, and the stronger the action of
core collapse; when water content was high, under
the condition of activity equilibrium, there was no
osmotic hydration phenomenon, and the core could
remain the same. According to the XRD results,
different salts had different effects on clay layer
interval, and among them, potassium formate exhibits the best performance. Under the action of
potassium formate, the clay layer interval declined
to 14.18 Å. Potassium formate and potassium chloride exhibited synergistic effect, and after compound use, the clay layer interval dropped sharply
to 13.60 Å.



Shales make up over 75% of the drilled formations, and over 70% of the borehole problems
including hole collapse, tight hole, stuck pipe, poor
hole cleaning, hole enlargement, and so on are
related to shale instability [1]. Shale is a sedimentary rock composed of silicates or alumino-silicates
such as quartz; feldspars and clay minerals; carbonates, such as calcite and dolomite; and other
minor accessory minerals, such as pyrite [2].
Due to the inherent advantages of high inhibition of shale hydration, excellent high temperature
stability and lubrication, oil-based drilling fluids are
always the preference when drilling in complicated
shale formations [3]. However, the high cost and
poor biodegradability and high burden to the environment make them less attractive in comparison
with water-based drilling fluid. WBMs are attractive alternatives to oil and synthetic muds for drilling in environmentally sensitive areas in which oilbased muds are undesired. They do, however, display adverse reactions when drilling through shales.
Water invasion in shale formations weakens the
wellbore and leads to difficulties in drilling such as
stuck pipe and hole collapse. When in contact with
water, shales are widely known to undergo physical
and chemical changes in swelling pressure within
the shales [4]. These changes have a direct effect on
the chemical and physical stability of the shales.
Therefore, hunting for high performance water
based drilling fluid with high shale hydration inhibitive properties is always the goal in drilling industry [5]. During past decades, numerous methods
and drilling fluid additives have been developed to
combat the shale instability [6-9]. Qiu et al. summarized the strategies to improve the wellbore stability
of shale formations with a multivariate cooperation
principle, which primarily include the four aspects
[10]. The first rule is sealing the micro pores and
micro fractures or even cementing the rock of near
wellbore with chemical additives. The second rule
is inhibiting the shale hydration with shale inhibitors with the aim of reducing the hydration stress.
The third rule emphasizes the importance of keeping water activity balance between drilling fluid
and formation water. The last point is to keep reasonable density of drilling fluid to maintain a hy-

'&!"
Drilling fluid, Water activity, Borehole stability, Inorganic salt, Organic salt, Synergistic effect
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ing potassium formate, sodium lactate, potassium
lactate were provided by China Pharmaceutical
Group Chemical Reagents Co., Ltd. Glycerol was
purcheased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical
Technology Co., Ltd.

,(:<9,4,5; 6- >(;,9 (*;0=0;@ Water activity was measured by a LabSwift-aw water activity meter made by Novasina in Switzerland.

"/(3, *<;;05.: /6;963305. +0:7,9:065 ;,:;
The additives solution of 210 mL with activity in
the range of 0.85-1.00 was prepared according to
the change curve of the solution activity with reagent mass fraction. Then 30 g of shale cuttings
samples with size of 6 to 10 mesh were mixed with
the solution and hot-rolled at 77 oC for 16 h in a
sealed cell. After hot-rolling, the mixture was
washed with 40 mesh screen and the cuttings were
recovered, and dried under 105 oC for 24 h. The
remaining shale cuttings was weighed, and the
shale cuttings recovery was calculated by the
weight of remaining shale cuttings divided by the
initial weight of shale cuttings.

"/(3, 044,9:065;,:; Sodium bentonite was
weighted and dried for 4 h at 103 °C and used to
prepare bentonite cores according to the above
method. An activity meter was used to measure the
core activity (0.5212). After that, four solutions of
different activity levels were prepared as follows, A
(with water activity of 0.9763), B (with water activity of 0.9185), C (with water activity of 0.5216),
and D (with water activity of 0.3946). Bentonite
cores were put into the four solutions for soaking,
and the change of cores was recorded and photographed.

,(:<9,4,5; 6- 05;,93(@,9 :7(*05. 6- *3(@
405,9(3:First the Xiazijie bentonite samples were
purified according to the following method: 40 g
bentonite from Xiazijie was agitated and dispersed
in 1 M NaCl solution for saturation for 8 h; after
settlement for a while, the solution was centrifuged
at a speed of 7,000 r/min to remove the supernatant.
Then, the precipitate was agitated and dispersed
again in 1 M NaCl solution for saturation for 8 h,
and the above process was repeated three times
until saturation. The above centrifuged specimen
was first agitated and dispersed in deionized water
for 24 h and then centrifuged at 5,000 r/min to
remove the precipitate and upper aqueous solution.
The suspended clay minerals were retained; the
precipitate acquired through centrifuging at 10,000
r/min was agitated and dispersed in deionized water. The above process was repeated twice to remove non-clay minerals; the acquired clay minerals
were dispersed in deionized water for a while, and
the precipitate was obtained through centrifuging at
10,000 r/min. The above process was repeated until

draulic pressure balance. Similar opinions have also
been proposed by other researchers [11-13]. Among
these methods, adjusting the water activity balance
between the drilling fluid and formation water is
important because it can be used to control the
invasion of water in or out of formation and result
in the stability of instability of shale formations
[14].
Water activity is a measure of the tightness of
water binding, i.e., the lower the activity, the tighter
the binding, and the more difficult the adsorption
by clay surface [15, 16]. The earliest study on the
activity of drilling fluid could be traced back to the
Donnan equilibrium theory proposed by British
physical chemist Frederick George Donnan in 1911
[17]. Subsequently, the relationship between the
activity of drilling fluid and shale hydration has
been thoroughly explored. According to these findings, when there is an efficient semipermeable
membrane, the difference between the drilling fluid
and shale in water activity can control the migration
of water over a relatively long period of time, and
the force driving water to migrate from the drilling
fluid to shale is the difference between the water
chemical potential; the main factors are the difference between the drilling fluid pressure and pore
pressure, and the ratio of the water activity of drilling fluid to that of shale [18–20]. In 1970, Chenevert et al. put forward a theory of activity equilibrium about water-in-oil emulsion drilling fluid and
claimed that there was an ideal semipermeable
membrane for oil-based drilling fluid that could
control the migration of the water phase in the water-in-oil emulsion drilling fluid [21–23]. After that,
the osmosis in the water-based drilling fluid was
investigated as well. According to the results of
their study, highly compacted or low-porosity shale
can play the role of a semipermeable membrane. If
the water activity of a stratum is lower than that of
the drilling fluid, water will migrate from the dispersed water drops to talus or the stratum; in contrast, if the water activity of a stratum is higher than
that of the drilling fluid, water will migrate in the
opposite direction [24–26]. Thus, lowering the
water activity of drilling fluid can reduce the dispersion and osmosis of water in the immediate
vicinity of wellbore and its tendency to engage in
physicochemical reaction with the minerals in the
formation, and contribute to borehole stability [27–
29].


#!"#"

(;,90(3: The shale samples were obtained
from Shahejie formation of Shengli oil field. Xiazijie bentonite was bought from Xinjiang Xiazijie
Bentonite Co., Ltd. The inorganic salts including
potassium chloride, sodium chloride, calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, and organic salts includ-
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65:*65;,5;(5+(*;0=0;@6--694(;065>(;,905"/(/,10,694(;0656-65.@05.+,79,::065
Formation

Ca2+
g/ L

Mg2+
g/ L

Clg/ L

SO42g/ L

HCO3g/ L

5.58

0.46

0.16

10.66

0.18

0.54
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1.06

0.16

19.71

0.24

0.94

33.56

261.77

0.98

0.83

11.68

1.74

0.31

25.78

0.47

1
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1st layer of Shahejie
Second layer of
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there were no residual Na+ ions in the supernatant
(electrical conductivity remaining the same).
Sodium bentonite (7 g) was added into 350
mL deionized water, and the mixture was agitated
for 30 min, followed by 24 h of prehydration. After
that, water activity regulators (i.e., 10% ethylene
glycol, 10% sodium chloride and 10% potassium
formate) were added, and the mixtures were agitated at a high speed for 30 min, followed by 24 h of
still standing. After centrifuging at 8,000 r/min for
20 min, the precipitate was removed, and an X-ray
diffractometer was directly used to measure the
hygroscopic-state interlayer spacing was measured
by X-ray diffractometry. X-ray powder diffraction
(XRD) analysis was performed by using a X’pert
PRO MPD diffractometer with Cu target at a generator voltage of 45kV, current of 50mA. Samples
were measured scanning 2θ angles from 2° to 15°.
The d spacing was analyzed by using Bragg’s equation. The value for n=1 was calculated
from2dsinθ=nλ.

!"$#""$""

!,3(;065:/07 ),;>,,5 ;/, -694(;065 )<90(3
+,7;/(5+;/,405,9(30A(;065+,.9,,(5+(*;0=0;@
6- -694(;065 >(;,9Taking the Dongying depression as an example, the relationship between the
formation burial depth of the Dongying depression’s Sha-4 member and the mineralization degree
of formation water was established, and the ion
content and the activity of formation water in the
Shahejie group were analyzed, as detailed in
Table 1.
The mineralization degree of formation water
in the Shahejie group of the Dongying depression is
relatively high on the whole, and its distribution
shows a progressive increase in the vertical direction and increases with increasing burial depth. To
be specific, the formation water of the Sha-4 member has the highest TDS value and the lowest
activity [17].
According to the calculation formula of osmotic pressure ( =αRT/Vwln(am/as)), the first step
is to determine the formation activity. Assuming
that osmotic pressure is 2 MPa, the activity of the
drilling fluid capable of balancing the formation
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activity can be solved. Fig. 1 shows the relationship
between the activity of drilling fluid and osmotic
pressure.
According to the results of Fig. 1, with regard
to different formation activity levels, osmotic pressure can be controlled at <2 MPa by regulating the
activity of the drilling fluid to stabilize the borehole. To fully understand the relationship between
the activity and borehole stability, the shale talus of
the Sha-3 member in a well of the Shengli Oil Field
was selected, and shale dispersion experiment and
collapse experiment were performed to study the
effective laws of the activity on shale hydration.
The effect of the water activity of the drilling fluid
on the clay layer interval was investigated by XRD.

ity, there was no longer any obvious improvement
in the ability to inhibit clay dispersion. In the experiment, the decline of solution activity decreased the
recovery rate, possibly because of the heterogeneity
of talus. The optimum activity of solutions largely
ranged between 0.9 and 0.95. Among them, potassium formate had the best inhibitory effect and an
optimum activity of approximately 0.92, while
glycerol had the poorest effect.

 5-3<,5*,6-065;@7,65:/(3,/@+9(;065
In this study, the effect of cations on shale hydration was investigated by selecting four conventional
inorganic salts with the same anions such as Cl(i.e., NaCl, KCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2) and analyzed
the effect of four monovalent/divalent cations (i.e.,
[Na+], [K+], [Ca2+], and [Mg2+]) on shale hydration,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.
As indicated by the results of Fig. 3, under the
same activity conditions, different cations had different inhibitory abilities against shale dispersion.
At an activity level of ∼0.9, sodium chloride, magnesium chloride, and calcium chloride had equivalent inhibitory abilities against shale dispersion, and
the inhibitory ability of potassium chloride was
obviously greater than those of the other three reagents, because K+ had a lower hydration energy and
brought less adsorbed water to clay. In the meantime, having a radius (0.133 nm) equivalent to that
of clay crystal’s hexagonal meshes (0.13 nm), K+
could be “embedded” in them, block the binding of
water molecules and aluminum-oxygen octahedrons, causing expansion to reach the equilibrium at
a faster pace, and thus effectively inhibit the dispersion of clay particles.

5-3<,5*, 6- >(;,9 (*;0=0;@ 65 :/(3, /@+9(
;065 5-3<,5*,6->(;,9(*;0=0;@65:/(3,+0:
7,9:065 The relationships between the activity of
common activity regulators (such as NaCl, KCl,
CaCl2, MgCl2, COOK, sodium lactate, potassium
lactate, and glycerol) and the ability to inhibit clay
hydration and dispersion were investigated, as
shown in Fig. 2.
As shown by the results of Fig. 2, in terms of
inhibiting shale dispersion, the inhibitory abilities
of most active regulators first improved, and then
tended to be stable with the decline in activity. This
was mainly because the water activity of the solution decreased with increasing reagent mass fraction, and relying on potential exchange, the clay
layer interval was compressed, resulting in the
decline of clay dispersion. When the reagent mass
fraction reached a certain level, the clay layer interval no longer saw any obvious narrowing. As a
result, with the continuous decline of solution activ
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Next, the effect of different anions on shale
hydration was investigated by selecting three conventional inorganic salts with the same cations [K+]
(i.e., KCl, COOK, and potassium lactate), and the
effect of three monovalent anions (i.e., [Cl-],
[COO-], and [CH3CH(OH)COO-]) on shale hydration was analyzed, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
As shown by the results of Fig. 4, under the
same activity conditions, different anions had different inhibitory abilities against shale dispersion.
At an activity level of approximately 0.9, potassium
lactate had the poorest inhibitory ability against
shale dispersion, while potassium chloride had a
better inhibitory ability; the inhibitory ability of
potassium formate was obviously better than that of
the other two reagents, because hydrogen bonds
could be formed between formates and water molecules, as well as between formates adsorbed on the
end face of clay, thus preventing water molecules

from entering clay and effectively inhibiting the
dispersion of clay particles.
As indicated from the above analysis, the water activity of the solution declined with increasing
reagent mass fraction. The analysis of the experimental data about the effect of water activity on
shale hydration revealed that for most reagents, the
solution activity declined with increasing ion content in the solution, i.e., their inhibitory abilities
against shale hydration first improved and then
tended to be stable; and the activity corresponding
to the optimum concentration uniformly fell within
the range 0.90–0.95. Thus, the optimum concentration should be preferentially adopted for the inhibition of shale hydration by ions.
  5-3<,5*, 6- >(;,9 (*;0=0;@ 65 ;/, :6(2
05.*633(7:,6-:/(3,*69,To evaluate the effect of
the water activity of the drilling fluid on the hydra-
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tion expansion and dispersion of shale, a soaking
evaluation experiment was conducted on self-made
core columns. The methods for preparing core
columns is as follows: 10 g bentonite was weighed
and added to a steel core cup; after that, the core
cup was placed on a press, and a pressure of 4 MPa
was applied for 5 min for pressing, and finally the
core column was carefully taken out.

inhibitory activity against core dispersion. According to the experiment, the dry cores in the four
solutions of different activity levels all had a short
period of dispersion, because dry cores first experienced capillary self-absorption in solutions, and
after water absorption, clay particles underwent
surface hydration, produced an expansive pressure,
and ultimately collapsed.

( "6(205. ,=(3<(;065 ,?7,904,5; 65 +9@
*69,: The change of bentonite cores in the four
solutions with various water activities is presented
in Fig. 5. The results shows that after 5 min, the
core soaked in the solution with an activity of
0.9763 seriously collapsed, and the one soaked in
the solution with an activity of 0.9185 also begun to
collapse. After 30 min, the core soaked in the solution with an activity of 0.9763 completely collapsed, and the one soaked in the solution with an
activity of 0.9185 seriously collapsed, and that
soaked in the solution with an activity of 0.5216
also begun to collapse. After 90 min, all the cores
soaked in the four solutions collapsed and showed
the following law: the higher the solution activity,
the earlier the occurrence of collapse, and the more
serious the status of collapse; the lower the solution
activity, the later the occurrence of collapse, and the
milder the status of collapse. This suggested that
the solution with a lower activity had a stronger

)"6(205.,=(3<(;065,?7,904,5;65>(;,9
),(905.*69,: Rocks in formations always have a
certain water saturation degree, and clay minerals
under underground conditions have a hydrated
shell; therefore, usually no surface hydration takes
place when the drilling fluid comes into contact
with the formation water [20]. To better simulate
underground conditions, dried sodium bentonite
was used to absorb different masses of water and
simulate different water saturation degrees. Bentonite cores were prepared according to the above
method. An activity meter was used to measure the
activity levels of the three cores: The activities of
core A with a water content of 2.54%, core B with a
water content of 10%, and core C with a water
content of 30% was 0.6432, 0.8868, and 0.9792,
respectively. All three cores were soaked in solutions (solution activity = 0.9184), and core changes
were observed, as shown in Fig. 6.

$! 
44,9:05.6-96*2*69,05(8<,6<::63<;065>0;/=(906<:>(;,9(*;0=0;0,:
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Fig. 6 shows that cores of different water saturation degrees differed significantly from each other
in collapse time when soaked in solutions of the
same activity. To be specific, after 0.5 h, core A
with a water content of 2.54% seriously collapsed,
while those with water contents of 10% and 30%
basically remained the same. After 8 h, the core
with a water content of 2.54% completely collapsed, and the one with a water content of 10%
showed major cracks without complete collapse.
From 8 h to 96 h, the three cores maintained basically the same status as that in the case of 8 h. This
suggested that the core with a lower water content
experienced partial capillary self-absorption; its
lower water content led to more serious capillary
self-absorption and its collapse became more serious after water absorption. In contrast, the core with
a higher water content absorbed little or no water at
all. Under the condition of activity equilibrium,
there was no osmotic hydration phenomenon, and
the core remained the same.

after full hydration of Na-montmorillonite, Na ions
existed in the form of large-size hydrated ions between the crystal layers, and interlayer spacing
increased to 19.09 Å. Salt activity regulators could
swap out interlayer hydrated cations and reduce
clay layer interval. To be specific, under the full
action of organic salts potassium formate and sodium bentonite, the clay layer interval declined to
14.18 Å; under the full action of inorganic salts
sodium chloride and sodium bentonite, the clay
layer interval declined to 15.83 Å. A strong inhibitory effect against clay hydration was observed in
both the cases. Non-salt activity regulator potassium lactate could be adsorbed on the surface of clay
particles, resulting in the narrowing of interlayer
spacing. However, its ability to inhibit clay hydration was limited, and under full action, the clay
layer interval only declined to 19.06 Å. Under the
full action of water activity regulators (potassium
formate + potassium chloride) and sodium bentonite, the clay layer interval dropped sharply to 13.60
Å, suggesting a certain synergistic effect between
the two and the inhibitory effect against clay hydration was better after the use of compound.

5-3<,5*, 6- >(;,9 (*;0=0;@ 9,.<3(;69: 65
6:46;0* /@+9(;065 The experiment results are
shown in Fig. 7. As shown by the results of Fig. 7,
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ite, the clay layer interval declined to 15.83 Å. A
certain synergistic effect was observed between the
two, and after the compound use, the clay layer
interval dropped sharply to 13.60 Å.

The influence of the water activity of the drilling fluid on boreholes was investigated, and the
conclusions of this study are as follows:
1) The mineralization degree of the formation
water in the Shahejie group of the Dongying depression is relatively high on the whole, and its
distribution shows a progressive increase in the
vertical direction with increasing burial depth. To
be specific, the formation water of the Sha-4 member has the highest TDS value and the lowest
activity.
2) In terms of inhibiting shale dispersion, the
inhibitory abilities of most activity regulators first
improved, and then tended to be stable, with the
decline in activity. The optimum activity of solutions largely ranged between 0.9 and 0.95. Among
them, potassium formate had the best inhibitory
effect and an optimum activity of approximately
0.92.
3) According to collapse experiment, dry cores
first experienced capillary self-absorption in solutions, then produced an expansive pressure, and
ultimately collapsed. The core with a lower water
content experienced partial capillary selfabsorption, its lower water content led to more
serious capillary self-absorption, and its collapse
became more serious after water absorption. In
contrast, the core with higher water content absorbed little or no water at all. Under the condition
of activity equilibrium, the osmotic hydration phenomenon was not observed, and the core remained
the same.
4) Under the full action of organic salts potassium formate and sodium bentonite, the clay layer
interval declined to 14.18 Å; under the full action of
inorganic salts sodium chloride and sodium benton-
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pores, vuggy and fracture, 2) complex fluid properties that the phase state of the oil and gas in the
condensate reservoir vary with pressure, 3) complex dynamic performance that the rate, ratio and
pressure changes rapidly without constant pressure
or fixed production.
It is difficult to obtain a correct geological understanding during the exploration of deep carbonate condensate gas reservoirs [9-12]. There is
usually a big difference between geological understanding and actual production rules. The reservoir
space of the carbonate includes matrix pores, fractures and dissolution vuggy. The pore size of multiple porous media varies greatly and is highly heterogeneous [13-14]. Moreover, there are many reservoir-infiltration units in the same area, and there are
obvious differences among different units. These
factors make it difficult to study the seepage mechanism of such gas reservoirs. The fracture-vuggy
type condensate gas reservoir has complex reservoir
conditions and variable fluid states, and the production regularity of oil, gas and water is poor [15-20].
Therefore, it is difficult to accurately describe the
development characteristics of each reservoir unit.
These factors further exacerbate our understanding
of the development of condensate gas reservoirs.
Due to the particularity of the reservoir properties of carbonate condensate gas reservoirs, accurate evaluation of their reserves and production
deliverability is very difficult [21-24]. Generally
speaking, different reservoir units have different
reservoir modes and production characteristics,
which make it difficult to predict the production
and recovery factor [25-27].
How to solve the above problems is the key to
the efficient development of this type of gas reservoir. The evaluation and prediction of reserves,
production deliverability, and recovery factor are
important contents in the preparation of gas reservoir development plans. Therefore, the use of multiple methods to establish a robust production prediction technique for complex carbonate condensate
gas reservoirs is of great significance for improving
the field development plan and reservoir management [28-30].

ABSTRACT
For carbonate condensate gas reservoirs with
complex geological characteristic and multi-phase
IORZ PHFKDQLVP LW¶V GLIILFXOW WR HVWLPDWH WKH UH
serves, forecast the gas and liquid production and
recovery factor accurately, which are important for
efficient and economic field development. In this
work, based on the investigation of pros and cons of
the conventional methods of production prediction,
an integrated prediction technique which is more
robust for complex carbonate condensate prediction
is established. This technology is composed by (1)
state of the art rate transient analysis method based
on material balance theory incorporating condensate PVT experimental data and on conventional
production decline analysis, (2) numerical well
testing based on build-up pressure data and geological information, (3) wellbore node analysis method
for post natural flowing production forecast under
operations, (4) mult-phase mult-components simulation method based on 3D geological model and
equation of state for condensate gas. The examples
show that the incorporation of the methods can
maximize the utilization of static data and the dynamic data, lead to better and quicker production
forecast results for the single well and unit.

KEYWORDS:
Carbonate condensate, mult-phase flow mechanism,
material balance, numerical well test, production prediction

INTRODUCTION
Condensate gas is transitional fluid between
live oil and a dry gas [1-3]. The condensate fluid
exists in the form of a gas phase under high temperature and high pressure conditions in the underground. However, after being taken to the surface,
it will condense into liquid oil due to a decrease in
temperature and pressure. Most of the carbonate
condensate gas reservoirs have three typical characteristics [4-8]: 1) complex reservoir properties with
strong heterogeneity and with different degrees of
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The complex carbonate condensate gas reservoirs in the AA field, China are used as example for
analysis in this work. Previous work found that how
to establish a technical system for the development
index of condensate gas reservoirs is the core problem [31-32]. Due to the incomplete acquisition of
some data such as PVT, well testing and flow pressure tests, only part of the production wells were
tested for PVT and pressure recovery. How to use
these test data reasonably is also a problem to be
considered in the research of the prediction methods of production performance.
The reservoir properties of carbonate condensate gas reservoirs in China are quite special [3336@0DQ\ZHOOVKDYHWKHIHDWXUHRI³RQH ZHOOUHS
resents RQH UHVHUYRLU´ DQG PRUH WKDQ  RI WKH
production wells are not connected. There are connectivity features only between production wells
with small well spacing. Therefore, when establishing the prediction method of production performance, both single well and development unit or
well group should be suitable for.
The technical idea of this paper is as follows.
(1) Firstly, the oil and gas dynamic reserves of a
single well or well group are evaluated by the rate
transient analysis method based on material balance
theory and condensate PVT experimental data, and
it was used as the basis for evaluating the recovery
factor. (2) Secondly, the decline curve of gas production per well is predicted, and then we predicts
condensate production, formation pressure, recoverable reserves and recovery factors according to
natural gas production. (3) Integrated rate transient
analysis, numerical well testing, numerical simulation method analysis. These three methods can
complement each other to improve the accuracy of
the production prediction. (4) Finally, wellbore
node analysis is performed to estimate the abandon
pressure under the operation condition. The recoverable reserves of natural gas and condensate oil are
determined based on the abandon pressure. At the
same time, combined with the previous dynamic
reserve evaluation results, the recovery factor is
calculated.
The advantage of this integrated analysis
method is that it can predict and analyze the production performance using the strong point of the
four methods, which are reliable reserves of material balance method for a long time, reliable reservoir
property interpretation of numerical well test model, accurate production and pressure prediction with
mutl-phase flowing of numerical simulation method, quick incremental production prediction of
wellbore node analysis after operation. According
to the difference in the mastery of the data, the
evaluation results of different methods can be mutually verified, so as to comprehensively determine
the reasonable results.

For the complex carbonate condensate gas
reservoirs in the AA field, the following three
methods (rate transient analysis method based on
material balance theory, numerical well testing
method and numerical simulation method) were
used to predict the production and formation pressure. Moreover, combined with the results of reserves evaluation and the abandoned conditions for
oil and gas reservoirs, the recoverable reserves and
recovery factors were predicted.
(1) Material balance theory of rate transient method for condensate gas reservoir. The
material balance method is based on the two-phase
material balance equation and PVT experimental
results, and it can predict oil and gas production and
formation pressure in condensate gas reservoirs and
volatile oil reservoirs combined with the production
decline analysis. Meanwhile, the recoverable reserves and recovery factors can be predicted by the
constraints of waste pressure. The advantage of this
method is that it can predict oil and gas production
relatively accurately based on the results of PVT
experiments.
The material balance equation can be used for
production analysis of fixed-capacity gas reservoirs,
water-driven gas reservoirs, and condensate gas
reservoirs. The basic principle is that after a certain
production time, the material balance equation is
applied to analyze the production indicator curve
and predict the production dynamics. The material
balance equation for condensate gas reservoirs is
still based on the material balance equation for a
fixed-capacity gas reservoir. When the formation
pressure is higher than the dew point pressure, the
material balance equation of the fixed-capacity gas
reservoir is directly applied; when the formation
pressure is lower than the dew point pressure, the
single-phase volume coefficient and the deviation
coefficient should be converted into the two-phase
volume coefficient and the two-phase deviation
coefficient ZT, respectively. ZT is the function of
average pressure, and it can be obtained directliy
from CCE or flash data in the laboratory.
(1)
ZT p
f L p Zo p  fv p Z g p
Where, fL is liquid mole fraction; Zo is the oil
deviation factor; fv is vapor mole fraction; Zg is the
gas deviation factor.
This paper uses material balance principle of
condensate gas reservoirs to calculate the average
formation pressure. When the gas reservoir pressure
is higher than the dew point pressure, the conventional gas reservoir material balance equation is
used to determine the current formation pressure:

p
(2)
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duction, formation pressure and recovery factor can
be calculated.
(4)
qo f ( p, Z , Z T , Gp , GOR)

When the gas reservoir pressure is lower than
the dew point pressure, the current formation pressure can be obtained by applying the two-phase
deviation coefficient:

p

Gp
pi Z T
(1 - )
Z Ti
G

The ZG43 well in the AA field was drilled to
the Ordovician carbonate condensate gas reservoir.
The depth of the middle part of the reservoir is
5156 m and the formation temperature is 128.5°C.
The cumulative effective production time is 1515
days, the cumulative gas production is 1.33×10 8 m3,
and the accumulated oil is 5.89×104 t. Dynamic
monitoring of production showed that the gas-to-oil
ratio was stable in the early stage and gradually
increased in the later stage. The PVT test analysis
showed that the dew point pressure was 56.99 MPa
and the condensate content was 451.63 g.m-3, which
belonged to the high condensate reservoir.
The dynamic reserves of the ZG43 well were
calculated by the rate transient analysis. First, the
condensate oil and natural gas are converted into
the condensate gas. Secondly, the wellhead pressure
is converted into the bottom hole flow pressure by
the multi-phase pipe flow equation, and the measured flow pressure gradient was used for constraint
and

(3)

Where, p is the current average formation
pressure, MPa; pi is the original formation pressure,
MPa; Z is the natural gas deviation coefficient under the current average formation pressure, dimensionless; Zi is the natural gas deviation coefficient
under the original formation pressure, dimensionless; G is the original geological reserves of the gas
reservoir, 108m3; Gp is the cumulative production of
recovered natural gas, 108m3.ZT is the two-phase
deviation coefficient under the current average
formation pressure, dimensionless; ZTi is the twophase deviation coefficient under the original formation pressure.
Thus, based on the knowledge of the development mechanism of the condensate gas reservoir,
the production (qo, Formula (4)) of condensate oil
can be predicted by combing formulas (2) and (3).
According to the abandon pressure of the condensate gas reservoir, the single
well oil and gas pro1
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(b) Production history fitting curve
FIGURE 1
Fitting curve of production capacity history of ZG43 well.
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(a) P-T Phase plots of fluid in AA area
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(b) Two-phase deviation coefficient plots
FIGURE 2
PVT property plots of condensate gas in AA area.
The predicted results of the gas and oil production are shown in Fig. 3 (a). In the actual production stage, the calculation results were consistent with the trend of the actual test production
curve. During the production forecast period, the
daily output of condensate oil gradually decreases.
The change of gas-oil ratio is shown in Fig. 3 (b).
The gas-oil ratio in the early stage is stable, then
gradually rises, and then gradually declines. The
actual production data is basically consistent with
the trend of the calculating results. In the early
stage of production, the formation pressure is higher than the dew point pressure. The reservoir has a
single-phase gas, and the gas-oil ratio is relatively
stable. After the formation pressure is lower than
the dew point pressure, part of the condensate oil
precipitates in the formation and the gas-oil ratio
gradually increases. In the later period of development, the condensate in the formation has antievaporation phenomenon, and the gas-oil ratio
shows a downward trend.
The formation pressure of each time step is
calculated based on the material balance principle,
in which the reverse condensate characteristics of
the condensate gas is considered, and in which the
production prediction results of gas and condensate
oil is taken as input parameter.

correction. Finally, the dynamic reserves were
analyzed according to the Blasingame plot, and the
analysis results were also verified by the production
history fitting. The Blasingame fitting plot and the
production history fitting curve of the ZG43 well
are shown in Fig. 1 respectively. The dynamic
reserve (condensate gas) of the ZG43 well is
3.12×108 m3, which is equivalent to 2.90×108 m3 of
natural gas, and equivalent to 20.50×104 t of condensate oil.
The well is not produced by a constant pressure nor a constant productivity. Thus the production deliverability is difficult to predict. This paper
used the production decline analysis to predict
natural gas production. The nearby wells with a
long production time were selected for determine
the decline rate, and the regression results showed
that the comprehensive exponential decline rate of
single well production deliverability was 20% annually.
Based on the PVT experimental data and P-T
phase plots in Fig. 2 (a), the relationship between
pressure and gas-oil ratio, pressure and two-phase
deviation coefficient were calculated. The results
are shown in Fig. 2 (b). The deviation coefficient
under the measured formation pressure is 1.469,
and that under the dew point pressure is 1.454.
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FIGURE 3
Production prediction results of ZG43 well.
(2) Numerical well testing method for single
well and well group. The numerical well test
method is based on analytical well test analysis,
combined with numerical models established by
geological understanding such as structures and
faults. This method combines production decline
data to predict oil & gas production and formation
pressure. Then, the recoverable reserves and recovery factors are calculated by combining the abandoned pressure conditions.
For units or well groups of fracture-vuggy type
reservoirs, the same analytical methods similarity to
single well analysis are used, namely numerical
well testing methods However, the pressure interference among each well needs to be considered.
The well group numerical well test method is mainly based on the analysis of single well numerical
well test and the influence of multi-well interference. When constructing the numerical well group
model, it is necessary to import the production and
pressure data of all the wells in the unit. Since the
well interference

After the formation pressure is lower than the
dew point, the formation pressure calculated when
the condensate gas reservoir characteristics are not
considered is significantly higher than the corrected
material balance method, and the predicted formation pressure is consistent with the measured
static formation pressure (Fig. 4(a)). The average
production pressure difference in the actual production period is used to predict the change of the
bottom hole flow pressure in the later period. According to the empirical formula, the abandon pressure of the condensate gas reservoir can be estimated to be about 17.6 MPa.
Taking the abandoned pressure as the end of
production, the natural gas and condensate recovery
curve of the well is shown in Fig. 4(b). The cumulative gas production (natural gas recoverable reserves) is 1.83×108 m3, and the accumulated condensate oil (condensable oil recoverable reserves) is
8.43×104 m3. The recovery factor of gas is 63.08%,
and that of condensate oil is 41.13% with constraint
of natural flowing condition and minimum economical production rate.
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(b) Prediction results of recovery for natural gas and condensate oil
FIGURE 4
Prediction of formation pressure and recovery of ZG43 well.
(3) Numerical simulation method for single
well and well group. The single well numerical
simulation is mainly suitable for isolated reservoir
having only one well with clear geological understanding. The method is based on a numerical well
test results and combines a 3D geological model
containing seismic attributes (Fig. 7(a) and 7(b)).
Finally, key development indicators (gas rate, oil
rate and pressure etc.) are predicted after single
well production history match. The numerical simulation method can dynamically describe and predict
the production performance of a single well in a
fracture-vuggy type reservoir. The method has a
complete modeling + simulation analysis process,
and the constructed numerical model is a comprehensive result of dynamic and static analysis, so it
is more suitable for fracture-vuggy type reservoirs.
The well group numerical simulation method
is a method for predicating the production based on
the numerical well test analysis under the condition
of multi-well interference and combined with the
seismic attributes and geological characteristics.
Taking the well group consisting of ZG462 well
and TZ201 well as an example, the numerical simulation analysis was conducted by using threedimensional numerical model and numerical well
test interpretation

is considered, the pressure transient of the wells in
the group will be greatly affected by other wells.
After the numerical well test curve is fitted, the
prediction data of natural gas/oil production decline
of each well is introduced to predict and analyze the
well group's production deliverability.
Taking the well group consisting of well
ZG15, well ZG15-4H and well ZG15-3H as an
example, the three wells were confirmed to be connected with each other through preliminary inter
well connectivity analysis. First, the numerical well
test model of these three wells was established (Fig.
5(a)), and the build-up pressure log-log plot (Fig.
5(b)) of the ZG15 well is matched comparing the
model results. Then, the history well bottom pressure is matched to verify the reliable of the numerical well test model (Fig. 6). Combined with the
constraints of the abandoned pressure of the well
group (ZG15, ZG15-4H and ZG15-3H), it is finally
predicted that the well group can be continuously
produced for 1.8 years in a gradually decreasing
production capacity. The accumulated recoverable
oil reserves are 32.97×104 t, and the predicted production recovery of the well group is 8.2%.
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(a) PEBI grid of well group ZG15 for numerical well test

(b) Log-Log plots of ZG15 well using numerical model
FIGURE 5
Numerical well test for well group ZG15

FIGURE 6
Pressure prediction curve of numerical well test model in ZG15 well group.
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FIGURE 7
Schematic diagram of fracture ±vuggy depicted using seismic dada
(a) Carbonate seismic vertical section (left picture)
(b) Fracture-vuggy body extracted from seismic properties (right picture)

FIGURE 8
Production prediction curve of TZ201 well.


FIGURE 9
Recovery prediction curves of ZG462 and TZ201 well groups.
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FIGURE 10
Ternary map of ZG462 and TZ201 well groups
(a) Oil-gas-water map at initial time (left picture)
(b) Oil-gas-water map at the end of history match (right picture)



FIGURE 11
Schematic diagram of pressure node in wellbore
(a) Pressure node under natural flow condition (left picture)
(b) Pressure node under natural compressor (right picture)
and be shown in the 3D term at any time (Fig. 10).

results. At the same time, the production history
match was conducted to obtain more reliable model
parameters. With the abandonment pressure of 18
MPa as a constraint and combined with the prediction of natural gas production decline, the variation
trends of condensate oil production and formation
pressure can be predicted (Fig. 8). Natural gas is
produced in a decreasing manner. When the average formation pressure reaches the abandoned pressure, the TZ201 well can continue to produce for
800 days. The accumulated recoverable natural gas
reserves of the well group are 3.33×108 m3, and the
recoverable condensate reserves are 9.06×10 4 t.
Further, constrained by minimum economical production rate, the natural gas recovery of the well
group is 56.2%, and the recovery of condensate oil
is 33.8% (Fig.9). The condensate oil, gas and water
distribution in the reservoir can also be predicted

(4) Wellbore node analysis method for post
natural flowing production forecast under operations. When the well head pressure Pwh is decline
to the value of pipeline back pressure as formation
pressure is low enough, the production of condensate gas have an exponential decline until stopping
natural flowing, besides using water or gas injection
to complement formation energy. Usually compressor units are used to decrease the well head pressure
to continue the production (Fig. 11). The conventional decline curve method is only suitable for the
natural flow condition and the recoverable reserves
are always underestimated if with compressors.
Therefore, LW¶V QHFHVVDU\ WR VWXG\ WKH additional
recoverable reserve using compressor comparing
the that of only natural flowing. The key point of
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compressor condition.

the recoverable reserves is the abandon pressure
when the gas in place is known and fixed. A practical pressure node analysis method is illustrated in
this paper to estimate the abandon pressure, which
then combined with the material balance method to
get the recoverable reserves.
Assumptions: reservoir constant temperature,
fluid and rock properties change little with pressure,
near well skin is small, internal communication of
fracture-vuggy system is good, reservoir pressure
can transfer quickly in fracture-vuggy system, the
oil-gas phase in wellbore is simplified as one pseudo gas phase.
If the reservoir is only developed under natural
depletion condition, the abandon pressure pavg1 can
be calculated according to the simple node analysis
from well head pressure pwh1 which is equal to
pipeline back pressure ppip and the recoverable
cumulative production GP1 at this condition can be
calculated using formula (3)~(4). What if installing
compressor after the later period, the abandon pressure can decrease to Pavg2 according to minimum,
intake pressure of compressor, and the cumulative
production can increase to GP2. Formula (5) to
formula (11) are used to calculate the abandon
pressure.
The average molecular weight of the condensate oil:
ସସǤଶଽఊ
(5)
ܯை ൌ

CONCLUSIONS
The complementary strategy of integrating
material balance, numerical well test and numerical
simulation and well bore node analysis can not only
maximize the utilization of geological data and
dynamic data, but also improves the reliability of
production prediction.
,WV¶ VWURQJO\ VXJJHVWHG WR FRQGXFW LQWHJUDWHG
production prediction on carbonate condensate gas
reservoirs as the mutl-phase flow mechanism and
the complex architecture developing of prorosity,
fracture and vuggy.
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ronmental governance, green development" as a
policy for local governments to seek development
guide. In order to achieve WKHJRDORI³FRQVLVWLQJRQ
energy conservation and emission reduction and
EXLOGLQJ D EHDXWLIXO &KLQD´ ZH PXVW IROORZ WKH
laws of the natural environment and adopt corresponding environmental regulation methods. Since
carbon emissions are an external behavior in the
process of production and consumption, the traditional market regulation mechanism is sometimes
³IDLOHG´ $W WKLV WLPH LW GHSHQGV RQ WKH QHFHVVDU\
environmental regulation means. Effective environmental regulation means can change the industrial structure. FDI, low-carbon technology innovation and other ways indirectly affect carbon emissions, thereby playing a role in environmental protection and energy conservation and emission reduction [1]. For example, Li K and Lin B. find that
carbon emission can be mitigated by promoting
industrial structure upgrading and energy efficiency
improvement. It is estimated that China's carbon
emission intensity will decrease by 40.6% in 2020
compared with 2005 [2]. However, in the process of
economic development, environmental regulation
SDUDGR[ PD\ DOVR DULVH VXFK DV WKH ³JUHHQ SDUaGR[´ WKHRU\ SURSRVHG E\ 6LQQ $V WKH LQWHQVLW\ RI
environmental regulation increases, enterprises or
manufacturers expect energy prices to rise, which
will accelerate the consumption of energy and Increase carbon emissions [3]. As a developing country with a large population, China may increase
carbon emission pressure in the process of sustained economic development. Then, will environmental regulation affect carbon emissions? Based
on the extended STIRPAT model, this paper analyzes the impact of environmental regulation on
carbon emissions and hopes to provide a theoretical
reference for the development of green economy.

ABSTRACT
As a global carbon emitter, China is facing increasingly serious environmental pollution problems, and achieving carbon reduction depends on
the necessary environmental regulations. This paper
selects Chinese provincial panel data from 2003 to
2018 as a sample, calculates the narrow and broad
environmental regulation intensity, and empirically
analyzes the impact of environmental regulation on
carbon emissions based on the SYS-GMM method
from both narrow and broad perspectives. The results show that the intensity of narrow environmental regulation shows a downward trend, and the
intensity of general environmental regulation is
significantly improved. The impact of narrow and
general environmental regulation on carbon emissions is the inverse U-type relationship that promotes post-inhibition. More obvious, China's environmental regulation can effectively curb carbon
emissions; the narrow and broad environmental
regulations in the eastern and central regions have
VKRZQ VLJQLILFDQW ³UHGXFWLRQ RI HPLVVLRQ UHGXcWLRQ´HIIHFWVEXWLQWKHZHVWHUQUHJLRQRQO\QDUURZ
HQYLURQPHQWDO UHJXODWLRQV KDYH ³UHYHUVH HPLVVLRQ
UHGXFWLRQ´ HIIHFWV *HQHUDOL]HG HQYLURQPHQWDO UHgulation does not exist.

KEYWORDS:
Environmental regulation, carbon emission, STIRPAT
model

INTRODUCTION
With the massive emissions of greenhouse
gases, the quality of life of people around the world
and the economic development of various regions
have been severely challenged. In 2007, China's
carbon emissions exceeded the United States for the
first time, becoming the world's number one carbon
emitter. How to achieve effective environmental
governance is an urgent issue of concern at all levels of government. Under the guidance of the green
development concept, in 2017, China's "two sessions" will be "polluting pollution reduction, envi-

LITERATURE REVIEW
At present, scholars at home and abroad have
divided the effects of environmental regulation on
FDUERQHPLVVLRQVLQWRWZRFDWHJRULHV³UHGXFWLRQRI
HPLVVLRQ UHGXFWLRQ´ DQG ³JUHHQ SDUDGR[´ 6LQQ D
UHSUHVHQWDWLYH RI WKH ³JUHHQ SDUDGR[´ VFKRRO Ee-
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OLHYHVWKDWWKHUHDVRQVIRUWKH³JUHHQSDUDGR[´PDy
be: unreasonable carbon emission tax, government
decision-making to reduce the supply of fossil fuels,
and space and time lag factors [3]. The literature
WKDW WULJJHUHG WKH PHFKDQLVP RI ³JUHHQ SDUDGR[´
agreed with Sin's point of view, including Gerlagh
and Michielsen belief that the supply side affects
environmental regulation and stimulates energy
extraction to increase carbon emissions [4]. Compared with the hypothesis of "green paradox" based
on theoretical research, most of the existing literature analyzes the factors affecting carbon emissions
through empirical research methods. Systematic
promotion method(SGMM) technology and STIRPAT model, and generally from the population, per
capita GDP, industrial structure, environmental
innovation and other factors, to measure the impact
of their carbon emissions [5], such as Zhang Yuejun
et al. using the system promotion method (SGMM)
technology calculation The impact of environmental innovation on carbon emissions shows that no
matter what kind of environmental innovation is
adopted, it is conducive to reducing carbon emission levels [6]. However, some scholars have added
environmental regulations as variables to influence
the carbon emission equation. For example, Xu
Guangyue sets environmental regulations into
dummy variables. The results show that the government's implementation of environmental regulation policies can achieve energy conservation and
emission reduction goals [7]. Although the effects
of environmental regulations on carbon emissions
can be measured by dummy variables, environmental regulations are not measured by specific
environmental indicators. Unexpectedly, Peng Xing
and Li Bin used the pollution control fees required
by the industrial output value as a surrogate variable for environmental regulation to verify the impact of environmental regulation on carbon emissions. The empirical results show that the effect of
environmental regulation on carbon emission reduction is not significant [8]. At present, most of
the literatures discuss the impact on carbon emissions through environmental regulation on industrial structure, FDI, and low-carbon technology innovation, and integrate environmental regulation, industrial structure, FDI, and low-carbon technology
innovation into the same framework to comprehensively analyze environmental regulations for carbon.
There are relatively few documents on the impact
of emissions. Zhang Hua and Wei Xiaoping introduced environmental regulations and energy consumption structures, industrial structures, technological innovations, and FDI cross-items to verify
their impact on carbon emissions [9], but only use
cross-terms to test the indirect effects of environmental regulations on carbon emissions. It is not
possible to accurately analyze the effects of environmental regulations on carbon emissions.

In summary, domestic and foreign scholars
have made contributions to the study of the impact
of environmental regulation on carbon emissions,
and they use theoretical research mechanisms or
empirical analysis methods, but there are still some
shortcomings in research methods. In addition, due
to the speed of economic development, urbanization level, population intensity, and government
functions, the regional environmental differences
will be different, which makes the conclusions and
policy recommendations have a certain one-sides.
Moreover, most of the existing literatures focus on
the impact of environmental regulation on carbon
emissions. They are less concerned with the impact
of different components of environmental regulation on carbon emissions, and there are few studies
on regional differences in environmental impacts of
environmental regulations. In view of this, this paper attempts to divide the relevant policies of environmental regulation into narrow and broad dimensions, discuss the emission reduction effects under
different statistical calibers, and further analyze its
regional heterogeneity.

CHINA'S ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATION INTENSITY CALCULATION
Environmental
regulation
estimation
method. This paper takes the environmental regulation related tax as the environmental regulation
index, and analyzes the impact of different caliber
environmental regulation statistical methods on
carbon emissions. This paper divides the environmental regulation tax into two categories: narrow
and broad [10]. Narrow environmental regulation
taxation refers to taxation categories that are designed to protect the environment and have strong
environmental protection functions. Since China
does not have a nominal environmental protection
tax, this paper takes the sewage discharge fee that
has the function of reducing environmental pollution and protecting the environment and internalizing the external negative effect as a substitute for
narrow environmental regulation [11]. The calculation method is as follows: narrow environmental
regulation index = sewage charges / (total tax +
sewage charges) General environmental regulation
tax refers to the tax policy itself, although it has
certain environmental protection functions, but its
purpose is not to protect the environment. According to Deng Xiaolan et al. (2013) research method
[12], the urban land use tax, farmland occupation
tax, vehicle purchase tax, consumption tax, vehicle
and vessel tax, urban maintenance and construction
tax, resource tax and narrow environmental regulation indicators with green nature. The sum of sewage charges is defined as a substitute indicator for
general environmental regulation. The calculation
method is as follows: general environmental regu-
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taxation is energy-saving and environmental protection, and protects the ecological environment is
Limited effect.

lation index = (7 green nature taxes + sewage
charges) / (total tax + sewage charges)
Environmental Regulation Calculation Results. Using the previous method to calculate the
narrow and broad environmental regulation index
of China from 2003 to 2018, the results are shown
in the table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that since 2003,
China's Narrow Environmental Regulation Index
has shown a downward trend of fluctuations. The
possible reasons are as follows: China does not
have a special environmental protection tax category. The purpose of collecting sewage charges is
to reduce pollution and protect. Environment, but
compared with formal taxation, the levy of sewage
charges in various regions is relatively high, and
there are many problems such as high levy cost,
low standard, lack of uniform standards, etc. There
is a big controversy over whether sewage charges
should be levied and levied standards. The degree
of greening has been at a low level for a long time,
which has led to a low enthusiasm for collecting
sewage charges in some areas. There is also a certain gap between the growth rate and tax revenue.
In contrast, the general environmental regulation
index was relatively stable before 2011, and it fluctuated around 8% for a long time. However, due to
the fuel tax reform in 2011, the consumption tax
from oil processing, coking and other industries
increased significantly, so the general environmental regulation index It quickly rose to 11.7%, and
then maintained a small upward trend. Although the
scale of general environmental regulation taxation
is already at a relatively high level compared with
sewage charges, the purpose of collecting these
seven types of taxes is not to reduce carbon emissions and protect the ecological environment.
Therefore, the general environmental regulation

Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

MODELS AND VARIABLES
Model selection. The IPAT model has become
an important quantitative model for analyzing environmental factors due to its simple structure and
easy operation. It has been widely used in the fields
of energy and ecological economy. Its general form
is as follows:
I = P×A×T
Among them, I represent CO2 emissions, P
represents the total population, a represents the
level of economic development, and T represents
the energy intensity. Although the IPAT model has
been recognized by the academic community and
the practice community, it can detect too few factors affecting carbon emissions. Therefore, this
paper uses the extended form of the IPAT model,
the STIRPAT model, as the empirical model of this
paper, and introduces the level of urbanization.
Macroeconomic factors such as (UR), industrial
structure (IS) and openness (OP) is used as explanatory variables, and finally the following empirical
model is constructed:
CE = ER × P × A × T × UR × IS × OP
Logarithm, the following measurement form
is obtained:
Ln CE = ln ER + Ln P + Ln A + Ln T + Ln UR +
Ln IS +Ln OP
( 1)
And carbon emissions, and to add the square
of environmental regulations, the following equation is obtained:
Ln CE = Ln ER+( Ln ER)2+Ln P+Ln A+Ln
T+LnUR+Ln IS+Ln OP
( 2)

TABLE 1
Narrow and general environmental regulation index
Narrow environmental
Generalized environmental
regulation index
regulation index
0.0042
0.071
0.0038
0.081
0.0035
0.082
0.0036
0.082
0.0041
0.083
0.0037
0.084
0.0034
0.085
0.0031
0.089
0.0028
0.113
0.0026
0.121
0.0024
0.122
0.0021
0.123
0.0019
0.126
0.0018
0.129
0.0014
0.136
0.0012
0.141
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TABLE 2
Estimated results of environmental regulation effects
variable
Narrow perspective
Generalized perspective
LnCE(-1)
0.281(4.919)***
0.231(3.998)***
LnNER
-0.531(-4.551)***
(LnNER)2
LnGER
(LnGER)2
LnP
LnA
LnT
LUR
LnIS
LnOP
Constant term
AR(1)
AR(2)
Sargan
R2
Number of samples

-5.221(-4.332)***

0.621(3.632)***
0.725(4.357)***
0.701(6.341)***
0.511(4.667)***
-0.258(-4.376)***
-0.141(-9.562)***
-4.521(5.668)***
0.021
0.772
0.712
0.981
480

-0.332(-4.567)***
-1.556(-6.781)***
0.521(7.312)***
0.388 (6.322)***
0.621(4.762)***
0.397(8.334)***
-0.291(-6.782)***
-0.237(-4.887)***
-8.421(-3.691)***
0.028
0.671
0.779
0.996
480

Note: ***, **, and * indicate that the results are significant in the 1%, 5%, and 10% confidence intervals, respectively; in the
brackets, t values; AR (1), AR (2), and Sargan test results are all P values

processing and model regression were done using
Stata software [14-16].

Variable selection. The specific description
and data source of each variable are as follows.
Interpreted variable: Per capita carbon emissions
(CE). This paper chooses the method of Tong xin
(2015) to calculate the per capita carbon emissions
of various regions in China based on the primary
energy consumption and carbon emission coefficient [13]. Interpret variable: Environmental Regulation Index (ER). The narrower Environmental
Regulation Index (NER) and the General Environmental Regulation Index (GER) calculated in the
previous paragraph are used as the environmental
regulation index. Main control variables: Total
population (P), described using resident populations
in each region. The level of economic development
(A) is described using per capital GDP of each region. The energy intensity (T) is described by the
energy consumption per unit of GDP of each region,
and the unit is ton of standard coal per 10,000 Yuan.
The level of urbanization (UR) is described by the
ratio of the number of permanent residents in the
urban areas of the provinces to the total population.
Industrial Structure (IS), the tertiary industry represents the direction of economic development, and
is also an industry with a low degree of pollution,
using the proportion of the tertiary industry to the
regional GDP. The degree of openness (OP) is described by the ratio of the total import and export
trade in the region to the regional GDP. During the
period from 2003 to 2018, all data were collected
from China Statistical Yearbook, China Energy
Statistical Yearbook, China Tax Yearbook, China
Environmental Yearbook, and State Administration
of Taxation tax statistics (considering data). Accessibility, the sample of this article does not include
Tibet and Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan. Data

RESULTS
Impact of environmental regulation on
carbon emissions: based on narrow and broad
perspectives. The time dimension of this sample is
smaller than the section dimension and belongs to
short panel data. In view of the characteristics of
the short-panel data and the endogenous problems
that may exist in the variables, the system generalized moment model (SYS-GMM) is used for estimation. The AR test is used to verify the rationality
of the model setting, and the Sargan test is used to
verify the validity of the tool variable setting. Substituting the relevant data into Equation 2, the result
table 2 is obtained.
Based on the narrow and general environmental regulation perspectives, the empirical results of
the effects of carbon emissions are shown in Table
2. It can be seen that the AR (1) test results in each
equation are less than 0.05, and the AR (2) test results are greater than 0.1. It can be seen that the
residual terms of each equation have the first-order
sequence correlation and the second-order sequence
are irrelevant. The model setting in this paper has
certain rationality, and the Sargan test results are all
greater than 0.1. This means that the model does
not have excessive recognition. Problem, the choice
of tool variables in this paper has certain validity. In
the narrow perspective of environmental regulation
and the generalized perspective equation, the coefficients of the first-period carbon emission index
are significantly positive, and carbon emissions
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From the coefficients of the control variables: (1)
the coefficient of population size in the two equations is significantly positive and the population
size can have a significant positive impact on carbon emissions. An increase in population will consume more energy and increase carbon emissions.
The rapid population growth will also cause devastating damage to the natural environment, reduce
the absorption capacity of the ecological environment for carbon dioxide, and increase the carbon
content in the atmosphere; (2) The coefficient of
economic development level and energy intensity is
significantly positive, per capital GDP and Energy
consumption per unit of GDP can have a significant
positive impact on carbon emissions. China's vast
territory and the development of various regions are
quite different. Although the tertiary industry of
some cities has become a leading industry, overall,
the further development of China's economy is still
inseparable from fossil energy such as coal and oil,
per capital GDP and units. The increase in GDP
energy consumption will lead to an increase in carbon emissions; (3) the coefficient of urbanization is
significantly positive, and urbanization can have a
significant positive impact on carbon emissions.
The process of urbanization is usually accompanied
by population aggregation and industrialization.

have certain inertia. In the two equations, the environmental regulation coefficients are -0.131 and
-0.334, respectively, and both pass the significance
test, which means that for every 1% increase in the
narrow and general environmental regulation index,
the carbon emissions are reduced by 0.531% and 0.
332%. In general, the environmental regulation
system implemented in China can reduce carbon
dioxide emissions to a certain extent. The coefficients of the squared term of environmental regulation in both models are significantly negative,
which means that regardless of the environmental
regulation of the narrow perspective or the environmental regulation of the broad perspective, there
is an inverted U-shaped relationship with carbon
emissions, and the impact of environmental regulation on carbon emissions. In the ascending
U-shaped phase, as the environmental regulation
intensity increases, carbon emissions will increase.
$W WKLV VWDJH WKH ³JUHHQ SDUDGR[´ HIIHFW LV GRPinant; in the inverted U-shaped decline phase, the
environmental regulation intensity is increased, and
carbon emissions are increased. It will be reduced.
$WWKLVVWDJHWKH³UHGXFWLRQRIHPLVVLRQUHGXFWLRQ´
effect is dominant. Judging from the above results,
as a whole, with the improvement of the intensity
of China's environmental regulation, it can show a
FHUWDLQ ³UHGXFWLRQ RI HPLVVLRQ UHGXFWLRQ´ HIIHFW

TABLE 3
Impact of environmental regulations in different regions on carbon emissions
variable
LnCE(-1)
LnNER
(LnNER)2

East
0.588***
(3.555)
-0.655***
(-3.435)
5.288***
(6.125)

Narrow perspective
Central
0.234***
(3.512)
-0.414***
(-3.872)
4.069***
(3.552)

West
0.467***
(4.234)
-0.327***
(-4.554)
5.367***
(8.134)

LnGER
(LnGER)2
LnP
LnA
LnT
LUR
LnIS
LnOP
Constant term
AR(1)
AR(1)
Sargan
R2
Number of samples

0.489***
(3.425)
0.888***
(5.925)
0.637***
(4.145)
0.418***
(5.127)
-0.118***
(-4.165)
-0.238***
(-3.155)
-4.318***
(-4.335)
0.032
0.665
0.772
0.887
176

0.269***
(3.672)
0.569***
(4.559)
0.469***
(5.232)
0.378***
(6.5192)
-0.239***
(-4.512)
-0.369***
(-4.334)
-5.339***
(-3.567)
0.026
0.675
0.688
0.886
128

0.367***
(5.154)
0.517***
(5.338)
0.547***
(4.164)
0.287***
(6.339)
-0.217***
(-5.424)
-0.257***
(-5.124)
-3.112***
(-4.354)
0.022
0.554
0.699
0.854
176
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Generalized perspective
East
Central
West
0.347***
0.412***
0.288***
(3.998)
(2.444)
(4.667)

-0.625***
(-3.556)
-2.285***
(-4.685)
0.428***
(5.114)
0.328***
(5.111)
0.638***
(3.123)
0.368***
(4.095)
-0.286***
(-3.151)
-0.416***
(-3.443)
-6.289***
(-4.689)
0.028
0.539
0.701
0.901
176

-0.394***
(-6.172)
-1.534***
(-3.681)
0.189***
(3.772)
0.569***
(3.562)
0.689***
(4.534)
0.287***
(3.667)
-0.199***
(-2.892)
-0.172***
(-6.812)
-4.349***
(-5.812)
0.018
0.667
0.761
0.978
128

-0.217
(1.054)
1.557***
(-1.512)
0.327***
(3.112)
0.467***
(5.167)
0.367***
(4.121)
0.427***
(4.554)
0.239***
(-4.224)
0.249***
(-3.219)
-6.032***
(-4.219)
0.019
0.612
0.754
0.996
176
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environmental awareness of the society is high, and
ordinary people can participate. In the supervision
of environmental pollution, the strengthening of
supervision has made the government's relevant
environmental protection policies more effective.
From the perspective of general environmental regulation, the environmental regulation coefficient in
the model of the eastern and central regions is significantly negative. Although the environmental
regulation coefficient in the western model is negative, it has not passed the significant test. In the
eastern and central regions, environmental regulation can effectively reduce carbon emissions, but in
the western region, the emission reduction effect of
environmental regulation in a broad perspective is
not obvious. This may be due to the fact that compared with the eastern and central regions, the level
of government governance in the western region is
general, and the corresponding environmental regulation policies have not played a role in reducing
carbon emissions and protecting the environment
[19]. The western region still needs to strengthen
the general environmental regulation intensity to
protect the regional ecological environment are not
further damaged.

Therefore, as energy consumption increases,
carbon emissions also rise; (4) The coefficients of
the industrial structure in both equations are significantly negative, and the industrial structure can
significantly inhibit carbon emissions, which means
the proportion of the tertiary industry Improvement
can reduce carbon emissions. This is because the
tertiary industry is mostly a service industry. Compared with production industries, energy consumption is greatly reduced. (5) The coefficient of opening up is significantly negative, and foreign trade
can suppress carbon emissions. Trade can introduce
advanced science and technology and management
experience and have a positive effect on reducing
carbon emissions. The restraining effect of the tertiary industry and opening up on carbon emissions
also pointed out the direction for China to complete
the goal of reducing carbon emissions in the future,
namely, vigorously develop the tertiary industry,
adhere to opening up, and encourage the introduction of high-tech industries [17-18].
Impact of environmental regulation on
carbon emissions: Regional differences. The factors endowments in different regions of China are
not identical. There are also large differences in the
level of economic development. To further analyze
the heterogeneity of the impact of environmental
regulations on carbon emissions in different regions,
China is divided into eastern, central and western
regions according to the statistical yearbook criteria
(taking into account the availability of data, excluding Tibet, Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan area),
the regional data are substituted into Equation 2,
and based on the SYS-GMM method to estimate,
get the results table3.
It can be seen from Table 2 that from the perspective of narrow environmental regulation, the
environmental regulation coefficients in different
regional models are significantly negative, indicating that sewage charges can effectively reduce carbon emissions in different regions. In the eastern,
central, and western regions, the environmental
regulation coefficients are -0.655, -0.414, and
-0.327, respectively, which means that for every 1%
increase in narrow environmental regulation intensity, carbon emissions can be reduced in each of the
three regions. 0. 655%, 0.441% and 0.327%, the
³UHGXFHG HPLVVLRQ UHGXFWLRQ´ HIIHFt in the eastern
region is the highest and the lowest in the western
region. The eastern region is the most developed
region in China. The above results show that the
more developed the economy, the better the effect
of environmental regulation on reducing carbon
emissions. This may be due to higher social environmental awareness and better government governance in economically developed regions. The
government has effectively reduced the carbon
emissions by vigorously developing the tertiary
industry and high-tech industries, and the overall

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion. In order to analyze whether China's environmental regulation has reduced carbon
emissions, this paper is based on the data of 30
provinces (municipalities and autonomous regions)
from 2001 to 2016, using sewage charges as a substitute for narrow environmental regulation, with
urban land use taxes and cultivated land with green
nature. The occupational tax, vehicle purchase tax,
consumption tax, vehicle and vessel tax, urban
maintenance and construction tax, resource tax and
sewage charges are used as surrogate indicators for
general environmental regulation, and the environmental regulation index is calculated [20]. Based on
the SYS-GMM method, environmental regulations
are analyzed for Impact of carbon emissions. The
main conclusions are as follows: (1) During the
inspection period, China's narrow environmental
regulation index fluctuated, but the general environmental regulation index was greatly improved;
(2) Overall, China's environmental regulation and
carbon emissions were promoted first. The inverted
U-shaped relationship of post-LQKLELWLRQ WKH ³UeGXFWLRQ RI HPLVVLRQ UHGXFWLRQ´ HIIHFW RI HQYLURnmental regulation at this stage is dominant, and
narrow and general environmental regulation can
effectively suppress carbon emissions; (3) Regional
pollution is heterogeneous in the impact of environmental regulation on carbon emissions. Sexuality, eastern and central regions, narrow and general
environmental regulations can effectively suppress
carbon emissions, but in the western region, narrow
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and Control Law in 2016. The 13th Five-Year Plan
also discussed the ecological environment issues.
However, in 2016, the Central Environmental Protection Inspector Group still had many production
activities that seriously polluted the environment
[23-24]. The enactment of various environmental
laws and directives did not have an immediate effect. In the final analysis, it is not the lack of environmental policy, but the lack of implementation of
policies, the overlapping of duties at all levels, and
WKH LQDFWLRQ RI ³NLFNLQJ WKH EDOO´ ,Q WKLV UHJDUG
local governments should actively coordinate the
functional responsibilities of all levels of departments, clarify the scope of duties, improve the implementation of departments at all levels, especially
the environmental protection departments, give
severe punishment to polluting enterprises, and
improve the deterrence of policies and laws. In addition, in solving environmental problems, market
mechanisms should also be used more. Market incentives with characteristics of internalized pollution costs should be the main measures for future
carbon emission reduction. In this respect, China
should learn more from the policies of European
and American countries. Expand the domestic carbon trading market and accelerate the pace of piloting the carbon tax pilot [25].

environmental regulation can effectively suppress
carbon emissions, and the general environmental
regulation has no significant reduction effect; (4)
population size, economy The level of development,
energy intensity and urbanization have a significant
positive impact on carbon emissions, and industrial
structure and opening up have a significant negative impact on carbon emissions.
Suggestions. (1) Give play to the demonstration effect of emission reduction and coordinate regional emission reduction policies. The
spatial agglomeration characteristics of carbon dioxide intensity indicate that the carbon emission
reduction attitudes or policies of individual provinces have certain demonstration effects. This
demonstration effect can be reflected in the carbon
emission reduction policies formulated by China,
VXFK DV WKH ³7ZHOIWK )LYH-<HDU 3ODQ´ WR FRQWURO
greenhouse gas emissions [21-@ 7KH ³3URJUDP´
pointed out that a number of low-carbon pilot
provinces and cities with different characteristics
should be formed, and a number of low-carbon
parks and low-carbon communities with demonstration significance should be built to carry out
low-carbon commercial and product pilots; The
change (2014-2020) continued to strengthen the
low-carbon pilot work, and also carried out pilot
projects in low-carbon towns. In the future, carbon
emission reduction work should still adhere to the
demonstration of the pilot provinces and regions,
and do a good job of carbon emission reduction in
the pilot areas, thereby forming a carbon emission
reduction effect on the surrounding areas, driving
the carbon emission reduction work in the surrounding areas, and ultimately in the large the regional scope forms an emission reduction advantage. At the same time, we must pay special
attention to cooperation and exchanges between
different regions, break through the administrative
divisions of environmental issues, achieve coordinated development, and common governance, and
strive to achieve regional policy coordination and
improve the synchronization of emission reduction
spillover effects.

  ,PSOHPHQW D ³FRPPRQ EXW GLIIHUHQWiDWHG´ HQYLURQPHQWDO SROLF\ The heterogeneity
between regions makes the carbon emission reduction effects of environmental regulation inconVLVWHQW ZKLFK PDNHV WKH ³FRPPRQ EXW GLIIerentiDWHG´HQYLURQPHQWDOUHJXODWLRQSROLF\DSRVVLELOLW\
The local government should retain the freedom of
self-determination within the scope permitted by
law. From a national perspective, the responsibility
for environmental protection is the same, the environmental will of all levels of government should
be unified, the environmental protection of each
enterprise should be consistent, and the environmental awareness of each citizen should be sufficient. However, due to the differences in the level
of development between the eastern, central and
ZHVWHUQ UHJLRQV WKH EDODQFHV RI ³EUHDG PLON´ DQG
³JUHHQKLOOV´ZLOODOZD\VEHLQFOLQHG7KHRSLQLRQV
of the provincial and district governments on economic growth and environmental protection are
inconsistent, the ability of enterprises to invest in
new technologies is inconsistent, and the environmental awareness of citizens may also be inconsistent. Therefore, when the central government
formulates environmental regulation policies or
carbon emission reduction targets, it must not only
treat the same people equally, but also allow the
existence of differences [26]. For example, when
formulating an environmental standard, the central
department will consider and stipulate a minimum
environmental indicator from a nationwide level,
which requires each region to be achieved in order

(2) Improve the environmental regulation
system, improve the implementation of policies,
and pay attention to the use of market mechanisms. Each type of regulation has both advantages
and disadvantages. Therefore, it is one-sided to
simply determine what kind of regulation should be
implemented. Various environmental regulation
policies should form a comprehensive system, with
legislation and law enforcement, market and environment co-prosperity, and life and green close.
China's current environmental policy is gradually
improving. For example, the implementation of the
new Environmental Protection Law in 2015 and the
implementation of the new Air Pollution Prevention
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[2] Li, K., Lin, B. (2016) China's strategy for carbon intensity mitigation pledge for 2020: evidence from a threshold cointegration model
combined with Monte-Carlo simulation methods. Journal of Cleaner Production. 118, 37-47.
[3] Sinn, H.W. (2008) Public policies against
global warming: a supply side approach. International Tax and Public Finance. 15(4),
360-394.
[4] Gerlagh, R., Michielsen, T.O. (2013). The green
paradox. Encyclopedia of Energy, Natural Resource, and Environmental Economics. 2,
309-313.
[5] Chen, K. (2014) Correlation analysis of carbon
emission intensity and influencing factors in
China. Technology Economics and Management Research. 11, 9-12.
[6] Zhang, Y.J., Peng, Y.L., Ma, C.Q. (2017) Can
environmental innovation facilitate carbon
emissions reduction? Evidence from China.
Energy Policy. 100, 18-28.
[7] Xu, G.Y.2010) Carbon Emission Convergence: Theoretical Hypothesis and Empirical
Research in China. Journal of Quantitative and
Technical Economics. (9), 31-42.
[8] Peng, X., Li, B. (2015) Trade Open, FDI and
China's Industrial Green Transformation-An
Empirical Study Based on Dynamic Panel
Threshold Model. International Trade Issues. 1,
166-176.
[9] Zhang, H., Wei, X.P. (2014) Green public
opinion or forced reduction of emissions ± the
dual effects of environmental regulation on
FDUERQ HPLVVLRQV &KLQD 3RSXODWLRQ  5esources and Environment. 9, 21-29.
[10] Zhong, Y.Y., Zhong, W.Z. (2012) Analysis of
Regional Differences and Driving Factors of
Carbon Emission in China-An Empirical Study
Based on Decoupling and Three-layer Complete Decomposition Model. Journal of Finance
and Economics. 2,123-133.
[11] Zhang, X.F., Han, X., Wu, J.J. (2014) Environmental Regulation and Carbon Emissions:
³5HYHUVH(IIHFW´RU³5HJUHVVLRQ(IIHFW´-Based
on China's Provincial Panel Data Analysis from
2000 to 2010. Soft Science. 28(7), 136-139.
[12] Deng, X.L., Wang, Y.J. (2013) Research on the
greening degree of China's taxation system²based on The calculation of three statistical caliber indicators of large, medium and
small. Audit and economic research. 6, 71- 79.
[13] Tong, X., Chen, K., Li, G. (2015) Empirical
Study on China's Carbon Emissions and Influencing Factors²Based on gray correlation
analysis of China and 30 provinces from 2000
to 2011. Industrial Technology Economy.
34(3), 66-78.

to be treated equally; at the same time, the state can
also give underdevelopment. Regional preferential
policies and subsidies, and encourage areas with the
ability to improve basic standards and achieve policy differentiation.
(4) Injecting economic development momentum and transforming the mode of economic
development. The content of economic development is much richer than the content of economic
growth. Economic growth is only a quantitative
concept, referring to the growth of social and economic mass, or the growth of GDP. Economic development is a concept of quantity and quality. It
includes both the growth of economic volume and
the improvement of economic quality, such as improvement of ecological environment, improvement of people's life happiness, and upgrading of
industrial structure. As the second largest economy,
China can no longer just take the economic quantity
as the development goal [27]. It should accelerate
the transformation of the extensive, high- consumption and low-quality development mode, with the
PDLQ JRDO RI ³HFRQRPLF-environment-VRFLHW\´ Foordinated development. To achieve such a goal, we
must not take the old road of "first pollution, then
governance", or the extreme line of "no development, only governance". We need to develop new
ideas of "development and governance are equal,
development and prevention goes hand in hand".
Realize some economic development foundations,
keep pace with the fourth industrial revolution,
grasp the intelligent trend of economic development, and promote sustainable economic growth.
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ABSTRACT

climate conditions during root growth. Quality of
carrots can be classified by external quality parameters such as root length, diameter, colour and absence of defects, as well as internal quality parameters such as firmness, total soluble solid, and carotene content [5, 6]. Yield and quality characteristics
of carrots benefit from cooler growing conditions
(10 to 15°C). At temperatures above 25°C during
storage root formation, the respiration rate of the
plant increases, resulting in lower yields [6]. Carrot
yields and root length were also influenced by the
water content during the vegetative period [7].
Environmental factors influence growth, yield
and quality of carrots in many different ways. Suojala [8] reported that low precipitation at the end
of the growing season may promote dying of the
oldest leaves. Furthermore, low soil moisture will
force the plants to invest in root extension growth
rather than storage root development resulting in a
reduction in root yield [9]. The choice of genotypes
for extensive ranges of environments on the basis of
their mean yield, i.e., without considering the specific adaptation of each genotype in each environment, is a decision that facilitates the work of plant
breeders. However, for productive characteristics
where the effects of the genotype-environment
interaction are important, this practice can cause
large losses, because these interactions are not
defined for each specific environment. This is one
reason why it can be difficult to select genotypes
for regions that have different soil and climatic
features [10]. Due to high genotype and environment interaction, phenotypic based selection and
genetic analysis does not reveal true genetic diversity [11, 12]. Therefore, it is further challenging to
discriminate genotypes merely on phenotype. Many
of these complications associated with phenotype
based assay can be easily overcome through DNA
based molecular markers. Because of the genetic
diversity of carrots in world, there is opportunity to
select for superior types and obtain improvement in
yield. Qualitative and quantitative traits can be
chosen in parents for hybridization to exploit heterocysts or to select desirable segregants in subsequent generations. Because yield is a complex
quantitative trait, simple correlation and regression

This is the first study on the relatively good
performance of 42 carrot genotypes which grown in
pots under open field conditions. Physical and
chemical properties such as, shoot length, number
of shoots, root length and diameter, texture, firmness and total soluble solid were examined and
shown a significantly different among the 42 carrot
genotypes. A total of 511 amplified fragments, with
a polymorphic loci percentage 68 (13.3%), were
developed from eight amplified fragment length
polymorphism (AFLP) primer combinations. Each
primer combination produced 42 to 93 bands with
an average of 64 bands for each primer combination. Pairwise similarity indices vary from 0.43DPRQJVWWKHJHQRW\SHV*HQRW\SHVµ¶DQG
µ¶ VKRZHG WKH KLJKHVW VLPLODULW\ LQGH[ ZKHUHDV
WKH PRVW YDULHG JHQRW\SHV ZHUH µ  DQG µ  $OO
genotypes were grouped into four clusters based on
Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic
averages (UPGMA). The clustering of DNA by
AFLP offers a powerful and convenient tool not
only for assessment of genotypes, but also for revealing genetic relationships prior to the construction of a resource family for linkage analysis.

KEYWORDS:
Properties, Phenotypic and genotypic variation, AFLP,
Jordan

INTRODUCTION
The carrot (Daucus carota L.) is a root vegetable cultivated for their high nutritional value and
characterized by having few pests in Jordan [1, 2,
29]. It is a popular cool season root vegetable cultivated in temperate countries mainly during spring
and summer season while in tropical region during
winter season [3]. All carrot cultivars are classified
according to shape and root length, roots can be
conical, spherical or cylindrical. According to
Rosenfeld et al. [4], carrot root shape is determined
primarily by genotype but can also be influenced by
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tions for the seed to germinate and seedlings to
establish. Maximum, minimum and mean temperatures (°C) and rainfall (mm), during the period of
the experiment (one year) are recorded in Table 2.
Usually, there is no rain during the period from
April to September in Jordan, so plants were irrigated during these months by tab water when needed. Growth parameters (leaf number, plant height,
shape of carrots and root growth) are all indicators
of carrot growth and their data were collected from
the plants per pot. Plant height of carrot plants was
determined every week by measuring from the
ground level to the tip of the longest straightened
leaf using a ruler. At harvesting carrots from selected plants in each pot were harvested, washed with
distilled water to ensure that roots were free of soil
particles and other extraneous material. The root
length was determined by measuring from shoulder
to root tip using a ruler. Leaves fresh weight was
determined at harvest after leaves were cut off from
the root just above the shoulder; number of fully
developed leaves was counted every week for the
duration of the growing period during growing
season.

of characters provides limited insight into the association of various traits to yield. Few reports are
available on phenotypic variability, correlation, and
path analysis in carrot [13, 14]. In Jordan, limited
information is available on the influence of weathering on the selected genotypes and therefore there
is a real need for further information and studies
about carrot. Therefore, an investigation was to
study the physical and chemical characteristics of
carrot during the variable growing season's conditions and to report genetic diversity analysis in 42
carrot genotypes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
External growth parameters. Carrot seeds of
42 genotypes were sown in pots containing 2.5 kg
of potting mix. Each pot has one plant and each
genotype repeated in seven pots. The physical and
chemical properties of the soil are presented in
Table 1. All pots watered to keep in field capacity
and kept in an air conditions at 28/8°C day/night
temperature regime under natural daylight condi-

TABLE 1
Physical and chemical properties of experimental soil.
Soil Factor

Value
32ஈ 0९ 38.86० N and 35ஈ 0९ 19.31 E

Position
Soil particle size:
Sand (%)
Silt (%)
Clay (%)
Texture class
Organic matter
Mineral N content: NH4+ N (ppm)
NO3- (ppm)
pH
E.C. (dS.m-1)
Copper concentration (mg.kg-1)
Bulk density
Porosity
Field capacity (FC)
Permanent wilting point

21
36
43
Clay loam
1.5
6.7
12.7
7.6
0.47
3.2
1.18
0.34
0.23
0.21

TABLE 2
Maximum, minimum and mean temperatures (°C) and rainfall (mm), during the period of
the experiment.
Year 2018
Month
Jun
July Aug Sept
Oct
Nov
Variable
Maximum
36
40
44
31
26
22
Temp. oC
Minimum
31
33
32
27
20
18
Temp. oC
Mean Temp.
33.5 36.5 38
29
23
20
o
C
Mean Rainfall
0*
0*
0*
0*
8
57
137
(mm)
Total Rainfall
502 mm
*Usually, there is no rain during April till September in Jordan
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TABLE 3
AFLP primer combinations tested on 42 carrot genotypes.
Name of Primer/Adapter
6HTXHQFH ¶-¶
Ligation
Eco RI adapter
CTCGTAGACTGCGTACCAATTGGTACGCAGTC
Mse I adapter
GACGATGAGTCCTGAGTACTCAGGACTCAT
Pre-amplification primers
Eco RI primers
GACTGCGTACCAATTCA
Mse I primers
GATGAGTCCTGAGTAAC
Selective amplification primers
Eco-AAG labeled (800)
GACTGCGTACCAATTCAAG
Eco-AGG labeled (700)
GACTGCGTACCAATTCAGG
Mse-CTC
GATGAGTCCTGAGTAACTC
Mse-CAG
GATGAGTCCTGAGTAACAG
Mse-CAA
GATGAGTCCTGAGTAACAA
Mse-CTA
GATGAGTCCTGAGTAACTA
Mse-CTC
GATGAGTCCTGAGTAACTC
Texture and firmness. Texture is one of the
most important criteria of quality evaluation of food
products with the properties of a solid body. The
key determinant of the texture of fruit and vegetables is cell wall. It affects plant tissue in such a way
that it undergoes mechanical deformation and damage under the influence of particular factors. Firmness was determined using Penetrometer, the top
and bottom of the root were removed after which
three areas was split longitudinally as a flat surface.
Samples were placed on the Penetrometer table so
that they were rested on the cut surface. This was
ensured that the sample remained stable when a
load of 50 g was dropped to force a needle into the
carrot tissue. A constant load of 50 g was allowed
to puncture carrots for 10 seconds and the depth of
penetration was recorded. Three measurements per
root were made along the longitudinal axis for each
carrot and the average was calculated.

DNA bands i.e. presence (1) and absence (0). Only
main DNA fragments with high intensity were
considered. Clustering analysis was performed
using un weighed pair group method with arithmetic averages (UPGMA) option in the NTSYS-PC
software [17]. Pairwise similarities were carried out
using the Dice coefficient, which is equal to twice
the number of common bands in two fingerprints
over the sum of all bands.

Total soluble solids (TSS). Root samples
were harvested and separated from leaves, and then
they were rinsed with water to discard any impurities. A disk of root was cut and squeezed to form a
juice. One to two drops were taken and dropped on
the surface of hand Refractometer and the total
soluble solids content can be measured by looking
into the lens and record the number.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Statistical Analysis. Pot experiments were
analyzed using completely randomized design
(CRD), each genotype replicated seven times. An
analysis of variance was carried out on all measured
parameters, with the exception of sensory data
using the SAS 9.1 statistical program. Significance
of differences between means of treatments was
HYDOXDWHGXVLQJ7XUNH\¶VWHVWIRUWKH/6'

Seven repeated plants for each genotype were
used for recording the observations. Observations
were recorded for shoot number, shoot height, root
length, firmness and total soluble solids. Mean
DQDO\VLV LQGLFDWHG D VLJQL¿FDQW HIIHFW GXH WR JHQR
type in all parameters (Table 4). These differences
indicated the presence of variability and considerable opportunity for improvement of different quantitative and qualitative characters. Genotype 44 had
a maximum shoot number, while genotype 60 had
the highest shoot height. Root length ranged from
8.14 to 16.23 cm and the highest was in genotype
31 and 60. Firmness ranged from 5.00 to 7.43 kg,
ZKLOH766UDQJHGIURPWRƕ%UL[)RUWKH
effect of the environment and genotype, differences
were observed for all parameters; therefore, for this
variable, the behaviour of the genotypes is consistent with the assessed environments. These results are similar to those of Silva et al. [18] and

Genotypic. With the help of a modified
CTAB DNA extraction protocol [15,16]. A total of
42 carrot genotypes were evaluated via AFLP
markers which produced various bands after selective amplification (Table 1). Genomic DNA digested with enzymes EcoR I and Mse I was also ligated
to EcoR I and Mse I adapters and the resulted fragments were amplified using eight AFLP primer
combinations (Table 3), each having three selective
nucleotides. A fluorescent labelled Eco RI primer
was used for the second amplification. Data was
scored on the basis of presence and absence of
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firmness was significantly among genotypes and
may be occurred due to the good environmental
factors and increased nutrients availability in the
soil, which lead to an increase in plants vegetative
growth that may accumulating more carbohydrates,
thus enhancing yield and fruit quality [23]. The
accumulation of sugars and other organic compounds in various compartments are an important
plant strategy with the osmotic challenges posed by
environmental factors [24, 25]. The results of this
work found a significant in TSS within genotypes.
Genotypes such as reported by several authors
[4,5,26] to increase TSS content.

Carvalho et al. [19]. This interaction occurs due to
different sensitivities of genotypes to environmental
changes, and it is an aggravating factor in plant
breeding programs [20]. However, for productive
characteristics where the effects of the genotypeenvironment interaction are important, this practice
can cause large losses, because these interactions
are not defined for each specific environment. This
is one reason why it can be difficult to select genotypes for regions that have different soil and climatic features [10]. Firmness and total soluble solids
are important parameters for fruit quality [21].
Firmness measurements are important for determining the shelf life of fruits [22]. In this experiment,

Genotype
9
12
15
16
17
18
19
22
24
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
40
42
43
44
45
47
48
49
51
52
54
55
56
57
58
60
64
65
66
67
68
69
72
LSD

TABLE 4
Mean value of different genotypes for various traits.
Shoot height
Root length
Firmness
Shoot No
(cm)
(cm)
(Kg)
4.14 FGHIJ
19.00 BCDE
12.43 EFG
5.14 IJ
3.57 JKLM
18.43 CDEF
11.14 FGHIJK
5.00 J
2.57 O
13.57 MNO
10.00 KLM
5.43 GHIJ
4.00 GHIJK
13.14 O
10.71 HIJKL
5.43 GHIJ
3.43 KLM
13.14 O
8.86 MNO
6.57 BCDE
3.86 HIJKL
20.14 ABC
12.43 EFG
7.14 AB
4.71 EF
20.29 AB
10.29 IJKLM
5.57 FGHIJ
3.86 HIJKLM
17.14 FGHIJK
11.00 GHIJK
7.14 AB
3.71 IJKLM
17.86 EFGH
10.71 HIJKL
7.43 A
4.23 FGH
20.14 ABC
13.00 CDE
6.86 ABC
4.29 FGHI
14.14 NO
13.00 CDE
6.14 CDEFG
4.29 FGHI
15.00 LMN
11.14 FGHIJK
5.86 EFGHI
6.00 D
13.14 O
9.71 KLMN
6.29 CDEF
6.86 AB
19.11 BCDE
14.88 AB
6.86 ABC
4.29 FGHI
19.86 ABCD
12.57 DEF
5.43 GHIJ
6.14 CD
15.57 KLMN
10.00 KLM
5.86 EFGHI
6.71 BC
18.00 EFGH
12.00 EFGH
5.14 IJ
3.43 KLM
18.14 DEFG
9.14 MNO
6.57 BCDE
5.28 E
17.43 FGHIJ
10.14 JKLM
6.71 ABCD
6.29 BCD
17.71 EFGHIJ
8.29 NO
7.43 A
7.49 A
17.71 EFGHIJ
14.86 AB
6.71 ABCD
4.14 FGHIJ
16.00 IJKLM
9.29 LMNO
6.43 BCDE
3.14 MNO
14.71 MNO
8.29 NO
6.71 ABCD
4.43 FGH
16.29 HIJKLM
12.43 EFG
6.29 CDEF
3.43 KLM
15.00 LMN
8.14 O
5.86 EFGHI
4.71 EF
16.29 HIJKLM
11.00 GHIJK
5.29 HIJ
3.43 KLM
20.43 AB
14.29 BC
6.00 DEFGH
3.43 KLM
15.43 KLMN
11.57 EFGHIJ
5.29 HIJ
3.71 IJKLM
15.14 LMN
8.29 NO
6.00 DEFGH
4.43 FGH
16.57 GHIJKL
10.86 HIJK
6.43 BCDE
2.71 NO
20.43 AB
9.00 MNO
7.43 A
3.71 IJKLM
15.86 JKLMN
10.71 HIJKL
6.00 DEFGH
4.73 EF
21.29 A
16.29 A
6.73 ABCD
4.29 FGHI
18.43 CDEF
11.71 EFGHI
7.43 A
18.86 BCDEF
12.14 EFG
6.71 ABCD
3.43 KLM
3.29 LMN
20.42 AB
11.00 GHIJK
6.43 BCDE
4.29 FGHI
18.71 BCDEF
12.14 EFGH
6.00 DEFGH
4.40 FGH
19.84 ABCD
14.00 BCD
6.41 BCDE
4.56 FG
18.29 DEFG
14.00 BCD
6.14 CDEFG
4.57 FG
15.29 LMN
8.42 NO
5.00 J
0.65
1.74
1.43
0.78
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TSS
(oBrix)
9.86 IJKL
14.71 A
9.14 KLMNO
10.29 HIJK
9.43 JKLMN
9.43 JKLMN
8.43 NOP
7.71 P
9.71 IJKLMN
13.12 BCD
9.14 KLMNO
10.29 HIJK
14.71 A
15.00 A
12.57 DEF
9.29 KLMNO
9.29 KLMNO
8.57 MNOP
10.57 HIJ
8.57 MNOP
11.86 EFG
8.14 OP
9.29 KLMNO
9.86 IJKL
7.71 P
10.86 GHI
12.86 CDE
9.14 KLMNO
7.71 P
10.29 HIJK
8.57 MNOP
9.00 LMNO
14.29 AB
11.43 FGH
12.43 DEF
10.71 GHI
12.14 DEF
13.14 BCD
12.43 DEF
9.29 KLMNO
1.26
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Estimation of genetic diversity provides an essential lead for obstacles that may arise in any stage
of plant breeding program [26]. In fact, presence of
genetic diversity in any base population is a crucial
necessity for the success of any breeding programs
[27]. Primer combinations (Mse- CAG and EcoAGG) and (Mse- CAG and Eco- AAG) gave maximum polymorphism i.e., 14 bands, while minimum
polymorphism was shown by (Mse- CTA and EcoAGG) (2 bands). AFLP has become one of the most
widely used molecular markers to study genetic
structure and relationship [28]. As whole all the
amplified AFLP primer combinations showed level
of polymorphisms ranged from 4.2 to 33.3%. Pair
wise similarity indices vary from 0.43-0.94
amongst the 42 genotypes (Table 5). Genotypes
µ¶ DQG µ¶ VKRZHG WKH KLJKHVW VLPLODULW\ LQGH[
ZKHUHDV WKH PRVW YDULHG JHQRW\SHV ZHUH µ DQG
µ $OOJHQRW\SHVZHUHJURXSHGLQWRIRXUFlusters

based on Un weighed Pair Group Method with
Arithmetic averages (UPGMA) (Figure 1). The
outcome of this study of 42 carrot genotypes that
evaluated via AFLP markers which produced various bands after selective amplification has helped
in further understanding of r Daucus carota genotypes and revealed hidden variability in carrot and
its wild relatives. This information will be helpful
to the breeders for planning breeding program, to
understand species relationships and in establishment of core collections of Daucus carota species.
The variation at molecular level suggests that sufficient diversity exists in carrot accessions and diverse genotypes can be used for trait specific breeding program particularly for root content which has
industrial value. Accordingly, some genotypes (e.g.
31 and 60) may be selected to be grown only in
areas characterized by low rainfall (arid and semi
arid).

TABLE 5
Standard statistics for AFLP primer combinations tested on 42 carrot genotypes
Combination Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Primer
combinations
Mse I
CTC
CAG
CAA
CTA
CTC
CAG
CTA
CAA

Number of
bands
EcoR I
AGG
AGG
AGG
AAG
AAG
AAG
AGG
AAG

Polymorphism %
Polymorphic
10
14
10
3
10
14
2
5
68

Total
49
42
52
72
93
71
47
85
511

20.4
33.3
19.2
4.2
10.8
19.7
4.3
5.9
13.3

FIGURE 1
The Dendrogram for the 40 carrot genotypes using UPGMA method based on AFLP markers.
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In order to study the crack propagation law
and stress variation process of Brazilian disc with
central crack under uniaxial stress under composite
fracture criterion, based on the M integral theory
and the criterion of maximum energy release rate,
the crack propagation of a Brazilian disc with a
central crack at different angles under uniaxial
stress is numerically simulated by using Franc3d
software. The crack propagation process, the
change of stress intensity factor and the stress cloud
diagram are obtained and compared with the experimental results. The results show that the numerical
simulation software Franc3d has high accuracy and
accuracy in the calculation of crack growth. The
prefabricated crack propagation starts along the
prefabricated crack tip, and then propagates along
the direction of the maximum principal stress, and
finally breaks through the specimen. And the firsttype stress intensity factor reaches the maximum in
the middle of the crack, and the first-type stress
intensity factor reaches the minimum at the intersection of the crack and the specimen. The first type
stress intensity factor decreases with the increase of
prefabricated crack angle, while the second type
stress intensity factor increases at first and then
decreases with the prefabricated crack angle. The
research results provide a certain reference for the
correct understanding of rock crack propagation
and fracture law. Future works should focus on the
effect of the environmental contributions on the
process of crack propagation. The research results
can provide reliable reference significance for the
development of tight oil and gas energy.



Cracks commonly exist in rock masses [1-3],
these fissures will interpenetrate with each other
under complex stress conditions, so that the instability of rock mass structure increases rapidly. For
brittle materials such as rock and concrete, the
tensile strength is about 1/10 of the compressive
strength, so rock and concrete are more prone to
failure under tensile conditions.
Brazilian disk is one of the classical tests in
rock mechanics [4-6], however, the radial loading
Brazilian disk test will destroy the stress concentration ahead of time at the contact point between the
test bench and the disk. The Brazilian disk with
central crack can solve the problem that the previous Brazilian disk test failed at the contact point [710]. At the same time, the composite fracture form
of pure crack to type II crack can be realized [1114]. There are many studies on this kind of problems. For example, Li [15] deduces the distribution
of stress intensity factor considering T stress for the
Brazilian disk with central crack. The impact test of
Brazilian disk specimen with central crack was
carried out by Ying [16]. The crack propagation
process and the law of energy change were obtained. Zhou [17] studied and analyzed the accuracy
of obtaining dimensionless stress intensity factor of
Brazilian disk with central crack. However, the
above research or the description of the Brazilian
disk test process with central crack or the analytical
calculation of the stress intensity factor at the crack
tip are carried out, but the numerical simulation of
the dynamic process of crack propagation is not
involved.
In this paper, the finite element calculation of
fracture mechanics is carried out by using the finite
element software Franc3d developed by Cornell
University, and the numerical simulation of Brazilian disk with central crack is obtained, and the dynamic process of crack propagation is obtained. At
the same time, the variation law of stress intensity
factor at crack tip is obtained, which provides a

%#
Compound fracture, central crack Brazilian disc, crack
propagation, M integral, numerical simulation, environmental contributions
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certain reference for the numerical simulation of
crack propagation process in the field of rock mechanics.

thickness of 25mm. The crack is located in the
positive center of the specimen and the crack length
is 38mm. The angle between the crack and the
loading direction is defined as the angle between
the crack and the loading direction. Crack propagation at 10 degrees, 22.5 degrees, 30 degrees, 40
degrees and 45 degrees. The elastic modulus of the
material E is 20Gpa, Poisson's ratio  is 0.25.

  

'1)91'8/43 4, 786+77 /38+37/8= ')846 (=
/38+-6'1. M integral can be expressed in the following form [18]:

⎡1 -ν 2 1 2 1 -ν 2 1 2 1 +ν 1 2 ⎤
M1, 2 = 2 ⎢
K ΙK Ι +
K ΙΙ K ΙΙ +
K ΙΙΙ K ΙΙΙ ⎥
E
E
⎦
⎣ E

(1)
Where:

E
M (1, 2 a )

2 1 -ν 2
E
K1ΙΙ =
M (1, 2 b )
2

2 1 -ν 
E
K1ΙΙΙ =
M (1, 2 c )
2

2 1 -ν 
K1Ι =

(2)
(3)
(4)

K, K, KIII, are type , type , type III stress
intensity factors respectively, E is elastic modulus,
v is Poisson's ratio, stress-strain and displacement
(1) and (2) are two independent linear elastic states,
so three stress intensity factors can be calculated by
M integral.

'</292 +3+6-= 6+1+'7+ 6'8+ )6/8+6/43
Franc3d uses the maximum energy release rate
criterion to calculate the propagation direction of
crack. For three-dimensional crack, the energy
release rate of crack tip can be expressed as follows:
θ

!
42598'8/43'124*+1*/'-6'2


! %

6')0 5645'-'8/43 564)+77 93*+6 */,,+6+38
)'1)91'8/43 )43*/8/437 The crack propagation
process at 0 degrees, 10 degrees, 22.5 degrees, 30
degrees, 40 degrees and 45 degrees is shown in Fig.
2.
It can be seen from the diagram that when the
crack surface is consistent with the loading direction and the crack angle theta = 0, the crack surface
propagates along the direction of the original crack
surface, that is, the crack propagation direction is
consistent with the loading direction, and when the
crack surface has a certain angle to the loading
direction, The crack propagation will deflect from
the prefabricated crack direction to a certain angle,
and finally propagate along the loading direction.
The larger the angle between the prefabricated
crack and the loading direction, the greater the
deflection angle of the crack propagation.

4
1
2 1-θ / π
Gθ= 


π ×1 + 3cos 2θK 2 Ι +
2
E 3 + cos θ
1+θ / π
8sinθcosθK Ι K ΙΙ +9 - 5cos 2θK 2 ΙΙ

]

[

(5)

Cracks, on the other hand, propagate in the direction where the strain energy release rate reaches
the maximum [19]:

∂G θ
∂G
= 0 θ ≤ 0
∂θ
∂θ

(6)

From this, the propagation direction of each
point at the crack tip can be obtained.


! 
! 
The Brazilian disk test is simulated by
Franc3d software, and the calculation model is
shown in Fig. 1. The specimen is a standard Brazilian disk specimen with a diameter of 75mm and a
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a=0°

b=10°

c=22.5°

d=30°

e=40°

f=45°
!
6')05645'-'8/43564)+774,6'>/1/'3*/7);/8.*/,,+6+3856+,'(6/)'8+*)6')0'3-1+7
.'3-+7 4, 786+77 /38+37/8= ,')8467 For the
convenience of description, the dimensionless stress
intensity factor is defined as follows:

  = σ π  

tion of prefabricated cracks, the dimensionless
stress intensity factor of the leading edge of the
crack varies with the leading edge of the crack, as
shown in Fig. 3.
It can be seen from the diagram that the dimensionless stress intensity factor reaches the maximum in the middle of the crack and the minimum
at the intersection of the crack and the specimen,
which is consistent with the results obtained in
reference [20-25]. This is due to the fact that when

(7)

Where:
1.65
Q = 1 + 1.464
a / b

(8)
Where a is the length of the half axis and b is
the length of the half axis. For the angle of inclina-
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approaching the surface of the specimen, due to the
influence of the boundary, the SIF changes greatly,
while the 80% of the middle region does not change
much. In this paper, 80% of the middle edge of the
crack is selected. The average value is used as the
calculated value of this paper.
The variation of stress intensity factor of crack
leading edge under different prefabricated crack
angles is shown in Fig. 4.
It can be seen from the diagram that the stress
intensity factor of type 1 decreases with the increase of the inclination angle of prefabricated
crack. When the stress intensity factor of type I is
greater than 0, it means the tension of crack surface,
and less than 0 indicates the compression of crack
surface. When the prefabricated crack angle is 22.5
degrees, the stress intensity factor of type I is 0,
while the stress intensity factor of type 2 is not 0,
which indicates that the failure form of crack in this
case is pure two type failure. The stress intensity
factor of type 2 increases at first and then decreases
with the increase of prefabricated crack angle. it is
worth noting that when the angle of prefabricated
crack is 0 degrees, the stress intensity factor of type

I reaches the maximum, and the stress intensity
factor of type 2 is 0. When the prefabricated crack
angle is 30 degrees, the stress intensity factor of the
second type reaches the maximum, but the stress
intensity factor of the first type is not 0. It is shown
that the failure of pure type 2 is not the case where
the stress intensity factor of type 2 reaches the maximum.

86+77 )149* */'-6'2 The stress cloud diagram of Brazilian disk with prefabricated cracks
under different conditions is shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. It can be seen from the figure that the stress
concentration appears at the top and crack tip of the
Brazilian disk under axial compression. The larger
the prefabricated crack inclination angle is, the
smaller the maximum tensile stress is. At the same
time, when the crack inclination angle increases,
the shear stress concentration appears at the crack
tip and crack surface, but when the crack inclination angle increases further, the shear stress on the
crack surface becomes slightly smaller, which is
consistent with the variation law of the stress intensity factor mentioned above.
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425'6/743 ;/8. 8.+ 6+79187 The comparison between the numerical simulation results and
the experimental results is shown in Fig. 7. The
numerical simulation results are on the left side and
the experimental results on the right side. It can be
seen that the numerical simulation results are in

good agreement with the experimental results, that
is, the prefabricated cracks propagate along the tip
of the original prefabricated cracks and then propagate along the direction of the maximum principal
stress. Finally, through the failure of the specimen.
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crack propagation and the research results can provide reliable reference significance for the development of tight oil and gas energy.

(1)The numerical simulation results show that
the prefabricated crack propagates along the tip of
the original prefabricated crack, then propagates
along the direction of the maximum principal stress,
and finally passes through the failure of the specimen. The stress intensity factor of the first type
reaches the maximum in the middle of the crack,
while the stress intensity factor of the first type
reaches the minimum at the intersection of the
crack and the specimen. The stress intensity factor
of type I decreases with the increase of inclination
angle of prefabricated crack, while the stress intensity factor of type 2 increases at first and then decreases with the increase of prefabricated crack
angle.
(2)The comparison between the numerical
simulation results and the experimental results is
highly consistent, which verifies the accuracy of the
numerical simulation of the crack calculation software Franc3d.
(3)Future works should focus on the effect of
the environmental contributions on the process of

# 
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Supercritical carbon dioxide (SC CO2) has
been used in fracturing processes under mild conditions, but its low viscosity impeded the sand carrying efficiency and reservoir fracturing range. To
tackle the existing technical challenge of low CO2
viscosity in supercritical CO2 fracturing, this paper
presents the latest research & development (R&D)
and thickening mechanism of the new silicon-based
thickener
polydimethylsiloxane-vinyl
acetate
(PDMS-VAc) for substantially thickening SC CO2.
PDMS-VAc can be prepared by using emulsion
polymerization of methylcyclosiloxane, vinyl triethoxysilane, and vinyl acetate at the mass ratios of
2:1:3. The functional groups and chemical structures of PDMS-VAc were evidenced by FT-IR
spectroscopy and 1H NMR spectroscopy. The
thickening mechanism of PDMS-VAc in SC CO2
was explored in terms of the macromolecular irregularity theory of thickener and the dissolution theory of SC CO2. Without the aid of any co-solvents,
the viscosity of PDMS-VAc in SC CO2 was 6.20
mPa·s at 2 wt.% thickener concentration while
temperature and pressure were 50 °C and 12MPa.
This thickener can increase the viscosity of SC CO2
by 134 times, which is equal to or even exceeds the
thickening effects of similar products commonly
used in the oilfields. The thickening property was
increased first and then decreased when the thickener concentration was increased from 1 wt.% to 5
wt.%. When the temperature and pressure were
increased from 35 Ԩ to 80 Ԩ and 8 MPa to 20 MPa,
respectively, the thickening performance of PDMSVAC in SC CO2 was increased first and then decreased.

The global shale gas resource is about
456.24×1012 m3, which has great development prospects [1]. However, the permeability and porosity
of shale gas reservoirs are extremely low, and proper development measures must be taken during the
development process [2]. At present, hydraulic
fracturing is a relatively mature and widely used
technology, but water-based fracturing fluids have
shortcomings such as a large demand for water
resources, difficulty returning the fracturing fluid
residues, clay expansion, reservoir damage, and
groundwater pollution [3]. Therefore, there is an
urgent need for a new fracturing technology to
replace hydraulic fracturing. Compared with the
conventional hydraulic fracturing technology, SC
CO2 fracturing is a typical waterless fracturing
technology. The surface tension of SC CO2 fracturing fluid is close to 0, with extremely strong permeability, it not only can penetrate into tiny pores and
forms a large number of micro-cracks, but does not
cause the clay to be swelled or the reservoir to be
blocked [4]. Although the SC CO2 fracturing technology has a better fracturing effect and a reservoir
protection, CO2 has low viscosity and poor sand
carrying capacity which lead to sand plugging in
cracks of the immediate vicinity of wellbore and
fail to achieve the expected fracturing construction
effect [5]. Over the past years, conventional alkane
and surfactant have been extensively used as thickeners to address the low viscosity deficiency of SC
CO2, but as CO2 is a non-polar molecule composed
of a polar covalent bond between C atom and O
atom whose permanent dipole moment is zero and
the structure is extremely stable, so conventional
thickeners alkane, surfactant and polymer are not
easily dissolved in CO2 and can't provide a significant thickening effect [6-7]. Therefore, the designing of a proper SC CO2 thickener is one of the research priorities of SC CO2 fracturing.

KEYWORDS:
Silicon-based supercritical CO2 thickener, supercritical
CO2, supercritical CO2 fracturing fluid, environmentally,
thickening performance, CO2-philicity.
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Synthesis of polydimethylsiloxane-vinyl acetate (PDMS-VAc). In this research, the preparation of PDMS was based on the reported literature
[14, 15]. DMC of 6 wt.%, WD-20 of 3 wt.%, SDBS
of 3 wt.% and SDBA of 1 wt.% were dissolved in
100 mL of deionized water and introduced into a
four-necked flask equipped with mechanical stirrer.
When constantly stirred, the reactant was heated
using a thermostatic water bath at 80 Ԩ for 8 hours.
The obtained mixture was cooled to 50 Ԩ, prior
adjusting the pH at around 7-8 and cooled to room
temperature. Then, PDMS with a yield of 91% was
obtained by extraction. The synthesis route of
PDMS is indicated in Fig. 1.
The thickener composed of PDMS and VAc
was synthesized by emulsion polymerization in
emulsifier medium. The reaction was carried out in
a three neck flask immersed in a water bath under
constant stirring. PVA of 6 mass% was first dissolved in 75 mL of distilled water and stirred at a
temperature of 75 Ԩ until totally dissolved, then
cooled to 50 Ԩ. OP-10 of 2 mass% and SDS of 1
wt.% used as emulsifier and surfactant, respectively
were added in the above solution followed by the
addition of 9 mass% of VAc under continuous stirring over a duration of 30 minutes. Then VAc mixture was obtained. Afterwards, the aforementioned
macromonomer PDMS was introduced into a fourneck flask, followed by the addition of APS (3g)
under constant stirring at a temperature of 75 Ԩ.
The VAc mixture (194 g) was added dropwise in
the above mixture over the duration of 5 hours and
the pH reaction medium was adjusted to 7-8. After
the VAc mixture was added, the reaction was preceded at 85 Ԩ for 45 minutes and cooled to room
temperature. A milky white liquid PDMS-VAc
yielded of 93% was isolated by filtration. The synthesis route of PDMS-VAc is presented in Fig. 2.

In order to tackle this matter, an attempt has
been made by using silicon-based polymers or
fluorine-based polymers as thickener in SC CO2
fluid at a dilute concentration (weight percentage <
1%) under solvent-free condition. Among them, the
fluorinated acrylate-styrene binary copolymer studied by Beckman et al. has the best thickening effect
for SC CO2. However, the fluorine-based polymers
have proven to be environmentally unfriendly and
fairly expensive in comparison to silicon-based
polymers [8, 9]. Thus, these limitations may impede
their acceptance by petroleum engineers who always desire environmentally benign chemicals at a
much lower price. Irani et al. have studied a number
of silicon-based polymers that can significantly
thicken SC CO2. Among them, polydimethylsiloxane works best, thickens SC CO2 by 90 times, but it
is necessary to add a large amount of organic cosolvent, therefore, it is not suitable for industrial
applications [10, 11]. After extensive investigation,
the polymer with good carbon dioxide (liquid or
supercritical state) solubility is polyvinyl acetate,
especially low molecular weight polyvinyl acetate
[12, 13]. Thus, the new silicon-based thickener
polydimethylsiloxane-vinyl acetate (PDMS-VAc)
was developed with the emulsion polymerization
method by adjusting the monomer ratio of siloxane
to vinyl acetate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Polymethylsilsesquioxane (PMSQ),
methylcyclosiloxane (DMC), vinyl triethoxysilane
(WD-20), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), potassium
bromide (KBr), sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate
(SDBS), dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (SDBA),
octyl-phenol polyoxyethylene ether (OP-10), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and vinyl acetate (VAc)
procured from target Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd
were of analytical grade and all used as received.
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Synthesis route of macromonomer PDMS
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FIGURE 2
Synthesis route of PDMS-Vac

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
Notes: where 1 is cylinder, 2 is cooler, 3 is CO2 flow meter, 4 is CO2 injection pump, 5 is thickener tank, 6 is thickener flow
meter, 7 is thickener injection pump, 8 is mixing tank , 9 is pipeline heater, 10 is mass flow meter, 11 is booster pump, 12 is
inlet pressure sensor, 13 is pipeline window, 14 is test pipeline, 15 is outlet pressure sensor, 16 is separator, 17 is temperature
and pressure regulator, and 18 is the high resolution microscope camera.

Measurement Devices and Methods. Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is recognized as the most frequently used analytical technique for analyzing the functional groups in organic
compounds. FTIR-650 spectroscopy was used as an
analytical technique for characterization of the
monomers presence in the synthesized thickener. 1H
NMR spectra were recorded with Bruker AV400
NMR spectrometer (Switzerland) at ambient temperature with CDCl3 as solvent. The micromorphology of the polymers was observed using the Nova
Nano SEM 450 field emission scanning electron
microscope. The densities of the supercritical CO 2
fracturing fluids were estimated using a QT463-RH
gas/fluid density analyzer. The high resolution
microscope camera constituted of N-AF 2X
TELEPLUS PRO 300 Kenko, AT-X M100 PRO D
100mm F2.8 MACRO Lens, pco.dimax cs1 High
Speed Camera, and pipeline window image was
used to observe the microscopic morphology of
colloid polymers in SC CO2 fluid.
The rheology and friction resistance of SC
CO2 fluid were performed using a special test device independently developed by Yangtze University. Illustrated in Fig. 3 was the schematic diagram
of this device. As the CO2 phase is sensitive to the
variations of both temperature and pressure which
result in a substantial change of the fluid performance, a careful attention was paid to control the

temperature and pressure within the range of T˚
304.3 K and P˚7.38 MPa, respectively [16]. After
liquefied, carbon dioxide was mixed with a thickener. Then it was brought to a supercritical state by
raising the temperature and increasing the pressure.
Subsequently, the viscosity of the fluid was checked
in a hermetic pipeline.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Chemical structure analysis of copolymers.
The FT-IR radiation and 1H NMR spectra of
PDMS-VAc were compared with some known
spectra of monomers [17, 18]. The interpretation of
the spectra Figs 2 and 3 to evidence the presence of
functional groups and deduce the structures of the
monomers in the copolymer were regarding the
previous studies.
After demulsifying PDMS-VAc and purifying
the raw products, the resulting copolymers were
analyzed through the FT-IR spectrometer, as shown
in the supporting information (Fig. 4). The absorption exhibited at 3492 cm-1 was assigned to the ±OH
stretching vibration of PDMS and PDMS-VAc. The
weak stretching vibrations of ±CH3 were observed
at 2935 cm-1 (PDMS and PDMS-VAc) and 2923
cm-1 (VAc). The bands 3060 cm-1, 1678 cm-1 and
1640 cm-1 reflected the ±C=C± stretching vibration
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The 1H NMR spectra of PDMS-VAc was recorded with Bruker AV400 NMR spectrometer
(Switzerland) at ambient temperature with CDCl 3
as solvent, as shown in Fig. 5. It can be found that
there were four peaks with different vibration intensities in the NMR shift region. Based on the NMR
analysis of silicon-based polymers by Irani et al, it
can be identified that the weak band at 1.78 and
4.82 ppm represented ±CH2± and ±OCH± in the
polyvinyl acetate moiety, respectively. The narrow
band at 2 ppm corresponded to -COCH3. Besides,
the hydrogen of the ±Si±CH3 group was detected at
0 ppm. These results also indicated that the PDMSVAc was formed.

of PDMS and VAc, respectively. The absorption
was not observed in PDMS-VAc, which reflected
the successful polymerization of monomers. The
prominent peaks at 1554 cm-1 and 1566 cm-1 were
characteristic of the stretching vibration C=O in
VAc and PDMS-VAc. The stretching vibration of
C±O±C in VAc and PDMS-VAc were attributed to
1210 cm-1, and 1194 cm-1 and 1256 cm-1, respectively. The characteristic peaks at 1092 cm-1, 1096
cm-1 and 1051 cm-1 were assigned to Si±O±Si in
PDMS and PDMS-VAc. The silicon carbon characteristic of Si±C in PDMS and PDMS-VAc were
related to the peaks at 811 cm-1 and 810 cm-1, respectively. These results were consistent with the
expected structural composition of the PDMS-VAc.

(a) PDMS
3492
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1678

2935
(b) VAc

1210
1640 1554

2923
(c) PDMS-PVAc

1256
1051

3492
2935
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1566
1500
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FIGURE 4
FT-IR spectra of PDMS, VAc and PDMS-VAc in the wavenumber region of 500 - 4000 cm-1
Notes: where Curve (a) is the infrared characteristic result of PDMS, Curve (b) is the infrared characteristic result of VAc,
and Curve (c) is the infrared characteristic result of PDMS-VAc.

FIGURE 5
H NMR spectra of PDMS-Vac

1

Notes: where Curve (a) is the 1H NMR spectra result of PDMS-VAc in the absorption signal region of -1 to 9, and Curve (b)
is the 1H NMR spectra result of PDMS-VAc in the absorption signal region of 1.5 - 6, the ordinate values were enlarged by
four times.
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PMSQ, the microscopic morphologies of the thickeners were analyzed through Nova NanoSEM 450
field emission scanning electron microscope in the
conditions of normal temperature and pressure, as
shown in the Fig. 6. Table 1 indicates the results of
the viscosity responses of PDMS-VAc and PMSQ
in their respective SC CO2 fluid while temperature
and pressure were 50°C and 12 MPa.
As shown in the Fig. 6-a, PDMS-VAc is a
macromolecular polymer with irregular microscopic morphology. In terms of molecular structure, it is
a non-random cross-linked, single-chain siloxane
polymer. PDMS-VAc contains the molecular structure characteristics of dimethyl siloxane and vinyl
acetate, and its molecular chain has certain flexibility. As shown in the Fig. 6-b, the microscopic morphology of PMSQ has certain regularity. PMSQ is a
macromolecular polymer with a trapezoidal structure, and its molecular chain has certain rigidity.
Combined with the results of the thickening
test in Table 1, it is known that the thickening effect
of the thickener PDMS-VAc in SC CO2 is always
better than PMSQ under different thickener concentrations.

Thickening mechanism of polymersincorporated SC CO2. The SC CO2 fracturing
fluid is composed of SC CO2 fluid and thickener.
According to the rheological properties of the polymer and the supercritical fluid properties, the
solubility of SC CO2 and the structural characteristics of the polymer thickener can affect the viscosity of the SC CO2 fracturing fluid [19]. Therefore,
this paper mainly discusses the thickening mechanism of thickener (PDMS-VAc) in SC CO2 from
two aspects, one is the macromolecule irregularity
theory of thickener, and the other is the dissolution
theory of SC CO2 fluid.
Macromolecular irregularity theory of
thickener. The performance of the polymer thickener is a macroscopic manifestation of its molecular
motion, and the structure of the polymer is an intrinsic factor determining the molecular motion [1920]. Therefore, the thickening mechanism of the SC
CO2 fracturing fluid was discussed through the
analysis of the microscopic morphology and structural characteristics of the thickeners (PMSQ and
PDMS-VAc) and the thickening test result of thickener in SC CO2 fluid. After drying PDMS-VAc and

CH3COO
HC H2C

HO Si

H2C
n3
CH3

O

Si
CH3

OH

CH
n2

n1

(a) PDMS-VAc
CH3

CH3
Si

O

O

Si
O

Si

O

CH3

Si n3
CH3

(b) PMSQ
FIGURE 6
The microscopic morphology and the molecular structure of thickeners
TABLE 1
Thickening performance of thickener in SC CO2 fluid
Test medium
CO2
CO2+
PDMS-VAc

CO2+PMSQ

Polymer concentration /wt.%
0

Shear rate /s-1
805

Fluid viscosity /mPa·s
0.0463

Thickening magnitude
/

1

808

5.51

119

2
3
1
2
3

810
807
802
801
804

6.20
5.72
0.32
0.46
0.60

134
123
7
10
13
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FIGURE 7
Comparison of the relationship between SC CO2 density and SC CO2 fracturing fluid viscosity under
different pressures, at 2 wt.% thickener concentration while the experimental temperature and the shear
rate were 35Ԩ and 800 s-1.
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FIGURE 8
The Mixing state of thickener PDMS-VAc in SC CO2 fluid under different pressures, at 2 wt.% thickener
concentration while the experimental temperature and the shear rate were 35 Ԩ and 800 s-1.
CO2, and then has a better thickening effect.

This indicates that the macromolecular polymer with irregular molecular structural characteristics will have a better thickening performance in SC
CO2 fluid. This is because the polymer with an
irregular molecular structure has larger mixing
entropy in SC CO2 compared with other macromolecular polymers [21]. According to the thermodynamic theory, the larger the mixing entropy is, the
smaller the Gibbs free energy of the mixture (thickener-incorporated SC CO2) will be, the more favorable the polymer is dissolved in SC CO2, the mutual
reaction between the bonds of the thickener molecule and the CO2 molecule is promoted. In addition,
the polymer with irregularity has more free radicals
in the molecular chain and more bonding modes
with CO2 [20, 22-23]. Therefore, this thickener can
form a more stable spatial network structure with

Dissolution theory of SC CO2 fluid. According to the supercritical fluid properties, the solubility of the SC CO2 proportionally increases with the
density which is also affected by the temperature
and pressure [24]. Therefore, the density of SC CO2
fluid can be changed through the change of the
temperature and pressure, and the effect of the
solubility of SC CO2 fluid on the thickening effect
of thickener PDMS-VAc was analyzed. The density
of the SC CO2 fluid and the viscosity of the SC CO2
fracturing fluid at different pressures and temperatures were also tested. The specific experimental
conditions and test results are shown in
Fig. 7~Fig. 10.
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Comparison of the relationship between SC CO2 density and SC CO2 fracturing fluid viscosity under
different temperatures, at 2 wt.% thickener concentration while the experimental pressure and the shear
rate were 8 MPa and 800 s-1.
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The Mixing state of thickener PDMS-VAc and SC CO2 fluid under different temperatures, at 2 wt.%
thickener concentration while the experimental pressure and the shear rate were 8 MPa and 800 s -1.
35 Ԩ

45 Ԩ

charged H atom on the acetate group respectively
react with the positively charged C atom and the
negatively charged O atom in the CO2 through
Lewis acid-base interaction [25-26]. As the CO2
solubility increases, the CO2-philicity functional
group on the polymer that are "pulled" into the
carbon dioxide phase increase, and the macromolecules in the polymers that can occur stacking effect
also increase. Therefore, when the CO2 solubility is
enhanced, the thickener can form a more stable
spatial network structure containing more macromolecules and intertwined with CO2, thereby significantly increasing the viscosity of the SC CO 2
fracturing fluid.

According to the SC CO2 density, the SC CO2
fracturing fluid viscosity and the mixing state of the
thickener in SC CO2 fluid, it is found that when the
temperature is constant, with the increase of pressure, the density of CO2, the solubility of PDMSVAc in SC CO2 and the viscosity of SC CO2 fracturing fluid all gradually increase. But when the
pressure is constant, with the increase of temperature, the density of CO2, the solubility of PDMSVAc in SC CO2 and the viscosity of SC CO2 fracturing fluid all gradually decrease.
Through the above results of the experiment, it
can be confirmed that the higher the density of SC
CO2 is, the stronger the solubility of PDMS-VAc in
SC CO2 will be, and the thickening performance of
the thickener in SC CO2 increases. Because PDMSVAc is the macromolecular copolymer contain the
CO2-philicity functional group (acetate group) [26].
The negatively charged O atom and the positively

Comprehensive effect of temperature and
pressure on apparent viscosity of PDMS-VAcmodified SC CO2. Fig. 11 presents the surface
response of the viscosity after addition of PDMS-
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FIGURE 12
Thickening performance of PDMS-VAc in SC CO2 fluid
SC CO2 as well as weakened its dissolution efficiency which impedes the dissolution of thickener
solute. And the phase separations occur resulting to
diminish the viscosity of the SC CO2 fluid. According to the Fig. 9, the viscosity of PDMS-VAcincorporated SC CO2 increases upon increasing
pressure which could be ascribed to the increase
momentum exchange between PDMS-VAc and CO2
molecules as a consequence to increase the shear
stress [27]. Simultaneously, as the pressure increased, both the solubility of the SC CO2 as well as
the free volume between PDMS-VAc molecule
structure and CO2 molecules were changed.
It is worth emphasizing that, as the temperature and pressure have an opposite effect on the
viscosity of the SC CO2 fracturing fluid, the viscosity response under the combined effect of different
temperatures and pressures will exhibit a nonlinear
trend [28]. After correlating these results with those
presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9, it was interesting to
notice that, when the temperature and pressure were
lower than 50 °C and 12 MPa, respectively, the
contribution of the pressure was more significant on

VAc concentrated at 2 wt.% in SC CO2 under the
combined effect of different temperatures and pressures. With the temperature and pressure increasing
from 35 to 80 Ԩ and from 8 to 12 MPa, respectively, the viscosity responses of PDMS-VAc with SC
CO2 fluid increase from 3.08 to a peak value of
6.20 mPa·s, subsequently, declining with the further
increase of both parameters. In comparison with the
viscosity response of SC CO2 that PDMS-VAc in
SC CO2 fluid exhibited a good thickening performance under identical condition.
As the temperature goes from 35 to 80 °C, the
viscosity of SC CO2 fluid decreases (Fig. 7). As the
matter of fact, during fluid flow process, the viscosity of the fluid is usually determined by its free
volume. The larger the free volume, the easier the
fluid flows and the lower the viscosity [22]. When
temperature increasing, on the one hand, thermal
expansion as well as motion of CO2 molecules were
more pronounced as a result to not only increase the
free volume of the fluid but also decline the viscosity of SC CO2 fluid. On the other hand, the increase
in temperature triggered the reduction in density of
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PDMS-VAc containing CO2-philicity functional
groups in SC CO2 would be. Additionally, the viscosity response of PDMS-VAc-incorporated SC
CO2 was majorly affected by the pressure at the
temperature and pressure lower than 50 Ԩ and 12
MPa, respectively. However, the temperature was
observed as the main factors affecting the viscosity
response of PDMS-VAc-incorporated SC CO2 when
the temperature and pressure were higher than
50 Ԩ and 12 MPa, respectively. Furthermore, as the
pressure and temperature changed simultaneously
during the fracturing operation, the variation of
viscosity of SC CO2 fluid should be considered to
achieve an effective fracturing process. Finally, the
addition of the reasonable thickener concentration
in the SC CO2 fluid can favor the thickening performance of the fracturing fluid.

the viscosity increases of the fluid in comparison
with the temperature. On the contrary, within the
temperature and pressure range higher than 50 Ԩ
and 12 MPa, respectively, the contribution of the
temperature was more significant on the viscosity
drops of the fluid compared with the pressure [29].
Effect of thickener concentration on the
viscosity of SC CO2 fluid. Depicted in Fig 12 is
the response viscosity after addition of PDMS-VAc
in SC CO2 at a temperature and pressure of 50 °C
and 12 MPa for thickener concentration between 0
wt.% and 5 wt.%. When free of polymer PDMSVAc, the SC CO2 fluid viscosity is recorded as 0.03
mPa·s.
As PDMS-VAc concentration increased from
0 wt.% to 5 wt.%, the initial viscosity of the SC
CO2 fluid firstly increases to the pteak values, then
experiences a slight declines with further increase
thickener. This observation could be attributed to
the fact that, with the polymer dosage increasing,
the molecular chains of the polymer in fluid unit
were gradually increased and intertwined with the
CO2 molecules as a consequence to form a
stretched network structure favorable to increase
the viscosity of SC CO2. The further increase of the
polymer dosage does not favor the thickening performance of the fluid which is ascribed to the entanglement of excessive PDMS-VAc molecular
chains, resulting in the destruction of the stretched
network structure between the thickener molecules
and CO2 molecules, so the fluid viscosity decline
[30, 31].
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ogy around the word, the development of lowpermeability and ultra-low permeability reservoirs
has gradually become one of the key directions [13]. The problems exposed in the development of
low-permeability and ultra-low permeability reservoirs have been paid more and more attention [4-6].
Water flooding in low permeability and ultra-low
permeability reservoirs has some problems, such as
high pressure and poor productivity of production
wells. Relatively speaking, gas injection enhanced
oil recovery technology has better adaptability in
low permeability and ultra-low permeability reservoirs. Ding et al. [1, 7-8] put forward that permeability and oil viscosity have influence on the character of oil-water relative permeability curve of low
permeability and extra-low permeability reservoirs.
And the water-flooding efficiency will change by
the change of the permeability, injecting rate and
oil viscosity. Compared with homogeneous reservoirs, WAG flooding has better adaptability in low
permeability heterogeneous reservoirs with smaller
permeability gradient [9-12]. WAG flooding can
give full play to its fluidity control function in lowpermeability/ultra-low-permeability reservoirs with
weak heterogeneity, start crude oil in lowpermeability reservoirs, expand sweep volume of
injected gas and improve oil displacement effect of
injected gas [13, 14].
Reservoir heterogeneity is formed in the process of sedimentary, diagenesis and tectonic evolution, it is the key factor affecting the reserves producing degree in low-permeability reservoir [1518]. Furthermore, on the premise of researching
reservoir heterogeneity, it is particularly significant
to take the producing information of the relatively
poor oil layer and improve its displacement effect
[19, 20]. After profile control in ultra-low permeability heterogeneous reservoirs, the injection pressure of water flooding is higher than that of medium and high permeability reservoirs, which makes
it difficult to improve sweep efficiency. After water
flooding, natural gas is injected directly, and gas
continues to flow along water channeling channels
[21-24]. But after profile control, natural gas flood-

ABSTRACT
Reservoir heterogeneity is the main factor
which affects the water-injection development
effect in low-permeability reservoirs. A comprehensive study has been taken on the influence of
reservoir interlayer and plane heterogeneity upon
water flooding development effect through the
waterflooding experiment of laboratory core, combined with the actual well group distribution and
production performance. Starting with the producing boundary of the multi-layer reservoirs, the waterflooding performance was discussed, the sweepcoefficient and oil-recovery speed index were evaluated. The results show that the difference of waterinjection mode is the key to the heterogeneity of
heterogeneous reservoirs. The producing degree of
low-permeability layers has been significantly improved in plugging the high-permeability layers.
The waterflood front for experimental well group
shows that the main directions are southwest and
north-south. After one year of water flooding development, the front edge can first reach to Well J5.
In the next displacement process, the waterflood
front can reach to Wells J3, J8, J9 after five years.
When water breakthrough occurred in core, the oil
recovery rate decreased rapidly, especially in highpermeability layer core. The average sweepingcoefficient of core from medium-low permeability
layers was 0.2, and the remaining oil was abundant.
This study has a valuable reference significance for
improving oil and gas recovery in low permeability
reservoirs.

KEYWORDS:
Heterogeneity, water flooding experiments, waterflood
front, oil recovery, low permeability reservoir

INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for energy and the
continuous progress of petroleum industry technol-
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zone closing to explore the influence of permeability on heterogeneous reservoirs. For the plane heterogeneity, the selected cores are arranged in accordance with the distribution pattern of Figure 1.
The advancing direction for fluid injection and
water breakthrough time were discussed. The saturated brine and crude oil were pressurized in all
cores, and put into the experiment device according
to the distribution order of well groups. The diagram flow of experimental device is shown in
Fig. 2.

ing not only has low injection pressure, but also can
effectively improve oil recovery, and intermittent
gas injection can further improve oil recovery after
gas flooding. The sweep volume of oil displacement agent can be effectively enlarged and the
recovery factor can be improved by using profile
control and gas drive after profile control
[19, 25-27].
In order to solve the problems of the difference in interlayer physical property and the difference of interlayer producing degree in the multilayer reservoirs, this paper mainly discusses the
well groups in low permeability reservoirs in Yanchang oilfields. As for the interlayer heterogeneous
reservoirs, the parallel core waterflooding experiment is selected. On the other hand, tandem core
experiment is selected for reservoir heterogeneity
research, combined with actual distribution of well
groups in comprehensive study, producing conditions of poor reservoirs, plane and vertical sweeping rules and the main influencing factors under
different producing mode. It provides a reasonable
basis for producing the residual oil in this area.

FIGURE 1
Plane view of some wells in low permeability
reservoir in Yanchang oilfield

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Design. In this experiment
study, the experimental well groups (As shown in
Fig. 1) are the research object. Based on the real
cores, the average core porosity is 12.47%, the
average gas permeability is 0.36 mD, the average
liquid permeability is 0.1083 mD and the permeability ratio is 22.
In the comprehensive experiment study, the
SLZ device was used in the 9 cores study to simulate and reflect the water flooding characteristics
between injection and production well groups.
Starting with interlayer heterogeneity, parallel
combination with 9 cores was used in experiment.
Their displacement speed of inlet flow controller
was 0.2, 0.4, 0.81.2 ml/min, respectively. In order
to reduce the error, 1.0 ml capillary was selected in
outlet to conduct oil-water separation measurement,
simulate the development mode of commingled
water injection and separated oil production, single
water injection, single oil production and zone-by -

RESULTS
Interlayer heterogeneity. Through observation of the high and medium permeability in
displacement process, the recovery performance
and pressure change of low permeability layers
under different injection rate, the effect of flooding
was analyzed. The experimental cores were divided
into three groups with high, medium and low permeability in accordance with the permeability from
high to low. When water injection and displacement
were conducted with the rate of 0.2ml/min in high,
medium and low permeable layers and when the
outlet water cut of high permeable layer reached
98.1%, the recovery degree of high, medium and
low permeability layers was 47.6%, 29.8% and
5.3%, respectively. Then high permeability layers

FIGURE 2
Flow diagram of experiment apparatus
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production degree, low recovery degree, and the
remaining oil is relatively enriched.
From the Table 2, it can be also clearly seen
that the recovery degree of high, medium and low
permeability groups increases with the increase of
injection and displacing speed, and the filtrational
resistance increases with the increase of pressure
and the decrease of permeability. In the process of
commingled injection, when the displacement
speed increases, opening the high permeability
layer will lead to pressure decreased in low permeability layers with larger filtrational resistance due
to the existence of heterogeneity, and most of the
water entered the high permeability layers quickly,
which caused the low permeability layers difficult
to produce. But when the plugging measures were
applied in high permeability layers, the degree of
interlayer interference was reduced, and then the
interlayer heterogeneity was relatively lowered.
More fluid flows into the low permeability layers,
which improved the pressure and displacement
effect of low permeability layers.

were closed, water injection and displacement in
the medium and low permeability layers were continued at the same speed. When the water cut of the
medium permeability layers increased to 98%, the
measured recovery degree was 40.7% and 12.7%.
Water injection and displacement were conducted
at the same rate in low permeability layer, and the
recovery degree was 29.8%. In the same way, injection and displacement were carried out with other
speed, and the well was closed when the water cut
of core outlet reached 98%. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
The results show that due to the existence of
inter-layer heterogeneity, most of the water enters
the high permeability layers with high water absorbency, while the intake volume of low permeability
layers is very small, which leads to the uneven
production degree of each layer. The reservoirs
with good physical property, good water absorption
will have high production degree and high recovery
degree; otherwise the reservoirs with poor physical
properties, poor water absorption will have low

TABLE 1
The combination mode of each permeability simulation layer
Combination mode
Water injecting into high, medium
and low permeability layers
Close high permeability layer,
water injecting into medium and
low permeability layers
Close high and medium permeability layers, water injecting into low
permeability layer

Average permeability
/10-3 ȝP2

Permeability ratio

Permeability variation
coefficient

469.57

43.21

1.55

115.60

2.05

0.47

32.44

1.19

0.12

TABLE 2
Comparison of experimental parameters
Displacement
velocity
(ml/min)

Permeable layer
status

Recovery factor (%)
Pressure (MPa)
Medium Low perMedium
High permeHigh permeLow permeapermeability meability
permeability
ability layer
ability layer
bility layer
layer
layer
layer

Water injecting into high,
medium and low permea47.6
29.8
5.3
0.31578
0.5951
0.71484
0.2
bility layers
CHPL
/
40.7
12.7
/
0.66905
0.90516
CHMPL
/
/
29.8
/
/
3.85149
Water injecting into high,
medium and low permea55
46.2
31.5
0.47540
0.82164
1.04165
bility layers
0.4
CHPL
/
48.5
32.3
/
1.00513
1.69037
CHMPL
/
/
34.1
/
/
4.13966
Water injecting into medi/
50.2
35.8
/
1.17162
1.95407
um and low permeability
0.8
layers.
CMPL
/
/
36.5
/
/
4.48591
Water injecting into medi/
57.1
36.9
/
1.53092
2.27399
um and low permeability
1.2
layers.
CMPL
/
/
40.6
/
/
5.56118
Notes: CHPL--Close high permeability layer, water injecting into medium and low permeability layers, CHMPL--Close high
and medium permeability layers, water injecting into low permeability layer, CMPL--Close medium permeability layer, and
water injecting into low permeability layer.
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water saturation difference of waterflood front of
each zone. The established water injection distribution formula is as follows [1, 24]:

Plane heterogeneity. The plane heterogeneity
of permeability had a direct influence on the fluid
advancing direction between injection wells and
production wells, and the injection and production
effect of the well groups [23, 28]. In view of the
influence of water flooding in the same pressure
system, the variation of oil displacement efficiency
also characterized the effect of plane heterogeneity
on oil recovery rate and sweep efficiency. The
permeability parameters of each core in the well
groups were combined with the theory of water
flooding front of the heterogeneous reservoir to
explore the distribution law and the producing performance of the remaining oil.
Due to the existence of plane heterogeneity,
the permeability distribution between injection and
production wells was obviously different, which
further affected the direction of the main flowline.
Therefore, it was necessary to do zoning research.
Based on waterflood front calculation formula
(provided by literature) of heterogeneous reservoirs,
combined with the actual distribution of well
groups, the reservoir of well groups was divided
into 9 regions.
Calculation formula for heterogeneous waterflood front is as following [1, 8]:

Ki

cores.
The results are as shown in Fig. 4. The results
show that the proportion of water absorption in
different wells is different, and with the increase of
well number, it shows a trend of increasing gradually.
2%
20%

11%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13%
16%

FIGURE 4
Water absorption distribution in each region

k rw is relative the permeability of water phase;

Pw

7%

18%

front; k ro is the relative permeability of oil phase;
is the viscosity of water phase;

4%

9%

1
(1)
fw
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1
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 ¨¨

¸
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© Pw
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i N
ª § kkrw i kkro i ·º

¸
¦
« ¨¨
Po ¸¹»¼
i 1 ¬ © Pw
In which, k is the gas permeability of the

From the calculation results, it shows that the
advancing direction of leading edge is as shown in
Fig. 5. Combined with the actual well spacing and
derived leading edge performance, it is predicted
that after 1 year of water flooding development, it
will first reach to Well J5. During the next displacement process, it will reach to Wells J3, J8 and
J9 after 5 years. From the corresponding region of
the core, the relationship between the direction of
frontal sweep and the distribution of permeability
affects the sweeping range of injected water and the
distribution of remaining oil.

is the

viscosity of oil phase.

FIGURE 3
Water injection schematic map of some wells
group in the low permeability reservoir in Yanchang oilfield.
The relative permeability curves of 9 cores obtained by experiment were processed to calculate
water saturation and water cut of waterflood front,
then calculate the relative permeability of corresponding water and oil phases according to the

FIGURE 5
The overlay diagram of the waterflood front
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FIGURE 6
Changes of oil production rate curve of high permeability layer
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Changes of oil production rate curve of low permeability layer
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ficient of 9 cores for the low permeability layer is
0.2, and the remaining oil is still enriched.

Change of main index. (a) Oil recovery speed.
In the three types of high, medium and low permeability rocks, 3 cores were taken as the experimental objects, and the results were as shown in
Fig. 6~Fig. 8. Among them, the orange line indicates water breakthrough time, which shows that
the speed of oil recovery gradually becomes smaller
after the cores from each permeability layer occur
water breakthrough. Especially in high permeability
core, early water breakthrough of the injected water
makes the displacement efficiency decline rapidly
and the oil recovery speed decreases rapidly. The
low permeability core after taking adjustment
measures can keep relatively stable oil recovery
speed.
(2) Sweeping coefficient. The main reason for
poor displacement efficiency is the low waterflood
sweeping coefficient [29-30]. According to water
flood coefficient calculation formula provided by
literature, the average waterflood sweeping coefficient of cores is only 0.3 in low permeability layers.
The permeability ratio is as high as 22, which
shows that interlayer contradiction is prominent
vertically and high permeability reservoir is preferred to produce in vertical displacement. The
residual oil mainly distributes in those layers with
poor physical property and areas with poor physical
property in plane.
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scale development of shale gas was first realized in
the United States, but it was mainly for marine sedimentary strata. In China, the shale gas is mainly
stored in continental sedimentary strata. As the
gradually increase of exploration depth, such as
Yuanba and Fuling, Jiannan, Xinchang, and Yanchang Oilfield, shale gas potential resources have
gradually emerged. Its exploration work is gradually being carried out in China [6-9]. Due to the
widely dispersed distribution of shale gas reservoir,
the reservoir abundance is much lower than that of
conventional natural gas. In order to reduce the cost
in development, the horizontal well and hydraulic
fracturing technology is widely used. With the rapid
development of drilling technology, the long extended wells and cluster horizontal wells have been
gradually applied to the development of shale gas
[10-15]. However, due to the strong watersensitivity property and wide distribution of natural
fractures in the shale formation, the downhole accidents are common during the drilling processes,
such as lost circulation, wellbore instability, and
borehole shrinkage [16-17]. At the same time, large
drag and torque, poor formation bearing capacity,
and formation damage are also hard to avoid during
drilling the long horizontal section. All of these
increases the complexity of drilling.
Early researchers have proposed that during
the development of continental shale gas, the major
drilling problems are wellbore instability, lost circulation, and reservoir [18-21]. To solve these
problems, the optimization of drilling fluid is an
effective way. The evaluation of the field drilling
fluid is conducted in the laboratory, and the test
results are shown in Table 1. It shows that the oilbased mud has very high viscosity and large fluid
loss, the temperature resistance is poor. After aging
in 60 °C, the mud dynamic shear force is almost
reduced to 0, and the rheological properties are seriously deteriorated. According to filed reports, the
cost of oil-based drilling fluid is about $1,500 /m3
without cuttings disposal costs. The loss of oilbased drilling fluid will significantly increase drill-

ABSTRACT
Open hole wellbore instability is very common during the drilling of horizontal shale gas horizontal wells in Ordos Basin of Yanchang oilfield.
To solve these problems, this paper innovatively
proposed a water-in-oil emulsified drilling fluid
formula. Laboratory experiments are conducted to
optimize the drilling fluid additives, and two waterin-oil emulsified drilling fluid formula are chosen.
The evaluation experiments show that the two drilling fluids have good rheological properties, antifiltration loss, and good ability to inhibit mudstone
expansion. After aging for 48h at 100°C, the hightemperature/high-pressure filtration loss is almost
zero, and the rheological properties maintained
good performance after aging. After hot rolling for
16h in 100 °C, the shale rolling recovery rate is
respectively determined to be 92.08%, 86.45% for
1# and 2# drilling fluid formula. After that, a concentration of 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15% of water,
CaSO4 and brine were added in the 1# formula.
The rheological properties did not change too much,
indicating that the system has a strong antipollution ability. Therefore, the 1# white oil drilling
fluid system has better comprehensive performance
and can meet the requirements of shale gas horizontal well drilling process.

KEYWORDS:
Continental sedimentary environment, shale gas, drilling
fluid, white oil based, water-in-oil, performance evaluation

INTRODUCTION
As a typical unconventional energy source,
shale gas entered the formal commercial development stage after the 1970s. Shale gas is abundant in
reserves and widely distributed on a global scale [15], making it be economically profitable. The large-
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the raw materials with the best performance are
selected, and a comprehensive set of properties is
finally optimized. The measurement of drilling fluid properties follows the national standards GB/T
16783.1-2006, GB/T 5005-2010 [22-26].

ing costs.
To solve this problem, this paper conducted a
comprehensive laboratory optimization, including
base oil optimization, clay optimization, addictive
optimization, etc. After tests, an innovative drilling
fluid system has been proposed, and it has a good
performance in wellbore stability, and the overall
cost is low.

RESULTS
White oil-based drilling fluid additives optimization. (1) Base oil optimization. 3# white oil
is selected for this study, which is biologically lowtoxic or non-toxic, fully meeting the requirements
of on-site environment and safety issues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
At present, oil-based drilling fluid systems are
mainly used in the exploration and development of
shale gas. The oil-based drilling fluid system is
mainly composed of organic clay, base oil, emulsifier and wetting agent. Therefore, different types of
raw materials (such as base oils) can be formulated
with different properties and types of oil-based
drilling fluid formulations. This research is mainly
based on the investigation of the application status
of oil-based drilling fluids. For a drilling fluid,
many materials are needed for optimization, such as
organic clay, emulsifier, wetting agent, fluid filtration control agent, CaO, shearing potentiator, water
and oil, etc.
Through a large number of indoor experiments,

(2) Organic clay optimization. The index of
evaluating sedimentation performance of organic
clay is colloidal rate. From Table 2, it can be seen
that the colloidal rate of BS-1B in white oil is the
highest, which is 12%. But it cannot meet the requirements of on-site construction.
To solve this problem, a dispersant is used to
increase the colloidal rate of the organic soil in
white oil. The dispersing agent was 95% ethanol,
and the amount was 30% of the weight of the organic soil. The experimental results are shown in
Table 3.

TABLE 1
Experimental results of field oil-based drilling fluid
Evaluation
property
Values

Testing
temperature /°C
25
60

D
/g/cm3
0.94
0.91

FL
/ml
74
98

*´*
Pa/Pa
3/5
1.5/2

PV
/mPa·s
94
62

AV
/mPa·s
150
62.5

YP
/Pa
56
0.5

YP/PV
0.596
0.0081

TABLE 2
Performance of organic clay in white oil
Sample
name

Drilling fluid
volume /ml

/
HFGEL-40
HFGEL-120
HFGEL-130
HFGEL-140
BS-1C
BS-1B
JF-38

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Sources
CC Drilling Company

FH Company

After stewing for 16h, the
volume of water in the upper part
of drilling fluid /ml
95
93
92
94
92
90
88.5
95

Colloidal
rate %
5
7
8
6
8
10
12
5

TABLE 3
Performance of organic clay in white oil after adding dispersant
Sources
Changcheng
Drilling Company

Fenghong
Company, Zhejiang
Province

Sample
name

Drilling fluid
volume /ml

After 16h, the volume of water in the upper
part of drilling fluid /ml

Colloidal rate
/%

/

100

0

100

HFGEL-40
HFGEL-120
HFGEL-130
HFGEL-140
BS-1C
BS-1B
JF-38

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
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voltage are used for the optimization of four common wetting agents. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the wetting effect is better when using S20 and OP-4. They can
effectively wet the barite and improve the stability
of the system.
According to the above experimental results,
all eight kinds of organic clay are suitable for the
white oil drilling fluid system and HFGEL-120 is
used. The emulsifier is selected as span80, and the
wetting agent is selected as OP-4 or S-20.

It can be seen from the experimental results
that after the addition of the dispersant, the colloidal rates of the eight organic clay are all 100%.
From the perspective of the colloidal rate, all of
eight organic clay can be selected.
(3) Emulsifier optimization. The emulsifying
ability of the emulsifiers is compared by the demulsification voltage of the water-in-oil emulsion
formed by different emulsifiers at the same condition. Generally, the oil-water is mixed according to
a certain oil-water ratio and stirred at a certain rotation speed for a certain time, and the emulsion
breaking voltage (ES) is tested after aging with
adding 3.0wt% emulsifiers.
The white oil and the distilled water were
mixed at a ratio of oil to water of 90: 10, stirred at
high speed for 30 minutes, and hot rolled for 16
hours (100 ° C). The test results are shown in Fig. 1.
It can be seen that in this emulsion (O: W = 9: 1),
span80, oleic acid and L61 have a better emulsifying effect, and the demulsification voltage is high.
The best one is span80.

White oil drilling fluid formula optimization. (1) Optimization of organic clay amount.
HFGEL-120 organic clay was selected. The system
formula was: oil-water ratio 90: 10 + 3% span80 +
1% oleic acid + 3-5% organic soil. The demulsification voltage and rheological parameters were
tested. The results are shown in Table 4.
(2) Optimization of emulsifier amount. The
main emulsifier chooses span80, the emulsifier
chooses oleic acid and ABS, and the system formula is: oil-water ratio 90:10 +3-5% span80+1% oleic
acid (ABS) +5% organic soil + 2% OP-4. The experimental results are shown in Table 5.

(4) Wetting agent optimization. The same
experiments for determining the demulsification

FIGURE 1
Emulsifier stabilizes water-in-oil emulsion demulsification voltage test

FIGURE 2
Comparison of different wetting agents
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TABLE 4
Effect of organic soil amount on demulsification voltage and rheological parameters
Amount of organic clay /%
ES /V
AV /mPa·s
PV /mPa·s
YP/Pa
YP/PV
3
1644.5
12.5
9
3.577
0.397
4
1760
17
12
5.110
0.426
5
>2000
22.5
14
8.677
0.621
TABLE 5
Results of amount optimization of emulsifiers
Emulsifiers
amount/%
3
4
5
3
4
5

Subsidiary
emulsifiers
Oleic acid

ABS

AV
/mPa·s
19.5
18.5
17.5
21
17.5
17

ES/V
>2000
>2000
>2000
1942/1947
>2000
>2000

PV
/mPa·s
14
14
13
15
13
13

YP
/Pa
5.621
4.599
4.599
6.132
4.599
4.088

YP/PV
0.402
0.329
0.354
0.409
0.354
0.314

FL
/ml
32.2
29.5
28.0
14.6
13.8
13.4

TABLE 6
Performance of different amount of fluid filtration control agent
Amount of filtration agents /%
0
2
3
4

FL
/ml
13.4
3.6 (Vsp=1.4)
3.2 (Vsp=1.4)
3.4 (Vsp=1.2)

AV
/mPa·s
17
18
19
19

PV
/mPa·s
13
14
16
16

YP
/Pa
4.088
4.088
3.066
3.066

YP/PV
0.314
0.292
0.192
0.192

ES
/V
>2000
>2000
>2000
>2000

TABLE 7
Performance of different amount of CaO
CaO amount
/%
0
2
4
6

FL
/ml
3.4 (Vsp=1.2)
3.2 (Vsp=0)
2.6 (Vsp=0)
2.8 (Vsp=0)

AV
/mPa·s
19
18.5
18.5
19

PV
/mPa·s
16
14
14
15

YP
/Pa
3.066
4.599
4.599
4.088

YP/PV
0.192
0.329
0.329
0.273

ES
/V
>2000
>2000
>2000
>2000

TABLE 8
Performance of different amount of shearing potentiator
Shearing potentiator
amount/%
0
0.5
1

FL
/ml
3.2
3
2.6

AV
/mPa·s
21.5
25
33

PV
/mPa·s
15
20
24

YP
/Pa
6.643
7.110
9.198

YP/PV
0.443
0.456
0.383

*´¶
Pa/Pa
6/8
7/15
15/22

ES
/V
1226
1224
1726

(4) Optimization of CaO amount. In oilbased drilling fluids, CaO is primarily used to control alkalinity. The basic formula is: oil-water ratio
90:10 +5% span80+1% ABS+5% organic soil + 2%
OP-4+3% fluid loss additive. The experimental
results are shown in Table 7.
It can be seen that the addition of CaO can effectively reduce the instantaneous fluid loss, improving the stability of the water-in-oil emulsion
system. It has small influence on the viscosity of
the system. Considering the factors of comprehensive cost, it is more appropriate to add 3% of CaO.

From the above results, the addition of span
80 helps to improve the stability of the emulsion by
increasing the demulsification voltage. But too high
amount of span80 will slightly reduce the viscosity
of the system. Therefore, the amount of span80 is
preferably 4-5%.
(3) Optimization of the fluid filtration control agent. Different amounts of fluid loss additive
are added to the water-in-oil white oil drilling fluid
system. The formula is: oil-water ratio 90: 10 + 5%
span80 + 1% ABS + 5% organic soil + 2% OP-4.
The results are shown in Table 6.
As shown in Table 6, when the amount of filtration agents is increased to 3%, the FL is the lowest. Therefore, the optimal amount of filtration
agents is 3%.

(5) Optimization of the amount of shearing
potentiator. The basic formula was as follows: oilwater ratio 90: 10 + 4% span80 + 1% ABS + 2%
OP-4 + 3% fluid loss additive + 4% CaO + 5% or-
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ing fluid system with an oil-water ratio of 80: 20,
the demulsification voltage is higher with the increase of aging time, but the demulsification voltage decreases sharply after the aging time is more
than 48h, and the fluid loss (FL) is kept low. The
ratio is still maintained at a high level. In summary,
the two systems have good resistance to continuous
aging and can meet the needs of shale gas drilling.

ganic soil, the results are shown in Table 8.
It can be seen from the above results that the
addition of the shearing potentiator can increase the
viscosity of the system, reduce the fluid loss, and
increase the demulsification voltage. The addition
amount of 1wt% is suitable.
(6) Weighting agent optimization and formulation optimization. The weighting agent is
generally barite or calcium carbonate. Because of
the low formation pressure of the shale gas block,
the weighting agent generally selects calcium carbonate. The calcium carbonate weighting was used
to optimize the overall formulation, and at the same
time, the drilling fluid cost was optimized. According to the above experimental optimization procedure, a water-in-oil drilling fluid formulation with a
ratio of oil to water of 80: 20 was optimized.

(2) Water pollution resistance. The experimental results of 1# white oil drilling fluid against
water pollution are shown in Table 11. The results
show that with the increase of water content, the
rheological change of test fluid is smaller and the
change of filtration is slight. When the water dosage reaches 15wt%, the demulsification voltage of
the test solution reachs to 1260V, which increases
greatly. The results show that 1# white oil-based
drilling fluid can resist over 15wt% water pollution.

Properties valuation of drilling fluid systems. The performance of the above two white oil
drilling fluid system is evaluated.

(3) Anti-CaSO4 pollution performance. The
anti-CaSO4 pollution performance of 1# white oil
drilling fluid against water pollution is shown in
Table 12. It can be seen from the results that with
the increase of CaSO4 dosage, the rheological
changes of drilling fluid are slightly, and the filtration is obviously reduced. Meanwhile, the demulsification voltage of drilling fluid increases gradually
with the increase of CaSO4 dosage. It means that 1#
white oil-based drilling fluid exhibits good antiCaSO4 pollution performance with over 15wt%
CaSO4 pollution.

(1) Continuous aging performance. The two
oil-water ratio white oil drilling fluids were continuously aged (continuous hot rolling at 100 ° C) for
different times, and then the comprehensive performance was tested. The experimental results are
shown in Table 9 and Table 10.
The experimental results show that continuous
aging has little effect on the performance of drilling
fluid with oil to water ratio of 90 : 10. For the drill-

TABLE 9
Continuous aging performance of drilling fluid 1#
Aging time
/h
0
16
32
48
96

AV
/mPa·s
60
72.5
73.5
60.5
66

PV
/mPa·s
47
57
61
55
56

YP
/Pa
13.286
15.841
12.775
5.621
10.220

YP/PV
0.283
0.278
0.209
0.102
0.183

*´¶
Pa/Pa
20/24
18/24
13/20
8/12
7/11

FL
/ml
1.0
0.5
0.4
0
0

ES
/V
827
754.5
679.5
826
794

pH
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5

TABLE 10
Continuous aging performance of drilling fluid 2#
Aging time
/h
0
16
32
48
96

AV
/mPa·s
45
62.5
64.5
56
44

PV
/mPa·s
23
38
42
26
34

YP
/Pa
22.484
25.039
22.995
30.660
10.220

YP/PV
0.978
0.659
0.548
1.179
0.301

*´¶
Pa/Pa
21/24
33/46
30/41
19/28
14/29

FL
/ml
1.2
1.0
0.3
0
0

ES
/V
1663.5
1889.5
1163.5
682.5
351.5

pH
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5

TABLE 11
Water pollution resistance performance of drilling fluid 1#
Water amount
/%
0
5
10
15

AV
/mPa·s
66
92.5
96
98.5

PV
/mPa·s
56
53
57
58

YP
/Pa
10.220
40.369
39.858
41.391

7560

YP/PV
0.183
0.762
0.699
0.714

*´¶
Pa/Pa
7/11
24/29
28/34
30/36

FL
/ml
0
0.2
0.5
0.8

ES
/V
794
675.5
807
1261.5

pH
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
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TABLE 12
CaSO4 pollution resistance performance of drilling fluid 1#
CaSO4 amount
/%
0
5
10
15

AV
/mPa·s
31
33
37
44

PV
/mPa·s
22
26
29
37

YP
/Pa
9.198
7.154
8.176
7.154

YP/PV
0.418
0.275
0.282
0.193

*´¶
Pa/Pa
14/21
9/15
8/14
8/16

FL
/ml
4.4
1
0.5
0.5

ES
/V
794
827.5
891
1145.5

pH
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5

TABLE 13
Salt water pollution resistance performance of drilling fluid 1#
Salt water
amount/%
0
5
10
15

AV
/mPa·s
32
36
48
49

PV
/mPa·s
22
26
35
36

YP
/Pa
10.220
10.22
13.286
13.286

YP/PV
0.465
0.393
0.380
0.369

*´¶
Pa/Pa
13/22
16/24
22/38
22/37

FL
/ml
3.6
1
0.5
0.8

ES
/V
1861.5
1075.5
768.5
702

pH
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5

FIGURE 3
Experimental results of hot roll recovery rate (oil to water ratio 9:1)

FIGURE 4
Experimental results of hot roll recovery rate for 1# drilling fluid
age of drilling fluid decreases gradually with the
increase of salt content. But when salt water content
reachs to 15wt%, the demulsification voltage of
drilling fluid was still exceed to 400V, which meet
the basic requirements of oil-based drilling fluids.
Thus, the 1# white oil-based drilling fluid is

(4) Salt water resistance. The salt water resistance of 1# white oil drilling fluid against water
pollution is shown in Table 13. The results show
that with the increase of salt content, the rheological changes of drilling fluid are slightly, the filtration decreases obviously. And demulsification volt-
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NOMENCLATURE

thought to has good ability to resist salt water pollution.

Symbol
AV
PV
YP

(5) Shale inhibition performance. In-situ
shale samples were collected to evaluate shale inhibition properties of drilling fluids. From Table 3,
the shale recovery rates of fresh water and drilling
fluid are both very high, mainly due to the poor
hydration expansion performance of the field shale,
and the low shale content. In order to further test
the inhibition of drilling fluid, the shale with higher
dispersion is used for rolling recovery.
Amount of 15 g of shale was placed in a drilling fluid with a water-to-oil ratio of 9 : 1 and a ratio
of oil to water of 8 : 2 at 100°C for 16 h. The shale
rolling recovery was measured in Fig. 4.
The results show that the water-in-oil drilling
fluids exhibit preferable shale inhibition ability with
high shale recovery rate.
Furthermore, the ability of water-in-oil drilling
fluid and fresh water to inhibit hydration expansion
was analyzed by using the same shale samples. The
results show that the liquid swelling and expansion
rates of the same shale in the water-in-oil drilling
fluids are 0.11% and 0.14% respectively, and which
are much smaller than that in the fresh water. The
novel oil-based drilling fluid have a good ability to
inhibit shale expansion.

*´¶
YP/PV
Vsp
FL
ES
R

Name
Apparent viscosity
Plastic viscosity
Dynamic shear force
Initial shear force / final
shear force
Dynamic ratio
Instantaneous Filtration
Loss
API filtration
Demulsification voltage
Recovery rate

Units
mPa·s
mPa·s
Pa
Pa
Pa/(mPa·s)
ml
ml
V
%
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Noise formation is one of the most important
factors taken into consideration in the studies conducted in aviation areas. This paper reviews the
flow area studied on the 3D NACA0015 blade
profile using different turbulence models as SST kȦ 6PDJRULQVN\-Lilly, WALE, and WMLES to
calculate the unstable flow field. In addition, the
effect of mesh number and time step on the results
was analyzed by using CFD program. The mesh
files used in the analysis are prepared with the
Pointwise program. We inserted the time-dependent
flow field variables in Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings (FW-H) equations as an input and Sound Pressure Level (SPL) values will be computed for different turbulence models from the microphone
which is positioned in the computational domain to
investigate the effect of augmentation of unsteady
3D airfoil region noise level. The calculated results
will be compared with each other and with the
experimental data available in the open literature. In
the analysis, the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) effect
of mesh number was investigated by using different
3 mesh numbers being 2 million, 3 million, and 4
million. In addition, to analyze the effect of the
time step on the Sound Pressure Level (SPL), analyzes were made using 2 different time steps being
10-4 and 10-5; and the results were compared with
each other. As results; calculated Cp values are
slightly lower than the experimental value. This
difference could be due to the higher Reynolds
number of the experimental data. The result obtained from the comparison of the different turbulence models used is the most suitable choice is
Smagorinsky-Lilly model for the use of LES method in the study of the mean sound pressure related
to the unsteady 3D airfoil. Also, the results obtained
from the analysis with the increase in the number of
mesh and the reduction of the time step were found
to be closer to the experimental data.

At present, there is great pressure on energy
supply, environmental pollution, and global warming worldwide. Great importance has been attached
to the forced transformation of non-renewable energy sources like nuclear energy, fuel coal, and
fossil oil into renewable energy sources like the
ocean, wind, and solar energy. Renewable energy
sources currently account for about 10% of global
energy demand and are expected to grow to 20% of
global energy demand by 2050 [1]. Wind energy is
mainly applied for electricity generation because it
is clean and does not negatively affect the environment. Wind farms with a rich wind resource should
be used effectively to ensure that wind energy
reaches its full potential [2].
The flow-induced noise is an impressive but
tough problem in the area of aeroacoustics. This
subject is a critical topic in numerous engineering
applications. It can cause elder people and seasonal
birds discomfort. In technical applications, the
turbine-generated sounds and the turbulent boundary layer on the surface are an important concern.
Therefore, the wind turbine's acoustic becomes an
interesting research issue [3].
The mechanism of aerodynamic noise generated by a turbulent flow has been formulated firstly
by Lighthill in 1952 as a general theory [4]. In this
theory, the sound is stimulated by unsteady flow
from non- linear mutual effect among them velocity
fluctuations, entropy fluctuations, and viscous
stress. The sound can be estimated by separating
the calculations of the source flow area and the
resulting acoustic field.
The greatest common form of Lighthill's analogy is developed by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings in 1969. It had inclusive the effect of surfaces
on promiscuous movements. The potent technic of
the generalized function theorem was used to develop the equation of continuity and the FW-H
equation, which was the rearrangement of the Navier-Stokes equations in the form of a nonhomogeneous wave equation with two surface
sources and the term volume source. The method of
the FW-H acoustic analogy is much effective.
Nowadays, the FW-H method has got an available

KEYWORDS:
Aeroacoustics, Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings equations, Large Eddy Simulation, Smagorinsky-Lilly,
WALE, WMLES, Turbulence Model, Noise Disturbance.
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mental test data. In the analysis using NACA 0012,
Reynolds number was taken to be 5×10 4 and the
angles of attack were selected two different ways
between 5o and 8o. According to the data acquired,
the optimum result from the experimental test data
was taken from the analysis with the VMS-WALE
model [11].
Solís-Gallego et al. (2018); In the low Reynolds number, using the FX-63-137 wings for various different angles of attack, they analyzed using
LES for aeroacoustic noise analysis. They acquired
acoustic data using Ffowcs-Williams and Hall's
volumetric analogy (FW-Hall). They approved the
aeroacoustic results with experimental tests performed in an anechoic wind tunnel using the frequency analyzer. Consequently, the comparison of
experimental tests and analyzes; they found that the
FW-Hall method was successful in gathering acoustic data. They noticed that the analyses conducted
for the FX-63-137 airfoil at an angle of 7.5o gave
the closest results to the experimental test data and
that the least noise was generated in the analyses
carried out at an angle of 2.5o [12].
Hashem et al. (2017) conducted an aeroacoustic noise estimation using the Ffowcs WilliamsHawkings (FW-H) equation for the lens wind turbine. Using to Ansys Fluent software, they obtained
a number of results by performing 3D analysis with
URANS turbulence model. As a result of their
analysis, it was seen that lens wind turbines generated higher noise. While non-lens wind turbines
generated an average sound pressure of 53.06 dB,
they calculated that this value was higher for wind
turbines with the lens [13].
Maizi et al. (2017) researched the impact of
the tip shape on the noise emitted by the horizontal
axis wind turbine. To minimize tip noise using
aerodynamic and aeroacoustic methods, they examined 3 different tip shapes using S809 airfoil. They
preferred Ansys Fluent software for analyses and
used Unstable Reynolds Mean Navier-Stokes
(URANS) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES)
turbulence models. To calculate the sound produced
by the turbine, the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings
(FW-H) analogy used. They compared the results
with National Renewable Energy Laboratory's
(NREL) experimental data. They declared that the
results taken from the DES model are truer than
URANS. Consequently, the shark tip form was the
greatest results for a 7% noise reduction rate in
terms of the wind turbine blade [14].
The first purpose of this paper is the investigation of the effects of different number mesh on
noise level using the CFD program. The second aim
is the exploration of the effect of different turbulence models on the results of calculating the noise
level. The type of airfoil studied is NACA 0015.
All experimental data were taken from the paper of
Zhang et al. [3].

approach for aeroacoustic sound problems [5].
CFD simulation is becoming one of the most
important parts of industrial projects. Almost all
industrial cases that exist in our world have, somehow, a connection with fluid dynamics. For the
analysis of moving objects (or flow around objects)
in CFD codes, there exist some hypothetical models
for turbulent simulation [6].
An option to empirical methods is to solve
aeroacoustic sources using Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and Computational Aeroacoustic
methods (CAA). An accurate estimate of the noise
generated from a wind turbine requires wellestablished transient flow field data, especially
close to the surface of the blade [7].
RANS-based turbulence models are very
common. Nevertheless, these models are generalpurpose models and lack the correctness of the
separation point, discrete flow properties, and flow
recalculation. These miscalculations cannot be
avoided on all RANS-based models and have different degrees of significance in dissimilar situations. Based on this status, there is solely one feasible way through sensitivity analysis to obtain relatively pertinent criteria for using RANS-based
models.
The first purpose of this paper is the investigation of the effects of different number mesh on
noise level using the CFD program. The second aim
is the exploration of the effect of different turbulence models on the results of calculating the noise
level.
Methods such as Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) or Large Eddy Simulation (LES) can be
used to calculate an unstable turbulent flow area.
These methods are expensive to calculate because
they require a high-quality calculation grid around
the surface of the blade [8]. The finest grid also
leads to high transient resolution requirements for
transient simulation to avoid digital instability. LES
is computationally expensive than DNS or URANS.
It has shown more reasonable results than the other
method for aeroacoustic simulations to date [9].
Wasala et al. (2015); Acoustic simulations of
Ffowcs-Williams and Hawking were used to analyze Large Eddy Simulations to estimate remote
field noise. After all analyzes; found that the main
noise source of the rotating wind turbine blade in
the high turbulent environment at a high attack
angle was the edge noise [7].
Mohamed et al. (2015); At low wind speeds,
Darrieus calculated the mathematical model of rotor
performance using the CFD software and tested
several blade types to reach the top performance.
They brought to an issue that the analysis using
SST k-ȦZDVWKHEHVWH[DFW>@
Lehmkuhl et al. (2013) used non-structural
grids to analyze the flow of aerodynamic profiles
using various turbulence models of LES in CFD
software and compared their results with experi-
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NUMERICAL METHOD
The numerical separation of the timedependent constituent equations for the flow area
was done with Fluent commercial computational
fluid dynamics solvent. In this study, closed time
schemes to facilitate the unit frequency step to be
used in acoustic solutions, finite volume approach
that provides protection principles for unit volume,
was used in discretization of variables in flow area
[15]. A second order winding scheme is used for
spatial and temporal discretization. The Conservation equations for the flow area are given in Equation 1 in integral
g form [16].

(4)
is de-

When

ILQHG ȡ   LV WDNHQ IRU LQFRPSUHVVLEOH IORZ 6R
the decompression scheme used in the incompressible flow area solutions are obtained [15]. In equations 1 and 2, according to the Boussinesq approach;
is the Reynolds stress-strain, expressed

(1)
Flow solution vector W, convective flux maq
trix F and infertile flux matrix G Equation
2;

as Equation
5 below [17].
q
(5)

,

in the equation

,

and

are turbulence ve-

ORFLW\IOXFWXDWLRQVȝWLVWKHWXUEXOHQFHYLVFRVLW\įLM
is the Kronecker Delta. This model has been used in
this study since SST k±Ȧ PRGHO provides high
success in external flow calculations.
,

(2)

FW-H Acoustic Analogy. Ffowcs Williams
and Hawkings used the generalized function theory
to obtain the classical equation associated with their
names. The FW-H equation can be written as the
non-uniform wave equation
below.
q

defined as.
5HVSHFWLYHO\WKHGHQVLW\RIȡIOXLGY XLYM
+ wk velocity vector, V is the speed of contravariant definition, V = v.n and n surfaces are defined as
normal. E is the total energy in mass, p is the pressure,
is the viscous tension tensor, and is the

(6)
Where the three terms on the right-hand side
are monopole, dipole and quadrupole sources, respectively
p
y (from left to right).
g

heat flux. In the H source term, the volume effect
forces (gravity, Corralius acceleration, etc.) and qh
term indicate the time dependent heat source produced in the volume. The difficulty in resolving the
momentum equation for low Mach number flows is
due to the decrease in the time-dependent term in
the continuity relationship because the density is
constant. In the numerical form of the NavierStokes equations, this problem is eradicated by
preconditioning. The term derivative by time is
multiplied by the preconditioning matrix. Consequently, the constituent relationships used for the
solution in Equation 3 are expressed in the most
general
way
g
y [17].

(7)
(8)

Where

(9)
is the far field pressure fluctuations,

is the Lighthill stress tensor,
delta function,

is the Dirac

is the ambient density,

is the

ambient pressure, H is the Heaviside function,

is

the fluid velocity, is the body surface velocity, c
is the velocity of sound, n is a normal vector that
points into the fluid [18].
The far field solution of the FW-H equation
can be written as below

(3)
The Q solution vector is revised according to
the primary variables defined in Equation 4 and is
given in below
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fully downwardly accessible to the wall along the
viscous substrate, so that the SST k-ȦPRGHOFDQEH
used as Low-Re turbulence model without additional damping function.
The SST formulation also undergoes a k-İ LQ
free flow, so that the model is very sensitive to the
input free flow turbulence properties prevents the
common k-Ȧ SUREOHP $XWKRUV XVLQJ WKH 667 N-Ȧ
model often qualify for good behavior in negative
pressure gradients and their flow.
The SST k-Ȧ PRGHO SURGXFHV slightly more
turbulence levels in normal strain areas, such as
stagnation zones and strong acceleration zones.
This trend is less pronounced than in the normal k-İ
model [20].
Turbulence Kinetic Energy
gy is:

(10)
When M is the Mach number vector at a
source point on the integration surface, the points in
amounts indicate the time derivative according to
the source time and the remaining terms,

(11)
Where

(16)
Specific
Dissipation
Rate calculated as:
p
p

(12)
(17)
Closure Coefficients and Auxiliary Relations
(second blending function) is calculated as:

(13)

(18)
(14)

(Production limiter) is defined:
(19)
Each of the constants is a blend of an inner (1)
and outer (2) constant, blended via:
(20)

(15)
is the double contraction

Where

of the Lighthill stress tensor

, and the other

terms are defined as
,

,

,

,

where
represents constant 1 and
represents constant 2.
Additional functions are given by:
(Blending Function) is calculated as:

,
,

M is the Mach number vector of a volume
source fixed in the body reference frame. Some
comprehensive definition could be defined in ref
[19].
The sound pressure level is determined in decibels using the RMS quantities of the timedependent pressure values at the respective time
interval.

(21)
Note: =1 inside the boundary layer and 0 in
the free stream.
(22)
and

and

is the density,

is the turbulent

kinematic viscosity,
is the molecular dynamic
viscosity, and y is the distance from the field point
to the nearest wall [21].
Kinematic eddy
y viscosity is defined as:
(23)

SST k-Ȧ *RYHUQLQJ (TXDWLRQV. The SST kȦWXUEXOHQFHPRGHOLVDYRUWH[YLVFRVLW\PRGHOZLWK
two equations that are very popular. The shear
stress transport (SST) formulation combines the
best of both worlds. The use of a k-ȦIRUPXODWLRQLQ
the interior of the boundary layer makes the model

The boundary conditions recommended in the
original reference are:
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Lilly, WALE and WMLES models were investigated.

(24)
(25)

Smagorinsky-Lilly Model. In Smagorinsky
model, viscosityy depends on strain rate as follows;
(29)

(26)

here

where "L is the approximate length of the calculation area" and the two remote field values must
be combined, the free fluid turbine must have a
viscosity between 10-5 and 10-2 times. Therefore,
the boundary conditions of the remote-field turbulence are open to explanation. Note the turbulence
variables (sometimes strikingly) from the setting
values of the remote area for external aerodynamic
problems.
The constants are:

is the filter length,

gorinsky constant and

equalds to

where
is

the

g
large-scale
strain rate tensor. Lilly (1966) derived
value of 0.17 for homogenous isotropic turbulence in the inertial subrange [26]. Later, it is found
that the value of
offered by Lilly cause excessive damping of large scale fluctuations in the presence of mean shear or transitional flows. A value of
0.1 for
has been accepted as giving best results
for a wide range of flows [27].
The local strain rate can be computed from the
p
particle
distribution functions [28],
(30)
where momentum flux tensor

is de-

fined as [29],

Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Naturally unstable turbulent flows are affected by strong inhomogeneous effects and rapid transformations to
avoid the use of isotropic models in numerical
research. Modified sub-grid methods, which can
improve LES models, are offered even if their use
is limited due to their natural complexity [22].
Therefore, new methods for simulating the sub-grid
scale are in progress [23].
In common methods, some models are presented to take into account the effects of the subgrid scale in the filtered Navier-Stokes equations
[24]. LES is more general than other models. In this
model, firstly large scales should be solved with the
energy given to them. For this purpose, the effect of
small scale scales should be considered in the energy balance. In the LES methodology, the filter is
utilized to split large scales from smaller ones.
$FFRUGLQJO\ DOO IDFWRUV VXFK DV ĳ DUH GLYLGHG LQWR
two parts: the grid and bottom grid. By filtering the
factors in the compressible Navier-stokes equations,
the momentary filtered equation leads to the following
[25].
g equations
q

(31)
and the total relaxation time

is found as

[30].
where
(32)
and
(33)
Wale Model. In WALE model the eddy viscosity modeled as [31],
(34)
where
and

(27)

is the rotation tensor [31],
(35)

WMLES Model. In this model, the eddy viscosity is calculated with the use of a hybrid length
scale:

(28)
is the stress tensor due to molecular viscosity and

is the Sma-

is the subgrid scale stress. LES

model has different. In this study; Smagorinsky-

(36)
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and

where
stants,
rate

is the wall distance (m),
,

Mesh Generation. The three-dimensional
NACA 0015 airfoil profile has a chord of 0.61 m
(C) and an opening of 1.8 (L). All computations
presented in this study were performed for a freestream velocity of 30 m/s and a Reynolds number
of 1.3 x 106. The boundary conditions are given as
follows; at the inlet boundary the air velocity is
determined, at the outlet boundary the aerostatic
pressure is set, at the wall boundary, which is the
surface of the air boundary, the zero shear stress
condition has been identified. The mesh and boundary conditions are shown in Fig.1 and Fig. 2. The
meshes domain consists of 2x106, 3x106 and 4x106
structured cells. The mesh files used in this study
were created with Pointwise. The C-Grid method
was used. Simulations were performed at Ansys
Fluent software. Fw-H analogy was used for sound
measurement calculations. The microphone is attached in the positive lifting direction instead of 1.8
m from the front edge of the middle airfoil.

are conis the strain

is the normal to the wall inner scal-

ing, and is the sub-grid length-scale [32].
The LES model is based on a modified grid
scale to account for the grid anisotropies in wallmodeled flows:
(37)
where
the cell (m),

is the maximum edge length of
is the grid spacing in the wall-

normal direction (m) and
cal constant.

is an empiri-

RESULTS
The comparisons between the calculated pressure coefficients and the experimental at two different angles of attack for different mesh number are
displayed in Fig.3. It is shown that the calculated
pressure coefficients for 0o agree well with the
experimental data. But the pressure coefficients
value obtained from the calculations made for 8 o is
lower than the experimental data. This difference
may be due to the analysis has not progressed sufficiently.
In order to estimate the effect of mesh number
on the sound pressure level, analyses were made at
two attack angles and the results were compared
with the experimental data. Figure 4 shows the
comparison. The microphone is located at the point
of X/C = 0.9 on the midline of the airfoil suctionside surface, X is the distance from the leading
edge. Sound Pressure Level value obtained from the
calculations made are lower than the experimental
data both different angle of attack. This difference
may be due to errors in the mesh structure. The
closest result of experimental data was obtained
from the analysis with 4 million mesh. The reason
for this; with the increase in the number of the mesh
can be interpreted as increasing the sensitivity of
the solution. However, it is seen that the figure
obtained from the analysis of 3 million mesh number is close to the result of 4 million mesh. In order
to obtain the two solutions, the difference between
the time spent by the computer and the difference
between the SPL values is low; in the comparison
of the time step and turbulence model parameters,
analyses were made by using 3 million mesh number file.

FIGURE 1
Global mesh

FIGURE 2
Boundary conditions
Numerical Scheme. The differential equations are discretized by the finite volume method.
The bounded central difference scheme is used. The
pressure-velocity coupling has schemed on the
PISO algorithm. The time step is equivalent to 10 -5
s. Each of the analysis was continued for 0.07 s. On
WKHZDOOVXUIDFH\§7KH))7LVXVHGWRJHWWKH
frequency spectrum. The flow calculations are
achieved by using the Ansys Fluent, and for estimates Sound Pressure Level (SPL) the FW-H equation is used. All numerical simulations are applied
by the parallel processing in Core i7-4710HQ with
4 nodes (8 processors). The time needed to finish a
simulation with 3x106 cells is about 10 days.
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(a)0o

(b)8o

FIGURE 3
Comparison between the calculated and experimental pressure coefficients for different mesh number

(a)0o

(b)8o

FIGURE 4
Comparison between the calculated and experimental Sound Pressure Level for different mesh number

(a)0o

(b)8o

FIGURE 5
Comparison between the calculated and experimental Sound Pressure Level for different time step
Two different analyses were performed using
a case file containing 3 million mesh by selecting
10e-5 and 10e-4 seconds as the time step. The re-

sults obtained from the analyzes made to investigate the effect of time step difference on SPL result
were compared with experimental data. Figure 5
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CONCLUSION

shows the comparison. As it is seen, as the time
step becomes smaller, the solution is detailed and
gives closer results to the experimental data. Therefore in order to measure the effect of different turbulence models on the sound pressure level the time
step is set to 10e-5 seconds.
In order to demonstrate the effect of different
turbulence models on Sound Pressure Level, four
different analyses were performed using a case file
containing 3 million mesh. In the analyses, 10e-5
was chosen as the time step and 8o as the angle of
attack.
Large Eddy Simulation is divided into different subtitles. These are Smagorinsky-Lilly, WALE,
and WMLES. Smagorinsky-Lilly model; it is used
to simulate turbulent flows around the surface
mounted cube in a rectangular channel [33].
WALE; it is a method used for wall-bounded flows.
WMLES; the modeled wall is the LES method and
is an alternative to classical LES [34]. Reduces the
need for number-based mesh resolution of classic
wall-looking LES [32].

Aeroacoustics in wind turbines is a very complicated and important subject. Many equations and
formulas have been developed for estimating noise
level. Also, CFD software improved about this
subject. CFD programs are more preferred because
they are more economical than experimental tests.
URANS and Large Eddy Simulation are the most
widely used turbulence methods. In both methods,
FW-H acoustic analogy was used for the analyzes
of NACA 0015 airfoil for calculating sound pressure level. LES gave more reliable results. As a
result of all analyses; in the study on the average
sound pressure related to the airfoil, the most appropriate option in the use of LES method is Smagorinsky-Lilly model. It is apparent that more work
is needed in this field. The vortex effect in the tip
region of the airfoil, which enables the formation of
the voice, needs to be examined and analyzed better. In order to compare acoustical calculations
using simulation, the number of wind tunnel experiments should be increased. As the experimental
data becomes more frequent, the development of
the used calculation programs will also increase.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Based on the capping breakthrough experiment, this paper obtains the migration breakthrough
performance of methane in shale reservoirs through
parallel stratigraphic and vertical stratigraphic samples. The methane adsorption model is optimized
and the adsorption properties of the adsorbed and
free methane in the reservoir have been discussed.
It is found that the methane molecules are mainly
diffuse and transported in the parallel stratum direction in the reservoir. The vertical breakthrough is
difficult, the breakthrough radius is small, and the
reservoir has the characteristics of vertical selfclosing and parallel beam direction short-distance
migration. The LF model is used to retrieve the
theoretical gas content of adsorbed gas in shale
under different buried depths. The theoretical maximum buried depth of adsorbed gas content is about
700m. After that, the content of adsorbed gas decreases with the increase of buried depth. The free
gas is calculated based on the ideal gas state equation. The theoretical gas content and free gas content are basically unchanged after the burial depth
increases first, and the maximum theoretical free
gas content is between 0.99 and 3.93 m3/t. With the
increase of burial depth, the total gas content shows
a trend of rapidly increasing first and then decreasing slowly. The total gas content of shale gas is less
affected by ground temperature, and reservoir pressure is the main factor controlling total gas content.
The total gas content of shale gas in southern Sichuan is between 0.08-5.67 m3/t, and the critical
transition depth from shale gas adsorption to free
gas is between 1300-4900m.

China's shale gas exploration shows that the
complexity of regional geology and reservoir geology determines the main controlling factors of shale
gas enrichment and its distribution law [1-3]. It
includes all factors including "production, storage,
cover, transportation, gathering, and save. However, since the shale gas is mainly transported by short
distance and the source rock is the angry layer,
WKHVH VL[ HOHPHQWV FDQ EH VXPPDUL]HG DV ³VRXUFH
VWRUDJHFRYHUDQGSURWHFWLRQ´>-@7KH³VRXUFH´
is the source rock hydrocarbon generation condition
FRQWUROOHG E\ RUJDQLF FDUERQ DQG WKH ³VWRUDJH´ is
the storage condition provided by the inorganic
pores and organic pores formed after the kerogen
FUDFNLQJDQGK\GURFDUERQGLVFKDUJH7KH³FRYHU´LV
the various dense layers above and below the rock
IRUPDWLRQ 7KH ³JXDUDQWHH´ LV WKH SUHVHUYDWLRQ
condition of shale gas. By studying the breakthrough performance and adsorption characteristics
of methane in shale, it provides theoretical significance for shale gas production and development.
This study can provide reference for the evaluation
of shale gas resources in southern Sichuan.
The capillary breakthrough process of nonwetting properties through porous media is reflected in Fig. 1 [8]. The breakthrough pressure is actually the capillary closure efficiency of a porous
medium with a multiphase pore system (given the
pore size distribution) [9-11]. This term reflects the
overpressure of the non-wetting phase and reflects
the fact that the wetting angle exceeds the percolation threshold to some extent and the non-wetting
phase continuously passes through the pore system.
These processes will include maximum flow pores,
including the minimum resistance to capillary displacement. At this stage, the flow of the nonwetting phase will focus on and be limited to a
small portion of the interconnected pore system. If
the overpressure continues to rise, excess flow

KEYWORDS:
Shale gas, reservoir breakthrough, adsorption, Longmaxi
Formation, southern Sichuan Basin
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paths through the porous medium will form, increasing the effective permeability and non-wetting
phase saturation of the non-wetting phase. The flow
path will become less focused (flow path branching
increases), and the main force of fluid flow will
change from capillary dominated to viscosity dominated [5, 7-13].

it passes through the continuous shale core. The
procedures are as follows:
(1) The rock sample is ultrasonically cleaned
and placed in a constant temperature oven for 8
hours, the weighing m0. Then take it out and place
it at room temperature;
(2) The core is placed in the core holder, the
upstream is connected to the gas storage tank, and
an iron pipe is connected at the outlet and placed in
the water to observe the bubble. Connect the instrument and remove residual gases from the line.
In order to ensure no air leakage, the confining
pressure is first increased to 2 MPa, and the pressure at the inlet end is gradually increased.
(3) Due to the low breakthrough pressure of
dry shale gas, the breakthrough time is short. The
gas pressure starts from 0.01MPa. Then it is pressed
up 15% of the previous pressure, and presses up
every 10min. When the gas is continuously detected
at the outlet, it indicates that the breakthrough pressure has been reached.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. The shale breakthrough pressure
and diffusion coefficient were selected from the
outcrop samples of the Longmaxi Formation in
southern Sichuan. As shown in Table 1, the experiments was carried out. The parallel experiment was
carried out using samples parallel to the shale bedding and perpendicular to the shale bedding.
Experimental methods. The gas breakthrough pressure of dry shale refers to the minimum
resistance that gas (methane) needs to overcome as

FIGURE 1
Non-wetting capillary breakthrough process through porous media [8]
TABLE 1
Shale gas breakthrough pressure test results
No.
MD-2
FDCW-1
FDCW-2
XXC-7
MD-2
FDCW-1
FDCW-2
XXC-7

Bedding plane
Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Vertical
Vertical
Vertical
Vertical

Length×Diameter㸦cm2㸧
5.035×2.455
5.034×2.460
5.052×2.464
4.370×2.500
5.025×2.470
5.033×2.468
4.200×2.464
3.731×2.500
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Degree of fracture development
Multiple longitudinal micro cracks
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
A near horizontal micro crack
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
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Theoretical methods. The shale adsorption
models mainly includes L model (Langmuir model), F m (Freundlich model), LF model (LangmuirFreundlich model) and DA model (DubininAstakhov model), etc. [14-15]. The principle and
formula are as follows:
L model: The state equation of monolayer adsorption proposed by Langmuir, Eq. (1) is its expression:

V

VL P
P  PL

P KU w gh u 10-3

Where: Ș is the pressure coefficient, the study
area takes the value 1.7; ȡw is the density of the
water body, the value is 1.0g/cm3; g is the gravity
acceleration, N/kg, the value is 9.80N/kg; h is the
reservoir burial depth, m.
The applicability of different models shows
that the average error of F model is the largest, and
the fitting effect of L-F model and D-A model is
better. The fitting effect of L-F model and D-A
model is better, and the error value is less than 1%
[14]. Combined with the rationality and simplicity
of parameter selection, this study mainly used L-F
model to calculate the adsorption gas content under
different buried depths.

(1)

where, V is the adsorption amount at pressure
P, m3/t; VL is the saturated adsorption amount, m3/t;
PL is the Langmuir pressure, MPa; P is the equilibrium pressure, MPa.
F model: The state equation of multimolecular layer adsorption derived by Freundlich,
Eq. (2) is its expression:

V

aP

n

RESULTS

(2)

Experimental results. The results of indoor
exploratory experiments are presented in Table 2. It
shows that the horizontal diffusion coefficient of
the micro-cracks with macroscopic development is
62.5-322.2 times that of the micro-cracks without
macroscopic cracks. The vertical breakthrough
pressure of the micro-cracks with macroscopic
development is the 6.46-7.92 times of the breakthrough pressure of micro-cracks without visible
micro-cracks. The vertical diffusion coefficient of
the micro-cracks with macroscopic development is
3.54-25.10 times of the diffusion coefficient of
visible micro-cracks. It is related to shale anisotropy in different regions. Under the same conditions,
the parallel diffusion coefficient of the stratum is
1.23-27.21 times of the vertical diffusion coefficient of the stratum, and the vertical breakthrough
pressure of the stratum is 0.87-13.23 times of the
stratum breakthrough pressure.
The development of micro-cracks in the reservoir can significantly improve the gas diffusion
capacity, and the horizontal and vertical permeability differences are significant. The horizontal diffusion ability of the formation is stronger than the
vertical diffusion ability of the formation. At the
same time, the vertical breakthrough pressure of the
shale reservoir is obviously greater than the breakthrough pressure of the stratum level. The vertical
breakthrough is difficult and has lithologic sealing
characteristics. According to the comprehensive
analysis, the migration mode of shale gas in the
reservoir is short-distance migration. The migration
direction is difficult for vertical self-enclosed migration, and horizontal migration is dominant. Gas
reservoirs can realize large-scale oil and gas transmission through long-term short-distance migration.

Where: a is the Freundlich coefficient,
m3/(t·MPan); n is the Freundlich index.
L-F model: Considering the complex factors
such as the non-uniformity of the adsorbent surface
and the interaction between the adsorbed molecules, Eq. (3) is the expression:

V

VL

Pn
P n  PL

(3)

Where n is a model parameter related to temperature and shale pore distribution, which is used
to correct the adsorption site and the adsorption
molecule. When n=1, it is the L model.
D-A model: Based on micropore filling and
adsorption potential theory, Dubinin and Astakhov
proposed one adsorption
model [10-13],
p



(5)

(4)

where
is the micropore volume of the adsorbent, mL/g; E is the adsorption characteristic
energy, L·MPa/mol; n is the parameter related to
the non-uniformity of the adsorbent; when n=2, it is
the D-F model.
The Langmuir volume and the Langmuir pressure were calculated according to the fitting curves
of the different adsorption models. VL characterizes
the maximum adsorption amount, and PL is the
pressure at which the adsorption amount of shale is
half of its maximum adsorption amount, that is,
when V=VL/2, P=PL.
Generally, the hydrostatic pressure is taken as
the reservoir pressure P (unit is MPa), and the pressure coefficient is considered in the study area:
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TABLE 2
Shale gas breakthrough pressure test results
No.

Length×Diameter
漏cm2漐

Bedding plane

Breakthrough
time t (s)

Breakthrough
pressure P (MPa)

Diffusion
coefficient

MD-2

Horizontal

5.035×2.455

0.13

92

2.928

FDCW-1
FDCW-2
XXC-7

Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal

5.034×2.460
5.052×2.464
4.370×2.500

0.84
1.03
0.98

5578
24027
3741

0.04685
0.009087
0.03725

MD-2

Vertical

5.025×2.470

1.72

253352

0.1076

FDCW-1
FDCW-2
XXC-7

Vertical
Vertical
Vertical

5.033×2.468
4.200×2.464
3.731×2.500

1.31
0.90
0.99

20699
27910
6754

0.01974
0.004287
0.0304

Degree of
fracture development
Multiple longitudinal
micro cracks
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
A near horizontal
micro crack
No visible cracks
No visible cracks
No visible cracks

TABLE 3
The theoretical adsorption gas content at different depth
Depth
(m㸧

Temperature
(Ԩ)

10
130
400
700
1000
1300
1600
1900
2200
2500
2800
3100
3400
3700
4000
4300
4600
4900
5200
5500
5800
6100

15.3
18.3
25.0
32.5
40.0
47.5
55.0
62.5
70.0
77.5
85.0
92.5
100.0
107.5
115.0
122.5
130.0
137.5
145.0
152.5
160.0
167.5

V1
P1
dP=0.8MPa/hm
dT=2.5Ԩ/hm
0.1
0.06
1.0
2.24
3.2
2.84
5.6
2.69
8.0
2.49
10.4
2.28
12.8
2.09
15.2
1.91
17.6
1.75
20.0
1.60
22.4
1.46
24.8
1.34
27.2
1.22
29.6
1.12
32.0
1.02
34.4
0.93
36.8
0.85
39.2
0.78
41.6
0.71
44.0
0.65
46.4
0.60
48.8
0.54

P2
V2
dP=1.4MPa/hm
dT=2.5Ԩ/hm
0.1
0.17
1.8
2.81
5.6
2.95
9.8
2.73
14.0
2.51
18.2
2.29
22.4
2.10
26.6
1.92
30.8
1.75
35.0
1.60
39.2
1.47
43.4
1.34
47.6
1.22
51.8
1.12
56.0
1.02
60.2
0.93
64.4
0.85
68.6
0.78
72.8
0.71
77.0
0.65
81.2
0.60
85.4
0.54

P3
V3
dP=2.0MPa/hm
dT=2.5Ԩ/hm
0.2
0.32
2.6
3.01
8.0
2.98
14.0
2.74
20.0
2.51
26.0
2.30
32.0
2.10
38.0
1.92
44.0
1.75
50.0
1.60
56.0
1.47
62.0
1.34
68.0
1.22
74.0
1.12
80.0
1.02
86.0
0.93
92.0
0.85
98.0
0.78
104.0
0.71
110.0
0.65
116.0
0.60
122.0
0.54

and the shale gas in the reservoir is often not effectively preserved. So it can be considered that under
the actual effective depth of shale gas, with the
increase of buried depth, the negative effect of
temperature on the amount of adsorbed gas gradually exceeds the positive effect of pressure, and the
content of adsorbed gas gradually decreases with
depth. The pUHVVXUH JUDGLHQWV GRQ¶W KDYH D VLJQLIL
cant influence on the theoretical gas content of the
adsorbed gas. This is related to the adsorption
mechanism of methane molecules in the shale
pores. When the pore diameter of the shale exceeds
2nm, the methane molecules are double-layered
adsorbed and the adsorption amount is basically
kept constant as the pressure increases.
The free gas content under different reservoir
pressure coefficients increased first with the increase of burial depth, and then become more constant. The maximum free gas content varied greatly
under different reservoir pressure gradients, which

Theoretical results. The theoretical values of
shale adsorption gas content in the burial depth of
the Longmaxi Formation shale are obtained in Table 3. The surface temperature is assumed as 15 °C
and the reservoir pressure is assumed as 0 MPa.
Different temperature gradients (dT) and pressure
gradients (dP) are selected to calculate the temperature and reservoir pressure of different buried
depths.
The change of adsorption gas content under
different reservoir pressure gradients is the same,
that is, the first increase and then decrease with the
increase of buried depth (Fig. 2). The theoretical
maximum buried depth of adsorbed gas content is
about 700m. If the pressure coefficient is larger, the
maximum value of the adsorbed gas content is
larger. Combined with structural preservation conditions and shale gas development results, the shallow Longmaxi Formation reservoirs mostly undergo long-term tectonic uplifting and reconstruction,
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appeared in the vicinity of 3400m to 5200m respectively. (Fig. 3). The maximum free gas content of
the Longmaxi Formation shale varies greatly under
different pressure coefficients. The maximum free
gas content of the Longmaxi Formation shale is
about 0.99 m3/t when the pressure gradient is 0.8
MPa/hm, and the Longmaxi Formation shale is
about 0.99 m3/t. The maximum free gas content of
the Longmaxi Formation shale is about 2.08m3/t,
and the maximum free gas content of the Longmaxi
Formation shale is about 3.93m3/t when the pressure gradient is 2.0MPa/hm.

The shale gas is dissolved in a small part, so
the total gas content can be approximated by the
sum of the adsorbed gas and the free gas content.
By adding the adsorption gas and free gas phase
under the same local temperature and reservoir
pressure, the total gas content of shale in different
depth (temperature and pressure) environment can
be calculated (Table 4).
With the increase of burial depth, the total gas
content firstly increases rapidly and then decreases
slowly. The larger the pressure gradient, the total
gas content decreases slower with the decreasing of
burial depth (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 2
The adsorption gas content at different depth

FIGURE 3
The free gas content under different depth
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TABLE 4
Variation characteristics of total gas content under different temperature gradients
Depth (m)
dP (MPa/hm)
dT (Ԩ
Ԩ/hm)
10
130
400
700
1000
1300
1600
1900
2200
2500
2800
3100
3400
3700
4000
4300
4600
4900
5200
5500
5800
6100

V1
0.8
0.08
2.42
3.28
3.33
3.27
3.18
3.07
2.97
2.87
2.77
2.67
2.58
2.49
2.40
2.32
2.24
2.17
2.10
2.03
1.96
1.89
1.83

V2
1.4
2.0
0.20
3.13
3.75
3.90
3.95
3.96
3.93
3.89
3.85
3.79
3.74
3.69
3.63
3.58
3.52
3.47
3.42
3.37
3.32
3.27
3.22
3.18

V3
2.0

V 1`
0.8

0.37
3.51
4.24
4.66
4.95
5.17
5.32
5.43
5.52
5.57
5.62
5.64
5.66
5.67
5.67
5.67
5.67
5.66
5.65
5.64
5.63
5.61

0.08
2.40
3.21
3.21
3.10
2.98
2.84
2.71
2.59
2.47
2.37
2.26
2.17
2.08
1.99
1.91
1.84
1.77
1.70
1.64
1.57
1.52

V 2`
1.4
2.5
0.20
3.09
3.62
3.70
3.69
3.64
3.58
3.50
3.42
3.34
3.27
3.19
3.12
3.05
2.99
2.93
2.87
2.82
2.77
2.72
2.67
2.62

V 3`
2.0
0.36
3.43
4.01
4.30
4.48
4.60
4.67
4.71
4.73
4.74
4.73
4.72
4.70
4.67
4.65
4.63
4.60
4.57
4.55
4.52
4.50
4.48

FIGURE 4
Relationship between total gas content and burial depth under different temperature and
pressure conditions
affected by ground temperature, but mainly controlled by reservoir pressure [16-19].
Using the relationship between the adsorbed
gas and the free gas and the buried depth, the ratio
of the adsorbed gas to the total gas content is calculated in Table 5. The relationship between proportion of adsorbed gas and buried depth under different temperature and pressure conditions is plotted
in Fig. 5.

Under the same geothermal gradient, the higher the reservoir pressure gradient, the larger the
total gas content under the same burial depth. The
decreasing speed of total gas content decreases with
increasing of depth. Under the same pressure gradient, with the burial depth, the total gas content
trends are basically similar, and the total gas content is between 0.08-5.67 m3/t. Therefore, for different burial depth shale, its total gas content is less
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TABLE 5
Calculation results of the ratio of adsorbed gas to total gas content under different temperature gradients
Depth (m)
VA/VT1
VA/VT2
VA/VT3
dP (MPa/hm)
0.8
1.4
2.0
dT (Ԩ
Ԩ/hm)
2.0
400
88.69
80.68
71.97
700
84.32
73.05
61.37
1000
80.78
67.31
53.83
1300
77.70
62.67
48.07
1600
74.88
58.71
43.44
1900
72.22
55.20
39.58
2200
69.66
52.02
36.29
2500
67.19
49.08
33.42
2800
64.80
46.33
30.88
3100
62.47
43.76
28.60
3400
60.22
41.33
26.53
3700
58.03
39.05
24.65
4000
55.91
36.88
22.93
4300
53.85
34.84
21.34
4600
51.87
32.91
19.87
4900
49.94
31.08
18.52
5200
48.08
29.36
17.26
5500
46.29
27.73
16.09
5800
44.56
26.19
15.00
6100
42.89
24.74
13.99
NRWHV³$´UHIHUVWR³$EVRUEHGJDV´³7´UHIHUVWR³7RWDOJDV´

VA/VT1`
0.8
88.51
83.91
80.08
76.68
73.51
70.47
67.51
64.63
61.82
59.07
56.39
53.78
51.25
48.80
46.43
44.15
41.95
39.84
37.81
35.87

VA/VT2`
1.4
2.5
81.47
73.79
67.86
62.94
58.65
54.80
51.25
47.96
44.86
41.95
39.21
36.62
34.18
31.88
29.72
27.69
25.79
24.01
22.34
20.78

VA/VT3`
2.0
74.25
63.78
56.05
49.96
44.97
40.74
37.08
33.86
30.99
28.41
26.07
23.94
21.99
20.21
18.57
17.07
15.69
14.41
13.24
12.17

FIGURE 5
Proportion of adsorbed gas under different temperature and pressure conditions
4900m when the temperature gradient is 2.5 °C/hm,
and the conversion depth is about 4200m when the
temperature gradient is 2.0 °C/hm. When the reservoir pressure gradient is 1.4 MPa/hm, the conversion depth is about 2150 m with the temperature
gradient of 2.5 °C/hm, and, the conversion depth is
about 2300 m when the temperature gradient is 2.0
°C/hm. When the reservoir pressure gradient is 2.0
MPa/hm, the conversion depth is about 1150m
when the temperature gradient is 2.5 °C/hm, and
the conversion depth is about 1300m when the
temperature gradient is 2.0°C/hm. Therefore, the
greater the pressure gradient of the shale gas reser-

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that under different
temperature gradients, the ratio of adsorbed gas to
free gas decreases with the increase of burial depth,
which indicates that the specific gravity of the adsorbed gas gradually decreases, and the specific
gravity of free gas gradually increases. Under different temperature and pressure conditions, the
shale gas accumulation depth can be defined when
the adsorption gas and the free gas content are
equal, that is, the buried depth of the formation
corresponding to the total gas content of the adsorption gas is 50%. When the reservoir pressure gradient is 0.8 MPa/hm, the conversion depth is about
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Cisplatin, an anticarcinogenic agent, is reported
to have side-effects that include hepatotoxicity. Probiotics are live microorganisms which, when administered in adequate amounts, confer a health benefit
on the host. Thus, the objective of this study was to
investigate the protective effects of probiotic bacteria against cisplatin-induced hepatotoxicity. Sprague-Dawley male rats weighing 220-250g were used
in the study. Fifty rodents were assigned to five
groups (10 in each group). The groups received treatments for seven days. On day eight, the rats were decapitated, and blood and liver tissue were taken.
When the liver tissue was assessed for oxidative
stress, that in Group II was found to have significantly increased stress compared to that in the other
groups (p<0.050). It was determined that serum
AST, ALT, and LDH levels; the SOD activity; and
the GHS levels in liver homogenates from CPtreated rats were significantly decreased when compared with the other groups (p<0.05). The MDA levels in liver homogenates from CP-treated rats were
significantly increased when compared with other
groups (p<0.05). Cytokine levels (IL-8, IL-ȕDQG
TNF-Į) in the liver tissue were significantly elevated
in the Group II compared to those in Group I
(p<0.050). The comparative values were similar in
Groups I and V. Bax and 8-OHdG cell density were
significantly elevated in Group II compared to
Group I, Group IV and Group V. Probiotic bacteria
were observed to have a protective effect against CPinduced hepatic damage.

Cisplatin (cis-diamminedichloroplatinum II;
CP) is an anticancer agent used in the treatment of
many types of cancer, such as non-small cell lung
cancer, stomach cancer, head and neck cancers,
ovarian cancer, testicular cancer, cervical cancer,
and germ cell tumors. CP destroys cancer cells using
cytotoxic and apoptotic action. Unfortunately this
destroys not only cancer cells, but also normal dividing cells. Side-effects of CP treatment include nephrotoxicity, bone marrow suppression, gastrointestinal toxicity, neurotoxicity, ototoxicity, and hepatotoxicity [1, 2]. CP treatment occurs in acute renal
failure (ARF), which is associated with abnormal
isozyme-selective regulation of the hepatic cytochrome P450 enzyme and the downregulation of
specific hepatic microsomal and male-specific P450
isozymes in rats. Therefore, the downregulation of
hepatic P450 enzymes in male rats after CP treatment occurs due to the disruption of hepatic and testicular functions [3, 4]. However, the prevalence of
CP toxicity is high, and liver toxicity is the most
prominent side effect [5]. CP-induced pathological
signs [6, 7] and acute liver failure in laboratory animals [8, 9]. In recent years, many studies have shown
that cisplatin-induced cytotoxicity is closely related
to increased ROS formation [10, 11]. ROS is an important factor in the pathway of apoptosis; increased
ROS formation changes the mitochondrial membrane potential and ultimately damages the respiratory chain that triggers the apoptotic process. [12,
13]. Previous studies have shown that compounds
interfering with ROS generation can inhibit cisplatin-induced DNA damage and apoptosis, linking cisplatin toxicity with the activation of oxidative stress
pathways [14]. Probiotics with microbial food supplements are mainly composed of lactic acid bacteria
containing Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium, Streptococcus, and Enterococcus strains [15, 16]. These are
used for the prevention of bacterial infections, the reduction of alcohol-induced oxidative stress, [17]
cancer treatment, [18] hepatic encephalopathy, [19]
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liver tissue samples were collected for biochemical
analysis, and histopathological/immunohistochemical examination was conducted.

and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug enteropathy [20]. In previous studies, a protective effect of
probiotic use against carbon tetrachloride (CCl4)-induced liver damage has been reported [21]. In the
present study, we aimed to investigate the hepatoprotective effects of Lactobacillus rhamnosus, Lactobacillus fermentum, and Lactobacillus brevisin an experimental animal model of cisplatin-induced hepatic damage.

Blood Sample Collection. Five days after the
CP-treatment, blood samples were collected from
the liver of each rat. The rodents were euthanized via
cervical dislocation. The blood samples were centrifuged within one hour of collection to obtain serum
samples, which were then analyzed for AST, ALT,
and LDH levels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biochemical analysis. The liver tissue was homogenized using a tissue homogenizer. The homogenates were centrifuged, the supernatants were obtained, and superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity and
glutathione (GSH) and malondialdehyde (MDA)
levels were determined.

Animals. 50 male Spraque Dawley rats 200±
250g. were obtained from the Experimental Animal
Laboratory of Ataturk University. The animals were
housed in a condition standard laboratory. This experimental study was approved by the Local Ethics
Committee for Animal Experiments of Ataturk University (Protocol no: 2018/189).

Biochemical Cytokines analysis. Rat-specific
cytokine levels were determined for interleukin-8
(IL-8), interleukin-ȕ ,/-ȕ  DQG WXPRU QHFURVis
factor (TnF-Į  FRQFHQWUDWLRQV XVLQJ LPPXQRDVVD\
NLWVDFFRUGLQJWRWKHPDQXIDFWXUHU¶VSURWRFROV

Analysis and Preparation of Probiotic Mixture. For the isolation of lactobacilli from the kefir,
Man, Rogosa, and Sharpe (MRS, Merck, Germany)
were seeded with agar media and the plates were incubated anaerobically at 30°C for 48 hours. At the
end of the incubation, white and opaque colonies
were tested for catalase. Catalase-negative colonies
were identified byAPICH50. Lactobacillus rhamnosus, Lactobacillus fermentum, and Lactobacillus
brevis were isolated as lactic acid bacteria. The bacteria were separated from the supernatant culture by
centrifugation, washed with an ice-cold phosphate
saline buffer, and resuspended in PBS. The final concentration of the mixture was adjusted to contain 105
lactic acid bacteria in 1ml.

Histopathological and immuno-histoche-mical study. The liver tissue samples were collected,
placed in 10% formalin solution for 48hours, and then
washed under running tap water for histopathological
evaluation. The tissue was routinely processed and
was then was encased in blocks of paraffin. Tissue
sections that had been cut to 4 Pm thickness were
taken from each block, placed on the slides, stained,
and
examined
under
a
Leica
DM1000laboratorymicroscopeto perform an assessment of the hematoxylin-eosin and fibrous tissue
staining and adhesion. Bax and 8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine(8-OhdG) staining were conducted with
respect to hepatic immunohistochemistry.

Experimental protocol. Group I served as the
control. It received vehicles for seven days and cisSODWLQ ௗPJNJLS IRUWKUHHGD\VVWDUWLQJDWGD\
five. Groups III and IV received a probiotic mixture
(105 LQPOPOௗPJNJLJ SURELRWLFPL[WXUH (1
POௗPJNJLJ IRUVHYHQGD\VDVZHOODVFLVSODWLQ
ௗPJNJ LS  LQMHFWLRQ IRUWKUHH GD\V VWDUWLQJ DW
day five. Group V received probiotic mixture (1
POௗPJNJLJ IRUVHYHQGD\VOn day eight, the rats
were anaesthetized, intracardiac blood samples were
taken, and the animals were sacrificed. Blood and

Statistical analysis. All data were statistically
evaluated using a one-way ANOVA using
SPSS20.00, followed by DuncanPosthoc test. The
data were expressed as mean ±SD. P<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. In the histopathological examination, a Kruskal-Wallis test was
used for nonparametric tests and a Mann-Whitney U
test was used for the comparison of two groups.

TABLE 1
All groups of study and animal protocol.
Groups

Treatment

Group I
Group II
Group III
Group IV
Group V

Control (distilled water i.g.)
Probiotic mixture (0.5 ml/mg/kg i.g.) + Cisplatin (ௗPJNJLS)
Probiotic mixture (1 ml/mg/kg i.g.) + Cisplatin (ௗPJNJLS)
Cisplatin (ௗPJNJLS)
Probiotic mixture (1 ml/mg/kg i.g.)
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The number of animals
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10
10
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10
10
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Effects of the Probiotic on IL-8, IL-ȕ DQG
TNF-ĮOHYHOVLQOLYHUKRPRJHQDWHVDuring the cytokine analysis, IL-8 levels were found to be significantly lower in than other groups (p<0.05; Figure
2A). During IL-ȕ DQDO\VLV DQG III levels were
found to be significantly higher other groups
(p<0.05; Figure 2B). TNF-ĮOHYHOVZHUHIRXQGWREH
statistically higher than in other groups (p<0.05).

RESULTS
Effects of the Probiotic on ALT, AST and
LDH levels in serum. The liver enzyme activity
(ALT, AST, and LDH) in the CP-treated group was
shown to be significantly increased when compared
to Groups I, IV and V (p<0.05; Table 2).
Effects of the Probiotic on SOD activity GSH
and MDA level in in liver homogenates. The SOD
activity in liver homogenates from CP-treated rats
was significantly decreased when compared with
that of the other groups (p<0.05). was of SOD activities was higher than CP induced group (p<0.05; Figure1A). The MDA levels of the CP group were significantly higher than those in Groups I, IV and V
(p<0.05). However, treatment with a probiotic dose
of 1ml significantly inhibited this increase in MDA
levels (p<0.05). All MDA levels are shown in Figure1B.The GSH levels of CP-treated animals were
significantly decreased compared to those in the control group (p<0.05). However, the GSH levels of
groups treated with probiotics were significantly increased (p<0.05; Figure1C).

Effect of the Probiotic on pathological
changes in the liver.
Group I: A normal histological appearance was
seen (Figure3A).
Group II: Sinusoidal spaces were dilated and
hyperemia and hemorhage were observed. There
was severe coagulation, necrosis, and hydropic degeneration in hepatocytes (Figure3B).
Group III: There was mild doping and hyperemia in the sinusoids, and moderate hydropic degeneration in the hepatocytes (Figure3C).
Group IV: Mild hydropic degeneration was observed in the hepatocytes. Mild hyperemia was detected in interstitial vessels (Figure3D).
Group V: The paranasal sinuses and serosa
were normal in histological appearance. (Figure3E).

TABLE 2
Serum liver parameters for all groups.
Group I
Group II
Group III
Group IV
Group V

ALT
68±9A
114±12B
61±5A
59±4A
70±8A

AST
195±36A
358±12B
200±18A
216±11A
199±23A

LDH
411±42A
695±15B
674±38B
421±29A
379±31A

(p<0.05, n=10), the results were expressed as mean ± SD

FIGURE 1
Illustration of activity and levels of SOD, MDA
and GSH for all groups in the liver tissue.

FIGURE 2
Cytokines levels in the liver tissue for all groups.

A; SOD activity, B; MDA levels and C; GSH level the letters indicate the statistical differences among groups
(p<0.05, n=10).

A; IL-8, B; IL-ȕ&71)-Įthe letters indicate the statistical
differences among groups (p<0.05, n=10).
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FIGURE 3
Histopathologic examinations of rat liver sections of Group I (A), Group II (B), Group III (C), Group IV
(D) and Group V (E), severe degeneration (arrowheads) and necrosis (arrows), IHC-P, Bar:100 μm.

FIGURE 4
Immunohistochemical staining for the Bax expression in the liver sections of Group I (A), Group II (B),
Group III (C), Group IV (D) and Group V (E), IHC- Bar:20 μm.
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Group III: Moderate Bax and 8-OHdG expression was seen in hepatocytes (Figure 4C, 5C).
Group IV: Slightintracytoplasmic Bax and 8OHdG expression was seen in hepatocytes (Figure
4D, 5D).
Group V: Bax and 8-OHdG expression were
not seen in liver parenchymal cells (Figure 4E, 5E).

Effect of the Probiotic on Bax and 8-OHdG
expression in the liver.
Group I: In the immunohistochemical examination of liver tissues, Bax and8-OHdG expression in
hepatocytes were not determined (Figure 4A, 5A).
Group II: Severe cytoplasmic Bax and 8-OHdG
expression was seen in hepatocytes (Figure 4B, 5B).

FIGURE 5
Immunohistochemical staining for the 8-OHdG in the liver sections of Group I (A), Group II (B), Group
III (C), Group IV (D) and Group V (E) 40X, IHC-P.
TABLE 3
Histopathological and immunohistochemical findings in liver tissues.
Group I Group II Group III Group IV
Hydropic degeneration in hepatocytes
+++
++
+
Coagulation necrosis in hepatocytes
+++
+
Hyperaemia in interstitial vessels and sinusoids
+++
+++
++
Bax
+++
++
+
8-OHdG
+++
++
+
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DISCUSSION

it was observed that the application of probiotic mixtures, which decreased GSH levels after CP administration, caused improvement in the GSH level.
Under normal circumstances, the body maintains a dynamic balance between the production and
detoxification of free radicals through its antioxidant
defense system. But this equilibrium can be disrupted by hepatic oxidative stress, which is usually
caused by drug-induced liver damage. With the increase in free radicals and the decrease in hepatic antioxidant defense, LPO, a process associated with
free radicals, emerges [34]. The main end product,
MDA, is a highly toxic molecule. Its interaction with
DNA and proteins is often mutagenic and a therogenic, and is considered to be a sign of lipid peroxidation [35]. We observed increases in the levels of
MDA after CP treatment. [36-38] Previous reports
also showed increases in the levels of MDA after CP
treatment [39-41]. In the present study, it was
demonstrated that pretreatment with probiotic mixture significantly decreased cisplatin-induced increases in MDA levels.
Cytokines, which play role in the anti-inflammatory and proinflammatory stages of inflammation, are the main molecules investigated by inflammation models. [42, 43] Since the liver contains receptors for many different types of cytokines, it has
been extensively studied in inflammation models.
Reactive oxygen species produced during oxidative
stress may increase the cytotoxic effects of CP by increasing the release of proinflammatory cytokinessuch as TNF-Į,/-ȕDQG,/-6 [44, 45]. Proinflammatory cytokines have been shown to play an
important role in the pathomechanism of CPinduced damage [40, 46]. Previous studies showed
that in livers exposed to CP, TNF-Į,/-8, and IL-ȕ
increased significantly [47]. In another study, the application of probiotic bacteria improved the immune
response in rats [48]. Probiotic bacteria are largely
prophylactic and thus reduce the inflammatory response involved in acute liver toxicity caused by CP.
Previous studies have reported that inhibitors are effective in improving cisplatin-induced toxicity in
rats [49].
ROS formation not only consumes endogenous
antioxidant enzymes, it also triggers liver cell apoptosis. Bcl-2/Bax is the major regulator of apoptosis;
p53 is known to stimulate apoptosis by up-regulating
Bax expression and down-regulating Bcl-2. CP is a
DNA-damaging substance that forms a CP/DNA
complex which results in cell apoptosis [50]. This
study showed that CP treatment results in an increase
of the apoptotic protein Bax in the liver. Similar results were obtained by other studies [51, 52]. Our results suggest that probiotic treatment reduces Bax
expression in CP-treated rats. This can be attributed
to free radical scavenging activity, inhibition of reactive oxygen species, and proinflammatory cytokine production.

Cisplatin is an anticancerogenic agent used in
the treatment of cancer. CP administration may
cause side effects such as genotoxicity and hepatotoxicity, which may limit the clinical use of CP.
Many studies are being done to discover substances
that stimulate effective defense mechanisms against
CP toxicity. Various antioxidants have been shown
to have some protective effects against CP-induced
toxicity [22-24]. The aim of this study was to investigate whether probiotic mixtures prevented liver tissue damage caused by CP. The protective effects of
probiotic Lactobacillus rhamnosus, Lactobacillus
fermentum, and Lactobacillus brevis against CPinduced hepatic damage, liver serum enzymes (AST,
ALT, and LDH), oxidative stress parameters (MDA,
SOD, and GSH), cytokine levels (IL-8, IL-ȕ DQG
TNF-Į DSRSWRVLV (Bax), and DNA (8-OHdG) damage were investigated.
AST and ALT are sensitive biomarker enzymes
used in the evaluation of the functional integrity of
liver cells. Increased serum levels of ALT, AST, and
LDH have been reported in experimental animals
that have been treated with CP in previous studies
[25-27]. In this study, we observed significant increases in ALT and AST activity in the serum of CPtreated rats compared with the other groups. LDH is
a stable enzyme found in all cells. When the plasma
membranes of cells are damaged, they are rapidly introduced into the blood. In our data, we found that
serum LDH levels increased significantly in the CPtreated group. The data obtained from our study
showed that the application of probiotic mixtures inhibits AST, ALT, and LDH levels in the serum and
shows protective effects against liver damage caused
by CP.
Cells are equipped with antioxidant systems to
protect against oxidative stress-induced liver damage [28]. In this study, the effects of SOD activity as
an antioxidant on liver tissue were examined. SOD
provides defense against the toxicity of superoxide
radicals. In previous studies, it has been reported that
CP administration reduces SOD activity in liver tissue [29, 30]. In another study, decreased SOD activity due to oxidative toxicity in liver tissue increased
after the application of probiotic bacteria [31]. Our
study was consistent with previous studies, and a significant decrease in the level of SOD was observed
after CP treatment. This was determined to be normal by probiotic mixture treatment.
GSH is an important cellular antioxidant that
prevents oxidation by free radicals during oxidative
stress. Glutathione levels supplemented with symbiotic fermented milk were found to protect against
lead acetate toxicity in rats [32]. The potential to release antioxidative components as a result of the application of probiotic preparations [33]. In our study,
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[4] Villeneuve, J.P., Pichette, V. (2004) Cytochrome P450 and liver diseases. Curr Drug
Metab. 5, 273-82.
[5] Uozumi, J., Ueda, T., Yasumasu, T., Koikawa,
Y., Naito, S., Kumazawa, J., Sueishi, K. (1993)
Platinum accumulation in the kidney and liver
following chemotherapy with cisplatin in humans. Int Urol Nephrol. 25, 215-20.
[6] Cozzaglio, L., Doci, R., Colella, G., Zunino, F.,
Casciarri, G., Gennari, L. (1990) A feasibility
study of high-dose cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil
with glutathione protection in the treatment of
advanced colorectal cancer. Tumori.76 590-4.
[7] Wang, Y., Juan, L.V., Ma, X., Wang D., Ma, H.,
Chang, Y., Nie, G., Jia, L., Duan, X., Liang, X.J.
(2010) Specific hemosiderin deposition in
spleen induced by a low dose of cisplatin: altered iron metabolism and its implication as an
acute hemosiderin formation model. Curr Drug
Metab. 6, 507-15.
[8] Dong, Z., Atherton, S.S. (2007) Tumor necrosis
factor-alpha in cisplatin nephrotoxicity: a homebred foe? Kidney Int. 72, 5-7.
[9] Rao, M., Rao, M.N. (1998) Protective effects of
cystone, a polyherbal ayurvedic preparation, on
cisplatin-induced renal toxicity in rats. J Ethnopharmacol. 62, 1-6.
[10] So, H., Kim, H., Lee, J.H., Park, C., Kim, Y.,
Kim, E., Kim, J.K., Yun, K.J., Lee, K.M., Lee,
H.Y., Moon, S.K., Lim, D.J., Park, R. (2007)
Cisplatin cytotoxicity of auditory cells requires
secretions of proinflammatory cytokines via activation of ERK and NF-kappaB. J Assoc Res
Otolaryngol. 8, 338±355.
[11] Rybak, L.P., Whitworth, C., Somani, S. (1999)
Application of antioxidants and other agents to
prevent cisplatin ototoxicity. Laryngoscope.
109, 1740-1744.
[12] Jezek, P., Hlavata, L. (2005) Mitochondria in
homeostasis of reactive oxygen species in cell,
tissues, and organism. Int J Biochem Cell Biol.
37, 2478-2503.
[13] Valko, M., Rhodes, C.J., Moncol, J., Izakovic,
M., Mazur, M. (2006) Free radicals, metals and
antioxidants in oxidative stress-induced cancer.
Chem Biol Interact. 160, 1-40.
[14] Godbout, J.P., Pesavento, J., Hartman, M.E.,
Manson, S.R., Freund, G.G. (2002) Methylglyoxal enhances cisplatin-induced cytotoxicity by
activating protein kinase C delta. J Biol Chem.
277, 2554-2561.
[15] Franz, C.M., Stiles, M.E., Schleifer, K.H., Holzapfel, W.H. (2003) Enterococci in foods --a conundrum for food safety. Int J Food Microbiol.
88, 105-22.
[16] Bhardwaj, A., Malik, R.K., Chauhan, P. (2008)
Functional and safety aspects of enterococci in
dairy foods. Indian J Microbiol. 48, 317±25.

The pharmacological mechanism of CP in the
treatment of cancer is related to its ability to coordinate with genomic DNA, particularly guanine residues. Despite its success, CP exhibits several drawbacks, including increased resistance and serious
side effects, often associated with the variable repair
mechanisms of nuclear DNA and non-target effects
on specific cytoplasmic components [53-55]. Free
oxygen radicals can cause damage to nuclear DNA.
8-OHdGis considered the most important indicator
of DNA damage [56-58]. Hydroxyl radicals eliminate hydrogen from nucleic acids or react with double bonds leading to 8-OHdG [59]. Altuner et al.
suggested that DNA damage increased following a
single dose of CP in rat ovaries [22]. Previous studies suggested that DNA damage could be reduced by
antioxidant supplementation, [60] and the results of
this study supported this stance. Probiotic administration showed an antioxidant effect by decreasing
ROS-mediated 8-OHdG levels, indicating the prevention of oxidative DNA damage. The immunohistochemical findings showed increases in the
amount of DNA damage in the livers of rats that
were treated with CP. Probiotic treatment significantly reduced CP-induced DNA damage. These results strongly suggest that the administration of probiotic bacteria has genoprotective potential.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate that the administration of a probiotic mixture (Lactobacillus
rhamnosus, Lactobacillus fermentum, and Lactobacillus brevis) provided protection against CPinduced hepatotoxicity, as evident from changes in
liver serum markers. The protection against CPinduced oxidative stress, inflammation, and apoptosis in experimental rats was obtained through the antioxidative and anti-inflammatory potential.
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SIZE DIVERGENCE OF RHAGIUM INQUISITOR: SEXUAL
SIMILARITY VERSUS ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABILITY
Yunus Emre Cakmak, Havva Kubra Soydabas Ayoub*, Fevzi Uckan
Kocaeli University, Faculty of Art and Science, Department of Biology, Kocaeli, Turkey

may direct to healthy trees and can be directly
harmful [4].
It is known that this species is resistant to
drought [5] and thermal hysteresis [6]. Another
survival performance of this beetle is capability of
fed on contaminated substrate with heavy metal,
despite accumulation of heavy metals in its body
[7].
Variations in morphological characters of individuals which in the same life stages are referred
to static allometry [8]. These variations are called
phenotypic plasticity in which occur in the case of
response to environmental stimuli as climate, photoperiod, nutrient and pollution. [9]. The insects
which are considered as bioindicators in environmental pollution are in response to environmental
impacts by variety in their body size and shape
[10].
East of Marmara Region hosts many heavy industrial centers, quarter of two thousand factories
are fertilizer, detergent, petrochemical and metallurgy plants [11]. According to Köppen±Geiger
climate classification system, there are two types of
climatic zones within East of Marmara Basin: humid subtropical climate (CFA) in Black Sea costs
and Hot-summer Mediterranean climate (CSA) in
all other areas [12]. Therefore, it is aimed to evaluate the reaction of the species by variety size differences morphological characters to CSA-CFA climate types, and industrial-forest areas from the
samples collected from the East of Marmara Basin.
Additionally despite genitalia structure has been
studied [13], sexual size differences have not been
studied up to now. One of the objective of study is
to determine size differences between sexes.

ABSTRACT
Rhagium inquisitor (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae), which contributes to the process of decay by
digesting the cambium layers of old trees in ecosystem, is detrimental on timbers. The beetle is resistant to stress condition although sensitive to
environmental changes. Morphological differences
in size of R. inquisitor collected from East of Marmara Basin were investigated between female-male,
humid subtropical climate (CFA)-hot summer Mediterranean climate (CSA) and industry-forest zones.
Multivariate analysis of variance was carried out on
41 morphological traits. Discriminant analysis and
principal component analysis were conducted then.
It is found that between sexes, only one antennal segment and mesotibia have differences, between CSA-CFA zones interocular distance, pronotum, elytra, antenna, profemur, protibia, mesofemur, metatarsus, and industry-forest zones interocular distance, elytra, antenna, and femurs of foreleg,
midleg and hindleg are showed differences. Discriminant analysis supported that original classifications are correct and principal component analysis
showed relations between significant traits.
The results indicated that despite R. inquisitor
does not have sexual dimorphism in size of most
traits, response to environmental stimuli by static
allometry. The relative changes in morphological
characters might affect survival performance of the
insect, on the other hand might cause to be pointed
out this insect as a candidate bioindicator.

KEYWORDS:
Morphometry, CSA, CFA, Industry, Forest, Bioindicator

MATERIALS AND METHODS
INTRODUCTION
The sampling was conducted between 20162018 in East of Marmara Basin and coasts of Black
Sea that located in Marmara Region. Sampling
habitat properties and Köppen±Geiger climatic
classes are listed in Tab. 1. For insect collecting
Scandinavian type three funnel traps were used with
HWKDQRODQGĮ-pinene binary combination as pheromones [14]. The traps were hanged on Pinus nigra.
Morphological identification was conducted
according to Sama (2002) [15]. Samples were de-

Rhagium inquisitor is a bark runner from
family Cerambycidae (Coleoptera). In forest ecosystem, role of the insect is to digest phloem tissue
of old trees at the beginning of successional stages
of wood decay [1, 2, 3]. R. inquisitor supresses
harmful effects of Tomicus piniperda, Hylobius
abietis and Ips sexdentatus by competing with them
and contributes to maintaining balance. On the
other hand when population increased R. inquisitor
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posited in Kocaeli University Biology Department.
Morphometric characters were (Fig. 1) measured
under stereomicroscope (Olympus SZ51, Japan)
which auxiliary macrolens (110AL2X-2 WD38,
Olympus) and microscobe camera (Isolab) with
software MII Image View v.3.7 were attached.
Measurements were calibrated by objective micrometer (Olympus AX001, Japan). To investigate
effects of factors (sex, forests-industrial zone, CSACFA climate type) on the sizes of 41 morphological
characters, the data were divided into binary groups
for statistical analysis. For evaluation of sexual
dimorphism 98 female and 100 male individuals
were used. Regarding to industrialisation effects on

morphometric characters of 90 individuals from the
industrialization zones were compared to 92 individuals from forest zones. For comparison of effects of CSA and CFA climate types 60 and 57
individual were used, respectively. To test significance of size differences between groups multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was carried
out for all factors [16]. Discriminant analysis (DA)
was used to assess whether the classification is
adequate or not and principal component analysis
(PCA) was used to determine relationships between
significantly different traits at CSA-CFA and industrial-forest zones factors [17]. All statistical analyses were conducted in IBM SPSS v.22.0.

FIGURE 1
Photographic and graphical dorsal view of measured morphological characters of adult R. inquisitor.
a. Dorsal view of adult b. body, c. Antenna d. foreleg, e. midleg f. hindleg.
(Figure legends: A: apical, B: basal, E: elytra, F: flagella, L: length, W: width, P: pronotum, Pe: pedicel, Fe: femur ID: interocular distance, S: scape, Pr: pro, Ti: tibia, Ta: tarsus, M: median Ms: meso, Mt: meta)
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TABLE 1
Locations, habitat and climatic properties of sampling area
HABITAT PROPERTIES
CLIMATE
COORDINATES
OF SAMPLING STATIONS
Mixed Pinus nigra, Pinus sylvestris, Quercus and
40°40'45.16"N
CSA
Fagus forest
29°55'30.72"E
40°42'40.49"N
Industrial wood processing plants
CSA
30° 3'6.50"E
40°47'15.34"N
Mixed Pinus nigra and Quercus forest
CSA
29°50'44.72"E
40°47'19.34"N
Mixed Pinus nigra and Quercus forest
CSA
29°50'48.95"E
40°47'19.56"N
Mixed Pinus nigra and Quercus forest
CSA
29°50'44.13"E
40°48'35.06"N
Industrial Area, Timberyard, pine timbers
CSA
29°30'59.89"E
40°48'38.74"N
Industrial Area, Timberyard, pine timbers
CSA
29°30'23.47"E
40°49'10.47"N
Industrial Area, Cupressus and Pinus communities
CSA
29°29'37.09"E
40°49'15.32"N
Industrial Area, Cupressus and Pinus communities
CSA
29°29'37.08"E
40°49'28.54"N
Industrial wood processing plants
CSA
29°30'1.72"E
40°49'35.15"N
Industrial wood processing plants
CSA
29°29'53.18"E
40°49'37.55"N
Industrial wood processing plants
CSA
29°29'54.82"E
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus, Castanea sativa,
40°49'39.17"N
CSA
Pinus sylvestris, Fagus forest
29°54'48.74"E
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus, Fagus, Juniperus,
40°49'39.42"N
CSA
and Pinus sylvestris forest
29°54'52.08"E
40°49'44.07"N
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus and Fagus forest
CSA
29°55'2.62"E
40°49'45.38"N
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus and Fagus forest
CSA
29°55'5.35"E
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus, Castanea sativa,
41°3'1.62"N
CFA
Pinus sylvestris, Fagus forest
29°56'41.83"E
41°3'2.24"N
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus forest
CFA
29°56'38.93"E
Mixed Pinus nigra, Quercus, Castanea sativa,
41°8'42.06"N
CFA
Pinus sylvestris, Fagus forest
30°11'12.80"E

ALTITUDE (m)
237
61
311
310
305
161
161
309
161
125
146
135
430
436
401
386
171
172
5

tance (ID) are found longer, in the individuals collected from CSA region. When the sizes of the
antenna segments were evaluated it had been found
length of pedicel (PeL) is longer in CFA region,
width of 2nd flagella (F2W), width of 3th flagella
(F3W), width of 9th flagella (F9W) (P<0.05) and
width of 8th flagella (F8W) (P<0.001) are wider in
CSA region. At foreleg, length of profemur (PrFeL)
and length of protibia (PrTiL) are longer at CSA
region but width of profemur (PrFeW) is wider in
CFA region(P<0.05). In contrast to profemur, width
of mesofemur (MsFeW) is found wider at CSA
region (P<0.05). At hindleg MtFeW (width of metafemur) is wider (P<0.001) and MtTaL (length of
metatarsus) is longer (P<0.05) in CFA region (Tab.
3). Test statistic of MANOVA are given in Tab. 4.

RESULTS
The first adult was found in March in eastern
Marmara Basin, and last one in September in Black
Sea coast which dominated by CSA and CFA climate types, respectively. To clarify general size of
the insect in the study area mean of all traits between sexes and total size ranges are given in Tab.
2. According to comparison of morphological 41
characters (Fig.1) between sexes, only two traits
which width of 8th flagella (F8W) and length of
mesotibia (MsTiL) are found different. F8W is
narrower and MsTiL is longer in female than male
(P<0.05, Tab. 2).
Between climatic classes CSA and CFA, apical width of pronotum (PAW), basal width of pronotum (PBW), width of elytra (EW) are found
wider, and length of elytra (EL), interocular dis-
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TABLE 2
Sexual size dimorphism of 41 morphological characters in R. inquisitor (SD standard deviation, P < 0.05).
Female (n=98)
Trait
(mm)
Range
Mean±SD
ID
1.12-1.18
1.15±0.15
PAW
1.50-1.65
1.57±0.37
PML
2.12-2.20
2.16±0.2
PBW
1.74-1.85
1.79±0.28
EW
3.65-3.82
3.74±0.40
EL
6.79-7.21
7.00±1.04
TL
10.51-10.99
10.75±1.19
SL
1.03-1.07
1.05±0.10
SW
0.36-0.39
0.38±0.06
PeL
0.15-0.17
0.16±0.04
PeW
0.21-0.23
0.22±0.04
F1L
0.51-0.545
0.53±0.09
F1W
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.05
F2L
0.47-0.50
0.48±0.08
F2W
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.05
F3L
0.78-0.82
0.80±0.09
F3W
0.36-0.38
0.37±0.05
F4L
0.52-0.55
0.53±0.08
F4W
0.32-0.34
0.33±0.05
F5L
0.51-0.54
0.52±0.07
F5W
0.31-0.33
0.32±0.04
F6L
0.42-0.44
0.43±0.07
F6W
0.28-0.30
0.29±0.04
F7L
0.35-0.38
0.36±0.06
F7W
0.26-0.27
0.27±0.03
F8L
0.30-0.32
0.31±0.06
F8W
0.24-0.26
0.25±0.04
F9L
0.47-0.50
0.49±0.08
F9W
0.24-0.25
0.25±0.03
PrFeL
2.78-2.98
2.88±0.50
PrFeW
0.79-0.84
0.82±0.12
PrTiL
2.88-3.01
2.95±0.31
PrTaL
2.00-2.12
2.06±0.29
MsFeL
3.37-3.54
3.45±0.42
MsFeW
0.79-0.83
0.81±0.11
MsTiL
3.18-3.34
3.26±0.39
MsTaL
2.07-2.19
2.13±0.30
MtFeL
4.07-4.27
4.17±0.52
MtFeW
0.76-0.81
0.78±0.10
MtTiL
3.95-4.15
4.05±0.50
MtTaL
2.27-2.42
2.34±0.38
Bold values indicate significantly different traits.

Male (n=100)
Range
Mean±SD
1.14-1.21
1.18±0.16
1.50-1.67
1.58±0.45
2.08-2.19
2.13±0.28
1.74-1.89
1.82±0.37
3.58-3.77
3.68±0.48
6.73-7.07
6.90±0.84
10.44-10.92
10,68±1.22
1.01-1.08
1.04±0.18
0.38-0.40
0.39±0.06
0.15-0.17
0.16±0.04
0.22-0.25
0.23±0.09
0.50-0.54
0.52±0.09
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.05
0.46-0.49
0.48±0.08
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.05
0.77-0.81
0.79±0.10
0.37-0.39
0.38±0.05
0.51-0.54
0.53±0.08
0.32-0.35
0.34±0.05
0.50-0.54
0.52±0.08
0.32-0.34
0.33±0.05
0.41-0.43
0.42±0.07
0.29-0.31
0.30±0.05
0.34-0.37
0.36±0.07
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.04
0.29-0.31
0.30±0.07
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.05
0.45-0.49
0.47±0.09
0.24-0.25
0.25±0.04
2.91-3.03
2.97±0.31
0.79-0.84
0.82±0.13
2.84-2.97
2.90±0.31
2.00-2.11
2.06±0.27
3.20-3.44
3.32±0.62
0.79-0.83
0.81±0.10
3.05-3.23
3.14±0.46
2.03-2.15
2.09±0.31
4.06-4.283
4.17±0.55
0.76-0.81
0.78±0.12
3.98-4.16
4.07±0.47
2.24-2.37
2.31±0.33

Total (n=198)
Range
Mean±SD
1.14-1.18
1.16±0.15
1.52-1.64
1.58±0.41
2.11-2.18
2.15±0.24
1.76-1.85
1.80±0.33
3.64-3.77
3.71±0.44
6.82-7.08
6.95±0.95
10.55-10.89
10.72±1.20
1.03-1.07
1.05±0.14
0.37-0.39
0.38±0.06
0.15-0.17
0.16±0.04
0.22-0.24
0.23±0.07
0.51-0.54
0.52±0.09
0.27-0.28
0.27±0.05
0.47-0.49
0.48±0.08
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.05
0.78-0.81
0.80±0.10
0.37-0.39
0.38±0.05
0.52-0.54
0.53±0.08
0.32-0.34
0.33±0.05
0.51-0.53
0.52±0.08
0.32-0.33
0.32±0.04
0.42-0.43
0.43±0.07
0.28-0.30
0.29±0.04
0.35-0.37
0.36±0.06
0.26-0.28
0.27±0.04
0.30-0.31
0.31±0.06
0.25-0.26
0.26±0.04
0.47-0.49
0.48±0.09
0.24-0.25
0.25±0.04
2.87-2.99
2.93±0.41
0.80-0.84
0.82±0.13
2.88-2.97
2.92±0.31
2.00-2.10
2.06±0.28
3.31-3.46
3.39±0.53
0.80-0.82
0.81±0.10
3.14-3.26
3.20±0.43
2.07-2.15
2.11±0.30
4.09-4.24
4.17±0.53
0.77-0.80
0.78±0.11
3.99-4.13
4.06±0.48
2.28-2.37
2.33±0.35

FIGURE 2
Component plots of principal component analysis of significant traits in climate types
(variance of PC1 is 32,987%, PC2 is 18,207%)
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flagella (F1L and F3L, width of 2,4,5,6,7,8th segments of flagella (F2W, F4W, F5W, *F6W, F8W),
PrFeW, *MsFeW, MtFeW are found wider in forest area, only MtTaL is found longer in industrial
zone (P<0.05, *P<0.001, Table 3) in industrial
zones. As a result of DA of industrial and forest
zones 75,8% of original grouped cases correctly
classified (Tab.6). For traits of individuals collected
from industrial and forest zones the variance of the
first principal component is found 43,847%, and the
second principal component is 14,561% (Fig. 3).

As a result of DA classification test of climate
types 100,0% of original grouped cases correctly
classified (Tab. 5). For traits of individuals collected from CSA-CFA climate areas variance of the
first principal component (PC1) is calculated
32,987% and the second principal component (PC2)
is calculated 18,207% (Fig. 2).
Regarding to industrialisation effects on morphometric characters of the beetles from the industrial zones were compared to individuals from forest zones. As a result of the comparison, ID, EW,
EL, SL (length of scape), first and third segments of

TABLE 3
Size differences of 41 morphological characters between individuals from CSA-CFA climate type and
industry-forest zone in R. inquisitor (SD standard deviation, P<0.05).
Mean±SD
Climate

Zone

Trait (mm)
CSA (n=60)
CFA (n=57)
ID
1,23±0,20
1,12±0,09
PAW
1,76±0,47
1,57±0,36
PBW
1,82±0,24
1,72±0,19
EW
3,79±0,39
3,43±0,39
EL
7,00±1,06
6,62±0,89
SL
PeL
0,15±0,03
0,17±0,03
F1L
F2W
0,27±0,05
0,25±0,04
F3L
F3W
0,37±0,03
0,35±0,04
F4W
F5W
F6W
F7W
F8W
0,26±0,02
0,23±0,04
F9W
0,25±0,02
0,23±0,04
PrFeL
2,89±0,38
2,78±0,18
PrFeW
0,76±0,15
0,82±0,06
PrTiL
2,97±0,29
2,87±0,22
MsFeW
0,82±0,10
0,79±0,07
MtFeW
0,76±0,10
0,81±0,07
MtTaL
2,20±0,41
2,35±0,30
Bold values indicate highly significant differences (P<0.001)

Industry (n=90)
1,14±0,14

Forest (n=92)
1,19±0,17

3,64±0,45
6,80±0,88
1,01±0,17

3,82±0,41
7,14±0,99
1,08±0,11

0,51±0,09
0,26±0,04
0,78±0,09

0,54±0,09
0,28±0,05
0,82±0,10

0,32±0,05
0,31±0,04
0,28±0,04
0,26±0,03
0,25±0,03

0,34±0,05
0,33±0,05
0,31±0,04
0,28±0,04
0,27±0,05

0,79±0,13

0,85±0,12

0,78±0,10
0,76±0,11
2,38±0,38

0,85±0,10
0,81±0,11
2,28±0,32

TABLE 4
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted for 41 traits of R. inquisitor between sexes,
CSA-CFA climate types and industrial and forest zones (Ȝ Wilks -Wilks's lambda distribution; F ± test
statistic; df1 - Hypothesis degree of freedom, df; df2 - error degrees of freedom, P<0.05)
Sex
Climate
Zone

Ȝ:LONV
.693
.001
.437

F
1.689
5921.124
4.399

df1, df2
41, 156
20, 96
41, 140

P
.012
.000
.000

TABLE 5
Assessing determination of classification of climate types.
Classification Resultsa,b
Predicted Group Membership
Climate
CSA
CFA
Original
Count
CSA
60
0
CFA
0
57
%
CSA
100,0
,0
CFA
,0
100,0
Cross-validated
Count
CSA
60
0
CFA
0
57
%
CSA
100,0
,0
CFA
,0
100,0
a. 100,0% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
b. 100,0% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.
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Total
60
57
100,0
100,0
60
57
100,0
100,0
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TABLE 6
Assessing determination of classification of zones.
Classification Resultsa,b
Predicted Group Membership
Zones
Industrial
Forest
Industrial
66
24
Count
Forest
20
72
Original
Industrial
73,3
26,7
%
Forest
21,7
78,3
Industrial
62
28
Count
Forest
28
64
Cross-validated
Industrial
68,9
31,1
%
Forest
30,4
69,6
a. 75,8% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
b. 69,2% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.

Total
90
92
100,0
100,0
90
92
100,0
100,0

FIGURE 3
Component plots of principal component analysis of significant traits in industrial and forest zones (variance of PC1 is 43,847%, PC2 is 14,561%)
Braun and colleagues showed that at the 16 years
long transmissing process from pollution to postpollution, body sizes of beetles are decreased [24].
Langraf and colleagues supported others with their
studies [25]. Our results indicate that, in contrast to
ground beetles Carabidae, R. inquisitor that is from
Cerambycidae has not longer but wider body sizes
in head, antennae and legs and both wider and
longer elytra sizes in natural forest zones. To understand response of cerambycid insects to industrialization and pollution further studies are needed.
Despite the effects of CSA and CFA climate types
on morphometric traits has not been compared in
coleopteran insects directly hitherto, the expected
result is smaller individuals in higher temperature
due to shorter emerging time. Beside temperature,
humidity, photoperiod, nutrient qualitiy are also
effective factors in sizes [26, 27]. The results
showed that some traits are wider or longer in CSA
regions, some others in CFA climate type. So that,
genetic variations should be studied between these
populations.

DISCUSSION
Emerging season of images changes due to
climatic conditions. In Central Europe its life cycle
is completed in two years and images emerged in
July [2]. In Denmark emerging occurs in August
and September and life cycle may prolongs to 3
years [18]. In this study compare to Central Europe
and Denmark emerging occurred earlier in Marmara Basin.
Morphological characters have determinative
impact on the life struggle. Allometric slopes might
be considered as adaptation to different environmental conditions or ecological requirements. [19].
Effects of climate and environmental pollution on
traits of insects are still under investigation [10, 20,
21, 22]. From Coleoptera, studies of enviromental
pollution, industialization and urbanization effects
on morphometric sizes are focused on Carabidae.
At the study of size related traits of Carabus granulatus L. it is found that individuals from urban areas
are bigger than natural biotopes [23]. Similarly,
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The function of the elytra is not only in flight,
but also directing to target, chemical defense
against predators, lifting mating which are related
to Lehr's fields of campaniform sensilla [46, 47,
48]. 6L]H RI /HKU¶ ILHOG SURSRUWLRQDO WR WKH VL]H RI
the elytron [49]. Another duty of elytra covering
hindwings and protect beetles against predators,
desiccation, and instantaneous temperature changes
[50]. Moreover, individuals with larger elytra have
the ability to produce more eggs [51]. Thoracic
adaptation is related to physical demands of different environments. Pronotum is a part of prothorax
and contributes to locomotion of forelegs and lifting
behaviors. [52]. This may indicate that individuals
living in regions with Mediterranean climate are
more advantageous in terms of protection against
fertility, target orientation, temperature changes and
drought than the humid subtropical climate. All
these results bring into mind that variations of the
traits of the bark runner might be effective on survival performance under different environmental
conditions. Per contra, it is a strong insect with the
properties of being resistant to stress conditions like
drought, thermal hysteresis, heavy metal contamination on nutrients. These two opposite properties
might make it a candidate bioindicator in the future.

In order to understand the possible effects of
morphometric variability on survival performance
of cerambycids, what should be keep in mind is
each body part have special effects on adaptation.
Antennae have essential roles in the critical activities such as mating, foraging, and host searching.
To accomplish these activities they use sensilla that
show typical and distributional similarities among
coleopteran insects [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Length
and width of the antenna is directly proportional to
the number of sensilla on it [34, 35]. Positive correlation between antenna size and sensilla number
brings into mind that antennae size may affects
ability of attainment of the essential requirements.
Results of the study showed that one of flagella
segment of male, three of flagella segments of the
individuals lives in CSA climate type and six of
flagella segment of the insects lives in forest zone
are wider and two flagella segments of insect of
forest zone are longer. These results may be a sign
of that males, the insects which live CSA climate
type and forest zone are more sensitive to stimulus.
Because in the affected segments of flagella three
type of known sensilla basiconica are located that
are olfactory receptors [36, 37] thermo and/or hygrosensitive receptors [38, 39]. At CFA climate
type the insect have longer pedicel that mechanoreceptors which sense to sound, wind, touch are located on it [36, 40, 41]. Longer pedicel may provide
an advantage to insect which live in CFA.
In addition to well-known tasks such as running and direction changing, femur is related to
righting behaviors and vibration perception. When
R. inquisitor lost tactile stimulation at rest on dorsal
side at backstroke position, it has ability to somersoult that has been achieved by coordination coxa,
femur and tibia. [42]. Especially, the femoral chondotonal organ in the middle femur and cuticular
apodem that attached to tibia is responsible for
detecting low frequency vibrations, and these organs are involved in the perception of impending
hunters and conspecifics [43]. It is suggested the
decreased width of antennae and femur in industrial
regions may cause to be disadvantageous in life
struggle compare to individuals which live in forests.
Femurs of foreleg, midleg and hindleg are
found wider in forests, compare to industrial regions. Forest insects might have superiority of running, righting on industrial area individuals and
detection of precursor (messenger) vibrations would
lead to arrange more successful interspecific (host
determination, pray-predator, competition) and
conspecific (social, sexual, aggressiveness etc.)
behaviors [44, 45]. On the other hand, pro- and
metafemur width are higher in CFA, but profemur
and protibia length are higher in CSA region. These
differences may suggest that, changes in climatic
conditions might bring different advantages and
disadvantages.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

6KHQJOL2LOILHOGLVRQHRIWKHHDUO\RLOILHOGVWR
FDUU\RXWWKHILHOGWHVWRIWKHLQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQ)RU
IXUWKHUFODULI\WKHGHYHORSPHQWHIIHFWRILQVLWXFRP
EXVWLRQ DQG GHWHUPLQH WKH FRPEXVWLRQ FKDUDFWHULV
WLFVDQGRWKHULPSRUWDQWGDWDLWLVQHFHVVDU\WRDQD
O\]HDQGWHVWWKHFRUHDIWHULQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQ+RZ
HYHUEHFDXVHRIWKHJUHDWHIIHFWRILQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQ
RQIRUPDWLRQWUDQVIRUPDWLRQWKHIRUPDWLRQEHFRPHV
KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH 7KH
FRQYHQWLRQDO FRULQJ WHFKQRORJ\ LV QRW DSSOLFDEOH
%DVHGRQWKHGLIILFXOW\RIFRULQJLQKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH
XQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHWKHFRULQJWHFKQRORJ\IRU
KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHLVHVWDE
OLVKHGE\LPSURYLQJWKH GHVLJQRIFRULQJWRROVDQG
RSWLPL]LQJGULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUVDQGWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVV
RIWKLVWHFKQRORJ\LVSURYHGE\SUDFWLFH7KHUHVXOWV
VKRZWKDWWKHGLIILFXOW\RIFRULQJLQKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH
XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH LQFOXGHV WZR DVSHFWV
)LUVWO\KLJKWHPSHUDWXUHIRUPDWLRQZLOOWKLFNHQWKH
VHDOLQJIOXLGDQGLQFUHDVHWKHGLIILFXOW\RIFRUHHQWHU
LQJWKHF\OLQGHU6HFRQGO\XQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQH
LVHDV\WREUHDNLQWKHSURFHVVRIGULOOLQJDQGFRULQJ
UHVXOWLQJ LQ ORZ FRUH UHFRYHU\ UDWH $QG ZLWK WKH
FRPSUHKHQVLYH XVH RI WKH LPSURYHG KLJK WHPSHUD
WXUHUHVLVWDQWVHDOLQJIOXLGWKHFRULQJWRROIRUXQFRQ
VROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH DQG WKH RSWLPL]DWLRQ GHVLJQ RI
GULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUVWKHDYHUDJHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHRI
KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH FDQ
UHDFK  ZKLFK LV DERXW  KLJKHU WKDQ
WKDWRIFRQYHQWLRQDOFRULQJ7KLVVWXG\FDQSURYLGHD
JRRG EDVLV IRU HIILFLHQW GHYHORSPHQW RI XQFRQVROL
GDWHGVDQGVWRQHUHVHUYRLUV

7KHILHOGGHYHORSPHQWWHVWRILQVLWXFRPEXV
WLRQIRUKHDY\RLOUHVHUYRLULQEORFN=+RI6KHQJOL
2LOILHOG KDV D KLVWRU\ RI PRUH WKDQ WHQ \HDUV DQG
QRZLWKDVHQWHUHGWKHVWDJHRIWDFNOLQJNH\SUREOHPV
DQG SRSXODUL]LQJ WKHP >@ &RULQJ RSHUDWLRQV
VKRXOGEHFDUULHGRXWIRUWKHIRUPDWLRQDIWHULQVLWX
FRPEXVWLRQ>@&XUUHQWDQDO\VHVDQGWHVWVVKRXOG
EHFDUULHGRXWWRGHWHUPLQHLPSRUWDQWLQGLFDWRUVVXFK
DVFRPEXVWLRQPRGHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIILUHOLQHSUR
SXOVLRQ DQG RLO GLVSODFHPHQW HIILFLHQF\ RI LQ VLWX
FRPEXVWLRQ7KHVHSDUDPHWHUVSURYLGHEDVLVIRUWKH
DGMXVWPHQW RI GHYHORSPHQW SODQ LQ WKH QH[W VWHS
+RZHYHUWKHIRUPDWLRQKDVEHHQFKDQJHGGXHWRWKH
KLJKWHPSHUDWXUH DQG KLJKSUHVVXUH HQYLURQPHQW
IRUPHG GXULQJ LQVLWX FRPEXVWLRQ >@ 1RW RQO\
GRHVWKHIRUPDWLRQWHPSHUDWXUHLQFUHDVHJUHDWO\EXW
DOVRWKHIRUPDWLRQEHFRPHVORRVHDQGEURNHQ%DVHG
RQWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOFRULQJWHFKQRORJ\WKHFRUHUH
FRYHU\UDWHLVORZDQGLWLVGLIILFXOWWRPHHWWKHQHHGV
RIWKHUHVHDUFK7KURXJKWKHLQYHVWLJDWLRQLWLVIRXQG
WKDW XS WR QRZ QR OLWHUDWXUH DQG SDWHQW KDYH GLV
FXVVHG WKH FRULQJ WHFKQRORJ\ IRU KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH
XQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHIRUPDWLRQ6RLWLVXUJHQW
WRUHVHDUFKWKHFRULQJWHFKQRORJ\IRUKLJKWHPSHUD
WXUHXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHIRUPDWLRQLQRUGHUWR
LPSURYH WKH FRUH UHFRYHU\ UDWH RI WKLV NLQG RI IRU
PDWLRQ
7DNLQJ=+EORFNRI6KHQJOL2LOILHOGDVDQH[
DPSOH WKH LQIOXHQFH RI LQVLWX FRPEXVWLRQ RQ IRU
PDWLRQ ZDV DQDO\]HG WKURXJK FRPSUHKHQVLYH JHR
ORJLFDO VWXG\ DQG ODERUDWRU\ H[SHULPHQWV 7KLV
PDLQO\LQFOXGHVWZRDVSHFWV)LUVWO\LQVLWXFRPEXV
WLRQZLOOOHDGWRDVLJQLILFDQWLQFUHDVHLQIRUPDWLRQ
WHPSHUDWXUH6HFRQGO\LWZLOOOHDGWRORRVHDQGEUR
NHQWKHIRUPDWLRQ2QWKLVEDVLVLWLVGHPRQVWUDWHG
WKDWWKHUHDUHILYHGLIILFXOWLHVLQFRULQJLQKLJKWHP
SHUDWXUH XQFRQVROLGDWHG IRUPDWLRQ 7KH IRUPDWLRQ
WHPSHUDWXUH LV KLJK 7KH WKLFNHQLQJ RI WKH VHDOLQJ
IOXLG FDQ FDXVH EORFNDJH 7KH IRUPDWLRQ LV ORRVH
ZKLFKLVGLIILFXOWWRUHVLVWWKHGULOOLQJIOXLGHURVLRQ
DQG HDV\ WR FUXVK 7KH EHDULQJ FDSDFLW\ RI FRUH LV
ZHDN%HFDXVHRIWKHIULFWLRQUHVLVWDQFHLWLVHDV\WR
FUXVKWKHFRUHZKHQHQWHULQJWKHF\OLQGHU,WLVHDV\

.(<:25'6
6KHQJOLRLOILHOGXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHUHVHUYRLUVKLJK
WHPSHUDWXUH IRUPDWLRQ FRULQJ WHFKQRORJ\ ILHOG DSSOLFD
WLRQ
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GLVVROYLQJWKHVNHOHWRQRISDUWLFOHV7KHFHPHQWVRI
6KD0HPEHU)RUPDWLRQLQ%ORFN=+DUHPDLQO\
FOD\7KHFOD\PLQHUDOVDUHPDLQO\$HPRQLQWHUOD\HU
DQG WKH SHUFHQWDJH FRQWHQW LV DERXW  7KH
PL[HGOD\HUUDWLRLV7KHVHFRQGLVNDROLQLWH
DQGWKHSHUFHQWDJHFRQWHQWLV7KHSHUFHQWDJH
FRQWHQW RI PRQWPRULOORQLWH LV  +RZHYHU WKH
FRQWHQWRIPRQWPRULOORQLWHLQVRPHUHVHUYRLUVLVKLJK
7KH VSHFLILF VXUIDFH DUHD RI$HPRQ LQWHUOD\HU DQG
PRQWPRULOORQLWH LV UHODWLYHO\ ODUJH 7KH ODUJHU WKH
VSHFLILFVXUIDFHDUHDLVWKHJUHDWHUWKHFDSLOODU\IRUFH
EHWZHHQSDUWLFOHVLVWKH JUHDWHUWKH VXFWLRQ LVDQG
WKH KLJKHUWKH SODVWLFLW\ LV7KDWLVWKH YROXPH GH
FUHDVHV GXULQJ GU\LQJ DQG LQFUHDVHV VLJQLILFDQWO\
ZKHQ H[SRVHG WR ZDWHU /DERUDWRU\ H[SHULPHQWV
VKRZWKDWLQWKH SURFHVVRILQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQWKH
WHPSHUDWXUH LQFUHDVHV JUHDWO\ ZKLFK PDNHV PRQW
PRULOORQLWHGU\DQGVPDOOHU7KHZDWHUSURGXFHGDI
WHULQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQDQGIORZLQJIRUPDWLRQZDWHU
ZLOOFDXVHPRQWPRULOORQLWHWRDEVRUEZDWHUDQGH[
SDQGUDSLGO\

WR IDOO DIWHU HQWHULQJ WKH F\OLQGHU:KHQ WDNLQJ RXW
WKHFRUHIURPWKHF\OLQGHUWKHFKDQJHRIVWUHVVVWDWH
ZLOOEUHDNWKHFRUHVWUXFWXUHDQGOHDGWRWKHORVVRI
FRUHFRPSRQHQWV,QYLHZRIWKHDERYHGLIILFXOWLHV
WKHVHDOLQJIOXLGGULOOLQJELWFRUHFODZDQGLQQHUF\O
LQGHUDUHRSWLPL]HGRQHE\RQHWRDYRLGRUUHGXFHWKH
RFFXUUHQFHRIWKHDERYHSUREOHPVWRWKHJUHDWHVWH[
WHQWIRULPSURYLQJWKHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHRIWKLVNLQG
RIIRUPDWLRQ0RUHRYHUWKHGDPDJHHIIHFWRIGULOOLQJ
SURFHVVRQIRUPDWLRQLVFRQVLGHUHGDQGWKHRSWLPDO
GULOOLQJ SDUDPHWHUV DUH GHWHUPLQHG E\ ILHOG WHVW WR
PLQLPL]HWKHLQIOXHQFHRQIRUPDWLRQ%DVHGRQWKH
DERYHUHVHDUFKDVHWRIV\VWHPDWLFFRULQJWHFKQRORJ\
IRUKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHIRU
PDWLRQLVGHVLJQHG7KHILHOGFRULQJSUDFWLFHUHVXOWV
VKRZWKDWWKHDYHUDJHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHRIWKLVWHFK
QRORJ\ IRU KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQG
VWRQH FDQ UHDFK  ZKLFK LV DERXW 
KLJKHUWKDQWKHFRQYHQWLRQDOFRULQJWHFKQRORJ\7KLV
SURYHVWKHUDWLRQDOLW\DQGHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKLVVHWRI
WHFKQRORJLHV%DVHGRQWKHVXPPDU\RIWKHVXFFHVV
IXOH[SHULHQFHRIFRULQJLQKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHXQFRQ
VROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHIRUPDWLRQLQEORFN=+WKLVSD
SHUSXWVIRUZDUGDVHWRIV\VWHPWHFKQRORJ\IRUFRU
LQJ LQ KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH
IRUPDWLRQ ZKLFK FDQ SURYLGH UHIHUHQFH IRU FRULQJ
ZRUNLQRWKHUDUHDVZLWKWKHVDPHFKDUDFWHULVWLFV

METHODS$1'
*(2/2*,&$/%$&.*5281'
7KHEORFN=+VWXGLHGLQWKLVSDSHULVORFDWHG
LQWKHDFWLFUHJLRQLQWKHQRUWKRI'RQJ\LQJVDJ7KH
WDUJHWOD\HULV6KDPHPEHURI6KDKHMLHIRUPDWLRQ
RI 3DOHRJHQH 7KH UHVHUYRLU OLWKRORJ\ LV PDLQO\
JUDYHOVDQGVWRQHDQGJUDYHOVDQGVWRQH7KHDYHUDJH
RLOVDWXUDWLRQLVDERXW$IWHUWKHGHYHORSPHQWRI
LQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQWKHIRUPDWLRQLVVWURQJO\PRGL
ILHG 7KH IRUPDWLRQ WHPSHUDWXUH LQFUHDVHV JUHDWO\
7KHIRUPDWLRQEHFRPHVORRVHDQGIUDJLOH7KHVHOHDG
WRDVLJQLILFDQWLQFUHDVHLQWKHGLIILFXOW\RIFRULQJDV
VKRZQLQWKHIROORZLQJWZRDVSHFWV
  7KH IRUPDWLRQ WHPSHUDWXUH LQFUHDVHV
JUHDWO\DQGWKHVHDOLQJIOXLGWKLFNHQV
$IWHU WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI LQ VLWX FRPEXVWLRQ
WKH REVHUYHG IRUPDWLRQ WHPSHUDWXUH RI SURGXFWLRQ
ZHOOV LQ WKLV VWXG\ FDQ EH LQFUHDVHG WR  Ԩ a
Ԩ+RZHYHUWKHXSSHUOLPLWRIKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH
UHVLVWDQFH RI FRQYHQWLRQDO VHDOLQJ IOXLG LV RQO\
Ԩ$IWHUH[FHHGLQJWKLVWHPSHUDWXUHWKHVHDOLQJ
IOXLGZLOOWKLFNHQDQGOHDGWRFRUHEORFNDJH
 7KHIRUPDWLRQLVORRVHDQGWKHFRUHLVQRW
HDV\ WR IRUP D FROXPQ ,W LV HDV\ WR FDXVH FRUH WR
EUHDNDQGIDOOXQGHUWKHHURVLRQRIGULOOLQJIOXLGDQG
ZKHQHQWHULQJDQGOHDYLQJWKHF\OLQGHUUHVXOWLQJLQ
ORZFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWH
,Q VLWX FRPEXVWLRQ ZLOO PDNH WKH IRUPDWLRQ
ORRVHDQGEURNHQZKLFKLVPDLQO\PDQLIHVWHGLQWZR
DVSHFWVVXFKDVUHGXFLQJWKHTXDOLW\RIFHPHQWDQG

),*85(
'LIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQYLUJLQIRUPDWLRQFRUHDQG
LQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQFRUHLQ%ORFN=+RI6KHQJOL
2LOILHOG
1RWHV D  YLUJLQ IRUPDWLRQ FRUH E  LQVLWX FRPEXVWLRQ
FRUH

5HSHDWHG VKULQNDJH DQG H[SDQVLRQ ZLOO FUDFN
WKHFHPHQWDQGORVHWKHERQGLQJHIIHFWUHVXOWLQJLQ
DVLJQLILFDQWUHGXFWLRQLQWKHGHJUHHRIFRQVROLGDWLRQ
RIVDQGVWRQH,QDGGLWLRQWKHKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHKLJK
SUHVVXUHDQGVWURQJDONDOLHQYLURQPHQWIRUPHGLQWKH
SURFHVVRILQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQZLOOGLVVROYHWKHURFN
VNHOHWRQ SDUWLFOHV DQG OHDG WR WKH ORRVHQLQJ RI WKH
IRUPDWLRQ7KHIRUPDWLRQZDWHURIWKHWDUJHWOD\HURI
=+%ORFNLVW\SHRI1D+&27KHWRWDOVDOLQLW\LV
WRPJ/'XULQJWKHSURFHVVRILQVLWX
FRPEXVWLRQ WKH GHFRPSRVLWLRQ RI 1D+&2 SUR
GXFHV&2ZKLFKGLUHFWO\OHDGVWRWKHVWURQJDOND
OLQLW\RIWKHFRQGHQVHGZDWHULQWKHIRUPDWLRQ,QWKH
HQYLURQPHQWRIKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHDQGVWURQJDONDOL
WKHGLVVROXWLRQRITXDUW]OHDGVWRORRVHQLQJRIWKHIRU
PDWLRQ,WFDQEHVHHQIURPILJXUHWKDWWKHURFNLV
FRQVROLGDWHGZHOODQGWKHRLOVDWXUDWLRQLVKLJKLQWKH
RULJLQDO VWDWH RI WKH IRUPDWLRQ )LJ D  $IWHU
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GHYHORSPHQWRILQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQ:KHQWKH FRQ
YHQWLRQDOFRULQJELWLVXVHGIRUFRULQJWKHIRUPDWLRQ
ZLOO EH HURGHGGXULQJ WKH GULOOLQJ IOXLG FLUFXODWLRQ
UHVXOWLQJLQWKHFRUHEHLQJEURNHQDQGWKHFRUHFRO
XPQXQDEOHWREHIRUPHG>@7RUHGXFHWKHHUR
VLRQHIIHFWRIGULOOLQJIOXLGRQIRUPDWLRQWKH ZDWHU
SDVVDJHRIFRULQJELWKDVEHHQLPSURYHGDQGWKHZD
WHUFKDQQHOKDVEHHQGHVLJQHG$VVKRZQLQ)LJ
FRPSRQHQWLVDZDWHUFKDQQHO:KHQWKH GULOOLQJ
IOXLGLVFLUFXODWLQJWKHZDWHUFKDQQHOFDQJXLGHWKH
GULOOLQJIOXLGWRSUHIHUHQWLDOO\HQWHUWKHJURRYHDQG
WKHQIORZRXWGLUHFWO\IURPWKHZDWHUSDVVDJH7KLV
UHGXFHVWKHHURVLRQHIIHFWRIWKHGULOOLQJIOXLGF\FOH
RQ WKH FRUH &RPSRQHQW  LV D ZDWHU SDVVDJH$V
VKRZQLQ)LJWKHUHVXOWVVKRZWKDWWKHZDWHUSDV
VDJH DIWHUWKH RSWLPL]HGGHVLJQWLOWVWRWKH RXWVLGH
DQGWKHIORZGLUHFWLRQRIWKHGULOOLQJIOXLGWLOWHGRXW
ZDUG DORQJ WKH ZDWHU KROH 7KH GLUHFW HURVLRQ RI
GULOOLQJ IOXLG WR IRUPDWLRQ LV UHGXFHG 7KH H[SHUL
PHQWDOUHVXOWVVKRZWKDWWKLVWZRRSWLPL]HGGHVLJQV
FDQHIIHFWLYHO\UHGXFHWKHGDPDJHWRWKHIRUPDWLRQ

ILQLVKLQJLQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQWKHURFNEHFRPHVORRVH
REYLRXVO\ ,Q YLHZ RI WKLV NLQG RI XQFRQVROLGDWHG
VDQGVWRQHWKHUHDUHPDLQO\WKHIROORZLQJIRXUGLIIL
FXOWLHVIRUFRULQJ)LUVWO\WKHXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQG
VWRQHLVGLIILFXOWWREHDUWKHHURVLRQRIGULOOLQJIOXLG
HDV\ WR EUHDN GLIILFXOW WR IRUP FRUH FROXPQ 6HF
RQGO\ WKH FRUH LV GLIILFXOW WR HQWHU WKH F\OLQGHU
7KLUGO\WKHVWUHVVVWDWHRIWKHFRUHFKDQJHVZKHQLW
FRPHV RXW RI WKH F\OLQGHU ZKLFK LV HDV\ WR EUHDN
)RXUWKO\WKH FRUH IDOOVGXHWRWKH FRUH EUHDNLQJLQ
WKH SURFHVV RI FRULQJ ZKLFK OHDGV WR WKH ORZ FRUH
UHFRYHU\UDWH
RESULTS
%DVHG RQ WKH GLIILFXOWLHV H[LVWLQJ LQ FRULQJ RI
KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH IRU
PDWLRQ PHQWLRQHG DERYH WKH FRULQJ WHFKQRORJ\ LV
LPSURYHGWRHQKDQFHWKHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHRIKLJK
WHPSHUDWXUHXQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH7KLVPDLQO\
LQFOXGHVWKHIROORZLQJDVSHFWV)LUVWO\LQYLHZRIWKH
KLJK IRUPDWLRQ WHPSHUDWXUH LQ RUGHU WR VROYH WKH
SUREOHPRIWKLFNHQLQJRIVHDOLQJOLTXLGDKLJKWHP
SHUDWXUHUHVLVWDQWVHDOLQJIOXLGKDVEHHQGHYHORSHG
6HFRQGO\LQYLHZRIWKHSUREOHPWKDWLWLVGLIILFXOW
IRUXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHIRUPDWLRQWRZLWKVWDQG
GULOOLQJ IOXLG HURVLRQ WKH DQWLHURVLRQ ELW KDV EHHQ
LPSURYHG7KLUGO\LQYLHZRIWKHSUREOHPWKDWEUR
NHQFRUHVDUHHDV\WRIDOOWKHFRUHFODZZLWKFRPSR
VLWHVWUXFWXUHFRPELQHGZLWKIXOO\FORVHGFRUHFODZ
DQGFODPS KDVEHHQGHVLJQHG)RXUWKO\LQ YLHZRI
WKHSUREOHPWKDWWKHFRUHLVGLIILFXOWWRHQWHUWKHF\O
LQGHUDQGWKHF\OLQGHULVHDV\WREUHDNWKHLQQHUWXEH
KDVEHHQLPSURYHGDQGWKHLQQHUOLQHUKDVEHHQGH
VLJQHG)LIWKO\WKHGHVLJQRIGULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUVKDV
EHHQRSWLPL]HGWRUHGXFHWKHGDPDJHWRWKHFRUHGXU
LQJWKHGULOOLQJSURFHVV

),*85(
$QWLHURVLRQELWRIXQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQH
IRUPDWLRQ

'HYHORSPHQW RI KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH UHVLVWDQW
VHDOLQJIOXLGWRSUHYHQWWKLFNHQLQJDQGFORJJLQJ
$IWHULQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQWKHIRUPDWLRQWHPSHUDWXUH
ZLOOULVHWRԨaԨZKLOHWKHZRUNLQJWHP
SHUDWXUH RI WKH FRQYHQWLRQDO VHDOLQJ IOXLG LV ORZHU
WKDQԨ7RSUHYHQWWKHEORFNDJHRIWKHVHDOLQJ
IOXLG IURP WKLFNHQLQJ D KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH UHVLVWDQW
VHDOLQJ IOXLG IRU KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH IRUPDWLRQ KDV
EHHQ GHYHORSHG 9LQ\O SHUFKORULGH UHVLQ ZDV UH
SODFHGE\PRGLILHGUHVLQDQGR[LGL]HGDVSKDOW7KH
WHVWUHVXOWVVKRZHGWKDWWKHZRUNLQJWHPSHUDWXUHRI
WKHQHZO\GHYHORSHGKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHUHVLVWDQWVHDO
LQJIOXLGFDQEHUDLVHGWRPRUHWKDQԨ7KHVWD
ELOLW\RIVHDOLQJIOXLGKDVEHHQLPSURYHG,WFDQSUH
YHQWWKHWKLFNHQLQJRIWKHVHDOLQJIOXLGGXULQJFRULQJ
LQKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHIRUPDWLRQ

),*85(
)XOO\HQFORVHGFRUHFODZDQGFODPS
&RPELQDWLRQ RI IXOO\ HQFORVHG FRUH FODZV
DQGFODPSVWRSUHYHQWFRUHIDOOLQJ)RUVROYLQJWKH
SUREOHPV WKDW XQFRQVROLGDWHG VDQGVWRQH FRUHV DUH
HDV\WREUHDNDQGIDOO>@DFRPSRVLWHVWUXFWXUH
RIFODPSVFRPELQHGZLWKIXOO\FORVHGFRUHFODZVKDV
EHHQ GHVLJQHG WR LPSURYH WKH FRUH UHFRYHU\ UDWH
)LJ 

2SWLPL]LQJWKHGHVLJQRIFRULQJELWWRUHGXFH
WKHHURVLRQRIGULOOLQJIOXLGWRIRUPDWLRQ 7KHOL
WKRORJ\RIWKHWDUJHWOD\HURI=+%ORFNLVPDLQO\
JUDYHOVDQGVWRQHZKLFKEHFRPHVYHU\ORRVHDIWHUWKH
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SUREOHPWKHPDWHULDORIWKHLQQHUWXEHKDVEHHQLP
SURYHGDQGDOXPLQXPDOOR\LVXVHGLQVWHDGRIVWHHO
2QHRIWKHDGYDQWDJHVLVWKDWWKHDOXPLQXPDOOR\ZLOO
QRWUXVW7KHRWKHULVWKDWWKHDOXPLQXPDOOR\KDVWKH
FKDUDFWHULVWLF RI ORZ IULFWLRQ UHVLVWDQFH ZKLFK
JUHDWO\UHGXFHVWKHFRUHF\OLQGHUUHVLVWDQFH,QDGGL
WLRQEHFDXVHWKHFRUHVWUXFWXUHLVGHVWUR\HGGXHWR
WKH FKDQJH RIWKH VWUHVVILHOGZKHQWKH FRUH FRPHV
RXW RI WKH F\OLQGHU WKH LQQHU OLQHU VWUXFWXUH LV GH
VLJQHG$VVKRZQLQFRPSRQHQWLQ)LJWKHLQQHU
OLQHULVORFDWHGLQVLGHWKHLQQHUWXEHDQGLVFRPSRVHG
RIKLJKWHPSHUDWXUHUHVLVWDQW39&PDWHULDO$IWHUWKH
FRUHHQWHUVWKHLQQHUWXEHLWHQWHUVWKHLQQHUOLQHUGL
UHFWO\:KHQWKHFRUHFRPHVRXWRIWKHWXEHWKHFRUH
LVZUDSSHGE\WKHLQQHUOLQHUWRPDLQWDLQWKHRULJLQDO
VWUHVV VWDWH ZKLFK HIIHFWLYHO\ DYRLGV WKH VWUXFWXUDO
GDPDJHDQGFRPSRQHQWORVVFDXVHGE\WKHFRUHRXW
RIWKHWXEH

:KHQWKHHIIHFWRILQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQLVEHWWHU
WKHIRUPDWLRQLVORRVHDQGWKHFRUHLVEURNHQWKHFRUH
FDQ EH FXW E\ XVLQJ WKH IXOO\ FORVHG FRUH FODZ RI
FRPSRQHQWLQ)LJ$IWHUFXWWLQJWKHFRUHWKHWRS
ILQJHUVWUXFWXUHRIWKHIXOO\FORVHGFRUHFODZFDQEH
UHFRYHUHG WR FRPSOHWHO\ VHDO DQG SUHYHQW WKH FRUH
IURPIDOOLQJ:KHQWKHHIIHFWRILQVLWXFRPEXVWLRQ
LVSRRUDQGWKHHIIHFWRQWKHWUDQVIRUPDWLRQRIRULJL
QDOIRUPDWLRQLVZHDNWKHOLWKRORJLFKDUGQHVVLVKLJK
,W LV GLIILFXOW WR FXW WKH FRUH XQGHU WKH SUHVVXUH
VKULQNDJHXQGHUWKHFODZRIWKHIXOO\FORVHGFRUH,Q
WKLVFDVHWKHFRUHQHHGVWREHFXWZLWKFRPSRQHQW
FODPSVLQ)LJ

2SWLPL]DWLRQRIGULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUV'LIIHU
HQWGULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUVZLOOKDYHGLIIHUHQWHIIHFWVRQ
WKH IRUPDWLRQ,QRUGHUWR PLQLPL]H WKH GDPDJHRI
WKHGULOOLQJSURFHVVWRWKHIRUPDWLRQDQGLPSURYHWKH
LQWHJULW\RIWKHFRUHVWUXFWXUHWKHILHOGWHVWRIWKHLQ
IOXHQFHRIGULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUVRQWKHFRUHKDVEHHQ
FDUULHGRXW>@7KHWHVWLGHDLVWRXVHGLIIHUHQW
GULOOLQJSUHVVXUHURWDWLRQDOVSHHGGLVSODFHPHQWDQG
RWKHU SDUDPHWHUV LQ WKH GULOOLQJ SURFHVV 7KH EHVW
GULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUVDUHGHWHUPLQHGDFFRUGLQJWRWKH
FRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRGLIIHUHQWSDUDP
HWHUV,WFDQEHVHHQIURPWDEOHWKDWZKHQWKHRWKHU
FRULQJ FRQGLWLRQV DUH WKH VDPH WKH KLJK GULOOLQJ
SUHVVXUHRIa.1WKHORZVSHHGRIUSPPLQ
DQGWKHVPDOOGLVSODFHPHQWRIPPLQDUHXVHG
LQWKHH[SHULPHQW7KHDYHUDJHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHLV
 ZKLFK LV LQFUHDVHG E\  7KLV LQGL
FDWHGWKDWWKHGULOOLQJSDUDPHWHUPRGHOLVPRUHEHQ
HILFLDO WR UHGXFH WKH GDPDJH RI GULOOLQJ SURFHVV WR
XQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQHIRUPDWLRQ>@

),*85(
6WUXFWXUDOGLDJUDPRILQQHUF\OLQGHUDQGOLQLQJ
SLSH
,PSURYH WKHLQQHUWXEHDQGLQQHUOLQHUUH
GXFHWKHFRUHLQOHWUHVLVWDQFHDQGSURWHFWWKHFRUH
VWUXFWXUH ,Q WKH SURFHVV RI FRULQJ GULOOLQJ WKH
IRUPHGFRUHSLOODUSDVVHVWKURXJKWKHELWDQGHQWHUV
WKH LQQHUF\OLQGHU FRPSRQHQWLQ)LJ WKURXJK
WKH FRUH FODZ 7KH FRQYHQWLRQDO LQQHU F\OLQGHU LV
PDGH RI VWHHO ZKLFK HDVLO\ UXVWV DQG OHDGV WR WKH
URXJKQHVV RI WKH LQQHU F\OLQGHU7KLV LQFUHDVHV WKH
UHVLVWDQFHRIWKHFRUHLQWRWKHF\OLQGHU(VSHFLDOO\IRU
XQFRQVROLGDWHGVDQGVWRQH IRUPDWLRQVWKHDELOLW\RI
WKH FRUH WR ZLWKVWDQG SUHVVXUH LV ZHDN ZKLFK ZLOO
OHDGWRFRUHEUHDNDJH>@,QRUGHUWRVROYHWKLV

TABLE 1
Coring parameters and recovery percentage of well ZH40
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TABLE 2
Coring analytic data of well ZH40, ZH37 and ZH39
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)LHOGDSSOLFDWLRQUHVXOWV%DVHGRQWKHDERYH
UHVHDUFK WKH FRULQJ RSHUDWLRQV RI WKUHH ZHOOV KDYH
EHHQFRPSOHWHGZKLFKDUH:HOO=+:HOO=+
DQG:HOO=+,WFDQEHVHHQIURP7DEOHWKDWEH
IRUHLPSURYLQJWKHWHFKQRORJ\WKHFRULQJIRRWDJHRI
FRULQJ RSHUDWLRQ IRU KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH XQFRQVROL
GDWHGVDQGVWRQHLVP7KHOHQJWKRIWKHFRUHLV
P7KHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHLVRQO\,WLV
GLIILFXOWWRPHHWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVRILQGXVWU\VWDQG
DUGV IRU WKH FRUH UHFRYHU\ LQ XQFRQVROLGDWHG IRU
PDWLRQIRUFRULQJ$IWHUWKHWHFKQLFDOLPSURYHPHQW
WKH FRULQJ IRRWDJH RI :HOO =+ LV P 7KH
OHQJWKRIWKHFRUHLVP7KHFRUHUHFRYHU\UDWH
LV  7KH FRULQJ IRRWDJH RI =+ ZHOO LV
P 7KH OHQJWK RI WKH FRUH LV P 7KH
FRUHUHFRYHU\UDWHLV7KHFRULQJIRRWDJHRI
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noise levels, pollution of air by various particles of
dust, soot, etc.) that cities nowadays face [1]. Special
contribution to the deterioration of environmental
conditions in cities is generated by the growing intensity of automobile traffic [2]. The dense road network in the urban environment contributes to the
overall increase in the share of asphalt-covered areas
in ways which particularly negatively affect city climate.
The microclimatic conditions in the city are of
exceptional significance for its inhabitants. The
working and daily living comfort of people is based
on a certain air temperature in their direct working
environment. Heisler [3] points out that favourable
climatic conditions are considered to be within the
limits of air temperature ranging from 12 to 30°C.
The comfort of people is reduced if temperatures exceed these limits.
Many studies [4-7] have shown that the presence of green spaces in cities can contribute to reducing the negative effects of heating, by creating
the effect of cooling and providing fresh air supply
in cities, thus increasing the overall urban comfort.
Green spaces serve as ³cooling devices´ and air temperature and humidity regulators, i.e. the main corrective factors in alleviating adverse climatic conditions in the city [8-9].
Urban roads represent necessary elements of
infrastructure in the urban environment, where anthropogenic impacts are pronounced [10]. The planning and establishment of green spaces, especially
along busy urban roads, can be considered as one of
the main strategies for mitigating the negative climate effects produced by automobile traffic in the
city [11]. The choice of taxa (dendrological structure) especially of woody plants for the establishment of green spaces and the percentage of plant
cover are of particular importance for the efficiency
of microclimate modification [5, 12-15]. Considering the intense climate change which is particularly
pronounced in cities, scientific research which provides guidelines and recommendations for the mitigation of climate change effects and urban adaptation to these changes can be considered particularly
important.

ABSTRACT
Automotive traffic in cities is considered one of
the permanent and key sources of various types of
pollution in the urban environment. Urban roads
have a particularly negative impact on the climate of
the city. Large areas under asphalt cause overheating
of cities, as a result of increased temperature and decreased air humidity, thus affecting the overall urban
comfort. Roadside green spaces are elements of the
city structure that directly contribute to the mitigation of negative consequences produced by the city
traffic. Plant material, as part of green spaces, significantly contributes to the improvement of environmental quality, above all, benefiting the urban microclimate. The information on the plant cover of
green spaces (the percentage share, especially of
woody plant material) and their dendrological structure for the intensity of air temperature and humidity
modification as the most important climate characteristics of the city are of great importance in the process of planning and management of urban green
spaces. This paper investigates the impact of plant
cover and dendrological structure of roadside green
spaces in the area of Belgrade on the modification of
air temperature and humidity in the immediate urban
environment. The results and conclusions of this paper provide guidelines for the process of planning,
management, design and establishment of roadside
green spaces in order to adapt cities to climate
change.

KEYWORDS:
Air temperature and humidity, roadside green spaces, urban environment.

INTRODUCTION
Uncontrolled and unplanned urbanization, as
well as the intensified expansion of cities to the surrounding suburbs, have led to a number of environmental problems (urban heat island effect, temperature increase and humidity reduction, increased
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5DNRYLþNLURDG and Patrijarh Dimitrija, JNA Boulevard, Ibarska road, Nikola Tesla Boulevard, Mihajlo
3XSLQ %RXOHYDUG 7RãLQ EXQDU 3DQþHYDþNL URDG
Savski road, Highway E- %DWDMQLþNL road and
&DUD'XãDQDVWUHHW), along which a total of 37 representative green spaces were identified (Figure 1).
Belgrade, the capital of the Republic of Serbia,
is located at the confluence of two rivers, the Sava
and the Danube, and this makes it a crossroads of
many roads. [16] Belgrade is located at coordinates
44°49'14"N 20 °27'44"E, at an average of 116.5 m
above sea level and has a moderate continental climate. The average annual air temperature is 11.7 oC.
According to the climatological data, the hottest
month is July (22.1oC). The number of so-called
tropical days with a temperature higher than 30oC is
on average 31, and the number of summer days with
temperatures exceeding 25oC is 95 per year [17, 18].
Representative green spaces were distinguished on the basis of the following criteria: (1)
spatial - each green space with its position relative to
the roadway is a kind of a protective belt. It extends
along the road and is located between the road and
buildings. (2) In terms of accessibility in the field ±
the selected green spaces had to be suitable for the
necessary measurements of environmental factors
over a long period of time.

This paper presents a research based on the assumption that the impact of roadside green spaces on
the investigated climate conditions is affected by different percentages of plant cover in them and by their
dendrological structure. The research results serve as
a basis for the formulation of guidelines and recommendations for the planning and establishment of
roadside green spaces as a part of road belt landscaping, in order to improve their impacts on city climate
modification. In a wider sense, the results of this
study contribute to the research of adaptation cities
to climate change.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This research on the impact of the plant cover
(percentage share of plant material) and its dendrological structure of roadside green spaces is based on
the monitoring and measurement of temperature and
air humidity in isolated green spaces along the main
roads in the area of Belgrade. According to the borders of the Master Plan of Belgrade (2021), a total of
15 main roads were recorded in the territory of Belgrade =UHQMDQLQVNLSXW9LãQMLþNDVWUHHW, Jurija Gagarina, Partizanski put, King Alexander Boulevard,

FIGURE 1
A Belgrade city map and sample roadside green spaces used in the experiment
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temperature and humidity, the need arose for determining the woody taxa and their share in the zone of
influence at measuring points (15m from the left and
right at measuring points, along the entire width of
the green space). The Braun Blanquet method
(1964) was used in the analysis of the floristic composition.
The research was carried out in order to determine: 1) the actual impact of the plant cover and dendrological structure of roadside green spaces on the
modification of air temperature and humidity in the
immediate urban environment; 2) the significance of
differences in the impact of explored green spaces,
depending on their plant cover percentage (defined
as the cover category of green spaces).
IBM SPSS Statistics 21 and Microsoft Excel
2010 were used for data analysis. Georeferenced aerial photographs (Urban Planning Institute Belgrade,
2011) and MapInfo Professional 11.5 software were
used for the purpose of calculating the procentage of
green spaces plant cover in the investigated areas.
The one-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was used to test the determined mean differences in
the impact of green spaces depending on their plant
cover. The Levine test was used to investigate the
homogeneity of variance. The Tukey HSD test was
used to determine the statically significant differences in air temperature and humidity values. The
survey of the impact of the investigated green spaces
plant cover on air temperature and humidity were
carried out by a comparative analysis of the independent variable: the category of investigated green
space cover (six categories: up to 30% green space
cover of trees, up to 30% green space cover of trees
and shrubs, a 30-60% green space cover of trees, a
30-60% green space cover of trees and shrubs, a 60100% green space cover of trees, and a 60-100%
green space cover of trees and shrubs) and dependent
variables: the impact of green space, i.e. the difference in air temperature and humidity values in front
of and behind the green space reduced by the mean
value obtained in the control measurement.

In accordance with Mc Pherson et al. (1989)
[19] and Kjelgeren and Montague (1998) [20] this
study considers the impact of plant cover and dendrological structure in roadside green spaces on the
modification of air temperature and humidity in the
immediate urban environment. A total of six categories of green space cover were defined for this purpose: up to 30% green space cover of trees, up to
30% green space cover of trees and shrubs, a 30-60%
green space cover of trees, a 30-60% green space
cover of trees and shrubs, a 60-100% green space
cover of trees, and a 60-100% green space cover of
trees and shrubs.
The research of palnt cover effects in the defined green spaces on air temperature and humidity
were performed over a two-year period. In each of
the 37 defined green spaces, measurements of air
temperature and humidity were performed during
the vegetation period (spring, summer and autumn)
every year in 3 series of 2 consecutive measurements, while the control measurements were performed in a single series of 3 consecutive measurements. A digital DT-8820 - CEM meteorological station, UK was used to measure air temperature and
humidity (operating range for measurement is: for
air temperature from -20°C to 750°C with a resolution of 0.1°C; for humidity from 25% to 95%RH,
with a resolution of 0.1%RH). The values were
measured at two points, i.e. in front of the investigated green space (along the edge of the green space
that borders the road) and behind the green space
(along the edge of the green space that borders buildings). All measurements were made in the afternoon
hours, on workdays in each measuring location at an
operational height of 130cm. In order to determine
the actual impact of green spaces cover on air temperature and humidity in the direction of measuring
points, the series of control measurements were
made at an identical distance in close proximity and
in open spaces without established greenery. During
air temperature and humidity measurement, the instruments were placed under a shield.
The influence green spaces palnt cover in the
investigated areas on air temperature and humidity
modification was obtained as the difference between
the mean values measured in front of and behind the
investigated green spaces and the mean values of the
difference in control measurements.
The determination of the dendrological structure of investigated green spaces was carried out by
determining the woody taxa in the field. The determination of woody taxa was performed based on literature: Krüssmann (1986) >@ 9XNLüHYLü  
>@ -RYDQRYLü  >@ 2FRNROMLü DQG 1LQLü
(2003) [24], Cvjetiüanin et al. (2016) [25]. The nomenclature is in line with Flora Europaea (Flora Europaea Database) and GRIN Taxonomy for Plants.
Based on the results of the Reethof study (1973)
[26], for the purpose of examining the impact of the
investigated green spaces on the modification of air

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The values of plant cover percentage of the investigated green spaces, their dendrological structure, the dendrological structure in the zone of influence and the mean values of air temperature and humidity differences measured in front and behind the
green spaces are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows
the statistical parameters for the mean values of air
temperature and humidity relative to the percentage
of green spaces cover with plant material.
The highest mean difference in air temperature
between green spaces with a different cover was recorded in green spaces with a 30-60% cover of the
trees and shrubs, which is 1.31±0.61°C. Lower differences were recorded in green spaces with a 60-
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values depending on the green spaces plant cover at
the level of 0.01. By using the Tukey HSD test (Table
4) it was found that the differences in air temperature
are statistically significant in the case of: green
spaces with a 30% cover of trees and those with a
30-60% cover of trees (Sig.=0.001; r <0.01) at the
0.01 level, the green spaces with a 30% cover of
trees and those with a 30-60% cover of trees and
shrubs (Sig.=0.035; r<0.05), at the 0.05 level; green
spaces with a 30% cover of trees and those with a
60-100% cover of trees (Sig.= 0.013; r<0.05) at the
level 0.05; green spaces with a 30% cover of trees
and those with a 100% cover of trees and shrubs
(Sig.=0.010; r<0.05) at the level of 0.05.
The one factorial analysis of variance revealed
the statistics value (Statistic) for the air humidity of
23.768 (Welch test) and 12.881(Brown-Forsythe
test), with a significance of 0.000 in both tests. It can
be concluded that there are no statistically significant differences depending on the green space plant
cover at the 0.01 level. By using the Tukey HSD test
(Table 5) statistically significant differences were
found in air humidity between the green spaces with
a 30-60% cover of trees and shrubs and those with a
60-100% cover of trees (Sig.=0.024; p<0.05), at the
0.05 level of significance.

100% cover of trees (1.20±0.51°C), 60-100% of
trees and shrubs (1.18±0.72° C), and up to 30%
cover of trees and shrubs (1.09±0.48°C). The lowest
mean difference in air temperature was recorded in
green spaces with an up to 30% cover of trees
(0.82±0.42 °C).
The highest mean difference in air humidity
was recorded in green spaces with an up to 30%
cover of trees and shrubs (2.47±1.54%). Slightly
smaller differences were recorded in green spaces
with a 60-100% cover of trees (2.09±0.80%), 60100% of trees and shrubs (1.94±0.97%), 30-60% of
trees and shrubs (1.80±0.89%) and 30-60% of trees
(1.80±0.72%). The lowest recorded difference in air
humidity was found in green spaces with an up to
30% cover of trees (1.05±0.51%).
The statistical significance of the determined
differences in air temperature and humidity modification was confirmed by a one-factorial analysis of
variance (Table 3).
By using the one-factorial analysis of variance
for air temperature, it was found that the statistics
(Statistic) was 6.474 (Welch test) and 5.007 (BrownForsythe test), with a 0.000 significance for both
tests. Therefore, it can be concluded that there are
statistically significant differences in air temperature

TABLE 1
A display of the effects of plant cover and dendrological structure of roadside green spaces
on microclimatic factors
ʋ

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

Plant cRYHU ǻɋ DQGGHQGURORJLFDOVWUXFWXUHRIJUHHQVSDFHV $%
ǻ&  : T:3.07; TS:5.23; S:2.70; A:Betula pendula Roth,Cotoneaster horizontalis Decne., Forsythia ×intermedia
Zabel, Forsythia viridissima Lindl., Hibiscus syriacusL., Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk., Maclura pomifera (Raf.)
C. K. Schneid., Pyracantha coccinea M. Roem., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Sambucus nigra L., Syringa vulgaris
L.,Tilia caucasica Rupr., Tilia ×euchlora K. Koch; B: Betula pendula Roth (1 ind.), Tilia ×euchlora K. Koch (1
ind.), Syringa vulgaris L. (7m2), Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk. (17,5/055m);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:66.23; S:0.00; A: Acer pseudoplatanus L., Cercis siliquastrum L.,Chaenomeles japonica
(Thunb.) Lindl. ex Spach, Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel, Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl, Hibiscus syriacus L.,
Koelreuteria paniculata Laxm., Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk., Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Rosa canina L., Spiraea ×vanhouttei (Briot) Carrière, Symphoricarpos albus (L.) S. F. Blake, Thuja
orientalis L.; B: Acer pseudoplatanus L. (2 ind.), Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold (6 ind.), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton)
Willd.(1 ind.), Thuja orientalis L. (5 ind.), Chaenomeles japonica (Thunb.) Lindl. ex Spach(5.5m2), Forsythia
×intermedia Zabel (6m2), Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl (20m2), Hibiscus syriacus L. (12m2), Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk. (75/0,5);
ǻ& ):T:0.00; TS:52.63; S:0.00; A:Acer negundo L., Hibiscus syriacus L.; B: Acer negundo L.(2 ind.), Hibiscus
syriacus L. (10/0.5m), Acer negundo L. (50m2);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:100; S:0.00; A: Acer negundo L., ȺFHUSVHXGRSODWDQXV L.,Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall,
Juglans regia L.,Populus euramericana Guinier, Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Quercus robur L., Sambucus nigra
L.,Ulmus laevis Pall.; B: ȺFHUSVHXGRSODWDQXV L. (1 ind.); Acer negundo L. (2 ind.), Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall (1 ind.), Juglans regia L. (3 ind.), Prunus cerasifera Ehrh. (2 ind.); Sambucus nigra L. (25m2), Acer negundo
L., Juglans regia L. (45m2);
ǻ&  : T:60.89; TS:23.15; S:0.00; A: Aesculus hippocastanum L., Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk.; B: Aesculus
hippocastanum L.(4 ind.), Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk.(30/0.5m);
ǻ&  : T:42.88; TS:48.03;S:0.00; A:Acer platanoides L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Acer tataricum L., Aesculus
hippocastanum L., Betula pendula Roth, Lonicera pileata Oliv., Sorbus intermedia (Ehrh.) Pers., Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Taxus baccata L., Thuja orientalis L.; B: Acer platanoidesL. (4 ind.), Acer pseudoplatanus L.
(1 ind.), Aesculus hippocastanum L. (1 ind.), Betula pendula Roth (2 ind.), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (6
ind.), Thuja orientalis L. (2 ind.), Lonicera pileata Oliv.(11m2);
ǻ&  : T:7.14; TS:26.77; S:0.00;A: Acer negundo L., Euonymus japonicus Thunb., Juglans regia L., Ligustrum
ovalifolium Hassk., Populus nigra L., Thuja gigantea Nutt., Thuja orientalis L., Tilia tomentosa Moench, Spiraea×vanhouttei (Briot) Carriere, Syringa vulgaris L.; B: Acer negundo L.(1 ind.), Thuja gigantea Nutt. (1 ind.),
Thuja orientalis L. (13 ind.), Tilia tomentosa Moench (4 ind.), Spiraea× vanhouttei (Briot) Carriere (20m2),
Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk. (120/0.5m);
ǻ&  : T:79.89; TS:0.00; S:0.00;A: Acer negundo L., Fagus moesiaca (K. Malý) Czeczott, Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk., Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Populus alba L.; B: Fagus moesiaca (K. Malý) Czeczott (1
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ind.), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (2 ind.), Tilia caucasica Rupr. (11 ind.), Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk.
(11.5/0.5);
ǻ&  : T:39.64; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Acer platanoides L., Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall, Fraxinus ornus L.,
Prunus avium (L.) L., Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Salix albaL.; B: Acer platanoides L. (4
ind.), Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall (2 ind.), Fraxinus ornus L. (4 ind.), Robinia pseudoacacia L. (2 ind.), Salix alba L. (4);
ǻ&  : T:28.25; TS:46.05; S:0.00; A: Acer pseudoplatanus L., Deutzia scabra Thunb., Forsythia ×intermedia
Zabel, Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl, Hibiscus syriacus L., Lonicera tatarica L., Philadelphus coronaries L.,
Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Spiraea ×vanhouttei (Briot) Carrière, Symphoricarpos albus (L.) S. F. Blake,
Symphoricarpos orbiculatus Moench, Syringa vulgaris L.; B: Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (5 ind.), Deutzia
scabra Thunb. (20m2), Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel (2m2), Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl (20m2), Symphoricarpos albus (L.) S. F. Blake (8m2), Symphoricarpos orbiculatus Moench (20m2), Syringa vulgaris L. (9m2);
ǻ&  : T:72.73; TS:11.17; S:11.00; A: Acer campestre L., Acer pseudoplatanusL., Acer pseudoplatanus µ$WUR
SXUSXUHXP¶ Aesculus hippocastanumL., Catalpa bignonioides Walter, Chamaecyparis lawsoniana (A. Murray
bis) Parl., Cotoneaster horizontalis Decne., Philadelphus coronaries L., Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, Pinus strobusL., Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco; B: Acer
campestre L. (2 ind.), Acer pseudoplatanus L. (6 ind.), Acer pseudoplatanus µ$WURSXUSXUHXP¶  ind.), Aesculus
hippocastanum L. (2 ind.), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (3 ind.), Pinus strobus L. (1 ind.), Prunus
cerasifera Ehrh. (3 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:93.60; S:0.00; A: Acer campestre L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Gleditsia triacanthos L., Juglans regia L., Maclura pomifera (Raf.) C. K. Schneid., Prunus domestica subsp. insititia (L.) C. K. Schneid., Syringa vulgaris L., Tilia caucasica Rupr.; B: Juglans regia L. (1), Prunus domestica subsp. insititia (L.) C. K.
Schneid. (7), Syringa vulgaris L.(35m2), Maclura pomifera (Raf.) C. K. Schneid. (30/1m);
ǻ&  : T:58.41; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Acer negundo L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Betula pendula Roth, Corylus
colurna L., Juglans regiaL., Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Quercus rubra L., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Salix alba L.; B: Betula pendula Roth (3 ind.), Corylus colurna L. (3 ind.), Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold
(41 ind.), Quercus rubra L. (1 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:92.32; S:0.00; A: Acer platanoides L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Aesculus hippocastanum L.,
Cedrus atlantica (Endl.) G. Manetti ex Carrière, Cotoneaster horizontalis Decne., Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel,
Gleditsia triacanthos L., Juglans regia L., Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk., Ligustrum vulgare L., Juniperus virginiana L., Maclura pomifera (Raf.) C. K. Schneid., Picea abies (L.) H. Karst., Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, Quercus rubra L., Spiraea ×vanhouttei (Briot) Carrière, Symphoricarpos albus (L.) S. F. Blake, Taxus baccata L., Tilia cordata Mill., Tilia tomentosa Moench; B: Aesculus hippocastanum L. (6 ind.), Gleditsia triacanthos L. (1 ind.),
Quercus rubra L. (1 ind.), Tilia cordata Mill. (2 ind.), Tilia tomentosa Moench (5 ind.), Taxus baccata L. (40m2),
Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk. (7.5m2);
ǻ&  : T:16.31; TS:64.21; S:0.00; A: Acer ginnala Maxim., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Berberis vulgaris L., Betula pendula Roth, Prunus cerasifera µ$WURSXUSXUHD¶ Prunus laurocerasus L., Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.)
Franco, Pyracantha coccinea M.Roem., Salix alba L., Syringa vulgaris L., Tilia tomentosa Moench; B: Acer
pseudoplatanus L. (3 ind.), Betula pendula Roth (9 ind.), Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco (7 ind.), Berberis
vulgaris L. (30m2);
ǻ&  : T:83.09; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, Tilia cordata Mill., Tilia tomentosa Moench; B:
Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold (33 ind.), Tilia cordata Mill. (3 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:21.19; TS:19.05; S:3.39; A: Betula pendula Roth, Carpinus betulus L., Celtis occidentalis L., Corylus
colurna L., Cotoneaster horizontalis Decne., Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel, Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl,
Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk., Magnolia ×soulangeana Soul.-Bod., Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Pinus
nigra J. F. Arnold, Pinus strobus L., Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco, Tamarix tetrandra Pall. ex M. Bieb.,
Tilia tomentosa Moench; B:Celtis occidentalis L. (14), Corylus colurna L.(3), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton)
Willd.(2), Tilia tomentosa Moench(4), Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel(135m2);
ǻ&  :T:14.20;TS:31.62;S:0.00; A: Acer saccharinum L.,Cedrus atlantica (Endl.) G. Manetti ex Carrière,
Cedrus deodara (Roxb. ex D. Don) G. Don, Juglans regiaL., Koelreuteria paniculata Laxm.,Philadelphus coronarius L., Platanus× acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Tamarix tetrandra Pall. ex M. Bieb., Robinia pseudoacacia L.,
Tilia×euchlora K. Koch, Tilia tomentosa Moench; B: Acer saccharinum L. (5 ind.); Juglans regia L.(1 ind.), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (3 ind.), Tilia ×euchlora K. Koch (2 ind.), Tilia tomentosa Moench (5 ind.),
Tamarix tetrandra Pall. ex M. Bieb. (30m2);
ǻ&  : T:9.07; TS:27.20; S:6.84;A:Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle,Acer negundoL., CeltisoccidentalisL.,Prunus cerasifera Ehrh.,Pyracantha coccinea M. Roem.,Robinia pseudoacaciaL., Syringa vulgarisL.,
Thuja orientalis L., Tilia cordata Mill.; B: Acer negundo L. (2), Robinia pseudoacacia L. (4), Thuja orientalisL.
(4), Tilia cordata Mill. (1), Pyracantha coccinea M. Roem.(140m2), Syringa vulgarisL. (150m2);
ǻ&  : T:12.11; TS:28.29; S:4.31; A: Acer negundo L., Acer platanoides L., Berberis vulgaris L., Berberis
vulgaris µ$WURSXUSXUHD¶ Celtis occidentalis L., Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel, Philadelphus coronarius L., Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Rhus typhina L., Spiraea ×vanhouttei (Briot) Carrière, Tilia cordata Mill.; B: Acer negundo L. (3 ind.), Celtis occidentalis L. (6 ind.), Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd.(4 ind.), Prunus cerasifera Ehrh. (1 ind.), Forsythia ×intermedia Zabel (7m2);
ǻ&  : T:51.55; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Acer negundo L., Acer pseudoplatanus µ$WURSXUSXUHXP¶ Gleditsia triacanthos L., Populus alba L., Populus simonii Carrière, Prunus cerasifera Ehrh.,Ulmus laevis Pall.,Ulmus pumila L.; B: Acer negundo L. (2 ind.), Gleditsia triacanthos L. (16 ind.), Populus alba L. (4 ind.), Populus simonii Carrière (5 ind.), Ulmus laevis Pall. (2 ind.), Ulmus pumila L. (1 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:18.99; S:2.93; A: Amorpha fruticosa L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Betula pendula Roth,
Fraxinus angustifolia Vahl, Juglans regia L., Platanus ×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Populus nigra L.,Prunus
cerasifera Ehrh.,Salix alba L., Tilia platyphyllos Scop.; B: Salix alba L. (4 ind.), Amorpha fruticosa L. (50m2),
Juglans regia L. (20m2);
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ǻ7
ɋ

ǻ+
(%)

ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:42.56; S:8.53;A:Celtis australisL., CeltisoccidentalisL., Cercis siliquastrumL., Forsythia
×intermedia Zabel, Hibiscus syriacusL., Mahonia aquifolium (Pursh) Nutt., Prunus laurocerasusL.,Taxus bac0.8
1.1
cataL.; B: Cercis siliquastrumL. (23 ind.), Hibiscus syriacusL. (3 ind.), Taxus baccataL. (60m2);
ǻ&  : T:46,63; TS:53.37; S:0.00; A: Acer platanoides L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Berberis vulgaris L., Cercis siliquastrum L., Celtis occidentalis L., Cotoneaster zabelii C. K. Schneid., Corylus colurna L., Fraxinus
pennsylvanica Marshall, Koelreuteria paniculata Laxm., Philadelphus coronarius L., Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold,
1.1
1.5
24
Populus alba L., Styphnolobium japonicum (L.) Schott, Tilia cordata Mill.; B: Acer pseudoplatanus L. (7 ind.),
2
Corylus colurna L. (2 ind.), Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold (19 ind.), Berberis vulgaris L. (15m );
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:58.49; S:0.00; A: Acer pseudoplatanus L., Berberis vulgaris L., Crataegus monogyna
25
Jacq., Fraxinus excelsior L., Philadelphus coronarius L., Syringa vulgaris L.; B: Fraxinus excelsior L. (3 ind.),
1.2
1.6
Philadelphus coronarius L. (20m2), Syringa vulgaris L. (80m2);
ǻ&  : T:41.83; TS:12.57; S:3.39; A: Acer pseudoplatanus L., Acer saccharinum L., Aesculus hippocastanum
L., Berberis thunbergii DC., Berberis thunbergii µ$WURSXUSXUHD¶Betula pendula Roth, Cedrus atlantica (Endl.)
G. Manetti ex Carrière, Chaenomeles japonica (Thunb.) Lindl. ex Spach, Deutzia scabra Thunb., Juglans regia
L., Juniperus chinensis L.,Malus baccata (L.) Borkh., Malus floribunda Siebold ex Van Houtte, Prunus
1.0
1.4
26
cerasifera µ$WURSXUSXUHD¶Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold, Quercus robur L., Quercus robur µ)DVWLJLDWD¶Robinia
pseudoacacia L.; B: Acer pseudoplatanus L. (1 ind.), Aesculus hippocastanum L. (1 ind.), Betula pendula Roth
(1 ind.), Cedrus atlantica (Endl.) G. Manetti ex Carrière (2 ind.), Prunus cerasifera µ$WURSXUSXUHD¶  ind.),
Quercus robur µ)DVWLJLDWD¶  ind.), Robinia pseudoacacia L. (1 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Populus alba L., Populus nigra L., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Rhus
27
0.8
1.1
typhina L.; B: Robinia pseudoacacia L. (3 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:4.70; TS:100; S:0.00; A: Acer negundo L., Cornus sanguinea L., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Sambu28
1.0
1.8
cus nigra L.; B: Acer negundo L. (2 ind.), Cornus sanguinea L. (110m2);
ǻ&  : T:100; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Acer negundo L. , Acer platanoides L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Cedrus
atlantica (Endl.) G. Manetti ex Carrière, Gleditsia triacanthos L., Juglans regia L., Platanus ×acerifolia (Ai29
ton) Willd., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Tilia tomentosa Moench; B: Acer negundo L. (6 ind.), Acer platanoides
1.1
2.2
L. (1 ind.), Platanus×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (4 ind.), Juglans regia L. + Acer negundo L. + Tilia tomentosa
2
Moench (60m );
ǻ&  : T:58.65; TS:37.63; S:0.00; A: Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Acer pseudoplatanus L., Acer pseudoplatanus µ$WURSXUSXUHXP¶ Juglans regia L., Prunus domestica subsp. insititia (L.) C. K. Schneid.,Prunus
cerasifera Ehrh., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Syringa vulgaris L.; B: Acer pseudoplatanus L. (3 ind.), Acer pseu30
1.2
2.3
doplatanus µ$WURSXUSXUHXP¶  ind.), Juglans regia L. (1 ind.), Prunus domestica subsp. insititia (L.) C. K.
2
Schneid.(4 ind.), Robinia pseudoacacia L. (2 ind.), Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle (5m ), Robinia pseudoacacia L., Juglans regia L. (15m2);
ǻ&  : T:15.75; TS:37.93; S:0.00; A: Acer platanoides L., ȺFHUSVHXGRSODWDQXVL., Cedrus atlantica (Endl.)
G. Manetti ex Carrière, Cornus sanguinea L., Crataegus monogyna Jacq., Fraxinus excelsior L., Robinia pseu1.3
2.6
31
doacacia L., Tilia ×euchlora K. Koch; B: ȺFHUSVHXGRSODWDQXVL. (2), Acer platanoides L. (16 ind.), Cedrus
atlantica (Endl.) G. Manetti ex Carrière(15), Robinia pseudoacacia L. (1 ind.);
ǻ&  : T:1.91; TS:5.94; S:10.47; A: Crataegus monogyna Jacq., Prunus cerasus L., Robinia pseudoacacia L.,
32
0.9
1.4
Rosa canina L.; B: Prunus cerasus L. + Rosa canina L. (30/1.5m);
ǻ&  : T:90.83;TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Acer negundo L., Juglans regia L.,
Populus alba L., Quercus cerris L., Prunus domestica subsp. insititia (L.) C. K. Schneid.,Robinia pseudoacacia
33
L., Salix alba L., Sambucus nigra L.,Ulmus minor Mill.; B: Populus alba L. (2 ind.), Acer negundo L. (9 ind.),
0.7
1.3
Juglans regia L. (2 ind.), Robinia pseudoacacia L. (1 ind.), Prunus domestica subsp. insititia (L.) C. K.
Schneid. (1 ind.), Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle (5m2);
ǻ&  : T:100; TS:0.00; S:0.00; A: Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Acer negundo L., Juglans regia
L.,Platanus×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd.; B: Acer negundo L. (2 ind.), Platanus×acerifolia (Aiton) Willd. (4 ind.),
34
1.3
2.0
Acer negundo L. + Juglans regia L. (275m2);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:64.37;S:0.00; A: Amorpha fruticosa L., Gleditsia triacanthos L., Maclura pomifera (Raf.)
35
C. K. Schneid.,Populus nigraµ,WDOLFD¶Prunus cerasifera Ehrh.; B: Populus nigra µ,WDOLFD¶  ind.), Amorpha
1.8
2.5
fruticosa L. (15m2), Gleditsia triacanthos L. (15/1m), Maclura pomifera (Raf.) C. K. Schneid.(5/1m);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:100; S:0.00; A: Acer negundo L., Cornus sanguinea L., Crataegus monogyna Jacq., Morus
alba L., Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Sambucus nigra L., Ulmus minor Mill.; B: Prunus
36
0.9
2.0
cerasifera Ehrh. (3 ind.), Morus alba L. (2 ind.), Cornus sanguinea L. (55m2), Crataegus monogyna Jacq.
(40m2);
ǻ&  : T:0.00; TS:100; S:0.00; A: Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Acer campestre L., Acer negundo L.,
Acer platanoides L., Acer pseudoplatanus L., Cornus mas L., Cornus sanguinea L., Crataegus monogyna Jacq.,
Fraxinus excelsior L., Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall, Juglans regia L., Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Quercus
37
0.9
1.5
pubescens Willd., Robinia pseudoacacia L., Tilia caucasica Rupr., Tilia tomentosa Moench; B: Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle (22 ind.), Acer campestre L. (42 ind.), Acer platanoides L. (60 ind.), Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall (22 ind.), Juglans regia L. (22 ind.), Prunus cerasifera Ehrh. (22 ind.), Quercus pubescens Willd.
(22 ind.), Cornus mas L. (44m2), Crataegus monogyna Jacq. (22m2);
ǻ&- plant cover of green areas (T-with shrubs, TS ± with shrubs and trees; S ± with shrubs); A ±dendrological structure of a green space;
B ± dendrological structure of a green space in the zone of influence; ǻT ±the difference in air temperature modification measured in
front of and behind the investigated green space minus the value obtained in the control measurement; ǻH ± the difference in air humidity
modification measured in front of and behind the investigated space minus the value obtained in the control measurement;
23
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Ɍ$%/(
Statistical parameters for the mean values of air temperature and humidity for green areas in relation to
their plant cover
Environmental
factor

Green space cover

Trees up to 30%
Trees and shrubs
up 30%
Trees 30-60%
Air temperature
Trees and shrubs
ɋ
30-60%
Trees 60-100%
Trees and shrubs
60-100%
Trees up 30%
Trees and shrubs
up 30%
Air
7UHHVɨɞ-60%
humidity
Trees and shrubs
(%)
30-60%
Trees 60-100%
Trees and shrubs
60-100%

95% reliability interval
Lower limit
Upper limit
0.6762
0.9627

x

S

Ss

0.8194

0.42347

0.07058

1.0903

0.48036

0.05661

0.9774

1.3056

0.60525

0.05824

1.1429

0.55959

1.2028

Min.

Max.

0.10

1.70

1.2032

0.30

2.50

1.1901

1.4210

0.30

2.80

0.02812

1.0876

1.1982

0.10

3.20

0.50673

0.04223

1.1193

1.2862

0.40

2.70

1.1800

0.71596

0.02983

1.1214

1.2386

0.10

4.70

1.0500

0.50681

0.08447

0.8785

1.2215

0.20

2.40

2.4667

1.54135

0.18165

2.1045

2.8289

0.50

6.20

1.7963

0.72252

0.06952

1.6585

1.9341

0.60

3.80

1.8051

0.89092

0.04477

1.7170

1.8931

0.20

5.20

2.0896

0.80059

0.06672

1.9577

2.2215

0.70

4.80

1.9382

0.97142

0.04048

1.8587

2.0177

0.10

5.10

Ɍ$%/(
One-factor analysis of variance to test the significance of differences between the mean values of
air temperature and humidity for green spaces with different plant cover categories
Sum of squares
df
Mean square
Among the groups
7.357
5
1.471
Air temperature Within the groups
517.006
1326
0.390
Ȉ
524.363
1331
Among the groups
59.792
5
11.958
Air humidity
Within the groups
1181.313
1326
0.891
Ȉ
1241.104
1331
Tests of arithmetic means (Robust Tests of Equality of Means)
Statistica
df1
Welch
6.474
5
Air temperature
Brown-Forsythe
5.007
5
Welch
23.768
5
Air humidity
Brown-Forsythe
12.881
5
a. asymptotic F distribution

F
3.774

Sig.
0.002

13.423

0.000

df2
222.615
667.110
223.655
274.001

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

ɪ WKHRQHVZLWKDQXSWRFRYHUZLWKWUHHV
and shrubs and those with a 60-100% cover of trees
DQGVKUXEV 6LJ ɪ<0.01).
The highest mean difference in air temperature
was recorded in green spaces with a 30-60% cover
of trees and shrubs, which is 1.32±0.60°C. The results obtained are in agreement with many studies
that confirm that green spaces significantly affect the
reduction of air temperature in cities. Air temperature studies in Gulbenkian Park and its immediate
vicinity, in Lisbon, Portugal, showed that the air
temperature in this green space during the summer is
lower than the air temperature in the immediate environment, with an average difference in air temperatures of 1.3-2.9ºC [27]. The Gulbenkian Park had a
lower air temperature compared to the immediate environment in all seasons, but especially during the
summer. The research of the differences in the air
temperature of green spaces and their environment
in central Japan also shows that there is a difference
in air temperatures inside and outside green spaces,
especially during the summer when the largest

Statistically significant differences in air humidity values at the 0.01 level are confirmed between the green spaces with an up to 30% cover of
trees and those with an up to 30% cover of trees and
shrubs (Sig.=0.000; p<0.01), the ones with an up to
30% cover of trees and those with a 30-60% cover
of trees (Sig =0.001; p<0.01); those with an up to
30% cover of trees and those with a 30-60% cover
of trees and shrubs (Sig.=0.00; p <0.01); the ones
with an up to 30% cover of trees and those with a 60100% cover of trees (Sig.=0.000; p<0.01), the ones
with an up to 30% cover of trees and those with a 3060% cover of trees and shrubs (Sig.=0.000; p<0.01),
the ones with an up to 30% cover of trees and shrubs
and those with a 30-60% cover of trees (Sig.=0.000;
p<0.01), the ones with an up to 30% cover of trees
and those with a 30-60% cover of trees and shrubs
(Sig.=0.000; p<0.01), the ones with an up to 30%
cover of trees and those with a 60-100% cover of
trees and shrubs (Sig ɪ WKHRQHVZLWK
an up to 30% cover with trees and shrubs and those
with a 30-60% cover with trees (Sig.=0.000;
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difference in air temperature of 1.3°C was measured
[28]. In their studies of green spaces in California
Taha et al. (1988) [29] state that the air temperature
below mature trees in green spaces is by 1.7°C-3.3°C
lower than in areas where there are no plants. Many
studies [7, 9, 29-36] confirm that green spaces significantly reduce the air temperature in the city and
the degree of reduction of air temperature within the
green spaces and the immediate environment depends on the characteristics of those green spaces
(cover of different plant materials, spatial distribution, degree of development of the surrounding area,
etc.).
On the basis of the analysis of the obtained results, it can also be noticed that the impact of green

spaces on the modification of air temperature and
humidity in relation to the percentage of cover of a
green space with plant material is in most cases
greater if they also include shrubs. Beratzky (1989)
[35] as well as Coke and Roth (2006) [37] also point
out that the increase in air humidity in green spaces
is higher if they contain shrubs.
In the investigated green spaces, the highest
mean differences in air temperature (1.5°C) were
recorded in green spaces: 04, 13, 15 and 16. Slightly
lower differences in air temperature were recorded
in green space 11 (1.3°C), as well as in green space
30 (1.2°C).

TABLE 4
Statistical parameters of the Tukey test - differences in the impact of green spaces on air temperature
(I) Green space cover

(J) Green space cover

Trees and shrubs
up to 30%
Trees 30-60%
Trees up to 30%
Trees and shrubs 30-60%
Trees 60-100%
Trees and shrubs 60-100%
Trees up to 30%
Trees 30-60%
Trees and shrubs
Trees and shrubs up 30%
30-60%
Trees 60-100%
Trees and shrubs
60-100%
Trees up to 30%
Trees and shrubs
ɞɨ
Trees
Trees and shrubs
ɨɞ-60%
30-60%
Trees 60-100%
Trees and shrubs
60-100%
Trees up to 30%
Trees and shrubs
up to 30%
Trees and shrubs 30-60%
Trees 30-60%
Trees 60-100%
Trees and shrubs
60-100%
Trees up to 30%
Trees and shrubs
up to 30%
Trees
Trees 30-60%
60-100%
Trees and shrubs
30-60%
Trees and shrubs
60-100%
Trees up to 30%
Trees and shrubs
up to 30%
Trees and shrubs
Trees up to 30-60%
60-100%
Trees and shrubs
30-60%
Trees 60-100%
difference between arithmetic means at the level of 0.05.

Difference
Standard.
arithmetic mean
deviation
(I-J)

95% reliability interval
Sig.

Lower limit

Upper limit

-0.27083

0.12746

0.275

-0.6346

0.0929

*

-0.48611
-0.32348*
-0.38333*
-0.36059*
0.27083
-0.21528

0.12017
0.10870
0.11635
0.10727
0.12746
0.09500

0.001
0.035
0.013
0.010
0.275
0.209

-0.8291
-0.6337
-0.7154
-0.6667
-0.0929
-0.4864

-0.1432
-0.0133
-0.0513
-0.0544
0.6346
0.0558

-0.05265

0.08000

0.986

-0.2810

0.1757

-0.11250

0.09013

0.813

-0.3697

0.1447

-0.08976

0.07805

0.860

-0.3125

0.1330

*

0.12017

0.001

0.1432

0.8291

0.21528

0.09500

0.209

-0.0558

0.4864

0.16263

0.06778

0.157

-0.0308

0.3561

0.10278

0.07948

0.789

-0.1241

0.3296

0.12552

0.06548

0.392

-0.0613

0.3124

0.32348*

0.10870

0.035

0.0133

0.6337

0.48611

0.05265

0.08000

0.986

-0.1757

0.2810

-0.16263
-0.05985

0.06778
0.06076

0.157
0.923

-0.3561
-0.2333

0.0308
0.1136

-0.03711

0.04076

0.944

-0.1534

0.0792

*

0.11635

0.013

0.0513

0.7154

0.11250

0.09013

0.813

-0.1447

0.3697

-0.10278

0.07948

0.789

-0.3296

0.1241

0.05985

0.06076

0.923

-0.1136

0.2333

0.02274

0.05818

0.999

-0.1433

0.1888

*

0.10727

0.010

0.0544

0.6667

0.08976

0.07805

0.860

-0.1330

0.3125

-0.12552

0.06548

0.392

-0.3124

0.0613

0.03711

0.04076

0.944

-0,0792

0.1534

-0.02274

0.05818

0.999

-0,1888

0.1433

0.38333

0.36059
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TABLE 5
Statistical parameters of the Tukey test - differences in the impact of green space cover on air humidity
(I) Green space
cover

Trees up to 30%

Trees and shrubsup to 30%

Trees 30-60%

Trees and shrubs
30-60%

Trees
60-100%

Trees and shrubs
60-100%

Difference in
arithmetic
Standard
(J) Green space cover
means
deviation
(I-J)
Trees and shrubs
-1.41667*
0.19267
up to 30%
Trees 30-60%
-0.74630*
0.18165
Trees and shrubs 30*
-0.75505
0.16431
60%
*
Trees 60-100%
-1.03958
0.17588
Trees and shrubs 60*
-0.88819
0.16215
100%
*
Trees up to 30%
1.41667
0.19267
Trees 30-60%
0.67037*
0.14360
Trees and shrubs 30*
0.66162
0.12093
60%
Trees 60-100%
0.37708
0.13624
Trees and shrubs 600.52847*
0.11798
100%
Treesup to 30%
0.74630*
0.18165
Trees and shrubs
*
-0.67037
0.14360
up to 30%
Trees and shrubs 30-0.00875
0.10246
60%
Trees 60-100%
-0.29329
0.12015
Trees and shrubs
-0.14190
0.09897
60-100%
*
Trees do 30%
0.75505
0.16431
Trees and shrubs
*
-0.66162
0.12093
up to 30%
Trees 30-60%
0.00875
0.10246
Trees 60-100%
-0.28453*
0.09185
Trees and shrubs
-0.13314
0.06161
60-100%
*
Trees up to 30%
1.03958
0.17588
Trees and shrubs
-0.37708
0.13624
up to 30%
Trees 30-60%
0.29329
0.12015
Trees and shrubs 30*
0.28453
0.09185
60%
Trees and shrubs
0.15139
0.08794
60-100%
*
Trees up to 30%
0.88819
0.16215
Trees and shrubs up to
*
-0.52847
0.11798
30%
Trees 30-60%
0.14190
0.09897
Trees and shrubs
0.13314
0.06161
30-60%
Trees 60-100%
-0.15139
0.08794

95% reliability interval
Sig.

Lower limit

Upper limit

0.000

-1.9665

-0.8668

0.001

-1.2647

-0.2279

0.000

-1.2240

-0.2861

0.000

-1.5415

-0.5376

0.000

-1.3510

-0.4254

0.000
0.000

0.8668
0.2605

1.9665
1.0802

0.000

0.3165

1.0067

0.063

-0.0117

0.7659

0.000

0.1918

0.8652

0.001

0.2279

1.2647

0.000

-1.0802

-0.2605

1.000

-0.3012

0.2837

0.143

-0.6362

0.0496

0.706

-0.4244

0.1406

0.000

0.2861

1.2240

0.000

-1.0067

-0.3165

1.000
0.024

-0.2837
-0.5467

0.3012
-0.0224

0.257

-0.3090

0.0427

0.000

0.5376

1.5415

0.063

-0.7659

0.0117

0.143

-0.0496

0.6362

0.024

0.0224

0.5467

0.518

-0.0996

0.4024

0.000

0.4254

1.3510

0.000

-0.8652

-0.1918

0.706

-0.1406

0.4244

0.257

-0.0427

0.3090

0.518

-0.4024

0.0996

*. difference between arithmetic means at the level of 0.05

In green space 16 dominates Pinus nigra JFArnold,
and in the zone of influence there is also Tilia cordata Mill. The ratio of evergreen to deciduous species is 50:50% in that green space. The dendrological structure of green space 11 consists of evergreen
(Pinus strobus L.) and deciduous taxa (Acer pseudoplatanus L., Platanus × acerifolia (Aiton) Willd.,
Prunus cerasifera Ehrh., Aesculus hippocastanum L.
and Acer campestre L.) with a 16.7:83.3% ratio. The
dendrological structure of green space 30 is composed of deciduous taxa (Acer pseudoplatanus L.,
Acer pseudoplatanus 'Atropurpureum', Ailanthus

The green space 04 in the zone of influence
consists of deciduous species (Acer pseudoplatanus
L., Acer negundo L., Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall, Juglans regia L. and Sambucus nigra L.). The
share of tree species in the zone of influence is 80%
and of shrubs 20%. In green space 13, the ratio of
evergreen (Pinus nigra J.F. Arnold.) to deciduous
species (Corylus colurna L. and Betula pendula
Roth.) is 66.7:33.3%. In green space 15, the ratio of
evergreen (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) to
deciduous species (Betula pendula Roth, Acer pseudoplatanus L. and Berberis vulgaris L.) is 25:75%.
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L.) is 83.3:16.6. In the lower storey there are also
seedlings of some tree species and mostly of Juglans
regia L. This green space has a 100% cover of deciduous species.
A comparative analysis of the dendrological
structure, canopy and floors of the investigated green
spaces found that higher temperature and humidity
differences were recorded in green spaces, which
had more than 74.3% of their area covered with trees
and shrubs. The presence of seedlings and developed
tree and shrub storeys also contribute to a more efficient air temperature and humidity modification.

altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Juglans regia L., Prunus
domestica L. subsp. insititia (L.) CK Schneid. and
Robinia pseudoacacia L.).
The results of this study confirm that green
spaces with a complex dendrological structure characterized by a larger share of tree taxa with broad
and dark leaves (Acer pseudoplatanus L., Acer pseudoplatanus 'Atropurpureum', Corylus colurna L.,
Tilia cordata mill., Aesculus hippocastanum L.) reduce air temperature to a greater extent. The obtained results are in agreement with the study by Oka
(1989) [38], which emphasizes that broad and dark
leaves of trees consume a higher amount of solar energy that prevents air and soil warming in the immediate environment.
The results of the study show that green spaces
10 and 33 have a lower air temperature reduction
(0.7°C). In the zone of influence of the above-mentioned spaces, there are mostly taxa with sparse
crowns: Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Populus alba L., Prunus domestica L. subsp. insititia (L.)
CK Schneid. and Robinia pseudoacacia L. or
shrubs: Deutzia scabra Thunb., Forsythia × intermedia Zabel, Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl,
Symphoricarpos albus (L.) SF Blake, Symphoricarpos orbiculatus Moench. and Syringa vulgaris L.
Larger differences in mean air humidity values
were found in those green spaces that, besides trees,
contain a significant share of shrubs (04, 08, 10, 12).
Green space 10, modifies air humidity by 2.4%. The
dominant shrubs in the zone of influence are: Deutzia scabra Thunb., Forsythia × intermedia Zabel,
Forsythia suspensa (Thunb.) Vahl, Symphoricarpos
albus (L.) SF Blake, Symphoricarpos orbiculatus
Moench. and Syringa vulgaris L. The ratio of trees
(Platanus × acerifolia (Aiton) Willd.) to shrubs is
14.3: 85.7%. The cover of these green spaces with
crowns of trees and shrubs is 74.3%. This green
space is completely (100%) composed of deciduous
taxa. The dendrological structure of green space 08,
which modifies air humidity by 2.3%, is characterized by the presence of the following trees (Platanus
× acerifolia (Aiton) Willd., Fagus moesiaca (K.
Malý) Czeczott, Tilia caucasica Rupr.) and a shrub
(Ligustrum ovalifolium Hassk.) and the percentage
ratio of deciduous to semi-evergreen taxa is 75:25.
The total cover of green spaces with trees and shrubs
is 79.89%. Green space 12 modifies air humidity by
2.2%. The ratio of trees (Prunus domestica L. subsp.
insititia (L.) CK Schneid., Maclura pomifera (Raf.)
CK Schneid.) and shrub (Syringa vulgaris L.) in the
zone of impact is 66.67: 33.33. The cover of this
green space is made up only of deciduous trees and
shrubs. In total 93.60% of the area is covered by
trees and shrubs. The cover of green space 04, which
modifies air humidity by 2.0% with trees and shrubs
is 100%. In the zone of influence, the ratio of trees
(Acer pseudoplatanus L., Acer negundo L., Fraxinus
pennsylvanica Marshall, Juglans regia L. and
Prunus cerasifera Ehrh.) to shrubs (Sambucus nigra

CONCLUSIONS
By examining the impact of 37 investigated
roadside green spaces in terms of their cover percentage and dendrological structure, along 15 main
roads in the area of Belgrade on the microclimate
characteristics (air temperature and humidity), the
following findings were observed:
- The comparison of investigated categories of
the plant cover of roadside green spaces during the
vegetation period in the years of research, it was confirmed that the plant cover of the green space significantly affects air temperature and humidity modification in the immediate urban environment,
- Green spaces with a 60% cover of trees or
trees and shrubs are more efficient than green spaces
with an up to 30% cover of trees and shrubs in air
temperature and humidity modification.
- Higher temperature and humidity differences
were recorded in green spaces with a cover of trees
and shrubs of over 74.3%,
- Green spaces with a cover of trees and shrubs
of 100% and 80.52% reduced air temperature to the
greatest extent,
- The green spaces whose dendrological structure is dominated by tree taxa with wide and dark
leaves (Acer pseudoplatanus L., Acer pseudoplatanus 'Atropurpureum', Corylus colurna L., Tilia cordata Mill., Aesculus hippocastanum L.) reduce air
temperature to a greater extent compared to the
green spaces dominated by taxa with sparse crowns
(Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle, Populus alba
L., Prunus domestica L. subsp. insiditia (L.) CK
Schneid., Robinia pseudoacacia L. or just shrubs,
- The presence of seedlings and the development of tree and shrub storeys also contribute to a
more efficient modification of air temperature and
humidity.
- Larger differences in air humidity are found
in green spaces that beside the trees contain a significant share of shrubs (Deutzia scabra Thunb., Forsythia × intermedia Zabel, Forsythia suspensa
(Thunb.) Vahl, Sambucus nigra L., Symphoricarpos
albus (L.) SF Blake, Symphoricarpos orbiculatus
Moench. and Syringa vulgaris L.) and seedlings of
the present woody plants.
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Green spaces along the main roads in the area
of Belgrade have a significant impact on the microclimate characteristics (air temperature and humidity) in the immediate urban environment, mitigating
and modifying negative consequences in the conditions of climate change. The modern urban development, which requires constant adaptation of cities to
the increasingly pronounced manifestations of climate change, confirms the need for a permanent research of environmental functions and the impact of
green spaces on the quality of the urban environment.
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and cleaning after the application. During the said
four stages, users may be exposed to pesticides in
different ways, which affect them through respiration, direct contact or oral exposure. Accordingly,
use of protective gloves and masks is strongly recommended during the stages of pesticide preparation, mixing and filling, non-observance of which
would cause exposure in ways of respiration and direct contact. In the survey [1] conducted with cotton
producers in the Punjab region of Pakistan, it was
found that the highest rate of pesticide contamination
was taking place during chemical preparation at
76.4%, while the rates of contamination caused by
the use of wrong or low-technology sprayers and application of pesticides in unsuitable weather conditions were 67.5% and 46.5% respectively.
During pesticide applications in the field, meteorological factors should be definitely taken into
consideration and application should be made in
suitable weather conditions and by use of correct
equipment. In addition, users/operators should avoid
direct contact with pesticides while the chemical
tank is emptied and cleaned.
Use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is
recommended during and after the application of
pesticides in the field, in order to eliminate risk of
being affected by pesticides. PPE is known to help
reduce pesticide contamination and protect human
health [2, 3, 4, 5]. The PPE used for pesticide application purposes mainly consists of overalls, hat,
gloves, glasses, mask and long boots.
PPE is not widely used in Turkey and persons
applying pesticides generally do not prefer to use
equipment such as overalls, masks and gloves. Especially in hot weather, protective equipment such as
overalls, masks and gloves causes additional stress
on the user. In a study conducted on “Thermal comfort and personal protective equipment” [6], comparison in which was made between persons who use
and do not use PPE, it was found out that 1 oC of
body temperature rise occurred in 15 minutes when
PPE is used. On the other hand, it is reported that the
use of hats is quite common in order to get protected
from the sun.

The objective of this study is to determine the
level of awareness of farmers about the personal protective equipment used in pesticide applications. The
study was conducted in 56 villages in the administrative zone of the central districts of Adana, a southern province of Turkey, during which information
was collected from the farmers with the individual
interview method. In the individual interviews, demographic properties of the farmers, their behavioural patterns during pesticide applications, general
level of knowledge about pesticide applications and
level of awareness in the use of personal protective
equipment (PPE) were questioned. The farmers included in the scope of the study were 54.14 years old
in average and nearly half of them (45.2%) were
found to be primary school graduates. The farmers’
average history of agricultural activity was 30.19
years, and they had been applying agricultural pesticides for 25.81 years in average. It was determined
that 84.7% of the farmers were engaged in arable
farming, applying agricultural pesticides 3.15 times
a year in average and 88.7% of them had not been
informed about the use of PPE. As a result of the
study, it was understood that the farmers were not
well-informed about the negative effects of pesticides on human health in spite of their significant
level of experience in both farming and the use of
pesticides, which caused unconsciousness about the
use of PPE. In order for the said consciousness to be
created, it is important for the relevant institutions to
get organized and start field training programs. 
)( #$
Pesticide Applications, Personal Protective Equipment,
Farmers, Awareness, Human Health
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Pesticides in farming are applied in four stages,
namely the preparation of the chemical, filling of it
in the tank and mixing, application of it in the field
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Number of Settlements with
Number of villages engaged in
Number of questionnaire
Village Characteristics 1
agriculture1
applied
Yüreğir
63
20
45
Sarıçam
57
18
39
Karaisalı
58
18
40
%7<*4



1
Personal meeting held with the district authorities of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock (April, 2018); [8].
District name

the whole area, all of these 56 villages were included
in the study. A similar sample was also used by other
researchers [8] in the same area. In each village, individual interviews were hold with at least two producers and the study population consisted of 112
producers in total. On the other hand, questionnaires
were applied to 124 producers to obtain a surplus of
10%. Only voluntary producers were included in the
sample ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the
information collected. The districts, villages and
number of interviews are given in Table 1.
During the interviews with producers, the
structured questionnaire form prepared by the authors was used, which included questions regarding
the demographic properties (age, level of education,
crop types, field of activity, etc.), behavioural attitudes of producers in pesticide application, general
level of knowledge regarding pesticide application
and level of awareness in the use of PPE. The data
collected were analysed by use of the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 software. Percentage distribution and average values were used in the interpretation and evaluation of the data collected from the producers.

Level of pesticide contamination significantly
increases for persons who apply pesticides or enter
in the fields after pesticide application for various
purposes including harvest and maintenance. Previous studies reveal that such direct contact with pesticides may cause skin or eye redness, headache, dizziness and nausea. In the survey conducted in Brazil
[7] with 250 producers, it was determined that 92%
of them directly worked in contact with pesticides
and 59.6% of them suffered pesticide-caused problems. All these negative effects can be reduced by
applying pesticides at the correct time and in suitable
meteorological conditions, by use of correct agricultural equipment, at the recommended doses, accompanied by PPE [5]. The main problem encountered
during pesticide application is the increase in level
of contamination as a result of wrong or deficient use
of PPE.
In this study conducted in the villages located
in the administrative zone of the central districts of
Adana, a southern province of Turkey, it was aimed
to determine the tendencies of agricultural producers
towards the use of personal protective equipment
(PPE) during pesticide applications and their level of
awareness about PPE.
%#$% $

The main material of this study is the primary
data collected from producers from the villages located in the administrative zone of the central districts of Adana, who grow agricultural crops and apply pesticides.
The study area included the villages located in
the administrative zone of the central districts of
Adana. Adana province has 5 central districts,
namely Çukurova, Seyhan, Karaisalı, Yüreğir and
Sarıçam. For determining the villages to be included
in the study, personal meetings were held with the
district directorates of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock, which revealed that Çukurova
and Seyhan districts did not have any settlement reflecting village characteristics. For this reason, the
study area comprised of Karaisalı, Yüreğir and
Sarıçam districts. It was determined that the said 3
districts had 178 settlements with village characteristics in total, while only 56 of them were intensively
engaged in agriculture. For being able to represent
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$7,27.,76752,8:78.:<2.;7/*0:2,=4<=:*4.6
<.:8:2;.;In the study, 8.9% of the producers with
whom interviews were made were female, 91.1% of
them were male, while 39.5% of them were in the
45-54 age range and their average age was 54.14.
There was no illiterate producer and 45.2% of the
producers were primary school graduates. Producers
mainly engaged in arable farming (58.9%) and the
average size of land they cultivated was 207.65 da.
While 76.5% of the producers cultivated their own
lands, 62.0% of them performed irrigated farming.
Socioeconomic properties of the producers are given
in Table 2.
According to the last Turkish General Agriculture Census held in 2001, the proportion of agricultural enterprises cultivating 100 da or less was 84.3%
and average enterprise size was 61 da [9]. The study
area presents quite better conditions when compared
to the national averages, in terms of the number of
enterprises cultivating 100 da or less (52.4%) and average size of enterprise (207,65 da).
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0.
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65- +
Total
Average age

3
10
49
45
17
124

2.4
8.1
39.5
36.3
13.7
100.0
54.14 years

21
56
23
15
9
124

16.9
45.2
18.5
12.1
7.3
100.0
6.56 years

73
8
11
14
12
6
124

58.9
6.5
8.9
11.3
9.7
4.8
100.0

114
26
9
149*

76.5
17.5
6.0
100.0

42
23
19
16
15
9
124

33.9
18.5
15.3
12.9
12.1
7.3
100.0
207.65 da

.>.47/.-=,*<276
Literate
Primary school graduate
Middle school graduate
High school graduate
University graduate
Total
Average years of education
*6-<@8.
Arable farming
Fruit farming
Vegetable farming
Arable + vegetable farming
Arable + fruit farming
Arable + fruit + vegetable farming
Total
*6-7?6.:;128
Owned
Rent
Shared
Total
*6-;2A.
0-50
51-100
101-200
201-300
301-500
501-2000
Total
Average land size

::20*<.--:@/*:5260,76-2<276;
88
54
142**
*Enterprises were engaged in more than one type of land ownership.
** There were enterprises engaged in both irrigated and dry farming.
Irrigated
Dry

62.0
38.0
100.0

applying chemical other than specified here (such as
acaricides). The number of annual pesticide applications was 3.15 in average among the producers,
34.7% of whom performed two, 23.4% performed
three, 18.5% performed four and 19.4% performed
five or more pesticide applications in a year, while
the proportion of enterprises performing only one
pesticide application during the year was 4.0%. Time
of daily average pesticide application was calculated
to be 2.69 hours in average. 
Pesticide applications were mainly under the
responsibility of men and the proportion of enterprises at which the work was performed by fathers
and sons was 77.4%, while the whole family took

The enterprises included in the study were seen
to apply to a crop pattern of more than one product.
Corn, cotton, wheat, barley, sunflower, olives,
lemon, beans and pepper were the most prominent
crops cultivated by the producers (Table 3).
!.;<2,2-. &;. 76-2<276; *6- !.;<2,2-. 8
842,*<276;7/<1.!:7-=,.:;When the use of insecticides, herbicides and herbicides by the enterprises
included in the study was examined, it was found
that 21.7% of them applied both insecticides and
herbicides. On the other hand, rates of the producers
using only herbicides and insecticides were 27.4 %
19.4% respectively, and 29,8% of them were
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part in the process at 22.6% of the enterprises. While
67.7% of the producers learnt the methods of pesticide application from their families, 32.2% of them
gathered necessary knowledge from the social circle.
Average number of years spent in agricultural activities was 30.19 years and the producers had been applying pesticides for 25.81 years in average.
It was seen that 88.7% of the producers did not
have any information about the use of PPE in relation to pesticide application, while the remaining
producers (11.3%) were informed by different
sources.

14.5% of the producers washed the sprayer after an
application, 14.5% washed occasionally and 12.1%
did not wash at all.
However, it is well-known that sprayers should
be definitely washed after a herbicide application,
since herbicides are applied against weeds and in
case insecticides are to be applied after herbicides,
any residue should be removed from the sprayer in
order to prevent damage on the green parts of the
crop. Among the producers included in the study,
66.9% of them were determined to grow wheat and
21.7% of them were applying both herbicides and insecticides, which requires them to wash their sprayers regularly.
On the other hand, 26.6% of the producers did
not use gloves while filling pesticides in the sprayer
tank and 28.2% of them did not read the instructions
on the pesticide packages. While 79.8% of the producers paid attention to wind direction during pesticide applications, 55.7% of them applied pesticides
in the morning hours, 96.0% of them washed their
hands, 86.3% of them took a bath and 91.9% of them
immediately changed their clothes after an application (Table 5).

!.;<2,2-. $<7:*0. *6- &;*0. *+2<; *6-
?*:.6.;;7/<1.!:7-=,.:;It was reported by the
producers that they predominantly stored the packages of remaining pesticides in storerooms located
under their houses, storerooms away from their
houses or in the farmyards after an application (Table 4).
In the study conducted in Kuwait [10], 20% and
15% of the producers reported that they were storing
pesticides in their houses and stables respectively.
On the other hand, it is found out in our study that

:78
:*+4./*:5260
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:78!*<<.:67/<1.6<.:8:2;.;
7=6<

!.:,.6<*0.

Corn
46
Cotton
11
Wheat
83
Barley
32
Sunflower
45
:=2</*:5260
Olives
16
Lemon
13
'.0.<*+4./*:5260
Pepper
12
Tomato
10
Cucumber
9
Beans
17
Gumbo
3
Lettuce
5
Cabbage
5
Marrow-eggplant
8
Potato
4
Horse bean
2
Watermelon
5
Cauliflower
2
*
Numbers and percentages of the enterprises growing the specified crops among 124 enterprises.

37.1
8.9
66.9
25.8
36.3
12.9
10.5
9.7
8.1
7.3
13.7
2.4
4.0
4.0
6.5
3.2
1.6
4.0
1.6

% 
$<7:*0.7/8.;<2,2-.;+@/*:5.:;
Place of pesticide storage
6<1.17=;.
6*;<7:.:77547,*<.-*?*@/:75<1.17=;.
6*;<7:.:77547,*<.-=6-.:<1.17=;.
6<1./*:5@*:-
%7<*4
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32
55
27


%
8.1
25.8
44.4
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%1.8:7-=,.:;B+.1*>27=:*4*<<2<=-.;*/<.:8.;<2,2-.*8842,*<276
.1*>27=:
&;.7/047>.;

Yes
Occasionally
No
Total
#.*-26026;<:=,<276;76<1.8*,3*0.
Yes
Occasionally
No
Total
<<.6<276<7?26--2:.,<276
Yes
Occasionally
No
Total
%25.7/*8842,*<276
Morning
Noon
Late afternoon
Morning and late afternoon
No difference
Total
(*;12601*6-;
Yes
Occasionally
No
Total
%*3260*+*<1
Yes
Occasionally
No
Total
1*60260,47<1.;
Yes
No
Total

When the smoking habits of the producers were
questioned, 24.2% of them were found to smoke cigarettes in their daily lives, 50.0% of whom smoked
during pesticide applications as well. While 91.1%
of the producers did not eat anything during pesticide
applications, 8.9% of them reported to eat.

7=6<

!.:,.6<*0.

71
20
33
124

57.3
16.1
26.6
100.0

61
28
35
124

49.2
22.6
28.2
100.0

99
11
14
124

79.8
8.9
11.3

69
23
26
4
2
124

119
3
2
124

107
12
5
124

114
10
124

55.7
18.5
21.0
3.2
1.6
100.0

96.0
2.4
1.6
100.0

86.3
9.7
4.0
100.0

91.9
8.1
100.0

application, some producers report irritation and redness in the eyes and on the skin. As a result of the
spray drift effect, airborne pesticide particles are able
to penetrate in the human body through respiration
and acute poisoning may occur when the threshold
values are exceeded. In the questionnaire applied,
body parts exposed to pesticides during the application were examined, results of which are given in Table 6.
In the study area, 91.1% of the producers reported to have health problems in relation to the use
of pesticides. Encountered during an application in
particular, redness and irritation in the eyes and on
the skin, headache and dizziness are the most prominent complaints. 35.4% of the farmers reported irritation in their eyes and 26.5% of them reported irritation on the skin after a pesticide application
(Table 6).

.*4<18:7+4.5;.6,7=6<.:.-26:.4*<276<7
8.;<2,2-.*8842,*<276While 83.1% of the producers in the study area knew that pesticides had adverse
effects on human health, 16.9% of them were unaware. According to the research conducted in Greece
[11], 99% of the producers believe that pesticides
have adverse effects on human health. 
In case where necessary protective measures
are not taken during pesticide applications, chemicals may reach different parts of the human body
with the effects of meteorological factors and the
spraying equipment. After an intensive pesticide
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.*4<18:7+4.5;.6,7=6<.:.--=:2608.;<2,2-.*8842,*<276;

.*4<18:7+4.5
Irritation in the eyes
Headache and dizziness
Difficulty in breathing
Irritation on the skin
Fever
%7<*4
Producers with complaints
Producers with no complaint
:*6-<7<*4

7=6<
40
30
9
30
4

11
113


!.:,.6<*0.
35.4
26.5
8.0
26.5
3.5

8.9
91.1


%
&;.7/!!+@<1./*:5.:;+*;.-76<1..9=285.6<<@8.;
!!
*<
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
47>.;
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
*;3
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
760;4..>.-;12:<
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
4*;;.;
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
760+77<;
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
6,47;.-;17.;
Using
Not using
Occasionally using
4288.:;;*6-*4;
Using
Not using
Occasionally using

35
4
0

46.7
15.4
0.0

28
17
13

&;.7/!!
,,*;276*44@=;260
7=6<


37.3
12
16.0
65.4
5
19.2
56.5
10
43.5

36
3
0

54.5
7.3
0.0

15
34
9

22.7
82.9
52.9

15
4
8

33
6
0

58.9
13.6
0.0

14
36
8

25.0
81.8
33.3

36
3
0

37.1
21.4
0.0

37
9
12

26
13
0

78.8
16.9
0.0

26
10
3

&;260
7=6<


7<=;260
7=6<


%7<*4
7=6<

75
26
23

100.0
100.0
100.0

22.7
9.8
47.1

66
41
17

100.0
100.0
100.0

9
2
16

16.1
4.5
66.7

56
44
24

100.0
100.0
100.0

38.1
64.3
92.3

24
2
1

24.7
14.3
7.7

97
14
13

100.0
100.0
100.0

4
48
6

12.1
62.3
42.9

3
16
8

9.1
20.8
57.1

33
77
14

100.0
100.0
100.0

57.8
17.5
13.6

11
41
6

24.4
71.9
27.3

8
6
13

17.8
10.5
59.1

45
57
22

100.0
100.0
100.0

34
5
0

34.0
45.5
0.0

49
4
5

49.0
36.4
38.5

17
2
8

17.0
18.2
61.5

100
11
13

100.0
100.0
100.0

8
31
0

50.0
29.8
0.0

3
53
2

18.8
51.0
50.0

5
20
2

31.3
19.2
50.0

16
104
4

100.0
100.0
100.0

&;. 7/ !! +@ <1. /*:5.:; In this study,
46.8% of the farmers reported that they did not use
PPE during pesticide applications, while 31.5% and
21.8% of them reported to use protective clothes regularly and occasionally respectively. It can be suggested that the producers do not fully know or understand the notion of PPE, since some of the producers
who reported not to use PPE were actually understood to use certain PPE, or the vice versa, in the
cross analyses (Table 7). 

Farmers’ health can be negatively affected by
pesticides. Pesticides can cause different diseases
such as various types of cancer, skin allergies,
asthma, and others [12, 13, 14]. In a study conducted
in the USA [15], it was found out that associated
health problems including headache, asthma and allergy can be reduced by use of PPE during pesticide
applications.
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!!
Hat
Gloves
Mask
Long-sleeved shirt
Glasses
Long boots
Enclosed shoes
Slippers/sandals

&;260
7=6<

75
60,5
66
53,2
56
45,2
97
78,2
33
26,6
45
36,3
100
80,6
16
12,9

7<=;260
7=6<

26
21,0
41
33,1
44
35,5
14
11,3
77
62,1
57
46,0
11
8,9
104
83,9

,,*;276*44@=;260
7=6<

23
18,5
17
13,7
24
19,4
13
10,5
14
11,3
22
17,7
13
10,5
4
3,2

%
#.*;76;7/67<?.*:2607/!!-=:2608.;<2,2-.*8842,*<276;

#.*;76;
Hot weather
Lack of comfort
High cost
Thinking that PPE does not protect from pesticides
Thinking that the use of PPE is unnecessary
%7<*4

7=6<
35
33
26
17
13
124

%7<*4
7=6<

124
100,0
124
100,0
124
100,0
124
100,0
124
100,0
124
100,0
124
100,0
124
100,0


28,2
26,6
21,0
13,7
10,5
100.0

definitely wear PPE during pesticide applications in
order to reduce exposure and contamination.
When the producers were asked about the reason why they did not wear personal protective
clothes, 28.2% of them asserted hot weather, while
26.6% and 21.0% presented the lack of comfort and
high costs as the main reasons respectively (Table 9).
In another study [22] it was reported the PPE
was thought to be uncomfortable, expensive and
time-consuming.
On the other hand, 93.9% of the producers (104
persons) were determined to change their clothes at
the end of the day during which pesticides are applied. When the habits of changing clothes after pesticide application were questioned, 64.4% of the producers who had the habit to change clothes declared
that they do it just after the pesticide application,
while 35.6% did it when they returned home in the
evening. Similarly, when it was asked when the producers washed their clothes after pesticide applications, it was found out that 70.2% of them did it after
every application, 19.4% after a few uses and 10.5%
only when intensive contamination takes place on
the clothes.
The clothes worn during pesticide applications
are predominantly washed by women (88.7%), while
men, agricultural workers and women and men together take the same responsibility in proportions of
6.5%, 2.4% and 2.4% respectively.
The clothes worn during pesticide applications
are washed by hand or by use of automatic washing
machines. Among the producers, 40.3% of them
stated that these clothes were washed by hand and
separate from other clothes, 29.8% of them stated
separate machine washing, 23.4% stated that they
are hand washed together with other clothes and
6.5% stated that all clothes are washed together in
the machine.

As an example, when the hat usage habits of the
producers are examined in consideration of Table 7,
it is seen that 28 of them actually used hats, although
they reported not to use PPE. Similarly, among the
producers who reported no to use PPE, 37 of them
are seen to wear long-sleeved shirts and 49 are seen
to wear enclosed shoes. These findings can be considered normal, when it is thought that 88.7% of the
producers did not receive any training about PPE. In
a study [16] conducted about the awareness of Indonesian melon producers in the use of PPE, it was
found that the producers were totally aware of the
importance of using PPE including hats, masks,
gloves, boots and glasses, while only 3.8% and 1.9%
of them of them were wearing glasses and boots respectively. In another study done in Iran with producers who do not use PPE, it was understood that
36.7% of them were unwilling to use PPE and 25.2%
of them were indecisive [17].
General distribution of PPE use among the
farmers is given in Table 8. According to the table,
while a significant part of the producers used hats,
long-sleeved shirts and enclosed shoes, the rate of
use of gloves, masks, glasses and long boots is quite
low. Similarly, only a small proportion of the producers used slipper or sandals. It is also stated in another study [17] that the rate of PPE use among producers is low.
When Table 8 is examined, it is seen that the
results are similar to the findings of [16]. However,
Vidal et al. [18] reported that legs are the body parts
exposed to highest level of contamination during
pesticide applications in greenhouses. In the study
conducted in greenhouses [19], the body parts with
highest level of contamination were pointed out to
be left hand, feet and ankles. It is reported that the
use of PPE reduces exposure to pesticides during the
application [20, 21, 17]. Thus, producers should
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the negative effects of pesticides on human and environmental health. In addition, the importance of
the area as a basin of agriculture and the presence of
a prominent faculty of agriculture in the area would
be an advantage for the training programs to be developed and implemented. Students of the said faculty should be also educated on the matter from the
point of view that they will serve the area and the
whole country in the near future.

As a result of the study, it was observed that
nearly half of the producers did not use PPE during
pesticide applications. Mostly preferred PPE,
namely hats, enclosed shoes and long-sleeved shirts
is actually used by the producers in their daily lives
as well. Thus, it can be suggested that they do not
pay necessary attention during pesticide applications
and instead do the work with their daily clothes. It
was determined that a very significant part of the
producers (88.7%) did not receive any information
from any source about the use of PPE, which makes
us think that it would not be fair to expect high level
of awareness among the producers, considering their
average level of education. In particular, it can be argued that they do not understand what is exactly
meant with the notion PPE, since a certain part of the
producers who claim not to use PPE actually use
them. On the other hand, a significant part of the producers stated that they were aware of the negative
effects of pesticides on human health. However,
when the general tendency was reviewed, it was concluded that they did not have the necessary level of
awareness from the point of the negative effects
caused by pesticides during the application. Although 91.1% of the producers declared to experience
serious health problems after pesticide applications,
nearly one third of them did not change their clothes
just after the application. Also nearly one third of
them changed clothes after every 2 or 3 applications,
or even worse, only when the clothes got very contaminated. In a similar way, the storage of pesticides
by the producers is seen to be problematic. While
44.4% of the producers store pesticides under their
houses, 21.8% of them use the farmyard for the same
purpose. In other words, pesticides are stored in
ways that may damage human and animal health.
The reasons asserted by the producers for not
using PPE can be mainly classified as unconscious
excuses including hot weather and lack of comfort,
when the scale of the current health problems is considered. The primary disadvantages in changing
these habitual patterns are the high average age and
low educational level of producers.
In conclusion, although the producers in the
study area have a serious level of experience in agricultural activities and use of pesticides, it can be said
that they are not well-informed about the harms of
pesticides on human health and that they are unconscious regarding the use of PPE as a result. When
their average ages and educational levels are taken
into consideration, in order for the said consciousness to be created, it is important for the relevant institutions to get organized and start field training programs. Similar results related with unconsciousness
of farmers were found to be also in other studies [23,
24, 25], conducted in same areas and educational activities were offered by the researchers. The awareness of the local people engaged in agriculture
should be raised and the use of PPE should be encouraged by use of visual-based trainings explaining


 &$ 

As a result of this study, in which the level of
awareness of producers in the use of personal protective equipment during pesticide application was tried
to be determined, it was understood that producers
are not at the desired level of awareness on the subject matter. In addition, their current knowledge and
awareness are limited and actually originate from habitual patterns. Taking into consideration that the
study area is one of the most ancient and critical agricultural basins of the country, it is thought that the
lack of necessary awareness in spite of the presence
of an important faculty of agriculture should be seriously discussed.
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DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT ROW
SPACING AND SEED QUANTITY ON YIELD AND YIELD
CHARACTERISTICS OF PHACELIA
(PHACELIA TANECETIFOLIA BENTHAM)
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WXUH¶EHFDXVHLWLVDEXQGDQWSROOHQDQGQHFWDUDQGUH
mains in the flower for a long time [8]. Due to its
characteristic, honey bee is one of the top 20 honey
plants in the world and it is an indispensable plant of
honey bees [9-10]. It is more economical to use it as
a bee pasture during the period of flowering, to harvest it as a coarse feed (silage, green manure, etc.) in
the period in which its flowers are well reduced [1112]. Also phacelia used for, forage crop, ornamental
plant and cover plant [6].
Phacelia enriches the soil in terms of nitrogen,
protects it from erosion, reduces the intensity of
nematot infection and AFIT [13, 14]. Green manure
is used in the breeding of poor soils [15] and can be
adapted to different climate and soil types, as well as
the attractiveness of the flower color, a very demanding plant in cut flowers in terms of having a solid
body [2].
The aim of this study was to determine the optimum row spacing and the amount of seed to be
used in this plant in terms of yield and other yield
and quality characteristics in Gumushane conditions.

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to determine the effects of 3 different row spacing (20 cm, 40 cm and
60 cm) and 3 seed quantities (1, 1.5 and 2 kg/da) on
yield and some characteristics of phacelia for 2 years
in the field of Gumushane University Gumushane
Vocational School of Higher Education. The research was carried out in 3 replications according to
the exact blocks trial pattern of chance during the
season of breeding between 2014 and 2015.
According to the results, row spacing plant
height, number of flowers in the coal, green and dry
grass yield, etc. B has a significant effect on traits.
The highest values were obtained from plants
planted in the range of 40 cm. These results show
that it is appropriate to plant phacelia with a range of
40 cm and to use 1.5 kg/seed for grass production.

KEYWORDS:
Phacelia, Phacelia tanecetifolia, row spacing, seeding
quantity, yield

MATERIALS AND METHODS
INTRODUCTION
This research was carried out in order to determine the effects of 3 different row spacing (20 cm,
40 cm and 60 cm) and 3 seed quantities (1, 1.5 and 2
kg/da) on Phacelia yield and some characteristics in
the field of application of Gumushane University
Vocational School of Higher Education. The research was carried out in 3 replications according to
the exact blocks trial pattern of chance during the
season of breeding between 2014 and 2015. In the
research Turan-92 type was used, the parcel length
was 4 m and width was 2.4 cm and each parcel was
formed 4 ordinary and phacelia plant was planted on
the first year 30.04.2014 on the second year
21.04.2015. During planting, 5 kg/da N-P-K (15-1515) Composite fertilizer and 5 kg/da DAP fertilizer
were given [16, 17].
In the experiment, there was no disease and
harmful struggle or chemical struggle. When the
plants were 8-10 cm long, weeds were taken by hand
or with anchor and weeds were made between the

Phacelia is a single-year species of North
American origin and belongs to the family of Hydroplaceae and the species of Phacelia [1]. They can
grow approximately 40-100 cm. It shows more than
1 m in wet conditions [2]. The handle is covered with
feathers. The leaves are lined on the handle as a matter of thumb. The flowers are usually purple, sometimes yellow-white in color. Flowering time is about
1 month for a plant and 1.5 months for a field. This
wide flowering course is not seen in many field
plants [3]. Around the world there are 13 types of
Agriculture. The cultivars grown in our country are
Phacelia granetifolia Bentham [4]. Bee pollen [5,6]
a source of high quality pollen and nectar, is planted
in front of bees to benefit bees in many European
countries, especially for nectar, or bee breeders carry
colonies to these regions [7]. In North America and
(XURSHDQFRXQWULHVWKLVSODQWLVXVHGDVDµEHHSDV
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rows. Half of each parcel was harvested after completion of physiological maturity for seed yield during the full flowering period for green grass yield,
except for the beginning and edge rows of 0.50 cm
in harvest.
According to the research conducted in
2014.2015 and the average for many years, the temperature did not fall below zero in 2014, while the
temperature did not fall below zero in 2015 in February-November months. The highest temperature in
July (20.20 C0), the lowest temperature (-1.70 C0) in
January. According to the average of many years, the
maximum rainfall in May (65.8 mm), the lowest
rainfall in August (12,1 mm) was observed (Table
1.). Research land is poor in terms of PH: 7.6-7.8 and
organic matter 2.21% in mild alkaline reaction with
clay-tinned structure. The experimental area contains salt 0,04%, lime 0,99%, phosphorus 1,52 kg/da,
potassium 32 kg/da (Table 2.). Results the results
were analyzed with the help of SPSS 20.0 package
program according to the randomized blocks trial
pattern. Differences between the Mean were determined by Duncan multiple comparison test.

(66,26 cm). There was a significant correlation between interaction and sowing frequency, seed yield
and sowing frequency X seed yield interaction between the years (Table 3). Also in the experiment 2.
the plant-length values obtained from the year are
higher than the previous year. This is because the
second year is more rainy and humid than the first
year. (Table 3). Similarly, [3,18] identified differences in plant size. The results of the plant neck were
higher than the results of [19, 20], while [16, 17, 18,
21] were lower than the results. As a result of this
situation, different ecology of research or applied agronomic processes can be shown to be different.
In terms of number of lateral branches, the
number of main branches was obtained from 40 cm
(2.88 units) in 2014, while the number of main
branches was obtained from 40 cm (3.71 units) in
2015. 2.97 lateral branches were obtained as a result
of two-year averages. The highest number of lateral
branches in terms of sowing frequency averages was
obtained from 3,30 and 40 cm sowing frequency.
The highest number of lateral branches (3.16) were
obtained from the seed quantity of 2 kg/da. There
was a significant correlation between interaction and
sowing frequency, seed yield and sowing frequency
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X seed yield interaction between the years (Table 3).
Planting frequency applied in planting affects some
characteristics of the plant. In the case of low sowing
According to the results of the research, the
frequency, the plant is thin and long, the number of
highest plant height was obtained from 60 cm sowlateral branches decreased, the number of lateral
ing frequency (54.96 cm) as of 2014, while the highbranches increased and the vegetative components
est plant height was obtained from 20 cm sowing freincreased with flowering and the number of lateral
quency (80.31 cm) in 2015. Looking at the average
branches increased with flowering [22, 23, 24, 25].
of two years, 65,47 cm plant height was obtained.
As a matter of fact, [3] have determined that the
Considering the average frequency of planting 20 cm
number of main branches is between 1.15 and 3.30
sowing frequency of the highest plant height (66.89
units. The data were similar to [20] data, while the
cm) was given. In seed quantities, the highest plant
values of, [3] were higher than the values of [26, 27].
height was obtained from 1.5 kg/da seed quantity
TABLE 1
Parameters for Research years (2014-2015) and years average (1960-2015)
Monthly Average
Temperature
(C0)

Humidity For
Many Years

Average total
precipitation
for many years

0.8

59.1

55.5

-0.6

58.3

-1.7

1.20

68.5

35.2

2.5

45.6

34.4

2.2

55.8

-0.5

3.46

65.7

32.2

45.3
38.1
66.7
31.0
19.3
12.4

6.5
11.3
14.7
17.8
21.7
23.0

46.8
46.4
52.4
44.1
36.7
34.9

67.4
46.8
45.3
40.6
2.8
5.7

5.5
7.5
13.8
17.9
20.9
22.8

50.4
49.4
49.9
52.3
38.7
42.2

3.7
9.4
13.7
17.2
20.2
20.1

5.02
6.06
7.30
9.12
10.04
9.46

63.5
61.5
62.3
61.1
60.2
60.5

41.8
60.3
65.8
44.3
12.7
12.1

51.5

17.6

43.1

9.6

20.7

36.8

16.6

8.59

60.5

19.7

61.4

11.5

54.1

50.1

12.5

55.8

11.4

5.33

64.7

42.0

51.6

4.9

55.0

79.4

6.0

52.4

5.1

2.12

68.3

41.1

14.2

4.9

58.6

31.7

-1.9

64.9

0.4

0.51

69.7

39.9
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Sunbathing
Period For Many
Years

Monthly Total
Rainfall
(mm)

28.5
22.1

Avarage
Temperature
For Many Years
(C0)

Monthly Average
Relative
Humidity
(%)

Monthly Average
Relative
Humidity
(%)

2015

Monthly
Average
Temperature
(C0)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Agust
September
October
November
December

Monthly Total
Rainfall
(mm)

Months

2014
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TABLE 2
Soil parameters of the experiment area
Saturation
(%)
44,0

pH
7,44

EC
(ds/m)
1,48

Salt
(%)
0,04

Lime
(%)
0,99

Organic Matter
(%)
2,21

Phosphorus
(kg/da)
1,52

Potassium
(kg/da)
32

lowest 1000 grain weight was 1.58 g to 20 cm sowing frequency in 2015, the highest 1000 grain weight
was 1.87 G to 20 cm sowing frequency and the lowest 1000 grain weight was 1.75 g to 40 cm sowing
frequency in 2015. The highest grain weight in terms
of seed yield averages was obtained from 1.75 g to
1.5 kg/da seed yield and 1.71 g to 2 kg/da seed yield.
The highest value in terms of sowing frequency averages was 1.74 gr and 1 and 1.5 kg/da and 40 and
60 cm sowing frequency. There was no difference
between sowing frequency and seed quantities (Table 3). The values obtained were similar to the data
of [28, 20], while the data of [26,30] were lower than
the data obtained from [28].
Green grass yield data were analyzed in 2014,
the highest age of 588 kg/da was obtained from 60
cm sowing frequency, the lowest age of 500 kg/da
from 20 cm sowing frequency, and the lowest age
was obtained from 1727 kg/da in 2015. In terms of
seed yield mean 1263,3 kg/da and 1,5 kg/da seed
yield value, while 998,5 kg/da and 1 kg/da seed yield
value gave the lowest value. The highest value in
terms of sowing frequency averages was 1132 kg/da
and 40 cm sowing frequency was obtained. There
was a significant difference between sowing frequency, seed quantity and sowing frequency X seed
quantity interaction (Table 3). Also in the experiment 2. green grass yield values obtained from the
year were higher than the previous year. This is
thought to be due to the fact that the second year is
more rainy and humid than the first year. The data
were higher than the data of [3, 17, 19, 20, 21, 26,
31].
The highest value was 177 kg/da in 2014 and
the lowest value was 147 kg/da in 2014 and 60 cm in
2015 and the highest value was 446 kg/da in 2015.
The highest seed yield averages were obtained from
282,83 kg/da and 1,5 kg/da, while the lowest value
was obtained from 239,17 kg/da and 2 kg/da. The
highest value was obtained from 40 cm sowing frequency with 311,50 kg/da in terms of average sowing frequency. The frequency of sowing, seed
amount and sowing frequency X the correlation between sowing and seed quantity was found to be significant (Table 3). The data were similar to the data
of, [17-19-31], while the data of [26, 20] were low.
The highest value was obtained from 10.31% to
20 cm sowing frequency in 2014, while the lowest
value was obtained from 9.97% to 60 cm sowing frequency, while the highest value was obtained from
13.47% to 20 cm sowing frequency in 2015. The
highest value in seed yield averages was obtained
from 11.27% to 2 kg/da seed yield, while the lowest
value was obtained from 10.86% to 1.5 kg/da seed

In terms of number of flower coals, there was
no difference between the sowing frequency and
seed quantities in the first year. The highest number
of flower coals was 6,64 in 2014 and 20 cm sowing
frequency and the lowest number of flower coals was
6,38 and 40 cm sowing frequency. In 2015, the highest number of flower coals was obtained from 11.22
and 40 cm sowing frequency. The highest number of
flower coals was obtained from 9.33 units and 2
kg/da seed, while the lowest number of flower coals
was obtained from 781 units and 1 kg/da seed coals.
(Table 3). The results obtained were lower than the
[28] studies and higher than the data obtained
by [26].
The highest number of flowers in the coal was
obtained from October 24,02 to 40 cm in 2014, while
the lowest number of flowers was obtained from October 20,47 to October 20,47, while the highest number of flowers was obtained from October 131,87 to
October 60 cm in 2015, and the lowest number of
flowers in the coal was The highest number of flowers in the coal was 72.26 and 1,5 kg/da in the seed
yield averages, while the lowest number of flowers
in the coal was 58,49 and 1 kg/da in the seed yield.
The number of flowers in the highest coal was 77,78
and 60 cm sowing frequency in terms of averages.
The frequency of sowing, seed amount and sowing
frequency X the correlation between sowing and
seed quantity was found to be significant (Table 3).
Also in the experiment 2. the number of flowers in
the coal obtained from the year is higher than the previous year. This is because the second year is more
rainy and humid than the first year. The findings
were higher than the findings of [28] and lower than
the data of [20, 26, 29].
The highest yield was 77.73 kg/da and 40 cm
sowing frequency in 2014, the lowest yield was
64.80 kg/da and 60 cm sowing frequency in 2015,
the highest yield was 78.87 kg/da and the lowest
yield was 74.70 kg/ da and 60 cm sowing frequency
in 2015. The highest yield in terms of seed yield averages was 76.30 kg/ da and 1.5 kg/da and the lowest
value was 73.78 kg/ da and 1 kg/da. The highest
yield was obtained from 60 cm sowing frequency
(71.42 kg/ da), while the highest value was obtained
from 76.87 kg/ da in terms of sowing frequency averages, which was insignificant in seed yield, and the
lowest yield was obtained from 60 cm sowing frequency (71.42 kg/da). A significant correlation was
found between sowing frequency and seed quantities
(Table 3). The data obtained were higher than [20]
data, similar to the data of [28] higher than [26] and
lower than the data of [30].
The highest 1000 grain weight was obtained
from 1.72 g to 40 cm sowing frequency in 2014, the
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TABLE 3
The effects of different row spacing and seed quantity on some agricultural properties of phacelia
Seed Yield (kg/da)

Green grass Yield
(kg/da)

Hay Yield
(kg/da)

Crude Protein
rate
(%)

Crude
ash rate
(%)

1,6
1,65
1,5
1,58 b
1,68
1,85
1,6
1,72 a
1,71
1,68
1,70
1,70 a

72
78,3
68
72,77 b
72
85,2
76
77,73 a
56
66,4
72
64,8 c

434
739
328
500 c
358
701
551
537 b
570
832
363
588 a

131
222
132
161 b
126
212
193
177 a
143
208
91
147 c

10,23
10,08
10,63
10,31 a
10,05
9,60
9,96
9,87 b
9,76
9,68
9,94
9,79 b

9,6
9,8
10,2
9,87 c
10.4
10.6
10.3
10,4 b
10.8
11,2
11,4
11,13 a

Seed Yield
(kg/da)

Green grass Yield
(kg/da)

Hay Yield
(kg/da)

Crude Protein
rate
(%)

Crude
ash rate
(%)

Number of flower
capitulum
(nuber/plant)

Thousand weight
seed
(gr)

Number of
sbu-branch
(number)

19
22
20,40
20,47 b
21,80
27,47
22,80
24,02 a
24,20
23,73
23,13
23,69 a
2015

Thousand
weight seed
(gr)

Number of flower
capitulum
(number/plant)
7,20
5,53
7,20
6,64
5,87
5,40
7,87
6,38
6,07
7,07
6,33
6,49

Numder of flowers
in the capitulum
(number/plant)

Number of
sbu-branch
(number)
1,53
1,87
1,13
1,51 c
2,67
2,87
3,10
2,88 a
2,87
2,60
3,03
2,42 b

Numder of flowers in
the capitulum
(number/plant)

Plant height (cm)

Sowing
frequency
(cm)

60

52,67
59,27
48,47
53,47 b
48,13
46,80
57,00
50,64 c
50,93
59,27
54,67
54,96 a

Plant height
(cm)

40

Seed quantity (kg)

20

1
1,5
2
Average
1
1,5
2
Average
1
1,5
2
Average

Seed
quantity (kg)

Sowing
frequency
(cm)

2014

1
79,73
3,47
7,47
76,27
1,79
84.2
1487
318
13,25
9.7
1,5
80,13
3,47
8,33
82,6
1,83
78.3
1640
296
13,20
9.8
2
81,06
4,07
9,33
82,53
1,98
74.1
1623
289
13,98
10.1
Average
80,31 a
3,67 c
8,38 c
80,47 c
1,87 a
78,87 a 1583 c 301 b 13,47 a
9,87 c
1
78,67
3,46
9,4
82,07
1,80
78.1
1447
440
12,52
10.3
1,5
78,53
4,53
12,4
170,13
1,71
75.3
1963
483
11,25
10.1
40
2
79
3,13
11,87
117,27
1,75
74.6
1772
415
12,13
10.4
Average
78,73 b
3,71 a
11,22 a
123,16 b
1,75 b
76 ab 1727 a 446 a 11,97 b
10,3 b
1
75,07
3,93
10,87
127,6
1,81
70.4
1695
289
11,53
11.1
1,5
73,60
3,53
10
107,6
1,79
74.3
1725
276
11,40
11.0
60
2
75,47
3,47
10,4
160,4
1,73
79.4
1440
315
10,98
10.9
Average
74,71 c
3,64 b
10,42 b
131,87 a
1,77 b
74,70 b 1620 b 293 c 11,30 b
11 a
2014
53,02
2,27
6,50
22,73
1,67
71,77 541,67 161,67
9,99
10,47
Average of
2015
77,92
3,67
10,01
111,83
1,80
76,52 1643,33 346,7
12,25
10,39
Years
Average
65,47
2,97
8,26
67,28
1,74
74.15 1092,5 254,19 11,12
10,43
Average of
20
66,89
2.59
7,51
50,47
1,73
75.82 1041,8 231,33 11,89
9,87
sowing
40
64,69
3.30
8,8
73,59
1,74
76.87
1132 311,50 10,92
10,35
frequency
60
64,84
3.20
8,96
77,78
1,74
71.42 1104,2 220,33 10,55
11,07
1
64,20
2,98
7,81
58,49
1,73
73.78
998,5 241,17 11,22
10,32
Average of
1,5
66,26
3,15
8,12
72,26
1,75
76.30 1263,3 282,83 10,86
10,42
seed quantity
2
65,95
3,16
9,33
71,08
1,71
74.02 1012,8 239,17 11,27
10,55
Sowing
P
**
**
NS
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
Frequency
Seed
**
**
NS
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
Quantity
Sownig
Frequency
*
**
NS
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
x Seed
Quantity
S: Sowing frequency; S:Seed quantity;
SxS: Sowing frequency x Seed quantity between interaction
NS: No Significiant; *p<0,05, **p<0,01
a,b,c,d,e,f :Differences between media carrying different letters in the same column are important
20

In terms of crude ash ratio, the highest value
was obtained from 11.13% and 60 cm sowing frequency in 2014, while the lowest value was obtained
from 9.87% and 20 cm sowing frequency. In 2015,
the highest value was obtained from 11% to 60 cm
sowing frequency. The highest value in seed yield
averages was obtained from 10.55% to 2 kg/da seed

yield. The highest value in terms of sowing frequency averages was 11.89% and 20 cm sowing frequency. There was a significant difference between
sowing frequency, seed quantity and sowing frequency X seed quantity interaction (Table 3). The
results of the research were higher than the values of
[20] and lower than the values of [21, 26].
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[7] Williams, I.H., Christian, D.G. (1991) Observations on Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham (Hydrophyllaceae) as a Food Plant for Honey Bees
and Bombus Bees. Journal of Apicultural Research. 30(1), 3-12.
[8] Kumova, U., Korkmaz, A. (2002) Research on
Bee Forage Plant (Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham) in Turkey and its Importance in Beekeeping. Uludag Bee Journal. 2, 11-16.
[9] Crane, E. (1975) Honey. A Comprensive Survey. International Bee Research Association,
Heinemann, London, UK.
[10] Goltz, L. (1988) Honey and Pollen Plants. Part
X. Miseellaneous Honey Plants. American Bee
Journal. 128(2), 97-100.
[11] Cabuk, A. (1982) A Research on the Effect of
Seed Quantity on Agricultural Characteristics of
Phacelia (P. tanacetifolia Bentham) in Cukurova Conditions. M.Sc Thesis. Cukurova University. Department of Agronomy. Adana
[12] Saglamtimur, T., Baytekin, H. (1993) Ideal for
beekeeping, silage production suitable for a
plant: Phacelia. Journal of Technical Beekeeping. 40, 16-17.
[13] Cooke, D.A. (1985) The Effect of Resistant Cultivars of Catch Crops on The Hatching of Heterodera schachtii. Ann. Appl. Biol. 106, 111117.
[14] Hickman, J.M., Wratten, S.D. (1996) Use of
Phacelia tanacetifolia Strips to Enhance Biolocical Control of Aphids by Hoverfly Larvae in
Careal Fields. J. Econ. Entomol. 89, 832-840.
[15] Jensen, E.S. (1991) Nitrojen Accumulation and
Residual Effects of Nitrogen Catch Crop. Acta.
Agric. Scand. 41(4), 333-344.
[16] Ucar, H., 7DQVÕ V. (1996) The Effects of Planting Time and Row Spacing on Phacelia (Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham) in Terms of Bee Foraging and Seed Yield Under Cukurova Conditions. 3. Meadow Forage Crops Congress of
Turkey. 17-19 July, Erzurum. 415-421.
[17] Karadag, Y., Büyükburc, U. (2001) The Effect
of Different Row Spacings on Herbage and Seed
Yields of Phacelia (Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham). 4. Field Crops Congress of Turkey.17-21
September 2001, Tekirdag. 143-148.
[18] Basbag, M., Saruhan, V., Gül, ø. (2001) The Effect of Different Seed Quantities on Some Agricultural Properties of Phacelia (Phacelia
tanacetifolia Benth LQ'L\DUEDNÕU&RQGLWLRQV
GAP 2nd Agriculture Congress. 24-26 October
2001, Sanliurfa, 985-992.
[19] Karadag, Y., Büyükburc, U. (2003) Researches
on Spring Sowing Date of Phacelia (Phacelia
tanacetifolia Bentham) Under Tokat Conditions. I- Forage Yield Characteristics. Ankara
University, Faculty of Agriculture, Journal of
Agricultural Sciences. 9(4), 435-439.

yield, while the lowest value was obtained from
10.32% to 1 kg/da seed yield. The highest value in
terms of sowing frequency averages was 11.07% and
60 cm sowing frequency. There was a significant difference between sowing frequency, seed quantity
and sowing frequency X seed quantity interaction
(Table 3). Statistical analysis revealed that the effects of the years were insignificant. As the sowing
frequency contracted, crude ash rates decreased.
High ash ratio means that macro elements and trace
elements are high in plants. This ratio is of a different
importance in terms of quality of the oath. Table 3
shows that raw ash ratios increase as you go from 20
cm to 60 cm. In case of increasing sowing frequency,
there are studies showing that raw ash rates are increasing [32, 33] While our results were consistent
with the data of these researchers, they were higher
than the values of [26].

CONCLUSION
The results obtained from the study were determined the effects of different sowing frequency and
seed quantities on yield and yield characteristics of
phacelia plant, the most suitable sowing frequency
was 40 cm sowing frequency in terms of many parameters, the seed quantity was 1.5 kg/da seed quantity was determined and the seed quantity was 40 cm
sowing frequency and 1.5 kg/. As a result, 40 cm
sowng frequency and 1.5 kg/da seed quantity can be
suggested for phacelia.
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FIRST REPORT OF BRANCHED BROOMRAPE
(PHELIPANCHE RAMOSA (L.) POMEL) IN RAPESEED
(BRASSICA NAPUS L.) IN TURKEY
Koray Kacan*
Plant and Animal Production, Ortaca Vocational School, Mugla Sitki Kocman University, 48000, Mugla, Turkey

A single individual invasive parasite can affect
a large part of the ecosystem due to the multiplicity
of host plants. Primarily, Impacts on community
presence can also be great. Impacts on host performance change the competitive stability between
host species and nonhost species. As a result, the
plant community changes. Generally, very heavily
parasitized plant species cause non-dominant species to emerge as dominant species in the community [5, 6].
Broomrape species can affect plant communities and ecosystem, especially because of its invasive feature and complete parasite. Broomrape
species (Orobanche spp. and Phelipanche spp.) are
holoparasitic flowering plants that are devoid of
chlorophyll and completely dependent on their
hosts for all nutritional requirements. In nature,
interactions between parasitic plants and their hosts
begin with the germination of parasites in response
to specific chemical signal , the germination stimulants, released by roots of host plants. Generally,
broomrape parasitism is harmful and affects many
important crops around the world. For example,
Orobanche cumana :DOOUDIIHFWVVXQÀRZHUSODQWV
Orobanche crenata Forsk. and Orobanche foetida
Poir. Inflict legumes. Phelipanche ramosa L. Pomel
and Phelipanche aegyptiaca Pers. affect tomatoes
[7].
Notably, The Orobanche species were found
parasitizing 86 plant species belonging to 24 botanical families. Commpositae (20 species), Solanaceae (11 species), Leguminosae (nine species), Umbelliferae (seven species), Cruciferae (seven species), Cucurbitaceae (four species), Labiatae (four
species), and Rosaceae (four species) families were
most frequently attacked by Orobanche species.
Recently, several new hosts have been recorded,
including Prunus armeniaca L., Prunus persica L,
Amygdalus communis L., Olea europaea L. and
Quercus coccifera L. [8, 9]. In Turkey, 36 species
of broomrape have been identified to date [10], but
only four species cause significant crop yield losses. Tomato and tobacco are parasitised by P. ramosa [11]. Red lentil is parasitised by Phelipanche
aegyptiaca Pers. [12]. Sunflower is parasitised by
O. cumana Loefl. [13]. Finally, faba beans are parasitised by O. crenata Forsk. [14].
P. ramosa has the widest range of hosts, in-

ABSTRACT
Branched broomrape (Phelipanche ramosa
(L.) Pomel) is a non-photosynthetic weed that is
harmful to many crops around the world and difficult to control. The species was found in some
rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) fields in the Marmara
region, Turkey. A survey was conducted, and
branched broomrape was recorded on rapeseed
roots at density from 5.4 to 28.9 weeds m-2. The
average frequency of branched broomrape was
estimated up to 25.6% in the rapeseed fields. The
invasion of branched broomrape puts a potential
threat to many crops grown in the region, as broomrape causes significant losses in crops in Turkey
and worldwide. Hence, control measures must be
urgently taken in the study area to prevent the
spread of branched broomrape.

KEYWORDS:
Rapeseed, Survey, Density, Frequency Branched broomrape, Turkey.

INTRODUCTION
Invasive species can be harmful by reducing
or destroying the diversity of species found in natural vegetation [1, 2]. For example, invasive species
affect the nutrient cycle in vegetation with different
nutrient acquisition strategies, nutrient uptake and
release, and higher nutritional efficiency than native
plants. For this reason, it was determined that the
invasive species affect their nutrient cycle and their
effects on soil processes [2]. One of the most important factors causing global warming and climate
change is increase in the amount of CO2. This factor accelerates the invasive species becoming dominant species in natural and agricultural ecosystems
[3]. Therefore, it is predicted that the spread of
invasive weed species will continue to increase due
to climate changes. Climate change is likely to
impact on parasitic plants both through direct effects on the parasite, as well as via indirect effects
on the host. Given the central role that parasitic
plants can play in mediating community structure
and ecosystem functioning [4].
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

cluding plants from the Brassicaceae and Solanaceae family as well as legumes [15, 16, 17, 18]. Additionally, P. ramosa has caused yield losses of up to
80% in rapeseed crops, which are an important
edible oil source. Rapaseed production is one of the
important crops for both turkey in the world. Annual worldwide production of rapeseed is approximately 76 million tons [19]. In Turkey, rapeseed
production is only around 60,000 tonnes, yet there
is great potential for expanding rapeseed production. Rapeseed is an alternative to cereal crops
because it can be grown in winter. In particular, the
Maramara region accounts for 93% (55,088 tonnes)
of rapeseed production in Turkey [20]. The most
important problem facing this agricultural crop is
weeds and, in particular, the invasion of broomrape
transferred from other major crops.
Rapeseed can be grown on an annual or biennial basis [21]. The stalks grow vertically up to 1.5
m tall and are freely branched and sparse. The
leaves have a hairless underside and an enlarged
base that usually wraps around the stem. The stamens are tetradynamous, with two short and four
long stamens in each flower [21, 22, 23].
It is difficult to control broomrape weeds because these weeds produce thousands of small seeds
that may remain in the soil for long periods of time
and can be easily distributed to new areas. The
reduction in crop yield caused by these weeds depends on the crop variety and the severity of the
invasion. Yield losses commonly range from 5% to
100%. The average total loss stemming from
broomrape species is about 34% [24]. P. ramosa
causes yield losses in some important crops in Turkey. In this paper, we present the first report of
branched broomrape (P. ramosa) parasitising rapeseed crops in Turkey.

7KLVVWXG\ZDVFDUULHGRXWPRVWO\LQ7HNLUGD÷
and Istanbul, two provinces in the Marmara region,
where is main area of rapeseed production. A survey was conducted two times in the rapeseed fields
during 2016 and 2017. Five districts forming part of
the two provinces where rapeseed is intensively
cultivated were surveyed. In total, 5% (412.5 ha) of
a total area of 8,250 ha was surveyed (Figure 1).
This survey were carried out in a total of 56 fields
including 16 fields in Silivri and 10 in other districts (Table 1).
Knowledge of the morphology and biology of
branched broomrape is important for its identification in the field. It does not contain chlorophyll, has
few leaves and is usually branched, with a spike lax
and flower calyx formed by triangular teeth that are
commonly shorter than the calyx tube (Figure 2c).
The corolla can range from white to lavender or
purple and is 10±12 mm in size but can grow up to
17 mm (Figure 2b, 2d); the lobes of the lower lip
are rounded [10]. Additionally, it has regular flower
buds with little variation in the colour and shape of
the petals [25]. Its seeds are microscopic and uniform. The colour of the stem is initially light purple,
creamy during the first development stage and
black or dark brown colour at maturity. Also, P.
ramosa can be distinguished by its branching. Its
stems are yellow-brown in colour, glandular and
hairy. Flowers are 15-mm long, two-lipped and
tubular; the lower piece is formed by three lobes
and the upper piece by two lobes (Figure 2). Its
flowers are clustered and shaped as a vertical spike,
appearing in the spring and summer [18].

FIGURE 1
Frequency and density of branched broomrape in the surveyed districts of Marmara Region
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TABLE 1
Details of the rapaseed zones under study
Year of
survey

Rapeseed
zone

District

2016-2017

Istanbul

Silivri

2016-2017

2016-2017

2016-2017

2016-2017

Tekirdag

Tekirdag

Tekirdag

Tekirdag

Çorlu

6OH\PDQSDúD

0DUPDUDHUH÷OLVL

0XUDWOÕ

Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
N
ƍƎ
E
ƍƎ
8m
N
ƍƎ
E
27°48ƍƎ
183 m
N
ƍƎ
E
ƍƎ
51 m
N
ƍƎ
E
ƍƎ
4m
N
41ƍƎ
E
ƍƎ
82 m

Min Max Mean temperature
(°C)

Number of fields
surveyed

5.4

16

16. 5
10.75
4.3

10

17.6
13.0
8.9

10

16.4
13.7
6.5

10

19.1
14.8
7.5

10

15.8
15.2

Total

56

FIGURE 2
branched broomrape stamen and stigma (a), flowers (b, d) and calyx (c).
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FIGURE 3
Rapeseed roots infested with branched broomrape (a, b, c)
TABLE 2
Frequency and density of branched broomrape (Phelipanche ramose (L.) Pomel.)
in the Marmara Region, Turkey
Province
Istanbul
Tekirdag
Tekirdag
Tekirdag
Tekirdag
Total

District
Silivri
Çorlu
6OH\PDQSDúD
MarPDUDHUH÷OLVL
0XUDWOÕ

Rapeseed growing area (ha±1)
3200
1300
1650
1400
700
8250

Survey area (ha±1)
160.0
65.0
82.5
70.0
35.0
412.5

Statistical Analysis Method. SPSS 20 for
Windows Standard Version package was used for
statistical analysis. One way variance analysis
(General Linear Model, Univariate) was used in
SPSS 22 package program to determine the differences in control and application groups. For this
purpose, Duncan comparison tests were performed
at 0.05 significance level [27].

To confirm that the parasitic plant was attached to the host roots, the encountered rapeseed
plants were carefully removed by digging, and the
root systems were washed (Figure 3). Phelipanche
ramosa attachments were then observed.,
To evaluate the degree of infestation of
branched broomrape, weed counts were made based
on the size of the surveyed rapeseed field. A specific number of frame (1 m-2) was surveyed depending
on the size of the rapeseed field: 10, 15, 20 and 25
times were surveyed in rapeseed fields of 0.1±0.5,
0.6±1, 1.1±2 and 2.1+ ha, respectively. The species
of broomrape was determined using The Flora of
Turkey (volume 7) guide [10].
The frequency of broomrape in the evaluated
rapeseed fields was calculated by dividing the number of rapeseed plants infested with branched
broomrape by the total number of surveyed rapeseed fields according to Odum [26]. The overall
density of branched broomrape (plants m-2) was
calculated by dividing the total number of broomrape plants by the total number of frame containing
the weed. The data were calculated annually and the
averages of two years were used for statistical analysis.

RESULTS
The surveys conducted in 2016 and 2017 confirmed that a branched broomrape infestation had
seriously affected rapeseed crops in the Marmara
Region of Turkey (Figure 4). Samples were removed from the soil by digging to confirm that
rapeseed roots were parasitised (Figure 3).
The broomrape plants in the rapeseed fields of
the Marmara Region were identified and confirmed
to be branched broomrape (Figure 4). The survey
areas determined by the size of rapeseed production
fields are shown in Table 2.
When the results obtained from the survey are
examined, it was determined that the differences in
districts (Sig; 0.000) were significant when the
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also 1.4 times higher than in other districts
(Table 3).
The average frequency of branched broomrape
was 25.6%. Four out of 5 of the districts in the
study region were invaded by branched broomrape.
The Silivri district had the highest frequency
(58.36%) of branched broomrape, followed by the
dRUOX   6OH\PDQSDúD   DQG
MarPDUDHUH÷OLVL  GLVWULFWV )LJXUe 5).

average weed frequency of all districts were compared statistically. In the same way, it was determined that the differences between weed desities
(Sig; 0.000) were significant. As a result of the
statistical analysis, when compared to branched
broomrape frequency, The frequency of branched
broomrape in the silivri district was at least 1.44
times higher than the other districts. The density of
branched broomrape in the district of silivri was

TABLE 3
Statistical comparison of frequency and density of branched broomrape (Phelipanche ramose (L.) Pomel.)
according to districts
Districts
0XUDWOÕ
0DUPDUDHUH÷OLVL
SüleymanpaúD
Çorlu
Silivri
Sig.

Weed frequency (%)
0
E
10.21
D
24.36
C
35.23
B
58.36
A
0.000

Weed density (weeds m-2)
0
C
5.48
B
10.32
BC
14.26
B
29.98
A
0.000

FIGURE 4
Rapeseed infected with branched broomrape (a), Phelipanche ramosa flowers (b)
branched broomrape in rapeseed field (c)

FIGURE 5
The frequency of branched broomrape in districts.
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FIGURE 6
The density of branched broomrape in districts.

FIGURE 7
Branched broomrape seeds (The distance between each digit is 1 cm).
plant for water, minerals and sugars. Sometimes,
the reduction in host biomass is not fully explained
by the parasite biomass [29]. In this latter case,
photosynthetic protein distraction probably prevents
the host from continuing its normal level of photosynthesis [30].
The present study confirmed that P. ramosa
infected the roots of rapeseed plants. Thus, this is
the first report of P. ramosa attached to rapeseed
plants in Turkey. It is estimated that the yield losses
caused by P. ramosa in rapeseed crops range from
40% to 70%. However, if we also consider the
effects of crop quality, the results may be even
more significant. For example, P. ramosa infestation may cause rapeseed plants to produce a low
number of seeds. Also, the invasion of broomrape is
a threat to potential host crops in the Marmara Region of Turkey considering that the host spectrum
of broomrape affects many major crops from the
Solanaceae, Fabaceae, Apiaceae, Brassicaceae and
Asteraceae families [18, 31, 32] including tomatoes,
red lentils, faba beans, sunflower plants, tobacco,
hemp, eggplant, peppers, cabbage, radishes, cucumbers, carrots, squash and potatoes.
Several reports previously indicated that
broomrapes attack crops in Turkey [11, 12, 14, 34].
However, this report represents the first record of
broomrape parasitism on rapeseed plants in Turkey.
P. ramosa was first reported on rapeseed plants in
Greece [33] where the researchers identified yield

The average density of branched broomrape
was 11.76 weeds m-2 (Figure 6). The most intense
infestation of branched broomrape was found in the
Silivri district (28.98 weeds m-2) in østanbul province. The other districts of dRUOX 0DUPDUDHUH÷OLVL
DQG6OH\PDQSDúDhad differing densities of 14.26,
10.32 and 5.48 weeds m-2, respectively (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
According to the results of the survey conducted on 8.5 ha of rapeseed fields, branched
broomrapes were present at an average frequency of
26.78% and an average density of 11.76 weeds m-2.
Unforunately, the control of this holoparasitic weed
is difficult because it produces thousands of tiny
seeds that can survive for many years in the ground
(Figure 7).
The germination of P. ramosa seeds and the
penetration of its haustoria in crops only occurs
underground, so it is very difficult to detect from
outside observation. In addition, the presence of P.
ramosa parasitism in rapeseed plants can only be
identified when P. ramosa reaches maturity and a
stem emerge from the soil.
Other less obvious symptoms include the slow
development of rapeseed plants, leaf chlorosis and
low fruit production [28]. Also, by developing on
the host roots, the parasite competes with the host
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[9] Qasem, J.R. (2009) Parasitic weeds of the
Orobanchaceae family and their natural hosts
in Jordan. Weed Biol. Manage. 9(2), 112±122.
[10] Gilli, A. (1982) Orobanche L. In: Davis, P.H.
(Ed.) Flora of Turkey and the East Aegean Islands. Edinburgh at the University Press. 7, 3±
23.
[11] Demirkan, H., Nemli, Y. (1993) Investigation
on susceptibility of some tomato cultivars to
Orobanche ramosa L.). 1th Turkish Weed Science Congress. 3±5 February, Adana. 309±314.
[12] 8OXGD÷ $ DQG 'HPLU $   3DUDVLWLF
weeds of lentil fields in South East Anatolia
region. II. Turkish Weed Science Congress.
Ege University printery, Bornova, Izmir. 379±
384.
[13] Petzoldt, K., Nemli, Y. and Sneyd, J. (1994)
Integrated control of Orobanche cumana in
sunflower. In: Pieterse, A.H., Verkleij, J.A.C.
and ter Borg, S.J. (eds.) Biology and management of Orobanche. Proceedings of the 3rd international workshop on Orobanche and related
Striga research. Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
Royal Tropical Institute. 442±449.
[14] .ÕWÕNÕ $ $FÕNJR] 1 DQG &LQVR\ $6
(1993) Control of broomrape (Orobanche crenata Fors.) in broad bean (Vicia faba L.) and
effect of chemical control on some yield components. I. Turkish Weed Science Congress. 35 February, 297±307.
[15] Buschmann, H., Gonsior, G. and Sauerborn, J.
(2005) Pathogenecity of branched broom- rape
(Orobanche ramosa) populations on tobacco
cultivars. Plant Pathol. 54, 650-656.
[16] Haidar, M.A., Bibi, W. and Sidahmed, M.M.
(2003) Response of branched broomrape (Orobanche ramosa) growth and development to
various soil amendments in potato. Crop Prot.
22, 291±294.
[17] Joel, D.M., Hershenhorn, Y., Eizenberg, H. and
Aly, R. (2007) Biology and management of
weedy root parasites. Horticultural Reviews.
Vol.33, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. ISBN 978±
0±471±73214±3, 38, 267±349.
[18] Parker, C. and Riches, C.R. (1993) Parasitic
Weeds of the World. Biology and Control.
CAB, International. ISBN 0±85198±873±3,
332., Wallingford, UK.
[19] FAOSTAT. (2017) The Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), Crop statistics. http://
www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QC [Accessed
on 06th July 2018].
[20] Tuik. (2017) Turkish Statistical Institute, Crop
production statistics. Available at: https:// biruni.tuik.gov.tr/medas/?kn=92&locale=tr [Accessed on 18th July 2018].
[21] Gulden, R.H., Warwick, S.I. and Thomas, A.
G. (2008) The biology of Canadian weeds. 137.
Brassica napus L. and Brassica rapa L. Can J
Plant Sci. 88, 951±996.

losses 30% to 60%.
Finally, no information is available on the control or dispersal of broomrape. However, if control
measures are not attempted and growers are not
immediately informed, it is likely that the problem
will expand throughout the area.

CONCLUSION
The present study was conducted to determine
the extent of the branched broomrape (Phelipanche
ramose) problem in rapeseed crops in the Tekirdag
and Istanbul provinces of the Marmara region of
Turkey. This parasitic plant was detected in the
study area in 2016 and 2017 and was found to represent a high threat to crops. It has the potential to
spread to large agricultural areas, and crop yields in
the region may inevitably decrease as a result. For
farmers with limited resources, the associated crop
losses may be high and also affect other farming or
processing facilities. Finally, no information is
available on the control and dispersal of broomrape
in the region. However, if control measures are
attempted and growers are immediately informed, a
more destructive invasion of branched broomrape
may be avoided.
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EVALUATION OF A NEW COMPUTER METHOD (ANNS)
AND TRADITIONAL METHODS (LWRS AND VBGF) IN THE
CALCULATION OF SOME GROWTH PARAMETERS OF
TWO CYPRINID SPECIES
Ebru Ifakat Ozcan*, Osman Serdar
Munzur University, Faculty of Fisheries, 62100, Tunceli, Turkey

subspecies in the Karasu River [1] and Barbus
lacerta is an endemic fish for inland waters of Eastern Anatolia Region in Turkey and it has been recorded in the Euphrates and Tigris basin region [2].
Studies have been conducted at different regions
related to growth parameters of C. umbla [1, 3-5]
and B. lacerta [6]. Growth studies are very important for fisheries management. Knowledge of
biological characteristics is critically important in
understanding, the future of the species due to environmental changes.
Recently, computer methods have been studied in many environmental issues (chemistry, physics, and biology). Artificial Neural Networks are an
information process system that is inspired by biological nervous systems (brain). The purpose of a
neural network is to obtain output data from input
data with some calculations [7]. An ANN is a
mathematical model similar to the human brain.
The system has several inputs and outputs and can
UHDFW DFFRUGLQJ WR LQSXWV ³WKH OHDUQLQJ SURFHVV´ 
To verify the results of an ANN, a part of the same
data can then be used to test learning patterns in the
training during the training stage [8]. With the
ANNs models, Maravelias et al. [9] estimate the
distributions of demersal fish species, Mastrorillo et
al. [10] estimated the existences of small fish in a
river, Park et al. [11] estimated the aquatic macroinvertebrate varieties, Obach et al. [12] predicted
population dynamics of aquatic insects, Joy and
Death [13] predicted spatially mapping freshwater
fish and assemblies of decapods, Tureli et al. [14]
predicted weight of blue crabs (Callinectes sapidus
Rathbun, 1896) using predictor variables and Benzer and Benzer [15] fish population predicting.
Benzer et al. [16]; Benzer et al. [17]; Benzer and
Benzer [18] predicted growth properties of crayfish
(Astacus leptodactylus). Ozcan and Serdar [19]
estimated some population parameters of tigris
loach (Oxynoemacheilus tigris). Sangun et al. [20]
estimated body weight of Sparus aurata with artificial neural network. Many authors reported that
ANNs gave better results than other methods [1419]. LWRs and VBGF statistical methods used in
many scientific studies may be insufficient for
scientific work [9]. ANNs are alternative method

ABSTRACT
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a very
reliable computer program used in many areas such
as growth parameters. The aim of this study to
compare the growth estimates of tigris scraper
(Capoeta umbla (Heckel, 1843)) and kura barbel
(Barbus lacerta (Heckel, 1843) captured from
Karasu River (East Anatolia, Turkey) between 2014
and 2016. The age groups were 0-9 for C. umbla
and 0-8 for B. lacerta. The estimated parameters of
von Bertalanffy growth equations were as L=51.96
cm, Wࣟ ࣟ804.16 g, k=0.092 year-1, t0= -1.763 year
for C. umbla and Lௗ ௗ FP Wௗ ௗ J
kௗ ௗ \HDU-1, t0ௗ ௗ-2.489 for B. lacerta. The
growth performance index (Ɏ ) value was computed as 2.395 for C. umbla and 2.120 for B. lacerta.
The length and weight relationships for two fish
species were as follows: W=0.0092L3.05 (R²=0.98)
and W=0.0095L3.07 (R²=0.98). The growth of these
two cyprinid species were isometric growth. A
ANNs model is a interdepented system containing
many neurons. There are three different layers in a
neural network (input, hidden and output layers).
Data enters (length/weight, age, sex) at the inputs
and passes along the network, by layer, till it reaches at the outputs (weight/length). MATLAB Ver
R2016a (Neural Network Toolbox) was used for
ANNs estimatings. MAPE (%) equation was used
to compare ANNs and other methods. According to
the comparison of the results obtained with MAPE
(%), ANNs provide better results than the LWRs
and VBGF. The results of this study could give
useful insight that ANNs can be evaluated as an
alternative for growth prediction.

KEYWORDS:
Artificial neural networks, Capoeta umbla, Barbus lacerta, growth parameters

INTRODUCTION
Cyprinidae is almost an exclusively freshwater
family of fishes. Capoeta umbla is the dominant
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total length and weight. Sexes have been determined based on their gonads; sex proportions were
determined by chi-square test. The scales of fish
were used age determining. Scales were taken between the lateral line and the dorsal fins. Scales for
age determination were made according to Chugunova [21]. Age was read under a stereoscopic
zoom microscope (OLYMPUS BX53). Each scale
was read at least twice by independent readers.

for other methods in non linear situations for predict modelling [13].
This study is the first record ANNs as a new
and alternative approach to predict on basic biological characteristics two cyprinid species in Karasu
River. Predicted and observed values are compared
by Mean Absolute Percent Error (%). The aim of
this study is to show the reliability of ANNs, which
is an alternative method for the calculation of traditional methods (LWRs and VBGF).

von Bertalanffy growth function (VBGF).
The von Bertalanffy growth parameters were obtained with the following equation: Lt = L [1-e-k(tto)
], Lt: expected total length at age t years. L:
asymptotic average maximum total length, k:
growth coefficient, and t0: theoretical age at zero
length [22].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area. The study area is shown in Figure
1 along with the stations. (<HúLOGD÷ VWUHDP
  1   (  <HúLOGHUH VWUHDP
  1  ( .|úNVWream (40º05'45''N
41º24'48''E),
$÷DVX\X VWUHDP
  1
41º08'56''E),
Sincan
stream
(39º59'40''N
  (  dL÷GHPOL VWUHDP
  1
41º01'23''E), Han stream (39º56'53''N 40º46'08''E),
7DúD÷ÕO VWUHDP   1   (  .DUDWDú
stream (39º56'13''N 40º07'51''E), Büyükgözenin
stream (39º56'39''N 40º15'03''E), Deliçay stream
  1  ( .DUQÕVWUHDP   1
39º13'34''E), Eriç stream (39º30'36''N 38º53'14''E),
.ÕUÕNVWUHDP   1  (

Length-weight relationships (LWRs). The
length-weight relation was calculated with the following equation: W = a*Lb, W: weight (W), L: total
length (TL), a: intercept, and b: slope [23]. The
degree of relationship between the variables was
also determined by R2 (determination coefficient).
Other statistics. The index of the average
percentage error (IAPE) was used to indicate the
age accuracy between two independent readers. The
equation is as follows: ,$3( 1 Ȉ 5  Ȉ [LMxj/xj), N: number of fish aged, R: number of times
each fish was aged, xij: ith age determination of the
jth fish, and xj: average age calculated for the jth
fish [24].

Sampling/Data collection. Fish samples
caught with electroshocker between 2014 and 2016.
Samples were transported to the laboratory of Fisheries Faculty at Munzur University and fixed with
5% formaldehyde. Fish samples were measured for

FIGURE 1
Work area and stations (Karasu River)
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3. Output Layer (The data after processing is
made available at the output layer) [27]; (Figure 2).
The mathematical equation of the neuron
model is seen in equation
[28].
q

The growth performance index was determined with the following equation:
Ɏ =log10(k)+2log10(L) [25].
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are biologically originated computer programs planned to adapt the style
the human brain processes data. ANNs add their
information by determining the shapes and relationships in data and learn through experiment, not
from coding. An ANN is consist of hundreds of
single units, artificial neurons or processing elements (PE), related with factors (weights), which
create the neural structure and are organised in
layers. The weights are the regulatable parameters
and, in that sense, a neural network is a parameterized system. The sum of the weights of inputs composes the activation of neurons. The activation
signal is taked place transfer function to generate a
single output of the neuron. Transmission process
introduces non-linearity to the network. Throughout
the course of the training, the connections are optimized until you reach the minimum and the best
accuracy of the error. After the network is trained
and tested, new data for output can be displayed
[26].
Data enters (Length/weight, age, sex) at the
inputs and passes through the network, layer by
layer, until it arrives at the outputs (Weight/length).
Figure 2 shows the layers obtained with the custom
neural network.
In general, an ANN is a system that varies according to internal and external information flowing
through the network. Briefly summarized, neural
networks are regression analysis, statistical, datamodelling tools used for modelling sophisticate
relationships between inputs and outputs in data [8].
Basically, there are 3 different layers in a neural
network:
1. Input Layer (All the inputs are fed in the
model through this layer)
2. Hidden Layers (There can be more than
one hidden layers which are used for processing the
inputs received from the input layers)

y(k): output value in discrete time k, F: a transfer function, wi(k): weight value in discrete time k
where i goes from 0 to m, xi(k): input value in discrete time k where i goes from 0 to m, b: bias.
MAPE equation was used to compare ANNs
and other methods. The smaller the MAPE values,
the closer are the predicted values to the real values
q
y
[17]. MAPE is as follows equality:

Yi: the actual observation value, ei: the differ
between the real value and the prediction value, n:
the total of number observations.
Neural Network Toolbox of MATLAB (Ver
R2016a) was used for ANN calculations. Processes
in MATLAB are made up of three parts. These are
³WUDLQLQJ´ ³WHVWLQJ´ DQG ³YDOLGDWLRQ´ 7KH GDWD
were random used as 70% in training, 15% in testing, and 15% in the validation.

RESULTS
The total length and weight of individuals
ranged from 6.4-34.7 cm to 2.5-386.0 g for C. umbla and 6.9-24.8 cm to 3.4-227.0 g for B. lacerta,
respectively. Total length-frequency analysis of C.
umbla and B. lacerta from Karasu River is given in
Figure 3. The sex ratio (female/male) for C. umbla
was 1:0.983; B. lacerta was 0.693:1; chi-square test
showed that significantly different from the theroretical 1:1 ratio (Ȥð, P< 0.05) for two cyprinid species.

FIGURE 2
Representation an ANN formed of 3 input layers, a hidden layer and an output layer to be estimated
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FIGURE 3
Total length-frequency analysis for C. umbla (A) and B. lacerta (B)

FIGURE 4
Age composition for C. umbla (A) and B. lacerta (B)
TABLE 1
The parameters of the growth, age-length parameters and growth performance index values for two
cyprinid from Karasu River
Growth parameters
Species

Sex

n

Capoeta
umbla
Barbus
lacerta

Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ

117
115
101
70

L
(cm)
46.05
53.49
31.09
29.78

2

a

b

R

0.0086
0.0099
0.0097
0.0097

3.07
3.02
3.07
3.08

0.98
0.98
0.98
0.97

Age-length parameters
W
k
(g)
(year-1)
561.76
0.133
746.34
0.098
323.77
0.134
419.63
0.159

t0
(year)
-1.202
-1.670
-2.484
-2.061

Ɏ
2.450
2.447
2.112
2.149

Ƃ, female; ƃ, male; n, sample size; L, asymptotic length; W, asymptotic weight; t0, theoretical age; k, body growth coefficient; Ɏ', growth performance index

[29].

Age group of C. umbla was between 0-9 years
and the 2rd age group was dominant (Figure 4); B.
lacerta was between 0-8 years and the 1rd group
was dominant (Figure 4). The differences in lenght
and weight between females and males were found
to be statistically insignificant (P>0.05) in all age
groups of two species.
According to the age estimations (IAPE),
which is the index of the mean percentage error
found by two independent age readers, was found
6.15% for C. umbla, 7.83% for B. lacerta. This
means that the confidence interval for the reliablility of estimations made are within 5 to 15%, indicating that our aging method represents a precision
approach to the age determination of two species

The von Bertalanffy growth equations for all
individuals were calculated and estimated as
Lௗ ௗFPWௗ ௗJNࣟ ௗ2 year-1, t0ௗ ௗ1.763 years for C. umbla, Lௗ ௗ FP
Wௗ ௗ J kௗ ௗ \HDU-1, t0ௗ ௗ-2.489 for B.
lacerta (Table 1). The growth performance index
(Ɏ ) value (all individuals) was calculated as 2.395
for C. umbla, 2.120 B. lacerta.
The LWRs and 95% confidence intervals of b
(all individuals) were calculated as W=0.0092L3.05
(R² = 0.98; b=2.78-3.17; p<0.001) for C. umbla and
W= 0.0095L3.07 (R² = 0.98; b=2.92-3.28; p<0.001)
B. lacerta. The growth of these two cyprinid species was isometric growth.
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checks was attained as 6, at epoch 11 and gradient=0.00053887, at epoch 11 (Figure 6). ANNs
were used randomly as follows: 162 (%70) in training, 35 (%15) in testing and 35 (%15) in the validation. The linear regression line, which is most appropriate between targets and outputs, is determined
with a durable line. R value shows the relationship
between outputs and targets. R =0.99399 value
confirmes that the ANN output precise linear relevance with the target (perfectly match). All these
results confirm that the training gives the best results. Because all of the coefficients are close to 1,
the accuracy of the training is highly acceptable and
gave better predictions than regression relationship
(Figure 7).

The neural network during training, best validation performance and training state of artificial
neural networks, coefficients of regression in artificial neural networks model are given Figure 5, 6, 7
for C. umbla. The mean squared error (mse) of all
data is occurred on a logarithmically. The training
mean squared error must have a declining trend in
order for the training plot to shows an excellent
training. In Figure 6, when the validation error
increased to 11 epochs, the training was ended and
the best validation performance was seen as
0.00033534 at epoch 5. The optimum epoch is 11
for C. umbla. There is no benefit to the system of
increasing epoch after that. For the training state of
artificial neural networks model, the validation

FIGURE 5
The neural network during training for C. umbla

FIGURE 6
Best validation performance and training state of artificial neural networks for C. umbla
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FIGURE 7
Coefficients of regression in artificial neural networks model for C. umbla

FIGURE 8
The neural network during training for B. lacerta.
The neural network during training, best validation performance and training state of artificial
neural networks, coefficients of regression in artificial neural networks model are given Figure 8, 9, 10

for B. lacerta. In Figure 9, when the validation error
increased to 19 epochs, the training was ended and
the best validation performance was seen as
0.00017538 at epoch 13. The optimum epoch is 19
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tion. The linear regression line, which is most appropriate between targets and outputs, is determined
with a durable line. R value shows the relationship
between outputs and targets. R=0.99716 value confirmes that the ANN output precise linear relevance
with the target (perfectly match) (Figure 10).

for B. lacerta. There is no benefit to the system of
increasing epoch after that. For the training state of
artificial neural networks model, the validation
checks was attained as 6, at epoch 19 and gradient=0.00011669, at epoch 19 (Figure 9). ANNs
were used randomly as follows: 119 (%70) in training, 26 (%15) in testing and 26 (%15) in the valida-

FIGURE 9
Best validation performance and training state of artificial neural networks for B. lacerta

FIGURE 10
Coefficients of regression in artificial neural networks model for B. lacerta
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Age

Sex

TABLE 2
Actual and calculated values by age and sex ANNs, LWRs and VBGF for C. umbla.
Actual Data
L
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

W

ANNs
modeling
(MATLAB)
L

8.50
6.50
8.64
8.65
6.96
8.69
10.68
12.40
10.64
11.37
15.60
11.26
15.44
41.70
15.31
15.74
43.20
15.83
19.16
77.10
19.01
19.03
78.40
18.79
21.64
111.3
21.67
21.65
108.4
21.47
24.95
164.5
24.21
24.94
171.3
24.86
27.93
240.1
27.93
27.35
218.1
27.11
30.4
280.4
30.74
30.1
298.3
30.01
32.3
324.0
31.04
34.7
386.0
34.50
Average MAPE (%)

ANNs
MAPE (%)

LWRs

LWRs
MAPE (%)

VBGF
MAPE (%)

VBGF

W

L

W

L

W

L

W

L

W

L

W

6.67
6.87
13.03
15.79
41.83
44.76
76.55
77.08
111.28
110.40
168.12
169.93
237.11
217.38
291.04
298.50
323.61
379.46

1.647
0.462
0.374
0.967
0.841
0.571
0.782
1.261
0.138
0.831
2.965
0.321
0.000
0.877
1.118
0.299
3.591
0.580
0.979

2.615
1.293
5.081
1.218
0.318
3.611
0.713
1.684
0.017
1.845
2.200
0.799
1.245
0.330
3.795
0.067
0.120
1.724
1.593

8.47
8.70
10.52
11.34
15.68
15.81
19.24
19.33
21.67
21.46
24.61
24.97
27.55
26.98
29.41
29.67
30.84
32.02

6.51
6.78
13.02
15.54
39.71
42.26
76.24
74.61
110.73
110.82
170.27
169.82
240.59
225.44
310.17
300.91
373.24
364.82

0.353
0.578
1.498
0.264
1.554
0.445
0.418
1.576
0.139
0.878
1.363
0.120
1.360
1.352
3.257
1.429
4.520
8.370
1.637

0.154
2.586
5.000
0.385
4.772
2.176
1.115
4.834
0.512
2.232
3.507
0.864
0.204
3.365
10.62
0.875
15.19
5.806
3.567

8.81
8.07
11.70
12.31
15.98
16.15
19.73
19.64
23.00
22.80
25.88
25.66
28.38
28.26
30.58
30.61
32.74
33.68

6.86
7.92
14.12
18.02
40.79
42.11
79.49
81.29
113.41
107.01
173.40
179.44
251.31
218.82
290.52
309.28
320.75
379.94

3.647
6.705
9.550
8.267
3.497
2.604
2.975
3.205
6.284
5.312
3.727
2.886
1.611
3.327
0.592
1.694
1.362
3.029
3.904

5.538
13.79
13.87
15.51
2.182
2.523
3.099
3.686
1.895
1.282
5.410
4.751
4.668
0.330
3.609
3.680
1.003
1.595
4.912

Age

Sex

TABLE 3
Actual and calculated values by age and sex ANNs, LWRs and VBGF for B. lacerta.
Actual Data
L
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

W

ANNs
modeling
(MATLAB)
L
W

8.56
7.8
8.58
8.20
7.11
8.24
12.23
20.90
12.33
12.41
21.60
12.54
14.37
31.07
14.49
14.67
36.30
14.69
16.19
48.87
16.13
15.88
44.52
15.73
18.97
83.81
18.87
19.10
93.13
19.47
20.2
109.0
19.96
19.87
104.4
19.73
21.7
139.0
21.37
22.18
147.7
21.86
22.6
170.5
23.14
23.60
208.0
23.97
24.80
227.0
24.38
Average MAPE (%)

8.11
7.11
20.53
21.59
30.86
36.33
49.31
44.39
83.29
93.05
110.45
104.76
141.32
145.69
169.44
199.54
222.55

ANNs
MAPE (%)

LWRs

LWRs
MAPE (%)

VBGF

VBGF
MAPE (%)

L

W

L

W

L

W

L

W

L

W

0.233
0.487
0.817
1.047
0.835
0.136
0.370
0.944
0.527
1.937
1.188
0.704
1.520
1.442
2.389
1.567
1.723
1.051

3.974
0.000
1.770
0.046
2.542
0.082
0.900
0.292
0.620
0.085
1.330
0.344
1.669
1.360
0.621
4.067
1.999
1.277

8.57
8.42
12.00
12.22
13.99
14.44
15.84
15.37
18.95
20.02
20.67
20.39
22.43
22.85
23.97
25.57
25.69

7.88
6.57
21.85
22.82
34.51
37.76
51.42
48.31
82.73
84.14
99.91
95.33
134.93
133.48
161.47
191.61
210.19

0.116
2.682
1.880
1.531
2.644
1.567
2.161
3.211
0.105
4.816
2.326
2.617
3.364
3.020
6.061
8.347
3.464
2.936

1.025
7.594
4.545
5.648
11.07
4.022
5.217
8.513
1.288
9.653
8.339
8.687
2.928
9.627
5.296
7.879
7.998
6.431

8.77
8.33
11.56
11.49
13.99
14.18
16.13
16.48
18.00
18.43
19.64
20.10
21.07
21.53
22.32
22.74
23.78

6.96
6.98
29.08
28.42
47.95
47.47
57.88
52.41
93.86
94.31
117.19
119.09
138.15
141.99
173.88
182.70
210.75

2.453
1.585
5.478
7.413
2.644
3.340
0.370
3.778
5.113
3.507
2.772
1.157
2.903
2.930
1.238
3.644
4.289
3.212

10.76
1.828
10.43
13.05
9.269
3.223
18.43
17.72
11.99
1.267
7.513
14.07
0.611
3.865
1.982
12.16
7.712
8.581

Tuzla Dam Lake 1-6 [4]; Hazar Lake 1-10 [5] for
C. umbla and Bibi-Sayyedan River 0-7 [6]; Oltu
Stream of Çoruh River (B. p. escherichi) 1-10 [30]
for B. lacerta. Asymptotic length of males was
higher than that of females (L = 46.05 and 53.49)
for C. umbla, while its exactly opposite (L = 31.09
and 29.78) for B. lacerta. Population parameters (a,
b, R2, L, k, WR Ɏ ) obtained in this study were
compared with previous studies (Table 4). Fish with
high k values are short-lived [31]. The k values of
the species in this study were found to be smaller
than the other studies. The growth performance
index (Ɏ ) values were higher in females of C.
umbla and in males of B. lacerta. Our Ɏ values are
generally consistent with other studies in Table 4
[1, 3-6]. The differences in growth between regions
can be attributed to the difference in size of the
largest individual sampled in each area and to the

Actual values, ANNs, LWRs and VBGF data
of C. umbla and B. lacerta are shown in Table 2
and Table 3. All values were classified by sex and
age. It was determined that the ANNs MAPE (%)
values were better than MAPE values calculated in
length-weight relationhips and von Bertalanffy
growth function models for both species. But, the
length-weight relationship MAPE (%) was found to
be closer to the ANNs MAPE (%) than to the von
Bertalanffy Growth function MAPE (%) for two
fish species.

DISCUSSION
The age determinations in previous works of
C. umbla and B. lacerta were as follows: Karasu
River 1-12 [1]; Hazar Lake 1-13 [3]; Tercan and
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and reliable method in fisheries for length-weight
relation and von Bertalanffy growth function.
The forecasting of length-weight relation using artificial neural network was found to be
0.99399 for C. umbla and 0.99716 for B. lacerta as
the R values (all individuals). R is successful when
the values are between 0.95-1 [35]. It is observed
that the forecasting of length-weight relation very
well training R value=0.99629, validation R value=0.99765 and testing R value=0.98934 for C.
umbla (Figure 7) and training R value=0.99731,
validation R value=0.99759 and testing R value=0.99693 for B. lacerta (Figure 10).
In this study, the results obtained with LWRs
and VBGF were compared with results of ANNs
using MAPE (%), the initial information on age and
some growth parameters of two cyprinid species in
the Karasu River (14 different station), Turkey.
According to this comparison, ANNs provided very
good results compared to other methods. Thus,
ANNs can be used as an alternative and reliable
method in fisheries for length-weight relationships
and von Bertalanffy growth function.

differences between species [32].
These high values of R2 show that the length
relationships are linear observed range of values.
Regression analyses are shown that fish length have
high significant correlation with weight (p<0.001).
Table 4 gives the length-weight values previously
obtained different studies and these values are similar to our study. Furthermore, when the t-test results
were analyzed for the significance of regression
coefficients (p<0.01).
ANNs are an important model for predict in
fisheries. Especially in recent years, ANNs has been
used more in physical and chemical sciences in
biology and water ecology. Tureli Bilen et al. [14],
Benzer and Benzer [15], Benzer et al. [16], Benzer
et al. [17], Benzer and Benzer [18], Ozcan and
Serdar [19] and Sangun et al. [20] have done similar work to this study. ANNs is required for future
predictions along with other methods. However, in
the majority of these studies it is seen that the
ANNs results are better than the results of other
conventional methods [33].
Lewis [34] categorized models with a MAPE
YDOXHRIOHVVWKDQDV³YHU\JRRG´LQSUHGLFWLQJ
10%-DV³JRRG´-DV³DFFHSWDEOH´DQG
RYHUDUHFODVVLILHGDV³ZURQJDQGIDXOW\´PRG
els. MAPE values of the predict of ANNs for length
and weight were 0.979 and 1.593, MAPE values of
the predict of LWRs were 1.637 and 3.567, MAPE
values of the predict of VBGF were 3.904 and
4.912 for C. umbla (Table 2). MAPE values of the
predict of ANNs for length and weight were 1.051
and 1.277, MAPE values of the predict of LWRs
were 2.936 and 6.431, MAPE values of the predict
of VBGF were 3.212 and 8.581 for B. lacerta (Table 3). Thus, ANNs can be used as an alternative

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study indicated high proximity between the measured and predicted data. The
values obtained with ANNs are much closer to their
real values. For this reason, in this study it can be
concluded that ANNs model applied made a more
effective and reliable than length-weight relationships and von Bertalanffy growth function.

TABLE 4
Population characteristics of two cyprinid species presented different studies
Habitat
Karasu River
Hazar Lake

Tercan dam lake
Tuzla stream

Hazar lake

Bibi
Sayyedan River
Oltu Stream of
Çoruh River
(B. p. escherichi)*

Sex

n

a

Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ+ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ+ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ+ƃ
Ƃ
ƃ
Ƃ+ƃ

506
665
180
164
346
165
158
323
161
146
307
237
127
364

0.0117
0.0139
0.0000083
0.0000050
0.0000029
0.000500
0.000192
0.000677
0.000290
0.000141
0.000208
0.056
0.104
0.070

Ƃ
ƃ

155
234

0.0115
0.0271

b
R2
Capoeta umbla
2.991
0.99
2.936
0.99
0.96
3.006
0.96
3.097
0.94
3.186
2.321
0.98
2.485
0.98
2.674
0.98
2.400
0.98
2.532
0.99
2.458
0.98
2.466
0.95
2.262
0.93
2.390
0.95
Barbus lacerta
2.958
0.99
2.756
0.98

Ƃ
ƃ

222
405

0.0152
0.0189

2.911
2.843

*fork length
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0.97
0.96

L

k

to

Ɏ

Author

45.70
42.30
68.61
71.49
68.62
41.64
40.60
41.11
54.17
46.08
52.15
49.22
56.17
53.77

0.14
0.14
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.19
0.22
0.20
0.12
0.15
0.14
0.20
0.13
0.16

-0.83
-0.98
-2.04
-2.63
-2.20
-0.69
-0.29
-0.54
-1.54
-1.34
-1.35
-1.88
-1.62
-1.84

2.465
2.398
2.517
2.486
2.517
2.517
2.559
2.528
2.546
2.503
2.580
2.685
2.612
2.665

Turkmen et
al. [1]

34.14
23.85

0.09
0.14

-2.29
-1.91

4.700
4.400

Dopeikar and
Keivany [6]

32.77
29.35

0.11
0.13

-1.89
-1.64

-

Yildirim et al.
[30]

Sen and
Aydin [3]

Gunes [4]

Coban et al.
[5]
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[10] Mastrorillo, S., Lek, S., Dauba, F. and Belaud,
A. (1997) The use of artificial neural networks
to predict the presence of small-bodied fish in
river. Freshwater Biology. 38, 237-246.
[11] Park, Y.S., Verdonschot, P.F.M., Chon, T.S.
and Lek, S. (2003) Patterning and predicting
aquatic macro invertabrate diversities using artificial neural network. Water Research. 37,
1749-1758.
[12] Obach, M., Wagner, R., Werner H. and
Schmidt, H.H. (2001) Modelling population
dynamics of aquatic insects with artificial neural networks. Ecology Modelling. 146, 207217.
[13] Joy, K.M. and Death, R.G. (2004) Predictive
modelling and spatial mapping of freshwater
fish and decapod assemblages using GIS and
neural Networks. Freshwater Biology. 49,
1306-1052.
[14] Tureli Bilen, C., Kokcu P. and Ibrikci, T.
(2011) Application of artificial neural networks
(ANNs) for weight predictions of blue crabs
(Callinectes sapidus Rathbun, 1896) using predictor variables. Mediterranean Marine Science. 12(2), 439±446.
[15] Benzer, S. and Benzer, R. (2016) Evaluation of
growth in pike (Esox lucius L., 1758) using
traditional methods and artificial neural networks. Applied Ecology and Environmental
Research. 14(2), 543±554.
[16] Benzer, S., Karasu Benli, C. and Benzer, R.
(2015) The comparison of growth with length±
weight relation and artificial neural networks of
crayfish, Astacus leptodactylus, in Mogan
Lake. Journal of Black Sea/Mediterranean Environment. 21(2), 208±223.
[17] Benzer, S., Benzer, R. and Gunal, A.C. (2017)
Artificial neural networks approach in lengthweight relation of crayfish (Astacus leptodactylus (VFKVFKROW] LQ(÷LUGLU/DNH,VSDUWD
Turkey. Journal of Coastal Life Medicine. 5(8),
330-335.
[18] Benzer, S. and Benzer, R. (2018) New Perspectives for Predicting Growth Properties of Crayfish (Astacus leptodactylus Eschscholtz, 1823)
in Uluabat Lake. Pakistan Journal of Zoology.
50(1), 35-45.
[19] Ozcan, E.I. and Serdar, O. (2018) Artifical
neural networks as new alternative method to
estimating some population parameters of tigris
loach (Oxynoemacheilus tigris (Heckel, 1843))
in the Karasu River, Turkey. Fresen. Environ.
Bull. 27, 9840-9850.
[20] Sangun, L., Guney, O.I., Ozalp, P., Basusta, N.
(2019) Estimation of body weight of Sparus
aurata with artificial neural network (MLP)
and M5P (nonlinear regression)±LR algorithms. Iranian Journal of Fisheries Science. (In
press).
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In order to study the fatigue properties of basic
Magnesium Sulfate cement reinforced concrete
beams, specimens of the basic magnesium sulfate
cement (BMSC) and ordinary portland cement
(PO·C) were in strength grade of C40 and C50
were prepared, respectively. Response surface
methodology is applied to this study. The results
show that under the fatigue load, the deflection
value of the specimen decreases with the increase
of the number of fatigue cycles. The fatigue cycle
life of the BMSC specimens with higher strength
grades is more than that of the PO·C specimens,
and the higher the strength grade, the more obvious.
Under the fatigue load, the development of the midspan deflection of the specimen showed an Sshaped trend, and the deflection in the BMSC specimen was smaller than that of the PO·C specimen.
The spacing of the cracks in BMSC columns was
smaller than that of PO·C columns because of the
better bond performance between the reinforcing
bars and the surrounding BMS concrete. But the
crack widths of BMSC columns were close to the
width of PO·C columns. It shows that the BMSC
specimen has a high rigidity and good resistance to
deformation.

Energy conservation and environmental protection are the topics that are fully advocated in the
development of modern society and the progress of
human technology. It is well known that the technology of “twice grinding and once burning” is
widely used in the calcium cement, which consumes a lot of energy. Magnesium oxide, which is
one of the main raw materials of BMSC, needs only
magnesite to be calcined at about 900 °C. In contrast, the clinker of Portland cement needs to be
calcined at high temperature of 1,450 °C. In the
process of producing Portland cement, raw materials and cement have to go through twice grinding.
The raw materials and cement are difficult to grind.
And 10% of the total energy consumed is electricity. In contrast, magnesium oxide is ground after the
decomposition of magnesium carbonate, which is
liable to be ground and only needs to be ground
once [5-8]. BMSC production has no other energy
consumption. In addition, Portland cement and its
products are difficult to be recycled, while the hydration activity of BMS can be recovered at low
temperature and then BMSC can be recycled.
Above all, improvement of the performance of
BMSC and expansion of its application in civil
engineering not only can meet the requirements of
energy conservation and environmental protection,
but also coordinate for the sustainable economic
development.
BMSC concrete is air-dried, magnesia-based
concrete. Since the additives in BMSC can inhibit
the hydration of MgO to weaken the crystallization
stress and low solubility 5·1·7 phase, BMS concrete
has better water resistance.5 BMSC concrete has
also advantages in corrosion resistance in compare
with Portland cement and sulfate aluminate cement
[9-11]. It is therefore appropriate for highperformance, anti-corrosion concrete commonly
used in salt-saturated, land environments [12-16].
In order to facilitate the large-scale application
of basic magnesium sulfate cement concrete in
structural engineering, a basic magnesium sulfate
cement reinforced concrete beam member was
prepared in this paper. Based on the static load and
fatigue tests of basic magnesium sulfate cement
reinforced concrete beams. The fatigue properties

'& "#
BMSC, reinforced concrete, fatigue property, Response
surface methodology
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Basic magnesium sulfate cement (BMSC) is a
new kind of sulfur magnesium oxychloride cement.
The primary hydration product of BMS is the 5·1·7
phase [1-3]. Its chemical composition is 5Mg
(OH)2·MgSO4·7H2O. The main advantages of BMS
are low cost, early strength, high tensile strength,
and corrosion resistance. The chemical, physical,
and mechanical properties of BMSC are close to
Portland cement [4].
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It can be seen from Fig. 1 that with the increase of the molar ratio, the flexural strength and
compressive strength of the sheet first increase and
then decrease. When the molar ratio is 6-8, the
overall strength is the highest. When aMgO/MgSO4 is small, that is, when the content of
a-MgO is low, the content of a-MgO hydration
layer in the OH- and solid phase of the pore solution in the cement hydration process is small, resulting in strength. Phase 517 phase is slow to generate, resulting in lower early strength. When the aMgO content is high, the remaining a-Mg O after
the formation of the 517 phase is hydrated to a
lower strength Mg(OH)2, that is, the 517 phase
content per unit volume of the plate is less, so the
strength is also obviously reduced, therefore, it is
recommended to choose a molar ratio of 6 to 8
when preparing the board.

of basic magnesium sulfate cement reinforced concrete beams were discussed by comparing ordinary
Portland cement reinforced concrete beams.


$"#$ #
In this experiment, the primary material was
the BMSC with a specific surface area of 2,500
cm2/g, which was made of MgO, MgSO4·7H2O, fly
ash, and admixture. A kind of locally available
crushed gravel with a maximum size of 25 mm and
specific density of 2,680 kg/m3 were used as the
coarse aggregate. A locally available natural river
sand with a fineness modulus of 2.44 and specific
density of 2,700 kg/m3 was used as the fine aggregate.
!8-7)8):165 6. :0- 8-15.68+-4-5: +65+8-:-
+63;459Six BMSC columns and two PC concrete
columns were tested to investigate the different
behavior of the two kinds of columns. The length of
the reinforcement concrete columns is 1,500 mm.
The thickness of concrete cover is 25 mm.
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Figure 2 shows the effect of the amount of
admixture on the strength of the composite sheet. It
can be seen that the addition of the admixture has a
great influence on the strength of the composite
sheet. When no additives were added, the compressive strength was only 17.4 MPa, while when 0.4%
of the admixture was added, the increase was 36.6
MPa, an increase of 110.3%.
In order to accelerate the production efficiency
of the board, especially in winter production, sometimes manufacturers can adopt the method of early
high temperature curing. Therefore, it is necessary
to study the influence of temperature on the
strength of the board and the mechanism of its
influence. Figure 3 shows the effect of different
early curing temperatures on the properties of the
sheet. It can be seen that increasing the curing temperature can significantly increase its early strength.
For example, after curing at 20°C for 1 d, after 50 h
at 50°C and 80°C for 12 h, the compressive
strength reached 17.6 MPa and 19. 8 MPa, compared with 24°C at the same age. 0 MPa increased
by 90% and 145%, respectively. After 7 days of
curing at 50°C, the compressive strength was only
reduced when it was maintained at 20°C for 28
days 7%. The early curing temperature was 80°C,
and the compressive strength decreased by 14.6%.
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The curing process has a great influence on
the performance of the composite sheet. The use of
early high-temperature curing can accelerate the
production efficiency of the sheet, increase the
curing temperature, and increase its early strength.
The late strength still has an increasing trend with
the increase of age. Therefore, in the industrial
production of composite sheets, the curing temperature is appropriately increased, and the production
efficiency can be improved while the durability of
the strength can be ensured.
For Fig.4, optimization of operating parameters is necessary to determine the optimum value of
variables that yield the highest compressive
strength. Optimization was done by a program
based on the proposed quadratic model obtained for
compressive strength. A desirable goal in the program was set for independent factors in the range
with equal importance of 3 and for compressive
strength at a maximum level with an importance
factor of 5. Totally, 15 solutions were predicted by
the software under the above-mentioned conditions.
The optimum solution was selected based on economic considerations, availability and the cost of
reagents and energy. Based on these, curing temperature is 20°C, molar ratio is 7, additional dose is
0.6%.
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between deflection and the number of fatigue cycles. It can be
seen that under the fatigue load, the deflection value of the specimen decreases with the increase of
the number of fatigue cycles. The fatigue cycle life
of the BMSC specimen with high strength grade is
more than that of the PO·C specimen, and the
strength grade is higher. The more obvious. The
high-strength BMSC specimens have a higher resistance to fatigue damage than the PO·C specimens.
Figure 6 shows the cross-center deflection of
the specimen versus the load at different fatigue
cycles. It can be seen from the figure that the midspan deflection of the specimen increases with the
increase of the load. And in the case of the same
load, the mid-span deflection decreases with the
increase of the number of fatigues. It can also be
seen from the figure that the development of the
mid-span deflection increment shows an S-shaped
trend. At the initial stage of load loading, and near
fatigue failure, the deflection of the specimen during the mid-span will change greatly. Under the
same conditions, the mid-span deflection of BMSC
specimens is smaller than that of PO·C specimens.
It shows that the BMSC specimen has a high rigidity and good resistance to deformation.
The relationship between crack width and fatigue number of BMSC specimens is shown in Fig.
7. As the number of fatigues increases, the crack
width of the test piece increases. Similar to the
development of cracks in static load test, new
cracks are generated during the fatigue test, and the
original cracks are continuously developed during
the fatigue process. Under the same conditions, the
crack width of the BMSC specimen is smaller than
that of the PO·C specimen, and it can be seen that
the BMSC specimen has high crack resistance.

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions are drawn:
Under the fatigue load, the deflection value of
the specimen decreases with the increase of the
number of fatigue cycles. The fatigue cycle life of
the BMSC specimens with higher strength grades is
more than that of the PO·C specimens, and the
higher the strength grade, the more obvious. Under
the fatigue load, the development of the mid-span
deflection of the specimen showed an S-shaped
trend, and the deflection in the BMSC specimen
was smaller than that of the PO·C specimen. The
spacing of the cracks in BMSC columns was smaller than that of PO·C columns because of the better
bond performance between the reinforcing bars and
the sur-rounding BMS concrete. But the crack
widths of BMSC columns were close to the width
of PO·C columns. It shows that the BMSC specimen has a high rigidity and good resistance to deformation.
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Elaborate characterization and testing results of
the LCP sensor as an airflow rate sensor have been
presented. A number of tests have been conducted to
analyze the properties of the LCP flow sensor. The
main focus of study for these experiments has been
at the flow ranges, resolution, accuracy and response
time of the LCP sensor. It is shown that the sensor is
capable of detecting air flow rates from 10 to 150
LPM and even as low as 7 LPM. In order to examine
the accuracy of the flow sensor, the average response
time of the LCP flow sensor is 0.5 s. Finally, it is
shown that the LCP flow sensor is able to detect respiratory system response from inhalation and exhalation.

consumption and less compliance to integration with
other microstructures are the disadvantages of the
thermal flow sensors. In the recent years, research
has been concentrated on developing non-thermal
flow sensors, including piezoelectric [15] and piezoresistive [16] flow sensor. Most of the non-thermal
flow sensors detect the pressure change as a function
of resistance or capacitance changes when a fluid
flows over the surface of the sensor.
Currently, the most commonly used conductive
materials include carbon-based materials (such as
carbon black, carbon nanotubes, graphene, etc.),
metal nanoparticles, metal nanowires, and conductive polymers. Among them, carbon nanotubes, as
typical one-dimensional conductive materials, have
anisotropic and isotropic structures and have been
widely used in strain sensors.
In this paper, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
film was used as the substrate material, and PEDOT:PSS composite nanomaterial was used as the
strain sensitive material. The strain sensitive layer
was prepared by spraying process, and the strain sensor was packaged by spin coating process. The sensor is tested for strain and repeatability. The results
show that it has good repeatability and stability.

(&"#
Breath analyser, flow sensor, Liquid crystal polymer, monitoring, sleep quality, exercise intensity
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The ability to accurately measure fluid flow
rate is important for a variety of applications, such as
environmental monitoring, process control, sensing
systems in aircraft and underwater vehicles, emergency response monitoring, and in the biomedical
industry [1-9]. The flow sensor is needed to regulate
flow generators in the sleep apnea treatment where
patients need continuous cycles of air flowing to
their lungs, and to prevent a sense of stopped breathing because of a blockage (or obstruction) in the upper airway. Flow generators require sensitive flow
sensors to pump accurate volume of air that is inhaled or exhaled similar to human breathing process.
Conventional sensors, used to achieve this level of
sensing accuracy, requires large power consumption
and are large in physical size and weight, with low
response and sensitivity, as they use active sensing
capabilities to detect changes in fluids [10-13].
Flow sensors can generally be categorized into
either thermal or non-thermal sensors, based on the
mechanism of flow sensing. Thermal flow sensors
detect the change of thermal energy when fluid flow
is interacting with a hot body [14]. The high power
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50 mg of carbon nanotubes were dissolved in
absolute ethanol and subjected to ultrasonic vibration treatment for 1 h, so that they were uniformly
dispersed in the alcohol. Add in the carbon nanotube
solution 5 mL of PEDOT:PSS solution (mass fraction of 1.7%) was again ultrasonically shaken for 1
h to obtain a homogeneously mixed CNT-PEDOT:PSS complex nanomaterial.
The preparation process of the flexible tensile
strain sensor is as follows: using a clean surface silicon wafer as a substrate material, spin-coating
AZ4620 photoresist on the surface of the silicon wafer at a speed of 2000 r/min to obtain a sacrificial
layer adhesive having a thickness of 50 μm; The surface of the sacrificial layer was spin-coated with a
500 μm thick PDMS film and heated at 60 °C for 3
h to cure the PDMS film. The photoresist was dissolved by acetone solution to achieve PDMS stripping. The surface of the PDMS was hydrophilic by
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oxygen plasma. The PDMS surface has a hydrophilic group such as a hydroxyl group or a carboxyl
group; the prepared composite material is sprayed on
the surface of the PDMS to obtain a strain sensitive
layer; then the surface of the strain sensitive layer is
spin-coated with PDMS for encapsulation to obtain
a tensile strain sensor.
Briefly, the major fabrication steps include liquid-crystal polymers (LCP) silicon wafer bonding,
deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) for through-hole
formation, sputtering a metal resistor and lift-off for
resistor patterning. This fabrication process under
low-temperature (<120 °C) employment is simple,
low-cost, and repeatable. The device fabrication begins with etching the copper-cladding completely
from both sides of a 24 μm thick LCP film. The next
step is bonding the LCP and silicon by using an SU8 intermediate adhesion layer. Instead of direct bonding, the intermediate SU-8 adhesion layer is used for
bonding to avoid the buckling which occurred due to
a large mismatch between the thermal coefficient of
silicon (3.2 ppm °C−1) and LCP (18 ppm °C−1).
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A set of experiments are conducted in order to
analyze the LCP flow sensor characteristics. The
main focus of study for these experiments are the
flow ranges, resolution, and accuracy and response
time of the LCP sensor which are critical for monitoring sleep quality and exercise intensity.
"#%$##%##
Breathing is an essential process for gas exchange between the human body and the external environment. The human body absorbs oxygen and exhales carbon dioxide through breathing, thereby
maintaining normal physiological functions. Breathing frequency is a medical term that describes the
number of breaths per minute. One up and down of
the chest is one breath, that is, one breath and one
breath. The number of breaths per minute is called
the respiratory rate.
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Elaborate characterization and testing results of
the LCP sensor as an airflow rate sensor have been
presented. A number of tests have been conducted to
analyze the properties of the LCP flow sensor. The
main focus of study for these experiments has been
at the flow ranges, resolution, accuracy and response
time of the LCP sensor. It is shown that the sensor is
capable of detecting air flow rates from 10 to 150
LPM and even as low as 7 LPM. In order to examine
the accuracy of the flow sensor, the average response
time of the LCP flow sensor is 0.5 s. Because the
LCP membrane has a low Young’s modulus, It is
flexible. Even though, this flexibility of the LCP will
help the sensor to be much more sensitive; the response time will be higher. Finally, it is shown that
the LCP flow sensor is able to detect respiratory system response from inhalation and exhalation.
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Fig.1-3 shows that the sensor is capable of detecting air flow rates from 10 to 150 LPM and even
as low as 7 LPM. In order to examine the accuracy
of the flow sensor, the average response time of the
LCP flow sensor is 0.5 s.
Fig.4-6 shows that surface Plot of Motion pulse
(Times) is presnent. During the sports process, the
changes of the pulse can effectively reflect the athlete's physical function and health level. Through the
pulse test of the athlete's training state, the athlete's
exercise training state can be scientifically grasped,
and the individualized physical function characteristics of the athlete can be analyzed. It is of great significance to guide sports training and protect the athlete's physical health. The athlete training state pulse
test is based on the sensor monitoring technology. By
wearing the pulse test vibration sensor, the athlete's
pulse information is fed back in real time, combined
with the digital information processing system. Perform pulse characteristic analysis, realize pulse test
and automatic alarm, and transmit the athlete training state pulse data to the test center. If there is an
athlete's pulse or abnormal heart, an abnormal pulse
signal will be generated to realize early judgment
and discovery.
#,3746 7,37080:08; 2,*/)3072 This paper
uses CNT-PEDOT:PSS composite as a strain sensitive material. Carbon nanotubes have good electrical
and mechanical properties. In order to make the sensor have a larger strain test range, PEDOT:PSS is
used as a conductive polymer. The conductivity of
the carbon nanotube network is enhanced. When the
sensor is in the stretched state, the contact resistance
of the carbon nanotube network increases; when the
sensor is in the restored state, the contact resistance
of the carbon nanotube decreases, so the sensor has
good response and recovery characteristics.
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